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INTRODUCTIO N N 

Introductio n n 

Thiss is a book about the integration of environmental con-
cernss and EC competition law. From a legal perspective, Article 6 of the EC 
Treatyy requires such integration.1 This provision, albeit worded differently, was 
includedd in the EC Treaty by the Single European Act in 1987 as (then) Article 
130R.22 Ever since it was introduced, this integration principle has been the sub-
jectt of legal research. Recurring themes in these investigations were the legal 
statuss of the principle and whether it entailed a preference for environmental 
considerationss over the other policy objectives in which it was to be integrated. 
Thee integration principle was first put to practical legal use in the Court's 
judgmentt in Titaniumdioxidc} Since then, its practical legal role has primarily 
beenn confined to disputes concerning the correct legal basis. This, however, has 
donee littl e to clarify either of the recurring themes mentioned above. A purely 
legall  approach does not suffice to answer the question of what Article 6 EC is 
alll  about. Moreover, even apart from the purely legal question of what exactly 
Articlee 6 prescribes, there is a growing body of case law that concerns environ-
mentall  protection requirements and competition law. 

Withh the advent of the environmental agreement4 as an environmental 
policyy instrument and the ever-increasing flow of government funds for environ-
mentall  purposes, the relation between the EC's competition laws and environ-
mentall  protection came to the fore. How should EC competition law, in view of 
thiss integration principle, react to environmental agreements that protect the 
environmentt but also restrict competition? Similarly, we may ask how the prohi-
bitionn of state aids in Article 87 EC is to be applied to cases where such aids are 
grantedd for environmental purposes but distort competition? In this connec-
tion,, the precise content of the integration principle in relation to competition 
laww becomes even more important. Environmental agreements and environ-
mentall  subsidies may be very effective instruments of environmental policy. 
Ass such they may very well contribute greatly to achieving more environmental 
protectionn at lower costs. Particularly now, when the US have rejected the Kyoto 

11 It reads as follows: 'Environmental protection requirements must be integrated into the definition and 

implementationn of the Community policies and activities [...], in particular with a view to promoting 

sustainablee development'. 
22 At that time the text was: 'Environmental protection requirements shall be a component of the Commu-

nity'ss other policies.' With the Treaty on European Union the provision was changed to read as follows: 

'Environmentall  protection requirements must be integrated into the definition and implementation of 

otherr Community policies'. 
33 Case C-300/89, Commission v. Council (Titaniumdioxide), [1991] ECR I-2867. 
44 An environmental agreement is an agreement between different companies or between a group of 

companiess and a public authority on an environmental matter. See, further, infra, paragraph 3.3. 
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protocoll  basically because of the costs involved and the effects of these costs on 
thee competitive situation, achieving environmental protection more effectively 
ass well as efficiently is likely to become one of the major challenges for environ-
mentall  policy makers throughout the world. Completely ruling out categories of 
potentiallyy effective and efficient environmental instruments, such as environ-
mentall  agreements or environmental subsidies, because of their incompatibility 
withh the competition rules, would therefore seem to run counter to the integra-
tionn principle. 

Fromm a different perspective we should also recognise that competition is 
probablyy the most effective allocative mechanism known to man. Competition 
ass the cornerstone of the free market economy has allowed economies to soar to 
greatt heights and brought us myriad innovations. Moreover, Article 4 of the EC 
Treatyy dictates that 'the principle of an open market economy with free competi-
tion'' is to be the basis of Europe's economic policy. Why not, the obvious ques-
tionn would seem to be, try and make competition work for the environment? 
Whyy should we not try to innovate in the area of environmental protection 
techniquess to such an extent that costs are no longer an objection to high levels 
off  environmental protection? 

This,, it is submitted, addresses the core of Article 6 EC and with this 
observationn we have returned to what this book is all about: the integration of 
environmentall  concerns and EC competition law. Put more precisely the central 
questionn in this research is the following: 

WhatWhat is the integration of environmental concerns and EC competition law 
requiredrequired by Article 6 and has such an integration actually taken place? 

Thee question thus asked is actually twofold. Firstly, what should be and secondly 
whatt is the role of environmental concerns and EC competition law in view of 
thee integration principle? What the role for environmental concerns should 
bee is not easy to answer. According to Article 6, this role should amount to an 
'integration'.. What this concept of integration means is nowhere made clear in 
thee Treaty. Moreover, as the fact that two themes in connection with the inte-
grationn principle (i.e. its legal status and whether it entails a preference for the 
environment)) are still recurring shows, the exact content of Article 6 EC is still 
farr from dear.5 We have seen above how the ideal situation would be one where 
thee powerful instrument of competition would be used to achieve more environ-
mentall  protection. 

Thiss book consists of three parts. In Part One we wil l examine how this 
ideall  situation where competition works for the environment can be achieved 

55 See, Dhondt 2003 who, at pages 15-183, addresses these questions and identifies a multitud e of opinions. 
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andd what the role of the integration principle is in this respect. Article 6, as we 
havee seen above, prescribes an integration of environmental protection require-
mentss and, inter alia, EC competition law and policy. What does 'integrate' mean 
inn this context? For example with regard to EC competition policy the question 
mayy be asked when, if at all, an environmental agreement that restricts competi-
tionn should be exempted on environmental grounds. The role of the integration 
principlee in this, as it wil l be referred to, competition perspective of the relation 
betweenn competition and environmental protection will be further investi-
gatedd in Part One. As a result, the concept of integration enshrined in Article 
66 EC is given a well-defined meaning in connection with EC competition law 
inn Part One of this book. Moreover, as may be gathered from the last sentence 
off  the preceding paragraph, competition can, under the right circumstances, 
functionn as an exceptionally powerful instrument to bring about environmen-
tall  protection more efficiently. The advent of many of the new instruments of 
environmentall  policy must be seen in this light. In this respect, the relation 
betweenn competition and environmental protection is two-way in that it is not 
justt competition law that needs to take into account environmental considera-
tionss but environmental policy similarly needs to incorporate certain competi-
tivee aspects. This, as it wil l be called, environmental perspective of the relation 
betweenn competition and environmental protection will also be investigated in 
Partt One. 

Becausee the integration principle binds the Community institutions when 
theyy define and implement the Community's policies, the meaning of the 
conceptt 'integration' and thus Article 6 EC, can be called a model of integra-
tion.. Ideally, the role awarded to environmental concerns in EC competition law 
shouldd comply with that prescribed by the model of integration. 

Ass part of the examination of what the role of environmental concerns and 
ECC competition law is, we wil l also investigate in Part Two whether that role is 
inn accordance with the model of integration developed in Part One as far as the 
competitionn perspective of the relation between competition and environmental 
protectionn is concerned. In order to do this we need to first establish the role that 
environmentall  concerns have played in EC competition law. This question is 
relativelyy straightforward to answer. All that needs to be done is to closely exam-
inee and analyse the EC competition laws and their application in order to deter-
minee what role environmental concerns have played. This constitutes the bulk 
off  Part Two. In this Part the whole of EC Competition law, i.e. Article 81-87 or* 
thee EC Treaty, the Merger Regulation6 and the so-called useful effect doctrine,7 

iss examined to ascertain the role played by environmental concerns. 

Regulationn 4064/89, [1990] OJ L 257/14. 
77 Also referred to as 'new norm'. It consists of Article 3(i)(g) in connection with Article 10 and 81 of the 

ECC Treaty. 
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Thee perceptive reader will have noticed that the environmental perspective 
off  the model of integration {'to what extent is competition used as an instru-
mentt to achieve environmental protection most efficiently?') is nott addressed 
inn Part Two. The explanation for this is rather simple. EC environmental policy 
primarilyy makes use of Directives that need to be implemented by the national 
legislator.. In this context, the EC Directive lays down the instrumental frame-
workk but it is up to the national legislature to prescribe the type of instrument 
thatt wil l be actually used. The Directive wil l generally only lay down the broad 
frameworkk for the national environmental policy instrument that must make 
thee Directive practically effective. The question to what extent competition is 
usedd as an instrument of environmental policy is therefore best answered at the 
levell  of member state implementing legislation. This can be seen with regard 
too the implementation of the Packaging Directive.8 Whilst the transposition of 
thiss Directive has resulted in monopolistic producer responsibility organisations 
inn Germany, France and other member states, the United Kingdom's approach 
too the implementation resulted in the creation of a market on which several 
competingg producer responsibility organisations are active. Interestingly, the 
approachh adopted by the UK is as much a correct transposition of the Directive 
ass that used by the German or French governments. This striking difference in 
termss of the market structure resulting from the implementation of one Direc-
tivee shows that the Directive itself is not the primary factor that determines 
whetherr or not and to what extent competition is used to achieve environmental 
objectivess most efficiently. 

Inn Part Three we wil l look at the findings of Part One and Two from three 
differentt perspectives as part of a comparative legal analysis. We wil l thus 
comparee the relationship between environmental concerns and EC competition 
laww both as it is and how it should be according to the model of integration, with, 
firstly,, the role played by cultural considerations in EC competition, secondly, 
thee role of environmental protection and national competition law and, thirdly, 
thee role of environmental concerns in the internal market rules. 

Thiss comparative legal exercise will help us to establish the value of the 
modell  of integration as well as the validity of our findings with regard to 
whetherr or not the model of integration was applied in practice. On the basis of 
ourr findings in both Part One and Two, we will be able to discern three factors 
relativee to the model of integration that are typical and decisive in EC competi-
tionn law and environmental protection. In Part Three we wil l address these three 
factorss by looking at the model of integration from the three different perspec-
tivess listed in the preceding paragraph. Every perspective addresses one of the 
factorss considered to be critical for the model of integration and can thus be 

Thee implementation of the Packaging Directive and the resulting market structures in Germany and 

thee United Kingdom will be examined in chapter 10. 
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usedd to test the model of integration. In a nutshell, the first of these three factors 
iss the mutually reinforcing relationship between competition and environmen-
tall  protection in view of the polluter pays principle. It is submitted that a similar 
rolee cannot be envisaged for other so-called 'non-economic' considerations and 
thatt as a result the role of such considerations in EC competition law should 
differr from that played by environmental concerns. To test this hypothesis, we 
wil ll  examine the role awarded to cultural considerations within EC competition 
law.. Because this comparison takes place within the framework of EC competi-
tionn law it wil l be called the internal perspective. The second factor is not so 
muchh unique to or decisive for the model of integration but rather is considered 
relevantt for the Community's competition law in general. It has on many consid-
erationss been observed by scholars, practitioners, and the Court alike that the 
competitionn rules of the EC not only serve to ensure effective competition but 
alsoo function in the light of the market integration objective. This market inte-
grationn objective is, by definition, absent in the competition laws of the member 
statess even though these have in many cases been modelled on EC competition 
law.. The second - external - perspective eliminates this market integration 
objectivee as a factor that is relevant for EC competition law but at the same time 
possiblyy distorting in view of the model of integration.9 The third factor relates 
too what will be called the economisation of environmental benefits. As will be 
shown,, EC competition law (partly) takes environmental aspects into account 
afterr they have been 'converted' into economic benefits. Such economisation is 
explicitlyy refused by the Court in connection with the internal market rules in 
thee EC Treaty. The interpretation of this area of Community law is purely legal. 
Thee third - semi external - perspective therefore excludes the economisation 
ass a factor that could possibly affect the operation of the model of integration in 
practice. . 

Moreover,, as part of the second perspective, the role of environmental 
protectionn requirements and national competition law, we wil l also address the 
environmentall  perspective of the model of integration. To this end we will look 
att the way in which several Directives that lay down a producer responsibility 
havee been implemented. These directives allow for implementation by means 
off  an environmental agreement as an attempt to introduce more 'market-based' 
instrumentss of environmental policy. The harsh reality is, however, that in many 
casess the resulting producer responsibility organisations are in fact large-scale 
nationwidee monopolists. As part of Part Three we will therefore examine the 
factorss that are responsible for this failure to effectively make competition work 
forr the environment. 

Thee distorttve effect of the market integration objective can be seen in, for example, the initially (overly) 

widee scope of Article 81(1) EC. See further, infra, paragraph 7.2. 
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Onn the basis of the findings in these three parts we wil l formulate our 
conclusionss and make recommendations. These recommendations should allow 
uss effectively to use the most efficient economic instrument known to man to 
achievee better environmental protection through bringing about a competition 
forfor the environment. 
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CHAPTERR I AN INTRODUCTIO N TO INTEGRATIO N 

ii  An introductio n to integration 

Att first sight the concepts competition and environmental 
protectionn have about as much to do with each other as do the concepts of free 
markett economy and pollution. All four concepts are abstract and hard, if not 
impossible,, to define accurately. For a legal scholar this definitional uncertainty 
iss nothing more than an inconvenience as soon as he is able to retreat into his 
habitatt that is filled with well-defined legal concepts and reasoning. The incon-
veniencee becomes a core question as soon as this habitat is 'polluted' with a legal 
principlee that is less than well defined. An example of such a site that requires 
rehabilitationn is Article 6 EC. This provision contains a so-called integration 
clausee and reads as follows: 

'Environmental'Environmental protection requirements must be integrated into the definition 
andand implementation of the Community policies and activities [...],  in particular with 
aa view to promoting sustainable development.' 

Too the relief of the lawyer, the wording of this provision, 'must be integrated', 
indicatess that it is a legally binding obligation to integrate environmental consid-
erations.. Moreover, the judgment in PreussenElektra shows that the Court has 
recoursee to this provision in order to be able to interpret Community law in a 
specificc case.1 Yet another case shows that other environmental principles can 
bee invoked in legal proceedings and are thus certainly not confined confined to 
thee political arena.2 A further reading of the provision similarly comforts the 
legall  scholar as he can learn from Article 3 of the EC Treaty what exactly are the 
'Communityy policies and activities' mentioned in Article 6 EC. 

Interestingly,, and this brings us to the main theme of this research, competi-
tionn policy is one of the Community policies.' The institutions responsible for 
thee definition and implementation of the Community's competition policy are 
thuss under an obligation to integrate environmental protection requirements 
andd competition requirements. However, already in the introduction to this book 
aa number of questions arose the answers to which are far from obvious. Simply 
prohibitingg environmental agreements without even mentioning the environ-
mentall  aspects involved will probably fall foul of the integration principle in 
Articlee 6 EC. Similarly, granting the parties unlimited possibilities to restrict 
competitionn as soon as some environmental interest is involved is also uncalled 
for.. The answer to the question what role for environmental considerations in 
ECC competition law Article 6 EC exactly requires, is obscure and probably lies 

11 Case C-379/98, PreussenElektra v, Schleswag (PreussenElektra), [2001] ECR I-2099, para. 76. 
22 Case C-341/95, Bettati v. Safety High Tech (Bettati), [1998] ECR I-4355, paras. 32-36. 
33 Article 3(i)(g) EC. 
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somewheree between the two extremes mentioned above. The first part of the 
mainn question indicated in the introduction asks precisely this question: 'what 
rolee should environmental protection requirements play in the EC's competition 
laww and policy?' 

Initially ,, this research took the abovementioned Article 6 EC as a point of 
departuree in order to embark on a purely legal journey. The first part of the 
mainn question is, however, impossible to answer within this purely legal frame-
work.. According to Article 6 this role should amount to an 'integration'. This 
onlyy leads to the question what the concept of integration exactly means. Most 
explanationss of this concept verge on the tautological in that they boil down to 
aa statement that the environment must 'be fully taken into account' or 'should 
bee taken into consideration'.4 The Court's case law refers to the integration 
principlee on a number of occasions concerning the choice of the legal basis for 
Communityy action in a certain field. These cases, even though they again show 
thee legal character of the integration principle, do littl e to clarify the concept of 
integrationn itself.5 

Fortunately,, Article 6 itself already contains the beginning of an answer to 
thee riddle of what constitutes integration. Such integration, according to Article 
6,, should in particular 'promote sustainable development'.6 This leads us to the 
questionn of how sustainable development must be defined. Again in a nutshell, 
sustainablee development means that there is economic development, however, it 
shouldd be in keeping with, inter alia, environmental protection considerations.7 

Sustainablee development does not mean a return to the early hominid way of 
lif ee even though that wil l undoubtedly mean less environmental degradation. 
Thee other extreme, unmitigated economic growth without any consideration 
forr other factors than economic growth and financial profit, certainly also falls 
outsidee the scope of sustainable development. Sustainable development is all 
aboutt finding a modus vivendi for economic growth and environmental protec-
tion.. This balanced relationship cannot be found using legal reasoning alone. As 
itt concerns economic growth, economic reasoning should also form part of the 
analysis. . 

InIn order to define what constitutes sustainable development and, conse-
quently,, integration within the meaning of Article 6 EC, the legal scholar must 
venturee into a world where economics and the law are not studied as separate 
thingss that exist in a vacuum. He must enter a world where economics and law 

44 Kramer 2000, p. 14,16. 
55 See for  an overview of this case law: Jans 2000, p. 10,12 and 44 et seq. 
66 This objective could also be deducted from Articl e 2 EC where it is listed as one of the ends of the 

Community. . 
77 An example of other  considerations taken into account as part of sustainability would be the social and 

workin gg conditions. 
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aree seen as two methods (instruments) to explain and, to a greater or lesser 
extent,, steer behaviour in a society. In this view, neither law nor economics is 
seenn as absolute and both are recognised to be interrelated (and related to other 
factors). . 

Economicss and the law have already been tentatively applied to the specific 
problemm of environmental pollution in the introduction. We can see every-
wheree around us how, if left uncorrected, the free market economy, relying on 
competitionn as its foremost allocative mechanism, can lead to environmental 
degradation.88 This is not inherent in the free market economy or competition 
butt is the result of the external nature of the environment. A certain amount of 
environmentall  degradation will not involve costs for any specific economic actor 
butt for society in general only and even then in many cases only on the longer 
term.. Pollution in many cases does not entail any direct costs for an individual 
economicc actor. This is the external nature of the environment and this is why 
thee individual, guided by economic efficiency considerations, will not consider 
itt necessary to protect the environment or invest in environmental innovations. 
Thee existence of externalities has been recognised in economics for a long time.9 

Moreover,, the implications of externalities for the free market economy and 
competitionn have received considerable attention in economic writing. Basically, 
economistss see externalities as a market failure. Such a market failure is a factor 
thatt wil l generally lead to something being considered, in the economic sense, 
aa public good or bad. According to some economists that is where the govern-
ment,, and with it regulation and lawmaking, enters the market. The answer to 
thee question of what the concept 'integration' means, takes a beginning in the 
appreciationn of the economic relations between competition and the free market 
economyy on the one hand and environmental protection on the other. 

Thiss research is thus, in part, such an escape from the legal habitat into 
thee 'real world' where economics and law interrelate and neither is absolute. 
Moree precisely, we will first investigate the evolution of competition law and 
policyy and how it relates to the free market economy. This will be called 'a legal 
andd economic analysis of competition' and will take place in chapter 2. In the 
coursee of this overview we will also deal with the concept of externalities and its 
relationn with competition as the prime instrument of the free market economy. 
Afterr the competition-side of the matter has thus been charted, the evolution 
off  environmental law and policy will be investigated in chapter 3 to reveal how 
competitionn and environmental policy have slowly become interrelated. In this 

88 For example, the success of low-budget air carriers has resulted in (ridiculously) low air Fares. Such low 

faress encourage air travel (one Dutch carrier advertises with a family who decide on Saturday to spend a 

Sundayy in London) which is certainly not beneficial to the environment. 
99 It can be traced back British economist Arthur Cecile Pigou's work from the beginning of nineteenth 

century.. Probably, Pigou's thinking on externalities has its roots in the earlier work of Marshall. 
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chapterr environmental law and policy are analysed from a legal as well economic 
perspective.. Since the writer of this book has not been educated as an economist 
andd this book has been prepared as a PhD thesis for a law faculty, the economic 
reasoningg contained in this chapter wil l be limited and open to refinements. 
Withh the help of the insights into this mutually reinforcing relation between 
competitionn and the protection of the environment we wil l define a model for 
thee integration of environmental protection requirements and competition in 
chapterr 4. This model wil l be used to answer the question of what the role of 
environmentall  protection requirements in competition law should be. 
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2.11 Introductor y remarks 

Thee EC Treaty clearly states that the economic policy of the 
Communityy and the member states shall be 'in accordance with the principle 
off  an open market economy with free competition'.1 This already shows the two 
majorr players in this research: law and economics. In essence, both are instru-
mentss for explaining and (to a certain extent) steering the behaviour of the 
actorss in a society. These two are interrelated: law, as the EC Treaty shows, can 
bee used to direct economic polices. At the same time certain areas of law are e 
subjectt to economic reasoning. This interrelation can very clearly be seen with 
regardd to competition. The desired degree or intensity and scope of competition 
onn a market are prescribed by law.2 At the same time the operation of the laws 
thatt concern this intensity of competition is subject to economic analysis. This 
relationn between law, competition and economics is, even for those who haven't 
readd Bork's The Antitrust Paradox, at times problematic.3 The thought of having 
somethingg as unwieldy and, as it is often argued, inefficient as law govern some-
thingg that is considered to actually embody efficiency and dynamism may strike 
onee as paradoxical indeed. 

Thee twists and turns of over forty years of EC competition law show that 
thee relation should not so much be characterised as paradoxical but rather as 
difficult .. Since it takes place within a legal framework, the regulation of compe-
titionn needs a justiciable objective in the light of which the competition laws 
cann be interpreted and applied. The search for such an objective (justiciable or 
not)) as a leitmotiv for competition policy has laid the basis for a considerable 
branchh of economics that can be said to have started with Adam Smith. Below 
wee wil l succinctly sketch the development of economic and legal thinking with 
regardd to competition and its regulation with a view to establishing the status 
quoquo as EC competition law and policy are regarded. Because this thinking has 
inn many cases been developed as a reaction to earlier doctrines, the treatment 
wil ll  be largely (chrono) logical. The following paragraphs can necessarily only 
bee incomplete as fully charting the theoretical backgrounds to competition and 
itss regulation would mean writing a book in itself.4 This overview of theories 
concerningg competition only serves to further clarify what competition, and the 
limit ss to it, is about. It wil l show that throughout the history of economic think-
ingg with regard to competition, a major role has been played by the exceptions to 
thee rule that competition will lead to optimal results. 

11 Article 4(i) EC. 
22 According to the European Court of Justice, for example, the EC seeks to attain 'workable competition', 

cf.cf. Case 26/76, Metro v. Commission (Metro I), [1997] ECR 1875, para. 20. 
33 R.H. Bork, The Anti-trust Paradox - A Policy at War with Itself (New York, Basic Books 1978) 
44 E.g. Hildebrand 2002, 
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2.22 Competition as an economic phenomenon 

Onee of the factors that has made man such a successful species 
iss probably that fact that we have organised ourselves in societies with the mem-
berss of this society opting for specialisation. This specialisation has, however, 
broughtt with it the problem of how to coordinate who wil l produce what com-
moditiess in which quantities. In the small informal society this coordination 
wil ll  have worked accordingly informal. As societies grew and wants as well as 
productionn not only increased in absolute numbers but also in diversity, this 
coordinationn became increasingly difficult. The solution was the introduction 
off  currencies. This in turn created a market. Left to itself, this market would by 
andd large ensure that production met the needs of the society.5 Problems, how-
ever,, could arise as the production of certain commodities came into the hands 
off  one or a few parties. These parties could then raise the prices for these goods 
by,, for example, artificially restricting production thereby turning these goods 
intoo a scarcity. This problem, that of the monopolist distorting the market, is 
addressedd by the earliest examples of what we now call competition law. 

Ourr experiences as consumers will certainly help in understanding why a 
monopolyy is a less than wholly satisfactory market structure. On the other hand, 
thee opposite market structure - a very large number of suppliers - does not 
inevitablyy lead to better results. What exactly competition is and how its intensity 
shouldd be measured and controlled has been the subject of myriad works. One 
thee recurring themes in these works has been the inevitable exception to the 
rulee that competition is the best method to organise a market. In a sense, this 
debatee can be said to have started with the first description of the competitive 
processs by Adam Smith. 

Adamm Smith was the man who first described the competitive process and 
thee dangers to it. Smith grew up in a corporatist or mercantilist world and saw 
inefficienciess everywhere.6 When examining this theory one of the most impor-
tantt things to keep in mind is the era in which it was conceived. The Wealth of 
Nations,77 as it is often called, first appeared in print in 1776, which is before the 
Industriall  revolution. The excesses that came along with the Industrial revolu-
tionn hadn't occurred and society was still dominantly agrarian. The cities were 
bristlingg with trade and here the governments' influence on society was felt the 

Forr a rather elegant description see Plato's Republic, Book II. A perhaps more scholarly examination 

mayy be found in J. M. Diamond's Guns, Germs and Steel - the Fates of Human Societies {London, Cape 

1997) ) 

Inn this society the government played a central role in regulating trade. The governments' main objec-

tivee under this system would be the accumulation of as much gold as possible. This would be accom-

plishedd through promoting exports and restricting imports. 

A.. Smith, An Inquiry into he Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. Edited by D. Cannan, 1994. 
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most.. The government was quite active on the market and regulated all sorts of 
economicc activities. Trade was conducted only through the great trading compa-
nies,, large profits were made and the rural country was very much lagging 
behindd in development. Smith calls this organisation of society The Policy of 
Europe.. In this context Smith devises his theory that a liberal organisation of 
thee market results in the greatest allocative efficiency and thus the greatest 
welfaree for all.8 Any deviation from this liberal organisation, either by individu-
alss or government, was deemed detrimental to welfare. Smith envisaged that a 
markett would function optimally if there was free competition.9 The concept of 
freee competition thus sees to the economic order and is described by the results 
off  that order on the market. More particularly is this situation described as a 
markett where the market price is the natural price. The market price is the price 
whichh exists for a good on a real market. This price comes about by the market 
thatt brings together the supply for a certain price of a good and the demand, for 
thiss price for a good. The natural price is the sum of the production costs and 
aa reasonable or average profit.10 This natural price will be the price to prevail in 
thee long run on a market that is freely competitive. It is an equilibrium price in 
thatt supply and demand are now in balance. In Smith's words the equilibrium is 
reachedd through the 'invisible hand' which describes what is now known as the 
market-mechanism. . 

Evenn though they are not necessarily identical, the natural price and the 
markett price are strongly related to each other. Differences in the short term 
wil ll  disappear in the long run when the market price is in fact equal to the 
naturall  price. Smith describes this process as a price 'to which the prices of all 
commoditiess are continually gravitating'." For the market price to become the 
naturall  price there needs to be free competition on a market. Smith nowhere 
reallyy defines this the circumstances on this market but some basic propositions 
forr this market can be deduced from his work. Stigler distinguishes a total of 
fivefive more exactly formulated prerequisites for a market to be freely competitive.12 

 Independent behaviour of competitors. 
 A sufficiently large number of competitors so as to eliminate extraordi-
naryy profits. 
 Economic entities must have sufficient knowledge of the market. 
 Freedom from social pressure so that this knowledge can be followed 

88 Allocative efficiency is the efficiency with which production factors are used. Inefficient use wil l 

increasee costs with no extra outcome thus reducing profit. 
99 Smith 1994, p. 69. 

100 Smith does not define this margin of profit in any more detail but uses these terms to describe this 

margin,, Smith 1994, p. 5}-
""  Smith 1994, p. 65. 
122 G.J. Stigler 1975, p. } i et scq. 
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withoutt compromise. 
 Sufficient time for production factors to re-allocate. 

Despitee their more indicative character even these five criteria lack quantitative 
clearness.. Nevertheless, precisely this general character lends Smith's concept 
muchh of its charm and beauty. Smith envisaged two reasons which might 
hinderr free competition from fully functioning or existing in the first place. 
Firstly,, the government policy could stand in the way of free competition and, 
secondly,, the behaviour of individuals on the market might keep free competi-
tionn from truly functioning. 

Inn the days of Smith the government was rather active in regulating trade. 
Itt did this through the granting of trade monopolies to the trade companies and 
secondlyy many of its regulations prevented the free access to a market. Trading 
companies,, that had been granted the exclusive right to conduct trade, found 
themselvess in a monopoly position. They could effectively control the supply and 
thuss price for a good in which they traded. The natural urge to maximise profits 
wouldd in fact lead, according to Smith, to the monopoly price being the high-
estt price possibly squeezed out of market.1' Many of those active in a regulated 
professionn found themselves in a similar position. Government regulations 
dictatedd that certain professions, mostly the crafts, could only be exercised by a 
limitedd number of people in a city or that only a limited number of people were 
allowedd education in a certain profession. These regulations kept the access to 
thee market closed so that existing craftsmen were effectively monopolists and 
displayedd the accompanying behaviour. 

Inn those areas of the economy where there was free access to a market or 
wheree there were competitors, Smith expected problems because of the urge of 
competitorss to work together rather than compete. This leads Smith to one of 
hee most quoted passages of his book concerning the natural urge to conspire 
too raise prices through reductions of supply. As this constituted a very realis-
ticc danger, Smith considered it necessary for the government to prevent such 
conspiracies.. The government's task however would be quite different from that 
whichh the authorities fulfi l nowadays in enforcing anti-cartel law. Smith thought 
thatt it would be useless to actively investigate into these cartels and consequently 
attackattack them. He rather thought that the government should just not encourage 
orr facilitate these meetings in the first place. The most potent weapon against 
thesee cartels, Smith thought, would be the same urge that drove the competitors 
too conspire in the first place. The striving for profit maximisation would only 
havee to lead one competitor out of the cartel and prices would come down as 
thiss rebel supplied the market to its full demand. Government policy should be 

133 Smith 1994, p. 69. 
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aimedd at discouraging meetings between competitors and thus keep the market 
openn to new competitors.14 

Furthermore,, government policy should refrain from regulation that would 
resultt in increased barriers to entry on a market. With this last form of regula-
tionn Smith aims at regulations restraining the number of craftsmen in a certain 
townn or regulations restraining access to training in a craft or otherwise barring 
competition.. This sort of regulation was induced by pressure from these groups 
andd only served to protect the monopoly they had.'5 

Apartt from these regulations the government could also frustrate the market 
byy artificially oversupplying it or by blocking the efficient allocation in practice. 
Ass a nowadays perhaps somewhat incredible example of oversupplying the 
markett Smith mentions the great inflow of religious men into clerical education. 
Thee result of this was an excess of clergymen who found no occupation or only 
forr very littl e reward. The government could also keep the optimum allocative 
efficiencyy from being attained by literally prohibiting people and goods from 
movingg or being moved to other places. Another way in which the government 
couldd influence economic processes was through bounties and premiums.16 What 
Smithh calls bounties resembles present-day subsidies or state aids. Premiums 
wouldd appear to have more in common with rewards to encourage inventions. 
Smithh comes to the conclusion that bounties cost the society more than they 
generatee through the subsidisation of certain groups. This, again, leads to a 
ratherr restrictive view of the role of government in society. The governmental 
activitiess on the market are all concerned with externalities in that they either 
createcreate them (excess clergymen) or seek to offset them (bounties). 

Withh regard to the relationship between monopolies and free competi-
tionn several observations are possible. Firstly, Smith generally considered the 
monopolyy to be a sub-optimal situation. They brought along undersupply of the 
market,, inefficient management,'7 and higher prices on the market. Secondly, 
freee competition, contrary to monopoly, with its optimum allocative efficiency, 
resultedd in the lowest possible production costs and a correspondingly low 
markett price, thus guaranteeing maximum welfare. Thirdly, a market was either 
freelyy competitive or it was a monopoly, any organisations between these two 
extremess were not thought of."8 Despite this neglecting of intermediary market 
structures,, Smith did envisage a tendency towards freely competitive markets. 

144 Smith 1994, p-148. 
155 Smith mentions as an example the prohibition on the import and export of wool, woollen products and 

sheepp induced by pressure from the wool manufacturers. Smith 1994, p. 700. 
166 Smith 1994, p- 560. 

'77 Thus Adam Smith appears to have identified the problem of x-inefficiencies avant la lettre. 
188 This almost dialectic relation between competition and monopoly was further exacerbated in the theo-

riess of complete competition, see para. 2.6. 
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Thiss tendency is inherent in Smith's conception of competition as a dynamic 
process.. This dynamic view of sees competition as an incessant drive behind 
supplierss to deliver the best quality products for the lowest price. The same drive 
existss for the buyers who will want to buy the best quality for the lowest price. 
Competitionn as a dynamic process wil l force the competitor to outperform his 
felloww competitors. As a result a process of continuing improvement is initiated. 
Thiss improvement can be to reduce the price of a good but Smith also predicted 
improvementss to quality, service, and conditions of delivery.1' Furthermore 
competitionn was recognised as the best guarantee to good management.20 

Whilee the simplicity of Smith's theory resulted in its use for a long period, 
thee advent of mathematics, however, had as a consequence that theories of 
competitionn needed to become more quantitatively precise rather than merely 
descriptive.211 This was accomplished through the introduction of models of 
competitionn where the only parameters were output and price. The fact that only 
twoo parameters are included show that they are simplifications or abstractions of 
reality,, they offer clear quantitative outcomes on the cost of a certain departure 
fromm reality. Adam Smith's contrast between monopolies and free competition 
wass further enhanced by many different concepts of what competition was. In 
addition,, it is in this enhancement that the greater distance from reality, that 
iss inherent in these models, is most obvious. Part of this retreat from a fairly 
realisticc idea of an actual market into the realm of economic and econometric 
modelss was perhaps offset by the introduction of the notion of external costs 
intoo these models. We wil l see that this notion, although originally not directly 
triggeredd by environmental problems, is of great importance with regard to the 
relationn between competition and environmental protection. 

AA first attempt to introduce mathematics into theories of competition was 
undertakenn by Cournot." The basic premise is that economically rational 
behaviourr would lead to profit maximisation. Thus examining competition from 
aa mathematical perspective, profit was expressed as the difference between 
revenuess and costs. As revenues are the product of price and output, the ques-
tionn is how output and revenues relate to each other. Cournot proposed that 
competitionn involved a situation where, for the single supplying competitor, 
pricee and output are fixed. The demand-curve is horizontal and competitors are 
'price-takers'.. This describes the situation where, because of their small share of 
thee market and the large number of other competitors, no individual competi-
torr has an influence, through his output, on the market price. The optimum 

199 Cox &  Hübner  1981, p. 9 et seq. 
2020 Smith 1994, p. 149,170. 
211 See on this subject: Tolksdorf 1980, p. 787. 

AA French economist who was played a major  role in introducin g mathematics in economics, Hildebrand 

1998,, p. 141. 
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situationn for a competitor on such a market is found at the output where his 
marginall  costs equal the market price for that output. Beyond this point the 
costss of producing an additional unit would no longer be completely covered by 
pricee that he would get for the increased output. The monopolist, however, is a 
'pricee maker' and faces a downward sloping demand curve. His market price 
andd therefore revenue fall with increased output. Because of this, the monopo-
list'ss optimum, where marginal costs equal marginal revenue, is necessarily at a 
lowerr output compared to the situation where a market is competitive.23 

Thee great advantage of a perfectly competitive market is that the situation 
onn that market is Pareto-optimal.24 This describes the situation on a market 
wheree any change in the welfare for any individual must necessarily be detri-
mentall  to the welfare of another. Welfare is therefore at its maximum and 
optimallyy distributed. The situation that is attained in a Pareto optimum enables 
thee deduction of certain preconditions for a system in which this optimum is 
reached.355 Competition theories, conceived under the maxim of pareto-effi-
ciency,, are therefore aimed at defining these preconditions. As different theo-
riess to attain pareto-efficiency were conceived, different preconditions were the 
result.. These preconditions serve to distinguish the three major forms of perfect 
competitionn and indicate the 'model-character' of these theories.26 

Onee of the major contributions of the theories of perfect competition 
wass the introduction of a static view of competition. This was, irrespective of 
currentt valuations of this concept, a very important step in economic thinking. 
Wheree Adam Smith's concept of competition described a process,27 competition, 
accordingg to the theories of complete competition, denotes a situation. In this 
vieww competition is a certain, static, organisation of a market. As a result, the 
perspectivee can be aid to have changed from the process to the end result of that 
process.28 8 

Thee practical implementation of theories that are so far removed from reality 
ass the theories of perfect competition is not easy. The existence of a very clear 
goal,, namely maximum efficiency through the realisation of competition, is 

2 '' For a fuller treatment of this economic reasoning the reader is referred to: Ph. Areeda, Antitrust Analy-

sis,sis, problems, text, cases, 1974; R. van der Bergh, Economische analyse van het mededingingsrecht, 1993; 

F.M.. Scherer & D. Ross, Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance, 1990. 
244 H. Bartling 1980, p. 12; Schmidt 1993, p. 7. 
255 Bartling 1980, p. 13 et sea. 
2626 E.H. Chamberlin 1962, p. 7 et seq.; Scherer & Ross 1990, p. 17; Bartling 1980, p. 13. Another distinction 

iss found in: Van den Bergh 1993, p. 17. Perfect competition, for example, requires many suppliers with 

eachh only minute market shares, a fully transparent market, homogeneity of products, Free access to the 

markett for new competitors, absolute mobility of factors of production and infinite adjustment speed. 
177 Supra, paragraph 2.5.5. 
288 Cox & Hubner 1981, p. 11. 
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immediatelyy offset by the difficulty of fulfillin g prerequisites that are largely 
unrealistic. . 

Onee strand of thinking has made it from theory to practice. This is the 
competitionn theory devised by the so-called Ordoliberals of the Freiburger Schule 
thatt had Walter Eucken as their major proponent.2? This school of thought 
introducedd perfect competition as a pillar of a complete economic system and 
competitionn policy.'0 These ideas were to a large extent implemented in the 
Germann competition act, because of the positive effects that full competition 
wouldd have on welfare particularly when this market-based system is contrasted 
withh centrally governed economies.31 

Beforee going into the more substantive aspects of this competition theory, 
thee setting within which competition law and policy were to function will be 
exploredd in some detail. One important feature of ordoliberal thinking on 
competitionn was the role they envisaged for law. According to the ordoliberals, 
perfectt competition would provide economic as well as non-economic benefits 
too society but only where this form of competition was maintained by a public 
policyy on the organisation of the market: Ordnungspolitik. The task of the 
governmentt is therefore to establish the necessary structures for competition 
butt not to influence the competitive process itself. The competition laws were to 
bee applied by an autonomous entity that would apply legal standards. The legal-
ityy of the acts of the competition authority would have to be subject to judicial 
review.322 The juridical nature of this procedure involved a major break from the 
traditionall  system of administrative application of the competition provisions. 

Euckenn defined the concept of full competition33 not only through the 
prerequisitess but also by distinguishing it from what it not entailed. According 
too him full competition had to be distinguished from Laissez faire-policy and 
thee so-called Monopolkampf.™ Full competition entailed a Leistungswettbewerb. 

299 Within the ordoliberal school some other streams of thought can be distinguished. For the purpose 

off  this book the distinction between these schools and their features will not be explored any further. 

Seee for further references D.J. Gerber, Law and Competition in Twentieth Century Europe - Protecting 

Prometheus,Prometheus, 1998. 
300 German scholar Schmidt argues that within the Ordoliberals there were in fact two schools. One that 

proposedd a statical approach to competition (represented by Eucken) and another that advocated a work-

ability-approachh (represented by von Hayek and Lutz). Schmidt 1966, p. 699 et seq. Despite the differing 

opinionss on these terminological problems, Walter Eucken will be taken as the proponent of the Ordo-

liberalss as one theory. 
311 Kartte 1969, p. 39. 
322 Gerber 1998, p. 254. 
333 Eucken refers to 'Volhtündiger Wettbewerb' which is essentially a species from the genus of perfect compe-

tition. . 
344 Eucken i960, p. 247. 
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Thiss described the situation where competitors strive to compete not against but 
alongsidee each other. In an analogy with the constitutional state, Eucken states 
thatt competition law should create a system where the individual freedom of the 
onee is limited and balanced with the freedom of the other. The freedom being, 
inn this context, the freedom to compete. 

2.33 Concepts of workablee competition 

Ass the theories of perfect competition were removing them-
selvess more and more from the practice and models had become increasingly 
complexx and theoretical the search for a more realistic method of understanding 
competitionn gained impetus. A first step towards this more realistic approach, 
evenn within the theories of perfect competition, was accomplished through 
thee abolition of perfect competition as a maxim. Rather than researching this 
practicallyy unattainable form of competition, several authors focussed their 
attentionn on imperfect competition or monopolistic competition.'5 This shift of 
focus,, however, did not mean a departure from the logic and reasoning inher-
entt in static price theories. This departure took place only in 1940 when Clark 
publishedd his article on workable competition.'6 This concept entailed a dynamic 
approachh to competition and was taken further by the Harvard School that 
developedd it into their theory of Industrial Organisation. This theory studies the 
behaviourr of entities on a market in relation to the organisation or structure of 
thatt market. The theories proposed by the Harvard School will be most inten-
sivelyy studied whereas Clark's concept wil l be treated in lesser detail. German 
scholarss used the concept of workable competition and developed it further into 
aa theory that analyses competition as a process. The theories devised by German 
doctrinee will only be examined insofar as they are relevant for the integration of 
environmentall  concerns. 

2.3.11 Workable competition 

Clarks'' introduction of workable competition in 1940 did not 
meann a total break with the theories of complete competition. Complete com-
petitionn is still the ideal but he considered it unattainable.'7 It is only in his 
magnummagnum o/ws}8 that Clark rejects the idea of complete competition as an ideal 

355 Robinson 1948 and Chamberlin 1962. 

' 66 Clark 1940, p. 241 et seq. Translated as: Zum Begriffeines funktionjahigen Wettbewerbs, in: Herdzina 1975, 

p.. 143 et seq. 

'77 Clark, in: Herdzina 1975, p. 143; Cox & Hübner 1981, p. 14; Kartte 1969, p. 40. Otherwise: Van den 

Berghh 1993, p. 29. 
388 J.M. Clark, Competition as a Dynamic Process, 1961. 
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value.399 Clark's contribution to the development of competition theory can be 
summedd up under two headings: realism and dynamism. 

Clark'ss activities under the first heading involve the basic perception that 
completee competition can never be attained on a real market. The approach 
shouldd consequently not consist of attempts at removing imperfections. Such 
deviationss from complete competition are called remedial imperfections and 
cann act as an 'antidote'40 to neutralise other imperfections. The theory that 
advocatess the use such imperfections to create a workably competitive market 
iss called the theory of second-best. This is done principally on the ground that 
thee prerequisites for a system of perfect competition are cumulative. Where 
onee or ore of the prerequisites for a system have not been fulfilled, the competi-
tionn remaining on that market does not necessarily constitute a 'second-best' 
comparedd to the situation where all prerequisites are found on a market. This 
iss proved by the following example of the introduction of an open price system 
onn an oligopolistic market with homogenous goods.4' The market is imperfect 
inn that the amount of suppliers is less than would be necessary for a perfectly 
competitivee market. The introduction of an open-price system, where prices are 
too be reported centrally, was thought to increase competitiveness, under theories 
off  perfect competition, because of the increased transparency.42 The result on 
thee real market, however, can be quite the opposite in that competitive behaviour 
mightt be replaced by parallel behaviour thus reducing competition. Heterogeni-
sationn of products, seen by the theories of perfect competition as an imperfec-
tion,, could lead to increased intensity of competition or workable competition. 

Thee other breakthrough accredited to Clark is the reintroduction of a 
dynamicc perspective to the theory of competition. After Smith, the theories of 
completee competition turned to a static perception of competition. Clark studied 
competitionn as a process; as a result, the factor time was introduced. Competi-
tionn was now seen as a process of initiative and imitation. The entrepreneur 
fulfille dd a pivotal role in this process because his initiatives functioned as the 
motorr behind competition. This recognition of competition as a process of inno-
vationn and imitation was inspired by the views introduced by Schumpeter.4' 

i9i9 Clark 1961; Cox & Hübner 1981, p. 15; Kartte 1969, p. 41. 
400 Van den Berg calls this 'tegengif' cf. Van den Berg 1993, p. 29; Cox & Hübner use the term 'Gegengiff, 

Coxx & Hübner 1981, p. 14; Schmidt 1993, p. 9. 
411 As it exists on such markets in the UK, USA and Germany. 
422 Thus the fullfillment of one extra condition posed by the theories of complete competition, see supra 

paragraphh 2.6.2. 
433 Schumpeter introduced the innovative and following type of entrepreneur. Together, in a process he 

describedd as 'schöpferische Zerstörung' or creative destructionn they kept competition going. J.A. Schum-

peter,, Kapitalismus, Sozialismus und Demokratie, 1950. This concept was taken and elaborated by Ernst 

Heusss in his book, Allgemeine Markttheorie, 1965, where different types of entrepreneurs and markets 

forr products are introduced. 
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Onee of the critiques directed at the theories of perfect competition is that 
theyy would result in what has been described as 'Schlafmutzenkonkurrenz'S* 
Thiss is a situation where there is perfect competition but no innovation what-
soever.. Not only are the profits so minimal that there wil l hardly be any budget 
forr research and development, more importantly, there will be no incentive. 
Thee absolute transparency and infinite speed of adjustment on the perfectly 
competitivee market would make it useless and, most importantly, unattractive 
too innovate since there are only costs and no profits. The result is a competition 
betweenn the sleeping. 

Forr innovation to occur there need to be market imperfections which enable 
thee innovator to enjoy the fruits of his investment. Furthermore innovation 
mostlyy occurs in large firms which have the resources to fund research and 
development.. These two preconditions are very hard to reconcile with perfect 
competition.. The result is the so-called dilemma-thesis.4' Only a competitive 
markett can ensure optimum allocation of factors of production, best fulfilment 
off  consumer wishes, lowest prices, and thus optimum welfare. A more monopo-
listicc market will , however, generate more development. This problem was 
takenn further by the Harvard School of Industrial Organisation that intensively 
studiedd the relationship between market structures and, ultimately, the results 
onn that market. 

2.3.22 The Harvard School 

Masonn laid the foundations for the Harvard School in the 
1940'ss by defining the structure-behaviour-performance-paradigm.*6 This 
describess the core theory of the Harvard School where the structure of a market 
influencess the behaviour of economic entities on that market which, in turn, 
determiness the results of that market. The structure of a market entails fac-
torss such as the number of suppliers and consumers, product differentiation, 
barrierss to entry etc.47 Behaviour on a market consists of pricing behaviour, 
investments,, research and development etc.48 The results of a market are formed 
byy production, allocative efficiency development and other indicators.49 Along 
withh these three factors, two other parameters play an important role in this 
paradigm:: the basic conditions and public policy. The basic conditions describe 
thee fundamental properties of a market which consist of, amongst others, avail-

444 Lutz 1956, p. 32. 
455 Cox & Hübner 1981, p. 15; Schmidt 1993, p. 34. 
466 Van den Berg 1993, p. 31; Scherer & Ross 1990, p. 4. 
477 Scherer & Ross 1990, p. 5. 
488 Scherer & Ross 1990, p. 5. 
499 Scherer & Ross 1990, p. 5. 
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abilityy of factors of production, demand side elasticity. Public policy consists of 
taxx regulations, product regulations but also competition policy. The Harvard 
Schooll  owed a great deal of its appeal to the clear policy guidelines it offered 
andd the fact that empirical evidence was available to verify the paradigm. Public 
policyy needed only to be aimed at allowing the market to function so that good 
performanceperformance could be expected. This concept of good performance is a multidi-
mensionall  concept that goes beyond mere economic progress.50 

Typicall  for the Harvard School approach to competition policy is the fact that 
thiss is placed in a broader context to reach multiple goals.5' Competition policy is 
thuss seen as a means to achieve certain goals. Bain describes a system in which 
thiss instrumental character of competition policy can function optimally.52 

Thee highest-ranking goals are of a general nature such as optimum results 
forr the whole economy. Just below this there are the more economically tinted 
goalss such as efficient allocation, stability and progress. To reach these objec-
tives,, certain market results are needed: efficient production, absence of chronic 
excessess or shortages, maintaining resources etc. Departures from the optimum 
markett order can be: to many small enterprises, monopolisation, and unwanted 
externall  effects. To cure these deficits it might prove necessary to use public 
policyy and interfere with the market. This mainly is done through competition 
policy.. Depending on the specific nature of the deficit a certain instrument of 
competitionn policy may be used. For the purpose of this study it is expedient to 
concentratee on the policy with regard to unwanted external effects. 

Accordingg to Bain there are different aspects of performance on a market 
andd these also entail performances in other than directly economic areas. One 
off  these is the so-called conservation-performance" This refers to the maintain-
abilityy of resources which can be subject to external effects.5*  For example, 
misusee of resources may entail external costs in that the present use or extrac-
tionn of factors of production is impossible to maintain in the long run and will 
thenn result in extra costs. Bain attributes bad conservation performance to four 
factors:55 5 

 A situation of antagonistic exploitation may exist where competition in 
exploitationn wil l result in a contest to exploit the resource before others 
have. . 
 Inherent short-sightedness of entrepreneurs. 

Hildebrandd 1998, p. 157 et seq. 

Inn fact, Clark appears to have done this already by posing the question 'What do we want competition to 

doo for us?', Clark 1961, p. 63 et seq. 

Bainn 1968, p. 497 et seq. 

Bainn 1968, p. 425 et seq. and 489 et seq. 

Seee also Gabriel 1971, p. 802 et seq. 

Bainn 1968, p. 426. 

5° ° 

51 1 

51 1 

53 3 

54 4 

55 5 
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 Small margins of profit disabling entrepreneurs to invest in long-term 
conservation. . 
 Stupidity. 

Withh regard to the relation between industry structure and conservation 
performancee in general, Bain remains ambiguous. Despite the fact that he 
expresslyy notes the problem of antagonistic exploitation, which is a problem due 
too competition, not to the existence of a monopoly, Bain does not clearly indicate 
whetherr monopolies or competitive markets are more prone to bad conservation 
performance.56 6 

InIn the chapter concerning antagonistic exploitation, Bain offers some policy 
guideliness with regard to the improvement of the conservation performance. 
Hee considers restructuring the industry the most viable option in that the 
markett should be reorganised to a monopoly.57 In his view, this is preferable 
abovee detailed regulation of competitors' behaviour, as this last option would 
costt society more than one regulated monopolist. This is an example where the 
intensityy of competition is decreased for, mainly, reasons related to externalities. 
Furtherr clarification of the issue of integration can be found in Bain's reasoning 
concerningg areas exempted from competition in general. 

Bainn distinguished a number of areas in economy where he considered 
governmentall  regulation to lead to a better result than competition or market 
regulation.. These areas coincide with present day public utilities and are called 
exemptionn areas. Bain mentions two basic distinguishing features:58 

i)) Companies active in these areas produce commonly used service or prod-
uctss for which no substitutes are available. 

2)) They are natural monopolies or oligopolies because: 
 The advantages of large scale production would inevitably result in 

monopolisticc competition if it would be attempted to install competition 
and d 

 An attempt to install competition would lead to a reduction of welfare 
becausee of the technological nature of the industry concerned. 

Areass of the economy that fit this profile are thus eligible for exemption from 
competition.. Many areas of activity in industry with obvious environmental 
implicationss fit this profile and would thus, according to Bain, be considered 
exemptionn areas. With regard to these exemption areas two questions are asked: 

566 Bain 1968, p. 494,495. 
577 Gabriel also prefers intervention in the market structure to cure bad performances, Gabriel, 1971, p. 

805. . 
588 Bain 1968, p. 581,634. 
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firstly,firstly, is the exemption from competition truly necessary and secondly, is the 
exemptionn 'workable'? 

Whereass the first question is generally answered positively, the second 
questionn needs some more attention before it can be answered in the positive. 
Existingg regulation of exemption areas generally shows shortcomings where 
ensuringg adequate market results is concerned. All in all Bain can be considered 
criticall  of the workability of these exemption areas and regards them as second-
bestt solutions. This second-best character of exemption areas is balanced by the 
otherwisee negative effects that would arise if competition would be allowed in 
thesee areas. 

Thiss critical approach to exemption areas is also found in the work of 
Turner.»» He recognizes that the problem of external effects and the result-
ingg inappropriate allocation of resources needs to be solved. In this respect he 
describess the encouragement that some voluntary private cooperative measures 
havee gotten from the government to meet specific social goals. He specifies this 
inn an example of the creation of a joint venture to solve the problem of air pollu-
tion.600 Whereas such a pooling of resources may be the first solution to spring 
too mind, the question is whether this is the most effective solution. Turner 
doubtss thee effectiveness of the cooperation on research not so much because of 
thee elimination of competition as such but more because competition is often 
consideredd beneficial to research as well. A reduction or elimination of compe-
titionn on research may very well result in less productive research, according 
too Turner. All in all, Turner, as a representative from the Harvard School, can 
bee said to be reluctant to exempt too many areas, because of the externalities 
presentt in them, from the competitive regime. 

Withh this conclusion, the study of the Harvard School of Industrial Organi-
sation,, as an implementation of the workability concept is completed for this 
research.. German doctrine developed the concept of workable competition as a 
processs rather than structure. The discussion between German scholars is by 
andd large very abstract and specialist and wil l thus only be treated insofar as is 
necessaryy for this research. The development of this doctrine took place in two 
campss and gave rise to, sometimes heated,6' discussions between the follow-
erss of the Funktionsjahigkeits concept and those who attested to the concept of 
Wettbewerbsfreiheit. Wettbewerbsfreiheit. 

Turnerr 1970, p. 67 et seq. 

Turnerr 1970, p. 70,71. 

Inn particular the discussion between Hoppmann and Kantzenbach in the JahrbuchfUr NationalökonomU 
undund Statistik. 
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2.3.33 Theories of Funktionsfahigen Wettbewerb and Wettbewerbs-
jreiheit jreiheit 

Germann scholar Erhard Kantzenbach elaborated Clark's idea of workable compe-
titionn into the concept of Funktionsfahigen Wettbewerb.62 In accordance with 
Clark'ss concept, competition is seen as an instrumental concept, a means to an 
end.. Kantzenbach concretises this instrumental character in five economic goals 
orr functions of competition.63 

 Functional distribution of income on the basis of market results. 
 Adjustment of demand and supply. 
 Efficient allocation of factors of production. 
 Flexible adjustment of production capacity to extra-economic factors. 

-- Continuing technological progress in products and production methods. 

Whenn Lutz' remarks concerning Schlafmutzenkonkurrenz are brought to mind, 
thee dilemma-problem, as it was called by Kantzenbach, becomes clearer. For the 
lastt two of the goals to be fulfilled, for the existence of progress, there needs to 
bee some deviation from all to severe competition. This is found in the adoption 
off  a particular form or Organisation of the market where there would be an 
optimumm intensity of competition. Kantzenbach considered the wide oligopoly64 

too be the Organisation of the market where an optimum compromise between 
staticc and dynamic functions65 of competition would exist. 

Opposedd to this view, where competition is put in the perspective of certain 
goalss is the concept of Wettbewerbsfreiheit.66 Central to this concept is the idea 
thatt freedom lies at the basis of competition. In this respect it builds upon the 
workk of the Von Hayek who saw competition as a process of discovery and thus 
placedd the freedom to do such discoveries at the core of competition. In this 
vieww the freedom to discover, compete, develop and innovate is the driving force 
behindd competition. This, in turn, leads to the requirement that the freedom to 
competee be central to concepts of competition rather than making competition 
subjectt to the attainment of certain goals. After this short introduction to these 
conceptss of competition, the stance these theories take towards the integration 
off  environmental considerations wil l be studied. 

Kantzenbach,, Dicfunktionsföhigkcit des Wettbewerbs, 1966. Kantzenbachs concept will hereafter be 

calledd 'functional competition'. 
633 Kantzenbach 1966, p. 16 et seq. 
644 'Writes Oligopol', Kantzenbach, 1966, p. 49 and 130; Kantzenbach 1967, p. 235. 

55 Of the abovementioned five, the first three are the static functions of competition and the last two are 

consideredd to be the dynamic functions of competition, Schmidt 1993, p. 12. 

Mostt fervently defended by Hoppmann. He introduced and elaborated this concept in several articles. 

Thiss concept will hereafter be called 'freedom of competition'. Hoppmann 1966, p. 286 et seq. 
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Bothh theories regard environmental considerations as extra- or non-
economicc factors. Kantzenbach starts the introduction of his concept of func-
tionall  competition with the express remark that such factors are not taken into 
accountt this theory.67 He balances this by recognising that competition has 
obviouss social implications. Nonetheless, he considers the causal relationship 
betweenn competition and the social implications to be very unclear and further-
moree the implications themselves are very hard to value economically. Above all, 
thee integration that would ensue would entail a political judgement in which two 
normativee systems would be valued against the other. This complex and political 
naturee justifies the exclusion of such factors from his economic system. Accord-
ingg to him such judgements can always be made later. The deviations from the 
economicc optimum would then constitute the economic costs to society for the 
attainmentt of these non- or extra-economic goals. 

Kantzenbachh devised a relation between the fulfilment of the functions of 
competitionn and the form or organisation of that market. In this respect, his 
perspectivee on competition doesn't differ that much from the Harvard approach. 
Wheree the Chicago School opposed the Harvard paradigm, the concept of func-
tionall  competition was juxtaposed to that of the freedom of competition. The 
ensuingg discussion enabled the elaboration of both concepts. 

Hoppmannn starts out by denying the very existence of a dilemma-problem. 
Accordingg to him, competition shows the unity of the concepts of freedom of 
competitionn and progress. They are inherent in each other and furthermore 
presumee each other.68 This denial of other extra-economic goals implies, accord-
ingg to Kantzenbach, either of two opinions on the integration of extra-economic 
goals.. Either other extra-economic goals remain uninfluenced by competition 
orr these other goals are irrelevant. The first view is obviously wrong, the second 
opinionn shows such an extreme preference for one such goal that it is rendered 
useless.699 Rather than recognising environmentall  concerns and declaring them 
outsidee the scope of a concept of competition, as Kantzenbach does, Hoppmann 
appearss to deny them altogether. Hoppmann's concept of welfare entails noth-
ingg more than the sum of the individual economic advantages. Other concepts, 
off  a more general nature, would only result in extra-economic value judgements 
beingg 'smuggled' into the concept of welfare.70 As regards the question of the 
integrationn of environmental concerns, Kantzenbach thus envisages this possi-
bilitybility  but declares it a political choice. Hoppmann denies the choice altogether. 

Withh regard to the stance taken towards exemption areas in general, Hopp-
mann'ss reasoning is remarkably parallel to that followed by Bain. Only in 

77 Kantzenbach, 1966, p. 13 and 16; Kantzenbach 1967, p. 195 et seq. 

Hoppmannn 1966, p. 291 et seq; Hoppmann 1967, p. 77 et seq. 
99 Kantzenbach 1967/1968, p. 236. 

700 Hoppmann 1967, p. 81. 
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marketss with natural monopolies would competition be impossible because of 
badd market results and therefore other methods of regulation should apply. The 
definitionn of a natural monopoly, as used by Hoppmann, is also largely identi-
call  to that of Bain.7' In thus defining areas of exemption Hoppmann has been 
accusedd of creating his own tautologies.72 Möschel argues that exemption areas 
aree necessarily created through a political process and choice and cannot be 
deducedd by means of a tautological reasoning.73 In particular with regard to the 
problemm of external effects, where environmental pollution is expressly named, 
hee acknowledges the necessity of political value judgements in order to create 
exemptionn areas.74 

Inn conclusion, both theories leave, implicitly or explicitly, the decision to 
declaree an area exempt from competition to a political moment. This last brief 
discussionn of German doctrine introduced the strand of theories that leave great 
roomm for individual freedom. This concept of freedom of competition has also 
beenn developed on the other side of the Atlantic and has resulted in the Chicago 
Schooll  of competition theory. A study of this last concept of competition and the 
possibilitiess left for integration conclude this chapter. 

2.44 The Chicago School 

Withh the meagre results of American firms came the realisa-
tionn that the Harvard School was not infallible. Interference in the structure of 
aa market proved to be no certain recipe for good results or performance. This 
realisation,, which ate away at much of the empirical foundations of the Harvard 
School'ss central paradigm, together with the policy of a new administration75 

resultedd in a greater influence for the Chicago School of competition theory. 
Quitee the opposite of the Harvard School, which was characterised by state 
influencee on the market, the pendulum had now swung to the other side. The 
statee had to exercise littl e or no influence at all on the market. Competition 
theoryy embedded a firm believe in the self-healing properties of the market. 
Inefficientt economic entities would be exterminated through a survival of the 
fittestt and Darwinism thus found its way into economics. The self-healing 
powerr of the market would even remove imperfections from a market. The 
instrumentall  character of competition was brought down to just one goal which 

711 See page 24 supra. 
722 This occurred in a discussion between Tolksdorf and Hoppmann in the Jahrbuchfür Nationalökonomie 

undund Statistik from 1969 on. 
755 Möschel 1981, p. 99 et seq. 
744 Möschel 1981, p. 100. 
755 The so-called 'Reaganomics' 
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wass consumer welfare.76 Other, non-economic goals were denied. With the 
maximisationn of consumer welfare as sole objective, productive and allocative 
efficiencyy became the standards by which the market behaviour in individual 
casess was measured. This was done through the models of price theory. It was 
nott tried to enact these on the real market but they did function as a guide 
light.777 Many forms of behaviour were translated into economic terms and all 
economicc behaviour was consequently judged on the basis of the effects it would 
havee on efficiency.78 This use of efficiency as standard was most obvious with 
regardd to competition law. Bork in particular is very explicit in this respect when 
hee states:79 

'The'The whole task of antitrust can be summed up as the effort to IMPROVE ALLOCA-

TIVEE EFFICIENCY without impairing PRODUCTIVE EFFICIENCY so greatly as to 
produceproduce either no gain or a net loss in CONSUMER WELFARE.'[Emphasis added] 

Thee reliance on efficiency, economically rational behaviour coupled to a firm 
believee in the long term effectiveness of the market resulted in a restrictive 
stancee towards government interference on the market. In general, measures 
affectingg the structure of the market were rejected because the present day situ-
ationn of the market was considered a reflection of the economic Darwinism.80 

Borkk distinguishes two forms of growth: internal and external (trough hori-
zontall  mergers), he judged both to be expressions of greater efficiency and thus 
compatiblee with competition.81 With regard to market behaviour Chicago-school 
advocatess a more interventionist approach. Collusion on a market is judged 
differentlyy depending on whether it is horizontal or vertical.81 Where horizontal 
agreementss are generally regarded detrimental to competition and consequently 

766 Bork 1978, p. 81 et seq.; Schmidt 1993, p. 19,24; Schmidt & Rittaler 1989, p. 26 et seq. 
777 As Bork makes very obvious in his book by comparing the enacting of these theories on a real market to 

thee detonation of several nuclear bombs, Bork 1973, p. 92; Cf. Hildebrand 1998, p. 170. 
788 Posner, in his book on the economic analysis of law, indicates the economic side of several, diverse, 

formss of behaviour covered by law. These include family law, sexual regulation, criminal law, employ-

mentt law, safety and health law and many others. The criteria by which behaviour in these fields is to be 

judgedd is whether it increases or decreases efficiency. Posner 1992; Cf. Schmidt 1993, p. 19. 
799 Bork 1978, p. 91. 
800 Survival of the fittest, size was considered to be a reflection of effectiveness, Schmidt & Rittaler 1989, p. 

XIII . . 
811 Bork 1978, p. 164,197 and 198 et seq. 
8aa Horizontal collusion takes place between economic entities operating at the same level of the production 

orr distribution chain (e.g. two manufacturers or two retailers). Vertical collusion involves economic 

entitiess that are active at different levels of the distribution chain (e.g. a manufacturer, distributor and 

aa retailer). 
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prohibited,, a more lenient approach is taken towards vertical collusion among 
competitors.833 The creation of barriers to entry in a vertical relationship is 
generallyy deemed economically irrational and therefore considered not to occur 
withh an exclusionary intention. When such practices occur nonetheless they are 
thoughtt to increase the efficiency of the competitor.84 

Thiss restrictive approach to government intervention, believe in the self-heal-
ingg powers of the market and adherence to consumer welfare as the single goal 
off  competition policy are reflected in the stance taken towards the integration of 
environmentall  consideration into competition law. 

Definingg consumer welfare as the single goal of competition policy has obvi-
ouss implications for the integration of non-economic objective. When a policy 
iss aimed at achieving such a narrowly defined goal, there is very limited or no 
roomm at all to take other consideration into account. Bork expressly excludes 
'ethicall  and sumptual components' from the term consumer welfare as it is 
usedd in competition law.85 The competitive process is seen as distinct from the 
consumerr choice itself, it merely permits consumers to define by their expres-
sionn of wants in the marketplace what things they regard as wealth.86 Accord-
ingg to Schmidt and Rittaler this neglects the fact that externalities can be seen 
ass inefficiencies and hence decrease consumer welfare.87 Furthermore Bork 
expresslyy excludes the integration of environmental considerations from the 
competitionn litigation.88 Or, as he puts it:89 

'Antitrust'Antitrust litigation is not a process for deciding who can be rich or poor, nor can 
itit  decide how much wealth should be expended to reduce pollution [...]' 

Borkk thus recognises the problem of environmental pollution, but the exclu-
sionn of environmental considerations is not even half the solution. Posner does 
proposee some solutions to pollution which can only be qualified as interactive 
butt nowhere as truly integrative.90 Could it then be argued that the concept of 
consumerr welfare entails non-economic aspects as well? A closer look at the 

833 See, critically with regard to the Chicago school's approach to vertical integration in merger cases: 

Lofaroo & Ridyard 2002, p. 151. 
844 This, of course, greatly underestimates the impact such practices might have on competition as a whole, 

Schmidtt 1993, p.23. 
855 Bork 1978, p. 90. 
866 Bork 1978, p. 90. 
877 Schmidt & Rittaler 1989, p. 50 
888 Bork 1978, p. 115; Schmidt 1993, p. 21. 
899 Bork 1978, p. 90, 91. 
900 These solutions entail the use of market based instruments such as auctions and pollution taxation to 

internalisee external costs. Posner 1992, p. 61 et seq., 367 et seq. 
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treatmentt of this concept by Bork clarifies the very economic nature of this 
goal.911 It is contrasted with meta- or non-economic goals such as the preserva-
tionn of a number of smaller enterprises. The responsibility for environmental 
protectionn is left entirely with the legislator who can chose to follow the regu-
latoryy path in trying to influence environmental behaviour or by influencing 
consumerr choice in that their 'wants' should be changed to include 'environ-
mentall  wants'. 

Thiss paragraph can be so short because of the clear and absolute rejection 
off  the integration of environmental concerns into competition law and policy. 
Accordingg to the Chicago School environmental considerations simply do not 
belongg in the framework concerning competition. 

2.55 A European concept of competition? 

Competitionn authorities in the United States have accepted 
thee Chicago School.92 Moreover, as the recent row over the diverging deci-
sionss in the GE/'Honeywell merger shows, Europe and the U.S. have different 
standardss by which they judge competition cases.93 This leads to the question 
whatt the European concept of competition is. As far as the theories underlying 
thee application of competition law are concerned, many of the same economic 
instrumentss are used on both sides of the Atlantic (e.g. predatory pricing tests, 
contestability).. The divergence can probably be traced back the U.S. authorities' 
reliancee on economic welfare as the ultimate objective of competition policy and 
thee resulting more less stringent approach to larger companies because of the 
economiess of scale that are possible in such enterprises.94 The European Com-
mission,, as wil l be shown below in Part II , is more concerned with maintaining 
competitionn itself thereby ensuring optimal welfare.95 

2.66 Competition and the inevitable exceptions to it 

Onn the basis of this overview of doctrines and schools concern-
ingg the concept of competition a number of observations may be made. For 
one,, there does not appear to be one concept of competition that is universally 

911 Bork 1978, p. 90. 
911 See with regard to Chicago and post-Chicagoans: Hildebrand 2001, p. 152. 
933 It should, however, be kept in mind that the divergence in GE/Honeywell is more the odd one out than 

thee norm. 
944 Cf. Schaub in Ehlermann & Laudati 1998, p. 125. 
955 See further: Monti 2002, p. 1059 et seq. 
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accepted.. Even though it is commonly accepted that competition is not an end 
inn itself but only an instrument to achieve objectives such as allocative and 
dynamicc efficiency, economic welfare or welfare in a more general sense, the 
choicee of these objectives is all but universal.96 Furthermore, it could also be 
seenn that economists have ever since Adam Smith been trying to define the 
intensityy or degree of competition that would best attain these objectives. At the 
samee time they have tried to identify those areas of the economy where compe-
titionn does not achieve optimal results. One such notable area concerns the natu-
rall  monopolies. Another can be seen where there are external effects (positive 
orr negative). Natural monopolies and external effects are likely to occur wher-
everr environmental protection plays an important role. This is why unleashing 
unmitigatedd competition in cases where environmental protection is involved is 
oftenn counter-productive, both in terms of competition as well as environmen-
tall  protection. Consider, for example, the case where the producers of a certain 
goodd agree to cooperate in order to take back and recycle the products that 
theyy have marketed once these products have reached their end of life and are 
thuss considered waste by the consumers. Such an initiative wil l involve setting 
upp a fine-meshed collection network with large sunk costs.97 In general, such 
organisationss tend have the properties of a natural monopoly.98 Moreover, if left 
too the individual parties, the environmental goal would probably not be achieved 
sincee the environmental benefit is external. Not all consumers are willin g to pay 
extraa for this benefit whilst there are actual costs for the parties who undertake 
thee environmental action. In this situation, all it takes is one free rider to stop 
thee parties from protecting the environment.99 The obvious solution to this free 
riderr problem would be for the parties to commit themselves to the protection of 
thee environment whilst ensuring the mutual commitment through a controlling 
mechanism.. Applying unadulterated competition law to this situation would 
meann that there is a restriction of competition since the parties have bounds 
themselvess with regard to what they wil l do with their waste products. In terms 
off  competition, this means the loss of a potential extra aspect with regard to 
whichh competition is possible. Moreover, the controlling mechanism may very 
welll  also have some anti-competitive effects. From the environmental perspec-
tive,, looking at this situation purely from a competition point of view would 
probablyy mean the end of the initiative and thus a lower level of environmental 
protection.. Essentially, the fact that environmental protection currently consti-

99 As is evidenced by the controversy surrounding the diverging decisions on either side of the Atlantic in 

thee GE/Honeywell merger. 
977 In this respect we could point to the the advertisement campaings required to change consumer behav-

iour. . 
99 See in general with regard to natural monpolies: Viscusi, Vernon & Harrington 2000, p. 337 et seq. 
999 A free rider is an economic actor who benefits from a (collective) good without paying for it. 
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tutess an externality means that the objective of trying to achieve competition 
cannott be applied unchecked. For this to be possible, there first needs to an 
internalisationn of environmental costs. This internalisation is one of the objec-
tivess of environmental policy. 
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3.11 Introductor y remarks 

Evenn though the internalisation of environmental costs is often 
associatedd with the recent use of more 'economic' or 'market based' instru-
mentss of environmental policy, it can also be seen in many other environmental 
instruments.. If, for example, a company is forced to install an extra filter in 
orderr to meet new and more stringent governmental emissions standards, this 
wil ll  involve extra costs for this company. The company will try to incorporate 
thesee costs in the price of its products so that, ultimately, the consumers end 
upp paying the costs of protecting the environment. This internalisation has an 
effectt on the competitive situation - the level playing field - on a market. The 
enterprisess that are forced to invest in new and more environmentally friendly 
processess or filters or to cease certain activities, face extra costs that others may 
nott have to bear. In that sense there has been a connection between the competi-
tivetive situation on the one hand and environmental law and policy on the other 
everr since environmental regulation has existed. 

Thiss relation between competition and environmental protection can lead 
too a further connection between, on the one hand, competition law and policy 
and,, on the other, environmental law and policy. An example of this second-
aryy connection may be the grant of government subsidies to industry in order 
too compensate the extra costs resulting from environmental regulation. Such 
subsidisationn is likely to fall within the scope of Article 87 EC according to 
whichh state aids are prohibited. 

Yett another relation between environmental law and policy and competition 
laww and policy has come about as result of the idea that environmental protec-
tionn requirements should be made an integral part of the economic process 
ratherr than simply forced upon private parties. The emergence of this idea 
coincidess with the shift from so-called 'command-and-control' legislation to 
instrumentss of environmental policy that require an active participation of the 
industry.. In view of the economies of scale that can be achieved as well as the 
wishh to prevent free riding, the companies have an incentive to cooperate and 
coordinatee their actions with regard to the protection of the environment. As 
undertakingss start to coordinate their environmental activities, Article 81 EC is 
likelyy to become relevant. It is this development in the instruments of environ-
mentall  law and policy in general and the relation with competition as well as 
competitionn law and policy that are described in this chapter. 

3.22 The regulatory approach 

Thee emergence of the 'environmental problem' in the nine-
teenn sixties and seventies together with the then dominant perception of the 
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statee and its role in society resulted in the adoption of so-called 'command and 
control'' legislation.1 This term describes an instrument of environmental policy 
wherebyy certain environmental aspects are strictly regulated. An example would 
bee a regulation stating that certain enterprises may emit no more than x kilo-
gramss of carbon dioxide per year. This type of environmental regulation has a 
numberr of economic consequences. 

Firmss facing stricter environmental standards are very likely to face accord-
inglyy higher costs. Furthermore, environmental regulations may concern 
specificc categories of products and therefore have an effect on the supply-side 
substitutabilityy of these products. Because of the predominantly national level 
onn which regulation takes place, mostt effects occur on the level of international 
competition,, i.e. competition between enterprises in different countries. Such 
stricterr standards and the costs that arise from the investments needed to meet 
thesee standards are often compensated by the public authorities in order to 
maintainn the competitiveness of the industry. This could be in the form of a 
governmentt subsidy relative to the investment made. Indeed, the policy of the 
Commissionn with regard to such investment aids has - albeit subject to certain 
conditionss - consistently allowed for such state aids. In these cases, govern-
mentss wil l grant subsidies and the Commission wil l declare it compatible with 
thee EC prohibition on state aids essentially because the subsidy only serves to 
compensatee a distortion of the level playing field. 

Anotherr example of a regulatory type of instrument that has implications 
forr the level playing field as well as competition law is the exclusive right. We 
havee seen how environmental protection can be characterised as an externality. 
Moreover,, the environmental protection will in many cases by a non-value added 
activity.. An example of such an environmental activity is the environmentally 
friendlyy treatment or disposal of waste. The benefit (a cleaner environment) will 
bee an external one whereas in many cases the treatment or disposal of the waste 
wil ll  not add any value to the product. Even in cases where the waste is recycled 
andd the secondary raw materials arising there from can be sold on the market, 
thee price for these raw materials may not be sufficient to cover the costs of recy-
cling.. In these circumstances, achieving economies of scale may actually tip the 
balancee so that the treatment or recycling does become profitable and therefore 
aa value added activity. Governments may try to achieve such economies through 
thee grant of exclusive rights to certain enterprises. These companies wil l thus 
obtainn a statutory monopoly. Such monopolies, in turn, effectively rule out 
competitionn since entrants wishing to become active on the market are simply 
nott allowed to do this. This may bring the government's granting of the exclu-
sivee right within the scope of the competition law provisions of the EC Treaty. 

11 Cf. Bonus 1997, p. 13. 
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Thee use of regulatory or 'command and control' instruments may thus have 
clearr implications on the level of the application of competition law. Similarly, 
commandd and control instruments may affect the competitive situation on a 
market.. We have seen above how competition can be understood as a situation 
onn a market in which the allocation is optimal as well as a dynamic process 
wheree innovation is central. The use of regulatory instruments has important 
implicationss for this latter view of competition. One of the disadvantages of 
regulatoryy instruments is considered to be the fact that they contain no incentive 
too go beyond the level of environmental protection prescribed by the regulations. 
Accordingg to this view, a company that meets the prescribed level of protection 
wil ll  not invest in research into pollution abatement technologies that will allow 
itt to go beyond that level. Furthermore, even if the companies do invest in the 
developmentt of such new technologies, there is nothing to ascertain that these 
neww technologies wil l also result in a higher level of environmental protection. 
Thiss argument may meet with the reply that the company could invest in even 
moree innovative and more efficient environmental protection technologies so 
thatt it can reach the prescribed level at lower costs. This, however, still does 
nott guarantee that the company wil l indeed opt for a higher level of protection 
att the same costs instead of going for costs saving while 'merely' meeting the 
prescribedd levels of protection. Again, because of the external nature of the 
environment,, there is simply no incentive for the company to invest more than 
itit  has to in order to meet the prescribed level of environmental protection. The 
internalisationn of the environmental costs mentioned in paragraph 3.1 above, 
cann thus be said to take place only insofar as is prescribed by the regulation. 

Thee mobilisation of the market forces by such regulatory instruments is 
thereforee rather limited. As it is widely recognised that the market mechanism 
iss probably the most efficient allocative instrument, this can certainly be called 
aa missed opportunity. Attempts to make more of the potential that the market 
mechanismm or competition offers, have led to the emergence of new class of 
instrumentss of environmental policy.2 

3.33 Towards market-based instruments 

Inn some respects, the shift in environmental policy instru-
mentss from command and control to the more market-based instruments can 
bee said to be the result of the wish to more adequately internalise these external 
costs.. Command and control type of regulation focuses on a specific aspect 
off  the environmental deterioration and tries to cure this by imposing certain 

11 See in general about the disadvantages of command and control instruments and the shift to other 

instruments:: Hussen 2000, p. 237 et scq. 
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behaviourr on the actors. The result of this type of regulation, from the perspec-
tivee of the internalisation of environmental costs, is that the taking into account 
off  environmental benefits is still not truly and fully internalised but remains 
external,, prompted by regulation rather than by the competitive process. This 
iss generally considered to make command and control instruments both less 
effectivee as well as efficient. The lower effectiveness relates to the fact that the 
environmentall  performance of command and control instrumentation is lower 
thann that of instruments that actively involve the private actors. The absence of 
ann incentive to go beyond what has been prescribed by the command and control 
instrumentt is just one example of the lower effectiveness. Furthermore, the 
settingg of a specific norm brings with it an opportunity for the individual actor 
too bargain for a less strict norm.3 The lower efficiency of command and control 
instrumentss refers to the fact that the costs involved in meeting a certain envi-
ronmentall  objective are generally considered to be higher when command and 
controll  instruments are used. One explanation for this is the fact that the actors 
involvedd in market based instruments can generally be considered to know best 
wheree they can achieve a given environmental improvement at the lowest costs.4 

Thee only way to make environmental considerations truly a part of the 
competitivee decision-making by actors is to allow these actors some freedom in 
theirr approach to an environmental problem. In this view, environmental protec-
tionn should not be forced upon the parties as an exogenous factor that needs to 
bee respected. Rather, it should become an integral part of everyday decision-
making.. This has resulted in environmental policy instruments that allow for 
moree self-regulation. This can, for example, take the form of legislation that lays 
downn certain specific objectives but at the same time allows industry the free-
domm to attain these goals by means of an environmental agreement. Further-
more,, depending on the organisation and structure of an industry, enterprises 
mayy chose to cooperate to address a certain environmental problem in order to 
pre-emptt the enactment of (command and control-type) environmental regu-
lation.. In these cases, industry will negotiate an environmental agreement 
tailoredd to the strengths and weaknesses of the companies that are parties. The 
efficiencyy and effectiveness of these instruments can, however, also be doubted 
ass self-regulation is liable to degenerate into a vehicle by which the industry 
leaderr consolidates his leading position or by which the industry is seeking only 
too postpone regulatory activities. This can essentially be traced back to the fact 
thatt what is called self-regulation must often be characterised as reregulation. As a 
result,, the internalisation of environmental aspects as a result of these instru-
mentss is still far from complete. 

33 That this is not unlikely to happen is evidenced by what is called the captive regulator  problem, cf. Esty 

1999.. P-W5-
44 Cf. Van der  Straaten 1998, p. 71,72. 
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Environmentall  protection requirements must first be made an integral part 
off  everyday decision-making in the industry. For this we need, as it were, a 
translationn of environmental protection requirements into the language of the 
industry.. This language is that of price and costs and, if we pursue the analogy, 
thee dictionary is the polluter pays principle. Quantity based systems (tradable 
permits),, do not rely on the price mechanism but rather entail a direct reduction 
off  the environmental degradation (e.g. through a reduction of the number of 
emmissionss permits). Since specific action on the part of competition law with 
regardd to this type of environmental instrument seems unlikely, we wil l not 
devotee further attention to it. 

3.3.11 The polluter pays principle from a Coasian perspective 

InIn legal terms, the internalisation of external environmen-
tall  costs in the competitive process is governed by the polluter pays principle. 
Accordingg to this generally accepted principle, the polluter should bear the costs 
off  his damage to the environment. In theory this principle could lead to a full 
internalisationn of all environmental costs as a result of which greener products 
wouldd actually be cheaper than their polluting counterparts and thus leading to 
aa more environmentally friendly world. All this would take is to clearly identify 
alll  the environmental external costs and assign these to a party. Intuitively, this 
partyy should be the polluter or person responsible for the pollution. Conferring 
thee costs of the environmental damage to him then almost gets the character of 
aa punishment that is rightfully deserved for damaging the environment. This 
bringss the so-called Coase theorem into the picture.5 It is submitted that the 
Coasee theorem can be seen as an attempt to take the internalisation of external 
costss out of the morally laden world of crime and punishment. According to the 
Coasee theorem, the property rights arising from an internalisation can freely 
bee assigned to anyone ('polluter' or 'victim') involved in the environmental 
degradation.. Bargaining will then result in the level of pollution that is socially 
optimal.. Coase, however, makes his theorem subject to the proviso that transac-
tionn costs are zero or negligible. This requires that all the parties involved know 
eachh other's costs and the implications of any outcome for their own situation. 
Thee problem, of course, is that we do not live in a zero-transaction cost world 
andd that transaction costs are even further from zero for externalities such as 
thee environment.6 

Thee Coase theorem is for the purpose of this research understood to be 
primarilyy significant for the insight that the property rights arising from the 

55 Theorem proposed by Nobel laureate Ronald A. Coase in his seminal article 'The Problem of Social 

Cost'. . 
66 As Coase himself acknowledges in section VI of his article. 
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internalisationn of environmental costs should be assigned to the person who can 
mostt efficiently cure the environmental damage and thus curb the environmen-
tall  costs assigned to him even when this person may not be the (sole) polluter. 
Thiss insight is particularly important in situations where it is difficult, if not 
impossible,, to appoint a specific polluter. Secondly, the Coase theorem is consid-
eredd to be important for the understanding that the reduction of transaction 
costss may also contribute to a more efficient internalisation of environmental 
costs.. This second view of the Coase theorem is important in that it leads to the 
conclusionn that in situations where it is difficult to appoint a specific polluter, 
thee environmental costs should be assigned in a way that minimises the transac-
tionn costs involved in sharing or redistributing the environmental costs among 
thee polluters. 

Thee following cases illustrate the difficulties involved in assigning the 
environmentall  costs. According to the principle of producer responsibility, the 
producerss are responsible for the collection and recycling of the waste that their 
productss become once these have reached their end of life and the consumer 
wouldd like to dispose them. The producers are thus made to bear the costs 
involvedd in collecting and recycling the products. In the terminology of the 
polluterr pays principle, that is often considered to be implemented through 
thee principle of producer responsibility,7 the producers are considered to be 
thee polluters. A pertinent question, however, would be to ask who ultimately 
decidess on what is produced in which quantities and qualities. Is not the whole 
ideaa behind the free market economy guided by competition that consumer 
preferencess (even though they may be influenced by the producers) are what 
ultimatelyy steers the market? As a result, cannot the absence in certain cases of, 
forr example, so-called 'design for recycling'8 also be traced back to the fact that 
consumerss are simply not interested in environmentally friendly designed prod-
ucts?? Furthermore, we may ask ourselves why environmentally friendly produc-
erss need to be subsidised. At first sight, this is necessary because these produc-
tionn methods are often more expensive than the not so environmentally friendly 
productionn processes. The real problem, however, is the fact that consumers are 
generallyy unwilling to pay more for the green products. Many people will , for 
example,, still buy the cheap industrially produced meat in supermarkets instead 
off  the more expensive ecologically friendly meat. Could it not be said that in 
thesee cases the consumers, and not the industrial meat producers, are the actual 
polluters? ? 

Cf.Cf. the Commission's explanatory memorandum to the WEEE Directive, COM (2000) 347 final, OJ 

20000 C 365 E/184, paragraph 4.3. 

Designn for recycling or eco-design means that the ease with which products can be recycled is already 

takenn into account at the design stage. Poor eco-design often leads to higher recycling costs thereby 

reducingg the possibilities of recycling. 
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Howw can environmental costs be internalised most effectively taking into 
accountt the difficulties involved in appointing the polluter? The traditional solu-
tionn would have been the imposition of a tax on the use of the externality. This 
correctivee mechanism has been proposed by the economist Arthur C. Pigou 
andd is since referred to as a Pigovian tax.9 Basically, it involves a government-
imposedd tax on the use of the externality.10 This could take the form of a tax per 
unitt of pollutant emitted. As a result the polluter will have an incentive to cut 
backk on his emissions right up to the level where the costs of further limiting 
emissionss wil l no longer offset the costs arising from the tax. This also indicates 
thee great difficulty inherent in the Pigovian tax." In order to effectively limi t 
pollutionn to the socially optimal level, the tax needs to be set at exactly the right 
amount.. Too much tax wil l not only reduce pollution but also welfare whereas 
tooo littl e taxes will not result in the desired level of environmental protection. 
Settingg the Pigovian tax at the right level is very likely to involve considerable 
costs.122 Moreover, the level of the tax may have to be quite high before it results 
inn any behavioural changes. Finally, the Coase theorem gnaws at the theoreti-
call  foundations of the Pigovian approach to the internalisation of externalities.13 

Inn short, the Pigovian approach, however simple, appealing, and promising it 
mayy seem at first sight, starts from shaky theoretical presumptions and must 
overcomee serious hurdles in order to work effectively in practice. 

3.3.22 Producer responsibility 

AA more refined form of a Pigovian approach to internalis-
ingg environmental costs can be seen in the producer responsibility principle. 
Accordingg to this principle, as we have seen above, the producers are responsible 
forr their products 'from the cradle to the grave'. As a result they have to take 
backk and recycle their products once these have outlived their useful life and are 
thuss considered waste by the consumers. As a result, the producers have to bear 
thee costs arising from the collection and recycling and wil l thus have an incen-
tivee to minimise these costs by designing their products with the recycling in 
mind.144 This can be characterised a Pigovian approach in that the government 
imposess these costs on the producers. It is more refined in that it leaves the 
actuall  definition of the costs to the market. In a producer responsibility scheme 
thee government does not dictate that, for example, every different type of plastic 

99 Proposed by Pigou in his Wealth and Welfare. 
100 Pigovian subsidies are, of course, also possible. 
111 See, for a critical approach to Pigovian Taxes: Cornes & Sandler 1996, p. 79 et seq. 
122 See, for further references: Hussen 2000, p. 248. 
1}}  Coase i960, insection VII I et seq. 
144 Commonly referred to as 'eco-design' or 'design for recycling'. 
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usedd in the production of a certain good15 wil l cost an x amount of tax. Instead, it 
createss a market in which the price for an extra type of plastic and the resulting 
reducedd recyclability is the result of supply and demand. 

Iff  we look at the principle of producer responsibility from a Coasian perspec-
tive,, a number of questions arise. Firstly, why has the (financial) responsibil-
ityy for the waste that products become once they reach their end of life, been 
assignedd to the producers and not to the consumers?16 Taking into account the 
observationss made above in paragraph 3.3.1, the consumers would appear to 
bee the polluters as much as the producers. Secondly, how does the cooperation 
off  producers, in order to fulfi l the producer responsibility, relate to the assign-
mentt of costs? Such cooperation can generally be expected in the environmen-
tall  context as a result of the enormous potential for economies of scale. This 
potentiall  is even larger in the case of producer responsibility schemes as we will 
seee below. 

Firstly,, the question why the responsibility is allocated solely with the 
producers.. In general the consumers share with the producers the responsibil-
ityy for the fact that most products are not designed with the recycling in mind. 
Consumerss have, to put it bluntly, not cared for eco-design. The answer to the 
questionn why the costs have been assigned to the producers probably follows 
fromm efficiency considerations. Firstly, making the consumers responsible would 
meann that the enforcement costs are probably much higher. This for the simple 
reasonn that the number of persons with regard to which the regulation laying 
downn the responsibility would then have to be enforced, increases tremen-
dously.. Moreover, this problem would only become more pressing as assigning 
thee responsibility to the consumers would in this case mean that the costs are 
incurredd at the moment when the product reaches the end of its useful life. 
This,, in turn, is likely to result in wild dumping.17 A further reason is the fact 
thatt a price difference of, say, ten Euros reflecting different recyclability of one 
productt compared to another may not influence the consumer's decision while 
aa thousand times ten Euros for an entire production run wil l probably influence 
thee producers' decision. It is thus submitted that allocating the responsibility for 
wastee products to the producers is primarily the result of the wish to effectively 
andd efficiently internalise environmental costs. It is not so much an inherent 
consequencee of the application of the polluter pays principle to this specific situ-
ation.. As a result, the fact that the environmental costs arising from the waste-

155 Assuming that this will lower production costs but reduce the recyclability and thus increase the costs 

off  recycling. 

'66 Another way of putting it would be to ask why there is no such thing as a consumer responsibility? 
177 With regard to the the Diftar-system in the Netherlands, according to which consumers have to pay 

perr unit of waste, a study on behalf of the Ministry of Justice concludes that 'it cannot be ruled out 

thatt the introduction of tariffs leads to moree illegal dumping', report by B & A Groep, to be found on 

thee website of the Ministry: <http://www.minjust.nl/a_beleid/handhaven/bestpractices/bp/milieu/ 

bastortenverbranden.doo,, p. 14,15. 
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stagee of production and consumption have been assigned to the producers does 
nott mean that they have to actually bear these costs. 

Thee second question relates to the allocation of the responsibility between 
thee various producers when they cooperate. As we have seen the economies 
off  scale argue very much in favour of cooperation. Moreover, the desire to 
reducee the incentives for illegal dumping or - to formulate more positively - to 
increasee consumer participation, have resulted in various requirements that try 
too ascertain that the system involves minimal hassle for consumers. In effect, 
thesee requirements mean that waste products have to be picked up close to or 
evenn from the home of the consumer.'8 Moreover, the collection wil l be more 
successfull  if it takes place on a non-brand specific basis.19 Finally, as the current 
chaoss surrounding the deposit and return fee for one way beverage containers in 
Germanyy shows, consumers need a clear structure and the existence of parallel 
(depositt and return) systems wil l not help the environmental effectiveness.20 

Thesee additional requirements that serve to increase the consumer acceptation 
off  a producer responsibility scheme, involve setting up a considerable network 
thatt wil l involve entire distribution chain and notably the retailers. As a result, 
thee potential for economies of scale is quite significant. These scale advantages 
mayy be achieved through a cooperation between the producers that also involves 
thee retailers. 

AA further reason for a cooperative approach to producer responsibility relates 
too the problem of the so-called 'historical waste'. Assigning the responsibility 
too the producers from a certain moment on, introduces an element of what may 
bee called solidarity in such a cooperative system. Most producer responsibil-
ityy schemes take the form of an obligation to take back and recycle a certain cate-
goryy of products from a certain date onwards. If the period between the entry 
intoo force of this obligation and the date on which the producer responsibility 
obligationn becomes effective, is shorter than the lifespan of the product in ques-
tion,, it wil l effectively mean that the producers are made responsible for prod-
uctss that they have already designed, produced and marketed before the respon-

188 An example of this is the old for new rule according to which the producers are responsible for taking 

backk the old product when a consumer buys a comparable new product. If this new product is delivered 

too the home of the consumer, the producer is obliged to take back the old product from that house. 
199 It is not difficult to envisage that the consumer will be more tempted to illegally dump his old product 

iff  he has to first locate a collection point that will take back his brand. Cf. a similar argument forwarded 

byy the Danish government in the Danish Bottles case, Case 302/86, Commission v. Denmark (Danish 

Bottles)) [1988] ECR4607, paras. 15,16. 
200 In Germany most of the supermarkets have actually implemented their own deposit and return system. 

Ass a result, the deposit will only be returned if the consumer bring the packaging back to the shop 

wheree he bought the packaging in the first place. The environmental effectiveness of this system is 

greatlyy diminished by the fact that consumers are unwilling to take the empty containers back to the 

shopp where they bought it. 
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sibilityy was enacted." With regard to these products, design for recycling in 
orderr to minimise the costs of recycling is impossible for the simple reason that 
thee products in question have already been produced and marketed and are thus 
physicallyy outside the reach of the producer. For the first years following the 
entryy into force, the parties will thus be taking back historical waste. In terms 
off  the producer responsibility principle, these are products with regard to which 
noo differentiation on the basis of the recydability is possible. This impossibility 
too differentiate the costs on the basis of the actual recydability of the specific 
productt involved is further increased by the fact that the take-back wil l often 
takee place on a non-brand specific basis. The latter requirement will mean that 
currentt producers will , for example, be taking back products that were designed, 
producedd and marketed by companies that have since then ceased their activi-
tiess on the market. Similarly, a successful newcomer with a significant but only 
recentlyy acquired market share may end up taking back the products of his once-
successfull  competitors. In these and other cases, the parties wil l all have their 
incentivess to free-ride." 

InIn their cooperation, the parties wil l want to avoid eventual free rider-prob-
lemss that are to be expected whenever a collective is internalising external 
costs.. This for the simple reason that free riding is likely to keep the parties 
fromm meeting their producer responsibility targets. Moreover, the parties know 
thatt free riding wil l increase the costs of the cooperation to such an extent that 
lesss cooperative alternatives become interesting, thus leading to the end of the 
collectivee approach and as a result foregoing the economies of scale. The need 
too control free riding is all the more pressing because the external nature wil l 
makee keeping a check on whether all parties indeed contribute to the internali-
sationn extra difficult.2' 

Thiss is not only probable but an actual problem if we consider that such producer responsibilities have 

beenn enacted for durable consumer goods such as cars and electronical and electrical equipment. The 

lif ee span of these products is measured in years whereas producer responsibilities generally become 

effectivee within a year from the entry into force of the regulation. Annual reports of the producer 

responsibilityy scheme for end of life vehicles show that the average age of the vehicles recyled at this 

momentt is over ten years and still increasing. 
222 The newcomer may, for example, advise to its retailers to indicate to consumers that only its brand will 

bee taken back by the retailer. It has an incentive to do so because the newcomer will thus minimise the 

costss arising from the producer responsibility compared to the situation where it also takes back the 

incumbent'ss products. 
1}}  There will , for example, considerable costs involved in checking whether or not and to what extent 

partiess do not actually use the system for more waste products than they have paidd for. It would mean 

thatt in practice the producer of every single appliance that was collected would have to be identified. 

Whilee this may be feasible with regard to certain branded goods, it will become more difficult for OEM-

productss whereas it becomes nigh on impossible for PVC pipes, a product for which there is a producer 

responsibilityy scheme in the Netherlands, infra, paragraph 10.5.2. 
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Thee above paragraphs have dealt with the principle of producer responsibility 
ass a new and promising environmental policy instrument. At the moment, the 
termm 'producer responsibility' is used only with regard to the responsibility for 
productss that have outlived their useful life. It thus only deals with the waste-
relatedd environmental impact of a product. It is submitted that producer respon-
sibilityy can be used to analyse a far wider array of environmentally friendly 
initiativess by an industry. Furthermore, producer responsibility can also be used 
ass an environmental policy instrument to deal with other environmental aspects 
off  the production process as well as products. These areas include those that are 
noww covered by the environmental agreements that were characterised as essen-
tiallyy reregulatory above.24 

Exampless of such producer responsibility agreements in the wider sense are 
thee environmental agreements concerning the energy efficiency of electrical 
appliancess or the agreement concluded by the automobile manufacturing indus-
tryy according to which they wil l reduce the carbon dioxide emissions of the cars 
theyy produce.25 Such agreements are often concluded in order to avoid govern-
mentt regulation of the matter.26 The fact that parties decide to address an envi-
ronmentall  problem themselves has as a consequence that the parties wil l have 
too find alternative means to enforce the obligations arising from the agreement 
inn order to prevent free riding. The need to prevent free riding will thus result 
inn tightly drafted comprehensive agreements (hence 'reregulatory') that may 
involvee some rather far-going obligations such as the exchange of information. 

InIn sum, the incentive to come to a collective approach, the solidarity that 
iss inherent in this collectivism and the wish to prevent free riders will mean 
thatt the parties have to make agreements in order to effectively and efficiently 
implementt producer responsibility. Such agreements are very likely to involve 
restrictionss of competition. This is so because in the end, as we have seen in 
chapterr 2, competition inherently involves a degree of wastefulness. A number 
off  companies may, for example, work independently of each other at a solution to 
thee same environmental problem. The fact that these companies all need to have 
thee laboratories and personnel means that resources are wasted. In particular 
withh regard to the internalisation of an externality that is still far from internal-
isedd with the consumers, the companies wil l want to do everything but waste 
resources.. The more resources are wasted, the worse the competitive position of 
thee companies involved becomes. As a result the chance of actually protecting 
thee environment only becomes slimmer. 

244 Supra, paragraph 3.3 
2'' This referes to, respectively, the CECED and ACEA agreements. See further, infra, paragraph 8.4.2.3. 
266 This is evidenced by the fact that regulation is often used as a stick (in the meaning of the stick and 

carrot)) in that such regulation will be enacted should the parties not meet the targets. 
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CHAPTERR 4 INTEGRATIO NN AS A MUTUALL Y REINFORCIN G RELATIO N BETWEEN COMPETITIO N 

ANDD ENVIRONMENTA L PROTECTION 

4.11 Introductor y remarks 

Inn the preceding two chapters three central issues have been 
identified.. Firstly, the idea that competition is the best instrument to achieve 
dynamicc and allocative efficiency. Secondly, the fact that a full and universal 
internalisationn of all environmental externalities (excluding Pareto-irrelevant 
externatlitiess the internalisation of which will not contribute to Pareto-optimal-
ity)) would, in the presence of effective competition, result in socially optimal 
levelss of environmental protection. Thirdly, the finding that this internalisation 
iss still being undertaken and far from complete. Just as much as the combina-
tionn of these three factors or central issues leads to the problem of environmen-
tall  agreements that restrict competition while being environmentally beneficial, 
thesee three factors also hold the key to solving the problem. This key is the 
integrationn of competition and environmental protection. In this chapter, we 
wil ll  develop the model of integration that wil l allow us to value the solutions 
thatt were adopted in practice in order to solve the competition and environment 
conundrum. . 

4.22 Competition, internalisation and lacking internalisation 

Competition,, as economic history shows us, is without doubt 
thee best method to organise a market. Countries that have free market econo-
miess have in general fared much better than their opposites the centrally guided 
economies.. This is so because competition ascertains static efficiency (optimal 
allocationn of production factors) as well as dynamic efficiency (innovation; the 
developmentt of new products). The only disadvantage of competition is its 
inherentt wastefulness. This relates to both the static and dynamic efficiency 
componentt of competition. For one, the whole idea behind competition is an 
economicc 'survival of the fittest'. This means that the companies that make the 
worsee mousetrap will be pushed out of the market, thus wasting resources.1 

Withh regard to the dynamic efficiency component of competition we may point 
att the fact the innovation consumes considerable resources. Innovation may on 
thee one hand be best served with cooperation and a bundling of the resources of 
companiess that would individually not have been able to innovate at all. On the 
otherr hand - to borrow a famous saying - the greatest of all monopoly profits 
mayy very well also be not having to invest in research and the development of 
neww products. 

Competitionn and its inherent propensity to waste resources become particu-
larlyy important in the context of the internalisation of externalities such as the 

11 These resources may of course be taken over by the surviving firms. 
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environment.22 Because of the fact that environmental protection is to a large 
extentt a non-value added - or, better, an external added value - activity, profit 
marginss are small and the case for a non-multiplication of the costs becomes 
better.. All in all, externalities are, as could be seen in chapter 2, are often found 
inn the company of natural monopolies. 

Thiss would be otherwise only if there would be full and universal internali-
sationn of all externalities. The harsh reality, however, is that the internalisation 
iss lacking in more than one respect. For one, competitors may not have inter-
nalisedd certain environmental aspects. The result of one group of companies 
goingg ahead of the industry is a deterioration of the competitive position of 
thatt group vis a vis the rest of the industry. A more important aspect of lacking 
internalisationn is connected to the consumers. The overwhelming majority of 
thee consumers have not yet internalised the environmental externalities in their 
purchasingg decisions and are thus unwilling to pay more for an environmentally 
friendlyy product. Even in the absence of full and universal internalisation of all 
environmentall  externalities among the producers, a full internalisation among 
thee consumers would have greatly mitigated the deterioration of the competi-
tivee situation of the leading group. This for the simple reason that a consumer 
thatt has internalised environmental concerns in his purchasing decisions will , 
providedd that he is financially capable, is willin g to pay more for the greener 
product.. Consumers in a rich country such as the Netherlands are capable 
too buy, for example, sustainable generated 'green' electricity instead of 'grey' 
electricity.. In doing so they might end up paying more but preserving a healthy 
environmentt for their children. That this switch to environmentally friendly 
productss is not taking place on a massive scale in the rich industrialised nations 
iss a sign of the poorly developed capability of man to envisage and take account 
off  longer-term effects. It is, in short, a sign of lacking internalisation. 

Where,, then, do we start to internalise environmental costs? In the minds of 
millionss of citizens or in the corporate strategies of a relatively limited number 
off  companies? The principles of the free market economy and competition 
wouldd dictate that the consumers' preferences need to the point of departure. 
Consumerr preferences and the wants of all individuals combined are what 
guidee the market like an invisible hand. Reasons of effectiveness and efficiency, 
however,, point at the producers as the best point from which to start changing 
thee perceptions of a society and internalising environmental costs. 

22 These wastes are of course to a large extent only a transitory problem arising from, for example, the 

bankruptcyy of an inefficient firm. However, insofar as the wastefulness follows from the fact that 

certainn investments are multiplied precisely because of competition (for example, three companies all 

fundingg an R & D department) the waste is inherent and non-transitory. 
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Thee latter point of departure is, as we have seen above, indeed the one 
predominantlyy chosen by environmental law and policy. This was partly given 
inn by reasons related to the efficiency and effectiveness of environmental policy. 
Itt can, however, probably also be seen as a recognition of industry's capability 
too change our preferences. As an example of this power, we may ask ourselves 
howw often we would be in dire need of a means of communication for twenty-
fourr hours per day, ten years ago. The enormous popularity and use of mobile 
phoness today in no way reflects the crowds that must have been standing behind 
nearlyy every public phone ten years ago. Perhaps the extra impetus for the inter-
nalisationn of environmental costs with consumers needs to come from the same 
peoplee who made us believe that we need mobile telephony and new clothes for 
everyy new season. Moreover, these 'masters of marketing' have an incentive to 
internalisee the environment as it gives them yet another means by which they 
mayy distinguish and thereby market their products. 

Itt is thus submitted that industry has a major role to play in internalising 
environmentall  externalities.3 This means that industry wil l have to take the lead 
inn first internalising those costs itself. Industry wil l only do this if it does not 
deterioratee or jeopardise its own competitive position. This will in turn result 
inn the industry asking for government induced distortions of competition or 
restrictingg competition itself in order to compensate the deterioration. As a 
resultt of this, industry and the government wil l meet with competition law and 
itt at this point that competition and the environment need to be integrated. 

4.33 A model of integration 

Itt is recognised that sustainable development cannot possibly 
bee understood to require zero economic growth. The other way around sustain-
abilityy seems to be irreconcilable with unlimited economic growth. Probably the 
onlyy way forward if humanity wants to enjoy this planet as its home for much 
longer,, is to achieve sustainable development. This requires a full and univer-
sall  internalisation with producers as well as consumers. During this process 
off  internalising the environmental externalities restrictions of competition are 
necessary.. The model of integration thus requires that the competition rules are 
appliedd in the light of the objective of achieving internalisation. It is therefore 
submittedd that during the transitory phase, when the process of internalisa-
tionn is taking place, restrictions and distortions of competition must be allowed 
insofarr as they are necessary to internalise environmental externalities. After 
thiss transitory phase, all environmental costs wil l have been internalised so that 

**  That is to say that placing trust in the government alone as the principal agent to bring about this inter-

nalisationn is at least equally naive and probably less efficient. 
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unrestrictedd and undistorted competition wil l actually work for the environ-
ment. . 

Thee following example will clarify this. Consider a group of companies that 
wantss to internalise the environmental costs arising from emissions from their 
installationss by installing equipment that wil l reduce these emissions. This 
group,, however, is active on a highly competitive international market. Moreo-
ver,, their activity together with the competitive nature of the market does not 
alloww them profits of the kind that wil l pay for the considerable investments 
needed.. Since the companies know that simply installing the emissions reduc-
tionss equipment is beyond their financial capabilities, they apply for a govern-
mentt subsidy. Such a subsidy wil l probably constitute a state aid within the 
meaningg of Article 87(1) of the EC Treaty. As such, it is prohibited but may be 
exemptedd by the Commission on the basis of Article 87(3) EC. It is submitted 
thatt the model of integration requires the Commission to allow this subsidy 
insofarr as it aids the internalisation. In practice this will mean that the invest-
mentt aid wil l have to be exempted insofar as it covers the extra costs arising 
fromm the environmental investment and insofar as this is necessary to compen-
satee the deterioration of the competitive position. If, for example, the competing 
companiess also start investing in emissions reductions equipment, the invest-
mentt is no longer necessary. 

Supposee that the group of companies does not get the government subsidy. 
Theyy could then abandon the entire project and could just continue their envi-
ronmentallyy unfriendly business as usual. If they want, however, to continue 
improvingg their environmental track record, the parties wil l firstly have to 
acquiree some form of market power by which they can partially offset the dete-
riorationn of their competitive position. They wil l achieve this by cooperating.*  As 
theyy wil l want to prevent free rider problems and since they are unable to bear 
thee investments themselves, they may decide to collectively pass the costs of the 
investmentss on to their consumers. In the absence of this collective approach, 
memberss of the group may soon succumb to pressure from their consumers to 
noo longer pass the costs on. This would, in turn, mean that the necessary invest-
mentss wil l no longer be done and the free riding begins, leading to the abandon-
mentt of the project altogether. This coordination of competitive behaviour by the 
groupp wil l fall within the scope of Article 81(1) EC. Moreover, traditional compe-
titionn law and policy would seem to indicate that, since it concerns a decision 
withh regard to the price, it is probably prohibited while it is unlikely that it may 
bee able to benefit from an exemption pursuant to Article 81(3) EC. However, 
accordingg to the model of integration, competition law should facilitate this 
internalisationn of environmental costs by allowing the coordination of competi-
tivee behaviour insofar as this is necessary for the internalisation. 

Notee that the group may also want to cooperate in order to achieve economies of scale. 
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Inn both cases, the state granting aid and the coordination of competitive 
behaviourr by the companies, the withdrawal of competition law should be 
neitherr unconditional nor indefinite. This because a complete disapplication 
off  competition law would fully rule out the allocative and dynamic efficiency 
benefitss that competition may bring with it. As a result the mutually reinforcing 
relationn between competition and the environment, that is considered to form 
thee core of the model of integration, is forgone. In the context of the application 
off  EC competition law to the examples above, the subsidy should be considered 
aa state aid and be granted an exemption on the basis of Article 87(3) EC. Such 
ann exemption, as opposed to a solution whereby environmental subsidies would 
bee considered to fall outside the scope of Article 87(1) in the first place, ensures 
thatt the Commission is able to keep a check on whether and to what extent the 
aidd is necessary for the internalisation. Similarly, the agreement between the 
industryy should not be taken outside the scope of Article 81(1) altogether5 but 
ratherr be exempted on the basis of Article 81(3). The model of integration there-
foree does not require an artificial narrowing of the scope of the prohibitions 
onn the grounds related to the protection of the environment or the internalisa-
tionn of environmental costs. Instead, the model of integration requires that the 
discretionaryy powers to disapply the prohibitions or grant exemptions should be 
exercisedd in the light of the need to achieve an internalisation. 

Thiss will allow the companies to internalise environmental costs without 
compromisingg their competitive situation. As the environment becomes more 
internalisedd with the producers as well as the consumers, competition can start 
too play its reinforcing role. An increasingly unmitigated application of competi-
tionn law to these environmental initiatives wil l ultimately result in a competition 
forr the environment. In this end-phase, the environment wil l have become an 
aspectt with regard to which competition is not only possible but also actually 
occurring.. In that phase both the environment and competition are better off. 
Competitionn is not only intensified because of the creation of a new factor with 
regardd to which competition is possible, it is also less distorted since the need to 
offsett competitive disadvantages has disappeared. 

That,, however, takes us into the future. At the moment, the model of inte-
grationn is still very much occupied with the transitory phase. Environmental 
considerationss are slowly seeping in our everyday actions and becoming part of 
alll  the decisions that we make on a day-to-day basis. It is thus in this transitory 
phasee that the authorities applying competition law may need to take a step back 
inn order to advance, at a later time, two steps. Only then may competition law 
andd policy play their part in the internalisation of the environment. Only then 
doo we stand a chance of accomplishing truly sustainable development. 

55 Unless there is no appreciable restriction in the first place. 
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5.11 Introductor y remarks 

Noww that the outlines of the model of integration have been 
charted,, a number of things have become clear. For one, the model of integra-
tion,, as it was developed above, is not specific to any legal context. Above, we 
havee referred to EC competition law only for the purpose of giving examples. 
Moreover,, the initial reference in the introduction to Article 6 functioned only 
functionedd as a starting point for further investigations. In many respects, it can 
bee called the legal frame of something that is essentially an economic painting. 
Thee model of integration developed above is all but endemic to EC competition 
law.. It thus lends itself just as well for an application in the context of the Euro-
peann Community's as well as the member states' competition laws. This obser-
vationn and the non-legal character of the model of integration does, however, not 
meann that it is unnecessary to further inquire into the legal framework within 
whichh it should be applied. 

Particularlyy from the side of the German competition authority concerns 
havee been voiced as to the appropriateness of any inclusion of non-competi-
tionn considerations in the competition laws. Similar concerns can be heard in 
thee Netherlands where the prohibition of détournement depouvoir1 is cited as 
precludingg such practices.2 Moreover, there is no such thing as an integration 
clausee in, for example, the competition laws of Germany or the Netherlands. 
Thee result of the inclusion of non-competition factors in the process of admin-
isteringg the competition laws, according to these criticisms, would be that 
thee objective of these laws is changed so as to include these considerations. 
Thee absence of any specific considerations or provisions to this effect in those 
competitionn laws, so the argument continues, must mean that the legislator did 
nott intend for this to happen. As a result, purely legal considerations result in 
thee exclusion of any role for environmental concerns and thus completely rule 
outt the applicability of the model of integration. These questions and concerns 
alll  deal with the problem of the applicability of the model of integration to a 
certainn legal context. 

Inn the following chapter we will deal with the issues surrounding the 
applicabilityy of the model of integration to a number of specific legal contexts. 
Wee wil l thus examine the competition laws of the EC, the Netherlands and 
Germany.. These considerations wil l necessarily have to be of a somewhat 
moree general nature since we will compare these systems of competition law 
moree extensively in Part Three.3 Below, we wil l be looking at the place that the 

11 This a prohibition, as part of general administrative law, to use a power for other objectives than those 

forr which it was first conferred upon the administrative entity. 
11 Van der Meulen 2000, p. 196 et seq. 
33 Infra, chapter 10. 
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competitionn laws occupy in these societies and how that influences the structure 
andd administration of these laws. Despite the fact that we wil l embark upon 
thiss exercise, it is useful to bear in mind the conclusion formulated above, that 
thee model of integration is not alien to any specific system of competition law. 
Ann integration of environmental and competition considerations in accordance 
withh the model of integration neither means nor requires that the objectives 
off  competition law are changed. Rather, it means that the objective of achiev-
ingg and maintaining effective competition is temporarily set aside in order 
too achieve more effective competition on the longer term. It is thus perfectly 
compatiblee with a longer-term perspective on the maintenance of competition as 
thee objective of competition law. 

5.22 European competition policy-the special case of the 
integrationn principl e 

Thee structure of EC competition law is that of a widely con-
struedd prohibition together with an exception or the possibility of an exemp-
tion.. With regard to, for example, prohibition of cartels the exemption clause in 
Articlee 81(3) EC provides proof of the fact that a restriction of competition is not 
necessarilyy prohibited but may actually be tolerated because of its benefits to 
societyy at large. The very structure of the competition provisions with the omni-
presentt possibility of exemptions from the basic rules, points at the fact that EC 
competitionn law serves other objectives alongside the maintenance of effective 
competition.44 Furthermore, as we have seen above, the question whether envi-
ronmentall  protection requirements should play a role in European competition 
policyy already seems to have been answered by the Treaty's drafters in the form 
off  Article 6 of the EC Treaty.' 

Inn its current form there is relative consensus among scholars that the 
integrationn principle represents a legal obligation.6 Moreover, the judgment of 
thee European Court of Justice in Bettati, show that the Court is willin g to test 
-- be it marginally - whether Community legislation is in accordance with the 
environmentall  principles enshrined in then Article 130 R which at that time, 
alsoo contained the integration principle.7 The judgments in PreussenElektra and 
ConcordiaConcordia Bus illustrate that the Court wil l - be it slightly haphazardly - invoke 

44 Cf. Monti 2002, p. 1059 et seq. 
55 Cf. Wasmeier 2001. 
66 Cf. Jans 2000, p. 22, Doherty 1999, p. 381, Dhondt, Uylenburg 2000, p. 127 and Dhondt 2002, p. 154 

andd Advocate-General Jacobs' opinion in case C-379/98, PreussenElektra, [2001] ECRI-2099, para. 231. 

However,, Grimeaud appears to be more reluctant, Grimeaud 2000, p. 215 et seq. 
77 Case C-341/95, Bettati, I1998] ECR, I-43S5, P*ra 33 et seq. 
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Articlee 6 in order to substantiate its decision to uphold an environmental 
practicee of a member state.8 As the wording of Article 6 shows, 'environmental 
protectionn requirements must be integrated into the definition and implementa-
tionn of the Community policies and activities referred to in Article 3' (emphasis 
added).. According to Article 3, first paragraph, sub g, of the Treaty 'the activities 
off  the Community shall include (...) a system ensuring that competition in the 
internall  market is not distorted'. Clearly, therefore, the Community's competi-
tionn policy is subject to the integration principle. 

Moreover,, the structure of Article 3 and Article 2 of the EC Treaty lends 
evenn further support to this thesis. Furthermore, it may also provide an answer 
too the question of whether the integration principle could result in environ-
mentall  protection being one of the objectives of European competition policy 
evenn though this would not be necessary for the model of integration. As we 
understandd it, the very structure of the EC Treaty leads to the conclusion that 
achievingg sustainable development and ensuring a high level of environmental 
protectionn are among the objectives of EC competition law.9 This conclusion is 
basedd on the reasoning that the policies and activities mentioned in Article 3 EC 
aree means to attain the whole catalogue of objectives formulated in Article 2 of 
thee Treaty, taken together. 

Itt is common ground that the means listed in Article 3 serve the attainment 
off  the Community's goals listed in Article 2.10 The problem, however, is that 
accordingg to Article 2 the Community seeks the attainment of a multitude of 
objectivess some of which may perhaps be difficult to reconcile with another. A 
solutionn to this problem would be to accept the Community's objectives as one 
andd indivisible. Another view of the relation between Articles 2 and 3 and the 
objectivess listed in Article 2 is that they represent a 'three stage rocket'.11 This 
approachh holds that Community substantive secondary law (the third stage) 
followss from Part Three of the Treaty (the second stage), which in turn is based 
onn Articles 2 and 3 (the first stage). A possible implication of this approach could 
bee that the specific means listed in Article 3 are linked only to the correspond-
ingg specific objectives in Article 2. This in turn leads to the conclusion that the 
systemm ensuring that competition is not distorted does not necessarily have 
too aim at, inter alia, protecting the environment. We would argue against this 

88 Case C-379/98, PreussenElektra, [2001] ECR I-2099, at para. 76 and Case C-513/99, Concordia Bus 

Finlandv.Finlandv. Helsingin Kapunki (Concordia Bus), [2002] ECR I-7213, para. 57. 
99 See further Wasmeier 2001 and Monti 2002, who at p. 1078 considers it possible that the duty to inte-

gratee may even bring with it a preference for the protection of the environment over the protection of 

competition. . 
100 The very wording of Article 3 EC makes this clear beyond doubt. Cf. Kapteyn, VerLoren van Themaat 

1998,, p. 117. 
111 Cf. Kapteyn, VerLoren van Themaat 1998, p. 115. 
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approachh to the scheme of the Treaty and the structure of Articles 2 and 3 in 
particularr on the following ground. With regard to some of the means listed in 
Articlee 3, no clear link can be established with an objective mentioned in Article 
2.. Whereas, for example, the Treaty envisages a 'contribution to education and 
trainingg of quality and to the flowering of the cultures of the Member States'12, 
noo corresponding objective is to be found in Article 2. If not all means listed in 
Articlee 3 serve a corresponding objective in Article 2, the a contrario conclusion 
mustt be that the means serve the attainment of all the objectives of Article 2. 
Thee Court's judgment in Albany reflects this. On the basis of, inter alia, the fact 
thatt social protection as well as effective competition is listed in both Article 2 
andd 3 of the EC Treaty, the Court comes to the conclusion that it needs to opt for 
'ann interpretation of the provisions of the Treaty as a whole which is both effec-
tivee and consistent'. In doing so, the Court explicitly recognises that the objec-
tivess listed in Article 2 EC cannot be seen separately. 

Thee Community's objectives include 'a (...) sustainable development of 
economicc activities, (...) sustainable (...) growth (...) a high level of protection and 
improvementt of the quality of the environment (...)'. The conclusion must there-
foree be that environmental protection is certainly one of the objectives of the 
ECC and as a result also an objective of EC competition policy. This conclusion is 
furtherr substantiated by the fact that Community competition policy is prima-
rilyy made by the Commission acting which is a collegiate body.1' Accordingly, all 
Commissioners,, including the Commissioner responsible for the environment, 
inn principle have to agree with a decision and may thus influence decision-
making.144 Once more, we can see how the administration of the Community's 
competitionn laws, although it takes place in a strictly legal framework, is essen-
tiallyy a policy serving the objectives mentioned in Article 2 EC.15 

Thee above legal exercise, even though in principle superfluous because of the 
naturee of the model of integration, was undertaken nonetheless because legal 
considerationss are often invoked are reasons against a role for non-competition 
considerationss as partt of competition law. It may be concluded that the structure 
off  the Competition rules and their place within the Treaty clearly show that the 
modell  of integration may be applied to EC competition law. 

122 Articl e 3(1), (q). 
I }} Cf. Goyder  1998, p. 128 et seq. 
144 See in general: Bellamy &  Child 2001, p. 915 el seq. More specifically with regard to the effects that this 

mayy have on the decision: Monti 2002, p. 1070. 
155 Cf. Monti 2002, p. 1070. 
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5.33 Netherlands competition policy - the special case of the 
indirectt  effect of the integration principle? 

Thee structure of the competition provisions in the Nether-
landss is identical to those of the EC. Therefore, the possibility of an exception 
orr exemption from the prohibition can also be taken as proof of the only relative 
statuss of the maintenance of effective competition as the objective of the Dutch 
competitionn laws. With regard to the question of whether environmental con-
siderationss form an objective together with that of the maintenance of effective 
competition,, matters are not as clear as they are for the competition policy of 
thee EC. This is so because the Netherlands Competition act is a piece of legisla-
tionn that functions in relative isolation from other laws and policies.16 It is not 
partt of an overarching system as is the case with the Community competition 
provisions.. Moreover, in the Netherlands no specific legal provision comparable 
too the integration principle may be found.17 On the level of environmental policy 
making,, however, external integration is considered as a means to achieve envi-
ronmentall  protection.18 All in all there is littl e a priori  certainty as to whether 
environmentall  protection can be said to rank among the objectives of the Neth-
erlandss competition rules and policy.19 Matters are further complicated because 
thee Competition act is applied by a separate, semi-independent authority that is 
incomparablee to the collegiate body that the Commission is. The most obvious 
placee to look for an answer to the question of whether environmental protection 
iss one of the objectives of Dutch competition law and policy would seem to be 
thee preparatory work concerning the Competition act. 

Thee explanatory memorandum to the Competition act shows that the 
primaryy motive for a new Competition act was the wish to intensify competition 
policy.200 Whereas the old competition act21 was based on the abuse system, the 
Competitionn act prohibits cartels, signifying a departure from the partly positive 
attitudee towards cooperation among competitors that formed the basis of the 
oldd competition act.22 Furthermore, the wish to bring national competition law 
inn line with European competition law can be named as a major reason for the 
Competitionn act.2} 

Thee Mededingingswet (Mw.), Stb. 1997, 242. 
177 Cf. Dhondt, Uylenburg 2000, p. 121. 

NationaalNationaal Milieubeleidsplan (national environmental policy plan) 3, p. 45. 
199 Of course, the model of integration would not require this. 
200 Memorie van Toelichting (explanatory memorandum), TK 1995-1996, 24 707, nr. 3, p. 3 et seq. 
211 Wet economische mededinging, amended and republished, Stb, 1958, 413. 
222 Cf. Mok 1998, p. 67 et seq. 
233 Memorie van Toelichting (explanatory memorandum), TK II, 24 707, nr. 3, p. 3. 
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Ass regards the objectives of the Competition act, the explanatory memoran-
dumm states that the basic principle of the Act is that 'competition is good but 
thatt certain forms of cooperation between enterprises may lead to benefits to 
society'.244 During the parliamentary debates, the Minister explained that the Act 
aimedd at bringing about and protecting 'workable competition'. *5 All in all, the 
Actt appears to have as a primary objective the maintenance of a certain degree 
orr intensity of competition while simultaneously recognising that competition 
iss not an end in itself. In this respect, the situation as regards the objectives of 
thee Competition act is comparable to that of the European competition rules. 
Furthermore,, during the parliamentary debates considerable attention was 
devotedd to the role of so-called non-economic considerations in the Competition 
act.. This attention was caused by a difference of opinion between the Council of 
State266 and the Minister as regards the role of non-economic considerations. The 
Councill  of State concluded, on the basis of inter alia the Commission decision in 
Exxon/Shell,Exxon/Shell, that the exemption clause (Article 81(3) EC) allowed the Commis-
sionn to weigh non-economic considerations against the correct functioning of 
thee market.27 The Minister rejected this view and came to the conclusion that 
thee Commission could take these non-economic goals into account in deciding 
onn an exemption. Furthermore, according to him non-economic goals were not 
weighedd against the correct functioning of the market mechanism.28 The result 
off  this difference of opinion and the opinion of the Minister was an amend-
mentt that proposed to add an extra paragraph to the exemption clause in the 
Competitionn act according to which the Minister could grant an exemption in 
casess where non-economic concerns were in play.29 In the end this amendment 
wass withdrawn when the Minister proposed a different solution to the problem 
off  the role of non-economic concerns.30 This solution was the introduction of 
Articlee 4(2) into the Competition act according to which the Minister can issue 
generall  recommendations as regards the way in which the Competition author-
ityy should take non-economic concerns into account when applying the exemp-
tionn clause. 

Fromm all this, the conclusion may be drawn that environmental protection is 
onee of the ancillary objectives that the Dutch competition act seeks to attain. If 
itt is firstly recognized that competition is not and end in itself but rather serves 

244 Translated by the author, TK II, 24 707, nr. 3, p. 9 
255 TK II, 24 707, nr. 12, p. 24. 
266 The Council of State (Raad van State) is a high advisory body to the government. 
277 TK II, 24 707 A, p. 8. 'Hierbij kan worden gedacht aan de afweging van niet-economische belangen, 

zoalss belangen op het gebied van het milieu (...) tegen de belangen van een goede marktwerking'. 
288 TKII , 24707A,p. 9 
299 Amendment proposed by De Jong and Van der Ploeg, TK II, 24 707 nr. 29. 
300 We will take a closer look at these events in paragraph 10.5.2 infra. 
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thee benefit of society and, secondly, environmental concerns can partly justify 
ann exemption, the conclusion should be that these environmental concerns form 
ann ancillary goal of Dutch competition policy. 

Thee Competition act is primarily applied by the Director-General (Directeur-
Generaal)Generaal) of the Dutch Competition authority (Nederlandse Mededingingsautori-
teitteit or NMa).* This holds true in particular with regard to the application of the 
exemptionn clause and exceptions to the rule in general. Several general norms 
suchh as the central prohibitions may also be invoked in civil procedures and can 
consequentlyy be applied by a judge. At this moment the Competition authority is 
hierarchicallyy subject to the Minister of Economic Affairs yet functions autono-
mouslyy in that it has certain powers which flow from the Competition act.32 This 
hybridd construction makes the Competition authority an administrative organ 
(bestuursorgaan)) and therefore subject to the General act on administrative 
law.» » 

Ass such, with regard to the possibility for the authority to take environmen-
tall  concerns into account, it is bound by, inter alia, the prohibition of so-called 
détournementdétournement depouvoir. Article 3:3 of the General act on administrative law 
statess that an administrative body shall not use its decision making powers for 
objectivess different from that for which the powers were granted. The first para-
graphh of Article 3:4 of the General act states that an administrative organ shall 
weighh all the concerns that are directly involved insofar as this is not limited 
byy a statutory provision or by the nature of the powers that are to be exercised. 
Whereass it may appear that the concerns thus to be taken into account are fairly 
broadlyy defined, a limitation to the diversity of concerns that can be taken into 
accountt is imposed by the so-called speciality principle. In many respects, this 
principlee is enshrined in the abovementioned Article 3:3 of the General act. 

Itt is therefore important to have an idea of the objectives for the attainment 
off  which the decision-making powers were granted to the Competition author-
ity.. As it has turned out in paragraph 4.2.2.1 the Competition act, and therewith 
thee powers flowing from this act, primarily aim at achieving and maintaining 
effectivee or workable competition. This in itself already shows that the degree 
orr intensity of competition is nott and end in itself but rather serves the benefit 
off  the society. As a healthy environment also benefits the society, the conclu-
sionn would have to be that environmental concerns would have to be taken into 
accountt alongside the objectives in the competitive sphere. 

311 Hereafter it will simply be referred to the (Netherlands) Competition authority even though formally it 

iss the Director-General who applies section 17 and other provisions of the Competition act. 
J22 There are, however, plans to make the Competition authority into a completely independent body, cf. 

Proposall  for an amendment of the Competition act, TK 27 639, nr. 1, 2. 
333 Algemene wet bestuursrecht (Awb), Stb. 1992, JIJ, amended since. 
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Ass regards the relation between European law and Dutch competition law, it 
mayy be interesting to take into account the explicit wish to attune the Competi-
tionn act to European competition law. As a result of this, the Dutch Competition 
authorityy has in many of its decisions explicitly referred to the fact that Euro-
peann competition law functions as a guideline for interpreting the provisions 
off  the Competition act. This intended parallelism was recognized to have its 
limit ss as regards certain concepts that were considered unique to the Commu-
nityy setting.34 The explanatory memorandum shows that, in this respect, the 
Ministerr appears to consider primarily those concepts and criteria that depend 
onn the European market with regard to which the European competition rules 
apply.""  The exclusion of these, jurisdiction-based, criteria and concepts seems 
onlyy logical. A different matter, however, is the question whether other specifi-
callyy European elements that play a role in interpreting European competition 
laww can also play a role in interpreting the analogue provision in the Competi-
tionn act. It is particularly interesting to consider the integration principle as an 
examplee of such a specifically European element. 

Ass its very wording shows, the integration principle does not address the 
memberr states or any particular actor for that matter. The principle is defined 
onlyy in that it requires the integration of environmental concerns into - put 
shortlyy - Community law and policy. Moreover, the judgment in Concordia 
BusBus shows that the integration principle will allow member states to take into 
accountt environmental considerations in their own policies based on European 
legislation.*66 In that sense, the integration principle stops just short of confer-
ringg upon the member state authorities the right or even duty to take environ-
mentall  concerns into account in their own policies.37 

However,, even though the integration principle does not address the 
memberr states (or any other particular actor for that matter) and furthermore 
doess not oblige them to an integration of environmental concerns, the wish to 
alignn Netherlands competition law with Community competition law may bring 
withh it an interesting indirect effect the integration principle. If, for example, 
thee integration principle results in a particular interpretation of Community 
competitionn law, the explicit wish to achieve and maintain parallelism between 
thee Competition act and Community law could result in a similar interpretation 
off  the Competition act. 

544 TK II, 24707 A, p. 10. 
355 TKII , 24707, nr. 3, p. 10. 
366 Case C-513/99, Concordia Bus, [2002] ECR I-7213. This case concerned a public tender that allegedly 

contravenedd the provisions of one of the public procurement directives. 
377 Although a combination of the duty of loyalty to the Community {art. 10 EC) and the integration prin-

ciplee may indeed result in an obligation on the part of the member states to integrate environmental 

concernss in the other policy areas for which they are responsible. See further: Dhondt 2003, p. 48 et scq. 
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Whetherr or not this analogous application should or even could take place 
withoutt the Competition authority sidestepping the mandate conferred upon 
itt by the Competition act and the General administrative law act, essentially 
dependss which one is the stronger: the wish to have parallelism or the commu-
nautairenautaire character of the integration principle. On the one hand, the legisla-
torr explicitly wanted Dutch competition law to be and remain in line with the 
Community'ss competition rules as they stood and evolved. On the other hand, 
iff  such an evolution takes place with an explicit recourse to Article 6 EC, it 
mustt be recognised that Article 6 is unique to the EC Treaty and probably has 
beenn included because of the particular nature of the European Community. 
Moreover,, as we have seen above, the duty to integrate is explicitly limited to 
thee Community legal context. In this respect it should also be recalled that the 
Europeann Community is an entity that has numerous competences with regard 
too a number of policy areas thatt do differ in their scope, exclusiveness and the 
degreee to which they can be said to be of a 'Community nature'.'8 It is therefore 
concludedd that the integration principle contained in Article 6 EC is of a commu-
nautairenautaire nature. As a result, an application or interpretation of the competition 
ruless of the EC that is founded this provision does not lend itself for application 
outsidee the context of the EC Treaty and its implementing legislation. 

Inn some respects the use of the integration principle in the application 
off  Community competition law can thus be said to lead to unexpected nega-
tivee consequences. The same holds true for other interpretations of European 
competitionn law that are specific for the legal context in which European compe-
titionn law functions. An example of such an interpretation is the Albany excep-
tionn ratione materiae which the Court has based on the place of the competition 
provisionss in the overarching whole of the EC Treaty.39 It makes no sense to 
transposee this holistic interpretation of a Treaty in its entirety to the situation 
wheree one national law is interpreted. This, however, has not kept the Competi-
tionn authority from doing just that.40 

Again,, it should be kept in mind that this should not obstruct the applica-
tionn of the model of integration since it is by no means confined to EC competi-
tionn law. Moreover, the structure of the provisions in the Competition act, that 
closelyy resemble those of the EC, effectively points to the conclusion that was 

} 88 Environmental protection, for example, is a Community competence where the member states have 

thee - albeit clausulated - power to apply more stringent measures (Article 176 EC). Other policy areas, 

however,, consist of littl e more than a coordination of the national policies of the member states coupled 

too an explicit prohibition for the Community to harmonise the legislation of the member states in that 

field. field. 
599 ECJ Case C-67/96, Albany International v. Stichting Bedrijfspensioenfonds Textielindustrie (Albany), 

[1999]]  ECR, I-5751, See chapter 3, paragraph 3.2 infra on this exception. 
400 Case ioi2, Van Eck Havenservice, para. 36. 
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reachedd with regard to the Community's competition rules: competition is not 
ann end in itself but rather serves more general goals among which environmen-
tall  protection can certainly function. 

5.44 German competition law - the special case of the fear of 
Instrumentalisierung Instrumentalisierung 

Above,, we have seen that the Ordoliberal tradition can to a large 
extentt be said to have stood at the cradle of the German Act Against Restrictions 
off  Competition.41 This fact explains the legal structure of the Act. Section 1 of 
thee Act contains a widely construed prohibition of restrictions of competition 
thatt reminds one of the prohibition to be found in Article 8I{I ) EC. This prohibi-
tionn is immediately followed by several possibilities for an exemption from the 
prohibitionn (Sections 2-8 GWB). The exemption clauses contained in Sections 
2-77 are to be applied by the Federal Cartel Office,42 whereas Section 8 allows 
forr a ministerial exemption when an agreement cannot be exempted on the 
groundss listed in Sections 2-7. A comparison of the wording of the exemptions 
clausess with that of Article 81(3) quickly reveals a difference. Whereas Article 
81(3)) is a general exemption clause that may in principle be used to exempt any 
practicee from the prohibition, Sections 2-7 of the Act are formulated much more 
restrictivelyy as regards their scope. This is the so-called Enumerationsprinzip 
accordingg to which an exemption can only be granted on the basis of the law and 
nott on the basis of a necessarily uncertain interpretation of a vaguely formulated 
generall  exemption clause. Closely connected to this principle is the discussion 
aboutt the objectives of competition policy. A general exemption clause that uses 
openn wording is liable to being used for political purposes whereas the Enumera-
tionsprinziptionsprinzip is seen as a means to prevent such a politische Instrumentalisierung, 
aa term used to describe that competition law is made subject to other considera-
tionss than just that of maintaining competition.45 This, of course, reflects the 
Ordoliberall  belief in the juridification of the process of applying the competition 
laws.. This belief, the fear of an Instrumentalisierung and the relinquishing of 
competitionn as the sole objective of competition law, are still very much core con-
cernss of the Federal Cartel Office.44 One notable exception to the Enumeration-
sprinzipsprinzip can be found in Section 7 of the Act. At first sight this provision appears 
too be a transposition of Article 81(3) to the German Act. A closer look, however, 
revealss that Section 7 is still drenched with the desire to have only clearly and 

411 The Gesetzgegen Wcttbcwcrbsbeschrünkmgcn, abbreviated as GWB. 
411 The BundeskarUüamt. 
4}}  See more extensively, Immenga 1976 and Schaub 1998, p. 124. 
444 Cf. statements by then president of the Federal Cartel Office, Wolf, in Ehlermann & Laudati 1998, p. 24. 
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conclusivelyy formulated exemption clauses. For one, Section 7 is drafted in 
moree precise language than its European counterpart. For example, Section 7 
expresslyy provides for the possibility to exempt agreements 'which contribute 
too improving the (...) taking back or disposal of goods or services' and fulfi l a 
numberr of other criteria. This provision was introduced to allow the exemption 
off  certain cartels on environmental grounds.45 The opinion of the Monopolies 
Commissionn (Monopolkomission) provides further proof for this view of these 
changess effected by the Sixth Act.46 Similarly, the then President of the Federal 
Cartell  Office, Wolf, has referred to this as a Systemwechsel or a complete change 
off  the system.47 

Thus,, with the Enumerationsprinzip partly done away with, the Federal Cartel 
Officee must now apply a provision that, unlike any other provision that it has 
too apply, is couched in vague terminology. As a result, a margin of discretion is 
conferredd upon the Federal Cartel Office and this in turn raises fears over an 
InstrumentalisierungInstrumentalisierung of the competition laws. These fears basically follow from 
thee idea that competition must remain effective and may not be subjected to 
thee possibility of politically induced distortions or restrictions. These fears are 
aptlyy embodied by statements by the Federal Cartel Office with regard to the 
Europeann Commission's decision to exempt the CECED agreement on energy 
efficiency.488 According to the Federal Cartel Office the exemption was granted 
onn environmental grounds. It then stated that: 

'The'The Federal Cartel Office is sceptical of this policy because it introduces non-
competitioncompetition criteria into the appraisal on the basis of competition law in certain 
cases.' cases.' 

Inn the view of the Federal Cartel Office, competition law is only about achieving 
andd maintaining competition.49 An argument often heard in this connection 
iss that competition has no lobby and is thus only protected by competition law. 
This,, it is respectfully submitted, does not recognise that even if it is looked 

455 Cf. the explanatory memorandum (Begründung) to the Sixth Act, BT Drucksache 13/1920, paragraph 2 

(ee). . 
466 XHth Main Opinion {Hauptgutachten) of the Monopolies Commission. BT Drucksache 13/11291, para-

graphh 94. 
477 Wolf 1997, p. 2. 
488 Federal Cartel Office, Activity Report (T&tigkeitsbericht) 1999/2000, BT Drucksache 14/6300, p. 66. 

Translatedd from: 'Das Bundeskartellamt steht diese Politik skeptisch gegenüber, da sie nicht-wettbewer-

blichee Kriterien in die Wettbewerblkhe Beurteilung von Einzelfallen einführt.' 
499 Cf. the statement by the then President of the Federal Cartel Office, Wolf, in Ehlermann & Laudati 1998, 

p.. 24. 
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att from a purely economic welfare-oriented perspective, competition is only a 
meanss to an end. 

Thee balancing of competition with non-competition objectives is, again 
accordingg to the Federal Cartel Office, a political decision that needs thus to be 
takenn at the political level. Thus, before Section 7 was included, the possibil-
ityy of a ministerial exemption according to Section 8 GWB was considered by 
academiaa to be the only way to legalize cooperation on environmental grounds.50 

Evenn though Section 8 has never actually been used on environmental grounds, 
thee fact that the possibility exists, shows that even prior to the amendments by 
thee Sixth Act certain general concerns were considered to override the so-called 
Wettbewerbsprinzip.Wettbewerbsprinzip. It may, however, be doubted to what extent the inclusion 
off  Section 8 has actually detracted from the Enumerationsprinzip and indeed 
providess proof of the fact that the Instrumentalisierungwas already envisaged by 
thee Act itself. The fact that the Federal Cartel Office explicitly placed the process 
off  weighing these concerns outside the context of the normal application of the 
Actt shows that it was considered more a political than a legal appreciation of a 
competitivee situation. 

Thee fact remains that even in the presence of fears surrounding the instru-
mentalisierung,mentalisierung, the application of the model of integration does not involve 
introducingg non-competition considerations into the framework of competition 
law.. As was said above, the model of integration requires only that a longer-term 
perspectivee on competition is adopted. 

5.55 The model of integration and its application 

Inn the preceding paragraphs it was shown that there are no 
legall  objections that stand in the way of an application of the model of inte-
grationn to the competition laws of the EC, Netherlands and Germany. It was 
concludedd that the application of the model of integration is greatly facilitated if 
environmentall  protection is one of the objectives of a system of competition law. 
Ann environmental objective is, however, not a prerequisite for the application of 
thee model of integration as was shown by the German Act Against Restrictions 
off  Competition. 

Ass far as the competition policy on the basis of the EC Treaty is concerned, 
itit  is recognised that the competition rules are only instrumental to the attain-
mentt of the objectives listed in Article 2 EC. In the Netherlands, the place of the 
competitionn rules and the function that they serve is quite similar. The fact that 
thee maintenance of competition is not the ultimate objective of these systems of 
competitionn law wil l facilitate the application of the model of integration. With 

Cf.Cf. Paschke 1997, p. 58, Ehle 1996, p. 119 et et seq., Friedrich 1977, p. 201 et seq. 
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regardd to German competition law, an application of the model of integration 
shouldd not be impossible either. Even though the exceptions in the GWB are 
muchh more restrictively formulated, the fact remains that the Federal Cartel 
Officee can grant exemptions from the prohibition to restrict competition. One 
suchh exemption may be granted for specialisation agreements. Of course the 
wholee idea behind a specialisation agreement is that parties are allowed to swap 
productionn in order to produce more efficiently and thus increase welfare while 
att the same time be able to compete more effectively.51 If such an agreement is 
allowedd despite the obvious restrictions of competition, the application of the 
modell  of integration should be unproblematic as well. This for the simple reason 
thatt the model of integration requires only a temporary restriction of competi-
tionn whereas a specialisation agreement could in theory be exempted and legally 
restrictt competition for as long as the companies will keep on manufacturing 
thee product for which they have decided to specialise. Essentially, the model of 
integrationn requires littl e more than the adoption of a longer-term perspective 
onn competition law. 

Ultimately,, applying the model of integration will only lead to a more level 
playingg field and the introduction of a new factor with regard to which competi-
tionn is actually occurring. As a result, competition and the environment will 
bothh be better off. 

Cf.Cf. the preamble to the relevant group exemption regulation 2658/2000, OJ 2000 L 304/3. 
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CHAPTERR 6 EC COMPETIO N LAW AND ENVIRONMENTA L CONCERNS: INTRODUCTOR Y REMARK S 

Introductor yy remarks 

Thee examination of the relationship between competition law 
andd environmental concerns in the preceding part of this book started in chap-
terr one on an abstract and theoretical level. Gradually the research transformed 
fromm this theoretical exercise to the level of the practical implications of this 
relation.. With the help of the model of integration developed around Article 6 
ECC in Part One, we wil l now turn to the role of environmental concerns in the 
practicee of EC competition law. First we shall look at EC competition law and 
policyy in general. With regard to the specific areas of law and policy we shall 
examinee if there has been a role for environmental concerns and, if so, what this 
rolee has been. This wil l involve an overview of literature, case law and decision-
makingg practice. Furthermore, we wil l be paying attention to the question of 
whetherr a role for environmental concerns is possible taking into account the 
modell  of integration referred to above and legal constraints. In this respect we 
shalll  investigate whether certain provisions could be used to let environmental 
considerationss play a role in the application of competition law. Furthermore, 
thiss wil l involve answering the question of whether the role for environmental 
concernss thus described conforms to the model of integration developed in 
chapterr 4 of Part One. In short, the objective of this second part of the book is to 
chartt the role that environmental considerations currently play in Community 
competitionn law and what that role could and should be. 

Too do this we shall examine all the instruments of EC competition law. 
Communityy competition law exists of a number of different instruments that 
aree all designed to tackle a specific type of restriction or distortion of free 
competition.. Firstly, the Treaty contains a number of rules directed at 'undertak-
ings'' or firms. These are Article 81 that concerns co-operative behaviour among 
firmsfirms ('the cartel prohibition') and Article 82 that governs abuse of a dominant 
position.. A later addition to these two was the Merger Regulation that should 
preventt competition problems from arising due to mergers by firms. Commu-
nityy competition law is also concerned with the influences that member states 
mayy have on competition. Essentially, three sets of rules govern member state 
interferencee with competition. The first and broadest set of rules was invented 
byy the Court and cannot as such be found in the Treaty. This is the useful effect 
doctrinee according to which member states may do nothing that detracts from 
thee useful effect of the competition rules directed to undertakings. The second 
sett of rules can be found in the Treaty and is strongly linked to the useful effect 
doctrinee but is confined to a special group of companies that shall be referred 

11 J.-F. Pons, Deputy Director-General DG Competition European Commission in his contribution 'Euro-

peann competition policy for the recycling markets' to the Pro Europe International Congress 'Recycling 

ass Part of Daily Life in Europe', Madrid, 20 September 2001. 
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too as public undertakings. These rules can be found in Article 86 EC. Finally, 
memberr states may distort competition by granting aid to one or more compa-
nies.. Articles 87 and 88 of the Treaty govern such practices. 

Withh regard to EC competition law one of the first things to spring to mind 
iss the considerable body of law and literature devoted to nearly every nook and 
crannyy of it. Studying the role of environmental concerns in EC competition 
laww is therefore likely to result in yet another rather voluminous addition to an 
alreadyy well-stocked library. Despite this obvious drawback, the best approach 
wouldd nevertheless seem to first start with a description of the whole of EC 
competitionn law as a basis and to consequently focus the attention on those 
areass where environmental concerns may play their role. Firstly we shall look 
att the so-called fundamentals of EC competition law. These involve, inter alia, 
thee scope of application, some fundamental concepts common to all provisions 
andd the place of the competition provisions in the Treaty. Secondly the specific 
substantivee provisions wil l be examined (i.e. the instruments referred to above). 
Finallyy we wil l come to some interim conclusions. 
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7.11 Introductor y remarks 

Thee fundamentals of EC competition law involve the role and 
placee of competition law in the Treaty, the sectoral scope of application, and 
severall  concepts that the provisions have in common. These wil l receive fur-
therr attention below starting with the role of the competition provisions in the 
systemm of the Treaty. Inherent in this role is the fact that competition law plays 
aa part in the process of integration. These functions of competition law will also 
involvee an attempt at an answer to the question of what concept of competition 
ECC competition law seeks to attain. Following this, the focus of our attention 
wil ll  shift towards the sectoral scope of the European competition rules. In this 
respect,, the scope of the competition rules vis a vis the agricultural, transport 
andd defence sectors is studied. Lastly, the concept of an 'undertaking' will be 
examined. . 

7.22 The role of competition law in the Treaty 

Inn some respects, thinking about the role of competition in 
thee Community can be said to have been influenced by a German intellectual 
movementt even during the Second World War: the Ordoliberals. Just after the 
Secondd World War, the competition laws of the European countries were quite 
unlikee those that can now be found in the EC Treaty and most of the member 
states.. Cartels were not generally perceived to be detrimental and most competi-
tionn laws could hardly be called anti-trust laws. In the words of the Commis-
sion:: 'Europe missed a competition spirit'.1 This changed with the American 
influencess during the occupation of Germany. The US had at that time already 
ann extensive anti-trust culture and brought this to Europe. Moreover, a German 
groupp of scholars had during the war developed their own system of, inter alia, 
competitionn law. As occupied Germany was seeking to rebuild its economy, the 
Ordoliberall  perception of economy, economic policy and the role of competition 
inn the economy proved successful. Although only after a fierce debate, many of 
thee Ordoliberal ideas found their way into the GWB, the German Act Against 
Restrictionss of Competition.2 One characteristic of the Ordoliberal conception of 
competitionn policy was that, in essence, this should come down to the applica-
tionn of legal norms by an independent institution as opposed to the exercise of 
politicall  discretion. Thiss view of competition also found its way into the ECSC 
Treaty'ss rules on competition.3 Despite their relatively limited impact, the inclu-

11 Commission, White Paper on the Modernisation of the EC competition rules, OJ1999 C 132/1. 
22 Gesetz gegen Wettbewerbsbeschrankungen. 
}}  This may, however, be better explained with recourse to the political circumstances than by the general 

acceptancee of the German (Ordoliberal) ideas, Cf. Gerber 1998, p. 337, 338. 
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sionn of competition rules in the ECSC Treaty in many respects paved the way for 
thee competition rules in the EEC Treaty. 

Thee Spaak-report, which can be considered to contain the traveaux prtpara-
toirestoires for the Rome Treaty, already made clear that competition rules were 
consideredd a vital element of the new Community's legal structure.4 The estab-
lishmentt of the common market hinged not only on the removal of governmen-
tall  barriers to trade but required just as much the removal of private barriers 
too trade.5 In this last respect competition rules were of vital importance. This 
functionall  approach to the competition rules, as an instrument to establish 
thee common market,6 is now laid down in Article 3(1) (g) EC.7 This provision 
contains s 

'[fjor'[fjor  the purposes set out in Article 2 [...]  (g) a system ensuring that competition 
inin the internal market is not distorted'. 

Thuss the establishment of the common market8 and the rules on competition 
aree instrumental to the Community's objectives to be found in Article 2 EC. 

Thee Court has constantly ruled that the Treaty's competition rules have to 
bee interpreted in the light of these two provisions.̂ This brings with it that the 
ultimatee objective of the European competition provisions has both an economic 
andd political aspect. Economic in that competition as the market-order for the 
commonn market is supposed to ensure optimal economic efficiency. Political, 
inn the sense that the goal of creating a common market is a political objective 
inn the end. In the Consten <£ Grundig case, the Court stated that the Treaty aims 
att abolishing the barriers to trade between states and thus 'could not allow 

44 Report of the Heads of Delegation of the Governmental Committee set up by the Messina Conference. 

Cf.. the Commission's White Paper on modernisation of the rules implementing Articles 85 and 86 of 

thee EC Treaty, COM (99) 101, OJ1999 C 132/1, para. 10 et seq. 
55 Gerber notes in this respect that the inclusion of competition rules in the (then) EEC Treaty seems to 

havee been almost certain from the beginning on, Gerber 1998, p. 343. 

Cf.Cf. Faull & Nikpay 1999, p. 81, Gerber 1998, p. 347 et seq. and Everling 1990, p. 1000. 
77 Before the changes by the Treaty of Amsterdam this was Article 3 (g) and before that a nearly identical 

provisionn could be found in Article 3 (f). 

Althoughh they may not be completely identical, the terms common- and internal market will be treated 

ass synonymous. See further with regard to these concepts: Kapteyn & VerLoren van Themaat (Ed. 

Gormley)) 1998, p. 780. 
99 E.g. Case 6/72, Europemballage and Continental Can v. Commission (Continental Can), [1973] ECR 215, 

paras.. 22-26, Case 85/76, Hoffmann-la Roche v. Commission (Hoffmann-La Roche), [1979] ECR 461, 

paras.. 125, Case 13/77, GB-INNO-BMv. ATAB, [1977] ECR 2115, para. 29, Joined Cases T-305-307/94, 

T-313-316/94,, T-318/94, T-325/94, T-328, 329/94 and T-335/94, Limburgse Vinyl Maatschappij et al. v. 

CommissionCommission (PVC), [1999] ECR II-931, para. 150. 
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undertakingss to reconstruct such barriers'.10 This is not to say that the objec-
tivee of the competition rules consisted (or consists) solely in the creation of the 
commonn market or European integration in general. Nor can it be said that the 
maintenancee of a certain degree or level of competition was an end in itself. 
Rather,, both goals were fused and considered mutually interdependent. This, 
ass was already touched upon above, has had a thorough effect on the concept of 
competitionn and system of competition law as it was developed in the EC." 

Ass a result, for example, the Court had to fill  the lacunae of European 
competitionn law.12 Contrary to the ECSC-Treaty, the EC Treaty lacked rules on 
concentrations.. In its celebrated Continental Can judgment, the Court of Justice 
decidedd that in some cases, the acquisition of another firm could qualify as 
abusee of a dominant position.13 In the VCH case, it was established that a cartel 
spanningg the territory of one member state14 

'by'by its very nature has the effect of reinforcing the compartmentalisation of 
marketsmarkets on a national basis, thereby holding up the economic interpenetration which 
thethe Treaty is designed to bring about [...]'. 

Anotherr example is the creation of the so-called 'useful effect rule'. Although 
thee Treaty provisions on competition distinguish between those provisions 
directedd at undertakings and those directed at member state authorities, the 
Commissionn and Court have created a new, hybrid, rule. In the GB-Inno-BM v. 
ATABATAB case the Court rules that, although Articles 81 and 82 (then Articles 85 
andd 86) EC were directed at private enterprises, member states are prohibited 
byy Article 10 (then Article 5) EC from introducing legislation or introducing 
measuress that may deprive the competition rules of their effectiveness.15 

Alll  these judgments, however different their specific content may be, show 
thee teleological method of interpretation according to which the effectiveness of 
thee provisions is what ultimately counts. It is through this method that competi-
tionn is firmly put in place in the overarching system of the Treaty. 

Thiss teleological interpretation, which ensures that the goals of Community 
competitionn law are merged with the objective of market integration, can also 
bee seen in the concept of competition itself. Apart from the preamble to the 

100 Joined Cases 56, 58/64, Consten s[ Grundigv. Commission (Consten & Grundig), [1966] ECR 429 at p. 

340. . 
111 See, Monti 2002, p. 1064. 
122 It has, however, also resulted in the limitin g of the scope of the competition rules in certain cases, see, 

infra,infra, paragaph 8.2 on the Albany exception ratione materiae. 
133 Case 6/72, Continental Can, [1973] ECR 215. 
144 Case 8/72, Vereniging van Cementhandelaren v. Commission (VCH), [1972] ECR 977, paragraph 29. 
155 Case 13/77, GB-InnoBM v. ATAB, [1977] ECR 2115. 
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Treatyy which states that the Community shall be based on 'free competition', 
andd Article 3 of the Treaty, no reference is to be found to a specific concept of 
competitionn that is to function as a guideline for Community competition policy. 
However,, the functional approach to competition that, as has been shown above, 
pervadess Community competition law has also had an influence on the concept 
off  competition itself. 

Thee Commission and Court have thus defined the concept of competition 
soughtt after as 'effective' or 'workable' competition.'6 This only reiterates that 
thee competition that the Treaty seeks to enact or protect is not an end in itself. In 
MetroMetro I the court made this very clear when it stated:17 

'The'The requirement that contained in Articles 3 and 85 of the EEC Treaty [Now 
ArticlesArticles 3(1) (g) and 81 EC] that competition shall not be distorted implies the exist-
enceence on the market of WORK ABLE COMPETITION, that is to say the degree of competi-
tiontion necessary to ensure the observance of the basic requirements and the attainment 
ofof the objectives of the Treaty, in particular the creation of a single market achieving 
conditionsconditions similar to those of a domestic market.' [Emphasis added] 

Here,, we see the influence of the Treaty context on the concept of competition. 
Inn this respect it must be noted that the fact that competition is understood 
functionallyy does not mean that the primarily economic objectives of competi-
tionn have been replaced with political objectives. Rather, and this also follows 
fromm the observations mentioned above, the political and economic objectives 
havee been merged into a concept of competition sui generis.1* 

Itt is this concept of competition that functions as a guideline for European 
competitionn policy: to maintain effective or workable competition. As a result, 
thee seemingly strict wording of, for example, Article 81, has been interpreted in 
suchh a manner that not every restriction of competition is forbidden. Only those 
agreementss that restrict competition to an extent that is more than de minimis 
falll  within the scope of Article 81. This practice is referred to as the principle of 
appreciabilityy and should not be confused with the principle that any restriction 
off  competition must also appreciably affect intra-community trade.19 Logically, 

166 E.g. Case 6/72, Continental Can, [1973] ECR 215, para.24, 25; Case 26/76, Metro v. Commission (Metro I), 

[1977]]  ECR 1875, para. 20. 
177 Case 26/76, Metro I, [1977] ECR 1875, para. 20. 
188 Cf. A-G Fenelly's opinion in Case C-214/99, Neste Markinointi Oy v. Yötuuli Ky, [2000] ECR I -nu i ., 

para.. 26. 
199 E.g. Joined Cases C-215 and C-216/96, Carlo Bagnascov. Banco Popolare di Novara (Bagnasco), [1999) 

ECRR I-135, See, further with regard to the distinction between the effects on competition and the effect 

onn intra-community trade the 2001 Commission Notice on Agreements of minor imprtance which do 

nott appreciably restrict competition within the meaning of Article 81(1) EC (De Minimis Notice) Of 2001 

CC 368/13, at para. 3. 
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thee principle of appreciability has only been applied with regard to Article 81 and 
87.200 As such the manifestations of the principle of appreciability will only be 
investigatedd within the context of these two provisions.21 

7.33 The scope of the competition rules 

7.3.11 Introductory remarks 

Ass was shown above, the Community's competition rules 
seekk to preserve or enact workable or effective competition. The Treaty accepts 
competitionn as the basic market order for the entire common market. However, 
thee treaty recognises exceptions to this rule of competitive markets at the same 
time.. For certain sectors of the economy, the Community's founders acknowl-
edgedd that competition could not be allowed as the market order. For the agricul-
tural,, transport, defence and coal and steel sectors of industry, an exception was 
laidd down in the Treaty.22 This resulted in the possibility for a special regime 
forr the application of the competition rules in certain sectors of the economy.23 

Thesee special regimes exist only where the Treaty allows this and, as with any 
exceptionn to a rule, they are interpreted narrowly.24 

Below,, the application of the Community's competition laws to the agricul-
tural,, transport and defence sectors of industry wil l be studied.25 Each of these 
sectorall  exceptions wil l be scrutinised for the role that environmental concerns 
havee played or could play. 

Furtherr below, out attention wil l focus on the scope ratione personae of EC 
competitionn law. This is defined by the concept of an 'undertaking'. This concept 
andd the role of environmental considerations in this respect will be studied in 

200 It is inherent in the fact that Article 82 sees only to 'abuse' by undertakings in a 'dominant position' that 

suchh abuse necessarily appreciably restrict competition. 
211 See with regard to Article 81, infra, chapter 8 and with regard to Article 87, infra chapter 13. 
222 The coal and steel sector is subject to the competition provisions in the ECSC Treay (by virtue of Article 

305(1)) EC which fall outside the scope of this book and wil l therefore not be treated in any detail. Suffice 

itt to say that the competition rules of the ECSC Treaty are comparable to those of the EC Treaty. 
233 Article 83(2) (c) EC. The fact that these rules concern the application ratione materiae of Community 

competitionn law distinguishes them from the so-called block exemptions; below paragraph However, 

ass the block exemption for the insurance insurance sector (Commission Regulation 3932/92, OJ1992 

LL 398/7) shows, clear, the border between the sectorial regimes and block exemptions may not always be 

thatt clear-cut. 
144 Case 209-213/84, Ministère Publicv. Asjeset al. (Asjes), [1986] ECR-I425, paragraph40 et seq. Gerven, 

Gyselen,, Maresceau & Stuyck 1997, p. 13,14 
255 Infra, parapraph 7.3 et seq. 
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paragraphh 2.4. As for the scope ratione loci our attention wil l be limited to the 
jurisdictionall  scope referred to by the 'effect on trade between Member States' 
thatt is required for the application of the Treaty's competition provisions to any 
restrictionn of competition.26 In this respect, some attention wil l also be devoted 
too the extraterritorial application of the Community competition rules and its 
implicationss in an environmental context. 

7.3.22 Agriculture 

Thee agricultural market has traditionally been fraught with 
problems.277 This is primarily due to two causes: the fact that supply is to a very 
largee degree dependent on factors other than market forces (climate, biologi-
call  factors) and the fact that agricultural products and production factors are 
stronglyy interrelated. This has lead to intensive governmental interference in the 
agriculturall  market. These governmental interferences were continued under 
thee Community rule in the common agricultural policy. The extensive influence 
off  the (public) authorities on the agricultural sector resulted in a special regime 
forr the competition rules in the agricultural sector. 

Accordingg to Article 36 EC the competition provisions of the EC shall apply 
too the production of and trade in agricultural products only to the extent deter-
minedd by the Council taking into account the objectives of the common agri-
culturall  policy.28 The last sentence of Article 36 specifies this with regard to the 
grantingg of aids.2? Apart from governmental interferences such as the granting 
off  aids or the fixing of prices or quota, the economic actors themselves may also 
wishh to act in a manner that is contrary to competition law but necessary for the 
attainmentt of the objectives of the common agricultural policy. 

Pursuantt to Article 36 EC the Council has issued Regulation (EEC) No. 26 
off  1962.'0 This Regulation declares Articles 81 to 86 applicable. The Articles 
governingg state-aids are thus excluded from the scope of this Regulation. Arti-
clee 2 of this Regulation declares Article 81(1) EC inapplicable to certain agree-
mentss where these agreements are, inter alia, necessary for the attainment of 
thee objectives of the common agricultural policy. On a more general level, the 
Europeann Court of Justice has recognised the priority of the agricultural policy 

266 Infra, paragraph 7.5. 
277 See on this subject and for further references Kapteyn & VerLoren van Themaat (ed. Gormley) 1998, p. 

112&112& ctscq. 
22 See Article 33 EC for these objectives. 
299 According to Van Gerven et al. this is where the derogation is most significant: Gerven 1997, p. 34. 
300 Council Regulation No. 26 of 1962 applying certain rules of competition to production and trade in 

agriculturall  products, OJ1962 30/993. 
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overr the objectives of the Treaty in the field of competition.31 It has also ruled 
that,, as an exception to a general rule, it should be interpreted strictly.32 

Apartt from the possibility of an exemption according to Article 81(3) EC, 
Articlee 2 of Regulation 26/62 provides for two exceptions from article 81(1). A 
finalfinal possibility for an exception exists for those agreements that follow from a 
Communityy measure pursuant to the common agricultural policy. With regard 
too Regulation 26 an exception is firstly envisaged for agreements that form part 
off  a national market organisation. Secondly agreements that are necessary for 
thee attainment of the objectives of the common agricultural policy are removed 
fromm the ambit of Article 81. It may be argued that the second sentence Article 
22 of Regulation 26 contains a third possibility for an exception with regard to 
agriculturall  cooperatives. However, the wording of the abovementioned Article 
22 could be taken to show that it is in fact only a more specific example of the 
applicationn of the criteria of the first sentence.33 

Regulationn 26 is in fact only one of many instruments that have been based 
onn Article 36 EC. This basis has also been used to issue the Regulations laying 
downn the common market organisations. A fourth exception exists in that prac-
ticess that restrict competition and were prescribed by such common organisa-
tionn wil l fall outside the scope of the competition provisions of the Treaty. 

Withh regard to the first exception, a problem arises because of the absence 
off  a definition of the concept 'national market organisation'. The concept of a 
'nationall  market organisation' was defined by the European Court of Justice as 
the" " 

'totality'totality of legal devices placing the Regulation of the market in the products in 
questionquestion under the control of the public authority, with a view to ensuring, by means 
ofof an increase in productivity and of optimum utilisation of the factors of production, 
inin particular of manpower, a fair standard of living for producers, the stabilisation of 
marketsmarkets the assurance of supplies and reasonable prices to the consumers.' 

Thee objectives of the national market organisations are thus the same as those 
off  the EC's common agricultural policy as laid down in Article 33." It appears 

} tt Case C-280/93, Germany v. Council, [1994] ECR I-4973, para. 62 at p. I-5061. Case 139/79, Maizenav. 

Council,Council, [1980] ECR 3393, para. 22 et seq. at p. 3421 et seq. 
311 Case C-399/93, Oude Luttikhuis v, Coberco, {1995] ECR 1-415, para. 22, 23. 
333 Cf. Cockborne 1988, p. 306. However, Ottervanger considers this opinion (which is shared by the 

Commission)) to be incorrect: Ottervanger 1990, p. 218 et seq. See also Gerven, Gyselen, Maresceau & 

Stuyckk 1997, p. 39. 
344 It did this in Case 48/74, Charmasson v. Ministre de l'Économie et des Finances, [1974] ECR 1383, para. 26 

att p. 1396. 
355 Cf. Ottervanger 1990, p. 213. 
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thatt the conditions for the two exceptions are therefore comparable. The practi-
call  importance of this exception is further limited by the fact that such national 
markett organisations have been almost completely replaced by common organi-
sations.366 Moreover, in the apparently only decision to date in which this provi-
sionn was applied, the Commission appears to have 'reintroduced' the condition 
thatt competition is not reduced below what is considered workable.'7 All these 
reasonss have limited the scope of the first exception and have as a result greatly 
diminishedd its importance for the purpose of this research. 

Thee second exception provides that Article 81 EC is inapplicable to agree-
mentss that are necessary for the attainment of the goals listed in 33 EC. To our 
knowledge,, this exception has not been applied to exclude an agreement from 
thee scope of Article 81 to this date.3*  For the purpose of applying Regulation 
26,, the goals listed in Article 33 should be considered indivisible. As a result it 
iss presumed that agreements have to be necessary to attain all the goals of the 
commonn agricultural policy for them to fall outside the scope of Article 81.39 

Furthermore,, the necessity test applied by the Commission is rather strict.40 

Irrespectivee of whether or not the second sentence indeed contains a separate 
thirdd exception some general remarks wil l be made. As a result of its percep-
tionn of this exception,41 the Commission requires that the conditions of both 
exceptionn in the first sentence are fulfilled as well as the conditions provided 
forr by the second sentence itself. The exception appears rather limited because 
itt applies only to horizontal agreements between farmers in one state. Further-
moree those agreements may only concern the production or sale of agricultural 
productss or the use of certain joint facilities while not involving any restriction 
off  price competition. Interestingly, the burden of proof has been reversed in that 
itt is for the Commission to show that competition is excluded or that the attain-
mentt of the objectives of Article 33 is put in peril. 

Thee conclusion with regard to this exception for the agricultural sector 
shouldd be that it is rather limited. This flows from the fact that it only shields 
thiss sector from Article 81 whereas Articles 82 to 86 EC and the Merger Regu-

33 See further: Kapteyn & VerLoren van Themaat (ed. Gormley) 1998, p. 1135 and Ottervanger 1990, p. 

213,214. . 
377 Commission Decision 88/109, New Potatoes, Of 1988 L 59/25, under heading B. II, See further: Cock-

bornee 1988, p. 300, 301 
388 Cf. Cockborne 1988, p. 303, Ottervanger 1990, p. 216 and Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 2000, p. 699. 
399 E.g. Commission Decision 74/433, Frubo, OJ1974 L 237/16, Case 71/74, Frubo v. Commission, [1975] 

ECRR 563, para 25-27 and Joined Cases T-70/92 and T-71/92, Florimex v. Commission, (1997] ECR 11-693, 

para.. 152,153. 
400 Cockborne 1988, p. 303. 
411 Supra, footnote 37. 
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lation422 are still applicable to the agricultural sector.43 However, with regard to 
thee competition rules on state aid the second sentence of Article 36 EC allows 
forr the Council to authorise the granting of aid for certain goals. The regime on 
statee aid in the agricultural sector is laid down in The so-called Rural Develop-
mentt Regulation and the guidelines for agricultural aid.44 These instruments 
wil ll  receive closer attention in the paragraph devoted to the rules on state aid.45 

7.3.2.11 The role of environmental concerns 

Environmentall  concerns have certainly played and continue to 
playy their role in the agricultural law and policy of both the EC and the member 
states.466 That, however, is not the subject of this research. As regards the role 
off  environmental concerns in connection with this exception, it was already 
remarkedd above that the exception is limited indeed. In fact, Regulation 26 only 
offerss some protection from Article 81. As a consequence, all other restrictions 
off  competition remain subject to the 'standard' competition rules.47 The applica-
tionn of the exceptions is in itself already rather limited. Again, to the author's 
knowledge,, none of these exceptions has to this date been applied on (partly) 
environmentall  grounds. 

Thee question whether these exceptions could function as a vehicle for the 
integrationn of environmental concerns and competition law in fact comes down 
too the question whether they may be used to create an exception, on (partly) 
environmentall  grounds, for agreements that would otherwise restrict competi-
tion.. In this connection the following remarks may be made. Firstly, the short 
sketchh of the exceptions has revealed that by and large the primary requirement 
forr the exception to apply is that this is in accordance with the objectives of the 
commonn agricultural policy. Although Article 33(1) EC does not contain any 
referencee to the protection of the environment, the objective listed under (a) can 

422 The eighth recital to the Merger Regulation (infra chapter 10) explicitly states this. 
4}}  Cf. Cockborne 1998, p. 295 who, in footnote 11, cites a minority dissenting opinion with regard to the 

applicabilityy of Article 82 EC. 
444 Respectively, Regulation (EC) No. 1257/99 o n support for rural development from the European Agri-

culturall  Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF) and amending and repealing certain Regulations, O] 

19999 L160/80 and the Community Guidelines for State Aid in the Agriculture Sector, OJ 2000 C 28/2. 
455 Infra, chapter 13. 
44 See, on the integration of environmental concerns into the Common Agricultural Policy, Dhondt 2003, 

p.. 199 et seq. 
477 Cf. Gerven, Gyselen, Maresceau & Stuyck 1997, p. 34 and Waelbroeck & Frignani 1997, p. 53. However, 

onlyy the rules on state aid seem to be of interest in this respect and it is therefore only to these rules and 

thee role that environmental concerns can play in their application, that some attention wil l be devoted in 

chapterr 13 below. 
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probablyy be interpreted so as to incorporate environmental protection considera-
tions.4**  This is confirmed by the fact that the Rural Development Regulation 
envisagess a clear environmental competence while being based on 36 and 37 EC 
andd aiming at the attainment of the objectives listed in Article 33 EC.49 It should 
bee kept in mind, however, that the agreement would have to satisfy all the objec-
tivess of the common agricultural policy. 

Secondly,, it has become clear that much of the organisation of the market 
hass taken place on a Community level. As a consequence, the exception for 
nationall  market organisations has lost much of its importance. Furthermore, 
commonn organisations generally involve an exhaustive harmonisation of 
thee sector concerned. As such, member states are precluded from enacting 
measuress in those areas.50 Insofar as environmental concerns have not been 
harmonisedd by the common market organisation, member states are, subject 
too the rules of the Treaty, still free to enact national measures.51 This holds 
truee by analogy on the level of private action with regard to agreements with 
ann environmental objective in an agricultural sector governed by a common 
markett organisation. It will , however, be difficult to establish that the agree-
mentt is indeed necessary for the attainment of the objectives of Article 33 (i.e. 
thee second exception). In the presence of a common organisation, it is generally 
too be expected that the attainment of these goals has already been adequately 
secured.. Measures going further in this respect will therefore be extremely diffi -
cultt to uphold.52 With regard to the relevance of the third (cooperative) exception 
inn connection with environmental considerations, it has to be pointed out that 
thee exception offered is quite limited. It should, however, be possible to take 
environmentall  aspects of cooperative agreements into account, as these are very 
likelyy to concern the 'production or sale of agricultural products'. As regards 
thee possibility to apply the fourth exception as a vehicle for the integration of 
environmentall  concerns, the conclusion must be that it falls outside the scope of 
thiss research. Only where the common organisation requires a certain agree-
mentt the exception wil l apply. The initiative to integrate environmental concerns 
residess therefore with the Community legislature and not with private parties or 
memberr states. 

488 Cf. Barents 1994, p. 33. 
499 Regulation (EC) No. 1257/99 on support for rural development from the European Agricultural 

Guidancee and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF) and amending and repealing certain Regulations, Of 1999 L 

160/80. . 
500 Case C-1/96, The Queen v. Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, ex parte Compassion in World Farm-

inging (Compassion in World Farming), [1998] ECR I-1251, para. 41. 
511 Ibid., paras. 56, 64, 65. 
522 Ottervanger 1990, p. 216. 
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7.3.33 Transport 

Nott unlike the agricultural sector, the Transport sector was also 
onee of intensive governmental interference. Within the framework of the Treaty, 
transport,, being one of the pillars of the common market," is also granted a 
speciall  sectoral regime as regards Community competition policy. Shortly after 
Regulationn 17 granted the Commission wide ranging and exclusive powers to 
applyy Community competition law, Regulation No. 141 of 1962 temporarily 
suspendingg the application of the competition rules to the transport sector, was 
enacted.544 The preamble to this Regulation already indicates that two sectors can 
bee distinguished within the transport sector. On the one hand transport by rail, 
roadd and inland waterway and, on the other hand, transport by sea and air.55 This 
bifurcationn will be followed in the treatment of the sectors below. Firstly, inland 
transportt wil l be studied. After that maritime and air transport are examined. 

Ass was envisaged by the Council, rules on the application of the competition 
provisionss to transport by rail, road and inland waterway proved relatively easy to 
attain.. With the enactment of Council Regulation (EEC) No. 1017/68 a regime 
forr this area within the transport sector was put in place.56 This Regulation 
governss the application of the competition provisions on concerted practices, 
abusee of dominant positions and public undertakings in the transport sector. A 
firstt thing to be noted when reading the Inland Transport Regulation is that the 
Councill  made an effort not to apply the Treaty provisions on competition them-
selvess to the transport sector. Instead, it formulated, with the Treaty provisions 
ass an obvious example, new substantive provisions.57 

Articlee 2 of the Regulation prohibits concerted practices in a way that is 
similarr to Article 8I{I ) EC. Articles 3, 4, and 5 of the Regulation then continue 
byy providing for, respectively, the exception from, exemption from and non-
applicabilityy of the prohibition in Article 2 of the Regulation. Article 3 created an 
exceptionn for agreements and concerted practices the object and effect of which 
iss to apply technical improvements or to achieve technical cooperation.58 This 

5}}  If transportation is insufficient, free movement becomes useless. 
544 Council Regulation No. 141 of 1962 exempting transport from the application of council regulation No. 

17,, OJ English Special Edition Series II , Chapter 1959-1962, p. 291. 
555 Seventh recital of the preamble that states that the introduction of rules on competition as regards 

transportt by rail, road and inland waterway are 'possible to envisage within a reasonable period' whereas 

thee introdcution of rules on competition for transport by sea and air 'are impossible to foresee'. 
55 Regulation (EEC) No. 1017/68 applying the rules of competition to transport by rail, road and inland 

waterwayy (Inland Transport Regulation), OJ 1968 L 175/1, OJ Special Edition 1968 I p. 302. 
577 Blanco & Houtte 1996, p. 59 et seq. 
55 Hereafter referred to as 'technical agreements'. In this respect it is interesting to note that the relevant 

(eighth)) recital in the preamble speaks of the 'exemption' as oposed to 'exception' of agreements that 

seekk technical improvements. 
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cann be through, inter alia, standardisation of equipment, transport supplies, 
vehicless or fixed installations.*9 Such agreements do not fall under the prohibi-
tionn of Article 2 of the Regulation and in this respect it may be called a 'block 
negativee clearance'.60 An important thing to note is the fact that the English 
versionn of Article 3 does not require the technical improvement to be the sole 
objectt and effect of the agreement. This is most probably a translation error as 
otherr language versions do require the technical improvement to be the agree-
ments'' only object and effect.6' As a consequence Article 3 should be read to 
includee the word 'sole'.62 

Sincee the French Seamen case it is clear that Article 2 of the Regulation is to 
bee understood as a representation of Article 8I{I ) EC.6}  In secondary legislation 
basedd partly on Article 83 EC, the Council cannot deviate from the substantive 
provisionss of the Treaty when the Treaty itself does not foresee such special 
rules.644 It is then submitted that Article 3 of the Regulation is to be understood 
ass providing an exception only for those technical agreements that are unre-
strictivee of competition. If the prohibition of Article 2 of the Regulation is to be 
readd in the context of, and should be understood as hierarchically lower than 
Articlee 8I{I ) EC, the exception in Article 3 must fulfi l the requirements that are 
necessaryy for an exception from the Treaty rules. Article 253 EC requires that 
thee reasons on which legislation is based, shall be stated. With regard to Article 
3,, the Regulation's eighth preamble merely states that the technical agreements 
aree exempted 'since they contribute to improving productivity'. This further 
reinforcess the interpretation of Article 3 as a 'block negative clearance'.65 Follow-
ingg this interpretation, Article 3 is understood as merely summing up the agree-
mentss that are deemed not to restrict competition in the first place.66 

Articlee 5 of Regulation 1017/68 provides for non-applicability of the prohibi-
tionn of Article 2. This provision appears similar to Article 81(3) but there are 
somee differences.67 These differences are of minor importance, however, now 

599 Article 3(i)(a). Article 3 lists six other means which are not included because they appear to be of littl e 

interestt for the purpose of this work. This list of means (a-g) is limitative but Article 3(2) states that it 

mayy be reviewed. This, however, hasn't happened since 1968: Blanco & Houtte 1996, p. 70. 
600 Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 2000, p. 704; Blanco & Houtte 1996, p. 74. 
611 Cf. Blanco & Houtte 1996, p. 71. 
622 Which is wat the Commission has done in its decision on the tariff structures: Commission Decision 

93/174,, Tariff Structures in in the Combined Transport of of Goods, OJ1993 L 73/38. 
633 Case 167/73, Commission v. France (French Seamen), [1974] ECR 359. 
644 Groeben, Thiesing & Ehlermann 1991, p. 1938,1939. 
655 Blanco & Houtte 1996, p. 73,74, Groeben, Thiesing & Ehlermann 1991, p. 2034. Otherwise Mest-

mackerr who refers to Article 3 as a 'Ltgalausnahmc' (legal exception), Mestmacker 1971, p. 687 tX seq. 
666 Schröter calls this an 'allgemeines NtgativatUst' which he compares with Article 4(2X3) of Regulation 

17.:: Groeben, Thiesing &  Ehlermann 2000, p. 2/1001. 
677 Blanco & Houtte 1996, p. 79, Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 1991, p. 572. 
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thatt the Commission has interpreted Article 5 as the equivalent of the third 
paragraphh of Article 81(3) EC.68 Notwithstanding this, an important difference 
appearss to exist in the fact that 'improving the quality of transport services' is an 
extraa positive requirement compared to Article 81(3) EC. 

Thee requirement in Article 81(3) that the consumers are allowed a fair share 
iss replaced by the requirement that the agreement 'takes fair account of the 
interestss of transport users'. This reformulation has two consequences.. First, 
'consumers'' is replaced by 'interests of transport users'. Schröter holds that this 
changee in wording should be considered as an attempt to take the special char-
acterr of the transport sector into account. Following the Consten e[ Grundig case, 
thiss provision should be interpreted so that there is a general benefit and not 
justt a benefit for the parties only.69 The fact is that the Commission has inter-
pretedd this provision as only including the users of transport and not in a wide 
sensee such as to include consumers in general. Secondly, there is a difference 
ass Article 81(3) requires that consumers are 'allowed' a fair share whereas for 
thee application of Article 5 it suffices when the agreement 'takes fair account' of 
thesee interests. Schröter is of the opinion that this part of Article 5 can be inter-
pretedd in conformity with the Treaty and thus Article 81(3)7° Mestmacker holds 
thatt this forms part of the recognition of the interests of the transport sector. As 
suchh it constitutes a test that is easier to satisfy than that under Article 81(3)7' 
Ass mentioned above, the Commission has stated that it considers Article 5 to be 
'essentiallyy modelled on the rules in Article 81 (3 )'72 From this it would seem to 
followw that the scope for exemptions under the Regulation is probably not much 
broaderr than that in Article 81(3) EC. 

Withh regard to the air- and sea transportation sector the regime is somewhat 
different.. As these areas are also governed by international conventions, the 
roomm for Community action is limited. The judgment of the Court in French 
Seamen™Seamen™ confirmed that the transport sector was subject to, inter alia, the 
Treaty'ss competition provisions. This ruling was further clarified by the Courts' 
rulingg in Asjes.7*  This has resulted in the, albeit belated, adoption of two Regula-
tionss concerning the competition rules in these sectors. For maritime trans-

Paragraphh 20 et seq. of Decision 93/174/EEC, Tariff structures in the combined transport of goods, OJ1993 

L73/38--
699 Joined Cases 56,58/64, Consten % Grundig, [1966] ECR 429 at p. 348. 
700 Groeben, Thiesing & Ehlermann 2000, p. 2/1004. 
711 Mestmacker 1971, p. 693. 
722 Paragraph 19 of Commission Decision 93/174/EEC, Tariff structures in the combined transport of goods, OJ 

19933 L 73/38-
733 Case 167/73, f retch Seamen, [1974] ECR 359. 
744 Joined Cases 209-213/84, Asjes, [1986] ECR 1425. 
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ports,, Regulation 4056/86 was enacted.75 With regard to consortia, the Council 
enactedd Regulation 479/92.?6 

Thee twenty years that passed between the enactment of the Inland Transport 
Regulationn and these Regulations has had a thorough impact on the structure 
off  these Regulations. For example, the first recital of the Maritime Transport 
Regulationn explicitly recognises the fact that the Treaty's competition rules apply 
too the maritime transport sector Council, thus ending the debate on the appli-
cabilityy of the competition provisions to the transport sector. With regard to the 
questionn of integrating environmental concerns, Articles 2 and 3 of the Mari-
timee Transport Regulation seem to be of most interest. These contain substan-
tivee differences from the normal rules applicable to agreements. Article 8 of the 
Regulationn only concerns 'effects incompatible with Article 82 of the Treaty' To 
thatt effect, direct reference is made to the substantive provisions of Article 82 
ECC and no substantial differences exist in this respect between the maritime 
transportt sector and industry in general. 

Articlee 2 of Maritime Transport Regulation contains the 'block negative 
clearance'777 for technical agreements similar to that in Article 3 of the Inland 
Transportt Regulation.7* 79 Whatever substantial differences occur between the 
twoo exceptions is due to the nature of the activity covered. The remarks made 
withh regard to Article 3 of the Inland Transport Regulation can thus be repeated 
forr the Maritime Transport Regulation. Article 3 contains the block exemption 
forr liner conferences. Article 7(2) of the Maritime Transport Regulation ensures 
thatt such liner conference agreements do not have effects incompatible with 
Articlee 81(3). It explicitly lists 'acts of the conference which may prevent techni-
call  or economic progress (...)'.&0 Article 12 of the Maritime Transport Regulation 
providess for an opposition procedure as regards the application of Article 81(3) 
inn this sector. The Consortia Regulation adopts the test of Article 81(3) EC for 

755 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 4056/86 laying down detailed rules for the application of Articles 85 and 

866 of the Treaty to maritime transport (Maritime Transport Regulation), OJ1986 L 378/4. 
77 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 479/92 on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty to certain catego-

riess of agreements, decisions and concerted practices between shipping liner companies (Consortia 

Regulation),, OJ 1992 L 55/3. 
777 Blanco & Houtte 1996, p. 107. 
788 Greaves 1994, p. 109; Rabe & Schutte 1988, p. 701. Waelbroeck & Frignani 1997, p. 64. 
799 At least one, probably translational, difference can be found in the German version of the Maritime 

Transportt Regulation which reads that the object or effect of an agreement should be technical. The 

Englishh version, however, does require both the object and effect to be technical. This appears to have 

beenn the intent of the legislator. 
800 Article 7(2){b)(iii ) Maritime Transport Regulation. 
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thee exemption of consortia agreements.8' The same holds for the Commission 
Regulationn adopted pursuant to the Consortia Regulation.82 

Thee Air Transport Regulation83 also allows for an exception for technical 
agreements.. Article 2 of this Regulation creates an exception for technical agree-
mentss in a way similar to that in the Inland- and Maritime Transport Regula-
tions.844 A major difference follows from the fact that the list of technical agree-
mentss is not exhaustive.85 The contents of the list do not differ that much from 
thee lists under the other Regulations. Again, the comments made with regard to 
thee exception for technical agreements under the Inland Transport Regulation 
cann be repeated here. 

Finally,, it needs to be pointed out that Regulation 1/2003, m e n ew Regula-
tionn implementing Articles 81 and 82, envisages a number of extensive changes 
to,, inter alia, the Transport Regulations.86 Articles 36 to 43 of Regulation No. 
1/20033 amend and repeal several Regulations that are relevant to the transport 
sector.. Article 43(2) of Regulation No. 1/2003 repeals regulation No. 141 of 
1962.. The specific procedural rules contained in those Regulations are repealed 
whereass the substantive rules are left in place.87 In Article 36 of Regulation 
No.. 1/2003 amends the Inland Transport Regulation in that, most importantly, 
Articless 2 and 5 to 29 are deleted. Furthermore, Article 3(1) of the Regulation is 
changedd so as to refer directly to Article 81(1) instead of Article 2 of the Regula-
tion.. The amendments to the Maritime Transport Regulation by Article 38 of 
Regulationn No. 1/2003 do n ot entail any consequences for Articles 2 and 3 of 
thee former, that were identified as being relevant in this context. Similarly, the 

111 Article 1(1) Consortia Regulation. 

'22 Commission Regulation (EC) No. 870/95 on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty to certain 

categoriess of agreements, decisions and concerted practices between liner shipping companies (consor-

tia)) pursuant to Council Regulation (EEC) No. 479/92, Of 1995 L 89/7. 
133 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 3975/87 laying down the procedure for the application of the rules on 

competitionn to undertakings in the air transport sector, OJ1987 L 374/1. On the same day another 

Regulationn concerning competition in the air transport sector was adopted. This Regulation (Council 

Regulationn (EEC) No. 3976/87 on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty to certain categories of 

agreementss and concerted practices in the air transport sector, OJ 1987 L 374/9) enables the Commis-

sionn to issue block exemptions. None of these are of interest for the purpose of this study. See Bellamy 

&&  Child 2001, p. 1081 et seq. for the block exemptions that have been issued in the transport sector. 

'44 Groeben, Thiesing & Ehlermann 2000, p. 2/1000. One difference, again occurring only in the German 

text,, is the reference to the object or effect (supra note 78). Again, it is submitted that this is probably a 

translationall  error. 

'55 Article 2(1) last sentence Air Transport Regulation. 

'' Council Regulation (EC) No. 1/2003 on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in 

Articl ee 81 and 82 of the Treaty, OJ 2003 L1/1. 

'77 Ibid,, explanatory memorandum with regard to Articles 37-40. 
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amendmentss to the Air Transport Regulation by Article 39 of Regulation No. 
1/20033 would not seem to be of great importance as these relate only to Articles 
33 to 19 of that Regulation thus effectively leaving the provisions that have been 
identifiedd as relevant in this respect, untouched. 

7.3.3.11 The role of environmental concerns 

Likee the agricultural sector, the Community's and member 
states'' transport policies have recently been concerned with environmental 
protectionn which is not surprising taking into account the fact that the transport 
sectorsector is a major polluter.88 From a general point of view, two provisions that can 
bee found in all Regulations for the transport sector appear to be of interest for 
thee purpose of this research: firstly, the exception for technical agreement and, 
secondly,, the exemption possibility. As the exemption possibility is insofar as it 
iss different from Article 81(3), is in essence a particular application of the gen-
erall  exemption clause contained in Article 81(3) EC, attention with regard to the 
rolee of environmental concerns, wil l also focus on the differences that have been 
notedd to exist between these exemption clauses and Article 81(3). 

Firstly,, the exceptions for technical agreements. As was shown above, this 
exceptionn or block negative clearance can apply only if there is no restriction of 
competitionn in the first place. As such it seems impossible to have recourse to 
thiss provision in order remove a restriction of competition from the competi-
tionn provisions' scope on environmental grounds. Notwithstanding this rather 
limitedd scope, the exception might still be of interest. The pivotal question is of 
coursee in how far environmental considerations can be brought under the head-
ingg of technical agreements. Undoubtedly, this is possible. With regard to, for 
example,, the exception for agreements involving the 'standardisation of equip-
ment'' it is certainly possible that this exception may also be applied with regard 
too agreements also involving environmental benefits.89 Or, in another example, 
ann agreement between undertakings to cooperate and pool their transportation 
meanss to achieve environmental benefits, is very likely to profit from the excep-
tionn for technical agreements.90 For this is it necessary that the environmental 
benefitss coincide with the technical improvements or technical cooperation. 
Furthermore,, these benefits must be its sole object as well as effect of the agree-
ment.9'' The conclusion therefore would have to be that despite the possibility of 

888 See, in general with regard to the integration of environmental considerations in this sector: Dhondt 

2003,, p. 293 eX seq. 
899 Article 3(1), sub (a) Inland Transport Regulation. 
900 Article 2(1), sub (b) Maritime Transport Regulation. 
911 Commission Decision 93/174/EEC, Tariff structures in the combined transport of of goods, O] 1993 L 73/38, 

paragraphh 43. 
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usingg this exception with respect to certain environmental agreements, its scope 
iss very limited. 

Ass regards the role of environmental concerns with regard to the possibility 
forr an exemption under the transport Regulations a first remark concerns the 
wordingg used in Article 5 of Regulation 1017/68. The fact that it refers to a fair 
sharee for transport users means that the interest of consumers in general are not 
necessarilyy or at least not directly taken into account. This could mean that nega-
tivee environmental effects, that are more likely to affect consumers in general 
ratherr than the transport users, are less likely to play a role. Furthermore, two 
casess appear to be of interest. Firstly, the Trans-Atlantic Conference Agreement 
orr TACA case.93 In the proceedings against them, the TACA members invoked, 
interinter alia, environmental benefits with regard to the possibility of an individual 
exemptionn for the pilot project of the so-called 'hub-and-spoke' system.93 This 
systemm entailed the creation of so-called inland hubs and spokes between, firstly, 
thee ocean port and the hub; the so-called trunk leg and, secondly, between the 
hubb and the shipper's premises. According to the TACA parties, all container 
transportss between the ocean port and the inland hub (i.e. the trunk leg) wil l 
takee place by rail or inland waterway. As a result of this, the parties claimed 
thatt the system would contribute to a reduction in transport by road, thereby 
reducingg congestion and bringing environmental benefits.94 However, in order 
too achieve these benefits the parties considered it necessary to collectively fix 
thee prices for their inland transport activities. The Commission, however, 
didd not consider this to be indispensable. Apparently, the parties consider the 
price-fixingg necessary in order to be able to lower the costs so that transporta-
tionn by rail and inland waterway becomes competitive with road transports.95 

Thee Commission starts out by stating that it does not address the merits of the 
hubb and spoke system itself nor the necessity of the price-fixing agreements.96 

However,, as the parties have provided no evidence at all as to the effectiveness 
off  the system in bringing about the claimed benefits in practice and because 
thee elaboration of the system seems somewhat hypothetical, the Commission 
considerss that an exemption is not warranted. It appears that the Commission 
mightt have granted an exemption in this case if the parties had substantiated 
theirr claim with (more) evidence. As a result, the possibility for environmental 

911 Commission Decision 1999/243/EC Trans-Atlantic Conference Agreement (TACA), OJ 1999 L 95/1. 
933 Ibid., para. 47 et seq. See also the Final report of the multimodal group of November 1997, to be found 

onn the Competition DCs website: http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/antitrust/others/ {20-02-

2001). . 
944 Commission Decision 1999/243/EC, TACA, OJ 1999 L 95/1, para. 54 et seq. 
955 Ibid., para. 439. 
966 Ibid., para. 438. 
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considerationss to play a role in the exemption procedure cannot be ruled out a 
prioripriori  on the grounds of this decision.97 

Furtherr evidence that environmental concerns may play a role in the proce-
duree for an exemption can be found in the second case, concerning the Hansa-
FerryFerry agreement.98 The parties to this agreement had established a new ferry 
service.. In its notice pursuant to Article 12(2) of the Maritime Transport Regula-
tion^^ the Commission cited the following arguments put forward by the parties: 

'[...]'[...]  The agreement implies that the parties can use their resources more effi-
ciently,ciently, rationalising costs and take greater regard to environmental considerations. 

[...][...]  The improved planning will  benefit the population at the coast via a lower 
environmentalenvironmental impact.' 

Thiss case ended silently with the Commission issuing an unpublished exemp-
tionn ex. Article 12 of the Maritime Transport Regulation.100 However, this case 
andd the TACA case show that in its application of the exemption possibility 
underr the transport regulations, the Commission appears willin g and able to 
takee environmental aspects into account. 

Ass regards the special exemption clause provided for by Article 5 of the 
Inlandd Transport Regulation, there is no case law involving environmental 
concerns.. Furthermore, as the wording of Article 5 shows, it closely resembles 
Articlee 81(3) EC as a result of which the Commission is of the opinion that Arti-
clee 5 cannot go beyond what Article 81(3) allows.101 

7.3.44 Defence 

Nott so much a true sectoral exception, Article 296 EC entails 
thee derogation for matters of'essential interest of its security which are con-
nectedd with the production of or trade in arms, munitions and war material'. 
Thiss derogation, however, is restricted in that it only applies to products that are 
'intendedd for specifically military purposes'. By analogy, it seems that this excep-
tionn is also limited to, in general, technology intended for specifically military 
purposes.. With regard to what are called 'dual use products' (i.e. products that 

977 However, the Commission does seem to rule out the the necessity of an agreement to fix prices to 

achievee the (environmental) benefits of another part of the TACA, the EIEIA, Ibid,, paragraph 431. 
988 Notice pursuant to Article 12(2) of Regulation {EEC) 4056/86 concerning Case IV/MAR/35.488, Hansa-

Ferry,Ferry, OJ1996 C 118/5. 
999 Which is comparable with the notice under Article 19(3) of Regulation 17 of 1962, OJ English Special 

Editionn [1962], 87. 
1000 See: http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/antitrust/closed/en/i996.html#452 (22 Jan 2001). 
1011 Commission Decision 94/985/EC, Far Eastern Freight Conference, OJ 1994 L 378/17, paragraphs 60-62. 
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havee a civilian as well as military use),102 the Commission subjects the civilian 
usee of the products to a normal competition scrutiny.103 It follows from the case 
FrenchFrench State/Suraltno10*  that the Commission is generally sceptical of the 'mili-
tary'' characterisation of dual use products. When a product is not really prima-
rilyy intended for military use, it should be subjected to the normal competitive 
regime.. As a result the possibility that this derogation is applied on environmen-
tall  grounds is very limited if not non-existent as military objectives often rule 
outt other, and perhaps in particular environmental, objectives. 

7.44 The concept of an undertaking 

7.4.11 Introductory remarks 

AA core concept of European competition law is that of an 
'undertaking'.. In fact this concept can be said to define the scope ratione perso-
naenae of the Community competition rules.105 This is exemplified by the fact that 
partt of the substantive provisions of competition law is directed at undertaking 
whereass the remainder is not directed at but still concerns undertakings. In 
short,, the concept of an undertaking may be equated with an enterprise or a 
firm.firm. Below this concept will be examined in greater detail. This wil l involve, 
firstly,firstly, an appreciation of the definition of this concept. Secondly, it wil l be seen 
thatt inherent in this concept are several exceptions. These exceptions will be 
examinedd in general. Thirdly, it wil l be seen to what extent these exceptions are 
relevantt in an environmental context. 

7.4.22 A definition of the concept of a undertaking 

Too anyone familiar with European law it wil l not come as a 
surprisee that the pivotal concept of an undertaking was left undefined by the 
Treaty'ss drafters. As a result, it was up to the Commission and Court to define 
it.. While there was some case law as to the concept of an undertaking as regards 
thee competition rules in the ECSC Treaty,106 this concept was clarified for the EC 

1022 Commission merger decision of 23/09/1996 in Case IV/M.820, Brinish Aerospace/Lagardère, OJ1997 C 

22/6. . 
1033 See in general on dual use goods: Case C-83/94, Criminal proceeding against P. Leiferet al. [1995] ECR 

I-3231. . 
1044 Commission, IXth. Competition Report (1979), p. 73. This Case concerned systems for diesel engines 

thatt were considered not to be specifically (or even mostly) intended for miliatry purposes. 
1055 Cf. Louri 2002, p. 143. 

Joinedd Cases 17 and 20/61, Klöckner-Werke AG and Hoesch v. High Authority, [1962], 619. 
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competitiojii  rules only in the Höfher e[ Elser case decided in 19 91. In this case 
thee Court'gave the following broad and, most importantly, functional interpreta-
tionn of the concept':107 

'[...]'[...]  the concept of an undertaking encompasses every entity engaged in an 
economiceconomic activity, regardless of the legal status of the entity and the way in which it is 
financedfinanced [...]' 

Thuss it is function and not the form that matters in deciding whether or not 
ann entity is an undertaking in the context of European competition law. The 
decisivee criterion in answering the question of whether or not an entity is an 
undertakingg therefore depends on whether or not the activity engaged in by 
thatt entity is 'economic'. However broad and functional this concept may be, 
onee exception is inherent in it. Entities engaged in non-economic activities fall 
outsidee the scope of the competition provisions. Before going deeper into these 
exceptionss some attention will be devoted to the other emanations of the concept 
off  an undertaking. 

Apartt from the concept of an undertaking, Article 81 EC also refers to 
'associationss of undertakings'. These consist of nothing more than the sum of a 
numberr of undertakings. Again, therefore, the meaning of the word undertak-
ingg is decisive. Another element of EC competition law that, although in itself 
nott directly connected to the concept of an undertaking,108 would seem to be 
relevantt in this respect is to so-called intra-enterprise doctrine.109 According to 
thiss doctrine, agreements between a parent company and its wholly controlled 
subsidiariess fall outside the scope of Article 8I( I ) . " ° Instead, the behaviour of 
thee concern, formed by the parent and subsidiaries, may constitute abuse of a 
dominantt position."1 

Itt is certainly possible that the intra-enterprise doctrine is applied to an 
agreementt between a parent company and a subsidiary on environmental 
aspects."22 However, as the application of this doctrine is limited to Article 81, 
thee implications of such an application wil l be looked at below in the section 
devotedd to Article 8i(i)." } 

1077 Case C-41/90, Hefner «£ Elser v. Macrotron (Höfner & Eiser), [1991] ECR I-1979, para. 21. 
r o88 It would rather seem to be connected to the element of Article 81(1) that there be an 'agreement between 

undertakings'. . 
1099 Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 2000, p. 42 el seq. 
1100 E.g. Case T-102/92, Viho Europe BV v. Commission, [1995] ECR II-17, confirmed by Case C-73/95 P. Viho 

EuropeEurope BV v. Commission, [1996] ECR I-5457. 
1111 Case C-73/9S P, Viho Europe BVv. Commission, [1996] ECR 1-5457, Para-17-
1122 For example an instruction by a parent of a subsidiary to take care of the collection and recycling of its 

productss when they reach their end of life. 

"**  Infra, paragraphs 8.3-8.6. 
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7.4.33 The exception for non-economic activities 

7.4.3.11 General remarks 

Thee Court's case law with regard to the concept of an undertak-
ingg also involves a slowly but certainly growing body of case law on the - still 
somewhatt undefined - exceptions to this concept. Particularly in the field of 
(semi)) public enterprises have these exceptions been developed. Competition 
laww in this area of the economy is governed mainly by Article 86 EC. This case 
laww has had, essentially, two effects. Firstly, certain market activities by public 
institutionss may fall within the ambit of the competition rules. Secondly, certain 
activitiess undertaken by company-like entities are taken outside the scope of the 
competitionn rules."4 For the purpose of this research, the second type of effect is 
thee most interesting and we wil l therefore concentrate on this effect. 

Ass we have seen, the crucial question is whether an activity can be consid-
eredd 'economic'. In AAMS, the Court already concluded that"5 

'any'any activity consisting of offering goods and services on a given market is an 
economiceconomic activity'. 

AA further hint that may help us to determine whether or not an activity is 
economicc was given in Höfner s[ Eiser. In this case it held that the activity 
concerned,, employment procurement, was indeed economic because"6 

'Employment'Employment procurement has not always been, and is NOT NECESSARILY, carried 
outout by public entities.' [Emphasis added] 

Thiss approach forces us to consider why certain activities are necessarily carried 
outt by public entities. Economically speaking the distinction between economic 
andd non-economic activities comes down to an appraisal of the results of those 
activities.. Whenever an activity yields general or diffuse (non excludable) as 
opposedd to specific benefits, it is unlikely to be taken on by an entity subject 
too the laws of the market economy."7 These diffuse results will be difficult to 

" 44 See, as regards the first type, e.g. Case 118/85, Commission v. Italy, (AAMS), [1987] ECR 2599 and (as an 

exceptionn to the general rule concerning the first type) Case T-319/99, Federation National de Empresas 

dede Instrumentation Cientifica, Midica, Técnica y Dental (FENIN) v. Commission (FENIN), judgment of 

44 March 2003, n.y.r. and, as regards the second type, e.g., Case C-343/95, Diego Caliv. Servizi Ecologici 

PortoPorto di Genova (Diego Call), [1997] ECR I-1547. 
1155 Case 118/85, AAMS, [1987] ECR 2599, para. 7, 
1166 Case C-41/90, Höfner«( Eiser, [1991] ECR I-1979, para. 22. 
1177 See further with respect to the distinction between diffuse and specific activities: Buendia Sierra 1999, 

p.. 48 et seq. 
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quantifyy (if they are recognised to exist at all) and as a result the possibility of a 
remunerationn and therewith the possibility of an economic relation between the 
providerr and receiver of this benefit disappears. 

Thiss reasoning has been applied by the Court in two different settings."8 

Firstlyy in those cases that concerned the exercise of a power that is typically 
onee of a public authority. These cases may be summarised as involving a 'state 
prerogativess test' (the Diego Call and SAT Fluggesellschafi cases"9). Secondly in 
thosee cases where an activity involved, essentially, such a high degree of solidar-
ityy that it would not be performed by an entity subject to the market economy 
ruless (Poucet # Pistre, FFSA, Albany and Pavlov cases120). Accordingly, this test 
wil ll  be referred to as the 'market economy test'.121 

Howw these two tests relate to one another is somewhat uncertain. It appears 
thatt the state prerogatives test is used as sort of a short cut in those cases where 
thee Court does not have any doubts as to the non-economic nature of an activ-
ity.. Where there is no prima facie evidence of the non-economic nature, the 
courtt appears to use the market economy test.122 The relationship between 
thesee tests is further complicated as a result two further problems. Firstly, the 
markett economy test used by the Court in determining whether or not an entity 
engagedd in a particular activity is an undertaking closely resembles and appears 
too be connected to the test applied by the Court within the application of Article 
86(2)) EC. Secondly, connected with this problem, certain scholars opine that 

111 Cf. Loozen 1999, p. 274-285, at p. 280, who speaks of a 'two track approach' and Louri 2002, who at 

p.. 169 characterises the exception pursuant to the market economy test as a new category that is to be 

distinguishedd from the exception that is governed by the state prerogatives test. 
1199 Respectively Case C-343/95, Diego Cali, [1997] ECRI-1547 and Case C-364/92, SAT Fluggesellschafi v. 

EurocontrolEurocontrol (SAT Fluggesellschaft), [1994] ECR I-43. 
1200 Respectively, Joined Cases C-159/91, Christian Poucet v. Assurances Générales de France and Caisse 

MutuelleMutuelle Régionale du Langucdoc-Roussillon and C-160/91, Daniel Pistre v. Caisse Autonome Nationale de 

CompensationCompensation de I'Assurance Vieillesse dcs Artisans (Poucet & Pistre ), [1993] ECR I-637, Case C-244/94, 

FederationFederation Francaise des Sociétés d' Assurance et al. v. Ministère de l'Agriculture et de la Pêche (FFSA), 

[1995]]  ECR 1-4013, Case C-67/97, Albany International v. Stichting Bedrijfspensioenfonds Textielindus-

trietrie (Albany), [1999] ECR 751 and joined Cases C-180-184/98, P. Pavlov et al. v. Stichting Pensioenfonds 

MedischeMedische Specialisten (Pavlov), [2000] ECR I-6451. 

1211 The reader well versed in the ways of EC competition law and notably the state aid provisions wil l recog-

nisee the similarity to the test used by the Commission and Court in relation to investments. This test is 

referredd to as '(private) market economy investor principle'. E.g Joined Cases T-129/95, T-2/96, T-97/96, 

NeueNeue Maxhiitte Stahlwerke and Lech-Stahlwcrkew. Commission (Neue Maxhütte Stahlwerke), [1999] ECR 

II-17. . 
1222 The Commission's Communication on Services of general interest in Europe, OJ 2001 C 17/4, appears 

too classify the market economy test as a subsidiary test in relation to the state prerogatives test, paras. 28 

andd 29. 
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thee market economy test should not be applied at all in determining the (non) 
economicc nature of an activity.123 

Below,, we will first subject the state prerogatives test to closer scrutiny after 
whichh our attention will focus on the market economy test and the problems 
withh regard to this test as they were noticed above. 

7.4.3.22 The state prerogatives test 

Ass was mentioned above, the Court appears to use the state 
prerogativess test in cases where the non-economic nature of an activity is clear 
att first sight. This approach can be called a short cut because, on a more abstract 
level,, the (more or less implicit) reasoning underlying the state prerogatives test 
appearss to be the diffuse/specific benefits reasoning employed by the Court in 
thee Höfner G£ Eiser. Below we wil l take a closer look at the only two cases in which 
thee Court used the state prerogatives test: the SAT Fluggesellschaft and Diego Call 
case. . 

Thee SAT Fluggesellschaft case started when Eurocontrol demanded payment 
byy SAT Fluggesellschaft of the so-called 'route charges'.124 Eurocontrol is an 
internationall  organisation that was made responsible for, inter alia, the control 
off  air traffic over Europe. To finance its activities, Eurocontrol could demand 
routee charges that, according to SAT Fluggesellschaft violated the Community's 
competitionn rules. After citing, among others, the Höfner el Elser case as author-
ityy for the functional concept of an undertaking in Community competition law, 
thee Court comes to the following conclusion:"5 

'Taken'Taken as a whole, Eurocontrol's activities, by their nature, their aim and the 
rulesrules to which they are subject, are connected with the exercise of powers relating to 
thethe control and supervision of air space which are typically those of a public authority. 
TheyThey are not of an economic nature justifying the application of the Treaty rules of 
competition.' competition.' 

Thee Court reaches this conclusion by first pointing out the sovereignty that 
statess have over the airspace above their territory after which it refers to the 
ConventionConvention establishing Eurocontrol as evidence of the delegation of part of this 
sovereignty.1266 In this respect the Court appears to attach particular weight to 
Eurocontrol'ss tasks and the fact that it may collect charges and has certain rights 
andd 'powers of coercion'. Finally the Court reiterates the fact the Eurocontrol is 

1255 Cf. Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 58 and Gyselen 2000, p. 439. 
I i 44 Case C-364/92, SAT Fluggesellschaft, [1994] ECR I-43. 
1255 Ibid. para. 30. 
1266 Ibid, paras. 20-24. 
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financedfinanced by the Contracting States."7 As Buendia Sierra has pointed out, these 
criteriaa are not very helpful in determining the reasons for the Court to consider 
thiss activity of a non-economic nature."8 Rather more helpful would appear to 
bee the reference by the Court to the fact that Eurocontrol is to ensure the territo-
riall  security of the Contracting States and the fact that Eurocontrol is to provide 
itss services to any aircraft even where the owner has not paid the route charges. 
Thiss boils down to the Court stating that Eurocontrol's service entails a general, 
diffusee benefit (air safety) for which adequate remuneration is not always possi-
blee and, in a certain sense, required."9 

Thee second case in which the Court used the state prerogatives reasoning 
iss the Diego Cali case.'3° This case concerned a dispute similar to that in the 
SATSAT Fluggesellschafi case. Again a company refused to pay charges levied by an 
entityy on grounds that these were incompatible with Community competition 
law.. Interestingly for the purposes of this research, the entity in the Diego Cali 
case,, SEPG, was responsible for the protection of the environment in the Port 
off  Genua. The Court's approach seems reminiscent of that in the SAT Flugge-
sellschafisellschafi case but is slightly more satisfying in that the Court does a somewhat 
betterr job of clarifying the reasoning underlying its state prerogatives 'short 
cut'."1 1 

Inn paragraphs 19 and 20 the Court states that the dispute concerns the 
paymentt of levies for anti-pollution surveillance activities by SEPG without any 
actuall  pollution having taken place. The Court moves closer to its conclusion 
whenn it refers to the fact that the Order concerning SEPG's activities explicitly 
distinguishess between, on the one hand, the preventive surveillance at hand 
and,, on the other hand, the intervention in cases where actual pollution had 
occurred.. The Court concludes as follows:132 

'The'The anti-pollution surveillance for which SEPG was responsible in the oil port of 
GenoaGenoa is a task in the public interest which forms part of the essential functions of the 
statestate as regards protection of the environment in maritime areas. 

SuchSuch surveillance is connected by its nature, its aim and the rules to which it is 
subjectsubject with the exercise of powers relating to the protection of the environment which 
areare typically those of a public authority. It is not of an economic nature justifying the 
applicationapplication of the Treaty rules on competition [...]' 

1717 Ibid. para. 26. Interestingly, the Court had ruled in Höfner i Elser that the legal status and method of 

financingfinancing were irrelevant in determining whether an activity is of an economic nature. 

'' Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 51. 

'99 This charge was not related to, for example, the safety record of a specific aircraft. 
100 Case C-343/95, Diego Cali, [1997] ECRI-1547. 
111 See, however, Buendia Sierra 1999 who, at p. 52, considers the lack of reasoning 'deplorable'. 
111 Case C-343/95, D«eg° Cali, [1997] ECR I-1547, paras. 22 and 23. 
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Ass regards the levying of the charges by SEPG, the Court considers this to be an 
integrall  part of its surveillance activities.1» The Court's reasoning shows, much 
lesss implicitly than in the SAT Fluggesellschaft case, that the activities concerned 
(preventivee surveillance) involved diffuse benefits only for which no remunera-
tionn would be possible. As can be expected, we will come back to this case in 
thee paragraph below when we wil l examine the role played by environmental 
concernss in determining the scope of the concept of an undertaking. 

7.4.3.33 The market economy test 

Wheree the exercise of state prerogatives is out of the question 
because,, for example, there is competition on the market, the Court appears to 
usee the market economy test.. In the Poucet <£ Pistre, FFSA, Albany1™ and Pavlov 
casess this involved a complex appreciation of several criteria resulting in a rather 
diversee and heterogeneous concept of undertaking.135 This test has to this date 
onlyy been applied in the cases involving entities active in the field of social 
security.. Its application is, however, not necessarily confined to this area alone, 
ass closer scrutiny of these cases will show. 

Al ll  of the cases mentioned above show a remarkable resemblance as to the 
factss underlying them. In all of them, the dispute started when an individual 
refusedd to pay contributions to a social security scheme on the grounds that this 
entityy violated Community competition rules. As the Court's reasoning in the 
AlbanyAlbany and Pavlov cases provides us with a good summary of the earlier case law 
(i.e.(i.e. the Poucet e£ Pistre and FFSA cases),1'6 our attention wil l focus on the Pavlov 
case.137 7 

Thee Court started out by summarising its judgment in Poucet ej Pistre and 
inn particular pointing out the role that solidarity had played in that case. The 
followingg factors were considered to be relevant by the Court: 

 The benefits were uniform despite the fact that the contributions were 
proportionall  to income, 
 Pensions were financed by the active workers, 

1355 Ibid. para. 24. 
1344 Albany is in fact only one of three nearly identical Cases. The other two were joined Cases C-115-117/ 

97,, Brentjens' Handelsonderneming v. Stichting Bedrijfspensioenfonds voor de handel in bouwmaterialen, 

[1999]]  ECR I-6025 and Case C-219/97, Maatschappij Drijvende Bokken v. Stichting Pensioenfonds voorde 

vervoer-vervoer- en havenbedrijven, [1999] ECR I-6121. 
1355 Cf. Berg 2000, p. 172. 
133 Perhaps Advocate General Jacobs did an even better job at providing an overview, Opinion of the A-G, 

paras.. 306-348. 
1377 Joined Cases C-180/98 to 184/98, Pavlov, [2000] ECR 1-6451. 
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 Pensions were not dependent on the contributions and 
 Funds with a surplus helped finance funds with shortages.13* 

Itt then reiterated its judgment in the FFSA case where the degree of solidarity 
wass considered insufficient to remove the entity's activities from the scope of the 
competitionn rules on the following grounds: 

 Membership to the scheme was optional, 
 The scheme functioned according to the capitalisation principle, 
 Benefits depended on contributions and the performance of investments 
byy the scheme. 

Thee scheme's social objective, non-profit making nature, limited solidarity 
requirementss and the fact that, in its investment policy, the scheme was subject 
too certain restrictions were insufficient for this to be otherwise. 

Thee Court's approach in Pavlov is quite comparable to that in the Albany 
case.. The Court lists the following facts as grounds for considering that the 
schemess at hand in Pavlov and Albany were engaged in an economic activity: 

 The schemes themselves determined the contributions, 
 The scheme functioned according to the capitalisation principle and 
 Membership was optional. 

Inn sum, the case law of the Court with regard to solidarity as ground for qualify-
ingg an activity as non-economic shows that the bar is high indeed. Any, if not 
thee slightest, presence of market mechanisms (i.e. optional membership and 
operationn according to the capitalisation principle) is sufficient for the Court to 
concludee that activity is at least in principle governed by the competition rules. 
Apparently,, this is otherwise only in those cases where there is unmitigated soli-
darity.. Does this fit  in well with the diffuse/specific benefits reasoning that was 
identifiedd above as underlying the Court's approach? The answer has to be in 
thee negative as these social security schemes do provide a specific benefit. That, 
inn an individual case, this benefit is to a greater of lesser extent unrelated to the 
specific,, individual, contributions cannot detract from this. Only if one were to 
considerr income redistribution (which is, in essence, the result of solidarity) as 
thee benefit of the scheme, would this be different as redistribution is indeed a 
diffusee benefit.'39 As a result, the solidarity considerations would fit  in better in 
thee test of Article 86(2) as the Court explicitly stated in the Albany case.1*0 

1388 Ibid. para. 109. 
1399 Cf. Gyselen 2000, p. 439 et seq., Berg 2000, p. 172 and Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 58. 
1400 Case C-67/97, Albany, [1999] ECR I-5751, para. 86. The Court seems to have recognised this already in 

thee FFSA Case, C-244/94, FFSA, [1995] ECR I-4013, para. 20. See further CaseT-319/99, FENIN, judg-

mentt of 4 March 2003, n.y.r., where at paras. 14 et seq. these arguments are repeated. 
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7.4.44 The role of environmental concerns 

Thee overview of the case law on the concept of an undertaking 
inn EC competition law has shown that in essence both exceptions involve similar 
reasoning.. As the Diego Cali case has furthermore made clear, an application 
off  this diffuse/specific-benefits reasoning in an environmental context seems 
fairlyy obvious. Environmental benefits are, by their very nature, diffuse benefits 
evenn when they may occasionally also involve a specific benefit for an individual. 
Thee diffuse character is, however, limited to certain environmental activities or 
services.. The Diego Cali case has provided us with an example of such a service 
andd may also serve to indicate the limits to the activities that can be considered 
too yield sufficiently diffuse benefits. In this regard it is important to consider 
that,, in itself, the concept of a benefit already involves a weighing of costs and 
results.1411 Therefore, the mere fact that (clearly quantifiable) costs are involved 
(inn that, for example a fee is to be paid) does not preclude the existence of a dif-
fusee benefit.142 Of course, determining exactly how diffuse a benefit should be in 
orderr for the provision of this benefit no longer to constitute an economic activ-
ityy is far from clear. In this respect the borders of this doctrine are uncertain. 

Thee application of the diffuse/specific-benefits reasoning to activities in the 
sociall  sphere is subject to the same uncertainty. A number of relevant factors 
cann be distilled from the Court's case law. However, the weight to be accorded to 
thesee factors is unclear. 

Onn a general level, however, the room for the non-economic activities 
doctrinee appears to be shrinking. The increased internalisation of environmen-
tall  costs will ultimately result in the conclusion that the environment no longer 
representss a non-economic sphere of activity. As we have seen above, the Court 
iss generally more reluctant to apply the diffuse benefits reasoning and openly 
linkss this reasoning to the possibility of an exception pursuant to Article 86(2) 
EC.1433 The most important message is therefore be that, notwithstanding the 
Court'ss simple and straightforward reasoning with regard to the state preroga-
tivess exception in Diego Cali, the border between economic and non-economic 
activitiess is on the move. Moreover, it appears to be moving towards a more 
narrowlyy defined exception for non-economic activities as the market mecha-
nismm is applied to more sectors of the economy. 

'4 '' In this regard it may actually be better to speak of a positive net result. 
1411 Cf. Case C-343/95, Diego Cali, [1997] ECR I-1547. para. 24. 
14ii See, e.g. Case C-67/96, Albany, [1999] ECR I-5751, para. 86. 
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7.55 Effect on infra-communit y trade 

ECC competition law applies only when the distortion or restric-
tionn of competition has an effect on trade between the member states.144 The 
Courtt has given this element a very wide meaning in two early cases.145 

'In'In this connexion, what is particularly important is whether the agreement is 
capablecapable of constituting a threat, either direct or indirect, actual or potential, to free-
domdom of trade between member states in a manner which might harm the attainment 
ofof the objectives of a single market between states' 

Thee broad concept given in these cases seems like a precursor to the so-called 
DassonviJe-formulaa with regard to the free movement of goods.146 In a later case 
thee Court ruled that Community competition law applied only where the trade 
betweenn member states is appreciably affected, thereby effectively introduc-
ingg a de minimis rule.147 This appreciability-criterion applies to the effect on the 
intra-Communityy trade as well as to the restriction of competition. The notion 
off  appreciability in connection with the restriction of competition has received 
somee attention above and will be further dealt with below.148 The result of a 
restrictionn of competition not affecting intra-Community trade is that European 
competitionn law doesn't apply but national competition laws may. Accordingly, 
thee criterion that the restriction should have an effect on intra-community trade 
cann be described as a jurisdictional criterion. Put differently, it may be consid-
eredd to indicate the scope rationejurisdictionae. 

Thee effects of this jurisdictional clause are, in essence, twofold. It may, 
firstly,firstly, serve to allow or to rule out the application of Community competition 
laww to a restriction of competition involving enterprises established in part of 
thee common market. This may be deemed the intraterritorial jurisdictional 
effect.. Secondly, it may determine the extraterritorial application of the Commu-
nityy competition rules to restrictions of competition involving enterprises from 
outsidee the common market that nevertheless have an effect within the common 
market.1499 Similarly, it may also rule out the application of the Community 

Joinedd Cases 56, 58/64, Consttn af Grundig, [1966] ECR 429. Cf. Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 2000, p. 46. 

Mostt importantly joined Cases 56, 58/64, Constcn < Grundig, [1966] ECR 429 and Case 56/65, La Tech-

niquenique Miniere v. Maschincnbau Ulm {LTM v. MBU), [1966J ECR 235. 

Casee 8/74, Procureur du Roi v. Benoit and Gustave Dassonville (Dassonville), [1974] ECR 837. 

ECJ,, joined Cases C-215 and C-216/96, Bagnasco, [1999] ECR 1-135, Pa r a- 47 et s e1-

Infra,Infra, paragraph 8.4 of this chapter. 

Thiss is referred to as the 'effects doctrine' or 'implementation doctrine'. It is considered to have been 

acceptedd by the European Court of Justice in the Woodpulp case, Joined Cases 89,104,114,116,117 

andd 125 to 129/85, A. Ahlström Osakeyhtiö and others v. Commission [1988] ECR 5193, cf. Ritter, Braun & 

Rawlinsonn 2000, p. 61, Bellamy & Child 2001, p. 142. 
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competitionn rules to restrictions of competition involving European firms yet 
havingg an effect on the competition in a non-Community market. With regard 
too the extraterritorial effect it needs to be noted that this criterion hinges not 
onlyy on the effect on intra-community trade but also on the effect on 'competi-
tionn within the common market'. Below, the role and influence of environmental 
concernss on these two jurisdictional effects will be examined. 

7.5.11 Environmental concerns and the jurisdictional clause 

Twoo jurisdictional effects have been identified above. Firstly, it 
mayy rule out the application of Community competition law to restrictions that 
takee place within the Community. Secondly, it may enable the extraterritorial 
applicationn of Community competition law. With regard to the first, intrater-
ritorial,, effect the most interesting situation is that where the application of 
Communityy competition law is ruled out because of the lack of effect on intra-
communityy trade. In general this could occur in two situations. Firstly, there 
mayy be a transboundary restriction of competition (i.e. involving entities in two 
memberr states) that is, however, of minor importance. Secondly, the restriction 
off  competition could have no transboundary element at all (i.e. taking place 
withinn one member state) whilst having no or only a very remote connection to 
intra-communityy trade. 

Moreover,, and also on a general level, the test applied by the Commission 
andd Court in determining whether or not intra-community trade is appreci-
ablyy affected has both a quantitative and a qualitative aspect. The Commission 
hass adopted a primarily quantitative approach to this appreciability criterion. 
Inn its notice on agreements of minor importance, the Commission primarily 
reliess on the parties' market shares.150 The Court refers, apart from the market 
share,, in general to the need to take into account the economic reality of a 
case.1511 In practice, this means that the Court wil l take into account the nature 
off  the restriction of competition. In this respect, there could be an opening for 
environmentall  concerns. An environmentally inspired restriction of competi-
tionn involving a transboundary element may be considered not to appreciably 
affectt intra-community trade because the environmental aspects concerned are 
themselvess of limited importance. A possible example of such a situation could 

1500 Commission Notice on agreements of minor importance which do not fall within the meaning of 

Articl ee 85(1}  of the Treaty establishing the European Community Commission Notice on agreements of 

minorr importance which do not fall within the meaning of Article 85(1) (De Minimis Notice), OJ 2000 C 

368/13. . 
1511 Case C-306/96, javico v. Yves Saint Laurent Parfurms, [1998] ECR I-1983, para. 17 and Case 73/74, 

GroupementGroupement des Fabricants de papiers peints de Belgique et al. v. Commission (Belgian Wallpaper), [1975] 

ECRR 1491, para. 27. 
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bee an agreement between firms in different member states to reduce certain 
emissions.. Provided that such an agreement remains confined to these environ-
mentall  aspects, no effect on intra-community trade is likely. 

Ass regards the situation where the restriction of competition has no trans-
boundaryy element, the Courts' case law clearly indicates the application of 
Communityy competition law is not ruled out merely because the restriction of 
competitionn involves only parties in one member state.'52 However, in such cases 
theree wil l need to be a connection between the restriction of competition and 
intra-communityy trade.1" This connection can be present because the restriction 
directlyy concerns intra-community trade (e.g. discrimination of imports) I5« or 
becausee the restriction covers the entire territory of a member state and thus 'by 
itss very nature has the effect of reinforcing the compartmentalisation of markets 
onn a national basis'1" Again, a role for environmental concerns seems possible. 
Ann agreement between firms in one member state on environmental matters 
mayy very well lack any influence on intra-community trade. This appears to 
havee happened in the Stibat case.1'6 In this case, an agreement on the take back 
andd recycling of waste batteries involving over 90 per cent of the industry in 
thee Netherlands was considered by the Commission not to affect intra-commu-
nityy trade. The Commission thus issued a comfort letter in which it indicated 
thatt intra-community trade was not affected.157 Apparently, the fact that the 
markett for batteries is in fact Community-wide (a large percentage of batteries is 
importedd from other member states) together with the fact that this agreement 
involvedd some far-going restrictions of competition, did not stand in the way 
off  a finding that intra-community trade was not affected. This approach may 
bee contrasted with the stance taken by the Commission in the VOTOB case.1'8 

VOTOBVOTOB concerned an environmental agreement between the independent̂ 
Dutchh firms active on the market for the storage of chemicals. The agreement 

1522 Case 8/72, VCH, [1972] ECR 977, para 26 et seq. 
1555 Ritter, Braun and Rawlinson refer to a 'nexus' in this respect, Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 2000, p. 53 et 

seq. seq. 
1544 Commission Decision 82/371, NAVEWA-ANSEAU, OJ1982 L167/39, upheld by the ECJ in joined Cases 

96-102,104,105,1088 and 110/82, IAZ, [1983] ECR 3369. 
1555 Case 8/72, VCH, [1972) ECR 977, para 29. 
1566 NMa decision of 18 December 1998 in Case 51, Stibat and decision of 31 May 1999 on administrative 

appeall  in Case 51, Stibat. See further, infra paragraph 16.5.2 
1577 In the original decision of the NMa, thus was not entirely clear. In the decision on administrative 

appeal,, however, it became clear that the Commission had based the negative clearance (which is a deci-

sionn stating that Article 81(1) is not applicable) on the absence of an effect on intra-community trade, 

NMaNMa decision of 31 May 1999 in Case 51, Stibat, para. 51. 
1588 Commission XXIInd. Competition Report (1992), paras. 177-186. See further, infra paragraph 8.7.4.2. 
1599 I.e. unconnected to any chemical company. 
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andd the purely national scope of the VOTOB case are in many respects compa-
rablee to those in the Stibat case. The change on the part of the Commission in 
thiss respect can probably be attributed to the fact that at the time of the Stibat 
case,, the Netherlands had an active competition authority whereas the competi-
tionn laws in place during the VOTOB case were applied at best only infrequently, 
iff  at all.,6° This signals the only marginal role for environmental (or any other) 
concernss in this respect. Even if environmental concerns result in the exclusion 
off  a certain restriction from the scope of the Community competition rules, 
nationall  competition laws may still apply. 

Thiss is equally true for the extraterritorial effect of the jurisdictional clause. 
Ass was mentioned above, the extraterritorial effect depends not only on whether 
orr not intra-community trade is affected but also on whether or not competition 
withinn the common market is restricted. An agreement between non-Commu-
nityy enterprises having an effect on competition within the common market wil l 
falll  within the scope of the Community's competition rules. This may be called 
thee positive extraterritorial effect. Vice versa, the negative extraterritorial effect 
occurss where Community competition law wil l not govern restrictions between 
firmss based in the Community having an effect outside the common market. 
However,, such restrictions may very well fall within the ambit of the competi-
tionn laws of the country where the agreement has its effect. 

Thee positive extraterritorial effect of the Community competition laws is 
basedd purely on the effect on competition of a certain restriction. As such, a role 
forr environmental concerns is certainly conceivable. It may, for example, be 
consideredd that an environmental agreement between foreign car manufactur-
erss involving vehicles destined for, inter alia, Europe has a very small or no effect 
onn competition on the common market because of the inappreciability of the 
effectss on competition.16' 

Thee negative effect is based on the absence of an effect on competition 
withinn the common market but is limited by the requirement that there may be 
noo effect on intra-community trade.102 In this respect, the same observations 
thatt have been made above with regard to the intraterritorial effects may be 
repeated. . 

1600 See further infra paragraph 8.7.4.2 
1611 See, for such an environmental agreement the agreement on the reduction of carbondioxde emissions 

fromm cars by the Japanese Auto Manufacturers Association (JAMA) and the Korean Auto Manufacturers 

Associationn (KAMA) , press release IP/00/381. 
1622 Case 174/84, Bulk Oil v. Sun, [1986] ECR 559, para. 44 and Case C-306/96 Javico v. Yves Saint Laurent 

Parfurms,Parfurms, [1998] ECR I-1983, para. 29. 
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7.66 Environmental concerns and the scope of the competition 
rules s 

Thee above paragraphs show that the scope of the Communi-
ty'ss competition rules can be characterised as rather wide. At the same time, 
itt is inherently limited to the economic arena thus excluding many areas that 
aree considered to be non-economic. Moreover, environmental considerations 
havee been used and probably could be used to take certain entities and activi-
tiess outside the scope of the competition provisions. However, on the basis of 
thee research conducted above, it is also fair to assume that the mere presence of 
environmentall  aspects does not suffice in this respect. This begs the question 
whatt the role of environmental concerns in this respect should be. Should, for 
example,, the presence of environmental concerns lead to the inapplicability of 
thee competition rules? Moreover, could the integration principle, when applied 
accordingg to the model of integration, lead to this result? 

Fromm the perspective of the model of integration developed in Part One, the 
answerr must be in the negative. It was seen that competition and environmental 
protectionn could operate in a mutually reinforcing relation. It is precisely this 
relationn that wil l with the greatest certainty lead to both better environmental 
protectionn and economic growth, in short: sustainable development. As we have 
seen,, Article 6 is geared toward achieving sustainable development and since 
thee creation of an exception for environmental concerns is unlikely to lead to 
suchh sustainable development - in fact it may very well be counterproductive in 
thiss respect - Article 6 cannot have this effect. 

Simplyy placing all environmental restrictions or distortions of competition 
outsidee the scope of competition law cannot therefore be the result of Article 6 
ECC when it is applied in accordance with the model of integration. 

Thee fact that certain areas of the economy and certain activities, including 
environmentall  ones - see Diego Call -, have been placed outside the scope of 
thee competition provisions is therefore not welcomed. Provided, however, that 
itt is recognised that the boundaries of these exceptions may vary with time and 
place,, the harm done in terms of the bypassing of chances to achieve a compe-
titionn for the environment is limited. The Court's stout, straightforward and 
slightlyy legalistic reasoning in Diego Call should not be taken as written in stone 
inn this respect. In this connection it may be interesting to note that the Court 
appearss to have become more reluctant to declare certain activities outside the 
scopee of the competition provisions altogether.'6' Rather, the Court addresses 

r6jj Cf. Case 309/99, Wouters, [2002] ECRI-1577, where the Court declined to exclude a decision from an 

associationn representing the members of the bar from the scope of the concept 'decision by associations 

off  undertakings' within the meaning of Article 81 EC (paras. 45-71). See also Case C-475/99, Ambulanz 

Glöckntrv.Glöckntrv. Landkreis Südwestpfalz (Ambulanz Glöckner), [2001] ECR [-8089 where medical aid organi-

sationss offering emergency and patient transport services were considered to be 'undertakings', paras. 

19-22. . 
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thee tensions that arise from the unmitigated application of the competition rules 
inn these situations with the help of much more fine-tuned instruments such as 
Articlee 86(2) EC.l6< 

1644 Cf. Case 0 6 7 / 9 6, Albany, [1999] ECR I-5751, para. 86. 
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8.11 Introductio n 

Articlee 81 has been the subject of more decisions and judg-
mentss than any other substantive competition provision. This should not come 
ass a surprise given the extremely wide-ranging wording of the provision. In 
manyy respects it can be called the mainstay of Community competition law. 
Articlee 81 reads as follows: 

i)) The following shall be prohibited as incompatible with the common 
market:: all agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations 
off  undertakings and concerted practices which may affect trade between 
Memberr States and which have as their object or effect the prevention, 
restrictionn or distortion of competition with in the common market, and 
inn particular those which: 
a)) directly or indirectly fix purchase or selling prices or any other trading 
conditions; ; 
b)) limit or control production, markets, technical development or invest-
ment; ; 
c)) share markets or sources of supply; 
d)) apply dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trad-
ingg parties, thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage; 
e)) make the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other 
partiess of supplementary obligations which, by their nature or accord-
ingg to commercial usage, have no connection with the subject of such 
contracts. . 

2)) Any agreements or decisions prohibited pursuant to this Article shall be 
automaticallyy void. 

3)) The provisions of paragraph i may, however, be declared inapplicable in 
thee case of: 

 any agreement or category of agreements between undertakings; 
 any decision or category of decisions by associations of undertakings; 
 any concerted practice or category of concerted practices, 

whichh contributes to improving the production or distribution of goods or 
too promoting technical or economic progress, while allowing consumers a 
fairr share of the resulting benefit, and which does not: 
a)) impose on the undertakings concerned restrictions which are not 
indispensablee to the attainment of these objectives; 
b)) afford such undertakings the possibility of eliminating competition in 
respectt of a substantial part of the products in question. 

Ass a professor of competition law once said: 'Article 8i (and 82) should be 
treatedd as if they are provisions of criminal law; all elements must be proved 
beforee anyone can be found guilty of infringing them'. In this paragraph we will 
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thereforee examine closely all the elements that Article 81 is made up off and 
seee what role environmental concerns may play. Article 81 quickly reveals its 
essentiallyy bifurcated structure: it consists of a broadly formulated prohibition 
off  agreements that restrict competition whereas an exemption may be granted 
fromm such a prohibition. This structure has resulted in a number of interesting 
pointss with regard to this provision. For one, the direct effect of the prohibition 
togetherr with the Commission's exclusive right to grant exemptions has had an 
extensivee influence on Article 8i's application. The recently adopted Regulation 
No.. 1/2003, which provides for the direct applicability of Article 81(3) EC, will 
changee this to a large extent.1 

8.22 The Albany exception ratione materiae 

8.2.11 Introduction 

Inn a number of recent cases, the Court of Justice has created 
aa special exception to the scope of Article 81 for collectively negotiated social 
agreements.. Because this exception exists only with regard to Article 81, it has 
nott been treated as a general limit to the scope of the competition provisions. 
Forr the moment, this exception exists only in the social context. However, as 
thee application of comparable reasoning outside the context of social relations 
cannott be ruled out, we wil l have a more detailed look at this exception. Below, 
wee wil l first analyse the Albany exception. After that, the possibilities for the 
applicationn of the exception in an environmental context wil l be examined. 

8.2.22 An analysis of the Albany exception 

Inn the Albany case the Court was asked to rule on the compat-
ibilit yy with the useful effect rule (Article 3(1) (g) in connection with Article 10 in 
connectionn with Article 81 EC) of the decision declaring collectively bargained 
agreementss concerning a sectoral pension scheme generally binding.2 For such 
aa decision declaring an agreement generally binding to be contrary to Com-
munityy competition law, it needs first to be established that the 'underlying' col-
lectivee agreement itself violates Article 81. It was through this 'detour' that the 
Courtt thus had to consider whether Article 81 precluded collectively negotiated 
agreementss in the social sphere. 

11 See, for further information on the possible effects of Regulation 1/2003, ̂ nfra paragraph 8.9. 
22 Case C-67/96, Albany, [1999) ECR I-5751, joined Cases C-115/97, C-116/97 and C-117/97, Brentjens' 

Handelsonderneming^.Handelsonderneming^. Stichting Bedrijfspensioenfonds voor de handel in bouwmaterialen, [1999] ECR 

I-60255 and Case C-219/97, Maatschappij Drijvende Bokken v. Stichting Pensioenfonds voorde Vervoer-en 

Havenbedrijven,Havenbedrijven, [1999] ECR I-6121. As the judgments of the Court in these three Cases are nearly identi-

call  we will only refer to the Albany Case. 
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Thee Court started out by analysing the Treaty provisions with regard to 
suchh agreements. Thus, it cited Article 8I(I).3 Next, it turned its attention to 
thee Community's policies and objectives. In this connection, it observed that 
thee Community has not only a policy to ensure that competition in the internal 
markett is not distorted (Article 3(i)(g) EC) but also a 'policy in the social sphere' 
(Articlee 3(i)(l) EC).4 Moreover, the Court cited the Community's tasks as includ-
ingg the promotion of'a harmonious and balanced development of economic 
activities'' and 'a high level of employment and of social protection' (Article 2 
EC).. Furthermore, the Court observed the more precise tasks of the Community 
andd Commission in encouraging collective bargaining (Articles 136-145 EC and 
thee Agreement on social policy5). 

Onn the basis of this sketch of the Treaty context, the Court used the follow-
ingg reasoning to justify its exception:6 

'It'It  is beyond question that certain restrictions of competition are inherent in 
collectivecollective agreements between organisations representing employers and workers. 
However,However, the social policy objectives pursued by such agreements would be seriously 
underminedundermined if management and labour were subject to Article 85(1) [now Article 
8181 (1)] of the Treaty when seeking jointly to adopt measures to improve conditions of 
workwork and employment. 

ItIt  therefore follows from an interpretation of the provisions of the Treaty as a 
wholewhole which is both effective and consistent that agreements concluded in the context 
ofof collective negotiations between management and labour in pursuit of such objec-
tivestives must, by virtue of their nature and purpose, be regarded as falling outside the 
scopescope of Article 85(1) [now Article 81(1)] of the Treaty.' 

Thee conflict between the two sets of Treaty principles is solved with the help of 
contextual,, systematic interpretation of the Treaty as a whole.7 This approach 
showss resemblance with the 'praktischer Konkordanz' principle employed 
inn German (constitutional) law for solving conflicts.8 However, the Court's 
approachh has also been classified as being 'teleological'.9 It is submitted that the 
qualificationn of this solution as teleological ignores the fact that it does not seek 
too attain some sort of useful effect that is in accordance with a given objective.10 

'' Case C-67/96, Albany, [1999] ECR I-5751, para. 53. 
44 Ibid., para. 54. 
55 OJ1992 C 191/91. 
66 Case C-67/96, Albany, [1999] ECR I-5751. paras 59, 60. 
77 Cf. The opinion of Advocate General Jacobs in Case C-67/96, Albany, [1999] ECR I-5751, para. 177. See 

also:: Bredimas 1978, p. 73. 
88 Hesse 1984, p. 27. 
99 Loozen 1999, p. 278, Berg 2000, p. 171, Koenig & Sander 2000, p. 979. 

'°° Cf. Schermers & Waelbroeck 1992, p. 18 et seq., 
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Onn the contrary, the solution employed by the Court in the Albany case follows 
fromm the recognition that there is not one objective but rather that there are two 
potentiallyy colliding objectives in the Treaty. 

Inn any case, the Court formulated a double test that needs to be satisfied for 
thee exception to apply: both the nature and purpose of the agreement should 
warrantt an exception. The Court then went on to consider whether the nature 
andd purpose of the agreement justified the application of this exception in 
thiss particular instance. In determining whether the nature of the agreement 
justifiedd the application of the exception, the Court concentrated on the form 
andd the formal modalities of the agreement. It observed that it was concluded 
inn the form of a collective agreement and as the result of collective bargaining. 
Ass regards the purpose, the Court concluded that the agreement contributed 
directlyy to the improvement of one of the working conditions. Consequently, 
thee Court considered this agreement to fall outside the scope of Article 81(1). In 
doingg so, the Court largely followed Advocate General Jacobs' opinion. However, 
thee Court applied a slightly different test from that advocated by Jacobs. Apart 
fromm the necessity of defining the nature and purpose, the advocate general 
consideredd that, as a third test, the exception should also be limited to the core 
subjectss of collective bargaining and conditional on the fact that third parties 
orr markets are not directly affected.11 The second part of this third criterion can 
bee described as requiring a minimum distance from the market.12 Whereas 
thee first part of this extra test (limitation to the core subjects) can be said to be 
inherentt or implicit in the Court's test as regards the purpose of the agreement, 
thee 'market proximity test' has, at least not explicitly, been applied by the Court. 

Followingg Albany, the precise extent of the exception was still rather uncer-
tain.133 In this respect, the status of the third test proposed by the advocate 
generall  is only one uncertainty. Two further cases have since then shed some 
lightt on the scope of the Albany exception. In the Pavlov case, the Court was 
askedd whether an agreement concerning an occupational pension scheme could 
qualifyy for an Albany exception'.1*  Although comparable to a sectoral pension 
fundd as regards, inter alia, its social objectives and the fact that it was concluded 
followingg collective bargaining, an occupational pension fund is slightly 
different.. In fact, it was sufficiently different for the Court to conclude that 
thee Albany exception did not apply. The Court repeated its Albany case law to 
concludee that both the nature and the purpose of the agreement would have to 
justifyy the application of the exception.15 The outcome was that, even though the 

111 Opinion in Case C-67/96, Albany, [1999) ECR I-5751, para. 193. 
122 Cf. Loozen 1999, p. 278 
133 See further: Van den Bergh & Camesasca 2000, p. 501. 
144 Joined Cases C-180/98 to 184/98, Pavlov, [2000] ECR I-6451. 
155 Ibid., para. 67. 
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purposee of the agreement was to improve an element of the working conditions, 
thee agreement was not concluded in the context of collective bargaining.16 The 
Courtt reiterated the importance of the 'nature-test' by recalling the provisions 
onn which it had in the first place {partly) based the Albany exception.17 These 
containn no provisions encouraging the conclusion of collective agreements by 
memberss of the liberal professions. This lends support to the thesis that the 
AlbanyAlbany exception is of a 'constitutional' as opposed to 'competition law' nature. 
Withh this it is meant that the exception created by the Court is not inherent in 
competitionn law in se but rather follows, as we have also argued above, from the 
constitutionall  and holistic interpretation of the Treaty. The Albany exception 
couldd only be justified on the ground that the Treaty encourages the conclusion 
off  collective agreements while at the same time it also contained rules that may 
veryy well preclude the conclusion of such agreements. 

Anotherr case shedding further light on the nature and extent of the Albany 
exceptionn was the Van der Woude case.18 The collective agreement at issue in this 
casecase concerned a health care insurance scheme. This, according to the Court, 
meanss that the purpose of the agreement is to improve working conditions thus 
bringingg it within the scope of the Albany exception.19 Furthermore, Van der 
Woudee argued that the Albany exception could not apply by virtue of the fact that 
thee agreement directly influenced third parties.20 This, of course, reminds us 
off  the third criterion (the market proximity test) proposed by Advocate General 
Jacobss in the Albany case. The Court pays no explicit attention to the market 
proximityy test. Rather, it appears to consider this issue implicitly when it states 
thatt the mere fact that the health insurance scheme was subcontracted cannot 
excludee the application of the exception.21 It would thus seem possible that a 
collectivee social agreement in which the market aspects are more pertinent than 
thee social aspects would fall outside the scope of the Albany exception by virtue 
off  its non-social purpose. With the limits of the Albany exception somewhat 
clearer,, it is now time to turn to the possibilities that the Albany exception leaves 
forr environmental agreements. 

8.2.33 Environmental concerns and the Albany exception 

Ass has been shown in the introduction, the Albany exception 
iss considered to be of interest in the environmental sphere as well.22 In this 

166 Ibid., para. 68. 
177 Ibid., para. 69. 
188 Case C-222/98, H. Van der Woude / Stichting Beatrixoord (Van der Woude), [2000] ECR I-7111. 
199 Ibid., para. 25. 
200 Ibid., para. 20. 
211 Ibid., para. 26. However, see Loozen 2000, p. 303, who appears to argue that the Court doesn't apply the 

markett proximity criterion at all. 
222 Supra, paragraph 8.2. 
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paragraphh we wil l consider whether a widening of the scope of the Albany excep-
tionn to include collective environmental agreements, is possible. In this respect 
twoo possibilities can be examined. Firstly, the possibility of applying the Albany 
exceptionn to the situation where a collective agreement in the social sphere also 
containss clauses pertaining to environmental protection (paragraph 8.2.3.1).23 

Secondly,, the possibility of applying the Albany exception outside the social 
spheree to environmental agreements (paragraph 8.2.3.2). These two possibili-
tiess differ in their conceptual relation to the Albany exception. The first option 
essentiallyy concerns the conditions for the applicability of the exception (i.e. the 
sociall  nature and purpose of the agreement) whereas the second option involves 
thee constitutional foundations of the Albany exception. 

8.2.3.11 Collective social agreements concerning environmental 
aspects s 

Ass we have seen the scope of the Albany exception is limited 
too those agreements that have both a 'social' nature as well as purpose. As such 
onee may wonder whether collective agreements in the social sphere that also 
concernn some environmental aspects could benefit from the Albany exception. It 
iss at this time that Advocate General Jacobs' third requirement, that the agree-
mentt be sufficiently far removed from the market and only concern the core 
subjectss of collective negotiation, gains importance. The Court can be said to 
havee taken the first part of this test on board in deciding that the purpose of 
thee agreement is, together with its nature, decisive for the applicability of the 
AlbanyAlbany exception. Furthermore, with regard to determining the purpose of an 
agreement,, Van der Woude shows us that the Court wil l consider the require-
mentt concerning the purpose of an agreement to be fulfilled whenever the 
agreementt contributes to the improvement of the working conditions. Taking 
intoo account the fact that, being an exception to a rule, the Albany exception is to 
bee construed narrowly, it would appear improbable that environmental objec-
tivess are considered to contribute to the improvement of the working conditions. 
Thiss would only be otherwise for that category of environmental concerns that 
directlyy concern the working conditions (e.g. a provision prescribing a reduc-
tionn in the emissions of certain substances in industrial plants).24 If a collective 
sociall  agreement would include such provisions, then these provisions could 
probablyy benefit from the Albany exception. Environmental provisions in collec-
tivelyy negotiated social agreements that are further removed from the 'working 
floor'floor' (such as e.g. a provision stating that only sustainably logged wood may 

See,, to this effect, Franssen et al. 2000, p. 331. 

Cf.Cf. the reference in Article 95(4) and (5) EC to the 'working environment' as opposed to the 'environ-

ment'' in general. 
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bee used for new plant buildings25) would probably fall outside the scope of the 
AlbanyAlbany exception. 

8.2.3.22 Collective environmental agreements outside the social 
sphere e 

Thee second possible role for environmental concerns in con-
nectionn with the Albany exception would be the creation of an exception by 
analogy,, outside the sphere of social agreements, for collective environmental 
agreements.266 To see whether such an exception alongside the Albany exception 
iss possible, the constitutional foundations of the Albany exception need first to 
bee further analysed. After that has been done it wil ll  be examined whether an 
exceptionn for environmental agreements can thus be founded. 

Wee have seen above that the Albany exception is of a constitutional nature. 
Itss foundations lie in the fact that the EC Treaty contains two colliding sets of 
norms.. When analysed, it becomes clear that this collision actually consists of 
twoo separate moments. Firstly, the Treaty dictates both social as well as competi-
tivee objectives and policies for the Community. Secondly, the Treaty prescribes 
thatt the Community actively encourages certain actions that may at the same 
timee violate another Community policy. From the constitutional status or nature 
off  the exception it may be deduced that both moments of collision need to be 
presentt within the Treaty itself. A conflict between two sets of norms of which 
onlyy one has Treaty status would be resolved by means of the general rule that 
thee Treaty has primacy over lower (secondary) Community legislation.27 In such 
casess there simply is no conflict at all. 

Whenn we apply this analysis of the constitutional foundations of the Albany 
exceptionn to the environmental context, the following picture emerges. The 
Community'ss objectives are enshrined in Article 2 EC. Reading this provision, 
itt is very clear that the Community has a strong environmental objective as well. 
Articlee 2 prescribes that the Community's objectives shall, inter alia, include: 

'The'The community shall have as its task, by establishing a common market and an 
economiceconomic and monetary union and by implementing common policies or activities 
referredreferred to in Articles 3 and 4, to promote throughout the Community a harmoni-
ousous balanced and SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT of economic activities, a high level 
ofof employment and of social protection, equality between men and women, sustain-
ableable and non-inflationary growth, a high degree of competitiveness and convergence 

255 An example gleaned from Franssen et al. 2000. 

Ann example of such an agreement would be an environmental agreement between a very large part of 

thee industry and the public authorities. 
277 Article 230, second paragraph, EC. 
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ofof economic performance, A HIGH LEVEL OF PROTECTION AND IMPROVEMENT OF 
THEE QUALITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT, the raising ofthe standard of living and qual-
ityity of life, and economic and social cohesion and solidarity among Member States'. 
[Emphasis[Emphasis added] 

Furthermore,, according to Article 3(1) (1) EC, the Community shall have 'a policy 
inn the sphere ofthe environment'. The conclusion must therefore be that the 
Communityy has both a task as well as the means with regard to the protection 
ofthee environment. From the Albany case we know that the Community also 
hass an objective as well as a policy with regard to the maintenance of competi-
tion.. Whether the two sets of objectives and policies thus identified in Article 
22 and 3 with regard to competition and environmental protection will collide, 
dependss on the absence of a hierarchy between the two sets. It is presumed that 
theree is no hierarchy between the various Community objectives and policies.28 

Thee text of Articles 2 and 3 does not indicate that such a hierarchical relation 
exists.. Moreover, the Albany exception itself clearly shows that even if there is a 
hierarchicall  relation between the objectives and policies ofthe Treaty, there is no 
generall  primacy for the market integration objectives ofthe Community. In fact, 
thee text of Article 2 may even point at a preference for environmental protection 
goalss over competition objectives. Article 2 clearly lists environmental protection 
ass one ofthe Community's objectives whereas one searches Article 2 in vain for 
aa passage indicating that the maintenance of a certain degree of competition is a 
Communityy objective. On the contrary, Article 2 contains a number of objectives 
thatt are generally presumed to be best attained through effective competition.29 

Whateverr may be of this, the conclusion must be that, for environmental agree-
ments,, the first moment leading to the collision is fulfilled.30 

However,, with regard to second moment, the case for an environmental 
exceptionn ratione materiae for collectively negotiated environmental agreements 
appearss less clear-cut. In Albany the Court bases the creation ofthe exception 
onn a number of provisions in the EC Treaty and the Agreement on social policy. 
Accordingg to the Court these provisions instruct the Community and notably 
thee Commission to actively encourage collective bargaining in the social field. 
Thee Treaty, or, for that matter, any protocol to it, contains no provisions that 
couldd be construed so as to encourage collective bargaining in the environmen-
tall  sphere in a way that is comparable to the clauses that the Court referred to 
whenn it created the Albany exception. The best thing in this respect, with regard 
too environmental agreements, can be found in a number of pieces of second-

Cf.Cf. Bogdandy aooo, p. 15, rn. 64. However, Basedow argues in favor ofthe primacy of'market integra-

tionn goals' {'Ziel der marktintegration'), Basedow 1995, p. 56 et seq. 
299 See, with regard to some of these objectives, Goyder 1998, p. 10. 
300 Cf. Vedder 2001, p. 42 et seq. 
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aryy legislation and some other instruments. Firstly, some directives explicitly 
providee for implementation through so-called environmental or voluntary 
agreements.311 These, however, cannot be considered to actively encourage the 
conclusionn of such agreements. Secondly, the Commission, Council and Euro-
peann Parliament have all stated in various documents that they recommend the 
usee of environmental agreements. In, for example, the decision on the review 
off  the Fifth Environmental Action Programme, the European Parliament and 
Councill  both agreed on encouraging voluntary agreements as an instrument 
off  environmental policy.32 This has returned in the Commission's proposal for 
thee Sixth Environmental Action Programme.33 Moreover, the Commission has 
issuedd a recommendation34 on the use of environmental agreements whereas 
thee Council has adopted a resolution35 in this respect. However, for the purpose 
off  this research two remarks should be made. Firstly, all of these instruments 
encouragee environmental agreements but only insofar as they are in accordance 
withh the Treaty, notably the competition rules therein. This brings us to the 
secondd remark, one that has already been made earlier, being that these instru-
mentss should, without exception, be characterised as lower (secondary) Commu-
nityy legislation. As such they cannot depart from the Treaty and therefore no 
collisionn is possible in the first place. The conditions for the second moment of 
thee collision would thus not seem to be fulfilled. However, the following may be 
addedd to this. A close scrutiny of the provisions that the Court relies on to come 
too the Albany exception, reveals that not all of these provisions actually encour-
agee the conclusion of collectively bargained social agreements on the national 
level.. In the Albany case the Court bases its exception, inter alia, on the fact that 
Articlee 118 and n8b of the Treaty and the Agreement on social policy encourage 
thee conclusion of collective social agreements.36 

311 E.g. Directive 94/62 on packaging and packaging waste, OJ1994 L 365/10, Articles 3(12) and 7 and Arti -

clee 8 of Directive 2002/96 on waste electrical and electronical equipment (WEEE), OJ 2003 L 37/24. 
322 European Parliament and Council, decision 2179/98 on the review of the European Community 

programmee of policy and action in relation to the environment and sustainable development 'Towards 

sustainability',, OJ 1998 L 275/1, Article 3, (1), (f). 
333 COM (2001)29 final of 24 January 2001, Article 3, (4) of the proposal for a decision of the European 

Parliamentt and of the Council laying down the Community Environment Action Programme 2001-

2010. . 
344 Commission, Recommendation 96/733 concerning the use of environmental agreements implementing 

Communityy directives, OJ 1996 L 333/59. 
355 Council, Resolution of 7 October 1997 on environmental agreements, OJ 1997 C 321/6. 
366 Case C-67/96, Albany, (1999] ECR I-5751, paras. 55-58. 
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Thee reference to Article 118 which, as the Court cites it, 'provides that the 
Commissionn is to promote close cooperation between Member States in the 
sociall  field, particularly in matters relating to the right of association and collec-
tivee bargaining between employers and workers' relates only very indirectly to 
thee actual conclusion of collective social agreements. Interestingly, the Court, in 
recitingg Article n8,37 omitted the fact that this provision applies, 'without preju-
dicee to the other provisions of this Treaty and in conformity with its general 
objectives'. . 

Ass second pillar under its reasoning, the Court lists Article n8b accord-
ingg to which the Commission is to endeavour to develop the dialogue between 
managementt and labour at European level which could, if the two sides consider 
itt desirable, lead to relations based on agreement.38 This provision, again, 
concernss only indirectlyy to the conclusion of the collective social agreements 
suchh as those that were at stake in the Albany case. In this respect it may be 
pointedd out that Article n8b concerns collective bargaining at the European 
level.. Moreover, the Commission is only to encourage the dialogue and not the 
conclusionn of agreements, although such agreements would seem to be the logi-
call  consequence of negotiations. 

Finally,, the Court refers to the Agreement on social policy. In particular it 
referss to Articles i, 4(1) and 4(2) of that Agreement. Article 1 sets out the general 
objectivess of the Agreement. Article 4 represents littl e more than a repetition of 
Articlee 118b with the exception that the role of the Commission in encouraging 
collectivee bargaining is not to be found in Article 4 but in Article 3 of the Agree-
ment.. With regard to Article 4 it must be noted that this provision is again only 
indirectlyy related to the conclusion of collective social agreements as it concerns, 
likee Article 188b, negotiations and agreements on the Community level. Moreo-
ver,, the preamble to the agreement explicitly states that it is 'without prejudice to 
thee provisions of th[e] Treaty, particularly those relating to social policy [...]'. 

Inn sum, the provisions named by the Court as leading to the collision and 
thuss forming the very foundations of the exception, are not entirely convincing. 
Whetherr this flawed reasoning could be construed to also provide an opening 
forr an exception ratione materiae for environmental agreements is uncertain. On 
thee one hand, it could be argued that the use of these rather weak arguments 
byy the Court in construing the Albany exception show that this exception is 
primarilyy 'politically' inspired and not so much the result of sound legal reason-
ing.. In that respect, provided that the political will exists, similar reasoning 
couldd be applied with regard to environmental agreements. On the other hand, 
thee Court has been clear about the fact that the Albany exception constitutes an 

377 This provision has moved in essentially unchanged form to Article 140 EC as a result of the amend--

mentss to the EC Treaty by the Treaty of Amsterdam. 
388 This provision appears to have been split and can forthwith be found in Articles 138 and 139 EC. 
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exceptionn to the rule and, as such, has to be construed narrowly. In our opinion, 
thiss last view probably has more weight. The mere fact that an exception is based 
onn weak arguments cannot lead to the conclusion that even weaker grounds 
mayy be used to create similar exceptions. In this respect, it has to be taken into 
accountt that the weaknesses in the Court's reasoning as regards the Albany 
exceptionn do not involve the hierarchical relation between the provisions leading 
too the collision inasmuch as it would if an analogue exception for environmental 
agreementss were contemplated. After all, the fact remains that the provisions 
leadingg to the collision - quod non - resulting in the Albany exception were on 
thee Treaty level whereas the closest thing to lead to a comparable collision in the 
environmentall  sphere can only be found in a non-binding document. Moreover, 
itt can be doubted whether Article 6 could lead to a collision since it necessitates 
nothingg more than an integration of environmental concerns and cannot of 
itselff  be construed so as to directly encourage the conclusion of environmental 
agreements. . 

8.33 Agreements and concerted practices between undertak-
ingss and decisions of associations of undertakings 

Thee prohibition of Article 81 applies to 'agreements between 
undertakings,, decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted prac-
tices'.. For a detailed analysis of the concept of undertakings in EC competition 
law,, the reader is referred to paragraph 7.4 of above. Article 81 EC concerns 
cooperativee behaviour of undertakings. Purely unilateral measures are thus 
excludedd from the scope of Article 81 but may nonetheless fall under Article 82 
EC.399 In defining any behaviour as an 'agreement, decision or concerted practice' 
itt should always be kept in mind that in European competition law, such con-
ceptss are interpreted functionally and thus substance, and not form, matters.40 

Furthermore,, the dividing line between these concepts is very hard to draw and 
mayy very well not exist. In any case, the functional approach to these concepts 
byy the Court has made the precise characterisation of lesser importance.41 With 
regardd to environmental concerns it may be noted that the very mechanism 
encouragingg the conclusion of environmental agreements will also ensure that 
restrictionss involved are very likely to be legally binding agreements or decisions 
off  associations of undertakings. As we have seen a major driving force behind 
thee conclusion of such agreements is the exclusion of free riders, a task than 

599 See, on the dividing line between unilateral and cooperative behaviour, Case T-41/96, Bayer v. Commis-

sion,sion, [2000] II-3383, para 66 et seq. 
400 Cf. Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 2000, p. 80. 
411 Cf, Case C-49/92 P, Commission v. Anic Participazioni (Polypropylene), [1999], I-4125, para. 106 et seq. 
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cann be much better achieved when using legally binding instruments. In this 
respect,, Community competition law is very unlikely to present many possibili-
tiess or problems with regard to environmental agreements. 

8.44 Which have as their  object or  effect the prevention, 
restrictionn or  distortion of competition 

Apartt from the fact that agreements, in order to fall within the 
scopee of Article 8I{I) , need to affect trade between member states42 they must 
alsoo have 'as their object or effect the prevention restriction or distortion of 
competitionn within the common market'. A number of interesting issues arise 
inn connection with this element. Firstly, the distinction between the object and 
effectt of an agreement. Secondly, the concept of competition and, following 
fromm this, the concept of a 'prevention, restriction or distortion' of competition. 
Thirdly,, the connection between the object or effect on the one hand and the 
restriction433 of competition on the other hand. These three issues and some 
ancillaryy notions wil l be examined in this paragraph. 

8.4.11 The object or effect 

Ass the text of Article 81(1) clearly shows, the object and effect of 
ann agreement are listed as alternatives.44 In this respect, the alternative nature 
off  both conditions must primarily be understood to increase the reach of Article 
81.455 As a consequence, not only the agreements that aim to restrict competition 
butt also those that have the (unintended) effect of restricting competition while 
havingg no such objective fall within the scope of Article 81. The alternativity also 
workss the other way around in that the Court considers it unnecessary to estab-
lishh an actual effect on competition once it has been ascertained that the object 
off  an agreement is to restrict competition.46 In the environmental context, this 
distinctionn and the consequences that have been attached to it by the Court, can 
leadd to essentially two results. Firstly, an environmental agreement having an 
effectt on competition wil l fall within Article 81's ambit irrespective of its envi-
ronmentall  object. Secondly, the parties to an environmental agreement that has 
thee object of restricting competition (i.e. a 'disguised cartel'47) wil l plead its envi-

422 See, supra, paragraph 7.5. 
433 Hereafter, we wil l refer to the 'restriction' of competition in general. 
444 E.g., Case 56/65, LTMv. MBU, [1966] ECR 235. 
455 Joined Cases 56, 58/64, Constat < Grundig, [1966] ECR429, Case 56/65, LTMv. MBU, [1966] ECR 235. 

Cf.Cf. Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 2000, p. 77. 
44 E.g., Joined Cases 56, 58/64, Constcn ^ Grundig, [1966] ECR 299, at p. 342. 
477 See Commission, Guidelines on the application of Article 81 to horizontal agreements, Of 2001 C 3/2, 

para.. 25. 
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ronmentall  object or its only minimal effects on competition in vain. The fact 
thatt an agreement having effect on competition falls within the scope of Article 
811 despite its environmental objectives cannot be considered very surprising. As 
wee have seen above, the alternative nature of the object and effect test in Article 
811 can only be understood as widening its scope. 

Thee fact that environmental agreements that are deemed to have as their 
objectt the restriction of competition fall under the prohibition irrespective of 
thee (purely) environmental objectives of the parties or the negligible effects on 
competitionn is less obvious. This follows from, one the one hand, the fact that 
thee concept of the 'object of restricting competition' is an objective one and, on 
thee other hand the alternativity of the object and effect. As the alternativity of 
objectt and effect has already received some attention, we will now focus on the 
objectivee nature of the term 'object' in Article 81(1) EC. 

Thiss objective nature is of interest for the purpose of this investigation for 
twoo reasons. Firstly, if object is indeed an objective notion, the parties' intent 
becomess irrelevant. This, in turn, would completely remove the possibility of 
excludingg environmental agreements from the scope of Article 81 precisely 
becausee of the lack of subjective intent to restrict competition. Secondly, the case 
laww of the Court is not entirely clear on this point and may leave some room for 
thee interpretation of object as subjective intention.48 

Everr since the Miller Schallplatten case49 but probably already in the Consten 
elel Grundig case,50 communis opinio has been that the object of an agreement is 
ann objective concept flowing from the nature of an agreement and not from the 
partiess intentions.51 In the context of agreements that are claimed to be (partly) 
environmental,, the IAZ case is interesting.52 This case is the appeal against 
thee Commission decision in the NAVEWA-ANSEAU case.53 In this decision 
thee Commission prohibited an agreement establishing a system of conformity 
checkss for washing machines. The claimed purpose of the agreement was the 
protectionn of the water quality through ensuring the conformity of washing 
machiness with the norms pertaining to water quality. However, closer scrutiny 
revealedd that the agreement also had the object of hindering parallel imports. 
Beforee the Court the parties to the agreement argued that the Commission 
hadd not established that the agreement's purpose was to restrict competition. 
Accordingg to the Court 'the agreement clearly expresses the intention of treating 

488 Cf. Odudu 2001A. 
499 Case 19/77, Miller Schallplatten v. Commission, [1978] ECR 131, para. 7. 
500 Joined Cases 56,58/64, Consten a[ Grundig, [1966] ECR 299, at p. 343. 
511 Cf. Bellamy & Child 1993, para. 2-100 at p. 93, Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 2000, p. 93 and Faull & 

Nikpayy 1999, para. 2.61 at p. 82. 
522 Joined Cases 96-102,104,105,108 and 110/82, IAZ, [1983] ECR 3369. 

""  Commission Decision 82/371, NAVEWA-ANSEAU, OJ 1982 L 167/39. 
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parallell  imports less favourably'.54 To come to this conclusion the Court took 
intoo account the content, origin and circumstances of the implementation of the 
agreement. . 

Thiss case effectively shows that the absence of a subjective intent to restrict 
competitionn does not rule out the possibility of the agreement being considered 
restrictivee of competition by object. This will have as an effect that the (partly) 
environmentall  objective of the parties to the agreement will not suffice to keep 
certainn agreements from being deemed to restrict competition by their object. 

8.4.22 The concept of a restriction of competition 

Articlee 81 prohibits the 'prevention, restriction or distortion' of 
competition.. As the borders between the concepts 'prevention', 'restriction' and 
'distortion'' are considered to be fluid and these concepts are used interchange-
ably,""  we will hereafter only refer to the general concept of a restriction of com-
petition.. Taken literally, Article 81(1) applies to every restriction of competition 
irrespectivee of the impact of the agreement on competition. From this perspec-
tive,, it could be argued that a restriction of competition is inherent in every 
contract.. Such an interpretation of Article 81(1) would clearly be disproportion-
atee and lead to an unworkable situation. 

Itt is for this reason probably that the Court has restricted the scope of Article 
81(1)) to encompass only appreciable restrictions of competition. This is referred 
too in doctrine as the requirement of appreciability. Furthermore, the restriction 
off  competition on one level following from an agreement may also be compen-
satedd for by increases of competition on other levels. The result of this could be 
thatt there is no appreciable restriction of competition as a net result. This is often 
referredd to as the 'rule of reason' in competition law.'6 In general both concepts 
aree closely related and can both be called examples of an economically realistic 
applicationn of Article 8i{i) . With regard to the concept of the rule of reason two 
remarkss need to be made. Firstly, there is a considerable amount of semantics 
involvedd in the scholarly discussions surrounding this concept. To a large degree 
thesee discussions also involve the difference between the concept of appreciabil-
ityy and the rule of reason. We will not attempt to give the final answer to these 
questionss but rather limit ourselves to a description and appreciation insofar 
ass this is necessary for the purpose of this research. Secondly, European law 
withh regard to the free movement of goods also knows a rule of reason. It is very 
importantt to clearly distinguish these two rules. Below we wil l first look at the 
appreciabilityy requirement and after that the rule of reason will be scrutinised. 

544 Joined Cases 96-102,104,105,108 and 110/82, IAZ, [1983] ECR 3369, para. 23. 
555 Cf. Faull&Nikpayi999, p. 81. 
55 Cf. Jones & Suffrin 2001, p. 142. 
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8.4.2.11 An introduction to appreciability 

Thee concept of appreciability found its way in European com-
petitionn law at an early stage. Already in 1965, in the Volk v. Vervaecke case, the 
Courtt decided that only those agreements that have more than insignificant 
effectss on the market fall within the scope of Article 8I(I).57 This case involved 
ann agreement conferring absolute territorial protection between two rather 
insignificantt parties. The parties' market share was less than 1 per cent. It is 
interestingg to note that in this judgment the Court appears to have introduced 
ann appreciability criterion with regard to both the requirement of an effect on 
intra-communityy trade as well as the need for there to a restriction of competi-
tionn if Article 81(1) is to apply.58 

Thee Commission has laid down its view of this appreciability criterion in the 
Noticee on agreements of minor importance.59 In this notice the Commission 
distinguishess essentially three types of agreements and corresponding levels 
off  appreciability. With regard to vertical agreements {i.e. agreements between 
firmsfirms on different levels of trade which are not actual or potential competitors) 
thee Commission considers that a combined market share on the relevant market 
off  less than 15 per cent wil l generally render the agreement de minimis, causing 
itt to fall outside the scope of the prohibition. With regard to horizontal agree-
mentss (i.e. those between firms on the same level of trade who are actual or 
potentiall  competitors on the markets concerned) the bar is put at a market share 
off  10 per cent. Certain types of restrictions are considered to appreciably restrict 
competitionn irrespective of the market share of the parties. These restrictions 
concern,, inter alia, the fixing of prices, market sharing and are often referred 
too as 'hard core' or 'per se' restrictions.60 In general therefore, two types of 
appreciabilityy criterion may be discerned. On the one hand there is a quantita-
tivee notion of appreciability that depends on the market share of the parties and 
onn the other hand there is a qualitative concept of appreciability that hinges on 
thee nature of the restriction involved. As we saw above, the nature of restric-
tionss of price competition results in them being considered to be, qualitate qua, 
appreciablyy restrictive of competition. Another way to describe them would be to 
considerr them to be per se quantitatively restrictive of competition. On the other 
hand,, there may be subjects of agreements that will be deemed not to appreci-
ablyy restrict competition no matter what the parties' market share is. Particu-

577 Case 5/69, VflJJt v. Vervaecke, [1969] ECR 295, para 5/7. 
55 See, with regard to the requirement of an effect on trade, supra paragraph 7.5. 
599 Commission Notice on agreements of minor importance which do not fall within the meaning of Arti -

clee 81(1) (De Minimis Notice), OJ 2001 C 368/13. This notice replaces the 1997 De Minimis Notice that 

placedd the bar at 10 and 5 per cent for vertical and horizontal agreements. 
600 Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 2000, p. 102, Faull & Nikpay 1999, p. 82. 
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larlyy with regard to this second, qualitative, concept of appreciability and the rule 
off  reason, there appears to be considerable disagreement and confusion among 
scholars.611 Below we wil l pay further attention to both concepts or notions of 
appreciabilityy and their importance in the environmental sphere. In the context 
off  the quantitative concept of appreciability we wil l also try to demarcate the 
borderss between this concept and the rule of reason. 

8.4.2.22 The quantitative concept of appreciability and environ-
mentall  protection 

Ass we have seen above the quantitative concept of appreciability 
revolvess around the parties' market share. Moreover, it is the earliest recognised 
conceptt of appreciability originating in the 1965 judgment in the Volk v. Ver-
vaeckevaecke case. As such it is relatively well established. For one, the Commission 
hass laid down, in the De minimis notice, precise levels of market share in this 
respect.. In the environmental context the recent Commission Guidelines on the 
applicabilityy of Article 81 of the EC Treaty to horizontal cooperation agreements 
aree of great interest.62 In chapter 7 of these guidelines the Commission indi-
catess its policy with regard to environmental agreements. In doing so, it distin-
guishes,, as regards the assessment of environmental agreements under Article 
81(1),, between three types of agreements. In section 7.3.1.3 the Commission 
addressess the third type of agreement that 'may fall under Article 81 (i)\ The 
centrall  criterion used by the Commission in order to determine whether such 
agreementss actually fall under the scope of the prohibition appears to be the 
parties'' market share.6' In these Guidelines, the Commission does not provide 
uss with a clearly quantified market share cap but rather limits itself to indicat-
ingg that 'significant market shares' will cause Article 81(1) to apply.64 Moreover, 
thee Commission appears to have applied the quantitative concept of appreci-
abilityy in a number of environmental cases. However, these instances were 
onlyy to the effect that such agreements were considered to appreciably restrict 
competition.. In the case involving an agreement between the importers and 
producerss of washing machines in Europe (CECED), the Commission consid-
eredd that Article 81(1) applied because the parties represented more than 95 per 
centt of the market.65 Similarly, in the case involving an agreement by European 
associationn of manufacturers of consumer electronics {EACEM) to reduce 

See,, for an overview of the debate: Odudu 2001B. 
622 Commission, Notice Guidelines on the applicability of Article 81 of the EC Treaty to horizontal coopera-

tionn agreements (Guidelines on horizontal agreements), OJ 2001 C 3/2. 
6 '' Ibid., p. 27. 

44 In any event, the thresholds of the De Minimis Notice apply. 
655 Commission Decision 2000/475, CECED, O J 2000 L187/47, para. 42. 
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energyy consumption, the Commission granted an informal exemption.66 This 
impliess that the agreement was considered to fall under Article 8I{I ) in the first 
placee because the parties held a market share in excess of 64 per cent.67 This 
indicatess the likely scenario with regard to the application of the appreciability 
criterionn to environmental agreements. As we have noted above, a major driving 
forcee behind the conclusion of environmental agreements is the achievement of 
economiess of scale. This in turn will generally result in a large percentage of the 
markett joining an environmental agreement thus effectively ruling out the pos-
sibilityy of an environmental agreement being considered to not to appreciably 
restrictt competition from a quantitative perspective. 

8.4.2.33 The qualitative concept of appreciability and environmen-
tall  protection 

AA much more recent addition to the appreciability tree is the 
qualitativee concept of appreciability. In this concept whether or not an appreci-
ablee restriction of competition exists depends on the nature or quality of the 
restriction.. A good example of the application of this concept of appreciability 
cann be found in the Commission decision in the APB case.68 This case con-
cernedd the agreement by the Belgian association of pharmacists to set up a qual-
ityy label. The Commission granted a negative clearance for the system setting up 
thiss quality label because other quality labels could freely be created and because 
'thee quality of pharmaceuticals was only one means of competition among others' 
(emphasiss added).69 

Inn the Servicemaster case, the Commission considered the prohibition in 
aa franchise agreement for the franchisee not to obtain a more than 5 per cent 
interestt in a competing firm not to appreciably restrict competition on the 
followingg grounds.70 

'Although'Although the prohibition against acquiring non-controlling financial interest in 
thethe capital of a competing publicly-quoted company can be a restriction of competi-
tiontion falling within Article 85(1) [Now Article 81(1)], in this particular case it is not 

666 Commission notice pursuant to Article 19(3) of Council Regulation 17, EACEM, OJ1998 C 12/2. The 

'exemptionn comfort letter' in this Case was not formally published. However, from the Commission's 

annuall  competition report in 1998, it becomes clear that the decision substantively entailed an exemp-

tion,, 1998 Competition Report, p. 152. 
677 Commission notice pursuant to Article 19(3) of Council Regulation 17, EACEM, Of 1998 C 12/2, paras. 

3-4--
688 Commission Decision 90/33, APB, OJ 1990 L 18/35. 
699 Ibid, paras. 41, 42; Commission, 1989 Competition Report, p. 62, 63. 
700 Commission Decision 88/604, Servicemaster, OJ 1988 L 332/38. para. 10. 
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consideredconsidered to be an appreciable restriction because the franchisees are generally small 
undertakingsundertakings for which the prohibition against acquiring more than 5 per cent of a 
publicly-quotedpublicly-quoted company does not normally constitute a real hindrance in the devel-
opmentopment of their own activities. Furthermore, the franchisees are completely free in the 
acquisitionacquisition of financial interests in non-competing companies.' 

Inn both cases the Commission bases its judgment on the appreciability of the 
restrictionn on the nature or content of the obligation in question and analyses 
thiss in its factual and legal context. 

Thee abovementioned Guidelines on horizontal cooperation also contain 
exampless of the qualitative concept of appreciability in the environmental 
sphere.. The Commission seems to be referring to what has been deemed per se 
qualitativee appreciability when it speaks of agreements that will almost always 
comee under Article 81(1) 7' More interesting is the fact that the Commission also 
seemss to recognise instances where an agreement is considered not to appreci-
ablyy restrict competition from a qualitative perspective. In section 7.3.1.1 the 
Commissionn is concerned with agreements that do not fall under Article 81(1) 
irrespectivee of the parties' market share. According to the Commission this may 
occurr where there is no precise individual obligation for the parties because, for 
example,, more than one means are available to attain the goals of the agree-
ment.7**  Another example given by the Commission concerns agreements on the 
environmentall  performance of products or processes. Insofar as these perform-
ancee standards do not appreciably influence product or productionn diversity or 
onlyy marginally influence purchasing decisions, the agreement will be consid-
eredd not to appreciably restrict competition. When an agreement results in 
thee phasing out of certain products, the ensuing restriction will be considered 
unappreciablee if these phased out products represent only a minor proportion of 
thee market.73 

Thee Commission appears to have used this line of reasoning in a number of 
cases.. In the ACE A case the Commission considered that an agreement among 
thee members of the European association of manufacturers of automobiles to 
reducee carbon dioxide emissions from cars by the members of that association 
didd not appreciably restrict competition.™ The reason for this was firstly the fact 
thatt they had agreed only on a sector-wide emissions reduction objective. Thus 
thee agreement did not result in a specific obligation for individual members. 
Furthermore,, the technical means by which the parties are to attain this objec-
tivee were left completely free. The Commission has also granted negative clear-

711 Commission, Guidelines on horizontal agreements, OJ 2001 C 3/2, section 7.3.1.2. 
722 Ibid., para. 185. 
7 '' Ibid., para. 186. 
744 Commission press release IP/98/865, see also Commission Competition Report 1998, para. 131. 
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ancee to an agreement to improve the energy efficiency of electric motors on the 
basiss of similar reasoning.75 

Inn the CECED case the Commission applied the reasoning set out above to 
comee to the conclusion that the restriction was in fact appreciable.75 The CECED 
agreementt concerned the phasing out of energy inefficient washing machines. 
Ass we have seen above the parties held more than 95 per cent of the market 
andd from the quantitative perspective the agreement was considered to appreci-
ablyy restrict competition. This did not keep the Commission from investigat-
ingg whether or not the agreement entailed qualitatively appreciable effects on 
competitionn and trade between Member States. Firstly the Commission stated 
thatt 'energy consumption is not negligible as a purchase criterion'.77 This refer-
encee to the environmental performance not being 'negligible' as a purchase 
criterionn appears to be going further than the requirement that the Commission 
hass formulated the Guidelines on horizontal agreements, of it being 'marginal' 
ass a purchase criterion. Something that is marginal clearly does not need to be 
negligible.. Furthermore, an interesting nexus between this criterion and the 
finalfinal condition for an exemption may be noted. We shall pay more attention to 
thiss nexus in the paragraph devoted to the final condition for exemption.78 

Outsidee the environmental context, qualitative appreciability reasoning has 
alsoo been applied in the Commission's decision in Irish Banks' Standing Commit-
tee.tee.7979 Among others, the agreement harmonised the banks' opening hours. 
Accordingg to the Commission opening hours are an aspect of competition. The 
Commissionn goes on to state that, however, only some of the banking serv-
icess are actually affected and moreover competition between the parties with 
regardd to the affected services is not otherwise impinged upon. As a result the 
Commissionn considers that competition is not appreciably restricted.80 

Thee European Court of Justice appears also to be applying a qualitative 
notionn of appreciability. In the abovementioned Pavlov case, the pension scheme 
sett up by medical specialists was considered not to be able to benefit from the 
AlbanyAlbany exception.8' However, the Court ruled that Article 81(1) did not apply 
becausee the agreement was not contrary to Article 81 (1). The Court starts its 
reasoningg in this respect by observing that for the application of Article 81(1) 
itt is necessary to take into account the relevant economic and factual circum-
stancess in which the agreement operates.82 The Court then sets out to analyse 

755 Commission press release IP/00/508, see also Martinez-Lopez 2000, p. 24, 25. 
766 Commission Decision 2000/475, CECED, O J 2000 L 187/47. 
777 Ibid., para. 42. 
788 Infra para. 8.7.5. 
799 Commission Decision 86/507, Irish Banks' Standing Committee, OJ 1986 L 295/28. 
800 Ibid., para. 17. 
811 Joined Cases C-180/98 to 184/98, Pavlov, [2000] ECR-6451. 
822 Ibid., para. 91. 
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thee effects of the agreement and comes to the conclusion that these restrict 
competitionn with regard to one cost factor, namely that connected with pension 
insurance.833 It follows the opinion of Advocate General Jacobs in that it observes 
thatt those restrictive effects are limited because they concern only one cost 
factorr that is insignificant in comparison with the total amount of costs faced by 
medicall  specialists.84 

Preciselyy because the Court follows the opinion of the Advocate General 
inn this respect, it is interesting to take a closer look at this opinion. The Advo-
catee General starts his observations in this respect by observing that only in 
speciall  sectors or with regard to special categories of agreements the factual and 
economicc circumstances need to be taken into account.85 He continues by listing 
fourr arguments to substantiate his conclusion that competition is not appreci-
ablyy restricted.86 Firstly, only a cost factor and not a price factor is harmonised. 
Secondly,, this cost factor is of relatively minor importance in comparison with 
otherr factors. The third reason listed by the Advocate General appears in fact 
onlyy to repeat the second argument. Fourthly, the Advocate General considers 
thatt medical specialists vigorously compete on other factors such as the quality 
off  their services. 

Accordingly,, both the Court and the Advocate General reach the conclusion 
thatt competition is not appreciably restricted by the agreement to set up a collec-
tivee pension fund.87 The reasoning applied by both the Court and the Advocate 
Generall  can only be characterised as an application of a qualitative appreciabil-
ityy test whereby they look at the actual content of the agreement and not at the 
markett share held by the parties to determine the impact on competition. In 
actuall  fact, the Commission appears to have taken this ruling into account in 
drawingg up the abovementioned Guidelines on horizontal agreements.88 

Ass the Commission's Guidelines show, the qualitative concept of appreciabil-
ityy may very well result in an environmental agreement being considered to fall 
outsidee the scope of Article 81(1) simply because competition is not appreciably 
restricted.. From the Guidelines and Commission and Court practice a number 
off  instances where this might take place, can be discerned. 

Firstly,, the case where an environmental agreement contains only general 
andd sector wide targets and leaves parties considerable room as regards the 
meanss by which they can attain that target. Secondly, an agreement on envi-

33 Ibid., para. 92,93. 
44 Ibid., para 94, 95. 
55 Ibid., para 137 of the opinion. 

Ibid.,Ibid., paras 139-142 of the opinion. 
77 It must be noted that the Court also appear to use the rule of reason in coming to the conclusion that 

competitionn is not appreciably restricted. 
888 Commission, Guidelines on horizontal agreements, OJ 2001 C 3/2, para. 23. 
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ronmentall  aspects may very well only marginally affect production or products. 
Despitee the fact that energy efficiency was considered by the Commission as 
nott being negligible as a purchase criterion, it is certainly possible to argue 
thatt an agreement on energy efficiency has no significant effect on product or 
productionn diversity. This will hold true all the more when multiple means to 
attainn these energy efficiency goals are available. Where, as a third example, an 
environmentall  agreement entails the phasing out of certain products, Article 
81(1)) wil l not be concerned whenever the market share of the products that 
aree removed from the market is minor. This example is somewhat paradoxical 
fromm an environmental perspective in that the fact that only a minor portion is 
phasedd out also limits the amount of environmental gain to come from such a 
phasingg out. This example may, however, be very interesting in connection with 
thee Court's application of the appreciability criterion in the Pavlov case. In this 
casecase the Court considered an agreement harmonising only a minor percent-
agee of the parties' costs not to appreciably restrict competition. When this is 
takenn a bit further, the following reasoning could result. An agreement having 
aa harmonising effect on costs will invariably also have a harmonising effect on 
thee prices, as these are a necessary consequence of the costs. Current Commis-
sionn competition policy prescribes that any agreement on prices, no matter 
whatt percentage of the price is concerned, invariably results in an appreciable 
restrictionn of competition. This is so because agreements restricting price 
competitionn are deemed to be per se restrictions of competition. However, agree-
mentss limiting outputs are also considered to constitute per se restrictions.89 If 
thee Commission is willin g to consider the percentage of products phased out 
intoo account in determining whether or not a restriction is appreciable, a similar 
reasoningg could be applied with regard to the percentage of the price affected 
byy an environmental agreement. This could prove to be particularly important 
withh regard to environmental agreements involving an environmental surcharge 
orr a removal fee. Such agreements have occurred in the Netherlands and have 
mett with resistance from the Netherlands Competition authority.90 We shall pay 
closerr attention to the possibilities that this reasoning offers in chapter 16. 

8.4.2.44 The rule of reason and environmental protection 

Thee rule of reason originates in U.S. antitrust law where sec-
tionn one of the Sherman act prohibits 'every contract [...] in restraint of trade' 
withoutt offering the possibility of an exception to that prohibition.91 Primarily as 
aa reaction to the application of Article 81(1), that was perceived to be overly wide 

899 E.g. ibid, paras. 18 and 188. 
900 The Stibat and Wit en Bruingoed Cases, see infra, paragraph 16.5. 
911 Cf. Joliet 1967, p. 20 et seq. 
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andd legalistic, some scholars have argued for the creation of a comparable rule in 
Europeann competition law.92 

Whetherr or not a rule of reason actually exists in the competition rules of 
thee European Community is uncertain for a number of reasons. For one, the 
conceptt of the rule of reason is subject to a considerable amount of semantics. 
Whilstt it is often equated with the balancing of pro- and anti-competitive effects 
inn order to establish whether or not there is a (net) restriction of competition 
withinn the meaning of Article 8I( I) , it is also perceived as entailing a 'bilan 
economique'economique' in which a restriction of competition is balanced with offsetting 
economicc benefits. Moreover, it should be said that the existence of a rule of 
reasonn in European competition law has neither been formally acknowledged 
norr rejected by the Courts.93 At the same time, the Commission, in its White 
Paperr on the modernisation of the rules implementing Articles 81 and 82 EC, 
hass explicitly admitted that it has had recourse to the rule of reason.94 Matters 
aree further complicated by the fact that the rule of reason is considered by a 
numberr of scholars to have actually been applied by the Commission and the 
Communityy Courts.95 

Thee uncertainty and semantics96 surrounding the debate about the existence 
off  a rule of reason in European competition law are reflected in Métropok II.97 In 
thiss case the Court of First Instance held that a number of judgments that are 
oftenn considered to be the result of the rule of reason, could not be 'interpreted 
ass establishing the existence of a rule of reason in Community competition law'. 
Inn the view of the Court of First Instance, the pro- and anti-competitive effects 
needd to be balanced within the framework of Article 81(3) EC because this provi-
sionn would otherwise 'lose much of its effectiveness'.98 The judgments brought 
forwardd by the parties as evidence of the existence of a rule of reason were 
consideredd by the Court of First instance to be 

'part'part of a broader trend in the case-law according to which it is not necessary to 
hold,hold, wholly abstractly and without drawing any distinction, that any agreement 

9 22 See for further references Jones & Sufrin 2001, p. 138 et seq. 
933 E.g. Case T-14/89, Montedipev. Commission, [1992] ECR II-1155, para. 265. See, however, Métropole II, 

discussedd infra in this paragraph. 
9 44 Commission, White Paper on the Modernisation of the Rules Implementing Articles 85 and 86 of the 

ECC Treaty, Of 1999 C 132/1, paras. 56,57. 
955 E.g. Gerven 1997, p. 185-188. 
99 See, e.g. Monti 2002, who, at p. 1086, introduces an European rule of reason alongside an US rule of 

reason. . 
9 77 Case T-112/99, Métropole television (M6), Suez-Lyonnaisc des eaux, France Telecom and Television 

francaisefrancaise 1 SA (TFi) v. Commission (Métropole II) , [2001] ECR II-2459, para. 76. 
9 88 Ibid., para. 74. 
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restrictingrestricting the freedom of action of one or more of the parties is necessarily caught by 
thethe prohibition laid down in Article 85(1) [now Article 81(1)] of the Treaty. In assess-
inging the applicability of Article 85(1) [now Article 81(1)] to an agreement, account 
shouldshould be taken of the actual conditions in which it functions, in particular the 
economiceconomic context in which the undertakings operate, the products or services covered 
byby the agreement and the actual structure of the market concerned.' 

Thee Court of First instance's basic argument to reject the rule of reason is 
thee fact that this interpretation of Article 81(1) would be 'difficult to reconcile 
withh the rule prescribed by that provision'.99 In Métropole II we can see how 
thee parties considered that the pro- and anti-competitive effects needed to be 
balanced.. The Court then considers that this is incompatible with the general 
schemee of Article 81 as a whole. According to the Court this balancing act 
shouldd take place as part of the application of the third paragraph of that provi-
sion.. It is submitted that this reading of Article 81 disregards the actual word-
ingg of Article 81 EC. For the applicability of the first paragraph of this provision 
aa 'prevention, restriction or distortion of competition' is necessary. The cases 
referredd to by the parties because they are considered to contain an applica-
tionn of the rule of reason show that the Court is actually establishing whether 
orr not there is a net restriction of competition. A limitation of the intra brand 
competition,, for example, is considered to be compensated for by an increase 
off  the inter brand competition. Where a net restriction of competition has been 
established,1000 there may be benefits that are not related to the degree of compe-
titionn that offset the restriction of competition. These non-competition benefits 
findfind their place in Article 81(3) EC. Essentially, the rule of reason involves a bilan 
concurrentielconcurrentiel whereas Article 81(3) is submitted to be a bilan economique. This 
interpretationn of Article 81(1) is by no means incompatible with the wording of 
thatt provision and does not deprive Article 81(3) of its effectiveness.101 In this 
respect,, and because the European Court of Justice has not explicitly rejected the 
rulee of reason and can even be considered to have applied it recently,102 it is still 
interestingg to further examine the rule of reason in European competition law. 

Typically,, an application of the rule of reason by the Court is preceded by the 
statementt thatIO? 

999 Ibid., para. 73. 
1000 Because, for example, the restriction of intra brand competition goes beyond what is necessary to ensure 

thee functioning of an agreement in such a manner that ascertains an increased inter brand competition. 
1011 Cf. Wesseling 2000, p. 106. 
1022 Cf. Monti 2002, who, at p. 1086, introduces a European rule of reason that, contrary to the US rule of 

reason,, is not about balancing pro- and anti-competitive effects but instead incorporates the rule of 

reasonn from the free movement provisions into Community competition law. See further on this incor-

porationn of legal concepts from the free movement provisions: Mortelmans 2001. 
I0 }}  E.g. Joined Cases C-180/98 to 184/98, Pavlov, [2000] ECR-6451, para. 91. 
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'account'account should be taken of the economic context in which undertakings operate, 
thethe products and services covered by the decisions of those undertakings, the structure 
ofof the market concerned and the actual conditions in which it Junctions'. 

AA good recent example of what may be called an application of the rule of reason 
cann be found in the Pavlov case. As we have seen above, the Court in this case 
camee to the conclusion that the agreement to set up a collective pension scheme 
didd not fall under Article 81(1) because it did not appreciably restrict competi-
tion.. It reached this conclusion on the basis of two types of reasoning. Firstly, as 
wee have seen above, the Court applied a qualitative appreciability test. Secondly, 
thee Court had recourse to the rule of reason. In this respect the Court observed 
thatt the decision to set up a collective scheme enabled the medical specialists 
'too share the risks insured against while achieving economies of scale'.'04 From 
thee wording used, it can be inferred that this consideration was to large extent 
inspiredd by the Advocate-General's opinion.105 The Advocate-General, on the 
basiss of this reasoning, comes to the following conclusion:106 

'Accordingly,'Accordingly, the pro-competitive effects of the institutionalised management 
cooperationcooperation are much stronger than any (theoretical) anti-competitive effects. The 
setting-upsetting-up of the Fund, like the setting-up of an agricultural cooperative association, 
improvesimproves efficiency. As such it is not caught by Article 85(1) [now Article 81(1)]' 

Thiss weighing of pro-competitive and anti-competitive effects, as we have seen 
above,, is precisely what the rule of reason is all about. The result is that only net 
restrictionss of competition end up needing an exemption under Article 81(3). 

Withh regard to the rule of reason and environmental protection the following 
remarkss may be made. The rule of reason as it was identified above is inherently 
limitedd to the balancing of pro- and anti-competitive effects. Other positive or 
negativee effects, such as an improvement or deterioration of the environment, 
cannott be taken into account within the rule of reason as that would run counter 
too the very essence of the rule of reason.107 

Thee European rule of reason that Monti identifies in, inter alia, the Court's 
judgmentt in Wouters, is a completely different matter. The European rule of 
reasonn can be compared to what Vogelaar and Mortelmans have called the 
'inherentt restriction-approach.108 According to this approach certain restric-
tionss of competition are considered by the Court to be inherent in the regulation 

1044 Ibid., para. 96. 
1055 The Advocate-General uses allmost identical wording in his opinion, ibid., para 146 of the opinion. 

Ibid.,Ibid., para. 148 of the opinion. 
1077 Cf. Ehle 1996 who at, p. 115, gives further references. 
100 Vogelaar 2000, Mortelmans 2001, p. 628 
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off  a certain activity.109 As a result, they should be accepted under Article 81(1) 
providedd that the aim of the regulation is acceptable and the restriction does not 
goo beyond what is necessary. 

Thee European rule of reason is in fact a transplantation of a doctrine that 
wass developed as part of the Treaty provisions on free movement (Articles 28, 
39,, 43, 49 and 56 EC). According to this Court-developed exception, national 
ruless that apply without distinction do not fall foul of the prohibitions on restric-
tionss of the free movement, if they are necessary to protect a mandatory require-
ment.1100 As such, it can in principle accommodate any mandatory requirement 
(thee proper practice of the legal profession in Wouters) including the protection 
off  the environment,"1 provided that the restriction of competition is necessary 
too protect the mandatory requirement. However appealing this European rule 
off  reason may seem at first sight, it is submitted that such an interpretation of 
Articlee 8I{I ) does indeed entail the risk, that the Court of First Instance feared 
inn Métropok II, of rendering Article 81(3) superfluous. 

Nevertheless,, even if we understand the rule of reason as only encompassing 
aa balance between pro- and anticompetitive effects, this in no way precludes the 
applicationn of the rule of reason to an environmental agreement. Particularly 
inn the environmental sphere efficiency gains from cooperation are obvious. 
Furthermore,, agreements on certain environmental aspects of production or 
productss may very well add a new (environmental) dimension on which compe-
titionn is possible. Even more importantly, the environmental agreement may 
resultt in the creation of an entirely new market. The Commission recognises 
thiss in its Guidelines on horizontal agreements. According to the Commis-
sion,, agreements that lead to genuine market creation wil l not be considered 
too restrict competition insofar as the parties are unable to organise the activ-
ityy independently and alternatives and/or competitors are not present.112 This 
rationalee possibly underlies the Commission's positive appreciation of the Eco-
EmballagesEmballages scheme."3 This case concerned a collective take back and recycling 
schemee that, not unlike DSD, was set up following legislation laying down a 
producerr responsibility for packaging waste. To a large extent the institutional 
andd operational layout of Eco-Emballages is similar to that of DSD."4 Eco-

1099 See Case 0-309/99, Wouters, [2002] ECR 1-1577, Pa r a- 97-
1100 E.g. Case C-55/94, Reinhard Gebhard v. Consiglio dell'ordine Deglo Avvocatie Procuratori di Milano 

(Gebhard),, [1995] ECR I-4165, para. 37 and Case C-3/95, Reisebüro Broede v. Gerd Sanker (Reisebüro 

Broede),, [1996] ECR I-6511, para. 28. Further on this: Mortelmans 2001, p. 617 et seq. 
1111 Recognised as a mandatory requirement in Case 203/86, Commission v. Denmark {Danish Bottles), 

[1988]]  ECR 4607. 
1122 Commission, Guidelines on horizontal agreements Of 2001 C 3/2, para. 187. 

" '' Commission, Notice pursuant to Article 19(3) of Regulation 17, OJ 2000 C 227/6, Decision 2001/663, 

Eco-Emballages,Eco-Emballages, OJ 2001 L 233/37. 
1144 As the Commission recognised in its press release in this Case; IP/01/850. 
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Emballagess is the company that administrates the take back system for which 
itt concludes contracts with the producers that use packaging. This contractual 
relationn revolves around the licensed right for the producer to print a 'green dot' 
onn the packaging and the licence fee that has to be paid for this. These license 
feess constitute Eco-Emballages' income with which it funds the take back and 
recycling.. Secondly, Eco-Emballages has acquired the right to sub-licence the 
greenn dot from the Europe-wide licence holder 'Pro Europe'. Thirdly, Eco-Embal-
lagess has concluded contracts with the local (municipal) authorities. These 
authoritiess are under the statutory obligation to ensure the environmentally 
soundd treatment of household waste on their territory. By concluding a contract 
withh Eco-Emballages they receive financial support for this from Eco-Embal-
lagess in return for which the municipalities will have to either hand over the 
collectedd waste to the take-back company designated by Eco-Emballages ('desig-
natedd take back firms') or to a take-back company chosen by the municipality 
itself.. Fourthly and finally, Eco-Emballages has a contractual relation (so-called 
sectorall  and operational take-back contracts) with the take-back firms. The latter 
aree responsible for the taking back and recycling of the household waste. At the 
momentt there are five so-called sectors (steel, aluminium, paper, plastic and 
glass)) and Eco-Emballages will conclude a sectoral contact with only one firm 
perr sector. These firms are then free to contract the designated take-back firms 
whoo will then take care and organise the actual taking back and recycling. 

Thee decision with regard to the Article 81 aspects involved in DSD show 
thatt the Commission is willing to go quite far in applying a rule of reason type 
off  approach to cases involving the creation of a new market. Among the types 
off  packaging waste collected through the DSD system are plastic sales packag-
ingg and composite packaging containing plastics. The producer responsibility 
forr these materials was included in the relevant German legislation only at a 
laterr stage."5 The Commission sees this as the creation of a new 'area for busi-
nesss activity'."6 With regard to plastics and composite packaging containing 
plastics,, DSD has maintained the obligation for the collectors to pass these on 
freee of charge (the so-called zero interface or Schnittstelle Null)."7 The fact that 
thee Commission - 'in view of the exceptional circumstances and conditions 
surroundingg the establishment of a new, functioning market'"8 - considered 
thatt competition was not appreciably restricted by this rather controversial 
clausee shows that the Commission is willin g to take to rule of reason approach 
too considerable lengths.. The Commission indicated that the fact that these 

" 55 For paper, glass, board, tinplate and aluminium packaging waste, a producer responsibility existed from 

thee very beginning. 
111 Commission Decision 2001/837, °SD (Article 81) OJ 2001 L 319/1, para. 112. 
1177 Ibid., para. 113. 
1188 Ibid., para. 114. 
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contractss would be put out to tender facilitated this conclusion. This indicates 
thatt relatively littl e weight must be attached to the consideration by the Commis-
sionn that the zero interface addressed the problem that in the past this type of 
wastee was directed into cheaper (and probably less environmentally friendly) 
disposall  channels. Therefore the Commission's generous application of the rule 
off  reason can probably be traced back to a purely competitive appraisal where 
environmentall  considerations have played a relatively unimportant and indirect 
role. . 

Thiss short sketch of the Eco-Emballages and DSD systems reveals that DSD's 
andd Eco-Emballages' role can be characterised as that of the 'spider in the web'. 
Thee primary competition concerns therefore relate to the upstream and down-
streamm effects of exclusivities granted by or to Eco-Emballages or DSD in any of 
itss four contractual relations. The competition problems posed by these exclu-
sivitiess wil l be address in the following paragraph. 

84.2.55 Exclusivities as restrictions of competition 

Environmentall  protection is a relatively new area of economic 
activity.. As such it is characterised by the presence of certain risks"9 as well as 
thee need to make considerable investments in order to establish the necessary 
infrastructure.. Often, the parties concerned will want to minimise these risks 
by,, for example, agreeing upon certain exclusivities and thereby possibly pre-
ventingg free rider type of problems. This can be seen in the cases dealing with 
largee scale take back and recycling systems set up pursuant to producer respon-
sibilityy obligations such as DSD and Eco-Emballages. The competitive appraisal 
inn these cases predominantly concerns the exclusionary effects that follow from 
thee relatively strong market position of these organisations.120 This is con-
firmedfirmed by the decision reached by the Commission in Eco-Emballages according 
too which the agreements setting up the organisation with that name do not 
infringee Article 81(1). The Commission's appreciation of the Eco-Emballages 
systemm focuses primarily on the exclusivity clauses and exclusionary effects 
thatt may flow from the system.121 This approach could also be expected from 
thee Commission's Guidelines on horizontal agreements. In the relevant para-
graphh the Commission attaches great weight to the exclusivity resulting from 
aa collective system.122 Finally, the Commission's decision in the Article 81-case 

1199 An example of such a risk can be seen in the financial crisis that DSD experienced in 1993, see Bastians 

2002,, p. 60 
1200 See, with regard to this market position the Commission decision in DSD (Article 82), Decision 2001/ 

463,, OJ 2001 L 166/1, infra, chapter 9. 
1211 Commission Decision 2001/663, Eco-Emballages, OJ 2001 L 233/37, paras. 72-85. 
1222 Commission, Guidelines on horizontal agreements, OJ 2001 C 3/2, para. 191. 
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involvingg DSD is also primarily concerned with the exclusivities that result from 
thee collection and recycling network set up by DSD.12' Many of the competitive 
problemss could be avoided by the fact that DSD had agreed to amend certain 
contractss so as to limit the exclusionary effects arising from them.124 Indeed, the 
onlyy appreciable restriction of competition in the DSD case could be traced back 
too the exclusionary effects of the contracts concluded between DSD and the local 
collectorss and sorters.125 In these contracts DSD agrees to employ only one com-
panyy to collect and sort the waste in a given region. This self-limitation of DSD 
togetherr with the fact that DSD is Germany's leading purchaser of such services 
bringss the Commission to conclude that competition is appreciably restricted. 
InIn this respect the Commission considers it important that the exclusivity is an 
'unusuallyy long lasting one'.126 Anyone interested in exactly why the duration 
wass considered excessive will have to content himself with the rather general 
conclusionn that, on the basis of a detailed analysis of 24 out of more than 500 
so-calledd service agreements, the duration was considered not indispensable to 
ensuree that the investments actually carried out would be recouped.127 Ulti-
mately,, the Commission granted an exemption for this restriction. We shall 
examinee this exemption below. 

8.4.33 The connection between the object or effect and the 
restrictionn of competition 

AA problem in connection with the both appreciability tests and 
thee rule of reason is that they are often considered superfluous in cases involv-
ingg a per se restriction or a restriction by object. This problem follows from the 
factt that the appreciability and rule of reason tests are considered to be inherent 
inn and limited to the establishment of an effect on competition. The alternative 
naturee of the object and effect of a restriction of competition within the mean-
ingg of Article 81 (1), as it was interpreted by the Court in Consten # Grundig, then 
leadss to the conclusion that it is unnecessary to prove an appreciable restriction 
off  competition in a case involving a per se or hard core restriction.128 However, 
alreadyy the Volk v. Vervaecke case shows us that even in the case of hard-core 
restrictionss it is necessary to ascertain whether the object of the agreement 

1233 Commission Decision 2001/837, DSD (Article 81) Of 2001 L 319/1. 
1244 Ibid., para. 55. 
1255 Ibid,, section 2.4. 
1266 Ibid., para. 130. 
1277 Ibid., para. 55. In this respect, the Court's reasoning with regard to a similar issue on the basis of Article 

86(2)) in Sydhavncns is more elucidating, see infra, paragraph 12.6. 
1288 See, for example, the decision of 18 December 1998 of the Netherlands Competition authority in Case 

51,, Stibat, para. 52. 
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iss to appreciably restrict competition."9 Furthermore, the Commission has 
onn a number of occasions considered it necessary to prove that competition 
wass restricted to an appreciable extent even when hard-core restrictions were 
involved.1*00 In the Guidelines on horizontal agreements the Commission consid-
erss that agreements involving hard-core restrictions will 'almost always fall under 
Articlee 81(1) (emphasis added)V3' It reaches this conclusion because it 'pre-
sumes'' that such agreements have negative market effects. This presumption, 
itt is submitted, may never stand in the way of an economically realistic market 
analysiss as to whether or not competition has been appreciably restricted. 

Withh regard to the rule of reason, the Court of First Instance appears be 
followingfollowing a slightly different course in this respect. In a number of cases involv-
ingg hard-core restrictions the Court of First Instance has held that recourse to 
thee rule of reason is precluded.1'2 In the more recent Métropole II case, the Court 
off  First Instance explicitly rejected the rule of reason.'3' This approach, it is 
submitted,, cannot be reconciled with that followed by the hierarchically higher 
placedd European Court of Justice. The fact the obvious or per se restrictions are 
involvedd may very well lead to the conclusion that the pro-competitive effects are 
insufficientt to off-set the restrictive effects but it can never obviate the need for a 
comprehensivee market analysis to establish that competition has (as a net result) 
beenn appreciably restricted. It is furthermore submitted that the qualitative and 
quantitativee appreciability test and the rule of reason test are cumulative tests in 
thatt all three need to be fulfilled before a restriction can be considered appreci-
able.. This means that, for example, even in cases involving the absolute majority 
off  an industry (therefore quantitatively appreciable) regard must be had to both 
thee qualitative concept of appreciability and the rule of reason. This holds true 
justt as much as that, the other way around, quantitative appreciability needs 
too be shown even in cases where there are no or insufficient pro-competitive 
effectss and where the restriction is considered to be qualitatively appreciable as 
thee Court held in the Volk v. Vervaecke case.1'4 

1299 Case 5/69, Volk v. Vervaecke, [1969] ECR 295, paras. 5/6. 
1300 Commission Decision 1999/210, British Sugar et al., OJ 1999 L 76/1, para. 77 with regard to price fixing 

andd decision 98/273, VW, OJ 1998 L 124/60, para. 147 with regard to a restriction on parallel imports. 

Alsoo the Commission's De Minimis notice allows for the possibility of agreements not having as their 

objectt an appreciable restriction of competition falling outside the scope of Article 81(1), OJ1997 C 

372/13,, para 2. 
1311 Guidelines on horizontal agreements, O) 2001 C 3/2, para. 25. 
1322 Case T-148/89, Tréfilunion v. Commission, [1995] ECR II-1063, para 109, Joined Cases T-374/94, T-375/ 

94,, T-384/94 and T-388/94, European Night Services v. Commission, [1998] ECR II-3141, para. 136. 
1333 Case T-112/99, Métropole II, [2001] ECR II-2459. 
1544 Case 5/69, Volk v. Vervaecke, [1969] ECR 295. 
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8.55 The concept of the compulsory cartel and environmental 
concerns s 

8.5.11 Introductory remarks 

Ass was shown in the above paragraphs, the restriction of 
competitionn presupposes the presence of competition. If parties had no freedom 
too conclude an agreement, then no restriction of competition can be said to 
havee taken place. Even though the term is not used in English language writ-
ingg on competition law,1'5 this doctrine can be called that of the 'mandatory' 
orr 'compulsory cartel' in accordance with the German concept of the 'Zwangs-
kartell'.kartell'. In the environmental context this doctrine is of particular importance 
ass the overwhelming majority of environmental agreements show considerable 
governmentt involvement. Below, we wil l first take a closer look at the concept of 
thee compulsory cartel in European competition law. After that we will shift our 
attentionn to the role that this concept may play inn connection with environmen-
tall  agreements. 

8.5.22 The concept of the compulsory cartel 

Thee concept of the compulsory cartel has played a role in Com-
munityy competition law primarily in connection with the notoriously over-regu-
latedd agricultural sector. However, a very useful definition of what constitutes 
suchh a compulsory cartel can be found in a one of the judgments in the Ladbroke 
saga:1*6 6 

'Articles'Articles #5 and 86 [now 81 and 82] of the Treaty apply only to anti-competitive 
conductconduct engaged in by undertakings on their own initiative [...J. If anti-competitive 
conductconduct is required of undertakings by national LEGISLATION or if the latter creates 
aa LEGAL FRAMEWORK which itselfeliminates any possibility of competitive activity 
onon their part, Articles 85 and 86 do not apply. In such a situation, the restriction of 
competitioncompetition is not attributable, as those provisions implicitly require, to the autono-
mousmous conduct of the undertakings [...}'. [Emphasis added] 

Thiss definition relies predominantly on the presence of a legislative framework 
eliminatingg all possibilities for competition. Therefore this, as it wil l be called, 
Ladbrokee test can be classified as rather strict. As such it may be contrasted with 

1355 See, however, Bellamy & Child 2001 who, at p. 113 et seq. devote an entire paragraph to 'State authorisa-

tionn or compulsion'. 
1366 Joined Cases C-359/95 P and C-379/95 P, Commission and France v. Ladbroke, [1997] ECR I-6265. para. 

33--
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thee apparently wider test applied by the Court of First Instance in the Asia Motor 
FranceFrance ///case:137 

'In'In the absence of any binding regulatory provision imposing the conduct at issue, 
thethe Court considers that the Commission is entitled to reject the complaints for want 
ofof autonomy on the part of the undertakings in question only if it appears on the 
basisbasis of objective, relevant and consistent evidence that that conduct was unilaterally 
imposedimposed upon them by the national authorities through the exercise of irresistible 
pressures,pressures, such as, for example, the threat to adopt State measures likely to cause 
themthem to sustain substantial losses.' 

Thee Court of First instance, in accordance with the approach adopted by the 
Court,, requires unilateral conduct on the part of the government authorities. 
However,, the requirement that this conduct have a purely legislative origin is 
droppedd and replaced by a criterion that seems to also accommodate 'economic 
pressure'' as a factor leading to a compulsory cartel. This could be called the 
'economicallyy compulsory cartel' approach. Given the fact that the Ladbroke case 
wass decided later and by a hierarchically higher court, the Ladbroke test can be 
assumedd to currently stand as the law. It has to be pointed out that in the appeal 
againstt the Asia Motor France III  case, the European Court of Justice upheld the 
judgmentt of the Court of First instance without, however, having to rule expli-
citlyy on the criterion itself. Moreover, in the Irish Sugar case, the Court of First 
Instancee applied the European Court of Justice's Ladbroke test.138 

8.5.33 The compulsory cartel and environmental concerns 

Thee concept of the compulsory cartel in itself leaves no room 
too take environmental concerns into account. Moreover, this would not make 
sense,, as an agreement does not become any more or less compulsory upon 
partiess when there are some environmental aspects involved. However, as was 
alreadyy alluded to above, many environmental agreements are characterised 
byy some form of government involvement. For example, the AC E A agreement 
wass not only concluded between the Commission and the European automobile 
manufacturerss association, the former has also stated that it wil l consider legis-
lation,, which can be presumed to be more costly for the manufacturers than the 
agreement,, if the agreement fails to deliver. Furthermore, the Eco-Emballages 
andd DSD agreements, although concluded between private parties, both are a 
reactionn to obligations imposed by national legislation adopted pursuant to the 
Packagingg directive.139 

1377 Case T-387/94, Asia Motor France et al. v. Commission, [1996] ECR 11-961, para. 65. 
1388 CaseT-228/97, Irish Sugarv. Commission, [1999] ECR II-2969, para. 130. 
1399 Commission Notice pursuant to Article 19(3) of Council Regulation 17, OJ 1997 C 100/4 and Of 2000 C 

227/6. . 
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Althoughh the legal framework in these cases generally falls short of the 
legislativee measures that 'eliminates any possibility of competitive activity' 
withinn the meaning of the Ladbroke test, the reactions of industry can hardly 
bee called surprising when this framework is scrutinised. If we take the legisla-
tionn implementing the packaging directive as an example, it wil l become clear 
thatt cooperation on as large a scale possible is the only economically rational 
outcomee from industry's point of view. Generally, this legislation lays down 
aa 'producer responsibility' according to which the producer is responsible for 
thee waste generated once his products reach their end of life.. Thus there is a 
nexuss between the producer and 'his' waste. To fulfi l the producer responsibil-
ityy producers are offered two options. They may decide to collect and recycle 
theirr waste individually, which of course is horribly inefficiënt and prohibitively 
expensivee in most cases. For this reason, such legislation generally offers the 
secondd option of fulfillin g the producer responsibility by joining a collective 
scheme.. Economies of scale almost inevitably result in the largest possible scale 
off  collection and recycling activities in these schemes.'40 

Ass was said above, such legislation most probably cannot be considered 
too exclude any competitive activity within the meaning of the Ladbroke test. 
However,, the test adopted by the Court of First Instance in the Asia Motor France 
casee seems to be capable of being fulfilled in these cases. Certainly, legisla-
tionn leaving the choice between expensive individual solutions and much less 
expensivee collective solutions can be considered to exert 'irresistible pressures' 
onn industry to cooperate.141 Such reasoning of course only takes the coopera-
tionn itself outside the scope of Article 81(1). It would still have to be established 
whetherr the further restrictions of competition are also the result of the govern-
ment'ss pressure. 

8.66 An increased role for  environmental concerns in Articl e 
81(1)? ? 

Ass we have seen the role of environmental concerns in terms 
off  an integration of environmental concerns is limitedd to the role that environ-
mentall  concerns have in the economic process. To be fair, this role is still rather 
minor.. In this respect, all that is called for is an economically rational applica-
tionn of competition law. There is, for example, no reason to completely do away 

1400 Cf. Lehman 2000, paragraph 6. Moreover, as the current chaos with regard to the deposit and return 

systemm for one way beverage containers in Germany shows, the environmental benefits of cooperation 

aree also significant, FAZ 25 July 2003 'Entsorger sagen weiteren Streit um Dosenpfand voraus'. 
1411 See, with regard to dominant position held by the collective system that may thus the result, paragraph 

9.6. . 
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withh the appreciability test in cases involving a hard-core restriction. Further-
more,, in these (and other) cases recourse should be had to the quantitative as 
welll  as the qualitative appreciability test. 

Inn this connection, the VOTOB case may be mentioned as an interesting 
example.'422 The VOTOB agreement was concluded between the six indepen-
dentt firms offering tank storage capacity for chemicals in the Netherlands.143 

Thesee firms had signed an agreement with the local government to bring down 
emissionss from their installations. The necessary investments in this respect 
exceededd the financial capacities of the individual firms but could be partly 
subsidisedd on the basis of a general investment scheme.144 When after conclud-
ingg the agreement with the government, suddenly, the Dutch government 
withdreww this investment scheme altogether, the firms were faced with a budget 
deficit.. The firms decided to finance their investments by laying a uniform 
'environmentall  surcharge' on the price of their services. This surcharge varied 
perr product to be stored (depending on the polluting potential) and had to be 
passedd on completely to consumers and moreover, had to be mentioned sepa-
ratelyy on the invoice. The Commission considered the agreement to pass a fixed 
chargee on to consumers to be horizontal price fixing and therefore prohibited. In 
doingg so the Commission apparently took no account of the fact that this charge 
amountedd to less than 5 per cent of the total costs.145 The Commission thus 
clearlyy refused to take into account the economic (and ecologie) background of 
thee case 

Itt may, however, be wondered whether, on a somewhat more general level it 
cann be argued that an environmental agreement falls outside the scope of Arti-
clee 81(1) because of its environmental objective and the presence of the integra-
tionn principle? In other words, can the presence of an environmental aspect lead 
too a new or a wider exception to the scope of Article 81(1)? As far as the scope of 
thee competition rules in general is concerned, we have seen the answer to this 
questionn to be negative. With regard to the particular requirements of Article 
811 - the presence of an appreciable restriction of competition - much the same 
holdss true. The objective of achieving sustainable development requires that 
somee competitive pressure remains with regard to the environmental aspects. 
Thiss demands that some sort of check on the restriction of competition involved 
remains.. This is best achieved through the exemption clause, which of course 

1422 Unfortunately, this case, allthough often being considered a 'landmark case' never resulted in a formal 

decisionn and has had to contend itself with a mere mentioning in the Annual Competition Report, 

Commission,, XXIIn d Competition report 1992, paras. 177-186. 
1433 They were independent in that they were not connected to up- or downstream (chemical) companies. 
1444 This remains unclear in the Commission's account of the case but can be found in the article by Voge-

laarr describing the case. Vogelaar 1995, p. 550 et seq. 

' «« Ibid., p. 551. 
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presupposess that Article 81(1) is applicable in the first place. On the basis of 
thiss reasoning, Article 6 EC - the integration principle - cannot be relied upon 
too take environmental agreements a priori  outside the scope of Article 81(1). 
Similarly,, the broader 'European rule of reason' identified by Monti should also 
nott be used to restrict the scope of Article 81(1). An agreement that restricts 
competitionn cannot be taken outside the scope of Article 81(1) simply because it 
iss necessary to protect a mandatory requirement. As the wording of Article 81 
clearlyy shows, restrictions - that can be the result of the anti-competitive impact 
thatt outweighs the pro-competitive effect - of competition are prohibited by 
Articlee 81(1) without any room in that provision for an exception or justification. 
Thiss exception (or, at the moment, exemption) can be found in Article 81(3) EC. 

AA slightly different question is whether negative environmental effects may 
resultt in an agreement being considered to fall within the scope of Article 8I{I ) 
byy virtue of these environmental effects alone. Take, for example, a research and 
developmentt joint venture that set up to develop a new, but very energy ineffi-
cientt product. Furthermore, because of the parties' market shares (well below 5 
perr cent), this agreement would normally be considered de minimis and there-
foree fall outside the scope of Article 81(1). Could it be argued that, on the basis of 
thee integration principle, such an agreement would fall within the scope of the 
prohibitionn just because of the negative environmental impact of the agreement? 
Thiss becomes all the more interesting once we notice that there is currently no 
Europeann legislation prescribing minimum energy efficiency criteria. 

Wee would argue against this for a number of interrelated reasons. Firstly, 
thee (negative) implications of any activity are or should be governed by environ-
mentall  legislation. In the context of the example above this would mean that 
thee agreement setting up the joint venture is subject to competition scrutiny. 
Thee actual activities and the products developed on the basis of the agreement 
shouldd conform to environmental regulations. The absence of environmental 
legislationn (which is the case with, for example, energy efficiency) cannot be 
ann excuse to pursue environmental policy through the application of competi-
tionn law. It has to be observed that environmental legislation is a matter of the 
Councill  (i.e. the member states) acting together with the Parliament. Either way, 
iff  the Commission were to use competition policy as a de facto environmental 
instrumentt to act in the absence of European legislation, it would bypass the 
Councill  and Parliament. Secondly, legal certainty and the connected principle 
off  equality stand in the way of this. In this connection it must be observed that 
theree is no obligation, except for when the parties want to obtain legal certainty, 
too apply for a negative clearance. The result of taking negative environmental 
effectss into account within Article 81(1) could therefore be that those who volun-
tarilyy apply for a negative clearance are worse off than the parties that do not 
applyy for such clearance. A third reason that would seem to argue against taking 
environmentall  degradation into account in interpreting Article 81(1) is the inte-
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grationn principle itself. As we have seen above, the integration principle applies 
onlyy to the activities and policies listed in Article 3 EC. These policies and activi-
tiess all presuppose some positive action involving the exercise of discretion. 
Withinn Article 81, this discretion is exercised in applying the third paragraph 
whereass the interpretation of the prohibition in the first paragraph is a matter of 
interpretingg the law.146 This is evidenced by the Court's attitude when it checks 
thee legality of a Commission decision. In this respect only a manifest error of 
appraisall  by the Commission will infringe 81(3) whereas the Court will stick 
closelyy to the wording of the first paragraph in judging whether the Commission 
hass applied Article 81(1) correctly. The conclusion must therefore be that only 
thee application of the exemption clause contains a policy element that justifies 
thee application of the integration principle. 

8.77 Articl e 81(3) - the possibility of an exemption 

8.7.1.. Introductory remarks 

Iff  a restriction of competition is appreciable and all the other 
requirementss of Article 81(1) are fulfilled, the second paragraph of Article 81 
declaress an agreement to be automatically null. The only way to have an enforce-
ablee agreement even though Article 81(1) is violated is to qualify for an exemp-
tion.. The starting point for an exemption must be Article 81(3) that provides that 
Articlee 81(1) maybe declared inapplicable if four requirements are satisfied. 

Firstly,, the agreement must contribute to improving the production or 
distributionn of goods or to promoting technical or economic progress. In short, 
thee agreement has to result in a benefit. Hereafter we wil l refer to this as the 
requirementt of technical or economic progress. Secondly, the consumers must 
receivee a fair share of this benefit. Thirdly, the restrictions must no go beyond 
whatt is necessary to attain the benefits. This is often referred to as the propor-
tionalityy requirement. Fourthly, the agreement may not allow the firms the 
possibilityy to restrict competition in respect of a substantial part of the products 
inn question. This requirement seeks to ascertain that sufficient residual compe-
titionn remains despite the agreement. Currently only the Commission can apply 
Articlee 81(3) in what is called an individual exemption.'47 When the Commis-
sionn has gained enough experience with a particular type of agreement, it may 
layy down this experience in a so-called group exemption. With regard to these 
exemptionss the Court has held that the application of Article 81(3) involves an 

1466 Cf. Schröter 1999, p. 2/29, rn. 25. 
1477 This wil l change from 1 May 2004 onwards when Article 81(3) becomes directly applicable by virtue of 

Regulationn 1/2003. S ee further, infra, paragraph 8.9 
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assessmentt of complex economic facts so that judicial review is limited to cases 
involvingg a manifest error of assessment.'48 The result of this limitation of the 
judiciall  review is that we will have to concentrate on the Commission's decision 
practicee in this respect. Nevertheless, the following considerations of the Euro-
peann Court of Justice are of some interest.149 

'As'As the court pointed out in its judgment in Metro I, the powers conferred upon 
thethe Commission under Article 85(3), [Now Article 81(3)] show that the requirements 
forfor the maintenance of workable competition may be reconciled with the safeguarding 
ofof objectives of a different nature and that to this end certain restrictions on competi-
tiontion are permissible, provided that they are essential to the attainment of those objec-
tivestives and that they do not result in the elimination of competition for a substantial 
partpart of the common market.' 

Thiss shows that the third paragraph of Article 81 is all about balancing the 
restrictionn of competition on the one hand with the non-competition advantage 
off  the agreement on the other hand. The Court of First Instance's judgment in 
MétropoleMétropole I echoes this view of Article 81(3) where it states that:150 

'Admittedly,'Admittedly, in the context of an overall assessment, the Commission is entitled 
toto base itself on CONSIDERATIONS CONNECTED WITH THE PURSUIT OF THE PUBLIC 

INTERESTT in order to grant exemption under Article 85(3) [Now 81(3)] of the Treaty.' 
[Emphasis[Emphasis added] 

Forr the reasons indicated above, we wil l concentrate on the Commission's prac-
ticee with regard to Article 81(3). Moreover, we wil l first study the application of 
Articlee 81(3) in individual cases. After that the group exemptions wil l be looked 
att in more detail. In both cases we shall pay particular attention to the possible 
implicationss of the integration principle. Essentially, the integration principle 
cann have two different effects. Firstly, it may play its role with regard to environ-
mentall  agreements in that it could result in an exemption in cases that could not 
bee exempted on pure competition considerations. This effect will be referred to 
ass the positive effect of integration in that it result in a positive act namely the 
adoptionn of an exemption decision. Secondly, the integration principle could play 
itss role in the appreciation of agreements that have no particular environmental 
objective.. In this connection the integration principle could be interpreted so 
ass to preclude an exemption of an agreement that has a negative environmental 
impact.. This wil l be called the negative effect of integration since the result wil l 

E.g.E.g. CaseT-17/93, Matra Hachcttc\. Commission (Matra), [1994] ECRII-595, para. 104. 

Casee 75/84, Metro v. Commission (Metro II) , [1986] ECR 3021, para. 20. 

Joinedd Cases T-529/93, T-543/93 &T-546/93, Métropole et al v. Commission (Métropole I), [1996] ECR 

II-649,, para. 118. 
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bee the refusal of an exemption decision. In both cases the Commission will 
bee prone to criticism that it abuses competition law to conduct environmental 
policy.. As will be shown, this criticism is unjustified in that it departs from the 
falsee premise that the Community has a number of completely separate policies 
thatt do not interrelate. Moreover, it fails to recognise the integrative framework 
providedd by the Treaty. Below, we wil l first look at the first type of situation, i.e. 
thee positive effect of the integration principle with regard to the competitive 
assessmentt of environmental agreements. This wil l take place individually for 
thee four specific requirements to be found in Article 81(3). After that we shall 
concentratee on the negative effect of the integration principle with regard to 
Articlee 81(3) as a whole. Finally, the effects of the direct applicability that Regula-
tionn 1/2003 wül bestow upon Article 81(3) will be examined. 

8.7.22 The requirement of technical or economic progress and 
thee protection of the environment 

Takenn literally, Article 81(3) would never allow for an exemption 
onn environmental grounds. The first requirement refers only to economic ben-
efits.. Not unlike the Court, which created an environmental exception to the free 
movementt provisions when the Treaty was silent on this matter, this silence has 
nott kept the Commission from taking the environment into account in applying 
thiss requirement. However, before we move on to this core issue, it is useful to 
firstfirst indicate the general concepts involved in establishing economic and techni-
call  progress. In one of the very first competition cases to come to it, the Consten 
ajj  Grundig case, the Court gave the following consideration with regard to this 
requirement:151 1 

'The'The question whether there is an improvement in the production of distribu-
tiontion of the goods in question, which is required for the grant of exemption, is to be 
answeredanswered in accordance with the spirit of Article 85 [Now Article 8ij. First, this 
improvementimprovement cannot be identified with all the advantages that the parties to the 
agreementagreement obtain from it in their production or distribution activities. These advan-
tagestages are generally indisputable and show the agreement as in all respects indispen-
sablesable to an improvement as understood in this sense. This subjective method, which 
makesmakes the content of the concept of'improvement' depend upon the special features 
ofof the contractual relationships in question, is not consistent with the aims of Article 
855 [Now Article 81]. Furthermore, the very fact that the Treaty provides that the 
restrictionrestriction of competition must be 'indispensable' to the improvement in question 
clearlyclearly indicates the importance which the latter must have. This improvement must 
inin particular show APPRECIABLE OBJECTIVE ADVANTAGES of such a character as 
toto compensate for the disadvantages which they cause in the field of competition.' 
[Emphasis[Emphasis added] 

1511 Joined Cases 56, 58/64, Consten a{  Grundig, [1966] ECR 429, at p. 348. 
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Thiss paragraph confirms the objective nature of the benefits required to satisfy 
thee first part of the exemption clause. In general the following remark in a 
Commissionn exemption decision may shed some light on the Commission's 
perceptionn of the function of this criterion.152 

'For'For the agreements to contribute to the improvement of production or distribu-
tion,tion, or to promote technical or economic progress, they must objectively constitute 
anan improvement on the situation that would otherwise exist. The fundamental 
principleprinciple in this respect, established at the time the common market was formed, lays 
downdown that fair and undistorted competition is the best guarantee of regular supply on 
thethe best terms. Thus the question of a contribution to economic progress within the 
meaningmeaning of Article 85(3) [Now Article 81 (3)] can only arise in those exceptional cases 
wherewhere the free play of competition is unable to produce the best result economically 
speaking.' speaking.' 

Furthermore,, in the Matra case already referred to above, the Commission made 
thee following statements concerning the first requirement for an exemption.1" 

'Finally,'Finally, according to the Commission, it is possible to take into account, as 
regardsregards the contribution to economic and technical progress, factors other than those 
expresslyexpressly mentioned in those provisions. They include, for example, the mainte-
nancenance of employment [...]. Accordingly, regional policy concerns may be taken into 
consideration,consideration, for the purposes of Article 85(3) [Now Article 81(3)] of the Treaty, in 
conformityconformity with the requirements of Article 130A [Now Article 158] of the EC Treaty. 
ThatThat certainly does not mean that the restrictions of competition deriving from the 
agreementagreement were declared valid solely because of the geographical location of the joint 
venture.venture. As is apparent from paragraph 36 of the Decision, it is based primarily on 
thethe intrinsic merits of the project.' 

This,, we think, very clearly sets out the Commission's approach with regard to 
thee possibility to take other factors than those listed in Article 81(3) into account. 
Thee Commission certainly considers it possible to do so and wil l do so. However, 
suchh factors can of themselves never warrant an exemption. Thiss idea resurfaces 
inn a number of early exemption decisions in the environmental context. In its 
19744 decision concerning the selective distribution system set up by BMW, the 
commission,, in granting an exemption, took account of the fact that cars need 
regularr maintenance to prevent them from, inter alia, 'having a harmful effect 

1511 Commission Decision 76/172, Baycr/Gist-Brocadcs, OJ1976 L 30/13. Repeated in Commission Decision 

72/474,, Cimbel, OJ 1972 L 303/24, para. 24. 
1533 Case T-17/93, Matra, [1994] ECR II-595. para. 96. 
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onn the environment'.154 Similarly, in the decision on the Carbon Gas Technologie 
jointt venture the Commission took into account the fact that the new process 
off  coal gasification would lead to environmental benefits.155 This approach was 
repeatedd in the BBC Brown Boveri case which concerned a joint venture set up to 
developp new high power batteries. According to the Commission the agreement 
couldd be exempted because the development of such batteries would facilitate 
thee introduction of electrically powered cars that are environmentally friendly 
inn that they do not emit noise or exhaust gases.1'6 In the decision in the Assurpol 
case,, the Commission exempted an agreement to set up an economic interest 
groupingg for the co-reinsurance of environmental damage risks. In doing so the 
Commissionn considered that the cooperation enabled better assessment of the 
environmentall  risks and thus the development of industrial processes that are 
lesss hazardous for the environment.157 In the decision on the Ford Volkswagen 
jointjoint venture to develop a new MPV, the Commission considered, in granting 
ann exemption, that the MPV being developed will be improved with respect to 
environmentall  requirements. With regard to these improvements the Commis-
sionn points out that the use of hazardous materials will be brought down and 
thee recyclability will be increased while the new MPV should lead the pack in 
termss of low emissions and fuel consumption.158 Similarly, when considering 
thee Exxon Shell joint venture for the production of polyethylene, the fact that the 
agreementt would obviate the need to transport raw materials and thus avoids 
healthh and environmental risks involved in such transports was taken into 
accountt by the Commission. Furthermore, the new process used in the joint 
venturee plant would result in a reduction of the amount of raw materials used 
byy customers and therewith reduce the volume of plastic waste.159 As a final 
examplee we would refer to the Philips Osram joint venture decision in which the 
Commissionn granted an exemption on partly environmental grounds.160 

Inn none of these cases the exemption was granted on environmental grounds 
alone.16'' Rather, these were just taken into account and were clearly subordi-
natee to the economic benefits. This can be deduced from the decisions them-
selvess and becomes even clearer when the Commission's competition report 
iss read with regard to these decisions. Not a single word on the environmental 

Commissionn Decision 75/73, BMW, OJ1974 L 29/1, para. 24. 

Commissionn Decision 83/669, Carbon Gas Technologie, OJ 1983 L 376/17. 

Commissionn Decision 88/541, BBC Brown Boveri, OJ 1988 L 301/68, para 23. 

Commissionn Decision 92/96, Assurpol, Of 1992 L 37/16, para. 38. 

Commissionn Decision 93/49, Ford/ Volkswagen, OJ 1993 L 20/14 paras. 25, 26. 

Commissionn Decision 94/322, Exxon/ Shell, O J1994 L144/20, paras. 67, 68. 

Commissionn Decision 94/986, Philips/'Osram, OJ 1994 L 378/37, para. 25. 

Cf.Cf. Mortelmans 2000, p. 25, Vogelaar 1995, p. 547. 
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aspectss and their role in granting the exemption is to be found.161 However, 
onn other occasions the Commission has stated in its competition reports that 
itt takes environmental considerations into account as a factor contributing to 
thee improvement of production or distribution and technical and economic 
progress.16' ' 

Al ll  these decisions show that the discussion on whether environmental 
protectionn considerations are taken into account by the Commission in granting 
ann exemption can be closed. The more interesting question in this respect is 
whetherr environmental considerations can of themselves and provided that the 
otherr three requirements are fulfilled, justify an exemption. Furthermore, it is 
withh regard to this question that the positive effects of the integration principle 
ass implemented through the model of integration should come into play. 

Too answer this question, we need to look at current Commission practice 
withh regard to 'purely environmental' agreements. The joint ventures that we 
lookedd at above simply did not require any role for the environmental concerns 
otherr than to just 'green' the Commission's decision-making practice. It is only 
withh regard those agreements that serve primarily or even only have an environ-
mentall  objective that the true importance of environmental concerns becomes 
clear. . 

Underr the heading of 'economic benefits' the Commission considers such 
agreementss in its Guidelines on horizontal agreements.164 Because of their 
importancee these considerations merit quotation in full. 

'19}.'19}. Environmental agreements caught by Article 81(1) may attain economic 
benefitsbenefits which, either at individual or aggregate consumer level, outweigh their 
negativenegative effects on competition. To fulfil  this condition, there must be net benefits in 
termsterms of reduced environmental pressure resulting from the agreement, as compared 
toto a baseline where no action is taken. In other words, the expected economic benefits 
mustmust outweigh the costs (55). 

194.194. Such costs include the effects of lessened competition along with compliance 
costscosts for economic operators and/or effects on third parties. The benefits might be 
assessedassessed in two stages. Where consumers individually have a positive rate of return 
fromfrom the agreement under reasonable payback periods, there is no need for the aggre-
gategate environmental benefits to be objectively established. Otherwise, a cost-benefit 

1622 Cf. Eg. Commission, Xllth. competition report 1983, para.. 116 (Carbon Gas Technologie), XVIIIth . 

competitionn report 1988, para. 64 (BBC Brown Boveri), XXIInd. competition report 1992, para. 140 

(Assurpol),(Assurpol), XXIIIrd . competition report 1993, para. 139 (Ford/Volkswagen) and XXIVth. competition 

reportt 1994, p. 426 (Exxon/Shell). 
l6}}  E.g Commission, XXVHIth. Competition report 1998, para. 129. 
1644 Commission, Guidelines on horizontal agreements, OJ 2001C 3/2, chapter 7, p. 26 et seq. 
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analysisanalysis may be necessary to assess whether net henefits for consumers in general are 
likelylikely under reasonable assumptions.' 

Wee can immediately notice that the Commission refers only to the 'economic 
benefits'.. However, a furtherr point that springs to mind is the fact that the 
Commissionn is referring to, in the context of establishing such economic 
benefits,, 'net benefits in terms of reduced environmental pressure'. This seems 
too suggest that the Commission was thinking of purely environmental benefits 
inn this respect. Furthermore, these economic benefits can exist on two levels: 
thee individual and the aggregate consumer level. The reference to 'net' envi-
ronmentall  benefits could be taken to refer to the possibility of certain environ-
mentall  improvements actually resulting in an environmental degradation.16' 
Itt is, for example, possible that increases in efficiency and thus lower running 
costss of appliances will also lead more intensive use of these appliances, thereby 
impingingg on the environmental improvement. However, the final sentence 
off  paragraph 193 where the Commission appears to be summarising its previ-
ouss remarks again points at a purely economic approach to the environmental 
benefits.'666 Moreover, the fact that the Commission speaks of economic benefits 
outweighingg the costs (in terms of reduced competition) points at the introduc-
tionn of an extra proportionality criterion within the first requirement for an 
exemption.. It can be doubted whether Article 81(3) allows for such an extra 
proportionalityy test apart from the necessity test that forms the third require-
mentt of Article 81(3). A final remark concerns the second requirement, that 
consumerss receive a fair share in the benefit. The Commission appears to take 
thiss requirement together with the first in its Guidelines. We will have a closer 
lookk at this requirement below but at this stage it can be said that this taking 
togetherr does littl e for the clarity of the Guidelines in this respect. 

Thee Commission's decision in the CECED case may be helpful in this 
respect.1677 In this decision the Commission is again taking the existence of 
thee benefit and the fair share for the consumers together. The Commission 
consideredd that the CECED agreement entailed benefits that would allow it to be 
exempted.. According to the Commission, the agreement is designed to reduce 
thee energy consumption by at least 20 per cent.168 Furthermore, the reduced 
energyy consumption will result in less pollution resulting from the generation of 
electricity.'699 The Commission appears to be referring to the contribution of the 

11 5 Cf. Commission Decision 2000/475, CECED, OJ 2000 L187/47, para. 49 and footnote 8. 

Vedderr 2001, p. 89 et seq. 
77 Commission Decision 2000/475, CECED, OJ 2000 L 187/47. This decision shows a remarkable resem-

blancee to the fictional case given at the end of Chapter 7 of the Guidelines on horizontal agreements. 
1688 Ibid., para. 47. 
11 9 Ibid., paras 48 and 51. 
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agreementt to technical progress where it considers that washing machines that 
aree more energy efficient while other factors remain constant can be considered 
'objectivelyy more technically efficient'.170 Finally the Commission into account 
thee fact that the agreement could encourage innovation resulting in energy effi-
ciencyy levels even beyond what is currently possible.'71 This part of the Commis-
sion'ss reasoning seems to fit  in rather well with the traditional division of 
Articlee 81(3) into four different requirements. When the Commission goes on to 
establishh individual economic benefits and collective environmental benefits it 
appearss to take the first and second test together. According to the Commission, 
thee CECED agreement entails individual economic benefits because the initial 
increasee in purchasing costs will be recouped by the individual consumer in 6 
too 40 months because of the lower running costs.172 Furthermore, the Commis-
sionn appears to take into account the somewhat speculative effect that the 
restrictionn of competition with regard to energy efficiency will trigger increased 
pricee competition thereby actually lowering the prices of the more efficient 
machines.1733 As regards the collective environmental benefits the Commission 
firstt quantifies the avoided damages resulting from the reduced emissions. 
Thee Commission estimates these to be seven times greater than the increased 
purchasee costs of the more efficient washing machines.174 

Onn the basis of all of this the Commission comes to the following conclu-
sion:175 5 

'The'The expected contribution to furthering energy efficiency both within the current 
technologicaltechnological limits of categories AtoC and beyond the limits of category A, the cost-
benefitbenefit ratio of the standard and the return on investment for individual users point to 
thethe conclusion that the agreement is likely to contribute significantly to technical and 
economiceconomic progress whilst allowing users a fair share of the benefits.' 

Alll  in all the Guidelines and the CECED decision leave the impression that 
thee Commission has not made up its mind entirely with regard to the first 
requirementt for an exemption in connection with environmental agreements. 
AA number of reasons can be given to substantiate this conclusion. Firstly, the 
Guideliness and CECED seem to be not entirely consistent. For one, the Guide-
liness expressly state that it is unnecessary to show collective benefits once indi-
viduall  benefits have been shown.176 This may be contrasted with the fact that the 

1700 Ibid., para 48. 
1711 Ibid., para. 50. 
1722 Ibid., para. 52. 
I 7 }}  Ibid., para. 53. 
I7«« Ibid., para. 56. 
1755 Ibid., para. 57. 
1766 Commission, Guidelines on horizontal agreements, OJ 2001 C 3/2, para. 194. 
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CECEDCECED decision shows that there are collective benefits even when it has already 
beenn established that the agreement entails individual benefits. Furthermore, 
thee Commission appears to equate the increased purchase costs of washing 
machiness with the costs of the agreement.177 This seems far from obvious as 
thee costs of the agreement, as the Commission rightly puts in the Guidelines, 
include,, among others, the effects of lessened competition and compliance costs 
forr economic operators. Secondly, and more importantly, the role of environ-
mentall  benefits as factors justifying an exemption of themselves can at best be 
calledd uncertain. In the Guidelines, the Commission only takes environmental 
improvementss into account as economic benefits. In the CECED decision, the 
Commissionn takes the benefits of the agreement into account as individual 
economicc benefits and as collective environmental benefits. With regard to the 
latter,, the Commission is in actual fact referring to economic benefits despite 
thee heading of the paragraph.178 At best, the Guidelines and the CECED deci-
sionn can be taken to show that the Commission wil l no longer just 'take account 
off  the environmental improvements in granting an exemption but that these 
improvementss are placed on equal footing with the economic benefits.179 

Thee DSD case concerning Article 81 EC confirms this uncertainty as to what 
exactlyy is the rolee played by environmental concerns. It may be recalled that 
thiss case dealt with the nationwide collection and recycling system set up and 
operatedd by DSD pursuant to the German Packaging Ordinance. The Commis-
sionn considered that the exclusivity clause in the so-called service agreements 
(betweenn DSD and the local collectors/sorters) restricted competition within the 
meaningg of Article 81(1) EC. Accordingly, an exemption pursuant to Article 81(3) 
ECC was the only way to save DSD in this respect. In checking whether the condi-
tionss for an exemption were fulfilled the Commission's very first consideration 
iss perhaps telling.'80 

ANYY POSITIVE EFFECTS brought about by the exclusivity clause [...]  must be 
weighedweighed against the restrictive effects of the agreements.' [Emphasis added] 

Thee Commission starts out its considerations by stating that DSD was set up in 
orderr to meet the obligations of the German Packaging Order and the Packag-
ingg Directive, both of which are examples of environmental legislation and 
thuss 'providing a high level of environmental protection'.1*1 The Commission 

77 Compare para. 56 of the CECED decision (Commission Decision 2000/475, CECED, OJ 2000 L187/47) 

withh para. 194 of the Guidelines, ibid. 

Cf.Cf. Monti 2002, p. 1074. For a critical appraisal of the economic reasoning in CECED see: Maks 2002, p. 

35--

'99 Cf. Van de Gronden 2001, p. 162, Monti 2002, p. 1075, I O 9 ' -
!oo Commission Decision 2001/837, DSD (Article 81), OJ 2001 L 319/1, para. 142. 
!ll Ibid., para. 143. 
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thenn moves on to observe that the service agreements are necessary to make 
thee system work and as a result give 'direct practical effect to environmental 
objectives'.1822 Only at the very last stage does the Commission revert to its old 
habitt of bringing some purely economic reasoning into the decision in the form 
off  a recognition of the efficiencies that flow from the organisation.'8' On the 
basiss of DSD is could possibly be argued that environmental considerations have 
beenn the primary justification for this exemption. In this connection it should 
howeverr be recalled that the Commission is explicitly referring to environmental 
legislationn - by the Community and a member state - that stood at the cradle of 
DSD.. This could be taken as in — albeit implicit - recognition of the sovereignty 
involvedd as an other reason for the exemption. The effect of not granting an 
exemptionn to DSD with regard to this clause would in effect boil down to greatly 
impedingg the smooth functioning of DSD and thus frustrate its ability to meet 
thee objectives prescribed by the European and German environmental legislator. 
Followingg DSD, the role for environmental concerns can therefore certainly be 
saidd to have become greater whilst the certainty has not been improved to the 
samee extent. 

Ass to the question of what the role of environmental concerns could and 
shouldd be in this regard we need to return to the Guidelines and the CECED 
andd DSD decisions once more. In these documents, the Commission exten-
sivelyy refers to many of the Community's environmental principles. Strikingly 
absent,, however, is the integration principle. Article 6 of the EC Treaty requires 
thatt environmental protection requirements must be integrated into the defini-
tionn and implementation of the Community policies. The word 'must' clearly 
indicatess the obligatory nature of this provision.'84 Furthermore, the concept 
of'environmentall  protection requirements' is of a more general and abstract 
naturee than the concept of the environmental benefits resulting from an agree-
ment.. Article 6 refers in abstracto to the process of integrating environmental 
concernss in Community policy in general. It would therefore be overly simplistic 
too say that Article 6 amounts to nothing more than an obligation to interpret 
'economicc and technical progress' so as to also encompass environmental bene-
fits.fits. The outcome of this process of integration should amount to sustainable 
development.. Sustainable development, as we have seen in chapter two, in the 
contextt of the application of Article 8i requires the right mix of cooperation and 
competitionn between firms. Whether this mix is right and therefore conducive 
too sustainability, depends ultimately on the proportionality or necessity of the 
restrictionss of competition. Article 6 can therefore, at the very least be said not 
too oppose an increased role for environmental concerns in the context of the first 
requirementt for an exemption. 

1822 Ibid., para. 144. 
1833 Ibid., para. 145. 
1844 Cf. Opinion of A-G Jacobs in Case C-379/98, PmtssenElcktra, [zooi] ECRI-2099. 
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Takenn further, the positive effects of the integration principle could, ulti-
mately,, result in an exemption being granted on environmental grounds alone. 
Ass was said above, this makes the Commission liable to be criticised of pursuing 
environmentall  policy through competition law. In the terminology of admin-
istrativee law: the Commission could be considered to commit détournement 
depouvoir.depouvoir. German scholars have voiced such allegations of'Instrumentalis-
ierung'' most fervently.'85 We have already indicated a number of reasons why 
suchh criticism is unjustified. Firstly, this criticism simply ignores the presence 
andd purpose of the integration principle the very essence of which is to ensure 
thatt environmental considerations play a role in the Community's other poli-
cies.. Secondly, it fails to recognise that competition law is not an isolated area 
administeredd solely by the responsible commissioner together with the directo-
rate-generall  for competition. The Commission takes decisions on competition 
matterss as a collegial body. Moreover, competition law and policy exist by virtue 
off  and thus functions within the framework of the EC Treaty. The framework 
thuss provided is integrative in that it lays down one common goal for all activi-
tiess of the Community in Article 2. As Article 2 contains a clear and unambigu-
ouss environmental objective for the Community, all Community policies should 
contributee to attaining these objectives by virtue of Article 3 EC. Criticism 
that,, by taking environmental considerations into account, the Commission 
iss conducting environmental policy with competition law cannot therefore be 
upheldd because it disregards the constitutional and integrative nature provided 
byy the EC Treaty. 

Thee Commission's 'economisation' of the environmental concerns can be 
takenn to mean two things. Firstly, the Commission could only be economis-
ingg the environmental benefits and still consider them sufficient to justify an 
exemptionn of themselves. Secondly, the Commission could be economising the 
environmentall  benefits and still be requiring a 'truly economic' (efficiency) 
benefitt alongside. Both interpretations seem compatible with the Commission's 
decisionn in the CECED case. The Commission's considerations under the head-
ingg of the 'collective environmental benefits' seem to fit in well with the first 
interpretation.. There, the Commission quantifies the environmental benefits 
resultingg from the agreement in monetary terms and considers that186 

'such'such environmental results for society would adequately allow consumers a fair 
shareshare of the benefits even if no [economic] benefits accrued to individual purchasers.' 

Thee decision as a whole points at the second interpretation. In this respect it has 
too be noted that the Commission has explicitly proved that there are 'individual 

E.g.E.g. Immenga 1976 and Möschel 1995 at p. 183, supra paragraph 5.4. 

Commissionn Decision 2000/475, CECED, OJ 2000 L 187/47, para. 56. 
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economicc benefits' and that these benefits together with the possible technologi-
call  progress and the collective environmental benefits warrant an exemption.187 

However,, from the perspective of our question what the role for environ-
mentall  concerns should be, this economisation is of limited value. Convert-
ingg environmental benefits into economic benefits wil l invariably lead to the 
outcomee that the pursuit of a worthwhile environmental improvement wil l 
alwayss coincide with an economic improvement.188 The costs of environmental 
degradationn are enormous and become exponentially greater as time passes and 
thee degradation dissipates and spreads throughout the environment. Acting 
noww and possibly even in a preventive manner wil l therefore invariably result 
inn economic benefits. Furthermore the cooperation between firms that brings 
conductt within the scope of Article 81 will generally bring efficiency gains with 
it.. These efficiency gains wil l again be considered as economic benefits. This is 
off  course not to say that the whole process of integrating environmental protec-
tionn requirements into competition law wouldn't become much easier if these 
weree able to justify an exemption per se. 

8.7.33 The requirement of a fair share for consumers and 
environmentall  protection 

Nott only will the agreement have to bring about certain ben-
efits,, a fair share in these benefits also has to accrue to consumers. The rationale 
off  this requirement is fairly self-evident. Almost any agreement voluntarily 
enteredd into between two or more profit maximising firms wil l result in a 
benefitt for these firms. Otherwise, they would not have agreed at all.1®9 The 
purposee of Article 81(3), on the contrary, is to allow an exemption for agree-
mentss that have some redeeming qualities for society as a whole. With regard to 
environmentall  agreements this requirement should not prove to be a stumbling 
blockk as environmental benefits inherently accrue to society in general. This is 
becausee the environment is a collective good by its very nature. This approach 
wil ll  be referred to as the collective approach. 

Inn the environmental context the 1991 exemption for the joint venture set 
upp by KSB/Goulds/Lowara/ITT is interesting. This joint venture concerned the 
developmentt of new type of pump. In the course of establishing the benefits for 
consumerss the Commission made the following statements:190 

1877 Ibid., paras. 52-54 and 57. 
1888 As the NMa in a slightly over-generalised manner recognises in its decisions in the Stibat and Wit- en 

BruingoedBruingoed Cases, infra paragraph 16.5. 
1899 See, with regard to environmental agreements, Maks 2002, p. 33. 
1900 Commission Decision 91/38, KSB/Goulds/Lowara/ITT, Of 199119/25, para. 27. 
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'The'The advantages arising from the cooperation benefit consumers at the very least 
throughthrough the improvement in the quality of water pumps. Moreover, two aspects of the 
newnew pumps, i.e. energy conservation and the fact that the fluids handled by the pump 
areare not polluted, are environmentally beneficial. This effect is reinforced by the higher 
performanceperformance capacity of the pumps. This constitutes an improvement in operating 
characteristics.characteristics. At least at present, a further advantage is that these pumps are offered 
toto consumers at the same price as cast-iron pumps.' 

Thiss seems to indicate that the Commission is willin g to consider environ-
mentall  benefits arising from agreements to inherently entail a fair share for 
consumers.. This view is substantiated to a certain extent by the Commission's 
Guideliness on horizontal agreements and the CECED decision. In the Guide-
liness the Commission distinguishes between an individual and a collective 
sharee in the benefit for consumers. According to the Commission there is no 
needd to investigate whether an agreements results in 'aggregate environmental 
benefits'' if it has been shown that the individual consumer will have a 'posi-
tivee rate of return'.1911 This confirms the line of reasoning of the Commission in 
thee KSB/Goulds/Lowara/ITT decision in that aggregate environmental benefits 
couldd be sufficient to satisfy the second requirement.192 On the other hand, 
suchh benefits seem to be considered as secondary grounds and need only to be 
establishedd once it has been impossible to show a positive rate of return. This 
last,, 'individual', approach to the requirement of a fair share for consumers 
seemss more restrictive than the collective approach. For one, environmental 
improvementss wil l be costly and, as a consequence, the (partly) passing on 
thesee environmental costs to consumers will generally render a positive rate 
off  return impossible. One case where the Commission has accepted a positive 
ratee of return is the CECED case that has already been mentioned several times 
above.. According to the Commission the increase in purchase price of wash-
ingg machines as a result of the phasing out would be recouped by the average 
consumerr within 40 months because of the lower running costs.193 In this case 
thee collective environmental and individual economic benefits coincide and thus 
yieldd a positive rate of return. There are, however, a number of cases where the 
collectivee environmental benefit does not result in or coincide with such a direct 
individuall  economic benefit. These will notably be the cases where environmen-
tall  costs are actually internalised and (partly) passed on to consumers. In these 
casess the consumer, wil l never have a positive rate of return because he will 
invariablyy be economically off worse than before the internalisation. The mere 
factt that the environment as a whole benefits does nothing for the individuals' 

1911 Commission, Guidelines on horizontal agreements, OJ 2001 C 3/2, para. 194. 
1922 Cf. Monti 2002, p. 1076. 
1933 Commission Decision 2000/475, CECED, OJ 2000 L 187/47, para. 52. 
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ratee of return as defined by the Commission. This would be otherwise only if 
itt is accepted that the cooperation reduces the amount of internalised costs and 
thatt this reduction in itself constitutes a benefit in which there is a fair share for 
consumers.. However, to arrive at that conclusion it would have to be accepted 
thatt having to pay less constitutes a 'positive rate of return' To date there have 
beenn no cases involving this type of agreement that have concerned this point/94 

However,, the Netherlands Competition authority has dealt with a number 
off  such schemes and as such we wil l pay closer attention to this issue in the 
relevantt chapter.195 

Inn the CECED decision the Commission has also - and, if judged by its 
Guidelines,, superfluously - established the collective environmental benefits. In 
doingg so the Commission relied on the fact that the estimated saved (avoided) 
externall  costs (the benefits) exceeded the increase in purchase costs of washing 
machiness (the costs) by about seven times.196 The Commission goes on to state 
thatt 'such environmental results for society would adequately allow consumers a 
fairr share of the benefits even if no benefits accrued to individual purchasers of 
machines'1977 This decision, however, still leaves room for quite some uncertainty 
withh regard to the lower border of the magnitude of the benefits compared to the 
costs.. In this respect, the Guidelines provide no extra certainty whatsoever. 

Thiss collective line of reasoning, even though it is adopted as a secondary 
linee of reasoning, shows that purely environmental benefits, even when they do 
nott coincide with individual economic benefits can still result in a fair share for 
consumers.. This last line of reasoning, in our opinion, is the one to be followed 
primarilyy whereby the existence of individual economic benefits would consti-
tutee a 'nice extra'. The weight currently attached by the Commission to the indi-
viduall  approach, as has been shown above, fits in rather badly with the collective 
naturee of the goods protected by an environmental agreement. 

Ideally,, a distinction would have to be made between the economic and 
thee environmental benefits arising from an environmental agreement. This 
distinctionn would then serve to identify the environmental benefits as such and, 
ass a result, clarify the weight that has been attached to them in the decision. 
Att the same time the environmental benefits would have to be integrated into 
thee elements of Article 81(3) EC. With regard to the environmental benefits, 
thee collective approach to determining a fair share for consumers should be 
followedd because that would be in accordance with and recognise the diffuse 

1944 Unfortunately, the Commission chose to deal with VOTOB in an informal way. As a result, nothing 

iss known about the Commission's appraisal of such cases with regard to Article 81(3) apart from the 

generall  statement that an exemption is unlikely. 
1955 Infra, paragraph 16.5 
1966 Commission, Guidelines on horizontal agreements, OJ 2001 C 3/2, para. 56. 
1977 Ibid. 
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naturee of this type of benefit. Only with regard to the economic benefits of an 
agreement,, arising, for example, from the economies of scale of cooperation, 
iss closer scrutiny in the form of the determination of an individual fair share 
calledd for. This is inherent in the purpose of the requirement of establishing a 
fairr share for consumers, which, as has been said above, is to ascertain that only 
advantagess that not only benefit the parties themselves are exempted. Envi-
ronmentall  benefits, by their very nature, cannot be kept for oneself. Economic 
benefits,, on the contrary, may very well not be passed on to consumers. In this 
regardd the Commission's reasoning is not entirely consistent with its previous 
practicee where it relied, in proving a fair share for consumers, on the presence 
off  some competitive pressure.198 The reasoning behind this is that the presence 
off  competitive pressure will force the firms to pass the (economic) benefits on 
too consumers. In the Guidelines and the CECED decision, no reference to this 
reasoningg is to be found. Instead the Commission seems to consider only the 
casecase where the economic and environmental benefit coincide naturally and 
thereforee the presence of competition is not required to ensure the passing on 
off  the advantages at all. With regard to the passing on of the economic benefits 
arisingg from an environmental agreement {for example in the form of lower 
pricess for waste collection services because of cooperation), the ideal situation 
wouldd rely on the presence of competitive pressure and not so much on the 
coincidencee of economic and environmental benefits that the Commission has 
found. . 

Again,, the more recent DSD decision appears to entail a certain evolution. 
Withh regard to the fair share for consumers, the Commission follows a bifur-
catedd approach. It starts out its appraisal by observing somewhat generally that 
thee operation of the DSD system is consumer friendly.1" Then the Commis-
sionn observes that DSD's structure and operation will allow for scale and scope 
advantagess and thus efficiencies. According to the Commission, it can be 
acceptedd that these cost savings will be passed on the consumers. This obser-
vationn is formulaic in two respects. Firstly because it is the standard approach 
too this requirement for an exemption. Secondly, because it cannot be called 
anythingg more than a mere statement: the Commission fails to indicate why the 
savingss will be passed on. 

Thee other observation by the Commission is of much more interest for the 
purposee of this research. Again, it merits quotation in full:200 

'[...]'[...]  consumers will  likewise benefit as a result of the improvement in environmen-
taltal quality sought, essentially the reduction in the volume of packaging'. 

1988 Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 2000, p. 125, Faull & Nikpay 1999, p. no et seq. 
1999 Commission Decision 2001/837, DSD (Article 81), 0[ 2001 L 319/1, para. 147. 
i0i0°Ibid.,°Ibid., para. 148. 
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Withh this statement the Commission is coming dangerously close to the reason-
ingg whereby environmental benefits, precisely because of their open and diffuse 
nature,, inherently accrue to an open group and thus always entail a fair share 
forr the consumer. Thus, this aspect of DSD confirms what has already been said 
abovee with regard to the treatment of the first requirement for an exemption. By 
andd large the role for environmental concerns appears to have increased. Never-
theless,, the presence of an - albeit unsubstantiated - economic argument in this 
connectionn does littl e to really clarify the role actually played by the environmen-
tall  considerations. 

Thee same obscure clarity can be seen in the recent judgment of the Euro-
peann Court of Justice on the German solidarity fund for illegally transported 
waste.2011 This case consists of a Treaty infringement procedure (Article 226 
EC)) against Germany. According to the Commission, the mandatory payments 
byy companies that are active in the waste shipments sector into a fund that 
wouldd be used to cover the costs of the retrieval of illegally transported waste, 
amountedd to a charge of equivalent effect within the meaning of Articles 23 and 
255 EC. According to the German government, the payments were not prohib-
itedd by Articles 23 and 25 even though they closely resembled a charge having 
equivalentt effect. One of the arguments brought forward by the German govern-
mentt was the fact that the waste exporting companies would actually benefit 
fromm this fund so that the payment could be seen as a remuneration for a service 
actuallyy provided that.202 The European Court Justice rejected this argument 
using,, among others, the following reasoning.20' 

'In'In those circumstances, compliance by the Federal Republic of Germany with an 
obligationobligation which Community law imposes on all the Member States in pursuit of a 
generalgeneral interest, namely protection of health and the environment, does not confer on 
exportersexporters of waste established in its territory any specific or definite benefit'. 

Heree we see the Court qualifying the ultimate goal of the German measure as 
onee that serves 'the general interest, namely the protection of health and the 
environment'.. Subsequently, the Court is of the opinion that this objective does 
nott confer any 'specific or definite benefit'. It is submitted that this absence of a 
specificc or definite benefit can be explained by the fact that the Court sees envi-
ronmentall  protection as a diffuse benefit that inherently benefits an open group. 

2011 Case C-389/00, Commission v. Germany, judgment of 27 February 2003, n.y.r. 
10:110:1 Ibid., para. 29. 
2033 Ibid., para. 35. 
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8.7.44 T ta proportionality requirement and environmental 
protection n 

8.7.4.11 Introductory remarks 

Evenn if the benefits arising from an agreement are passed on to 
consumers,, it wil l have to be shown that the restriction of competition does not 
goo any further than is necessary to attain those benefits. The basic idea behind 
thiss test can be said to be that the advantages of the agreement must outweigh 
thee disadvantages arising from the restriction of competition. It is therefore 
aa balancing act of two different objectives. On the one hand the objective of 
maintenancee of effective competition and, on the other hand, the objective of 
thee agreement, which, for the purpose of this research wil l generally be the 
protectionn of the environment. In general, the rule would seem to be that the 
greaterr the disadvantages resulting from the restriction of competition, the more 
importantt the advantages wil l have to be. For a start, reference may be made 
too the judgment of the Court of First Instance in the Matra case where it held 
thatt in principle there is no restriction that is a priori  unexemptable.204 This 
obviouss statement defines the absolute minimum of what can be said about the 
proportionalityy requirement. For more specific information on the application 
off  the proportionality test we need to look at the Commission's decision-making 
practicee and the Courts' case law. In this respect, it may be useful to first set out 
thee different sub-tests identified by doctrine in the proportionality test. 

Withinn the proportionality test, essentially four different sub-tests can be 
discerned.2055 Firstly, a test determining whether the actual aim of the measure 
iss justified. The purpose of this test can be said to sort the wheat from the chaff 
inn order to uncover what the Commission calls 'disguised cartels'.206 Secondly, it 
wil ll  have to be shown that the measure is effective. In other words: the question 
iss asked whether the measure is actually likely to contribute to the attainment 
off  the objective. This could also be called a causality test. Thirdly, it wil l have to 
bee established that the objective cannot be attained with less restrictive means. 
Thiss test is commonly referred to as the necessity test.207 In this test the objec-
tivee of the agreement, and, more precisely in the context of environmental agree-
ments,, the level of protection sought, is accepted. Only the means chosen by the 
agreementt are subject to scrutiny in this test. Fourthly and finally, the two objec-
tivess must be in balance with each other. In the context of an environmental 
agreement:: the environmental benefit must be proportionate to the restriction of 

204Casee T-17/93, Matra, [1994] ECR II-595, para. 85. 
2055 Gerven 1991, p. 77. 
2o6Commission,, Guidelines on horizontal agreements, OJ 2001 C 3/2, para. 188. 
2 077 Ibid. 
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competition.. Contrary to the necessity test, the, as it wil l be called, true propor-
tionalityy test wil l call into question the actual environmental objective (the level 
off  protection) itself. It has to be pointed out that this distinction is of scholarly 
originn and is not applied rigorously by the Court or the Commission. 

8.7.4.22 The application of the proportionality test to environmen-
tall  agreements 

Thee wording of the proportionality test in Article 81(3) - the 
agreementt may not 'impose on the undertakings concerned restrictions which 
aree not indispensable to the attainment of these objectives' - clearly points at 
aa necessity test.208 The objectives ('these objectives' in the wording of Article 
81(3))) of the agreement are to be accepted and only the means chosen (i.e. the 
restrictionss of competition) are subject to scrutiny as to whether or not they 
aree necessary or indispensable to attain these objectives. This interpretation is 
confirmedd by the judgment of the Court of First Instance in the Matra case.209 

Thee applicant in this case challenged the legality of the Commission's decision 
too approve the Ford Volkswagen joint venture to develop and produce a multi-
purposee vehicle.210 The Commission granted an exemption in this case because 
thee joint venture would produce a, then new and innovative, type of vehicle. 
Furthermore,, as regards to indispensability, the Commission considered that 
thee Ford and Volkswagen alone could not developed this new product as fast and 
efficientt as the joint venture would allow them to. Among others, the legality 
off  this reasoning was challenged before the Court. Even though the Court first 
appearedd to be embarking on a true proportionality type of reasoning,2" it ended 
upp confining itself to checking whether there was an alternative to the joint 
venturee (i.e. no joint venture but the parties acting independently) which would 
alsoo lead to the result.212 

Inn other cases, the Commission also limits itself to checking whether other, 
lesss restrictive, alternatives are available. In, for example, the case involving 
thee Philips Osram joint venture, the Commission limited itself to ascertaining 
whetherr or not alternative means were available.1'3 Moreover, the Commission 
hass consolidated this approach to the proportionality requirement to a certain 
extentt in its Guidelines in which it made the following statement:214 

208Cf.. Faull & Nikpay 1999, p. 112,113. 
2°9Casee T-17/93, Matra, [1994] ECR II-595, para. 135 et seq. 
2 roo Commission Decision 93/49, Ford/Volkswagen, OJ1993 L 20/14. 
2111 Ibid., para. 135. 
2111 Ibid., para. 138. 
2133 Commission Decision 94/986, Philips/Osram, OJ 1994 L 378/37, para. 28. 
2 ,44 Commission, Guidelines on horizontal agreements, Of 2001 C 3/2, para. 35. 
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'If'If  there are LESS RESTRICTIVE MEANS to achieve similar benefits, the claimed 
efficienciesefficiencies cannot be used to justify the restrictions of competition.' [Emphasis added] 

Thee reluctance in acknowledging that the Commission in the above statement 
indeedd adopted a necessity test follows from the fact that the Commission refers 
too 'similar benefits' instead of the benefits as identified in the first criterion for 
ann exemption. This could be taken to mean that the Commission will opt for a 
lowerr level of protection than envisaged by the parties if the means necessary to 
achievee the original level prove disproportionate in the sense of the true propor-
tionalityy test. However, in the chapter devoted to environmental agreements in 
thee Guidelines, the Commission is referring to a necessity test.215 

Thiss is confirmed by the Commission decision in the CECED case. The 
agreementt to phase out the energy inefficient washing machines was considered 
byy the Commission to be indispensable because there are no 'less restrictive 
alternativess that would be able of delivering similar reductions based on other 
approaches'.il 66 In this respect the Commission investigates whether an industry-
widee target, information campaigns or an eco-labelling scheme could lead to the 
samee result. The Commission ultimately reached the conclusion that these alter-
nativess would either not lead to the same results or would do so only at higher 
costss or while being more restrictive.2'7 

Inn exceptional cases the Commission does not get beyond the first or second 
sub-testt identified in the proportionality test. In, for example, the NAVEWA-
ANSEAUANSEAU case, the Commission considered that the actual objective of the 
agreementt was to create a barrier to entry for the Belgian market for wash-
ingg machines and dishwashers.218 Similarly, in Ansae the Commission simply 
consideredd that the agreement did not contribute to the alleged benefits.219 This 
casee concerned the agreement between the US producers of natural soda ash 
(ann ingredient used to make glass) to set up a joint export company pursuant 
too the Webb-Pomerene Act. According to the parties, natural soda ash (which 
iss produced primarily in the US) has environmental advantages over synthetic 
sodaa ash. Therefore, the U.S. producers argued, the agreement to jointly export 
thiss product to the EC would, at least, qualify for an exemption under Article 
81(3).. The Commission denied the exemption on the grounds that, while it 
didd not dispute the environmental benefits of natural soda ash, the agreement 
concernedd only the setting up of the joint sales agency and was therefore uncon-

2,55 Ibid., para. 196. 
2166 Commission Decision 2000/475, CECED, OJ 2000 L 187/47, Pa r a- 59-
2177 Ibid., paras 60-63. See, for a critical but not very convincingly substantiated appraisal: Maks 2002, p. 

35--
2188 Commission Decision 82/371, NAVEWA-ANSEAU, OJ 1982 L 167/39, Pa r a- 63-
1199 Commission Decision 91/301, Ansae, OJ 1991 L 152/54. 
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nectedd with the environmental benefit."0 This can be considered an application 
off  the second sub-test, the causality test. 

Finally,, the case concerning the VOTOB agreement lays down the principles 
off  the Commission's approach to environmental agreements that also concern 
thee costs of environmental protection.221 In this case the Commission examined 
ann agreement between the six Dutch firms offering tank storage capacity. These 
firmsfirms had agreed to limi t the emissions from their installations and to this end 
theyy had concluded a covenant with the local authorities. On the basis of this 
covenantt the parties had to make significant investments in pollution abatement 
technology.. While the project was eligible for subsidisation, the parties had to 
payy for the investments themselves when the subsidy scheme was withdrawn 
altogether.. The VOTOB members apparently were aware of the risk of future 
financingfinancing problems and decided to recoup the costs associated with the invest-
mentss from the chemical industry in the form of an environmental surcharge. 
Thiss charge was uniformm and varied according to the polluting potential of the 
productt stored. Furthermore, the charge had to be passed on entirely to the 
consumerr (i.e. the chemical companies seeking storage capacity) and moreover 
thee charge had to be invoiced as a separate item. The Commission identified 
threee restrictions of competition. Firstly, the uniform nature of the charge disre-
gardedd the fact that the parties faced different investments and thus different 
costss in order to meet the environmental obligations. Secondly, the fact that the 
chargee was fixed (i.e. the obligation to pass the charge on to consumers entirely) 
effectivelyy meant a fixed price increase. Thirdly, the Commission objected to the 
obligationn to invoice the charge as a separate item because this would leave the 
impressionn that the charge was government imposed like, for example, the VAT, 
andd thus would reinforce the price-fixing effect. The Commission rejected the 
exemptionn on proportionality grounds.222 In doing so it considered that a system 
wherebyy the total price was invoiced while it was stated that this price included 
thee environmental costs, would have been acceptable. Fixing the uniform 
surcharge,, requiring it to be passed on and separately invoiced went, according 
too the Commission, beyond what was necessary to attain the environmental 
objectives.2233 In the Guidelines on Horizontal agreements, the Commission 
considerss that an agreement involving a uniform fee irrespective of the parties' 
individuall  actual costs could in principle be indispensable. This, however, 
stilll  rules out the possibility of the passing through and separate billing being 
consideredd indispensable. We will have a closer look at cases involving environ-
mentall  charges in the chapter devoted to case studies in the Netherlands.224 

i0i0lbid.,lbid., para 23. 
!11 Commission, XXIInd . Competition Report (1992), paras. 117-186, p. 106 et seq. 
1111 Ibid., para. 177. 
! '' Ibid., para. 185. 

'44 Infra, paragraph 16.5.4. 
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Onee final area where the proportionality criterion is of interest is that of 
environmentall  agreements concerning the collection and processing of waste. 
Environmentall  agreements in this field have become quite numerous as a result 
off  the producer responsibility introduced by the Packaging and Packaging Waste 
Directive.2255 The law implementing this directive may leave the industry two 
optionss to comply with the producer responsibility. In principle, they have an 
individuall  responsibility to collect and recycle their packaging waste. However, 
theyy can also become party to a collective collection and recycling scheme and 
therebyy avoid the (relatively expensive) individual obligation. This has lead to 
thee emergence of several nationwide private packaging collection and recovery 
systems.2266 The collection and recycling of waste needs to involve large volumes 
forr it to be profitable and therefore allows for significant economies of scale. 
Moreover,, free rider problems are to be expected227 and therefore most systems 
wil ll  involve some sort of exclusivity coupled with control mechanisms. It is this 
exclusivityy that results in competition problems as the collective system will 
optt for the greatest degree of both 'upstream' (i.e. the firms responsible for the 
waste)) and 'downstream' (i.e. the firms actually collecting and recycling the 
waste)) exclusivity.228 The competition authority, however, wil l want to keep the 
degreee of exclusivity to an absolute minimum. In one of the first of this type of 
casess to come before the Commission, the IFCO case, the exclusivity was indeed 
thee core issue.229 The International Fruit Container Organisation (IFCO) is as 
systemm for reusable plastic fruit containers set up by a number of German food 
retailers.. Initially, it looked like these founding fathers would consider the IFCO 
systemm to be exclusive in that they would only accept fruit in IFCO containers. 
Thiss was thought necessary to start the system up and get a minimum amount 
off  containers in circulation. Thee Commission objected to, inter alia, this exclu-
sivity.. When this was dropped and some other amendments were made to the 

2 i 55 Directive 94/62 on Packaging and Packaging Waste, OJ1994 L 365/10. Moreover, the entry into force of 

thee so-called WEEE Directive (Directive 2002/96, Of 2003 L 37/24) is likely to lead to an increase in the 

numberr of agreements establishing producer responsibility organisations. 
2266 See, in general on the issue of packaging waste management systems: Commission 2001. 
2277 Because of the sheer number of companies involved as well as the relative difficulty of identifying the 

producerr of the packaging once it has become waste 
1188 There is an incentive for upstream exclusivity (i.e. longer duration of contacts by which the producers 

aree bound to the collective system) because that wil l increase the continuity of the system in view of 

thee considerable investments that need to be done. Similarly, as the actual collection and recycling of 

wastee involves putting into place a considerable fine meshed network, the downstream companies wil l 

demandd certainty that they wil l be able to recoup their investments. 
2 299 Information on the IFCO Case is fragmented and can be found in: Commission, press release IP/93/ 

430,, XXIIIrd . Competition Report (1993), para 165, p. 102, XXVIIIth . Competition Report (1998), p. 165 

andd notice pursuant to Article 19(3) of Council Regulation 17, Of 1997 C 48/4. 
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system,, it was considered no longer to violate Article 81(1) in the first place.230 

InIn Valpak, the case concerning the largest British packaging recovery scheme, 
thee Commission was again concerned with the exclusivity involved.2'1 Under 
thee Valpak scheme, the parties wanting to join had to use the Valpak scheme for 
alll  of their packaging (the 'all or nothing approach'). Thereby, competition was 
effectivelyy excluded. Nevertheless, the Commission considered that this 'all or 
nothingg approach' was justified in order to create sufficient momentum. Accord-
ingly,, the Commission granted an informal exemption while at the same time 
reservingg itself the right to re-examine the case after three years. 

Again,, the exclusivity of the scheme featured prominently in DSD. The long 
durationn of the exclusivity granted to collection and sorting companies in the 
servicee agreements meant that they restricted competition within the meaning 
off  Article 8I{I ) but did not keep the Commission from granting an exemption. 
Above,, we have already looked at the way in which the Commission dealt with 
thee first two requirements for an exemption. The outcome above was that in 
generall  the Commission appears to have awarded greater weight to environmen-
tall  considerations whilst at the same time it has not clarified exactly how much 
importancee has been attached to the environmental protection requirements. 
Inn determining whether the exclusivity is indispensable the uncertainty as to 
whatt role the environmental concerns have played has increased. For one, the 
Commissionn writes not a word about the indispensability (or not) of the exclu-
sivityy in view of the environmental benefits that were identified pursuant to the 
firstfirst requirement.232 On the contrary, the Commission is solely addressing the 
economicc and legal backgrounds of the decision to invest considerable sums 
att significant risk and to what extent these factors necessitated the exclusivi-
ties.. This approach is not unsatisfactory from the perspective of the model of 
integrationn because essentially the Commission is checking to see whether the 
restrictionn of competition is necessary in order to allow for the erection of an 
infrastructuree that will as a consequence enable the internalisation of external 
costs.. However, this aspect of the decision does indicate that DSD cannot be said 
too be a purely environmentally motivated decision.235 

Inn general, the interpretation of the third requirement for an exemption as 
aa necessity test is satisfactory from the perspective of the integration of envi-
ronmentall  concerns and competition law. The criterion of necessity accepts the 
levell  of protection chosen and only checks on whether or not the means chosen 
aree indispensable. This wil l preclude the Commission from substituting its own 

2300 Commission, XXVIIIth . Competition Report (1998), p. 165. 
2311 Ibid., p. 152-153. 
2322 Commission Decision 2001/837, DSD (Article 81), OJ 2001 L 319/1. Indeed, the word 'environment' is 

nott to be found in paragraphs 150-157 that are devoted to the indispensability. 
2333 See for an equally cautious approach in this respect: Monti 2002, p. 1074. 
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visionn of a sufficient level of environmental protection for that of the parties 
inn cases where the means necessary to attain the latter are more restrictive of 
competitionn than those necessary to attain the level that the Commission would 
considerr sufficient. In general, therefore, this test involves a greater 'respect' 
forr the environment than a true proportionality test would.234 Moreover, the 
purposee of Article 6 and the model of integration, the attainment of sustainable 
development,, also require the presence of some competitive pressure. In this 
respect,, the proportionality requirement fulfil s an essential role. 

8.7.55 The requirement of sufficient residual competition and 
environmentall  protection 

8.7.5.11 Introductory remarks 

Thee fourth and final requirement for an exemption can be 
saidd the represent the outer limits of what Article 81 can take. Whatever the 
compensatingg benefits may be, the cooperation between the parties may never 
completelyy annihilate competition. Basically, there are two ways of looking at 
whetherr or not there is sufficient residual competition. Firstly, the amount or 
intensityy of competition between the parties to the agreement (internal competi-
tion)) may be ascertained. Secondly, one may look at the amount of competition 
betweenn the parties on the one hand and the third parties (external competition) 
onn the other hand. These two ways of looking at the remaining competition can 
bee described as communicating vessels in that internal competition needs to 
bee more intensive when external competition is diminished to a larger extent 
andd vice versa. Furthermore, the requirement of sufficient residual competition 
hass already played an important role in the second requirement for an exemp-
tion;; establishing a fair share for consumers. This connection with the second 
requirementt partly explains the limited attention that the Commission generally 
devotess to this requirement.2" This short outline of the test applied with regard 
too the fourth requirement also signals the parallelism between the appreciabil-
ityy test within the scope of Article 81(1) and the residual competition test. After 
thesee introductory comments we shall now look at the Commission's decision-
makingg practice and the Court's judgments with regard to this criterion. 

1544 See, for a true proportionality test and the effects that the application of this test has on the level of 

protection,, Case C-302/86, Commission v. Denmark (Danish Bottles), [1988] ECR 4607. 

2355 Cf. Faull & Nikpay 1999, p. 114. 
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8.7.5.22 The application of the residual competition test to envi-
ronmentall  agreements 

Thee two views on determining sufficient residual competition 
involvee two different tests. When the internal competition between the parties 
too an agreement is concerned, the test applied shows a great resemblance to the 
qualitativee appreciability test described above. On the other hand, the external 
residuall  competition test relies primarily on the market share of the parties to 
thee agreement (i.e. the quantitative appreciability) and the general conditions of 
competitionn on the market. Practice with regard to this test reveals no particular 
orderr or preference for either one of the views on residual competition. 

Ass regards the external residual competition the basic criterion is that 
off  market power of the parties involved in the agreement. It can be said that 
thiss requirement also functions to some extent as a nexus between Article 81 
andd Article 82. Given this function, the Commission's practice in this regard 
becomess easier to understand. Basically, the purpose of the requirement of 
sufficientt residual competition is to rule out any agreements that will rein-
forcee a dominant position or that will lead to such a position coming about.2»6 

Fromm the case law on dominance the following rules of thumb can be inferred. 
Markett shares below 30 to 40 per cent will generally not confer a position of 
dominance.2'77 On the other hand market shares over 75 per cent are very likely 
consideredd to bring dominance with it.2'8 Whether anything in between these 
twoo extremes wil l be considered to confer a dominant position wil l rely strongly 
onn the actual situation of the market. 

Fromm these rules of thumb it may be concluded that an aggregate market 
sharee below 30 to 40 per cent wil l generally not be a problem from the point of 
vieww of ensuring sufficient external competition. However, in the United Reproc-
essorsessors case239 the Commission has allowed an agreement between parties that 
hadd very significant market share well exceeding 40 per cent.240 United Reproc-
essorss was a joint company established by the major European reprocessing 
firmsfirms with a view to coordinating the parties' reprocessing capacity.241 As can 
bee guessed the initial investments involved in this type of operation are quite 
high.. As a result such facilities require a high degree of efficient utilisation (load 
factor)) for them to be profitable. 

233 Commission, Guidelines on horizontal agreements, OJ 2001 C 3/2, para. 36. 
2377 Commission Decision 85/404, Grundig, OJ 1985 L 233/1. 
2388 Case 85/76, Hoffman-La Roche v. Commission (Hoffmann-La Roche), [1979] ECR 461, para. 41 and Case 

T-30/89,, Hilti  v. Commission, [1992] ECR II-1439, paras. 89-94. 
2399 Commission Decision 76/248, United Reprocessors, OJ 1976 L 51/7. 
240Accordingg to Portwood the market share was in excess of 90 per cent, Portwood 1994, p. 156. 
2411 Reprocessing is an operation whereby the useable fissile materials are recovered from spent nuclear 

fuels. . 
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Onn the basis of the exceptional nature of the market involved the Commis-
sionn came to the conclusion that the fourth requirement would also be fulfilled 
despitee the very high market share of the parties. In this respect the Commis-
sionn took into account the fact that the parties would have to compete after a 
certainn transitional period had passed. Moreover, the Commission expected 
sufficientt pressure from the electricity generating companies, the consumers of 
thee joint company, was considerable. In its competition report the Commission 
madee an extra effort at ensuring that United Reprocessors could not be construed 
ass setting a precedent in this connection.242 

Environmentall  concerns may play a particular role with regard to the market 
sharee test employed in this respect. It is not entirely unconceivable that envi-
ronmentall  considerations may actually prompt a narrower market definition 
thann otherwise would have been the case. This, in turn, will result in a higher 
markett share for the parties involved on the market for environmentally friendly 
productss and thereby an increased likeliness that residual competition is found 
too be insufficient.243 

Generallyy speaking the market share approach itself adopted by the Commis-
sionn is a fairly technical exercise that leaves littl e or no room for an increased 
rolee for environmental concerns. However, an indirect role is possible that 
involvess taking the environmental backgrounds of the case into account not so 
muchh in establishing but rather in judging the market share. In this connec-
tionn the concept of the economically compulsory cartel could come into play.244 

Ass a reminder, according to this hypothesis, a cartel agreement could also be 
consideredd compulsory by government act if the conclusion of the cartel is the 
onlyy economically rational approach to a government-imposed obligation. Short 
off  accepting that such economic pressure keeps these agreements wholly outside 
thee scope of Article 81(1), the inherent incentive to achieve economies of scale 
couldd nevertheless lead to larger market shares still being considered accep-
table.. It has to be taken into account that determining whether or not there is 
sufficientt residual competition is task that cannot take place in abstract terms 
but,, on the contrary, should take into account the actual economic situation on 
thee markets. If this situation is such as to inherently lead to large scale opera-
tionss with the accordingly large market share, the test whether or not sufficient 
residuall  competition remains should take this fact into account. Moreover, as 
thee Commission's practice shows, it can and will take such special features of 
marketss into account.245 

2422 Commission, Vth. Competition Report (1975). para. 45. 
2433 We wil l return to and have a closer look at the influence of environmental concerns on market definition 

issuess in the paragraph concerning Article 82, infra, paragraph 9.2.3. 
2 444 Supra, paragraph 8.5. 
2455 Commission Decision 76/248, United Reprocessors, OJ1976 L 51/7. 
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Withh regard to the second view on determining sufficient residual competi-
tionn the following can be said. Intuitively, and on the basis of the parallel with 
thee appreciability test it may be concluded that agreements on environmental 
aspectss are very likely to leave internal competition intact to a sufficient degree. 
Thiss is evidenced by the Commission's decision in the CECED case. The 
Commission'ss basic approach in this case recognises that coordination with 
regardd to environmental concerns leaves many other (more important) factors 
onn which competition is possible, untouched. 2* s Moreover, the Commission 
tookk into account that the technical means by which parties are to achieve the 
sector-widee energy efficiency target were left open.2*7 It did this in a manner 
thatt is very much reminiscent of the reasoning adopted in the Guidelines on 
Horizontall  Agreements in connection with agreements that do not fall under 
Articlee 8i(i).248 Finally, the Commission relied on the fact that, although the 
machiness to be phased out represent 'account for a significant volume of final 
sales',, parties are free with regard to 90 per cent of the market.249 

Thee Guidelines on Horizontal Agreements, unfortunately, address a diffe-
rentt point in this respect. The Commission starts by setting out the basic 
purposee of this requirement. It then moves on by givingg the example of the 
exclusivee rights granted to an operator providing down stream services (such 
ass collection and recycling). According to the Commission the duration of this 
exclusivityy should take into account the possibility of new competitors entering 
thee market. Of course this type of restriction involves a vertical relation. Moreo-
ver,, this type of reasoning concerning the duration of exclusive rights seems 
moree appropriate in connection with the proportionality test.2*0 In general there 
iss a clear incentive for the upstream parties (in the Commission's example, 
thee producer responsibility organisation) to keep the duration of the exclusiv-
ityy limited. Moreover, the contracts could be awarded on the basis of public 
tender.. As with the qualitative notion of appreciability, the integration principle 
requiress littl e more than an economically sound appraisal. As the CECED case 
shows,, there are generally few problems to be expected in this regard. This is 
confirmedd by the decision in the DSD case. With regard to the exclusivity in the 
servicee agreements the Commission firstly observes that the collectors excluded 
byy DSD remain free.2'1 Secondly, the Commission addresses the real problem 

246Commissionn Decision 2000/475, CECED, Of 2000 L187/47, Pa r a- 64. 
2477 Ibid., para. 65. 

2488 Commission, Guidelines on horizontal agreements, Of 2001 C 3/2, para. 185, supra para. 3.4.2.3. 
249Commissionn Decision 2000/475, CECED, Of 2000 L187/47, Pa r a- 66. 
2500 Commission, Guidelines on vertical agreements, Of 2000 C 291/1, para. 141. 
2511 Commission Decision 2001/837, DSD (Article 81), OJ 2001 L 319/1, para. 159. This, of course, cannot be 

thee measure by which the existance of sufficient remaining competition is judged as - one would hope 

att least - firms that have no contractual relation are not impeded in their freedom by a contract to which 

theyy are no party. 
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thatt concerns the 'free and unimpeded access to the collection infrastructure set 
upp by collectors contracted to DSD.'2*2 Since the Commission has managed to 
ascertainn this access, competition is nott eliminated and thus the fourth and final 
requirementt for an exemption satisfied. Accordingly, the Commission is able to 
grantt an exemption to DSD.253 

Inn sum, the fourth requirement for an exemption is unlikely to stand in the 
wayy of most environmental agreements. Even if the parties to the agreement 
havee a high aggregate market share, the characteristics of the market could well 
bee taken into account and thus make the restriction palatable from a compe-
titionn perspective. However, as DSD shows, ensuring sufficient remaining 
competitionn may sometimes involve imposing rather far-going obligations upon 
thee parties.254 

8.7.66 Negative effects of the integration principle 

8.7.6.11 Introductory remarks 

Inn the paragraphs above we have looked at the positive effects 
thatt the model of integration may have on the application of the exemption 
clause.. Furthermore, we have already noted that there is no negative role for the 
modell  of integration with regard to the interpretation of the third paragraph of 
Articlee 81. In this paragraph we shall look at the negative effects of the model of 
integration.. Essentially this comes down to the question to what extent negative 
environmentall  effects stand in the way of an exemption.2" Using the example 
off  the joint venture for the research and development of the new but energy 
inefficientt product, what would happen if Article 81(1) was to apply and from a 
competitionn point of view the agreement would qualify for an exemption? With 
regardd to taking negative environmental effects into account, three different 
sub-questionss can be discerned. Firstly, can negative environmental effects be 
takenn into account in the first place? Secondly, if so, how do we take them into 
account?? This is a more technical matter and involves determining exactly with 
regardd to which of the four criteria of the exemption clause these effects can play 
theirr role. Thirdly, the effects of taking the negative environmental impact into 
accountt need to be determined. 

2522 Ibid., para. 162. 
2533 The Commission has attached obligations in this respect in order to further ensure the free access, ibid., 

para.. 182,183. 
2544 Ibid., para 165 et seq. where the Commission addresses the objections that DSD has formulated against 

thee obligations. See further with regard to the possible competition and tendering problems arising: 

Lotzee & Pape 2003. 
1555 This paragraph is written on the basis of the current system where the Commission has the sole power 

off  exemption. The effects of the direct applicability of Article 81(3) will be examined infra in paragraph 

8.9. . 
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87.6.22 Is there a role for environmental degradation in Article 
81(3)? ? 

Thee question whether there is a role for negative environmen-
tall  effects in the application of the exemption clause is the mirror image of the 
questionn asked above with regard to the positive effects of the integration prin-
ciplee inn connection with the exemption clause. As a result, it would be expected 
thatt the outcome of the question is identical, yet mirrored. These effects should 
bee taken into account however, instead of increasing the possibilities of obtain-
ingg an exemption, negative effects should lessen or preclude this chance. 
Essentiallyy the same arguments that were put forward in that respect can also 
applyy here.256 However as we have seen there are a number of reasons that plead 
againstt taking negative environmental effects into account in interpreting Arti-
clee 81(1). It can therefore be asked whether these reasons apply analogously to 
thee application of the exemption clause. 

Too start with the last argument that was brought forward above: the nature 
off  the model of integration and the integration principle. As we have seen, 
thee application of the integration principle presupposes the existence of some 
discretionaryy power, i.e. the power to engage in a policy of some sort. Moreo-
ver,, we have also seen thatt such discretion is inherent in the application of 
Articlee 81(3).̂  Secondly, the problems of legal certainty and equal treatment 
aree not insurmountable in that the exemption clause can only be applied upon 
notification.. Of course the policy chance that follows from taking negative 
environmentall  effects into account will have to comply with the constitutional 
demandss imposed by the Treaty.2'8 If these requirements are satisfied, the fact 
thatt an agreement has to be notified to obtain an exemption effectively precludes 
problemss such as the ones identified above. This leaves us with only one reason 
pleadingg against taking negative environmental effects into account: the fact 
thatt doing this wil l lead to competition policy becoming an environmental 
instrument.. Essentially, two opposing arguments can thus be identified. On the 
onee hand, the constitutional argument that competition policy cannot function 
ass an environmental policy instrument. On the other hand, the obligation for 
thee Commission, as an institution conducting a policy that is subject to Arti-
clee 6 EC, to integrate environmental considerations in all its policy areas. We 
wouldd argue that on the whole the constitutional problems that follow from the 
Commissionn pursuing an environmental policy that has not been attributed to 
itt and thus bypassing the Council and Parliament, would in general stand in the 

2566 Supra, para. 8.7.1 and 8.7.2. 
2577 The implications of the direct applicability of Article 81(3) after the entry into force of Regulation 1/2003 

wil ll  be discussed infra in paragraph 8.9. 
2588 E.g. it will have to be made public and retroactivity is in principle not allowed. 
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wayy of taking negative environmental effects into account. How this would work 
inn an actual case, however, relies strongly on the form in which the Commis-
sionn takes these negative environmental effects into account.. Accordingly, in our 
opinion,, as will be shown below, this problem can be overcome if the Commis-
sionn identifies environmental degradation as an explicit and external factor but 
att the same time integrates it into one of the four conditions for an exemption. 
Consider,, for example, an agreement that may lead to economic progress within 
thee traditional meaning of Article 81(3) ass well as environmental degradation. 
Thiss agreement may very well be considered not to fulfi l one of the criteria of 
Articlee 81(3) in the first place. This leads us to the second question. 

8.7.6.33 Where does environmental degradation enter into the 
picture? ? 

Noww that it has been established that negative environmental 
effectss should play a role in the application of the exemption clause just as posi-
tivee environmental effects have to be taken into account, the question arises how 
thesee effects should play their role. In this respect a number of solutions have 
beenn put forward. Jacobs has argued that the integration principle should lead to 
thee addition of an extra, fifth, criterion to the four requirements listed in Article 
811 (3).259 Geradin proposes to take negative environmental effects into account in 
analysingg the proportionality of the measure.260 

InIn our opinion, the most appropriate place within Article 81(3) to take nega-
tivee environmental effects into account would seem to be the first requirement: 
establishingg economic and technical progress.161 Interpreting Article 81(3) so 
ass to introduce an extra, fifth, criterion would run counter to the clear and - in 
thiss respect - unambiguous wording of Article 81(3) which contains only four 
requirementss for an exemption. Furthermore, the explicit addition of an extra 
criterionn is very likely to lead to the constitutional problems described in the 
abovee paragraph. With regard to the solution proposed by Geradin the following 
remarkss may be made. Within the four criteria for an exemption the propor-
tionalityy test is only about balancing, on the one hand, the advantages with, on 
thee other hand, the restrictions of competition. It can therefore be called a bilan 
economique.economique. This balance should only include the (environmental) advantages of 
thee cooperation and the detrimental effects on competition. 

Thee most logical alternative is thus to interpret the first requirement; 
thee presence of'economic and technical progress' so as to include only 'net 
economicc and technical progress'.262 In the words of Advocate-General VerLoren 

2599 Jacobs 1993, p. 58. 
1 600 Geradin 2001, p. 123 et seq. 
2611 See also Vedder 2000, p. 374. 
2622 Cf. Schröter 1999, p. 2/309, rn. 298. 
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vann Themaat in the Book prices cases: the 'bilan économique' should take place 
withinn the first requirement.*6*  Commission decisions reveal that it wil l require 
objectivee (net) benefits to arise from the agreement in order for the first require-
mentt to be fulfilled.26'» The result of negative ecological effects in combination 
withh positive economic effects could be that the Commission would have to 
makee an, admittedly difficult, balancing act the outcome of which could be that 
theree are simply no net benefits to warrant an exemption. In the context of the 
examplee of a joint venture to develop a new but energy inefficient product it can 
thuss be argued that the new product is simply not an improved product let alone 
thatt it involves technical progress. 

Iff  at this point we look back at the previous paragraph we are faced with the 
questionn whether this runs counter to the constitutional lay out of the Treaty. In 
ourr opinion that does not necessarily have to be the case. If the Commission is 
explicitlyy prescribing a certain level of environmental protection below which 
thee compensating (economic) benefits will not be considered to lead to a net 
benefit,, the constitutional problem could be said to arise. In the context of the 
jointt venture for the development of the energy inefficient product, the Commis-
sionn wil l probably not be allowed to state that there is no technical or economic 
progresss because the energy efficiency of the product to be developed is below 
aa certain value. Such a finding would amount to the Commission effectively 
imposingg (in this case) a minimum level of energy efficiency level. On the other 
handd it could probably consider that, in the specific case at hand, the benefits 
inherentt in the development of a new product are compensated by the negative 
factt that the new product is energy inefficient. The result of this finding would 
bee that this agreement is considered not to bring with it any advantages. The 
differencee between the two approaches is that in the first the Commission is 
layingg down a general rule whereas in the second approach it merely applies 
(aa part of) the exemption clause to the broader (because the environment is 
includedd as well) facts of the case. This leaves us with the third question identi-
fiedd above: what are the effects of it all? 

8.7.6.44 What are the effects of taking environmental degradation 
intoo account? 

Thee possible effects manifest themselves on three levels that 
correspondd to the three stages of the process of applying Article 81. Firstly, the 
notificationn form A/B. Currently, agreements have to be notified to the Com-

Opinionn of A-G VerLoren van Themaat in joined Cases 43 and 63/82, VBVB and and VBBB v. Commission, 

(Bookk prices) [1984] ECR 19 at p. 88. 

Commissionn Decision 78/156, Video cassette recorders, OJ1978 L 47/42, para. 29, Decision 83/672, Saba, 

OJ19833 L 376/41, para. II.B.i. 
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missionn in order to be eligible for an exemption. Such notifications must use the 
so-calledd form A/B.26s The Commission could include in the form A/B a sec-
tionn on the environmental impacts of the agreement. The impact of this could 
rangee from a simple question whether any negative environmental impacts 
aree expected to an obligation for the notifying parties to attach as an annex a 
completee environmental impact assessment. The second stage is the notification 
itself.. Depending on what the Commission requires in its form A/B, the parties 
couldd suffice with a simple statement that the agreement is expected not to have 
anyy negative effects or they may be under an obligation to submit a full-blown 
environmentall  impact assessment. The third stage is that where the Commis-
sionn actually checks to see whether or not an exemption can be granted. It is 
att this point that the Commission will actually have to balance the (economic) 
advantagess with the negative environmental effects to see whether there is 
economicc and technical progress. If there is no such progress then one of the 
fourr conditions for an exemption is not fulfilled. Because these conditions are 
cumulative,, no exemption can be granted. 

8.88 Group exemptions 

8.8.11 Introductory remarks 

Oncee the Commission has gained sufficient experience with 
aa specific type of agreement it can decide to adopt a so-called group- or block 
exemption.. These take the form of Commission Regulations. At the moment 
theree is one general Regulation for vertical agreements whereas there are two 
blockk exemptions concerning horizontal restrictions. The vertical block exemp-
tionn Regulation basically consists of what is called a 'safe haven' market share of 
300 per cent below which the exemption applies except for when certain hard-core 
restrictionss are present.266 For horizontal agreements there are two Regulations 
thatt also adopt the 'safe haven approach' combined with a 'black list' consist-
ingg of hard-core restrictions that will preclude the applicability of the block 
exemption.. These Regulations cover specialisation agreements and research and 
developmentt agreements/67 These Regulations confer an advantage on those 
agreementss that fall within their scope because they are exempted from Article 
81(1)) without any need for an individual exemption and the corresponding need 
too notify the agreement. With regard to environmental agreements a simple look 

2655 Commission Regulation 3385/94, OJ1994 L 337/28. 
266Commissionn Regulation 2790/1999, OJ 1999 L 336/21. 
2677 Respectively, Commission Regulation 2658/2000, Of 2000 L 304/3, and Regulation 2659/2000, OJ 

20000 L 203/7. 
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att the legislation confirms that there is no group exemption for environmental 
agreementss as such. Therefore our research can concentrate on the effects of the 
integrationn principle on the group exemptions. In this connection we shall first 
lookk at the positive effects of the integration principle. In this regard two ques-
tionss may be asked. Firstly, does the integration principle lead to the applicabil-
ityy of thee group exemption to an agreement that would otherwise not qualify 
forr such an exemption? Secondly, is it possible to adopt a group exemption for 
environmentall  agreements? With regard to the negative effects of the integra-
tionn principle it may be asked whether negative environmental effects can lead 
too the refusal or withdrawal of block exemption benefits. 

8.8.22 Group exemption benefits and environmental protection 

AA clause extending the block exemption benefit to agreements 
thatt would, if it were not for their environmental beneficial impact, fall outside 
thee scope of the group exemption, is firstly expected to be found in the Regula-
tionss themselves. However, close scrutiny of these Regulations reveals that no 
suchh clauses are present. Moreover, past Commission practice reveals that it is 
unwillingg to enlarge the scope of then applicable block exemption Regulations 
inn cases where it did acknowledge the environmental advantages in granting an 
individuall  exemption. In the BBC Brown Boveri case268 the Commission denied 
thee applicability of the old research and development group exemption Regula-
tiona699 because one of the parties was not allowed to market the new products 
afterr the expiry of the five-year limit laid down in the Regulation.2?0 In the later 
KSB/Goulds/Lowara/ITTKSB/Goulds/Lowara/ITT case the Commission again ruled out the applicability 
off  old research and development Regulation this time on the ground that the 
markett share cap (which at that time was put at 20 per cent) may be exceeded.27' 
Inn both cases the fact that the Commission did take the environmental advan-
tagess into account in granting an individual exemption apparently kept it from 
extendingg the block exemption benefit. 

Itt may then be asked whether it is sensible and possible to argue that, on the 
basiss of the integration principle and the model of integration, block exemption 
benefitss may be extended even when the Regulation itself, does not provide for 
thiss possibility. We would argue that this is neither possible nor sensible. The 
impossibilityy follows already from the text of Article 6 EC itself. This refers to 
thee integration of environmental protection requirements into the definition 
andd implementation of the Community policies and activities. In the case of 

2688 Commission Decision 88/541, BBC Brown Boveri, OJ1988 L 301/68, para. 21. 
269Commissionn Regulation 418/85, OJ 1985 L 53/5. 
2700 Ibid. Article 4(i)(f). 
2711 Commission Decision 91/38, KSB/Goulds/Lowara/ITT, OJ 1991 L19/25, para. 24. 
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blockk exemptions the block exemption Regulations themselves are the Commis-
sion'ss policy. Therefore the model of integration can at the most - and in our 
opinionn does - result in the requirement on the part of the Commission to 
consider,, when it is drafting the Regulation, the possibility of introducing into 
itt a mechanism extending automatically the block exemption benefit to environ-
mentall  agreements that would normally fall outside its scope. Of course, certain 
limit ss (for example, a second, higher market share cap) may be imposed in this 
respect.. Requiring the Commission, as the author of the block exemption Regu-
lation,, to do anything else than taking environmental protection requirements 
intoo account in drafting the Regulation would not make any sense. Arguing that 
Articlee 6 and the model of integration have any effect vis a vis the Commission 
att a later stage than the drafting stage could only mean that the Commission 
iss under an obligation to extend the group exemption benefit upon application. 
Thiss would greatly reduce the block exemption benefit because parties are again 
burdenedd with administrative necessities. As a result, the whole idea behind the 
blockk exemption would be negated. 

Wouldd it then be possible to argue before a national court (and, ultimately, 
thee European Court of Justice) that the block exemption benefit has to be 
extendedd to an agreement that would normally fall outside the scope? Consider 
thee following case involving the KSB/Goulds/Lowara/ITT research and develop-
ment.. This agreement was considered to fall outside the scope of the Regulation 
becausee of the parties' market share. Suppose that the parties, because they 
exceededd the market share cap only marginally and because of the environmen-
tall  objective of their agreement, decided not to notify the agreement in order to 
obtainn an individual exemption. Suppose, furthermore, that before a national 
courtt someone invokes the nullity of the agreement because it violates Article 
81(1).. In that case it could be argued that, since the Regulation itself is Commis-
sionn policy and Article 6 EC contains an unconditional obligation ('must be 
integrated')) concerning Commission policy, a national court is under an obliga-
tionn to extend the group exemption benefit to the agreement in question. It is 
submittedd that this would fail primarily because Article 6 is insufficiently clear 
inn that it contains vague concepts such as for example 'environmental protection 
requirements'.2722 Apart from the fact that Article 6 can probably not be invoked 
beforee a national court,27' this would also fail on the basis of the Court's judg-
mentt in Delimitis where it held that national courts could only apply the group 
exemptionn regulations, not modify their scope.274 

2722 Case C-9/99, Echirolles Distribution SA v. Association du Dauphiné (Échirolles), [2000] ECR I-8207, 

paras.. 15-26. 
2733 This is not to say that a national court cannot consider itself to be an addressee of the integration 

principlee and as a result under an obligation to integrate environmental protection requirements in his 

applicationn of Community legislation, see infra paragraph 8.9. 
2744 Case C-234/89, Stergios Delimitis v. Wenninger Brüu (Delimitis), [1991] ECR I-935, para. 46. 
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Sincee there is no group exemption regulation for environmental agreements 
andd the scope of the existing Regulations cannot be extended to encompass 
suchh agreements the question remains whether it is possible to adopt such a 
Regulationn for environmental agreements. This would certainly seem possible. 
Thee general rules laid down by the Commission in the Guidelines on horizontal 
agreementss could very well be elaborated to the effect that they become suffi-
cientlyy clear to warrant legal certainty. The horizontal, sector-wide nature of 
environmentall  protection does not have to stand in the way of such a Regulation 
ass the currently existing safe-haven block exemptions exemplify. What could 
standd in the way of the practicability of such an exercise is the diffuse nature of 
thee restrictions involved. These, as we have seen, range from vertical to hori-
zontal,, research and development to exclusivities, phasing in and phasing out 
off  products. This diversity in restrictions and clauses will greatly hamper such 
efforts. . 

Ass to the negative effects that the integration of environmental concerns may 
have,, thoughts centre around the possibility of withdrawing the group exemp-
tionn benefit in cases where the environmental disadvantages outweigh the bene-
fits.. Much of what wass said in connection with the individual exemption also 
appliess here. Interestingly, the current block exemption Regulations all contain 
aa mechanism by which block exemption benefits may be withdrawn.275 As these 
read,, none of them explicitly offers the possibility of withdrawing the benefits 
onn environmental grounds. However, this reading will reveal that essentially, 
thee Commission or, in the case of the Vertical Block exemption Regulation the 
nationall  authority, can withdraw the benefit when the conditions of Article 81(3) 
ECC are no longer fulfilled.2?6 This, in turn, means that environmental protection 
requirementss may play the same role here as they play within the scope of the 
applicationn of Article 81(3) in individual cases.277 

8.99 The effects of the direct applicabilit y of Articl e 81(3) EC 

Onn 1 May 2004, Regulation 1/2003 will enter into force.278 On 
thee basis of Article 1 of this Regulation, the third paragraph of Article 81 wil l 
becomee directly applicable. This meanss that national courts may apply Article 

Articlee 6 and 7 of Commission Regulation 2790/1999, OJ1999 L 336/21, Article 7 of Commission 

Regulationn 2658/2000, OJ 2000 L 304/3, and Article 7 of Regulation 2659/2000, OJ 2000 L 203/7 

Ass has happened in, inter alia, Case 1-7/93, Langncse-Iglo v. Commission, [1995] ECR II-1533, paras. 173 et 

sta. sta. 

Supra,Supra, paragraph 8.7. 

Regulationn (EC) No. 1/2003 o n t n e implementation of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 81 

andd 82 of the EC Treaty (hereafter Regulation 1/2003), °J 2°°3 LI /1-
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811 in its entirety.279 As a result, they may declare an agreement that falls within 
thee scope of Article 81(1) not to be prohibited, if they considerr the requirements 
off  Article 81(3) to be fulfilled. A necessary corollary to this is the relinquishing 
off  the exclusive right to grant an exemption by the Commission. After the entry 
intoo force of Regulation 1/2003,tne Commission can only issue group exemp-
tionn regulations280 and issue, in the Community public interest, decisions in 
whichh Article 81(1) is stated not to apply or decisions in which the requirements 
off  Article 81(3) are considered to be fulfilled for a certain agreement or deci-
sion.2811 As a result, Article 81(3) wil l no longer be an exemption but rather an 
exception.. This new setting does not necessarily have to affect the integration of 
environmentall  concerns to a large extent. 

Wee have seen above how the model of integration is based on a number of 
foundationss that are not specific to any particular system of competition law and 
policy.. The mutually reinforcing relationship between competition and environ-
mentall  protection that the model of integration seeks to attain can by definition 
bee applied to any system of competition law hat allows for a disapplication of 
thee prohibition of cartels. As a result, the change of character that Article 81(3) 
undergoess by reason of Regulation 1/2003 should not be such as to completely 
rulee out the possibility of an integration of environmental concerns. 

Whatt wil l change is the legal framework in which Article 81(3) is be applied. 
Iff  the Commission applies it in so-called landmark cases,282 it wil l as a Commu-
nityy institution enacting a Community policy, be bound by Article 6 EC. 
Moreover,, the Commission wil l have to take into account the fact that Article 81 
iss part of the EC Treaty and must therefore, even without any particular refer-
encee to Article 6 EC, be interpreted with the objectives of Article 2 EC in mind. 
Thiss is of interest because the in the White Paper preceding Regulation 1/2003, 
the'Commissionn stated that Article 81(3) could not allow 'the competition rules 
too be set aside because of political considerations'.28' This appears to signal that 
thee Commission is opting for an interpretation of Article 81(3) that will restrict 
thee role that non-competition (e.g. environmental) considerations can play in 
thatt provision.184 Such a changed interpretation of Article 81(3) is submitted to 

2799 Note that the wording of Article 6 of Regulation 1/2003 suggests a choice for national courts whether of 

nott to apply Article 81(3), cf. Vogelaar 2002, p. 23. 
2 800 The Commission can continue to do this on the basis of the Regulations that currently empower it to do 

so. . 
2811 Regulation 1/2003, Article 10. 
2822 These are the decisions that the Commission can take in the Community public interest pursuant to 

Articl ee 10 of Regulation 1/2003. 
2833 White Paper on Modernisation of the Rules implementing Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, OJ1999, 

CC 132/1, para. 49. 
2844 Cf. Wesseling 2000, p. 105,107. 
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bee contrary to the integration principle as well as the fact that Article 81, as any 
Treatyy provision, is to be interpreted in the light of the objectives listed in Article 
22 EC. Moreover, as we have seen in this chapter, it would mean a departure from 
thee Commission's current practice pursuant to Article 8i(3).28s 

Finally,, another important reason for a continued role for environmental 
considerationss in Article 81(3) relates to the legal character of these 'landmark 
cases'.. The Commission has been enabled to act in these cases in order to 
clarifyy the law and to ensure a consistent application and development of the 
laww throughout the Community particularly in cases that have not been dealt 
with.2*66 These decisions then bind the national courts and authorities in that 
theyy cannot take decisions that run counter to decisions already taken by the 
Commission.2877 Moreover, the national authorities must avoid giving decisions 
thatt would conflict with decisions that the Commission is 'contemplating'.288 

Furthermore,, the member states are under an obligation to ensure that deci-
sionss and judgments of their national authorities in which Article 81 is applied, 
aree sent to the Commission.189 The decentralisation of the application of Article 
81(3)) is thus to a large extent subject to the Commission's guidance. Implicit 
inn this is the fact that national authorities are not completely free to interpret 
Articlee 81(3) as they like. In doing so, these national authorities wil l have to 
followw the guidance provided by the Commission. This in turn means that the 
Commissionn is, much more than in the current situation, under an obligation to 
givee this guidance. Guidelines, such as the Guidelines on horizontal agreements 
thatt were examined above and well-reasoned and published decisions are neces-
saryy in this respect. It is submitted that the current Guidelines and decisions 
aree insufficient in this respect. As was shown above, the Commission's practice 
cannott be said to be consistent or overly clear. 

AA second change relates to the disappearance of the notification procedure. 
Ass a result of this, the integration of environmental considerations can no longer 
takee the form of an 'environmental impact statement' that needs to accompany 
thee notification. However, this procedural change does not mean that, substan-
tively,, the Commission is no longer able to refuse an exemption if the negative 
environmentall  impact outweighs the (economic) advantages of an agreement. 

Thee position of national authorities and courts that apply Article 81(3) is 
moree complicated. If they apply Article 81(3), it is uncertain whether and to what 
extentt they wil l be bound by Article 6 EC or the fact that this provision is part 

55 Cf. Wesseling 2000, p. 107 and Monti 2002, p. 1090 et seq. 

Regulationn 1/2003, x 4 t n recital of the preamble. 
1877 Ibid., Articl e 16. 
1888 Interestingly, it remains uncertain exactly how the national authorit y or  a national court is going to find 

outt  that the Commission is contemplating a certain decision and what this decision is going to be. 
189Ibid.,, Articl e 11(3) and (4) and Articl e 15(2). 
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off  the EC Treaty and thus subject to Article 2 EC. The most interesting situation 
forr the purpose of this book would be one where the Commission would refuse 
too integrate environmental protection requirements whereas a national authority 
orr judge is willin g to do so. We could, for example, think of a 'green dot' system 
inn the Netherlands that is comparable but not identical to the DSD system. As 
hass been shown above, the latter has already been the subject of a Commission 
decision.. The question is whether the duty pursuant to Article 16 of Regula-
tionn 1/2003 not to decide in conflict with a Commission decision applies only 
too a Court before which there is a specific case involving the actual DSD system 
andd the same restriction or, more generally, to cases before national courts 
thatt involve 'DSD-like' parties and restrictions? Regulation 1/2003 provides 
thatt in this situation, the decision of the national body may not run counter to 
aa Commission decision.2?0 Depending on the answer to the question formu-
latedd above, the Dutch court that has to rule on the applicability of Article 81 
too the Dutch green dot system is either free to apply Article 81 or bound by the 
Commissionn decision in, inter alia, the DSD -case. 

Itt is uncertain what the effect is pursuant to Article 16 of Regulation 1/2003 
off  Commission (landmark) decisions. The text of Article 249 EC makes it clear 
beyondd doubt that a decision is only binding upon its addressees. Since national 
courtss are not the addressees of Commission decisions {whether or not of the 
landmarkk type), they are not bound by them. This is also evidenced by the fact 
thatt Commission decisions are authentic only in the language of the proceed-
ingss and the parties. Finally, a binding effect upon all national courts that deal 
withh comparable cases would endow the decisions of the Commission with 
effectss that are normally reserved for Regulations. It is submitted that such an 
effectt would render the distinction that Article 249 EC makes between decisions 
andd regulations useless.291 These considerations all plead in favour of a relatively 
narroww binding effect for Commission decisions.292 On the other hand, the logic 
behindd the landmark decision is to ensure a Community-wide uniform interpre-
tationn of the law. This would be jeopardised if any national court could simply 
ignoree a Commission decision with regard to a case that is comparable to the 
onee before that court. Furthermore, the wording of Article 16 that does not refer 
too a particular case, parties and restriction as the subject of the Commission 
decisionn but instead uses the more abstract wording 'agreements, decisions or 
practices',, also hints at a more general binding effect. 

Moreover,, if the binding effect of the Commissions decisions under Article 
166 of Regulation 1/2003 is more general, the interesting situation could arise 

2900 «ud., Article 16. 
2911 See, for regulations and directives: Case C-91/92, Facini Don v. Recreb, [1994] ECR I-3325. 
2922 I.e. limited only to cases before national courts that involve the addressees of a Commission decision 

andd the same restriction of competition that was also subject of the Commission decision. 
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inn which the Dutch court that has to judge on Dutch green dot system consid-
erss itself obliged by the integration principle to award a more important role to 
environmentall  concerns than the Commission had done in DSD. 

Ass we have seen, Article 6 EC is not limited with regard to its addressees. As 
aa result, it could be said that any national court that is applying Community law, 
suchh as Article 81 EC, is under an obligation to integrate.293 Further a contrario 
evidencee for the fact that Article 6 can be invoked by a national court in the 
applicationn of Community law can be found in the fact that other 'integration 
clauses'' do explicitly refer to Community institutions as their addressees.294 

Thee question that then arises is to what extent a national court that departs 
fromm a previous Commission decision is thus actually deciding on the legality of 
thiss decision and thus comes within the realm of Foto Frost.29*  Since the decision 
iss not addressed to the national court, that court is not bound by the decision. 
Ass a result, the court would not be putting it aside or ruling on the validity of 
thatt Community act thus keeping out of Foto Frost's way. Moreover, any decision 
involvingg Article 81(3) necessarily involves a complex appraisal of factors that 
aree very much specific to the case at hand. As such, it should not be difficult 
too distinguish the situation before the national court from that on which the 
Commissionn has decided. Depending on the degree of integration adopted by 
thee Commission and the willingness of the national court to actually integrate 
environmentall  concerns to a greater extent, the result of the direct applicabil-
ityy for the integration of environmental concerns may actually benefit. The 
Commission'ss suggestion that it wants to narrow the scope of Article 81(3) so as 
too exclude political considerations is expected to only increase the incentive for 
nationall  courts to go further in this respect. These national courts, even though 
theyy may not be obliged on the basis of Foto Frost, may well want to make a 
preliminaryy reference in this respect. 

Moreover,, there is something to be said for also allowing such a departure 
fromm the Commission's interpretation of Community law in cases where that 
interpretationn is in the form of a block exemption regulation. Above, we have 
seenn that the Court held in Delimitis that national courts could only apply such 
regulations;; not extend their scope.296 This limitation of the national courts' 
powerss with regard to a block exemption regulation was based on the fact that:297 

'Any'Any such extension, whatever its scope, would affect the manner in which the 
CommissionCommission exercises its legislative competence'. 

2933 Supra, paragraph 5.3. 
294E.g.. Articl e 151(4), 153(2) and 157(3) Ec-
2955 Case 314/85, Foto Frost v. Hauptzollamt (Foto-Frost), [1987] ECR 4199. 
296Casee C-234/89, Delimitis, [1991] I-935,para. 46. 
2977 Ibid. 
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Thiss legislative competence was, as the Court explained in that case, in turn the 
resultt of the exclusive competence of the Commission to adopt decisions that 
implementt Article 81(3).298 After the entry into force of Regulation 1/2003,tne 

Commissionn will no longer possess the exclusive competence to apply Article 
81(3).. On the contrary, the Commission wil l share this competence with; inter 
alia,alia, the national courts. As a result of this, the rationale behind the Court's 
reasoningg in Delimitis disappears. The national authorities should thus be able 
too actually interpret the provisions of a block exemption regulation in order 
too achieve an integration of environmental concerns. They should do this in 
aa manner analogous to the way in which the national courts are required to 
interprett national legislation in conformity with directives.2" This would ensure 
sufficientt respect for legal certainty. Since most of the provisions of the currently 
existingg block exemption regulations have been formulated in such a way that 
thee room for interpretation is very limited indeed, national courts would in prac-
ticee thus only be left with the option of setting the group exemption regulation 
aside.. This, of course, is not allowed by the principle that Community legislation 
mustt be interpreted uniformly throughout the Community as established by 
thee Court in Foto Frost >°° In these cases, the national courts are obliged to make 
aa preliminary reference. For national competition authorities, which are also 
addresseess of Article 6 EC if they apply Community legislation, making prelimi-
naryy references to the European Court of Justice is impossible. They are left only 
withh the possibility under Article 11(5) to consult the Commission. Interestingly, 
thee Commission does not appear to be under any particular duty of cooperation 
asidee from the general statement that it 'shall apply the Community competition 
ruless in close cooperation' with the national authorities.301 

Thee dangers to the consistency and uniformity of the interpretation of 
Articlee 81 throughout the Community that result from this interpretation of 
Articlee 6 in connection with the direct applicability of Article 81(3), is a prob-
lemm that must firstly be resolved by the Commission and not by a rule preclud-
ingg 'dissenting opinions' by member state authorities. The obvious solution 
iss of course for the Commission, in providing guidance, to correctly integrate 
environmentall  concerns. If this does not happen, the result is very likely to be 
yett another increase in the number of preliminary references to the already 
overburdenedd European Court.'02 The fact is that Article 81(3) is and remains 

^lbid,,^lbid,, para. 44. 
2"Casee C-106/89, Marleasingv. Comercial International de Alimentation, [1990] ECR 1-4135. 

'°°° Case 314/85, Foto Frost, [1987] ECR 4199. 

'OII Article 11(1) of Regulation 1/2003. 

' ° 22 Cf. Vogelaar 2002, p. 27. Of course, the Commission, as amicus curiae pursuant to Article 15(3) of 

Regulationn 1/2003 and institution that is going to receive a copy of every judgment from a court in the 

Communityy that involves Article 81 or 82 EC (Article 15(2) Regulation 1/2003),can a l s o expect to be 

keptt busy. 
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ann open-worded provision that allows for a certain degree of political discre-
tionn in its application.*0' As a result, declaring it to be directly applicable is 
inevitablyy going to lead to different interpretations across the Community. The 
riskk of these divergent interpretations can at the most be restricted to purely 
economicc reasons if Article 81(3) is interpreted narrowly but it can never be 
completelyy ruled out.3°4 It is submitted that a narrow interpretation of Article 
81(3)) (thus excluding environmental benefits) is not the solution to the prob-
lem.3055 It deserves repetition that such an interpretation of Article 81(3) would 
runn counter to the current interpretation of Article 81(3) that does take environ-
mentall  considerations into account. More importantly it would also be contrary 
too the integration principle Article 6 EC and the model of integration. As such 
thee possibility to bring about sustainable development through Article 81(3) is 
foregone. . 

3033 Cf. Odudu 2002, p. 20 et seq., Wesseling 2000, Monti 2002, p. 1092. 
3044 Whish suggests a narrowin g of Articl e 81(3) to purely economic benefits, Whish 2001, p. 128. 
3055 See Monti 2002, p. 1096 et seq. for  an interesting solution. 
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9.11 Introductor y remarks 

Wheree Article 81 is concerned with restrictions of competition 
thatt are the result of cooperation between two or more competitors, Article 82 is 
primarily,, though not uniquely, concerned with the repercussions on competi-
tionn of actions by one undertaking. This undertaking is required, for Article 
822 to apply, to be in a dominant position. Moreover, the undertaking in question 
mustt abuse this dominant position. These are the two major elements of Article 
82.. Many more interesting points can further be identified. The dominant 
position,, for example, does not exist in a vacuum but involves an actual market 
thatt has to be defined as both a geographically identifiable area and a prod-
uctt market. With regard to the abuse, Article 82 contains an indicative list of 
abusivee behaviour. Doctrine, Commission decisions and judgments have served 
too further elaborate this list. In short, it can be said that there is no justifica-
tionn clause, such as Article 81(3), with regard to abuse. Abuse is prohibited and 
cannott be justified. There are, however, situations where abuse simply does 
nott exist in the first place because the behaviour that is alleged to be abusive is 
objectivelyy justified. 

Environmentall  requirements may come into play at a number of stages. 
Firstlyy in defining the relevant product market and the geographical market. It 
may,, for example, be possible that environmentally friendly products (e.g. hybrid 
cars)) are considered not to compete with their environmentally unfriendly 
counterpartss (normal cars with an internal combustion engine). In that case, 
thee environmentally friendly car is in a league of its own and may constitute a 
separatee product market. The result of this wil l be that the undertaking produc-
ingg these cars will be much more likely to be in a dominant position. Also with 
regardd to the geographical market environmental considerations may very well 
reducee the size of the market because nationally differing environmental stan-
dardss may separate one member states' market from another. As was mentioned 
above,, this relation between competition law and the environment wil l not be 
consideredd as 'integration' as defined in the model of integration.1 However, we 
wil ll  pay close attention to these interactions between environmental considera-
tionss and competition law precisely because many environmental innovations 
actuallyy place the products in a 'league of their own' and thus problems involv-
ingg dominance are likely to occur. Moreover, market definition and the influ-
encee of environmental concerns in this respect, also play an important role in 
thee application of Article 81. If the market has been defined, the question of 
establishingg dominance arises. In most cases this is a fairly technical exercise 
thatt relies primarily on the market share of the firms on the market. However, 
inn the arena of environmental protection the dust has not yet settled and new 

11 Supra, chapter 4. 
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entrantss are eager to enter a developing market. As we have seen with regard to 
agreementss concerning waste recycling, such schemes in many cases actually 
createe markets. Therefore, environmental concerns may introduce new dynam-
icss in this exercise as well. Again, the role of environmental concerns in this 
respectt wil l be a result of the technical exercise involved and therefore it can be 
characterisedd as an interaction rather than integration. The final question aris-
ingg because of the application of Article 82 to environmental situations involves 
establishingg abuse. In this connection, one can think about the possibility of 
relyingg on the environmental aspects as an objective justification. This final 
questionn is the only one that could actually involve some integration, as opposed 
too interaction, of environmental concerns and competition law. 

9.22 Market definition 

Ass we have seen in the above paragraph, applying Article 82 
startss with defining the relevant market involved.2 Moreover, environmental 
concernss may play an - interactive - role in this respect. Below we will differen-
tiatee between the definition of the relevant product market and the geographical 
market.. With regard to both, the role of environmental concerns will be investi-
gated. . 

9.2.11 The relevant product market 

Definingg the relevant product market involves designing 
thosee products that compete with each other. Products may compete with one 
anotherr from two perspectives: the supply and demand side perspective.. From 
thee demand side, the product market is defined by asking the question what 
productss consumers see as substitutes for each other. This can be determined 
byy the 'SSNIP' or 'Small but Significant Non-transitory Increase in Price'-test.3 

InIn this test the price of the product in question is raised by a small but signifi-
cantt amount for a longer period and those products to which consumers shift 
aree considered to fall in the same product market. From the supply side it is, 
essentially,, asked to what products producers can reasonably adapt their product 
lines.. Such products are deemed to be supply substitutes. 

Howw does this relate to environmental considerations? An obvious example 
wouldd be an environmentally friendly version of a product (a zero emissions car) 
thatt does not compete with the normal (environmentally unfriendly version of a) 

22 Case 27/76, United Brands v. Commission (United Brands), [1978] ECR 207, para. 10. 
33 See Commission Notice on the definition of the relevant market for the purpose of Community competi-

tionn law, OJ1997 C 372/5. 
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productt and therefore may fall in a separate product market. Whether environ-
mentall  considerations warrant designating certain products as a product market 
off  their own is unclear. In essence, this depends on demand side substitutabil-
ity,, or how much the consumer is willin g to pay for the environmentally friendly 
versionn of a product. If the price difference between the 'green' and the 'grey' car 
iss less than the difference in manufacturing costs, the environmentally friendly 
andd the environmentally unfriendly version of the product are in the same prod-
uctt market. Only if what the consumer is willin g to pay for the environmentally 
friendlyy version equals or exceeds the extra production costs of that environ-
mentallyy friendly version compared to the environmentally unfriendly version, 
cann there be a separate product market. This is so because only in these cases is 
there,, from the perspective of the consumer, an added value from the fact that 
aa product is environmentally friendly. In the situation where the consumer is 
unwillingg to pay at least the extra production costs involved in making the green 
product,, the conclusion must be that the environmentally friendliness of the 
productt does not, from the viewpoint of the consumer, distinguish it from the 
nott so green product. 

Apartt from the demand side, there is also supply side substitutability. Also 
withh regard to this perspective on product markets environmental consid-
erationss can play a role in defining separate product markets. Producing an 
environmentallyy friendly version a product may in fact require such a completely 
differentt method of production that switching becomes increasingly difficult. 
Take,, for example, a farmer who wants to shift from standard to organic cattle 
rearing.. Even though the meat may in many respects be identical, the farmer 
wil ll  have to change his production methods completely (it is for example concei-
vablee that he has to use new cattle because, for example, his old livestock was 
vaccinated). . 

Thee Commission's perspective on supply side substitutability can be found 
inn the Notice on the definition of the relevant market. Basically, the Commis-
sionn ascertains whether it is possible to switch production in the short term 
andd whether the producer incurs significant risks or costs offset only by a small 
changee in prices. 

Apartt from the economic reasons underlying a separate product market for 
ann environmentally friendly product, the impact of environmental regulation 
mustt also not be underestimated. For example, different processing require-
mentss for different types of waste may very well result in there beingg separate 
productt markets for the treatment of those types of waste.4 

Cf.Cf. Case C-209/98, EntreprenerforcningcnsAjfalds/Miljesektion (FFAD) v. Kebenhavns Kommune 

(Sydhavnenss Sten & Grus), [2000] ECR I-3743. 
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9.2.22 The relevant geographical market 

Inn addition to the relevant product market, the relevant geo-
graphicall  market should also be defined. This, according to the Court, is the 
areaa in which the conditions of competition are sufficiently homogeneous for 
theree to be effective competition.5 Again consumer preferences with regard to 
thee environmentally friendliness and environmental regulation may play a role. 
Wheree consumers in one country or region generally attach more weight to envi-
ronmentall  considerations than those in other regions a separate geographical 
markett may be the result. Furthermore, differing environmental standards may 
bee very effective in separating geographical markets.6 

9.2.33 The influence of environmental considerations on market 
definition n 

Thee greater the influence of environmental concerns, the more 
likelyy that the environmentally friendly products are in a market of their own. 
Thiss has consequences for the application of competition law. With regard to 
Articlee 82 this means that a dominant position is more likely to occur. Further-
more,, in connection with Article 81, restrictions of competition may very well 
bee more significant. All of this means that the scope that the competition rules 
providee for the environmentally friendly behaviour of enterprises is likely, with 
respectt to market shares, to become narrower. 

9.33 The dominant position in a substantial part of the 
commonn market 

Dominancee is, in the first place, the result of the market share. 
Therefore,, market shares are a good indication of whether or not dominance 
mayy be said to exist. The Court has held that market shares exceeding 50 per 
centt normally confer a dominant position on an undertaking.7 Whether domi-
nancee exists for any other market share or in certain exceptional circumstances, 
iss a question of several other factors. Among these are, the market shares of 
directt competitors, potential competition, structure of the undertakings (high 
degreee of vertical integration). As can be seen from this short outline, establish-
ingg dominance, including market definition, is a technical matter that provides 

55 Case 27/76, United Brands, [1978] ECR 207, para. 11. Commission Notice on the definition of the 

relevantt market for the purpose of Community competition law, OJ1997 C 372/5, at no. 8. 
66 Commission Decision 2001/463, DSD (Article 82), OJ 2001 L166/1 
77 Case C-62/86, AKZO v. Commission (AKZO), [1991] ECR, I-3439, para. 60. 
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forr rather limited discretion and therefore leaves very littl e or no room at all for 
thee integration of environmental concerns. 

Moreover,, the dominant position must have its effect in a substantial part 
off  the common market. This element of Article 82 is the corollary to the 'effect 
onn trade between member states' requirement within Article 81. The Court has 
heldd this jurisdictional criterion to be fulfilled where the market of one member 
statee was involved.8 The farthest going application of this criterion took place in 
thee cases that concerned the Port of Genoa. In these cases the Court held that 
thee port of Genoa constituted a substantial part of the common market.9 In the 
moree recent Sydhavnens case, the Court appeared to consider it possible that 
thee market for processing building and construction waste in the area of the 
municipalityy of Copenhagen was a substantial part of the common market.10 

Lookingg at dominance in an environmental context, the following general 
remarkss may be made. Despite harmonisation, disparities in national (envi-
ronmental)) regulations are still likely to lead to, for example with regard to 
wastee processing, geographical markets being defined on a national basis." 
Thee remarks of the Court in the Dusscldorp and Sydhavnens Sten af Grus cases, 
wheree it held that the free movement of waste destined for recovery could not be 
obstructedd on the basis of the proximity principle and source principle, provide 
onlyy a beginning of a European market for waste.12 En the end, many waste 
processingg systems are still set up on a national basis.13 This includes the so-
calledd green dot systems that, although used in more countries, are still set up 
forr the territory of one member state only. 

Moreover,, the relevant product market is also likely to be narrowly defined. 
Again,, with regard to waste processing, the technical characteristics of this 
markett wil l often result in a narrowly defined market. In the Dusseldorp case, 
thee market concerned was that for the processing of waste oil and products 
contaminatedd with waste oil. Dutch legislation prescribed that one undertak-
ing,, AVR, could only process this waste. Moreover, export of this waste was only 

88 E.g. Case C-203/96, Chemische Afvalstoffen Dusseldorp v. Minister van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Orde-

ningenningen Milieubeheer (Dusseldorp), [1998] ECR, 1-4075 
99 Similarly, large airports may also constitute a substantial part of the common market, see, e.g. Commis-

sionn Decision 98/190, Flughafen Frankfurt/Main, OJ1998, L 72/30, paras 57 and 58. 
100 Case C-209/98, Sydhavnens, [2000] ECR, I-3743, para. 64. 
111 See, e.g. Commission decision pursuant to the Merger Regulation in case Case No IV/M.1160 - GKN/ 

Brambles/SKP,Brambles/SKP, OJ 1998 C 117/14, para. 13. 
122 [bid., para. 48 and Case 0203 /96, Dusseldorp, [1999] ECR, I-4075. 
133 The so-called Basle Regulation, Reg. 259 /93 ,t n at governs the supervision and control of shipments of 

wastee does not aim to bring about a European waste market. Rather, as the recitals show, the member 

statess must set up waste management installations that wil l allow the Community as a whole to become 

self-sufficient. . 
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allowedd if AVR's capacity was exceeded and it could be shown that the process-
ingg abroad was of at least an equal quality to that offered by AVR. On the basis 
off  this the Court rightly held that AVR occupied a statutory monopoly. From 
thiss the Court inferred the existence of a dominant position in a substantial part 
off  the common market for AVR. In the Sydhavnens Sten e£ Grus casee the Court 
appearedd more reticent in this respect. In this case there was another statu-
toryy monopoly granted to three undertakings for the collection and recycling 
off  building waste emanating from the municipality of Copenhagen. Instead of 
simplyy applying the Dusseldorp reasoning mutatis mutandis,1*  the ECJ stressed 
thee need of a fully-fledged market definition.1' In defining this market, the regu-
latoryy framework can certainly play a role. 

Inn the DSD case, for example, the Commission relied strongly on the 
regulatoryy framework applicable. The German Packaging Ordinance, made the 
producerss of packaging responsible for the collection and recycling of waste 
packaging.. Producers were left a choice, by the Ordinance, between, on the one 
hand,, setting up an individual or collective system (so called 'Selbstentsorger-
lösung'lösung' or self-management system or, on the other hand, joining a so-called 
'Befreiungssystem''Befreiungssystem' or exemption system. Such exemption systems may be set up 
onn the basis of Section 6(3) of the Packaging Ordinance. This latter option has 
beenn included as a result of pressure by the German industry and has been used 
byy it to create DSD. Because such an exemption system has to cover the entire 
areaa of at least one Bundesland and because rather high collection and recycling 
quotaa have to be met, the Commission concluded that such systems would be 
difficul tt to set up. At least they would be more difficult to set up than the other 
(collective)) option offered by the Packaging Ordinance. As a result the Commis-
sionn came to the conclusion that there was a separate relevant product market 
forr exemption systems from the Packaging Ordinance.16 Because DSD is the 
onlyy undertaking offering such a system in Germany, this resulted in a 100 per 
centt market share. Moreover, DSD collects and recycles over 80 per cent of the 
packagingg waste in Germany and therefore the Commission held that DSD was 
alsoo in a dominant position from a turnover-perspective. 

9.44 Abuse of the dominant position 

Meree dominance wil l not bring an undertaking in violation 
off  Article 82. Only abuse of the dominant position will result in a violation of 

144 As A-G Léger apparently suggested, cf. his opinion in Case C-209/98, Sydhavnens, [2000] ECR, 1-3743. 

paras.. 70 and 73. 
155 Ibid., para. 57, cf. Vedder 2001, p. 112. 
166 Commission Decision 2001/463, DSD (Article 82),, OJ 2001 L166/1, para. 80. 
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Articlee 82. The concept of abuse is an objective one. Whether or not the inten-
tionn of the enterprise in question was to abuse its dominant position is therefore 
nott relevant for determining if the abuse that Article 82 prohibits, has taken 
place.. Furthermore, the company in a dominant position should be aware of 
thiss position on the market and the accompanying special responsibility not to 
distortt competition.'7 In Hoffmann-La Roche the ECJ gave its definition of what 
constitutess abuse:18 

'The'The concept of abuse is an objective concept relating to the behaviour of an under-
takingtaking in a dominant position which is such as to influence the structure of a market 
where,where, as a result of the very presence of the undertaking in question, the degree of 
competitioncompetition is weakened and which, through recourse to methods different from those 
whichwhich condition normal competition in products or services on the basis of the trans-
actionsactions of commercial operators, has the effect of hindering the maintenance of the 
degreedegree of competition still existing in the market or the growth of that competition.' 

Essentiallyy two different types of abuse exist. Obstructive or exclusionary abuse 
relatess to abuse that seeks to affect the market structure whereas exploitative 
abusee concerns the abuse that not so much aims to affect market structure but 
ratherr wants to exploit the dominant position.19 An example of the first type of 
abusee would be the activities of an undertaking in a dominant position in order 
too keep other competing companies from challenging its position. Exploita-
tivee behaviour is nott necessarily addressed at competing enterprises but seeks 
too reap the monopoly benefits by, for example, charging excessive prices. Both 
typess of abuse may occur in an environmental context as the DSD case shows. 

Thee very concept of abuse rules out the possibility of an exemption. However, 
thee absence of an exemption clause like Article 81(3) and the objective nature of 
abusee do not stand in the way of certain behaviour, though prima facie seeming 
abusive,, being considered not to constitute abuse within the meaning of Article 
82.. This brings us in the realm of the 'objective justification'. Behaviour that 
cann be objectively justified will not constitute abuse even when it resembles the 
practicess listed in Article 82. 

Beloww we will look at some types of abuse identified by Commission practice 
andd Court rulings. In doing so we wil l also consider the possibility of an objec-
tivee justification on (partly) environmental grounds. 

177 Case 322/81, Michelin v. Commission, [1983] ECR, 3461, para. 57. 
188 Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche, [1979] ECR, 461, para. 91. 
199 Cf. Bellamy & Child 2001, p. 720, Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 2000, p. 351. 
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9.4.11 Unfair prices 

Thee indicative list of abuses in Article 82 is headed off by abuse 
consistingg of charging 'unfair prices'. Prices may be unfair in three respects. 
Firstly,, a company in a dominant position may ask unfairly high prices. A 
second,, seemingly more far-fetched example of an unfair price occurs where the 
dominantt enterprise charges excessively low prices in order to push a competi-
torr out of the market.20 The third form of an unfair price is the discriminatory 
price.211 The landmark case with regard to excessive pricing is United Brands.22 

Inn this case the Commission sought to rely on earlier Court case law that stated 
thatt price are unfair whenever they are excessive in relation to the economic 
valuee of the product. The Commission then presumed that United Brands made 
aa profit on the Irish market. Therefore, the Commission continued, United 
Brandss charged excessive prices on all markets where prices were even higher 
thann on the Irish market. The Court did not accept this reasoning. The result 
off  this is that establishing excessively high prices is no longer a question of 
straightforwardd mathematics. The reticence of the Commission in this respect23 

appearss to have disappeared with its recent decision in the DSD case. 

Inn this case, the Commission held, inter alia, that DSD abused its dominant 
positionn by charging excessive prices whenever it would demand a so-called 
licensee fee because a producer had placed a 'green dot' on his packaging whereas 
thiss producer would not actually use the DSD system to retrieve and recycle its 
packaging.244 The DSD system, already referred to above in general, is funded 
byy license fees paid by producers that have joined the system in order to be 
exemptedd from their obligations under the Packaging Ordinance. The contact 
betweenn DSD and these companies requires the latter to place the 'green dot' 
signn on their packaging so as to make clear to consumers that this packaging 
iss to separately collected outside the normal system for household waste (hence 
dualdual system Germany). Because DSD holds the trademark for the green dot, 
producerss have to pay a license fee whenever they want to make use of the DSD 

200 So-called predatory pricing. The landmark case in this respect is the AKZO case (Case C-62/86, [1991] 

ECR,, I-3439)- Since establishing predatory pricing is a technical exercise (according to the ECJ preda-

toryy exist where prices are below average variable costs and, if there is intention to predate, when prices 

aree above average variable costs) that leaves no room for environmental considerations we will not pay 

anyy further attention to it. Since the intention of the company that uses predatory pricing is to push a 

competitorr out of the market, it can also be seen as an example of obstructive abuse. 
111 As a discriminatory pricing policy is primarily prohibited because of its discriminatory nature and not 

soo much because it will result in unfair prices we shall look at this form of abuse infra, paragraph 9.4.1. 
222 Case 27/76, United Brands, [1978] ECR 207, para. 235 et seq. 
233 Cf. Bellamy & Child 2001, p. 723. 
1414 Commission Decision 2001/463, DSD (Article 82), OJ 2001 L166/1, para. in. 
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system.. The license fees are calculated according to the actual costs incurred 
inn collecting and recycling a particular type of packaging material. Therefore 
thee fees collected for a type of packaging material should represent the costs 
incurredd for this material. 

Accordingg to the Commission, DSD charges excessively high prices when-
everr it charges the license fee from companies for products that were not 
actuallyy collected and recycled through the DSD system. This may occur when 
aa company does not use the DSD system for its packaging in Germany but none-
thelesss participates in a green dot system set up in another member state and 
wantss to use uniform packaging for the German market and the other market. 
Itt may also occur where a company wants to make use of the DSD system for 
onlyy part of its products for the German market.25 In both cases, the companies 
aree obliged to pay for the placing of the license fee on the packaging and not 
soo much for the fact that the packaging waste has actually been collected and 
recycledd through the DSD system. Furthermore, the factual situation wil l make 
itit  nigh impossible for these companies to mark only that part of their products 
withh the green dot with which they would actually want to participate in the 
DSDD system. Similarly, it is also impossible and, moreover, it would run counter 
thee very idea of the common market, if these firms would want to ascertain that 
productss using a green dot system in another member state are not exported to 
Germany.266 According to the Commission, DSD thus charges excessive prices 
becausee the price charged is clearly disproportionate to the costs incurred by 
DSD.2? ? 

Withh regard to this reasoning the following remarks may be made. DSD's 
costt structure, with very limited cross-subsidisation between the different 
packagingg materials, would seem to warrant the conclusion that DSD faces only 
minimall  costs when it does not actually collect the packaging waste. There-
foree disproportionality can be said to exist. However, this would mean that it 
wouldd actually have to be shown that certain packaging is collected and recy-
cledd through alternative systems so that DSD indeed does not incur any costs. 
Thiss wil l be very difficult to show in practice as the recycling quota for both 
self-managementt and exemption systems are below ioo per cent.28 This could 
meann that a system that competes with DSD could very well achieve its quota 
underr the Packaging Ordinance whereas DSD would actually collect and recycle 
aa nearly unchanged amount of packaging waste and hence faces only slightly 
lowerr costs. This is likely to occur precisely because DSD is the well established 
andd by far the largest recycling system to which consumers have gotten used 

255 Ibid., para. 101. 

Thiss would mean that those companies would have to prevent parallel imports from occurring. 
277 Ibid., para. m. 
288 lb id., para. 18. 
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forr nearly a decade. In practice, therefore, meeting the Commission's objections 
too DSD's financing structure would boil down to obliging DSD to subsidise the 
entrant. . 

9.4.22 Limiting production, markets or technological develop-
ment t 

AA number of practices fall under this category. With regard 
too technological development it should be noted that, in the section devoted 
too Article 81(3), environmental improvements were considered 'technological 
development'.. In a number of cases, the Commission has held that Article 82 
wass infringed because production and technological development were limited. 
Inn British Telecom the refusal by BT to participate in a telex forwarding system 
limitedd technological progress.29 Similarly, the refusal by Irish broadcasters to 
givee Magill access to their programme schedule prevented Magill from market-
ingg a new product {programme guide) and therefore technological progress was 
limited.30 0 

Thesee examples show that behaviour by a dominant undertaking that keeps 
ann environmentally friendly product from being marketed could possibly consti-
tutee abuse. An example of such behaviour could be the case where a dominant 
producerr responsibility organisation (e.g. DSD or Eco-Emballages) refuses to 
usee new and more environmentally friendly recycling methods offered to it by a 
down-streamm company. 

Inn an environmental context the Court has considered 'outlets' to have 
beenn restricted in the Dusseldorp case. In this case Dutch environmental law 
prescribedd that all dangerous waste {in this case oil filters) had to be processed 
byy one company, AVR. Exportation of this waste was only allowed if there 
iss insufficient capacity in the Netherlands and if it could be shown that the 
processingg abroad would be of an at least equally high quality. These rules, 
accordingg to the Court, resulted in waste being treated by AVR that was destined 
forr another party. This was deemed a 'restriction of outlets in a manner contrary 
too Article 90(1) {Now 86{i), HV) in conjunction with Article 86{Now 82, HV) 
off  the Treaty'.31 Firstly, it should be noted that the Court probably meant that, 

299 Commission Decision 82/861, British Telecommunications, OJ1982 L 360/36, para. 35. Upheld in Case 

41/83,, Italy v. Commission, [1985] ECR 873. The Court, however, did not address specifically the question 

whetherr there was a limitation of technological progress in this Case. 
300 Commission Decision 89/205, Magill TV Guide v. ITP, BBC and RTE (Magill), 0| 1989 L 78/43, para. 

23.. Upheld in Joined Cases C-241/91P and C-242/91 P, Radio Telejis Eircann (RTE) and Independent 

TelevisionTelevision Publications Ltd (ITP) v. Commission (Magilll), [1995] ECR I-0743. 
311 Case C-203/96, Dusseldorp, [1999] ECR, I-4075, para. 63. 
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withinn the meaning of Article 82 (b) EC, 'markets' were limited to the prejudice 
off  consumers.32 

Secondly,, it has to be taken into account that this reasoning occurred in an 
Articlee 86 case with AVR holding exclusive rights. It is most unlikely that any 
enterprise,, however dominant, wil l be able to keep someone from going to a 
competitor.""  The Court's approach to abuse, dominance, legislation and the 
connectionn between the three is specific to the provision on public undertakings 
andd wil l therefore be considered separately.34 

9.4.33 Discriminatory or unfair conditions 

InIn a general manner all unfair or discriminating trading 
conditionss are prohibited as an abuse of a dominant position. With the price 
beingg one of the - if not the - most important trading condition discriminatory 
pricingg is likely to constitute abuse. In the United Brands case, the Commis-
sionn argued that United Brands' pricing policy was discriminatory. Generally, 
discriminationn exists where like cases are treated dissimilar and where unlike 
casess are treated alike. In the United Brands case the Court considered United 
Brands'' pricing policy to be discriminatory contrary to Article 82." However, it 
shouldd be taken into account that the policy of United Brands discriminated on 
groundss of nationality and therefore ran directly counter to the very essence of 
thee common market.'6 

AA company in a dominant position may want to encourage environmentally 
friendlyy products or production processes in upstream or downstream firms. In 
thiss case the dominant undertaking may further decide to use its pricing policy 
ass instrument. In other words: it may start to charge higher prices to down-
streamm firms that are environmentally unfriendly. Similarly, it may decide to pay 
lowerr prices to upstream firms that supply relatively environmentally unfriendly 
products.. Such a development is not unlikely since the environmental tack 
recordd is considered increasingly important by all sorts of firms.37 

Suchh upstream and downstream companies may argue that unfair condi-
tionss are imposed or that they are discriminated. As regards the discrimination, 
ann obvious counter-argument is of course that the environmentally unfriendly 

322 The language used by the Court in the Dutch, French en German versions of the judgment (resp. 'afzet', 

'debouches''debouches' and 'absatzmarkt') seems to indicate this. 
333 Although the dominant company could try to tie other companies to his undertaking, infra, para. 9.4.4. 
344 Infra, paragraph 12.5 (concerning Article 86 EC). 
355 Case 27/76, United Brands, [1978] ECR 207, para. 214. 
355 Ibid., paras. 232-234. 
377 Cf. the extensive advertising campaigns by Shell and BP as well as the fact that the three P's (planet, 

peoplee and profit) play an increasingly important role in the management of firms. 
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firmsfirms are dissimilar to their environmentally friendly counterparts. In that case, 
thee dominant firm would do nothing more than treating unlike cases in an 
unlikee manner which does not constitute discrimination. The central question 
thereforee is whether and to what extent the environmental friendliness can 
justifyy different treatment. We shall look closer at this question in the paragraph 
concerningg the objective justification. Similarly, an unfair condition exists only 
whenn it is not justified or disproportionate to the interest that it serves.'8 In the 
DSDDSD case the Commission, relying on United Brands, appears to consider the 
principlee of proportionality as a general standard by which all conduct of the 
dominantt undertaking is measured.'9 Again, reference is made to paragraph 9.5 
concerningg the objective justification for a fuller account. 

9.4.44 Tying 

Thee dominant undertaking may want to consolidate its market 
sharee by ensuring that its customers are tied to it. This is a good example of 
exclusionaryy or obstructive abuse. Such tying, binding or bundling occurs in 
twoo forms: dejure or de facto. Dejure tying is fairly obvious and wil l mostly 
requiree a factual condition. De facto tying, however, is all the more interesting. 
Inn its decision in Van den Bergh Foods, the Commission came to the conclusion 
thatt Van den Bergh Foods had de facto tied ice cream retailers to it through so-
calledd freezer exclusivity/0 This freezer exclusivity comes down to the following. 
Vann den Bergh Food supplies ice cream sellers with free freezer cabinets subject 
too the widely used condition that only Van den Bergh ice wil l be sold from those 
cabinets.. Despite the fact that the contract left these retailers were completely 
freee to place another freezer cabinet in their shop or to replace the Van den 
Berghh cabinet with another one, the Commission considered that it was unlikely 
thatt retailers would actually do this. Because of factual constraints (lack of space 
inn the retail shops, extra costs etc.) they were de facto tied to Van den Bergh.41 

Thee Commission has used the same sort of de jacto-tying reasoning in 
thee DSD case. The DSD scheme, as we have seen above, is financed through 
thee license fee for placement of the green dot on packaging. The scheme as it 
currentlyy functions forces producers wishing to join the DSD scheme with only 
aa part of their total amount of packaging to place the green dot on only that part 
off  their total packaging. Furthermore, connected to this need to set up separate 
packagingg lines, the producers would be forced to set up separate distribution 
channelss in order to ascertain that the non-green dotted products do not end 

Casee 27/76, United Brands, [1978] ECR 207, paras 158-159. 

Commissionn Decision 2001/463, DSD (Article 82), OJ 2001 L166/1, para. 112. 

Commissionn Decision 98/531, Van den Bergh Foods Limited OJ 1998 L 246/1. 

Ibid.,Ibid., paras. 158-184, 264. 
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upp in the DSD collection system.42 The extra costs involved with this option, 
ass the only alternative to joining both the DSD and another system for the total 
amountt of packaging, according to the Commission result in a de facto tie to the 
DSDD system.43 

Thoughh not particular to the environmental context of the case, the Commis-
sion'ss reasoning in DSD is nonetheless interesting because similar packaging 
wastee collection systems that use the green dot and license fees exist throughout 
Europe. . 

9.4.55 Access to essential facilities 

Increasingly,, environmental requirements are imposed on com-
paniess wishing to bring products on the market. The concept of (extended) pro-
ducerr responsibility has played and continues to play a key role in this respect. 
Inn the overwhelming majority of cases, the imposition of a producer responsibil-
ityy in fact comes down to a product responsibility as was shown above. In such 
casess the only effective and efficient solution for the companies is to cooperate. 
Suchh cooperation, as the DSD case shows, may very well result in the emergence 
off  a dominant organisation the membership of which is necessary in order to 
gainn access to that market. 

InIn this situation a company that is refused membership of such an organisa-
tionn wil l be tempted to plea that the dominant firm refuses to grant it access to 
ann essential facility. This appears to have happened in the Spa Nfonopokv. GDB 
case.444 In this case, Belgian mineral water producer Spa was refused access to 
thee pool of reusable glass bottles and crates set up by the Association of German 
Sources,, (Genossenschaft Deutsche Brunnen (GDB)). Initially the Commission 
rejectedd the complaint by Spa because it was still allowed and feasible to import 
minerall  water into Germany using other bottles. However, following the entry 
intoo force of new German legislation Spa's alternatives were narrowed down to 
eitherr setting up an alternative pool for reusable bottles of its own (or together 
withh other parties) or ensuring the recycling of its one way bottles. Neither 
optionn proved economically viable or practicable due to the costs involved and 
thee unwillingness of retailers to participate in multiple systems. Therefore, the 
Commissionn considered that access to the GDB pool was 'essential in order to 
competee effectively in the mineral water market'.45 

422 Commission Decision 2001/463, DSD (Article 82), OJ 2001 L 166/1, para. 112. 
433 [bid., paras. 114, 115. 
444 Unfortunately this Case never got beyond a mentioning in the Commission's annual competition 

resport.. Commission, Competition Report 1993, para. 240. 
455 Ibid., at p. 159. 
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Whetherr a sequel to Spa Monopole v. GDB has become more likely due to the 
proliferationn of collective producer responsibility systems depends on a multi-
tudee of factors. For one, the producer responsibility systems currently set up are 
structuredd in such a manner as to make the abuse of the system as a barrier to 
entryy increasingly unlikely. The institutional structure of, for example, DSD, 
renderss it nigh impossible for German producers to use the voting rights aris-
ingg from their membership as a vehicle to keep foreign manufacturers from 
thee market.46 Furthermore, communis opinio has it that the essential facilities 
doctrinee has become more difficult to invoke as a result of the Court's Bronner 
judgment.47 7 

9.55 The objective justificatio n 

Seeminglyy abusive behaviour that can be objectively justified 
wil ll  not violate Article 82. In some of the paragraphs above, we have already 
seenn some examples of seemingly abusive behaviour that may be objectively 
justifiedd and will therefore not constitute abuse. The doctrine of the objective 
justificationn can be seen as the result of the fine line between, on the one hand, 
contractuall  freedom and, on the other, the need to protect competition, that has 
too be tread when applying Article 82. We have already seen that the dominant 
companyy has a special responsibility. However, we may wonder whether this 
speciall  responsibility should keep the firm in a dominant position from acting 
inn accordance with its commercial interests. In Telemarketing, the Court had to 
rulee on the question whether a dominant undertaking that keeps a neighbour-
ingg market to itself and in doing so keeps a competitor from becoming active 
onn that market, has abused its position.48 According to the Court this refusal to 
supplyy constituted abuse unless there was an 'objective necessity'. Certainly, a 
companyy in a dominant position cannot be required to bring itself to ruin and 
shouldd therefore be allowed to act if this is objectively justified. The dominant 
firmfirm that requires environmentally friendly behaviour of other companies will 
considerr that its behaviour is objectively justified by the interest of protecting the 
environment.. The Commission has addressed the issue of whether the behav-
iourr by a dominant undertaking was objectively justified in a number of cases.49 

44 See, further to DSD's institutional structure Lehmann 2000 en Velte 1999, p. 100 et seq. 
477 Case C-7/97, Bronnerv. Mcdiaprint (Bronner), [1998] ECRI-7791, cf. Ritter, Braun& Rawlinson 2000, p. 

381,, Jones & Sufrin 2001, p. 395 etseq. 
44 Case 311/84, Centre Beige d'Etudcs de Marché Telemarketing v. Compagnie Luxembourgeoise de Tëlédiffusion 

(Telemarketing),, [1985] ECR 3261, para. 26. 
499 See, e.g., Commission Decision in Case 2000/12, Comité Frangais d'Organisation de la Coupe du Monde 

dede Football 199S (French Organising Committee of the 1998 World Cup.CFO) OJ 2000 L 5/55, para. 105 
etet seq. 
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However,, in all of these cases the Commission came to the conclusion that the 
behaviourr was not objectively justified. Similarly, the Commission looked at the 
argumentss put forward by DSD only to come to the conclusion that they did not 
constitutee an objective justification. 

DSDD brought a number of reasons forward in this respect. Firstly, it sought 
too rely on the German Packaging Ordinance since that Ordinance would stand 
inn the way of using the green dot for anything less than the total amount of 
packagingg brought on the market for which responsibility is accepted through 
thee DSD system.50 In the light of the principle of supremacy of Community law 
thiss first argument may seem awkward. However, it probably has to be under-
stoodd as a plea by DSD that it was compelled by the Ordinance to act as it did. 
Iff  this were the case, DSD would have had no freedom to in this respect and 
thereforee its behaviour would not be governed by the competition laws.51 Accord-
ingg to DSD the marking is necessary to ensure the transparency of the system 
andd was for that reason included in the Packaging Ordinance. The mark should 
indicatee to the consumer that she can take the packaging home and dispose of 
itt near home. Non-marked packaging (i.e. packaging not covered by an exemp-
tionn system) should be brought back to or left at the shops for further collection 
andd recycling. If the green dot mark were affixed to quantities of packaging that 
weree not actually collected through the DSD system, the consumer, according to 
DSDD would be misled. 

Thee Commission did not share DSD's interpretation of the Packaging Ordi-
nancee in that consumers had no freedom to choose where to leave packaging 
(nearr the shops or near home).53 The transparency required by the Ordinance 
onlyy served to make clear to the consumer whether he should leave the packag-
ingg near the shop or take it home and dispose of it there. Therefore, the Packag-
ingg Ordinance did not compel DSD to abuse its dominant position. 

Secondly,, DSD relied on trademark law. According to DSD the green dot 
tradee mark would lose its meaning if packaging that was not part of the DSD 
systemm and therefore had to be collected otherwise would nonetheless be 
markedd with the green dot.53 Ultimately, this would render the green dot mean-
inglesss and would lead to less packaging flowing into the DSD system and thus 
bringg about DSD's demise. 

Thee Commission applied the Court's standard case law with regard to exclu-
sivee rights.54 This means that the exercise of an exclusive right could constitute 
abuse.. This is only not so where the exercise of the exclusive right is necessary 

500 Commission Decision 2001/463, DSD (Article 82), Of 2001 L 166/1, para. 136. 
511 By analogy to the 'Zwangskartell' hypothesis this could be deemed 'ZwangsmiJSbrauch', supra, para. 3.5 

' JJ Commission Decision 2001/463, DSD {Articl e 8a), O) 2001 L166/1, para. 138. 
533 Ibid., para. 143. 
544 Ibid., para. 144. 
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too fulfi l the essential function of the exclusive right. The pivotal question is 
thereforee what constitutes the 'essential function' of the green dot trademark. 
Inn line with what the Commission considered above with regard to the Packag-
ingg Ordinance, the Commission considered that the essential function of the 
greenn dot was to inform consumers that they have a choice to dispose of the 
packagingg waste through the DSD system.'*  Therefore, the essential function 
off  the green dot is not jeopardised when the total amount of packaging has the 
greenn dot on it whereas the producer participates in the DSD system with only 
aa partial amount. Similarly, the Commission rejects DSD's argument that the 
optionn whereby the green dot is placed on all packaging including the portion 
forr which the producer does not participate in DSD may lead to misuse.'6 DSD 
broughtt forward that is very likely that consumers wil l make use of the DSD 
systemm for larger quantities than that which the producers have contracted with 
DSD.. This is indeed likely to happen as consumers have gotten used to using 
thee DSD system for nearly 10 years. Therefore, DSD considers that obliging it 
too grant partial licenses effectively imposes on DSD an obligation to finance 
costss in advance and all the risks that go with that obligation. The Commission 
counterss this by pointing to the fact that competing exemption systems as well 
ass self-management solutions wil l have to comply with the same collection and 
recyclingg quota as DSD. Should one of these systems therefore fail to achieve 
thesee quotas, it would have to join the DSD system for the remaining quantity. 
Thee Commission proposes a system whereby at the end of the year the amounts 
off  collected and recycled waste for each system are compared to the quota. If the 
quotass have not been met by a competing exemption system or self-management 
system,, compensation should take place.57 

Ass part of its plea based on trade mark considerations, DSD advances the 
argumentt that it cannot be obliged to provide a service that it has not provided 
beforee (i.e. the granting of isolated licenses to use the trade mark) since the diffi -
cultiess that Commission classifies as abuse are not caused by DSD but by the 
organisationn and activities of the producers.'8 The Commission simply refers to 
thee fact that it has already established that it is DSD financing structure that is 
att the root of the problems. Moreover, the producers could avoid such problems 
onlyy at disproportionate costs.» 

Finally,, the Commission puts aside DSD's contention that the balance 
betweenn license fee income and costs of collectors and recyclers would be 

555 Ibid., para. 145. 
566 Ibid., para. 147. 
577 Ibid., para. 148. 
55 Ibid., para. 149. 
599 See also Case C-7/97, Bronner, [1998] ECRI-7791, where, at para. 28, Mediaprint seems to be forward-

ingg a similar argument that appears to have been accepted by the Court. 
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disturbed.600 The Commission simply points at the fact that the companies that 
doo the actual collecting and recycling on behalf of DSD will also do less collect-
ingg and recycling. Accordingly, DSD wil l have to pay a lower fee to the recycling 
andd collection companies. 

Onn the basis of the abovementioned arguments, the Commission reaches 
thee conclusion that there is no objective justification for DSD's behaviour. As a 
result,, the Commission is of the opinion that DSD abuses its dominant posi-
tion.61 1 

Itt is submitted that DSD's financing structure could very well be objectively 
justifiedd on environmental and efficiency grounds. Producer responsibility 
placess the responsibility on the producers' shoulders. However, it should not be 
forgottenn that it is the consumer who in the end is expected to hand in and to 
somee degree sort the packaging waste. Moreover, the consumer is often consid-
eredd to be the weakest link. The emergence of multiple systems {marked with, 
forr example, green, red and pink dots) is likely to confuse the consumer and 
mayy even lead to 'recycling fatigue'.62 Furthermore, the Commission's proposal 
forr a compensation system can hardly be expected to increase the efficiency of 
thee system. It will , for example, be interesting to see how the compensation wil l 
workk if there are multiple (self-management and exemption) systems that do not 
reachh their quota.6' Another interesting difficulty is the result of the fact that the 
collectionn and recycling quota are currently at around 75 per cent. This makes 
itt perfectly possible that one system actually meets the quota whereas DSD also 
meetss its goals. In that case, DSD wil l not be able to ask for compensation (since 
thee other systems have met their quotas) while it wil l have to pay for the total 
amountt of packaging collected for which it, in turn, it wil l not receive the full 
amountt of license fees since some of the producers may have joined compet-
ingg systems. Taking into account that DSD is the well-established player, it is 
likelyy that consumers will keep on using the DSD system relatively more than 
otherr systems. All in all, the Commission's decision may have some unpleasant 
sidee effects for DSD. The question what we should do with such monopolistic 
systemss from a competition point of view is addressed in the following para-
graph. . 

Ibid.,Ibid., para. 151. 

Ibid.,Ibid., para. 153. 

Empiricall  evidence can be found in the chaos that currently exists with regard to the doscnpfand (deposit 

andd return for one way beverage packaging), see www.pfandpflicht.info. 

Furthermore,, DSD will , for example, probably have to reserve funds for the advance financing-risks. 
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9.66 Producer  responsibility organisations as natural monopo-
liess or  universal service providers 

Evenn though the Commission has characterised the behaviour 
off  DSD also as a form of exploitative abuse (excessive prices) ,6*  it in fact did 
littl ee more than recycling the reasoning that underlies the exclusionary abuse. 
Thus,, in the end the Commission only reproaches DSD for keeping an effective 
competitorr from entering the market. In this respect the Commission recog-
nisess that it is highly unlikely that a viable competitor for DSD wil l emerge from 
onee moment to another. Therefore the Commission argues that the market for a 
regionall  exemption system or a self-management solution could act as a spring-
boardd for the market for exemption systems. Certainly, DSD's yearly turnover of 
DEMM 4.2 billion may make it quite tempting to want to jump on the recycling 
bandwagonn but it must be kept in mind that turnover is nott profit. If we take 
intoo account that DSD calculates the license fees so that they only cover the 
costs,, the sheer magnitude of the costs involved becomes clear. 

Moreover,, the requirements imposed by the Packaging Ordinance on exemp-
tionn systems would also seem to inhibit the chances of a viable competitor for 
DSDD entering the market for exemption systems. According to this Ordinance, 
ann exemption system must cover at least one Bundesland. In this area the system 
mustt guarantee so-called haushaltsnahe collection or collection in the vicin-
ityy of the consumers' house. All in all these requirements will require setting 
upp an extensive and costly infrastructure. This is true to a much lesser extent 
forr regional exemption systems of self-management solutions. The only actual 
potentiall  competitor that the Commission mentions in its decision is the system 
forr professional hair-care products.6' This is set up to take back and recycle the 
packagingg waste from hairdressers (empty shampoo bottles). The fact in itself 
thatt such as system is set up by economically rational undertakings shows that 
itt is possible to put in place a take back and recycling system for a niche market 
att lower costs than those involved in joining the DSD system. However, it must 
surelyy be recognised that organising the collection and recycling of one relatively 
homogeneouss sort of packaging waste from a limited number of hairdressers is 
somethingg quite different from the system run by DSD. The difference in the 
numberr of collection points (i.e. hairdressers v. households) alone is enormous. 
Thiss appears to have been recognised by the Commission in its decision on the 
basiss of Article 81 EC concerning DSD when it considers that:66 

Commissionn Decision 2001/463, DSD (Article 82), Of 2001 L166/1, paragraph 2.2.1. 

Sett up by the Industrievcrband Friscurbcdarf (Hairdressing Supplies Industrial Association) and disposal 

contractorr Vfw. ibid., para. 6. 

Commissionn Decision 2001/337, D$D (Article 8i), Of 2001 L 319/1 para. 160. 
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'\T]here'\T]here are considerations of spatial economics, collection logistics and traditions 
ofof waste collection established among consumers which make it economically difficult 
inin many cases to duplicate the arrangements for collection from households.' 

Moree generally, the parameters set by the Packaging Ordinance have been 
identifiedd as impediments to effective competition.67 Firstly, it can probably be 
saidd that under the requirements imposed by the Ordinance, the choice between 
andd individual solution or a collective approach should not be that difficult to 
make.. Setting up or joining one collective system is in fact the only economically 
rationall  reaction to producer responsibility in these circumstances.68 Secondly, 
thee demands placed on such collective systems are such to effectively lead to one 
collectivee system for the overwhelming majority of packaging waste. 

Inn the course of looking at the DSD case, we have already hinted at the 
possibilityy of characterising the DSD system as a natural monopoly. Could it 
nott be argued that the demands in the Ordinance have created a market that 
cann bear only one company?69 The notion of Zwangsmijlbrauch or compulsory 
abusee mentioned above is in certain respects closely connected to the concept 
off  a natural monopoly.70 It can be said that a firm that has a natural monopoly 
cannott avoid committing exclusionary abuse. By its very nature the firm in such 
aa position will always act contrary to the interest of potential competitors as the 
markett simply can bear only one company. Moreover, the exploitative abuse that 
thee Commission reproaches DSD for actually consists of nothing more than the 
behaviourr by a natural monopolist that sees itself unable to cater to the needs of 
'cherry-pickers'. . 

Takingg the 'cherry-picking reasoning' a bit further, the emerging picture of 
thee legal obligations with which an exemption system must comply, shows some 
resemblancee to the definition of a service of general economic interest given by 
thee Court in Corbeau?1 This brings the concept of the universal service or, in the 
terminologyy of Article 86(2) EC, the service of general economic interest into 
thee picture. If this exception applies, Article 82 is no longer applicable. We shall 
bee looking closer at this provision below. However, as we wil l see, the obvious 
differencee with Corbeau is that the 'natural monopolist' in that case had in fact 
aa statutory monopoly. For Article 86(2) to apply there wil l need to be, as the law 

677 Cf. Benzier et al. p. 33, 60. 
688 Cf. in this respect the remarks by the Dutch environment minister with regard to the producer responsi-

bilit yy for waste electrical and electronical equipment in the Netherlands, Vedder 2002, p. 86. 
699 Cf. Bonus 1997, p. 31. Furthermore, this option was also considered by the Swiss Competition commis-

sionn in relation to take back and recycling systems, cf. Wettbewerbskommission und Preisuberwacher 

1996,, p. 56. See also: Commission 2003, p. 32. 
700 Supra, p. 35 and 39. 
711 Case C-320/91, Criminal proceedings against Paul Corbeau (Corbeau), [1993] ECR I-2533, para. 15. 
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standss today, some sort of regulatory instrument that confers the monopoly posi-
tion.. With regard to DSD, however, it seems unlikely that the legal framework 
createdd by the Packaging Ordinance wil l be considered as entrusting DSD with a 
taskk of general economic interest within the meaning of Article 86(2) EC. 

Stayingg in the realm of the universal service obligation, a parallel with 
thee 'standard' utilities may be drawn. These were also once considered to be 
naturall  monopolies. This, however, changed when, after liberalisation, 'the 
market'' showed that separate markets existed on which vigorous competi-
tionn was possible.72 All of this requires the presence of some sort of regulator 
orr government authority to not only monitor competition but also to take into 
accountt the requirements flowing from the universal service character of the 
sectorr concerned. In many cases, liberalisation wil l effectively come down to the 
governmentt shaking the tree so that picking the cherries will become easier to 
pickpick for entrants to the market. However, to use the other common analogy in 
thiss field, you need the cream to make the rest of the cake taste good. 

Thee more general point underlying the observations made above with regard 
too the character of a natural monopoly or universal service is actually threefold. 
Firstly,, unleashing standard competition law as opposed to market liberalisation 
lawss may not be the best method to tackle the competition problems that are 
perceivedd to take place. Undoubtedly, other players may occupy niche markets 
butt whether these markets can actually function as springboards is far from 
clearr and nowhere substantiated by the Commission.73 Furthermore, taking the 
examplee of the system set up for professional hair-care products, what is going 
too happen to the license fee for shampoo bottles not destined for professional 
hairdresserss but the normal consumer? It seems likely that this license fee 
wouldd actually increase and, as other niche markets are discovered, license fees 
inn general may go up. This is the standard problem encountered in liberalising 
utilitiess markets. Such liberalisation takes place on the basis of the standard 
competitionn laws but simultaneously takes into account the fact that it is liberali-
sationn and not (yet) competition that we are talking about. 

Secondly,, and this relates to the fact that we speak of'perceived' competition 
problems,, authorities could better concentrate on upstream and downstream 
effectss of DSD's dominant position rather than trying to create competition. The 
emergencee of a viable competitor to DSD for the entire territory of Germany is 
nott only unlikely it may also very well be inefficient (effectively doubling the 
investmentss in infrastructure and thus increasing costs). Efficiency gains and 
moree effective competition are more likely if competition authorities would 
concentratee on the effects of DSD's behaviour on upstream and downstream 

Cf,Cf, with regard to the telecommunication market: Nihoul. 

Moreover,, the environmental effectiveness of a situation where multiple systems function alongside 

eachotherr may be doubted. 
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markets.. Through, for example, keeping exclusivities granted to upstream 
companiess (i.e. companies that provide the actual collection and recycling 
services)) to a minimum and ensuring that such contacts are concluded follow-
ingg public tenders, efficiency losses are likely to be minimised. With regard to 
downstreamm markets (i.e. the producers that want to place the green dot on their 
packaging)) it has to be ascertained that the license fee does not exceed the costs. 
Too a large degree both issues can be efficiently addressed by means of DSD's 
institutionall  structure. Moreover, evolutions in DSD's institutional structure 
havee indeed solved this problem to a large extent.74 These evolutions mean that 
att the moment both upstream as well as downstream industries are represented 
inn DSD's board. Moreover, both industries' presence can be called atomis-
tic.755 The fact that upstream as well as downstream industries are represented 
effectivelyy rules abuse of DSD as vehicle to either increase license fees (to the 
detrimentt of consumers) or to lower license fees (to the detriment of the collec-
tionn and recycling companies). Moreover, the atomistic representation makes it 
impossiblee for members of upstream or downstream industry to use the license 
feee as an instrument to put certain types of packaging at a disadvantage.76 

Thee third observation is that the emergence of DSD as a monopolistic system 
ass well as the emergence of similarly monopolistic systems almost throughout 
Europee as a result of the imposition of producer responsibility may very well be 
thee direct result of the environmental laws prescribing producer responsibility. 
Withh the exception of the UK, producer responsibility for packaging waste has 
ledd to the setting up monopolistic systems. Moreover, the producer responsibili-
tiess introduced in the Netherlands for batteries and accumulators and waste 
electronicall  and electrical equipment have also resulted in nationwide monopo-
lists.777 The Directive laying down a producer responsibility for waste electrical 
andd electronical products78 is very likely to lead to a proliferation of monopolistic 
systemss such as the one that emerged in the Netherlands.79 With regard to the 
Packagingg Ordinance we have identified the individual product responsibility 
ass opposed to producer responsibility as a factor leading to the creation a large-
scalee exemption systems. Furthermore, the requirement of blanket coverage 

744 Cf. Lehmann 2000. 
755 Currently, about 400 parties hold shares in DSD. 
766 One could imagine a case where, for example, part of the dairy food industry (that mainly uses carton 

asepticc packs) wants to increase the license fee for plastic bottles because these are used by a competi-

tor.. The idea behind this would be to increase the competitor's costs and thereby push him out of the 

market. . 
777 See, further, Vedder 2002, p. 169 et seq. 
788 Directive 2002/96 on waste electrical and electronic equipment (hereafter the WEEE Directive), O] 

20022 L 37/24. 
799 See, further, Vedder 2002, p. 3. 
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off  at least one Bundesland, together with the obligation to ensure collection in 
thee vicinity of households, can be identified as factors hindering the emergence 
off  anything else than one monopolistic system in which all the parties coope-
rate.. In the proposed WEEE directive, the so-called 'old-for-new obligation' can 
bee identified as a factor likely to lead to the creation of large scale, monopolistic 
producerr responsibility organisations.80 Furthermore, the discussion in Europe 
onn whether or not a visible fee should be introduced in the Directive shows that 
environmentall  regulation takes into account competition concerns and, moreo-
ver,, actively interferes with competition on a market. The visible fee effectively 
ruless out any competition with regard to the passing through of the environ-
mentall  costs.81 In many respects, the plans to allow for a visible fee for ten years 
followingg the entry into force of the Directive can be seen as a transitional 
measuree that is necessary in the liberalisation process. 

Thee old-for-new obligation takes into account the fact that the producer 
responsibilityy extends to the so-called historical waste. This is the waste that 
wil ll  be generated when the products that are already on the market before the 
entryy into force of the directive, will be discarded. Consumers are likely to want 
too get rid of their old products when they buy the replacement product. This has 
ledd to the old-for-new obligation whereby retailers (and ultimately producers and 
importers)) must accept, irrespective of the brand, the old product free of charge 
whenn the consumer buys a similar new appliance. It is generally accepted that 
thee old-for-new obligation can lead to a distortion of competition particularly for 
thosee producers that have a rather high market share at the moment but were 
nott present on the market a few years ago. For this reason, the producers have 
alwayss advocated a visible fee. This is a fee that should be passed on through the 
retaill  chain to the consumer and be mentioned separately on the invoice. The fee 
shouldd cover the costs for the recycling of a particular type of product. Such a 
visiblee fee, it is submitted, is akin to a transitory arrangement in a liberalisation 
measure.82 2 

Particularlyy if we take into account the fact that waste management was 
-- and in many respect still is - a government task, the liberalisation nature 
becomess even clearer. 

Itt is submitted that the Community's and member states' current environ-
mentall  policy should take more account of competition considerations in draw-

00 Proposal for the WEEE Directive COM (2001) 314 final, Article 4(2). See further, Commission 2003 

where,, at p. 32, it is recognised that 'the implementation of the ELV (end of life vehicles, HV) and WEEE 

directivess may give rise to further cases (involving producer responsibility schemes and Article 82 EC, 

HV)'. . 
!ll See further, supra. Paragraph 16.5.4, 

'22 A parallel may be drawn with the postal dues that were levied in the TNT Traco case for the universal 

service,, Case C-340/99, TNT Tracov. PosU haliane (TNT Traco), [2001] ECRI-4109. 
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ingg up environmental legislation laying down producer responsibilities. Further-
more,, the Commission's competition policy with regard to large-scale producer 
responsibilityy organisations should focus on the upstream and downstream 
effectss of these organisations rather than try to create competition. All in all, the 
circuss surrounding DSD reminds one of the exclamations of Dr. Frankenstein: 
'Abhorredd monster! (...) come on, then, that I may extinguish the spark which I 
soo negligently bestowed.' 

Thiss ends our observations with regard to Article 82 and its application in 
ann environmental context. It is now time to turn our attention to the Merger 
Regulation. . 
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IO. II  Introductor y remarks 

Contraryy to the E CSC Treaty the EC Treaty did not envisage a 
Communityy competence to control mergers. Only with the Continental Can case 
wass some sort of make shift concentration control regime acknowledged by the 
Court.11 However, it took the EC and primarily the Commission, until 1990 to 
putt in place an effective ex ante merger control regime. This happened with the 
entryy into force of the Merger Regulation.2 Since then Regulation 1310/97 has 
amendedd it.*  Below we shall address the rather technical details of this Regula-
tionn only very briefly. Suffice it, at this point, to say that the Merger Control 
Regulationn was from the very outset on indented to be a pure competition-orien-
tatedd instrument.4 However, a number of features may indicate a role for non-
competitionn issues nonetheless. Below, we shall first provide a general outline of 
thee Merger Regulation after which we will turn our attention to the features that 
suggestt some role for considerations other than competition. 

10.22 An outline of the Merger  Regulation and its application 

Essentiallyy the part of the Merger Regulation that is not con-
cernedd with notifications, time-limits and other procedural issues can be divided 
intoo a number of jurisdictional and a number of substantive provisions. The 
jurisdictionall  clauses concern the question whether an operation is to be noti-
fiedfied to the Commission. Basically this hinges on the concept of a concentration 
andd certain turnover thresholds that determine whether or not the transaction is 
off  a 'Community dimension'. 

Underr the Merger Regulation companies are to notify to the Commission 
anyy plans for concentrations with a Community dimension before these effectu-
ated.. The concept of a concentration encompasses mergers strictu sensu (Article 
3(i){a)) and the situation where one or more firms acquire control over one or 
moree other firms (Article 3(i)(b). In order to have a Community dimension the 
undertakingss concerned must pass a number of turnover thresholds (Article 
1(2)) and (3)). 

11 Case 6/72, Europemballage Corporation and Continental Can Incv. Commission {Continental Can), [1973] 

ECRR 215, paras. 18-27. 
22 Regulation No. 4064/89 On the Control of Concentrations Between Undertakings, OJ1989 L 395/1. 
33 Regulation No. 1310/97 Amending Regulation 4064/89 On the Control of Concentrations Between 

Undertakings,, O J1997 L 180/1. The Commission is currently engaged in the so-called Merger Review 

operationn that wil l further change the concentration control in the EU. The Commission's proposal for a 

neww Regulation to replace Regulation 4064/89 as well as 1310/97 can be found in OJ 2003 C 20/4. 
44 Cf. Pijnacker-Hordijk 1999, p. 119, Whish 2001, p. 781. 
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Iff  the operation constitutes a concentration and is of Community dimension, 
thee Commission wil l appraise it on the basis of the Merger Regulation. This is 
thee actual substantive part of the Merger Regulation. The test in this respect 
iss provided in Article 2 and hinges on whether the concentration is 'compat-
iblee with the common market'. This again pivots on whether or not a dominant 
positionn is created or strengthened as a result of which effective competition in 
thee common market would be significantly impeded (Article 2(2) and (3)). The 
conceptt of dominance referred to here is identical to that within the meaning of 
Articlee 82 EC5 As we have seen above, establishing dominance is a fairly techni-
call  exercise where theoretically no discretion exists for the Commission. At best, 
environmentall  considerations can play a role in the market definition leading up 
too the appraisal of dominance. 

Thiss has happened in a number of cases concerning the market for waste 
recycling.66 In Rhone Poulenc Chimie/SITA the envisaged joint venture should 
becomee active on the market for the recycling of special (toxic) industrial waste.7 

InIn assessing the markets concerned, the Commission took account of the special 
naturee of the waste and environmental regulations in place. Similarly, in Suez 
LyonnaiseLyonnaise des Eaux/BFI, the Commission distinguished between the market for 
thee treatment of normal waste and that for the treatment of special industrial 
waste.88 Environmental considerations have played a role in market definition 
alsoo outside the recycling context. In Orkla/Volvo, the Commission considered 
Norwayy to be a separate geographical market because of, inter alia, an environ-
mentall  taxation scheme with regard to packaging.9 

Pursuantt to Article 2(4), joint ventures that fall within the scope of the 
Mergerr Regulation while leading to a coordination of the competitive behaviour 
off  the parents will be screened in the light of Article 81(1) and 81(3). This effec-
tivelyy bestows upon the Merger Regulation the same possibilities for an integra-
tionn of environmental concerns as exist with regard to Article 81 EC. Again, the 
readerr is referred to the relevant paragraphs in this chapter. 

Thiss short sketch of the main features of the Merger Regulation confirms 
thee statement made above that it is a pure competition oriented instrument that, 
unlikee for example Article 81, does not allow for a restriction of competition to 
bee balanced by a benefit of some sort. However, as was noticed above, there are a 
numberr of provisions in the Merger Regulation that may qualify this statement. 

55 Cf. Whish 2001, p. 770. 
66 E.g. Cases IV/M.1260, EDON/ROVA/REKO, CELEX No. 398M1260, IV/M.868, GKN/Bramblcs/Mabcg, 

CELEXX No. 396M868, IV/M.283, Waste Management International/'SAE, CELEX No. 392M283, IV / 

M.168,, Flachglas/VEGLA, CELEX No. 392M168. 
77 Case No. IV/M.266, CELEX No. 392M0266. 
88 Case No. IV/M.iosg, CELEX no. 397M1059. 
99 Commission Decision 96/204, Orkla/Volvo, 0 | 1996 L 66/4, para. 49. 
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10.310.3 Possibilities to take non-competition factors into account 

Inn the introductory paragraph we have already indicated that 
thee possibilities to take non-competition factors into account are small as it is 
consideredd to be an instrument geared only to maintaining competition. This, 
however,, does not mean that non-competition considerations were from the 
outsett on out of the picture nor does it mean that such factors have no role to 
playy in the current form of the Regulation. 

Mergerr control in the United States, for example, allows for a so-called 'effi-
ciencyy defence'. Under this line of reasoning a merger that restricts competition 
cann be allowed because of overriding efficiency gains. The result of this is of 
coursee that non-competition considerations enter the equation. It should, there-
fore,, not come as a surprise that, despite the fact that the systems for merger 
controll  then functioning in EC member states did not allow for such a defence, 
thatt initial proposals for the Merger Regulation expressly provided for a balanc-
ingg act. The 1988 and 1989 drafts both contained a provision explicitly allowing 
thee Commission to authorise mergers if these 'contribute to the attainment of 
thee basic objectives of the Treaty in such a way that, on balance, their economic 
benefitss prevail over the danger they cause to competition'.10 The scope of this 
provisionn would indeed probably even be wider than that of Article 81(3). 

Thiss provision, as the current version of the Merger Regulation shows, did 
nott make it to the final version. Moreover, the then Commissioner responsi-
blee for competition, Sir Leon Brittan, has made it clear beyond doubt that the 
Mergerr Regulation would be concerned with maintaining competition and noth-
ingg else." Nevertheless, the Regulation still contains some ambiguities in this 
respect.. The first of these is the thirteenth recital of the preamble to the Regula-
tionn in which it is stated that: 

'Whereas'Whereas it is necessary to establish whether concentrations [...]  are compatible 
oror not with the common market from the point of view of the need to maintain and 
developdevelop effective competition; whereas, in doing so, the Commission must place its 
appraisalappraisal within the general framework of the achievement of the objectives referred to 
inin Article 2 of the Treaty, including that of strengthening the Community's economic 
andand social cohesion, referred to in Article 130A [now Article 158]' 

Itt should be noted that this recital is not reflected in the operative part of the 
Regulation.. From a legal perspectivee its value therefore seems limited. However, 
thee operative part of the Merger Regulation is not completely silent with regard 

100 Jones & Gonzalez-Diaz 1992, p. 156, Article 2(4) of the 1988 draft, Of 1988 C 130/4, Article 2 of the 

19899 draft, OJ1989 C 22/14. 
111 Cited by Jones & Gonzalez-Diaz 1992, p. 156. 
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too non-competition factors and the role they play in the Commissions applica-
tionn of the Regulation. According to Article 2{i)(b) of the Merger Regulation the 
Commission,, in assessing a concentration, shall take into account 

'the'the development of technical and economic progress provided that it is to the 
consumers'consumers' advantage and does not form an obstacle to competition'. 

Thus,, the thirteenth recital taken together with Article 2{i)(b) could be taken to 
meann that it is still possible for the Commission to take non-competition factors 
intoo account in giving the go-ahead for a merger that restricts competition. 

However,, we should immediately note that Article 2(i)(b) is not directly 
implementingg the thirteenth recital. The obvious differences in wording 
betweenn the two provisions already indicate this. Textually, Article 2(i)(b) looks 
moree like an 'amputated' version of Article 81(3) of the Treaty than the thir-
teenthh recital. Moreover, as regards the non-competition objectives that may play 
aa role, Article 2(i)(b) nowhere refers to the 'the objectives referred to in Article 
22 of the Treaty' but instead refers to technical and economic progress. These 
difficultiess surrounding the legal status of the thirteenth recital (in connection 
withh Article 2(i)(b)) has not kept the Court of First Instance from giving it an 
unusual,, perhaps unexpected, role in the Nestle/Perrier case.12 

Thiss case started when the Commission approved the takeover by Nestle 
off  Perrier subject to conditions.13 Two worker representation organisations 
broughtt actions for annulment of the Commission decision approving the 
takeoverr because of fears of job losses. The Commission was of the opinion 
thatt the organisations' action was inadmissible because it considered that they 
didd not have an interest in the procedure.14 This, in turn, was considered by the 
Commissionn to be the result of the fact that the primary purpose of the Merger 
Regulationn was to maintain competition and not to take into account the social 
implications.. Therefore, the Commission considered that it was not under any 
obligationn to perform a detailed analysis of the employment concerns of each 
concentration.. Only if the organisations are able to show prima facie that the 
concentrationn authorised by the Commission clearly runs counter to the objec-
tivess of Article 2 EC, would they be admissible. 

Thee Court took a slightly different route. It considered that, pursuant to 
Articlee 2(i)(b) of the Regulation, the Commission was under an obligation 
too draw up 'an economic balance' that may 'entail considerations of a social 
nature'.155 Furthermore, the Court, while confirming the 'primacy given to the 

122 Case T-12/93, Comité Central d'Entrtprise de la Societé Anonyme Vittel and others v. Commission (Nestle/ 

Perrier),, [1995] ECR II-1253. 
155 Commission Decision 92/554, Nestlé/Perrier, O J1992 L 356/1. 
144 Case T-12/93, Nestlé/Perrier, [1995] ECR II-1253, para. 14. . 
155 Ibid., para. 39. 
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establishmentt of a system of free competition', appeared to hold the Commis-
sionn under an obligation to 'ascertain whether the concentration is liable to 
havee consequences, even if only indirectly, for the position of the employees'.'6 

Matters,, therefore, are not as simple as the Commission may have wanted them 
too be. There would appear to be an obligation on the part of the Commission 
too at least investigate the possibility of effects on employment.'7 If this is taken 
aa bit further, the conclusion could be that the Commission would be under a 
similarr obligation with regard to environmental considerations. Environmental 
concernss feature just as prominently in Article 2 EC as do social considerations. 
Moreover,, with regard to the environment, the integration principle enshrined 
inn Article 6 EC would seem to put the Commission under an obligation to at 
leastt take such considerations into account. 

Whateverr may be of this interesting interpretation of the thirteenth recital, it 
mustt still be taken into account that the operative part of the Merger Regulation 
must,, as far as the possibility of taking non competition factors into account, 
contentt itself with Article 2(i)(b). Even though it looks like Article 81(3), we 
shouldd not be tempted to think that this provision, like Article 81(3), allows the 
Commissionn balance a restraint of competition under the Merger Regulation 
withh certain other (not necessarily competition-related) benefits. As always the 
stingg is in the tail. The wording of Article (2)(i)(b) and in particular the fact 
thatt it speaks of insofar as it 'does not form an obstacle to competition' seems to 
indicatee that technical and economic benefits are irrelevant as soon as there is a 
obstaclee to competition.'8 This is in accordance with the statement made above, 
thatt the Merger Regulation is an instrument of pure competition policy. 

Commissionn practice reaffirms this view of the Merger Regulation. In 
DanishDanish Crown/Vestjyske Slagterier, the parties argued that the concentration 
wouldd lead to increased efficiencies. The Commission pointed to the text of 
Articlee 2(i)(b) only to come to the conclusion that 'the creation of a dominant 
positionn (...) therefore, means that the efficiencies argument put forward by the 
partiess cannot be taken into account in the assessment of the present merger'.19 

Inn MSG Media Service, the Commission objected to the creation of a joint 
venture.. Again, the parties' arguments concerning technical and economic 
progresss were simply put aside as irrelevant since the operation was likely to lead 
too form an obstacle to competition.20 

166 Ibid., para. 38. 
1717 Cf, Arnull 1996, p. 331. 
188 Cf. Whish 2001, p. 128, 778 and 779. 
199 Commission Decision 2000/42, Danish Crown/Vestjykse Slagterier, OJ 2000 L 20/1, para. 198. 
200 Commission Decision 94/922, MSG Media Service, OJ 1994 L 364/1, para. 100. Furthermore, the 

competitionn problems caused the Commission to be sceptical about the achievement in the first place 

off  the technical developments, para. 101. Much the same happened in Commission Decision 96/177, 

NordicNordic Satellite Distribution, OJ 1996 L 53/20, paras. 145-152. 
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Finally,, social considerations and the thirteenth recital have played a role in 
thee Kali + Salz saga. In this case the Commission applied the 'failing company 
theory'' and in doing so referred to the structural problems in former Eastern 
Germany.311 Advocate-General Tesauro was the only one to pay any attention to 
thiss issue. On the basis of the Nestle/Perrier case he came to the conclusion that 
thee Commission was right to take social considerations into account provided 
thatt these were subsidiary to the competition concerns involved.22 

Therefore,, with regard to the possibility to take non-competition issues into 
account,, Article 2(i)(b) is limited to those cases where there are no competition 
concernss in the first place. It may therefore be wondered what the use of this 
provisionn is in the first place. 

AA final interesting provision is to be found in Article 21(3) of the Merger 
Regulation.. Pursuant to this provision 'Member States may take appropriate 
measuress to protect legitimate interests other than those taken into considera-
tionn by this Regulation and compatible with the general principles and other 
provisionss of Community law.' The Regulation explicitly recognises 'public secu-
rity,, plurality of the media and prudential rules' as such legitimate interests. 
Thatt this is an indicative list is made clear by the third paragraph of Article 
21(3),, which contains a procedure for the recognition by the Commission of 
otherr legitimate interest than those mentioned expressly. Such interests are to 
bee communicated by the member state to the Commission. The Commission 
shalll  assess the compatibility of these interests with the general principles and 
otherr provisions of Community law. 

Thiss provision brings with it a number of interesting legal issues. Firstly, 
thee question of what exactly the purpose of Article 21(3) is. Can it only be used 
too block concentrations that do not represent a problem on competition grounds 
orr can it also be used to approve mergers? The wording of Article 21(3) appears 
too leave this point open. However, it is submitted that Article 21(3) can only be 
usedd negatively, i.e. to scrutinise and eventually prohibit a merger on grounds 
off  legitimate interests while it has been authorised by the Commission.23 This 
followss from the system of the Merger Regulation whereby the Commission is 
thee only authority to apply the Merger Regulation to operations falling within 
itss sphere.24 The fact that Article 21(3) can only be used negatively makes it of 
limitedd interest for this research. 

2121 Commission Decision 94/449, Kali-Salz/MdK/Treuhand (Kali + Salz), OJ1994 L186/38, paras. 77 and 

95--
222 Opinion of the A-G in joined Cases C-68/94 and C-30/95, French Republic and Société Commcrcialt 

desdes Potasses et de VAzoit (SCPA) and Entreprise Miniere et Chimique (EMC) v. Commission (Kali + Salz), 

[1998]]  ECRI-1375, paras. 50-57. 
2'' Cf. Commission Notes on Notes on Council Regulation (EEC) 4064/89, re Article 21(3). Published in 

'Mergerr control law in the European Union', European Commission, Brussels-Luxembourg, 1998. 
144 Article 21(1) and {2) of the Merger Regulation. 
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Thee list of legitimate interests recognised in Article 21(3) is only indicative 
andd does not contain any reference to environmental considerations. The final 
paragraphh of Article 21(3) entails a procedure to have other interests recognised. 
Inn this regard a second interesting point to notice is the fact that this provision 
speakss of'interests other than those taken into consideration by this Regulation'. 
Thiss seems to indicate that the technical and economic benefits of Article 2(i)(b) 
cannott play a role for a second time within the confines of Article 2i(3).25 This, 
however,, does not rule out a role for environmental considerations as it may very 
welll  be that such considerations have not been taken into account pursuant to 
Articlee 2(i)(b). 

Al ll  in all, practice with regard to Article 21(3) is scant. In Newspaper Publish-
inging the Commission took account of the fact that, on the basis of the Fair Trad-
ingg Act, the Secretary of State had to grant formal consent because issues such 
ass the accurate presentation of news and freedom of expression were involved.26 

Inn the Thomson-CSF/RACAL case the Commission's press release indicated that 
itt had taken account of the fact that the UK authorities intended to scrutinise 
thee public security aspects involved. In Banco Santander Central Hispanico/A. 
ChampalimaudChampalimaud the Portuguese Finance Minister blocked a concentration that 
felll  within the scope of the Merger Regulation/7 As an exception to the general 
rule,, the Commission interpreted Article 21(3) narrowly. It held that interests 
nott listed in Article 21(3) itself had to be notified to the Commission in accord-
ancee with the procedure in the final paragraph of that provision. Since the 
interestss on which Portugal sought to rely had not been notified, Article 21(3) 
didd not apply. Furthermore, the protection of strategic and national interests was 
rejectedd as a legitimate interest within the meaning of Article 21(3) since it was 
inn fact an example of discrimination on grounds of nationality. 

Thoughh it is very difficult to conceive such a situation, we shall now inves-
tigatee whether national authorities can use Article 21(3) on environmental 
grounds.. The Commission's interpretation of Article 21(3) in the BSCH/A. 
ChampalimaudChampalimaud case does not seem to rule out the possibility of national authori-
tiess having another look from an environmental perspective at a concentration 
alreadyy authorised by the Commission. Environmental considerations do not 
featuree among the interests recognised in the Regulation itself. Member states 
wil ll  therefore have to follow the procedure provided for in the final paragraph 
off  Article 21(3). Essentially this requires that the member states communicate 
thee interest to the Commission who will then assess the compatibility with the 
generall  principles and other provisions of Community law. As protection of the 

255 Cf. Commission Notes on Council Regulation (EEC) 4064/89, re Article 21(3). 
266 Commission Decision in Case IV/M.42} , Newspaper Publishing, para. 22. 
177 Commission Decision in Case IV/M.1616, Banco Santander Central Hispanico/A. Champalimaud 

(BSCH/A.. Champalimaud). 
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environmentt is a recognised interest in Community law, this should not need to 
bee the stumbling block. From the Lyonnaisc des Eaux/Northumbrian Water and 
BSCH/A.BSCH/A. Champalimaud cases we learn that the Commission wil l positively 
assesss compatibility with Community law when the basic rules of Community 
laww ass well as the principle of proportionality have been observed. In making 
thiss assessment, the Commission is likely to look at existing Community 
(secondary)) law for guidance as to what constitutes a legitimate interest.28 Again, 
thiss does not have to make recourse to Article 21(3) impossible when environ-
mentall  interests are involved. 

Inn sum, the role for environmental considerations in the application of the 
Mergerr Regulation is, as was indicated at the beginning of this paragraph, 
weakk to say the least. Such considerations play a role in the definition of the 
market.. Furthermore, they could play a role of secondary importance under 
Articlee 2(i)(b) as technical or economic progress. The role that environmental 
considerationss play in this respect is secondary at best and does not amount to 
ann integration of environmental concerns. It is submitted that the Commission 
iss under an obligation to integrate environmental concerns also in its applica-
tionn of the Merger Regulation. It is, however, also submitted that this should not 
bee irreconcilable with the very limited role for environmental concerns in the 
Mergerr Regulation. It may be recalled that the primary test under the Merger 
Regulationn is whether a dominant position is created or strengthened as a result 
off  which competition is restricted. In this respect it should be pointed out that it 
iss rather difficult to conceive a situation where the creation or strengthening of 
aa dominant position would actually benefit the environment. The protection of 
thee environment as well as the internalisation of external costs is probably best 
servedd in open and competitive market. 

Ibid.,Ibid., para. 34-37. 
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CHAPTERR I I THEE USEFUL EFFECT DOCTRINE 

i I . II  Introductio n 

Inn the previous chapters we have been looking at the rules that 
governn restrictions of competition by undertakings. Competition may, however, 
alsoo be restricted or distorted by the member states acting in their public author-
ity.. Such government-induced restrictions and distortions are also within the 
ambitt of Community competition law. The first instrument within this group of 
competitionn law that we will look at is the so-called useful effect rule.1 

Ass we wil l be seen in the following paragraph, the useful effect rule was 
aa later, Court-made, addition to the Community's lists of competition instru-
ments.. Despite the fact that the existence of the useful effect rule was thus 
acknowledgedd at a later stage, is can be seen, as wil l also be shown below,2 as a 
lexlex generalis with regard to Article 86 EC. Acknowledging this lex generalis char-
acterr is a very helpful tool to understand the useful effect doctrine and relate its 
applicationn to that of Article 86. 

Inn this chapter we shall first have a look at the useful effect doctrine in 
generall  and secondly we will investigate the possibilities to take environmental 
considerationss into account. 

i i . 22 A general outline of the useful effect doctrine 

Ass we have seen the EC Treaty contains rules directed at both 
firmsfirms as well the member states. However, the latter set of rules (Articles 86 
andd 87-88 EC) contained a loophole in that certain forms of public-private 
cooperationcooperation were not covered by any particular competition rule. This loophole 
iss of particular interest to, inter alia, the Netherlands where, for example, the 
Environmentall  Management Act provides for a possibility to declare an agree-
mentt between the majority of the members of an industry on a removal fee 
too be generally binding on the entire sector.' Such removal fees show some 

11 Because this rule was a later addition to the body of EC competition law it has also been called the 'new 

norm'' (see, e.g., Mortelmans 2001, p. 619). Since this rule, at the moment, exists for over twenty years 

alreadyy and it can therefore hardly be called new, we wil l refer to it as the useful effect rule or doctrine. 

Cf.. Buendia Sierra who refers in this respect to the 'effet utile principle', Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 263 

ett seq. Furthermore, by analogy to the U.S. doctrine, it also referred to as the 'state action doctrine' cf. 

Hoffmann 1990, p. 12 and opinion of A-G Jacobs in Case C-198/01, C.I.F. Consorzio Industrie Fiammiferi 

v.. Autorité Garante delta Concorrenza e del Mercato, opinion of 30 January 2003, n.y.r., to be found on 

www.curia.eu.int. . 
22 Infra, paragraph 12.1. 
33 Section 15.10 of the Environmental Management Act (Wet milieubeheer), Most recently amended by Stb. 

1999,, 208. See further on this possibility Vedder 2002, p. 33. Thus, the fact that, as Ritter, Braun & 
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resemblancee to the privately agreed environmental surcharge that was under 
considerationn in the VOTOB case and therefore, it cannot be ruled out that the 
agreementt between the industry in itself is contrary to Article 81. However, in 
thiss scenario the government act does not fall within the scope of Article 86 
orr 87 since it involves neither the granting of a special or exclusive right nor 
thee transfer of any public funds. Furthermore, the underlying agreement is no 
longerr just an agreement between undertakings but has been taken out of the 
privatee sphere, soaked in public law and thus removed from the scope of Article 
81.. The Court subsequently plugged this loophole when it came up with the 
usefull  effect doctrine in the GB-Inno-BMv. ATAB case.4 In this case, the Court 
heldd that, although, Articles 81 and 82 are directed at undertakings, member 
statee authorities are under an obligation not to detract from the useful effect 
off  these provisions. This follows from Article 10 in connection with Article 81. 
Followingg this judgment, the most important question was what exactly was the 
scopee of this obligation. Later case law has clarified this to some extent and has 
providedd us with the following definition of the useful effect rule.5 

AlthoughAlthough Article 85 [Now Article Si] of the Treaty is, in itself, concerned solely 
withwith the conduct of undertakings and not with measures adopted by Member States 
byby law or regulation, the fact nevertheless remains that Article 85 of the Treaty, in 
conjunctionconjunction with Article 5 [Now Article 10] requires the Member States not to intro-
duceduce or maintain in force measures, even of a legislative nature, which may render 
ineffectiveineffective the competition rules applicable to undertakings. 

SuchSuch would be the case if a Member State were to require or favour the adoption 
ofof agreements, decisions or concerted practices contrary to Article #5 or to reinforce 
theirtheir effects, or to deprive its own rules of the character of legislation by delegating to 
privateprivate economic operators responsibility for taking decisions affecting the economic 
sphere. sphere. 

Thee test thus laid down is threefold. Firstly, member states may not require 
orr favour the adoption of agreements that are contrary to Article 81. Secondly, 
memberr states may not reinforce the effects of such agreements and, thirdly, 
memberr states may not delegate to economic operators the responsibility for 
decisionss affecting the economic sphere. With regard to these three tests, 
essentiallyy two branches can thus be discerned: on the one hand the requir-

Rawlinsonn rightly remark, the possibility to declare an agreement generally binding has disappeared 

withh the new Netherlands Competition Act, does not rule out similar acts on the basis of the Environ-

mentall  Management Act, Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 1998, p. 785. 
44 Case 13/77, GB-INNO-BMv. ATAB, [1977] ECR 2155. 
55 Case 267/86, Van Eycke v. ASPA, [1988] 4769, later confirmed in Case C-35/96, Commission v. Italy 

(CNSD),, [1998] ECR [-3851, paras. 53 and 54. 
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ing,, favouring and reinforcing of an agreement and, on the other hand, the 
delegationn of powers.6 However, wide-ranging these three tests may seem, the 
applicabilityy of the first branch - i.e. requiring or favouring the adoption of an 
agreementt or reinforcing its effects - of the test still requires an 'underlying' 
agreementt that is contrary to Article 81. This two-tier approach can be seen in 
thee Dutch pension funds cases where the court ruled out the applicability of the 
usefull  effect doctrine to the member state action precisely because the underly-
ingg agreement was not prohibited by Article 8i.7 With regard to the third test 
-- delegating to economic operators the responsibility for decisions affecting the 
economicc sphere - there is no link with Article 81. The Court's case law appears 
too indicate that such a delegation can be said to exist in situations where a 
regulationn allows a private actor to take certain decisions without taking consid-
erationss other than those of the industry concerned, into account. In Reiff, the 
Courtt addressed this issue and considered whether a procedure whereby road 
haulagee tariffs were agreed by a committee consisting of, mostly, representatives 
off  the transport industry. In doing so it took into account the following factors. 
Firstly,, it looked at the objectives of the national laws in place and came to the 
conclusionn that these were not intended to serve the interests of the industry 
butt rather served the general interest.8 After that the Court looked at the way 
thee system operated in practice. The Court appeared to attach great weight to 
thee fact that the minister could participate in the discussions leading up to the 
conclusionn of the tariffs. Furthermore, the minister could replace a decision 
byy the committee with his own decision if the decision by the committee took 
insufficientt account of the general interests.9 As a result, it can be said that a 
memberr state does not delegate its powers if it retains a decisive influence by 
whichh it can ascertain that interests other than those of the industry concerned 
aree observed. 

Ass may be expected, the Court's useful effect doctrine was not been given an 
equallyy warm welcome by everyone. The combined application of Article 10 and 
811 has led to the addition of a new instrument to the EC's arsenal of competition 
law.. Moreover, this instrument deeply encroaches upon the member state's sove-
reigntyy to regulate (together with the industry) everyday life on markets. It has 
thereforee been argued that the useful effect doctrine is an undue extension of 
thee EC's competition laws into the daily life of the modern corporatist state.10 

66 Cf. Gyselen 2000. p. 432, 436. 
77 Case C-67/96, Albany, [1999] ECR I-5751, para. 66 and joined Cases C-180/98 to 184/98, Pavlov, [2000] 

ECR-6451,, para. 58. 
88 Case C-185/91, Bundesanstalltfür den Güterfernverkchrv. Reiff (Reifi), [1993] ECR I-5801, para. 21. 
99 Ibid., para. 22. See also Case C-153/91, Germany v. Delta Schiffahrts und Speditionsgeselkchaft (Delta), 

[1994]]  ECR I-2517, paras. 20-22. 
100 See, more extensively, Neergaard 1998. 
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Thesee criticisms boil down to a subsidiarity type of reasoning whereby it is 
arguedd that member states should retain some powers to shape the day-to-day 
economicc operation on their territories. It is submitted that such reasoning is 
flawedflawed to some extent. To demonstrate this, the two branches of the useful effect 
doctrinee should be separately looked at. For a member state to act in contraven-
tionn of the first branch of the useful effect doctrine, the underlying cartel must 
off  itself violate Article 81. Is widely accepted that the mere fact that an agree-
mentt is contrary to Article 81 is in itself sufficient for the Community to be able 
too oppose this agreement. The Community's free market economy is inherently 
opposedd to restrictions of competition and for this very reason agreements that 
aree restrictive of competition are either prohibited or exempted by the Commis-
sion.. If this is common ground, then why should the fact that an agreement 
iss taken outside the private sphere and given some public law status suffice to 
bringg it completely outside the scope of Community law? It is more than likely 
thatt conferring this public law status upon the agreement actually increases 
thee restrictive effects of the agreement. Moreover, as the alternative 'object' and 
'effect'' tests in Article 81 already show, Community competition law wil l not 
contentt itself with legal formalism but also looks at the actual effects on compe-
tition.. If we recognise this effects-based approach, should the useful effect 
doctrinee then come as a surprise? The Treaty itself already provides evidence of 
ann effects-based approach by not only governing more or less specific types of 
statee action (e.g. the free movement provisions) but also by laying down a more e 
generall  duty of loyalty to the Community in Article 10. Therefore, it is submitted 
thatt with regard to the first branch of the useful effect rule, criticisms that the 
ECC is unduly extending the scope of its powers to govern also state actions, are 
flawed. flawed. 

Withh regard to the second branch of the useful effect rule the criticisms 
appearr to be well founded. In these cases there is no underlying cartel that 
violatess a Treaty provision. It may therefore be asked whether the effects-based 
approachh has not been taken too far in this context. The rationale behind the 
delegationn of certain decision-making powers to representations of industry is 
oftenn one that hinges on the need to make use of the industry's expertise. In 
thee environmental context this is explicitly recognised by the Community and 
nationall  policies with regard to environmental agreements and so-called 'flex-
iblee regulation' as opposed to so-called 'command and control' type of instru-
ments.""  It is often considered that such agreements are more efficient means to 
attainn certain environmental goals since industry knows much better than the 
governmentt how to attain these goals at minimum costs. Taking into account 
thesee legitimate reasons for cooperation between the state and industry, an 
unmitigatedd application of the useful effect doctrine seems unnecessary and 

""  Commission Communication on Environmental Agreements, COM (96)561, OJ1996 L 333/69. 
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indeedd an undue extension of the Community's competences to review acts of 
thee member states. However, the test adopted under the second branch reflects 
thesee concerns in that a delegation of powers is allowed insofar as this is in the 
publicc interest and the state ensures compliance with this public interest. It wil l 
bee seen below that the Court takes these considerations into account in its recent 
casee law on the useful effect doctrine. 

InIn sum, the two branches of the useful effect doctrine still allow the national 
authoritiess considerable room. The first branch requires an underlying agree-
mentt contrary to Article 81. As Albany and Pavlov have shown, instances can 
certainlyy be conceived where the underlying agreement is simply not contrary to 
Articlee 81. In chapter 3 we have seen a number of possibilities for an agreement 
too either fall outside the scope of Article 81(1) in the first place or to be justified 
byy an exemption. In either case the agreement wil l not be contrary to Article 
811 so that any government action with regard to this agreement will escape the 
usefull  effect rule. The second branch essentially requires that member states 
retainn some power to ascertain that the general interest is indeed taken into 
account.12 2 

11.33 Exceptions to the useful effect doctrine 

InIn the light of what has been said in the preceding paragraph, 
thee two branches of the useful effect doctrine seem to allow member states a 
sufficientt margin to conduct national policy. This begs the question of whether 
andd to what extent these exceptions can function in an environmental setting. 
Inn other words: can environmental concerns be integrated into the application 
off  the useful effect doctrine? In this respect it must be said that, as far as we 
aree aware, there are no decisions or judgments on the application of the useful 
effectt doctrine in an environmental context.13 

Withh regard to the first branch of the useful effect rule, the interpretation 
off  Article 81 in itself allows for sufficient room to integrate environmental 
concernss as was shown above. Many environmental agreements may, for exam-
ple,, be considered to restrict competition only to an extent that is non appreci-
able.. Similarly, an agreement that benefits from an exemption will not, for the 
durationn of the exemption, be contrary to Article 81. At the moment, this effec-
tivelyy means that such agreements have to be notified with the Commission in 
orderr to obtain an exemption before a member state can, for example, declare 

111 Case C-38/97, Autotrasporti Librandi v. Cuttica spedizioni e servizi internationali (Librandi), [1998J ECR 

1-5955,, P^a. 45-
155 The Commission, however, has hinted at the possibility of applying this rule to environmental regula-

tionss on a few occasions, Commission, XXIInd . Competition Report (1992), para. 77. 
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suchh an agreement generally binding without violating the useful effect rule. 
Ass there is no block exemption for environmental agreements and the existing 
blockk exemptionss do not apply, any agreement that falls within the scope of Arti-
clee 81(1) can only not be contrary to Article 81 if it benefits from an individual 
exemption.. Irrespective of the practical difficulties involved in obtaining an 
exemption,, this should not prove to be a stumbling block. 

However,, with regard to the need to obtain an exemption the following can 
bee said. In the introductory paragraph we have already noted the fact that the 
usefull  effect rule can be seen a lex generalis with regard to Article 86. With 
regardd to this provision, Article 86(2) allows member states to justify possible 
incursionss on Article 86{i). Although it is not entirely certain, there are reasons 
too assume that the applicability of Article 86(2) may also make it unnecessary 
too obtain an exemption.14 It is submitted that insofar as the possibility to justify 
actionss that fall within the scope of Article 86 on the basis of Article 86(2) may 
obviatee the necessity of an exemption pursuant to Article 81(3), that a similar 
possibilityy should exist with regard to useful effect doctrine. 

Afterr the entry into force of Regulation 1/2003, Article 81(3) wil l have 
becomee directly applicable. As a result, the notification procedure as well as 
thee Commission's monopoly to grant exemptions will also cease to exist. With 
regardd to the useful effect doctrine this will not lead to any particular difficul-
ties.. A (national) court before which the useful effect doctrine is invoked can 
simplyy rule on the applicability of Article 81 as a whole. If it considers Article 81 
nott to apply to the underlying agreement (either because Article 81(1) does not 
applyy or because the conditions of Article 81(3) are fulfilled), the useful effect 
doctrinee wil l not apply to the government's action with regard to that agreement. 

Similarly,, the second branch of the useful effect rule will not necessarily 
provee to be an insurmountable obstacle to government action. Essentially, it 
onlyy requires that the public authorities possess and actively use their supervi-
soryy powers to ascertain that an agreement indeed serves the objective of the 
protectionn of the environment. In the context of the example of the possibility 
too declare an agreement on removal fees generally binding, the Environment 
ministerr should actively supervise the amount of the removal fee in order to 
ascertainn that it does not exceed the costs incurred in the collection and treat-
mentt of the products concerned. 

Interestingly,, the recent case law of the Court pursuant to the useful effect 
doctrinee appears to allow for the possibility to justify member state actions that 
falll  within the scope of the useful effect doctrine. This justification seems to 
findfind its origin in the opinion of A-G Jacobs in the Pavlov case. In his opinion the 
Advocate-Generall  argued that the link between, on the one hand, the fact that 
thee underlying agreement must be contrary to Article 81 and, on the other hand, 

144 Infra,  paragraph 12.5. 
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thee government act is unsatisfactory.'5 He considers this because the underlying 
decisionn in Pavlov was of itself not restrictive enough and therefore falls outside 
Articlee 81 whereas the government intervention, which increases the restrictive 
effects,, also falls outside the scope of the useful effect doctrine precisely because 
off  the insufficiently restrictive effects of the underlying agreement.16 Instead 
hee proposes to opt for a presumption of illegality that can be justified on public 
interestt grounds.17 More precisely, he proposes an alternative test whereby state 
measuress that are taken in pursuit of a legitimate and clearly defined public 
interestt objective are allowed when the member state also actively supervises 
thee underlying concertation even if this state measure reinforces the restrictive 
effects.. The Court appears to have adopted this test to some extent in paragraphs 
988 and 100 of its ruling.'8 

'As'As for the request, made to the public authorities by an organisation representing 
thethe members of a profession, to make membership of the occupational pension fund it 
hashas set up compulsory, it is made under a scheme identical to those existing under the 
nationalnational law of a number of countries concerning the exercise of regulatory authority 
inin the social domain. Such regimes ARE DESIGNED TO PROMOTE THE CREATION OF 

SUPPLEMENTARYY PENSIONS OF TH E SECOND TYPE and INCLUD E A NUMBE R OF SAFE-

GUARDSS WHOSE OBSERVANCE TH E COMPETENT MINISTE R MUST ENSURE, SO that a 

requestrequest by the members of a profession for membership to be made compulsory cannot 
constituteconstitute an infringement of Article 85(1) [Now Article 81(1)] of the Treaty. 

Thus,Thus, for the same reasons, a decision by the Member State in question to make 
membershipmembership of such a fund compulsory for all members of the profession is not 
contrarycontrary to Articles 5 [Now Article 10] and #5 of the Treaty either.' [Emphasis added] 

Thee Court, in short, comes to the conclusion that the member state action in 
thiss case is designed to provide, put simply, social protection (i.e. pensions) and 
itt is for the Minister to ascertain that the underlying agreement only serves that 
sociall  purpose. This apparently takes the government action outside the scope of 
thee useful effect doctrine. The exception thus created shows a striking resem-
blancee to the test adopted by the Court under the second branch of the useful 
effectt doctrine. This is also apparent in the opinion of Advocate General Léger 

155 Buendia Sierra is a bit more outspoken and considers that it 'is bordering on the infantile in its formal-

ism',, Buendia Sierra 1999, p- 265. 
166 Opinion of A-G Jacobs in joined Cases C-180/98 to C-184/98, Pavlov, [2000] ECR 1-6451, para. 161. For 

similarr reasons, A-G Léger concurs with Jacobs in his opinion in Wouters, Case C-309/99, Wouters, 

[2002]]  ECR, I-1577. 
1717 Ibid., para. 163, Jacobs speaks of 'prima facie infringement' in his opinion. 

'88 Cf. Loozen 2000, p. 305 and Mortelmans 2001, p. 643 et sea. 
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inn the Wouters case.'9 In its judgment in Wouters, the Court also appears to have 
adoptedd this test to the extent that it considers the restrictive regulation by the 
Barr of the Netherlands, to fall outside Article 81(1) because it was necessary for 
thee proper practice of the legal profession.10 Although the test adopted by him 
iss quite the same as the one adopted by the Court in Pavlov the idea underlying 
bothh exceptions appears to be identical and has, with regard to the professions, 
beenn brought to the fore by Advocate-General Jacobs in Pavlov." Basically, the 
ideaa is that on the one hand the increased efficiency of self-regulation compared 
too command-and-control government regulation must be balanced with, on the 
otherr hand, the need to maintain control in order to ensure that the self-regula-
tionn does not turn into self-enrichment. The main elements are therefore the 
needd to ascertain that the general interest is and will remain the prime objective. 
Beloww we shall refer to the exception thus created as the general interest excep-
tion.. The addition, by the Court, of a possibility for a general interest exception 
withh regard to the useful effect doctrine should not come as a surprise. As will 
bee seen below, the relation between the useful effect rule and Article 86 is 
onee of lex generalis and lex specialis. With regard to a more or less defined area 
off  application, the two rules address the same point: member states may not 
restrictt or distort competition by using private firms. This relation between Arti-
clee 86 and the useful effect doctrine has a number of consequences. Firstly, the 
substantivee legality standards (i.e. in how far is a member state allowed to coope-
ratee with industry and restrict competition to attain general interest objectives?) 
mustt be identical. Secondly, the essential procedural aspects (most importantly 
thee burden of proof) should also be identical under both provisions. 

Withh regard to the first consequence, it cannot be accepted that the substan-
tivee legality standards under the useful effect rule and Article 86 diverge. In 
otherr words, it should not matter whether a member state grants exclusive rights 
(aa practice governed by Article 86) or whether it opts for self-regulation to attain 
thee objectives of general interest. It is therefore submitted that, essentially, the 
legalityy standards as far as the prohibitions in both norms is concerned, Article 
86(i)) and the useful effect doctrine are comparable. However, as we wil l see 
below,, Article 86(2) provides for a potentially wide-ranging possibility to justify 
actionss that may fall within the scope of Article 86(1). The standards of legal-
ityy under the useful effect doctrine and Article 86 as a whole would diverge if 
thee useful effect rule would not allow for a justification or an exception similar 
too Article 86(2). It is submitted that in Pavlov the Court acknowledged this 

199 Opinion of A-G Léger in Case C-309/99, Wouters, [2002] ECR, I-1577, paras. 207, 212-228. 
200 Case C-309/99, Wouters, I2002] ECR, 1-1577, Para- I O 9- N o te that this relates to Article 81(1) not read in 

conjunctionn with Article 10 EC. See further, supra, paragraph 8.4.2.4 with regard to the the European 

Rulee of Reason. 

""  Ibid., para. 209. 
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discrepancyy and addressed it by providing for the exception possibility with 
regardd to actions that fall within the scope of the useful effect doctrine. As 
regardss the remarks made above with regard to the need to obtain an exemption 
iff  a member state wants to avoid breaching the first branch of the useful effect 
doctrine,, it is submitted that, insofar as Article 86(2) obviates the need for an 
exemption,, the applicability of the general interest exception should also make 
ann exemption superfluous. 

Withh regard to the second consequence, the existence of a general interest 
exceptionn to the useful effect doctrine restricts the scope of application of 
thiss doctrine as a tool to maintain or bring about effective competition. The 
dilemmaa is therefore identical to that existing with regard to Article 86(2) which 
alsoo balances the need to maintain undistorted competition with the legiti-
matee interest that member states may have in 'steering the economy' through 
distortionss of competition. With regard to Article 86(2) the burden of proof lies 
primarilyy with the member state or the firm that benefits from the exclusive 
right.""  By analogy, it should be for the parties to the underlying agreement 
andd the member state to establish, firstly, that the agreement indeed serves the 
generall  interest and, secondly, that there is active supervision to ensure that this 
iss indeed the prime objective for the general interest exception to apply. 

Lett us now consider the question of whether or not the general interest 
exceptionn could apply in an environmental context. Prima facie there is nothing 
too prevent the reasoning underlying the general interest exception from apply-
ingg with regard to environmental agreements. In fact, A-G Jacobs explicitly 
referss to the possibility that member states may want to extend the effects in 
thee environmental sphere to more actors than just the parties to the underlying 
agreement.. If the new escape route from the useful effect doctrine is to be seen 
ass an indication that the Court is more reluctant to apply the doctrine without 
anyy reservations, then this refining of the doctrine addresses the concerns 
mentionedd above.2>  In that case, the fact that the Court's reluctance to apply the 
usefull  effect doctrine can be explained by reasons of subsidiarity, should also 
nott stand in the way of applying this reasoning to government measures in the 
environmentall  context. If the general interest exception, as is submitted, is all 
aboutt striking the right balance between the freedom that member states should 
havee to efficiently organise their economies and the need to maintain competi-
tion,, then this should also not keep it from applying to environmental agree-
ments.. Particularly, in a highly technical area of law such as environmental law, 
self-regulationn is considered to bring with it clear efficiency gains. It is precisely 
throughh the general interest exception that such efficiencies should be taken 

""  Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 354, Case C-159/94, Commission v. France (French Electricity and Gas), [1997] 

ECRR I-5815, para. 94 and Case C-203/96, Dusseldorp, [1999] ECR, I-4075, para. 67. 
233 As would seem to be the rationale, cf. Neergaard 1998. 
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intoo account in creating an exception for government action with regard to self-
regulationn provided that the authorities ascertain (supervise) that environmental 
protectionn remains the prime objective. 

Ass a final means to escape from the useful effect doctrine, it is possible 
thatt the parties to an agreement that is subject to government involvement 
mayy benefit from the exception offered by Article 86(2) EC. We shall be look-
ingg closer at this provision and its application in the context of environmental 
protectionn below.34 

244 Infra  chapter  12. 
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12.11 Introductio n 

Thee place of Article 86 in the Treaty, tucked away somewhere 
betweenn the competition provisions, belies its great importance. For one, a quick 
lookk at the second paragraph of Article 86 already reveals the fact that it makes 
itt possible to trump all other rules in the Treaty. However, Article 16 of the EC 
Treatyy has brought the pervasive influence of the second paragraph of Article 
866 to the fore. A further general aspect that has already been noted with regard 
too Article 86 is that it can be seen as a lex specialis of the useful effect doctrine 
inn that, contrary to the latter, Article 86 is limited to a closed set of government 
actions.11 Article 86 only concerns companies that have been granted 'special or 
exclusivee rights'. With regard to these companies the general rule of the useful 
effectt doctrine that member states must act loyally to the Community applies. 

Fromm a competition law perspective this brings with it the same problems 
thatt were also identified in relation to the useful effect doctrine. By simultane-
ouslyy regulating both member state as well as private party actions that have 
ann impact on competition difficult questions of causality as well as doctrinal 
problemss arise. To what extent, for example, can there be said to be freedom 
too compete and hence a possibility to restrict competition in the first place if a 
companyy has been given a statutory monopoly? Furthermore, who is responsi-
ble? ? 

Thesee problems are considered by some to be reflected in the text of Article 
866 itself. Article 86 has been noted for its 'clear obscurity' as opposed to the 
'obscuree clarity' of Article 31 EC.2 This is in turn reflected in the case law and 
legall  writing on Article 86 that is complex to say the least. Basically, Article 86 
reflectss the layout of any Community provision. In its first paragraph it contains 
aa wide-ranging prohibition whereas the second paragraph allows for a deroga-
tion.. Below we shall first look at Article 86(1) after which we wil l turn our atten-
tionn to Article 86(2). As a reading of Article 86 already shows, it is a so-called 
renvoirenvoi provision, which means that in itself it contains no substantive legality 
standard.. For this Article 86 relies on other Treaty provisions. Below, we shall be 
consideringg the application of Article 86(1) in connection with Article 82 simply 
becausee the vast majority of the case law on Article 86 concerns these two provi-
sions.. With regard to the derogation we wil l consider the application of Article 
86(2)) with both Article 82 and 81 EC. The latter has been included because of 
thee parallel with the useful effect doctrine. In looking at these provisions we will 
alsoo address the possibilities for an integration of environmental concerns. 

11 Cf. Opinion of A-G Jacobs in Case C-67/97, Albany, [1999] ECR 1-5751, para. 371. 
11 Opinion of A-G Tesauro in Case C-202/88, France v. Commission, [1991] ECR I-1223, para. 11. 
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12.22 Articl e 86(1) 

Accordingg to the first paragraph of Article 86 member states 
shalll  not enact or maintain any rule contrary to the Treaty with regard to public 
undertakingss and firms that have been granted special or exclusive rights. With 
regardd to the first paragraph of Article 86 a number of things may be noted. 
Forr one, it addresses the member states and not firms. In this respect, Article 
86(i)) prohibits any state measure with regard to an 'undertaking'. This means 
thatt the entity with regard to which the state measure is taken must exercise an 
economicc activity.3 This undertaking can be a 'public undertaking' or an under-
takingg to which Member states have granted 'special or exclusive rights'. The 
Commissionn has defined the concept of the public undertaking in the Transpar-
encyy Directive as4 

'any'any undertaking over which the public authorities may exercise directly or indi-
rectlyrectly a dominant influence by virtue of their ownership of it, their financial partici-
pationpation therein, or the rules which govern it'. 

Whatt matters, therefore, is control by the public authorities over the public 
undertaking.. A second category of undertakings is those firms that have been 
grantedd 'special or exclusive rights'. It is submitted that exclusive and special 
rightss are two different concepts.5 An exclusive right must by definition be 
limitedd to one beneficiary only. Special rights have been defined by the Commis-
sionn as those rights that are granted to a limited number of firms by a discre-
tionaryy decision on the part of the public authorities.6 According to A-G Jacobs, 
thee Court, in British Telecoms, adopted this definition.? On the basis of this 
rulingg he considers that a special or exclusive right must fulfi l four essential 
requirements.. The rights in question must 

•• be granted by the authorities of a Member State, 
•• be granted to one undertaking or to a limited number of undertakings, 
•• substantially affect the ability of other undertakings to exercise the 

economicc activity in question in the same geographical area under 

33 See, supra, paragraph 7.4. 
44 Article 2 of Commission Directive 80/723 (Transparency), OJ1980 L195/35. See, on this concept, Case 

118/85,, Commission v. Italy, [1987] ECR 2599. The new Transparency Directive 2000/52 has not changed 

thiss definition, OJ 2000 L 193/75, Article 2(b). 
55 Case C-202/88, France v. Commission, [1991] ECR I-1223, paras. 44-46, acknowledged by the Commis

sionn in, inter alia, the Transparency Directive, Directive 200/52, OJ 2000 L193/75, Article 2 (f) and (g). 
66 Article i(b) of Directive 94/46 (Satellite communication), OJ 1994 L 268/15. 
77 Opinion of A-G Jacobs in case C-475/99, Ambulanz Glöckner v. Landkreis Südwestpfalz (Ambulanz 

Glöckner),, [2001J ECR 8089, para. 86. 
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substantiallyy equivalent conditions, and 
•• be granted otherwise than according to objective, proportional and non

discriminatoryy criteria.8 

Inn Ambulanz Glöckner, the Court appears to have, grosso modo, adopted this test.9 

Itt may be remarked that the Court often takes the concepts of an exclusive and a 
speciall right together without really distinguishing between the two.10 Further
more,, the Sydhavnens Sten a[ Grus case shows the remarkable ease with which 
thee Court disregards the distinction between an exclusive and a special right. 
InIn this case the fact that a right was given to three companies did not keep the 
Courtt from classifying it as an exclusive right." 

Iff we look at the text of Article 86 (i), it would seem that the government 
measuree with regard to the public or privileged undertakings should be a diffe
rentt measure from the act whereby the exclusive or special right is granted. In 
otherr words an undertaking is first granted a special or exclusive right and only 
afterr that will state measures with regard to that company fall within the scope 
off Article 86{i). However, later case law has shown that the Court considers it 
possiblee that the act whereby an exclusive or special right is granted and the 
statee measure within the meaning of Article 86(1) are actually identical.12 This 
meanss that the act itself whereby the exclusive or special right is granted may be 
'contraryy to the rules contained in this Treaty' 

AA final point to be noted is that Article 86 (i) of itself contains no substan
tivee legality standard but rather refers to the other provisions of the Treaty in 
thiss respect. This is why Article 86 is always applied in connection with another 
provisionn of the Treaty. As special or exclusive rights correspond roughly with 
thee notions of, respectively, a monopoly and a legal oligopoly, it will not come 
ass a surprise that Article 86(i) has to this date primarily been used in connec
tionn with Article 82.13 However, as the wording of Article 86(1) already shows, 
itt is a renvoi provision with regard to all the Treaty rules and particularly the 
non-discriminationn and competition rules. Below, we shall concentrate on the 
applicationn of Article 86(1) together with Article 81 and 82. 

88 Ibid., para. 87. 
99 Case C-475/99, Ambulanz Glöckner, [2001] 8089, para. 24. The Court did not explicitly repeat the first 

andd fourth requirement identified by the Advocate-General although it did address these in paragraph 

233 of its judgment. 
100 For this reason we shall, in the footsteps of Temple Lang, be referring to the companies benefiting from 

suchh exclusive or special rights as privileged companies without distinguishing between the two. 

"" Case C-209/98, Sydhavnens Sten «J Grus, [2000] ECR I-3743. paras. 53, 54. Cf. Whish 2001, p. 192. 
122 Cf. Faull & Nikpay 1999, p. 287, Akyürek-Kievits 1998, p. 25 et seq. 
1}} Cf. Faull & Nikpay 1999, p. 282. 
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12.33 Articl e 86(1) in connection with Articl e $2 

Becausee by far most experience has been gathered with regard 
too the combined application of Article 86 and 82 we shall start by looking at 
thiss area of he case law. This combined application is fraught with difficulties as 
itt governs simultaneously member state actions as well as the abusive behav-
iourr of the firm. The difficult part consists of establishing a causal connection 
betweenn the grant of the special or exclusive right and the abuse. However, the 
Court'ss approach to establishing dominance is also not without difficulties. 

Inn a number of cases the fact that an exclusive or a special right existed was 
equatedd with the existence of a dominant position on that market."*  However, 
inn the more recent Sydhavnens Sten é[ Grus case the Court fortunately appears 
too have abandoned the automatism in this respect. The Court stressed the need 
too define the relevant product and geographical market in order to determine 
whetherr the privileged undertaking was in a dominant position.'5 However, in 
DeutscheDeutsche Post the Court reverted to its old habit of equating special or exclusive 
rightss with the existence of a dominant position for the privileged undertak-
ing.'6 6 

Whateverr may be of this, with regard to the application of Article 86 in 
connectionn with 82, the nettle is in establishing abuse. Essentially, this boils 
downn to whether or not there is a causal connection between the grant of the 
exclusivee or special right on the one hand and the abuse on the other. The Court 
almostt invariably starts its considerations in this respect by referring to the 
SacchiSacchi case in which it held that'7 

'Merely'Merely creating a dominant position by the grant of special or exclusive rights 
withinwithin the meaning of Article 90(1) [Now Article 86(1)] of the Treaty is not in itself 
incompatibleincompatible with Article 86 [Now Article 82] of the Treaty'. 

Thee rationale behind this is that Article 82 itself does not prohibit the exist-
encee of a dominant position so that the Treaty cannot prohibit member states 
fromm doing something that private parties can freely do. This reasoning, it is 
submitted,, is flawed for the simple reason that, ever since the entry into force 
off  the Merger Regulation, private parties cannot create a dominant position. 
Iff  firms are not allowed to concentrate if the result would be an undertaking 

'44 E.g. Case C-203/96, Dusscldorp, [1998] ECR I-4075, paras. 58 and 60. See for a critical view in this 

respect:: Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 153 et stq. en Vedder 2001 A, p. 112 ct seq. 
155 Case C-209/98, Sydhavnens Stcn «[ Grus, [2000] ECR I-3743, paras. 57-65. 

'66 ECJ joined cases C-147/97 and C-148/97, Deutsche Post v. Gesellschajifür Zahlungssysteme and Citicorp 

KartcnscrviccKartcnscrvicc (Deutsche Post), [2000] ECR I-825, para. 38. 
1717 Case 155/73, Sacchi, [1974] ECR 409, para. 14. 
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inn a dominant position, then why should member states be allowed to create 
dominantt positions? In fact, despite thee steadfast reference to the rule given in 
Sacchi,Sacchi, the Court's case law may be seen as calling into question the creation of 
thee dominant position (i.e. the grant itself of the exclusive or special right) as an 
actionn contrary to Article 82 in connection with 86(1). To explain this, we must 
lookk at the second part of the Court's constantly recurring considerations in this 
respect:respect:18 18 

'A'A member state is in breach of the prohibitions contained in those two provi-
sionssions [Articles 86(1) and 82] only if the undertaking in question, merely by exercising 
thethe exclusive rights granted to it, is led to abuse its dominant position or when such 
rightsrights are liable to create a situation in which that undertaking is led to commit such 
abuses'. abuses'. 

Thee Court's case law in this respect is not entirely consistent. However, a 
numberr of different doctrines can probably be discerned.̂ In Höfner ef Elser, the 
Courtt laid down the basis of the 'Fallow Field' doctrine.20 This case concerned 
Germann legislation that reserved the right to act as an intermediary with regard 
too employment services to the Federal Employment Office. This Office, however, 
wass not quite up to this task and as a result numerous agencies, such as that of 
Höfnerr and Elser, were set up and tolerated. According to the Court Articles 82 
andd 86(1) are infringed where a member state upholds an exclusive right with 
regardd to a company that is 'manifestly not in a position to satisfy demand'.21 A 
secondd line of cases concerns the conflict of interests. These cases concern the 
situationn where, for example, the privileged undertaking has both commercial 
activitiess as well as regulatory capacities with regard to the same market. In RTT 
v.. GB-Inno-BM, the Belgian authorities had given RTT, the public undertak-
ingg the power to lay down the technical specifications for telephone equipment 
ass well as the powers to supervise compliance by other companies with these 
regulationss while RTT itself sold telephone equipment.22 According to the Court 
thiss was2' 

188 E.g. Case C-209/98, Sydhavnens Sten «? Grus, [2000] ECR I-3743, para. 66. 

'99 Whish 2001, p. 198 et seq., Fall & Nikpay 1999, p. 292 et seq. 
200 Case C-41/90, Höfner «J Elser, [1991] ECR I-1979. This name was coined by Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 

2000,, p. 764, See also: Whish who speaks of'manifest inability to meet demand' and Buendia Sierra 

whoo refers to 'the demand limitation doctrine', Whish 2001, p. 199, Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 163. 
211 Case C-41/90, Höfner tf Elser, [1991] ECR I-1979, para. 31. 

""  Case C-18/88, Régie des Télégraphes et des Telephones v. GB-Inno-BM (RTT v. GB-Inno-BM), [1991] ECR 

I-5941. . 
233 Ibid., para. 25. 
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'tantamount'tantamount to conferring upon it the power to determine at will  which terminal 
equipmentequipment may be connected to the public network, and thereby placing that under-
takingtaking at an obvious advantage over its competitors'. 

Thee Court held that such regulatory powers had to be carried out by an 
entityy that was independent from the company that was active on the market. 
Similarly,, in ERT, the Greek public broadcasting company produced its 
ownn programs but was also the only company that could retransmit foreign 
programs.244 As such there was a conflict of interests whereby ERT might be 
temptedd to discriminate in favour of its own productions and to the detriment of 
thee programs originating from abroad. 

Connectedd to the conflict of interests doctrine is the so-called 'extension of 
dominantt position-doctrine.15 According to this doctrine a privileged company 
withh a dominant on one market may not extent its monopoly position to a neigh-
bouringg but separate market.26 This doctrine was already known from the case 
laww on Article 82.27 The Court applied the extension of dominance test in an 
Articlee 86-setting for the first time in RTT\. GB-Inno-BM. In this case it held 
that28 8 

'[...]'[...]  the fact that an undertaking holding a monopoly in the market for the estab-
lishmentlishment and operation of the network, without any objective necessity, reserves to 
itselfitself a neighbouring but separate market, in this case the market for the importation, 
marketing,marketing, connection, commissioning and maintenance of equipment for connection 
toto the said network, thereby eliminating all competition from other undertakings, 
constitutesconstitutes an infringement of Article 86 [Now Article 82] of the Treaty.' 

Accordingly,Accordingly, where the extension of the dominant position of a public undertak-
inging or undertaking to which the State has granted special or exclusive rights results 
fromfrom a State measure, such a measure constitutes an infringement of Article go [Now 
ArticleArticle 86] in conjunction with Article 86 of the Treaty.' 

AA further interesting point in RTTv. GB-Inno-BM is the Court's statement that 
forr an infringement of Article 86 in connection with 82 to have taken place 
itt is not necessary for there to have been actual abused In one of the many 

244 Case C-260/98, Elliniki Radiophonia Tiléorassi A E and Panellinia Omospondia Syllogon Prossopikouv. 

DimotikiDimotiki etal. (ERT), [1991] ECR 1-2925, para. 37. 
255 Whish 2001, p. 200, Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 169. 
266 Case C-18/88, RTTv. GB-Inno-BM, [1991] ECR I-5941, para. 18. 
277 Case 311/84, Telemarketing, [1985] ECR 3261, para. 26. 
288 Case C-i8/88, RTTv. GB-Inno-BM, [1991] ECR I-5941, paras. 19 and 21. 
299 Ibid., paras. 23 and 24. 
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casess concerning the - at least among competition jurists - famous Port of 
Genua,, Merci convenzionali v. Siderurgica Gabrielli, the Court developed the 
casee law with regard Article 86 and 82 even further.30 In this case it held that 
thee privileged firm had committed several abuses.31 Interestingly, this case had 
nonee of the features that had led the Court to apply Articles 86 and 82 in earlier 
cases.. Thus, it has been concluded that the sheer number of and types of abuse 
committedd in this case could only have been the result of the dominant position 
conferredd upon the privileged company in question.32 This ever-stricter case 
laww reached its apogee in Corbeau where the Court seemed to have come to the 
conclusionn that the grant of an exclusive right of itself was contrary to Article 
86(1)) in connection with Article 82." In this case, the Court did not pause at 
establishingg whether or not abuse has taken place or even could take place but 
ratherr went straight on to the possibility of justifying the grant of the exclusive 
rightt on the basis of Article 86(2). Implicitly, the Court therefore seemed to 
havee come to the conclusion that insofar as Article 86(2) could not justify the 
statutoryy monopoly, the monopoly itself was contrary to Articles 86(1) and 82.34 

Thiss had been called the automatic abuse doctrine.35 In later cases, however, the 
Courtt has retreated from this automatic abuse doctrine and will require that the 
grantt of exclusive rights lead the privileged undertaking to abuse its position.36 

Havingg thus set out the basic doctrines that have been distinguished in the 
Court'ss case law, we shall now turn our attention to the application of Articles 
822 and 86{i) in an environmental setting. 

12.44 The application of Articl e 86(1) and 82 in an environmen-
tall  context 

Essentially,, there are two quite similar cases in this respect: 
DusseldorpDusseldorpi7i7 and Sydhavnens Sten # Grus)% Both cases came before the Court as 
aa result of a preliminary reference. In both cases, national authorities considered 

} °° Case C-179/90, Merci convenzionali porto di Genova SpA v. Siderurgica Gabrielli SpA (Merci convenzi-

onali),, [1991] ECR I-5889. 
311 Ibid., para. 18. 
322 Faull & Nikpay 1999, p. 295. 
333 Case C-320/91, Corbeau, [1993] ECR I-2533, paras. 13-16. 
344 Whish 2001, p. 200, 201. 
355 Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 173. 
366 Ibid., p. 176, or, as the author puts it in Faull & Nikpay: 'The pendulum swings back', Faull & Nikpay 

1999,, p. 298. 
377 Case C-203/96, Dusseldorp, [1998] ECR I-4075. 
388 Case C-209/98, Sydhavnens Sten *£ Grus, [2000] ECR I-3743. 
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thatt granting an exclusive right to treat a certain type of waste would be only 
wayy to guarantee a sufficient inflow of waste into an installation so as to ensure 
itss profitability. In Dusseldorp the installation operated by the privileged under-
takingg AVR featured a high tech rotary furnace that required a specific mixture 
off  different types of waste to operate optimally. To ensure that this inflow was 
sufficient,, the Dutch authorities granted AVR the exclusive right to treat certain 
categoriess of dangerous waste. This exclusive right was complemented by a 
prohibitionn to export those wastes without a permit granted by the Environment 
Minister.. Such a permit would only be granted if there was insufficient capac-
ityy in the Netherlands and where the treatment abroad was at least an equally 
highh standard as that offered by AVR. When the Dutch company Dusseldorp 
wantedd to exportt waste oil filters for treatment by the German company Factron, 
aa permit was refused because there was no shortage of capacity with AVR. Dus-
seldorpp appealed against this refusal to grant it a permit and pleaded that, inter 
alia,alia, it was contrary to Article 86 in connection with Article 82 EC. 

Inn the Sydhavnens Sten $, Grus case, there was a comparable situation. Under 
Danishh environmental law, local authorities are competent to issue regulations 
onn the collection and treatment of waste. This is why the Municipality of Copen-
hagenn issued in 1992 a regulation concerning, inter alia, the collection and treat-
mentt of non-hazardous building waste with a view to the recovery of that waste 
(19922 Regulation). The 1992 Regulation was issued following a regional plan, 
which,, in turn, was the direct result of a 1988 study that indicated that only a 
veryy small percentage of the waste emanating from the Copenhagen region was 
recovered.. This was considered a serious problem because this region produced 
onee third of all building waste, which amounted to 20 per cent of all waste 
producedd in Denmark. 

Too solve this problem, the Municipality considered it necessary to create a 
large-scalee recovery plant capable of recycling the large amounts of waste. This 
resultedd in the creation of the Graften recovery plant, operated by a company 
calledd RGS. In addition, the 1992 Regulation allowed Copenhagen to conclude 
contractss for the collection and recovery of building waste with only a limited 
numberr of business undertakings. In the end only RGS and two other firms 
weree awarded such contracts. This limi t on the number of firms allowed to 
collectt and recover the waste was deemed necessary to ensure that the Greften 
plantt and the other two firms received sufficiently large amounts of waste for 
themm to be profitable. In 1998 a new regulation replaced the 1992 Regulation. 
Thee new Regulation differs from the 1992 Regulation in that the export and 
importt of building waste falls outside the scope of the Regulation and therefore 
seemss to be free. 

Thee result of the system put in place by these Regulations was that the clai-
mantt in the national procedure, Sydhavnens, which has all necessary permits 
andd already processes building waste from other regions than Copenhagen, 
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iss excluded from collecting and processing waste originating in Copenhagen 
becausee the Municipality was unwilling to award it a contract. Sydhavnens 
appealedd against this refusal. In its appeal, Sydhavnens pleaded that the Regu-
lationss contravened, inter alia, Article 82 in connection with Article 86 EC 
becausee the Regulations kept it from offering its services on the market.39 

Withh regard to establishing whether or not the privileged undertaking 
occupiedd a dominant position in a substantial part of the common market the 
Court'ss approach already differs between the two cases. In the Dusseldorp case, 
thee Court took the short route to come to the conclusion that the privileged 
undertakingg AVR occupied a dominant position. According to the Court40 

'the'the grant of exclusive rights for the incineration of dangerous waste on the terri-
torytory of a Member State as a whole must be regarded as conferring on the undertaking 
concernedconcerned a dominant position in a substantial part of the common market.' 

Thiss may be contrasted with the approach the Court took in Sydhavnens Sten e£ 
Grus.Grus. In that case the Court left the decision on whether or not there was domi-
nantt position to the national judge but not without making clear that this was 
noo clear-cut matter. Firstly, the Court provided guidance as to how the relevant 
productt market and geographical market should be denned. In particular with 
regardd to the latter aspect of market definition, the Court hinted at the possible 
influencee of the national rules on the definition of the market.41 With regard to 
thee thus defined market the Court reminded the national judge of the necessity 
too establish that this area constitutes a substantial part of the common market.42 

Itt is submitted that the test adopted in Sydhavnens Sten <£ Grus is the correct, 
economicallyy sound, one whereas the DusseWorp-approach can be characterised 
ass legalistic. Moreover, the Court, by reiterating the need to correctly define the 
market,, explicitly refused to follow the Advocate-General. Advocate-General 
Légerr merely applied the Dusseldorp type of reasoning only to come to the 
conclusionn that it need only be established that the area over which the exclusive 
rightt extended was a substantial part of the common market.43 

AA dominant position, or any restriction of competition for that matter, can 
onlyy take place on a market. If no such market has been defined, all statements 
concerningg a restriction of competition can at best be called speculative. Despite 
thiss step in the right direction with regard to market definition, the Court in 

399 Sydhavnens also wanted to recycle building and construction waste, for which it had obtained the neces-

saryy permits from the municipal government. 
400 Case C-203/96, Dusseldorp, [1998] ECR 1-4075, para. 60. 
411 Case O2Q9/98, Sydhavnens Sten «f Grus, [2000] ECR I-3743, paras. 62 and 63. 
422 Ibid., para. 64. 
433 Ibid., opinion A-G Léger, para. 71. 
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SydhavnensSydhavnens Sten df Grus did not think it necessary to provide the referring judge 
withh any guidance as to the existence of a dominant position. Certainly, this 
questionn should not pose that many difficulties in a situation where one firm 
hass been granted an exclusive right. However, in the Sydhavnens Sten a[ Grus 
casee not one but three companies had been granted an 'exclusive' right. Moreo-
ver,, what should we think of the fact that the exclusive right 'should be recon-
sideredd upon expiry of the normal writing-off period of its plant at the Graften 
centre'' when considering dominance? 

Havingg addressed the question of dominance, the Court moved on to 
considerr whether the privileged undertakings had led to abuse their dominant 
positionn or whether the exclusive rights were liable to create a situation which 
thee privileged undertakings are led to commit such abuses. Again the two cases 
diverge.. In Dusseldorp the claimant wanted to export its waste to a German 
companyy but was kept from doing so by the Dutch regulations. According to the 
Courtt this44 

'[...]'[...]  has the effect of favouring the national undertaking [AVR] by enabling it to 
processprocess waste intended for processing by a third undertaking. It therefore results in a 
restrictionrestriction of outlets contrary to Article 90(1) [Now Article 86(1)] in conjunction with 
ArticleArticle 86 [Now Article 82] of the Treaty.' 

Thiss reasoning appears to be an application of the fallow field doctrine. 
However,, as Whish rightly points out, the Court seems to have gone a bit further 
thann it had in Höfher # Elser or any other case applying this doctrine.45 From 
thee facts stated in the Court's judgment, it does not appear that the privileged 
undertakingg in the Dusseldorp case, AVR, did indeed fail to satisfy the demand 
forr its services. A strict application of the fallow field doctrine in this case would 
havee meantt that for the doctrine to apply, the Dutch regulations, for example, 
wouldd have to preclude exports even in cases where AVR was unable to meet 
demand.. Indeed, in Dusseldorp, the privileged undertaking in question does 
nott appear to have committed any abuses (e.g. its prices were not excessive and 
thee quality of the treatment offered by it was at least equal to that offered by the 
Germann company Factron). The only action that infringed Articles 82 and 86(1) 
wass the fact that the Dutch government applied the Dutch regulations, an action 
inn which the privileged undertaking had no part. It is therefore submitted that 
thee Court applied the automatic abuse doctrine in Dusseldorp in the form of a 
so-calledd 'extended fallow field doctrine'.46 According to this extended fallow 

444 Case C-203/96, Dusseldorp, [1998] ECR I-4075, para. 63. 
455 Whish 2001, p. 198. 
44 This name indicates that the reasoning behind it is similar to that underlying thee fallow field doctrine 

{i.e.{i.e. the privileged undertaking precludes potential competitors from becoming active on the market for 

whichh the privileged undertaking has been granted an exclusive right) whereas it also recognises the 

factt that in Dusseldorp the Court has clearly gone beyond its ruling in Höfher £ Elser. 
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fieldfield doctrine, the mere fact that third undertakings are kept from offering 
competingg services due to the exclusive right, is already contrary to Article 86(1) 
inn conjunction with 82. Furthermore, the Court seems to have been aware of 
thiss broadening of the fallow field doctrine and immediately provided for the 
possibilityy of an objective justification by analogy to the doctrine of the exten-
sionn of a dominant position. In the paragraph 68 of Dusseldorp the Court holds 
thatt Article 86 in conjunction with Article 82 

'[,..]'[,..]  precludes rules [that] require [...]  undertakings to deliver their waste [...]  to 
aa national undertaking on which it has conferred the exclusive right to incinerate 
dangerousdangerous waste unless the processing of their waste in another Member State is of a 
higherhigher quality than that performed by that undertaking if WITHOUT ANY OBJECTIVE 

JUSTIFICATIONN [...]  those rules have the effect of favouring the national undertaking 
andand increasing its dominant position.'[Emphasis added] 

Thiss consideration is mysterious for several reasons. Firstly, the possibility of 
ann objective justification appears to add another escape route to Article 86 in 
conjunctionn with 82 alongside the possibility of a justification contained in 
Articlee 86(2). It is far from certain how the two relate to one another. Secondly, 
thee objective justification appears like a deus ex machina right at the end of 
thee Court's considerations without having been mentioned at all in any of the 
precedingg paragraphs. Thirdly, with regard to the fact that the Court speaks of 
ruless that have 'the effect of favouring the national undertaking and increasing 
itss dominant position' one may wonder how the dominant position in Dusseldorp 
cann be increased. In this respect it may be recalled that the privileged undertak-
ingg AVR enjoyed an exclusive right and thus found itself in a position of absolute 
dominance.. It would seem more correct to say that those rules have the effect 
off  ascertaining that the privileged national undertaking processes all waste and 
therebyy establish its dominant position. That this in itself may be contrary to 
Articlee 86(1) in conjunction with Article 82, as it would be under the extended 
falloww field doctrine, is confirmed by the Sydhavnens Sten e£ Grus case.. In this 
casee the Court considers that47 

'In'In that regard, it should be pointed out, first, that the grant of an exclusive right 
overover part of the national territory for environmental purposes, such as establishing the 
capacitycapacity necessary for the recycling of building waste, DOES NOT IN ITSELF CONSTI-

TUTEE AN ABUSE OF A DOMINANT POSITION.' [Emphasis added] 

Thiss consideration is important for two reasons. Firstly, it proves that the Court 
considerss it possible that the grant of an exclusive right does indeed of itself 

477 Case C-209/98, Sydhavnens Sten aj Grus, [2000] ECR I-3743, para. 68. 
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constitutee abuse of a dominant position. Interpreting this consideration as a 
meree repetition of the Court's standard reference to the rule given in Sacchi does 
nott make any sense because this consideration (as the words 'In that regard' 
show)) is actually the implementation of the preceding paragraph. In that preced-
ingg paragraph the Court summarised its case law according to which member 
statess may grant exclusive rights provided that the privileged firms do not abuse 
theirr dominant position or are not led to necessarily commit an abuse. Secondly, 
thee consideration that the grantor environmental purposes of an exclusive right 
doess not in itself constitute an abuse, seems to mirror the general interest excep-
tionn that exists with regard to the useful effect doctrine. The precise extent and 
impactt of this consideration remain, however, still rather uncertain. 

Thee Court's ruling in Dusseldorp may be contrasted with that in the Sydhav-
nensnens Sten el Grus case, where the claimant apparently relied on the Court's 
reasoningg in Dusseldorp to establish that abuse had taken place.48 

Ass wil l be recalled, in Dusseldorp, the undertaking that gave its name to the 
casecase wanted to exportt its waste to have it processed by the German company 
Factronn but was kept from doing so by the same rules that gave AVR its exclu-
sivee right. Essentially, Dusseldorp is therefore arguing that the exclusive rights 
keepp Factron, or any other company for that matter, from becoming active on 
thee market for the treatment of waste oil filters. This is reflected in the Court's 
conclusionss with regard to Article 86(1) and 82.49 

Inn Sydhavnens, the claimant itself wants to become active on the market for 
whichh the Danish authorities had granted an exclusive right. The Court initially 
appearss to leave the question of whether or not abuse had taken place or was 
likelyy to take place as a result of the exclusive rights unanswered by imme-
diatelyy moving on to Article 86(2) EC. However, at a later stage, and, since it 
hadd already concluded that Article 86(2) applied, as an obiter dictum, the Court 
neverthelesss considered that there was nothing in the documents before the 
Courtt to suggest that the exclusive right would necessarily lead the privileged 
undertakingss to abuse their dominant position.50 

However,, the Court's refusal in Sydhavnens Sten el Grus to apply the extended 
falloww field doctrine that it had just developed in Dusseldorp cannot be satisfac-
torilyy explained by the fact that in Sydhavnens Sten el Grus the claimant was a 
potentiall  competitor whereas Dusseldorp was itself a customer of the privileged 
undertaking.. Indeed, the (extended) fallow field doctrine presupposes that and 
inherentlyy departs from the possibility for competing firms to become active 
onn the market for which the privileged undertaking holds an exclusive right. 

488 Ibid., para. 72, the wording of which ('limiting outlets' and 'favouring the Greften centre to the detri-

mentt of competitors') closely follows that of paragraph 63 of the Dusseldorp case. 
499 Case C-203/96, Dusseldorp, [1998] ECR I-4075, paras. 62 and 63. 
500 fttf., para. 82. 
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Moreover,, as we have seen above, the logic that appears to underlie the Court's 
rulingg in Dusseldorp can apply also in the setting that occurred in Sydhavnens 
StenSten d Grus. 

Itt is, however, submitted that the change in the Court's approach between 
DusseldorpDusseldorp and Sydhavnens Sten e£ Grus can be explained by the facts of the 
cases.. With regard to establishing the existence of a dominant position, it must 
bee taken into account that the exact scope of the exclusive rights in Sydhav-
nensnens Sten a[ Grus was far from certain. For one, Sydhavnens and the Municipal 
governmentt could not agree on whether or not export of the wastes was allowed. 
Secondly,, the fact that three companies had been granted an exclusive right 
seemss to make answering the question whether there was dominant position 
evenn less straightforward. 

Similarly,, the outcome of the two cases as regards the abuse can probably 
alsoo be explained on the basis of the facts underlying the case even though 
thiss does not become clear from the Court's judgments themselves. Basically, 
Dusseldorpp wanted to export the waste oil filters to Germany. The processing 
theree by Factron was obviously at least just as expensive but probably cheaper 
thann that offered by AVR. Furthermore, the processing offered by Factron 
wass considered by the Netherlands authorities to be of at least an equally high 
qualityquality as that offered by AVR. However, to our (admittedly layman's) mind, 
thee process employed by Factron (separating the metal, plastic and paper parts, 
cleaningg these parts and reprocessing the waste oil) seems a bit more environ-
mentallyy friendly than that offered by AVR (incineration, or as it is also known 
euphemistically:: burning with energy recuperation). These facts, though 
unmentionedd in the judgment, are likely to have influenced the outcome of 
thee Court's decision in Dusseldorp. On the contrary, no such facts appear to be 
presentt in the Sydhavnens Sten e[ Grus case. So, even though the Court fails to 
mentionn this in its judgment, the lower quality of the services offered by the 
privilegedd undertaking could probably be taken to also underlie the extended 
falloww field doctrine. 

12.55 Articl e 86(2) in connection with Articl e 82 and 81 

Ass was already said in the introduction, a quick look at the 
secondd paragraph of Article 86 reveals that it can be used to set aside all other 
provisionss in the Treaty. Therefore, even if an undertaking is led to abuse its 
dominantt position by the grant of exclusive right, all is not lost. According to 
Articlee 86(2), the Treaty rules, and in particular the competition rules, apply 
onlyy insofar as this does not obstruct the performance, in law or in fact, of the 
particularr task assigned to an undertaking entrusted with the operation of 
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servicess of general economic interest.5' The final sentence of Article 86(2) adds 
thee proviso that the development of trade must not be affected to such an extent 
ass would be contrary to the interests of the Community. The relatively recent 
casee law of the Court has put this provision from its obscure place between the 
competitionn provisions right at the forefront of European law.52 Up til l Corbeau, 
Articlee 86(2)'s importance was considered to be minor but widening the scope 
off  the prohibition in that case (Article 86(1) in connection with 82) had to be 
accompaniedd by a corresponding widening of the derogation. Thus, the Court 
heldd that» 

'That'That provision [Article 86(1)] must be read in conjunction with Article [86(2)J'. 

Furthermore,, the new Article 16, though of limited legal value, certainly has 
focussedd political attention on the issue of the application of the Treaty rules 
onn companies that provide services of general economic interest. Moreover, the 
Charterr of Fundamental Rights of the European Union solemnly reaffirms the 
Union'ss respect for access to services of general economic interest.54 As we have 
statedd above, both provisions' legal importance may be doubted. For one, both 
Articlee 16 EC and Article 36 of the Charter apply without prejudice to Article 
86.. Furthermore, the Charter's status as a 'solemn declaration' is uncertain to 
sayy the least. It is therefore submitted that the importance of Article 16 resides 
primarilyy in its character of a political declaration.55 Finally, the Commission has 
issuedd a number of Notices concerning services of general importance.'6 

Essentially,, Article 86(2) contains four elements. Firstly, there must be a 
'servicee of general economic interest'. Secondly, a company needs to have been 
'entrusted'' with the operation of this service of general economic interest. 
Thirdly,, the rules in the Treaty shall not apply to this undertaking but only 'inso-
farr as this does not obstruct the performance of the particular task assigned 
too this undertaking'. Fourthly, Article 86(2) demands that 'The development 
off  trade must not be affected to such an extent as would be contrary to the 
interestss of the Community'. Before we pay closer attention to these four core 
elements,, two preliminary remarks need to be made. From the short outline of 

511 Below, we shall not be considering the second category of undertakings to which Article 86(a) refers, 

'undertakingss [...] having the character of a revenue producing monopoly' since these are of rather 

limitedd interest for the purpose of this study. See further on this concept: Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 286 et 

seq. seq. 
522 See further Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 273 et seq. 
533 Case C-320/91, Corbeau, [1993] ECRI-2533, para. 13. 
544 Article 36 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, OJ 2000 C 362/1. 
555 See further with regard to Article 16: Ross 2000. 
566 OJ 1996 C 281/4, °J 2 0 01 c l7l4-
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Articlee 86(2) it wil ll  be seen that it concerns undertakings only. Therefore, the 
samee remarks that were made with regard to the concept of an undertaking in 
generall  also apply here. Interestingly, the Court, in Albany, explicitly recognised 
thee connection between the concept of an undertaking and the applicability of 
Articlee 86(2).57 The Court considered that although certain obligations would 
renderr the services performed by the pension fund less competitive compared 
withh private pension insurers, those obligations were insufficient to justify the 
conclusionn that the activities of the funds were non-economic. Nevertheless, 
thesee same obligations could very play a role in the applicability of Article 86(2). 
Inn our opinion, explicitly recognising this nexus between, on the one hand, 
exceptionss to the concept of an undertaking and, on the other, Article 86(2) 
representss the first step in a process whereby the exceptions to the concept of an 
undertakingg are interpreted ever more narrowly.58 A second preliminary remark 
iss of a more general nature. As a derogation from the general rule, Article 86(2) 
iss subject to the same rule that applies to all Treaty provisions; it must be inter-
pretedd narrowly. Particularly with regard to Article 86(2) the width of which, as 
wass noted above, is clearly related to the scope of Article 86(1), it should be kept 
inn mind that the Court wil l always treat Article 86(2) as a derogation from the 
generall  rule. 

Thee concept of a service of general economic interest is a Community 
concept.. Notwithstanding this, the Court has always seemed receptive of 
nationall  ideas of what should constitute such a service. The precise content of 
thiss concept is unclear and should probably remain so in that it is a dynamic 
conceptt that should be flexible enough to accommodate developments in society. 
Too understand its application of Article 86(2), the Court's considerations in the 
Electricityy cases may be of interest.59 In, for example, the Dutch Electricity case 
thee Court considered that60 

'[...]'[...]  in allowing derogations to be made from the general rules of the Treaty 
inin certain circumstances, Article go(2) [Now Article 86(2)] seeks to reconcile the 
MemberMember States' interest in using certain undertakings, in particular in the public 
sector,sector, as an instrument of economic or fiscal policy with the Community's interest in 
ensuringensuring compliance with the rules on competition and the preservation of the unity 
ofof the common market.' 

577 Case C-67/96, Albany, [1999] ECR I-5751, para. 86. 
588 See further, supra, paragraph 7.4. 
599 Case C-157/94, Commission v. Netherlands (Dutch Electricity), [1997] ECR I-5699, C-158/94, Commission 

v.. Italy (Italian Electricity), [1997I ECR I-5789, C-159/94, Commission v. France (French Electricity and 

Gas),, [1997] ECR I-5815 and C-160/94, Commission v. Spain (Spanish Electricity), [1997] ECR I-5851. 

Hereafterr we shall refer to these cases as the 'Gas and Electricity Cases'. 
6 00 Case C-157/94, Dutch Electricity, [1997] ECR I-5699, para. 39. 
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Thiss consideration confirms the fact that essentially Article 86(2) EC is about 
competences.. Thus it seeks a balance between, on the one hand, member state 
competencee to regulate markets in order to reach certain policy goals and, on the 
otherr hand, Community competence to establish a common market with undis-
tortedd competition. If this is the rationale behind this provision, the concept of 
aa service of general economic interest must necessarily be an open one. Despite 
thiss open character, the outer limits of the concept may certainly be charted. 

Thee word 'service' is to be understood as a wider concept than that in Article 
500 EC. Indeed the provision of certain goods has also been considered as a 
servicee of general economic interest.61 Furthermore, the inclusion of the word 
'economic'' is of great interest for the purpose of this research because environ-
mentall  protection requirements are often considered to be of a non-economic 
nature.. Is it therefore safe to conclude that environmental objectives will neces-
sarilyy fall outside the scope of Article 86(2) EC? Quite the contrary is submit-
tedd to be true. Indeed, the Court has frequently omitted the word 'economic' in 
manyy judgments concerning this provision.62 Buendia Sierra has interpreted the 
Court'ss and the Commission's practice in this regard as follows. In his opinion, 
Articlee 86(2) EC is intended to accommodate economic means to attain certain 
non-economicc goals.6' Indeed, in its 1996 Communication on this subject, the 
Commissionn distinguishes between 'services of general interest' and 'services of 
generall  economic interest'.64 The Commission has maintained this in its 2000 
Communicationn on Services of General Economic Interest6' and in its Report to 
thee Laeken European Council.66 Essentially, the Commission appears to see the 
conceptt of 'services of general interest' as an overarching concept that encom-
passess both market and non-market services which are considered of general 
interestt and subject to specific public service obligations. The notion of 'services 
off  general economic interest', corresponds to this definition but applies only to 
'markett services'. Therefore, the Commission appears to base the distinction 
between,, on the one hand, services of general interest and, on the other, services 
off  general economic interest not on the objectives that are served with that fact 
thatt something is of general interest but rather on the nature of the activity 
withh regard to which the general interest-exception is invoked.67 The distinction 

11 E.g. the provision of electricity and gas {in case C-393/92, Gemeente Almelo et al. v. IJsselmij (Almelo), 

[1994]]  ECR I-1477, para 28, the Court considered electricity to be a good within the meaning of Article 

288 EC), cf. Case 0159/94, French Electricity and Gas, [1997] ECR I-5815. 
622 E.g. Case C-320/91, Corbeau, [1993] ECR I-2568, para. 16. 

55 Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 278. 
44 Commission Communication on Services of General Interest in Europe, Of 1996 C 281/4, Para- 2<5, 21. 
55 Commission Communication on Services of General Interest in Europe, OJ 2000 C 17/4, Annex II. 

Commission,, Report to the Laeken European Council, COM (2001) 598 final, Annex. 
77 Cf. Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 278. 
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betweenn market and non-market services would therefore, in the opinion of the 
Commission,, seem to coincide with the concept of an undertaking.68 

Ass has already been mentioned, the concept of a service of general economic 
interestt is a Community concept. Effectively, this means that it leaves member 
statess free to define what constitutes such a service whilst at the same time 
ensuringg that the Court remains the ultimate arbiter of whether or not a 
memberr state was right to do so. 

Ass forthcoming as the Court may be with regard to the question whether 
orr not a service is of general economic interest, when deciding if an undertak-
ingg has been entrusted with the operation of this service, the Court's approach 
tendss to be formalistic to say the least. In general, the Court wil l require an act 
inn the exercise of the public function by a public authority of a member state.69 

Furthermore,, this act has to be specific with regard to the privileged undertak-
ing.. The result of this act must be that the privileged undertaking is under 
certainn obligations with regard to the service of general economic interest.70 In 
CorbeauCorbeau the Court stated that postal delivery was a service of general economic 
interest t 

'[...]'[...]  consisting in the OBLIGATION to collect, carry and distribute mail on behalf 
ofof all users throughout the territory of the Member State concerned, at uniform tariffs 
andand on similar quality conditions, irrespective of the specific situations or the degree of 
economiceconomic profitability of each individual obligation.'7'[Emphasis added] 

InIn the French Electricity and Gas case, the Court clearly indicated the necessity of 
aa link between the obligation for the privileged undertaking and the public act 
withh regard to that undertaking.72 General requirements that must be fulfilled 
byy alll  entities that are active on a certain market will not result in an undertak-
ingg being entrusted with observing that these requirements are observed.73 

Therefore,, the Court considered that the obligations regarding environmental 
protectionn and regional policy could only be taken into account in this respect 'if 
thosee obligations are specific to those undertakings and to their business'.74 

Ass regards the specificity of the obligations that must concern the undertak-
ingg for it to have been entrusted with the performance of a service of general 
economicc interest, the GVL case is also of interest.75 In this case, GVL, which is 

688 Commission Communication on Services of General Interest in Europe, OJ 2000 C 17/4, para. 28. 
699 Case C-159/94, French Electricity and Gas, [1997] ECR I-5815, para. 65. 
700 Cf. Whish200i, p. 203. 
711 Case C-320/91, Corbeau, [1993] ECR I-2568, para. 15. 
722 Case C-159/94, French Electricity and Gas, [1997] ECR I-5815, para. 66. 
733 Ibid, paras. 68, 69. 
744 Ibid. para. 69. 
755 Case 7/82, Gesellschaft zur Verwertung von Leislungsschutzrechten v. Commission (GVL), [1983] ECR 483. 
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thee only copyright management company in Germany, sought to rely on Article 
86(2).. In this respect it relied on the German Copyright and Related Rights 
Managementt Act.76 According to this Act, copyright management compa-
niess must, inter alia, be officially authorised, are subject to monitoring by the 
Germann Patent Office and are obliged to conclude certain management agree-
ments.. Despite these obligations imposed on GVL by the Act, the Court consid-
eredd that:77 

'[...]'[...]  the German legislation does not confer the management of copyright and 
relatedrelated rights on specific undertakings but defines in a general manner the rules 
applyingapplying to the activities of companies which intend to undertake the collective exploi-
tationtation of such rights. 

EvenEven if it is true that the monitoring of the activities of such companies as 
providedprovided for by that law goes further than the public supervision of many other 
undertakings,undertakings, that is however not sufficient for those companies to be included in 
thethe category of undertakings referred to in Article 90(2) [Now Article 86(2)] of the 
Treaty.' Treaty.' 

Thee conclusion must therefore be that the mere fact that legislation imposes 
extraa strict requirements on a company because that undertaking exercises a 
particularr activity is insufficient for this company to be entrusted within the 
meaningg of Article 86(2). 

Thee third core element of Article 86(2) essentially involves a proportionality 
test.. It declares the rules in the Treaty applicable only in so far as this does not 
obstructt the performance of the special task. The words 'in so far'' indicate that 
thee attention now turns to the question of whether or not is necessary to exempt 
aa certain company from the application of the Treaty rules. A very considerable 
amountt of literature and case law has been produced on the subject of propor-
tionality.788 We wil l therefore have to confine ourselves to justt indicating the basic 
outliness of the principle's application within Article 86(2). 

Inn Corbeau, the Court considered that:79 

'The'The question which falls to be considered is therefore the extent to which a restric-
tiontion on competition or even the exclusion of all competition [...]  is necessary in order 
toto allow the holder of the exclusive right to perform its task of general interest and in 
particularparticular to have the benefit of economically acceptable conditions'. 

77 Gesetz iiber die Wahrnehmung von Urheberrechten und verwandten Schutzrechten. 
777 Case 7/82, GVL, [1983] ECR 483, paras. 31,32. 
77 See, also for further references, Buendia Sierra 1999, pp. 300-341. 
799 Case C-320/91, Corbeau, [1993] ECR 1-2568, para. 16. 
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Thee Court then went on to state that an analysis of proportionality should start 
fromm the premise that the privileged firm should be able to compensate the loss 
generatedd in non-profitable sectors with the profits made in other sectors. In 
short,, the Court considered that such companies should be able to cross-subsi-
disee and that, in turn, would require keeping out the cherry pickers.80 

Inn the later French Electricity and Gas case, the Court was able to further 
developp its case law with regard to the question of what constitutes 'economically 
acceptablee conditions'. In that case the Commission argued that Article 86(2) 
couldd apply only when 'the economic viability of the undertaking itself would be 
threatened'.811 The Court agreed with the Commission that, being a derogation, 
Articlee 86(2) was to be interpreted narrowly. However, the Court did not put 
thee bar as high as the Commission had done. According to the Court, it would 
bee sufficient if the applicability of the Treaty rules would 'obstruct the perform-
ance,, in law or in fact, of the special obligations incumbent upon that undertak-
ing'.. In this respect the Court explicitly pointed out that it would not be neces-
saryy for the viability of the undertaking to by jeopardised.82 Moreover, recent 
casee law of the Court suggests that the Court is applying a proportionality test 
thatt leaves moree room for the national authorities to restrict competition if this 
iss necessary to ensure the fulfilment of the task of general economic interest.8' 

Thee fourth and final element of Article 86(2) only adds to obscurity of 
thee already enigmatic Article 86. Buendia Sierra extensively charts the (early) 
discussionss among scholars with regard to the meaning of the second sentence 
off  Article 86(2).84 A first questions that had to be answered was whether the 
secondd sentence contained a norm that was independent from that in the first 
paragraph.. This could have important consequences as it was accepted that the 
defencee of the Community's interests is clearly a task for the Commission. Inter-
pretingg the first and second sentence as a whole, would therefore effectively rule 
anyy direct effect for Article 86(2). 

Thee Court, it is submitted, has not done much to clarify the meaning of this 
lastt sentence. Most probably it is littl e more than a clarification of the propor-
tionalityy test contained in the first sentence and therefore devoid of any legal 
meaningg independent of the first sentence.85 In the French Electricity and Gas 
casee the Court considered whether or not this final criterion was fulfilled so that 
Articlee 86(2) could apply. In this case the Commission had argued that relin-
quishingg the exclusive import and export rights of the French Gas and Electri-

800 Ibid., paras. 17,18 
811 Case C-159/94, French Electricity and Gas, [1997] ECR 1-5815, para. 52. 
822 Ibid., para. 59. 

55 Cf. Jones & Sufrin 2001, p. 445. 

**  Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 341 et seq. 
55 Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 351, 352 and Blum & Logue 1998, p. 35, 36. 
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cityy monopolists would make it possible and foster the development of trade in 
thee interest of the Community.86 According to the Court, merely stating this was 
insufficientt in order to prove that the French government had failed to fulfi l its 
obligationss under the Treaty. 

Whatever,, may be of this, the fact remains that since the Gas and Electricity 
cases,, the Court has consistently omitted any reference to this element of Article 
86(2).. As we shall see below, the Court has, in a number of recent preliminary 
rulingss where it acknowledged the applicability of Article 86(2), not addressed 
thiss fourth element at all. With regard to the fourth element the following 
concludingg remarks may be made. As the law stands at the moment, the Court 
doess not attach any particular weight to the last sentence. Rather it appears to, 
ass some have argued, consider it to be nothing more than a repetition of the 
proportionalityy criterion in the first sentence specially designed for those occa-
sionss where the Commission wants to use Article 86 to liberalise certain sectors 
off  the industry. In these cases, where the Commission acts pursuant to Article 
86(3)) or, as happened in the Gas and Electricity cases, Article 226 in conjunc-
tionn with Article 86, the Commission is under an obligation to show that it is 
defendingg the Community's interests. This would explain why the Court has not 
referredd to this element on a single occasion in a case that came to it through a 
preliminaryy reference. 

Noww that the basic requirements for the applicability of Article 86(2) have 
beenn outlined, let us now look at the consequences that arise from the applica-
tionn of Article 86(2) to an undertaking. In this respect, we must first conclude 
thatt Article 86(2) is directly effective.87 As a result, national courts may decide 
onn whether or not it applies. If it considers that Article 86(2) is applicable, the 
resultt is, as the wording of this provision shows, that the firm in question is no 
longerr 'subject to the rules contained in this Treaty, in particular the rules on 
competition'.. With regard to the combined application of Article 82 and 86, this 
meanss that even if the privileged undertaking abuses its dominant position, 
Articlee 82 wil l not be of any help to end these abuses in so far as the exclusive 
rightss are necessary for the fulfilment of the task of general economic impor-
tance.. Article 82 wil l simply not apply. 

Itt is submitted that much the same holds true with regard to Article 81. 
Ass we have seen above, Article 81(1) may only be declared inapplicable by the 
Commission.. Regulation 17 has conferred this exclusive competence upon it.88 

Ass a Treaty exception, Article 86(2) is hierarchically higher than the rule laid 

Casee C-159/94, French Electricity and Gas, [1997] ECR 1-5815, para. in. 
77 Case 66/86, Ahmed Sated Flugreisen et al. v. Zcntralc zur Bek&mpfung Unlauteren Wettbewerbs (Ahmed 

Saeed),, [1989] ECR 853, para. 53. 

Articlee 7(1) of Regulation 17 of 1962. Note that this competence will disappear as a result of the direct 

applicabilityy of Article 81(3) after the entry into force of Regulation 1/2003, see> mpra, pargraph 8.9. 
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downn in Regulation 17. As such the mere fact that Article 81 applies should 
nott stand in the way of a national judge or the Court declaring Article 81 as a 
wholee inapplicable by virtue of the fact that Article 86(2) applies. Therefore, the 
applicabilityy of Article 86(2) removes the need to notify an agreement in order to 
obtainn an exemption. The Court appears to have confirmed this in Almelo.89 

Thiss is an important observation with regard to useful effect doctrine. 
Inn Chapter 11 and the introduction to this chapter above, we have noted that 
Articlee 86 can be seen as the lex specialis compared to the lex generalis of the 
usefull  effect doctrine. In this regard we have further observed that an excep-
tionn or justification with regard to Article 86 should have a counterpart in the 
usefull  effect doctrine.90 Moreover, these exceptions should be comparable both 
substantivelyy as well as procedurally. From a substantive perspective, the general 
interestt exception appears to fit  in nicely with Article 86(2). From a procedural 
pointt of view, the main procedural aspects of the general interest exception to 
thee useful effect doctrine should mirror those of Article 86(2). In this respect, 
thee effects of the applicability of the general interest exception and Article 86(2) 
shouldd be identical. Therefore, since the applicability of Article 86(2) renders it 
unnecessaryy to notify the underlying agreement for an exemption, it is submit-
tedd that the applicability of the general interest exception should have the same 
consequences.. Having thus set out the basic elements of Article 86(2), we may 
noww turn our attention to the application of this provision in an environmental 
context. . 

12.66 The application of Articl e 86(2) in an environmental 
context t 

Ass already became clear in Part One of this book, environmen-
tall  costs often represent so-called external costs. Therefore, many 'environmen-
tall  services' (such as the environmentally friendly treatment of waste) will be 
difficul tt to perform under market circumstances. This, in connection with the 
factt that the authorities will often consider it very important to ascertain a high 
levell  of environmental services, has led many authorities to create 'environ-
mentall  monopolies'. Below, we shall look at a number of such environmental 
monopoliess and in particular the application of Article 86(2) to these monopo-
lies.. Furthermore, we shall also be addressing the effects on Article 86(2) of 
'environmentallyy unfriendly monopolies'. 

899 Case C-393/92, Almelo, [1994] ECR I-1477, para. 50. Cf. Blum & Logue 1998, p. 94. However, Buendia 

Sierraa appears reticent in this respect, Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 360. 
900 Supra, paragraph 11.3. 
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Thee first reference to Article 86(2) in a case that involved environmental 
protectionn requirements, is to be found in the Inter-Huiles case.91 This case 
concernedd the legality of a French scheme for the collection and treatment of 
wastee oils according to which waste oils would have to be collected and treated 
byy a limited number of designated undertakings within a certain territory. 
Onee of those designated undertakings was the Syndicat. The Syndicat started 
proceedingg against Inter-Huiles for having violated its collection and treatment 
monopoly.. In these proceedings, Inter-Huiles challenged the compatibility of 
thiss scheme with the EC Treaty. Since the Syndicat essentially was in a monop-
olyy position, both parties invoked Article 86. 

Inn this case Article 86(2) did not make it beyond the Advocate-General's 
opinion.. In her opinion, Rozés considered that it that the firm in question, the 
Syndicat,, could probably be taken to have been entrusted with the performance 
off  a task of general economic interest. However, she considered the French 
schemee in question was not necessary to ensure the fulfilment of this task.92 

Thee Court did not address any of the substantive issues of Article 86 but 
confinedd itself to stating that Article 86(2) could not create individual rights that 
thee national courts must protect.93 

Articlee 86 played a similarly minor role in the Vanacker case.94 This case 
concernedd the same French scheme that gave rise to the Inter-Huiles case. This 
time,, two Belgians, Vanacker and Lesage were accused of having collected and 
transportedd waste oils within the meaning of the French legislation, however 
withoutt having obtained the necessary permits. Again, only the Advocate-
Generall  considered whether Article 86 could apply. According to Advocate-
Generall  Lenz, Article 86(2) was irrelevant since the measure at hand, the 
creationn of regional collection and treatment monopolies by the state, was 
unconnectedd with any behaviour by an undertaking.9!1 This time the Court does 
nott address Article 86 at all. 

Thiss silence with regard to Article 86(2) changed with the Almelo case.96 

Thiss case concerned, inter alia, the applicability of Article 86(2) to a scheme that 
prohibitss a local electricity distributor from importing electricity. In this case 
thee regional electricity distributor, IJsselmij, had prohibited the local distributor, 
thee municipality of Almelo, from importing electricity. With regard to IJsselmij, 
thee Court observed that it had been entrusted with the performance of a task of 

911 Case 172/82, Syndicat National des Fabricants Rajfinturs d'Huile de Graissage et al. v. Groupement d'Intérêt 

ÉconomiqueÉconomique 'Inter-Huiles'et al. (Inter-Huiles), [1983] ECR 555. 
922 Ibid., opinion of A-G Rozés, at p. 581. 
933 Ibid., para. 15. 
944 Case C-37/92, Criminal proceedings against José Vanacker et al. (Vanacker), [1993] ECR I-4947. 
955 Ibid., opinion of A-G Lenz, para. 40 and 41. 
9 66 Case C-393/92, Almelo, [1994] ECR 1-1477. 
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generall  economic interest (the supply of energy in sufficient quantities to meet 
demandd at any given time, at uniform tariff rates and on terms which may not 
varyy save in accordance with objective criteria applicable to all customers). As a 
result,, the Court held that97 

'Restrictions'Restrictions on competition from other economic operators must be allowed in so 
farfar as they are necessary in order to enable the undertaking entrusted with such a task 
ofof general interest to perform it. In that regard, it is necessary to take into considera-
tiontion the economic conditions in which the undertaking operates, in particular the 
costscosts which it has to hear and the legislation, PARTICULARLY CONCERNING THE 

ENVIRONMENT,, to which it is subject.' [Emphasis added] 

Evenn though Almelo does not concern an environmental monopoly; it is very 
significantt for the purpose of this study because the Court here explicitly takes 
intoo account environmental considerations as part of the proportionality test 
underr Article 86(2). If, in deciding whether an electricity distribution company 
cann rely on Article 86(2), environmental requirements play a role, then, it is 
submitted,, such requirements should be of even greater importance in deter-
miningg the proportionality in connection with an environmental monopoly. 
This,, of course, subject to the proviso that such an environmental monopoly is 
consideredd to constitute a task of general economic importance. 

Whetherr or not environmental services could constitute services of general 
economicc importance within the meaning of Article 86(2) was considered in 
thee Dusseldorp case. As was set out above, the Court considered that the Dutch 
governmentt had acted contrary to Article 82 in connection with Article 86(1) 
byy conferring the exclusive right to process certain types of waste on AVR. The 
Courtt then went on to consider whether Article 86(2) could be relied upon.98 

Thee Dutch government had pleaded that the exclusive right was necessary to 
ensuree a sufficiently large flow of waste to AVR. This was considered impor-
tantt because the rotary furnace that AVR uses to treat the dangerous wastes 
apparentlyy needs a rather specific blend of waste in order to operate effectively. 
Should,, therefore, the amount of waste oil filters be insufficient, then AVR 
wouldd have to buy a replacement fuel, which would increase its operating costs 
andd thus jeopardise its profitability.99 

Thee Advocate-General in the Dusseldorp case, Jacobs, considered it unne--
cessaryy to address the applicability of Article 86 in great detail.100 As such he 

977 Ibid., para. 49. 
988 Case C-203/96, Dusseldorp, [1998] ECR I-4075, para. 64. 
999 Ibid., para. 66, from the report of the hearing it appears that the Netherlands government considered 

thiss issue to be unimportant as well, para. 77. 
1000 Ibid., opinion of A-G Jacobs, para. 98. 
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confinedd himself to indicating that in his opinion 'a waste management func-
tionn might well be said to constitute a service of general economic interest'.101 

Furthermore,, he also considered it likely that AVR was actually 'entrusted' with 
thee performance of this service of general economic interest. Since he consid-
eredd them to be questions of a factual nature, he left the final word on this to the 
nationall  judge. 

Similarly,, Jacobs restricts himself to indicating the basic tenor of the Court's 
judgmentss with regard to the proportionality test.102 Having repeated the Nether-
landss government's economic profitability argument, he concludes that it is for 
thee government to show to the satisfaction of the national judge that there are no 
alternativee means by which the objective cannot be achieved equally well.IO} 

Thee Court was even less forthcoming with regard to Article 86(2) when it 
consideredd that104 

'Even'Even ifAVR's task could constitute a task of general economic interest, however, 
itit  is for the Netherlands Government [...J to show to the satisfaction of the national 
courtcourt that that objective cannot be achieved equally well by other means.' 

Thee Court hardly conceals its scepticism in this respect. Firstly, it doubts 
whether,, as Jacobs called it, the waste management function could qualify 
ass a task of general economic interest. Secondly, the Court does not leave the 
impressionn of being completely convinced by the economic profitability reason-
ingg brought forward by the Netherlands. Apparently, the Court's scepticism was 
alsoo apparent to the national judge, the Raad van State (Council of State). In a 
shortt and straightforward judgment, the Council did littl e more than repeating 
thee Court's considerations in this respect only to come to the conclusion that the 
governmentt had not convinced it of the necessity of the measure.105 

QuelleQuelle surprise, when the Court pronounced its judgment in the Sydhavnens 
StenSten si Grus case. As we have seen, the differences in the Court's approach with 
regardd to Article 86(1) and 82 can probably be explained on the basis of the diffe-
rentt facts of the two cases.106 Probably much the same holds true with regard to 
thee differences in the Court's approach to Article 86(2) in both cases. However, 
again,, these differences in the facts are nowhere mentioned in the judgments 
themselves. . 

1011 Ibid., opinion of A-G Jacobs, para. 103. 
Ioaa Ibid., opinion of A-G Jacobs, para. 106-108. 
1033 Ibid., opinion of A-G Jacobs, para. 108. 
1044 Ibid., para. 67. 
1055 Afdeling Bestuursrechtspraak Raad van State 28 January 1999 in Case No. E03.95.0106-A, AB 1999,154. 
100 And the fact that the representative of the Netherlands government apparently thought the issues 

concerningg Article 86(2) EC of littl e importance. 
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SydhavnensSydhavnens Sten e[ Grus' first surprise is to be found in paragraph 75 of the 
judgment,, a consideration that merits quotation in full. 

"The"The management of particular waste may properly be considered to be capable 
ofof forming the subject of a service of general economic interest, particularly where the 
serviceservice is designed to deal with an environmental problem.' 

Gonee is the reticence that pervades the Dusseldorp case. The Advocate-General 
inn the Sydhavnens Sten <£ Grus case did not get beyond repeating the Court's 
considerationss in the Dusseldorp case107 whilst, admittedly, adding a few criti-
call  remarks.'08 The full Court (as opposed to the sixth chamber in Dusseldorp) 
madee a 180-degree turn compared to Dusseldorp. The statement by the Court, 
evenn though it is couched in cautious terminology, is clear and straightforward: 
environmentall  management services constitute services of general economic 
interest.. The last part of the above consideration seems somewhat nonsensical 
inn that it is very difficult to imagine a waste management function that is not 
'designedd to deal with an environmental problem'. It is therefore submitted that 
thee Court seems to have wanted to make it clear beyond doubt that it were the 
environmentall  protection requirements in this case that led the Court to this 
conclusion. . 

SydhavnensSydhavnens Sten # Grus holds a second surprise when it comes to the propor-
tionalityy test adopted by the Court. The exclusive rights in the Sydhavnens Sten 
e[[  Grus case were granted for much the same reason as those in the Dusseldorp 
case:: to ensure profitability or economic viability. Admittedly, the reasoning of 
thee Danish authorities was a bit more straightforward than that employed by the 
Netherlandss government. In Sydhavnens Sten e[ Grus it was simply argued that 
aa high-capacity centre needed to be set up to ensure sufficient recycling capac-
ityy and thus a high degree of recycling. Logically, a high-capacity centre needs a 
largee flow of waste to operate profitably.109 The Danish authorities thus avoided 
thee somewhat strenuous reasoning employed by the Dutch government. The 
reasoningg employed by the Netherlands government hinged on the need to buy 
moree expensive replacement fuels. Thereby an extra element is added to estab-
lishh the causal connection between the profitability on the one hand and need to 
ensuree sufficient inflow of waste on the other hand. Thus the profitability argu-
mentt of the Dutch authorities was less direct. However, the mere fact that the 
profitability-typee of reasoning in the Dusseldorp was less direct, does not detract 
fromm the underlying logic which is that to ensure profitability it is sometimes 
necessaryy to ensure a large flow by means of an exclusive right. Indeed, the 

1077 Case C-209/98, Sydhavnens Sten aj Grus, [2000] ECR I-3743, opinion of A-G Léger paras. 105 and 106. 
1088 Ibid., opinion of A-G Léger, para. 104. 
I O99 Ibid., para. 78. 
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Courtt in the Sydhavnens Sten & Grus case accepted precisely this argument."0 

However,, as wil l be shown below, the profitability reasoning used in Dusseldorp 
hass quite a different environmental impact from that used in Sydhavnens Sten ét 
Grus. Grus. 

Inn any case should it be noted that the Court does not accept the profitability 
reasoningg unqualifiedly. The Court clearly indicates in Sydhavnens Sten si Grus 
thatt it also considered it important that the exclusive right was granted only for 
thee duration of the amortisation period of the installations."1 

How,, then, are we to explain the 180 degree turn in the Court's case law that 
occurredd in Sydhavnens Sten & Grus? Again, it is submitted that the environ-
mentall  facts of the case have been, though implicitly, decisive. In her case note 
onn the Dusseldorp case, Denys concludes by stating that"2 

'[...]'[...]  whether it is right to state that Dusseldorp has surrendered the environment 
toto the merciless commercial logic of the internal market ultimately depends on the 
finalfinal word of the Raad van State [...]' 

Ass was said above, the case was already decided when the Court gave its sceptical 
considerationss on the applicability of Article 86(2). The Raad van State merely 
'gott the hints'. We may, however, wonder whether the 'merciless commercial 
logic'' that Denys fears so in her case note is actually such a bad thing. The fact 
iss that the processing by Factron was of at least an equally high quality and at a 
lowerr cost. In Dusseldorp, the merciless commercial logic would rather appear to 
actuallyy work in favour of environmental protection. In Sydhavnens Sten «J Grus, 
thee Court rightly recognised that in order to create a market, temporary exclusive 
rightss may be necessary. After such a market is established, the commercial 
logicc will force the market participants to make their best effort at providing 
environmentall  services at the lowest possible price."3 

Furthermore,, the different treatment of the profitability arguments brought 
forwardd in Dusseldorp and Sydhavnens can probably also be explained on the 
basiss of the environmental impact."4 In Dusseldorp the Dutch government 
effectivelyy sought to attain a cross subsidisation between waste that is diffi -
cultt to incinerate and waste that is highly flammable. The highly flammable 
oill  filters that Dusseldorp wanted to export were needed in order to make the 

1100 Ibid., para. 80. See, however, for a critical view of the necessity of the exclusive rights: Van Rossem & 

Vedderr  2000, p. 216. 
1111 Ibid., para. 79. 
1122 Denys 1999, p. 30. 
1133 Naturally, a minimum level of environmental protection has to be ascertained but exclusive rights are 

nott the way to do this. 
1144 See also Vedder 2003. 
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rotaryy furnace of AVR operate most effectively because other wastes incinerated 
wouldd not burn as well thus leading to more and more dangerous incineration 
residues.. Moreover, the oil filters were also necessary in order to ensure the 
profitablyy because primary fuels would have to be bought in the absence of oil 
filtersfilters for the other, less flammable wastes, to be incinerated anyway. This type 
off  profitability reasoning can thus be called a 'cross subsidisation profitability' in 
that,, essentially the relatively low costs of incineration of one type of waste (e.g. 
oill  filters) are used to cross subsidise the relatively high costs of incineration of 
anotherr type of waste (e.g. the no so flammable waste). 

Wee may contrast this with the profitability that the Copenhagen municipal 
governmentt sought to achieve in Sydhavnens Sten oj Grus. In the case of the 
Greftenn recycling centre, the profitability was the result of the high capacity. The 
sheerr volume of building and construction waste handled in that centre, reduced 
thee costs to such an extent that the initial investments could be recouped. This 
typee of profitability argument can be characterised as an 'economies of scale 
profitability'. . 

Iff  we compare both types of profitability reasoning from an environmental 
perspectivee it becomes clear that the cross subsidisation profitability actually 
leadss to a distortion of the waste treatment costs to the detriment of waste that is 
relativelyy cheap to treat. In Dusseldorp, the oil filters were used to cross subsidise 
thee incineration of dangerous wastes that were less flammable. This cross-subsi-
disationn directly runs counter to the polluter pays principle and is for that reason 
alreadyy environmentally objectionable. If a given type of waste is so dangerous 
thatt incineration is the only acceptable method of disposal and this is difficult 
becausee the waste is inflammable, the disposal costs should be so high as to 
constitutee an effective incentive to reduce the production of this type of waste. 
Thee economies of scale profitability that lay at the foundations of Sydhavnens 
StenSten af Grus has no such environmentally unfriendly distorting effects. 

Finally,, in both the Dusseldorp and Sydhavnens Sten ei Grus case the Court 
doess not address the fourth element of Article 86(2) that trade must not be 
affectedd to an extent that is contrary to the Community's interests. The impor-
tancee of this criterion, in general and in an environmental context, therefore 
remainss uncertain. 

InIn sum, Article 86(2) can now save the day for environmental monopolies. 
Sincee its effect is to basically remove such a monopoly from the scope of the 
Treatyy provisions altogether, such companies and the governments granting 
themm special or exclusive rights need not worry about, among others, Article 
81,, 82 and 87 EC. The other way around, it may be wondered what the effect on 
thee application of Article 86(2) is if the public undertaking is environmentally 
unfriendly.. In this respect two different cases must be discerned. The easier of 
thee two is the case where the authorities or the public undertaking itself rely 
onn Article 86(2) because of the environmental task of the public undertaking. 
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Iff  such an 'environmental monopoly' turns out to be not so environmentally 
friendly,, then we are likely to see a repetition of the (Court's proportionality 
reasoningg in) the Dusseldorp case. The Court wil l simply not consider the disap-
plicationn of the Treaty rules to be necessary in order to ensure the environmen-
tall  task. The other case is slightly more difficult and involves the situation where 
aa public undertaking has a non-environmental task the exercise of which leads 
too damage to the environment. An example of such a situation would be an 
authorityy that refuses to allow a new electricity generator using a new environ-
mentallyy friendly production process to become active on the market because 
itt has granted an exclusive right to an existing producer that uses an environ-
mentallyy unfriendly production method. The proportionality reasoning in the 
DusseldorpDusseldorp case is not likely to apply simply because the privileged undertaking 
wass not awarded that position because of environmental objectives. However, 
thee Almelo case may be of relevance. In that case, the Court took into account, 
amongg others, the environmental obligations that an electricity-producing firm 
wass under in assessing the proportionality of the exclusive rights. However, in 
casess where the privileged undertaking is not even indirectly under any envi-
ronmentall  obligations, the situation becomes more difficult. In these cases, the 
wordingg of Article 86(2) together with the fact that it is directly effective and 
thereforee not the sole dominion of the Commission would probably rule out a 
negativee role for environmental concerns. If the task assigned to the privileged 
firmfirm in no way encompasses any environmental aspects, than these remain 
outsidee the Article 86(2) equation altogether as the only test laid down in Article 
86(2)) is whether the disapplication of the Treaty rules is necessary for the fulfil -
mentt of'the particular tasks assigned to them'. This would only be different if 
thee (national) court, in applying Article 86(2) would consider itself to be under 
ann obligation to integrate environmental protection requirements. Since Article 
66 EC has no specific addressee and is only limited with regard to legal context, 
thiss should be possible. 
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13.ii  Introductio n 

Thee last stone in the fortress that should protect the common 
markett from distortions of competition is the prohibition on state aids. Tech-
nicallyy speaking, Article 87(1), by contrast with Articles 81 and 82, does not 
prohibitprohibit anything but confines itself to stating that the aid shall be incompatible 
withh the common market. Nevertheless we shall be speaking of the prohibition 
onn state aids.1 This prohibition is to be found in Article 87 EC. The structure of 
Articlee 87 closely resembles that of the other Treaty competition provisions: a 
broadlyy formulated prohibition in the first paragraph together with a number of 
exemptt and exemptible forms of state aid in the second and third paragraphs. 
Below,, we will first look at the scope of the prohibition. After that we shall turn 
ourr attention to the various means by which state aids may nonetheless be legal-
ised.. In the Course of this we shall look at the application of Article 87 and the 
variouss exemptions in an environmental context. No particular attention wil l be 
paidd to the procedural issues involved in Article 87 and 88 EC. 

Sincee the Community is becoming increasingly active as an institution that 
grantss subsidies and distributes large funds, we shall also be addressing the 
issuee of state aid control and Community subsidies and aids. Finally, much of 
thee Commission's policy with regard to state aids in the environmental field has 
beenn codified in the form of so-called guidelines. Most recently such Guidelines 
inn the field of environmental protection have been published in 2001. Below, we 
wil ll  look at the 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines as well as its predecessors in 
considerablee detail. 

13.22 Articl e 87(1) - the prohibitio n of state aids 

Thee first paragraph of Article 87 prohibits any aid granted by a 
memberr state or through state resources in any form whatsoever which distorts 
orr threatens to distort competition by favouring certain undertakings or the pro-
ductionn of certain goods insofar as trade between the member states is affected. 
Essentiallyy five elements can be identified in this definition. Firstly, there needs 
too be aid in any form whatsoever. Secondly, it must be granted by a member 
statee or through state resources. Thirdly, it is necessary that such aid threatens 
too distort or actually distorts competition by, and this is the fourth element, 
favouringg certain firms or the production of certain goods. According to the fifth 
element,, trade between member states must be affected. Below, we shall address 
thesee five elements. 

Casee C-143/99, Adria-Wien Pipeline GmbH and Wietersdorfer a[ Peggauer Zementwerke GmbH v. Finanz-

landesdirektionfürlandesdirektionfür Karnten (Adria-Wien), [2001] ECR I-8365, para. 30. 
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13.2.11 The Concept of an 'Aid' 

Withh regard to the first element it should be noted that the EC 
Treatyy nowhere defines the concept of an 'aid'. Completely in line with this, the 
Courtt has consistently refused to define the concept of an aid and has adopted 
ann effects-based approach in the light of the objective of Article 87. This is noth-
ingg more than the application within Article 87(1) of the functional approach 
thatt we have identified as characteristic for the entire body of EC competition 
law.. Effect, and not form, is what counts, as the Court states in the Deufil case2 

'Article'Article 92 [Now Article 8y] does not therefore distinguish between the measures of 
statestate intervention concerned by reference to their causes or their aims but defines them 
inin relation to their effects [...}'. 

Thee objective of Article 87 is to attain and maintain a level playing field 
throughoutt the common market. This effects-based approach together with 
thiss objective has constantly been the Court's starting point for the analysis of 
statee measures under Article 87(1). As, however, an unmitigated effects-based 
approachh would bring nearly every state measure within the scope of the state 
aidd rules, the Court has identified the latter four of the five criteria mentioned 
abovee to consequently limit the scope of the concept of an aid. Therefore, the 
exercisee undertaken by the Court appears to start from the premise that the 
effectss bring a state measure within the scope of Article 87(1) whereas any of the 
lastt four elements can be used to distinguish state measures outside the scope 
off  Article 87 from 'state aids'. Examples of the different types of state measure 
thatt have been held by the Commission or Court to constitute state aids can be 
foundd in the literature.' The most obvious example of a state aid is the subsidy. 
Itt should, however, be remembered that the concept of state aid encompasses 
thatt of and is much wider than the concept of a subsidy.4 In accordance with the 
effects-basedd approach, the Court has consistently held that5 

'In'In determining whether a State measure constitutes aid, it is necessary, accord-
inging to settled case-law, to establish whether the recipient undertaking receives an 
economiceconomic advantage which it would not have obtained under normal market condi-
tions'tions' . 

22 Case 310/85, Deufil v. Commission (Deufil), [1987] ECR 901, para. 8. 
33 D'Sa 1998, p. 56,57 and Hancher, Ottervanger & Slot 1999, p. 42-52. 
44 With regard to the ECSC Treaty (that mentions both subsidies and aids in Article 4(c)): Case 30/59, 

GezamenlijkeGezamenlijke Steenkolenmijnen in Limburg v. High Authority, [1961] ECR r, at p. 19. Case C-53/00, Fcrring 

v.. Agence Centrale des Organismes de Sécurité Sociale (Ferring), (2001] ECR 1-9067 para. 15. 
55 Case T-270/97, EPAC - Empresa para a Agroalimentagio e Cereais v. Commission, [2000] ECR II-2267, 

para.. 66. 
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Basically,, the effects based approach to state aids encompasses all measures 
wherebyy member states give resources or procure advantages for firms to 
furtherr the attainment of the objectives of the state.6 Taken to its limits, this 
effects-basedd approach would include, for example, government provided educa-
tionn since that will benefit the firms established in that member state because 
theyy can rely on a well-trained workforce for the education of which they did not 
havee to pay. Clearly, the unconditional effects-based approach is not appropri-
atee and this is where the last four criteria of the five identified above come into 
play.. Furthermore, we should point out that the advantage must be granted to 
ann undertaking. The remarks that were made above with regard to the concept 
off  an undertaking therefore also apply within the context of Article 87. Thus 
Articlee 87 applies to all entities performing an economic activity irrespective of 
whetherr they are private undertakings or public undertakings within the mean-
ingg of Article 86 EC.7 Vice versa, Article 87 does not apply to advantages granted 
too entities that do not qualify as undertakings. 

13.2.22 Aid granted through state resources 

Ass regards the second element: 'aid granted by a member state 
orr through state resources in any form whatsoever'. This element is striking 
becausee of its wide scope. A first question to arise from this wide scope con-
cernedd the alternative character of, on the one hand, 'aid granted by a member 
statee (hereafter referred to as the first branch)' and, on the other, 'through state 
resourcess in any form whatsoever (hereafter referred to as the second branch)'. 
Thee alternative character could be taken to mean that the first branch concerned 
thee state measures whereby funds would actually be transferred from the 
statee to other parties whereas the second branch could practically concern any 
measuree whereby the state exerts its influence to confer an advantage on other 
partiess without a transfer of public funds being necessary. This view of the alter-
nativityy of the branches would greatly extend Article 87(i)'s scope. However, the 
Court,, in PreussenElektra, chose interpret the alternativity contained in Article 
87(1)) in a different manner. 

Thee PreussenElektra case concerned the German Stromeinspeisungsgesetz 
accordingaccording to which regional electricity distribution companies were required 
too buy and'feed into their grid all the renewable electricity produced in the 
regionn for which they were responsible.8 Not only were these regional distribu-
tionn companies obliged to purchase the green electricity, they also had to pay 

66 Cf, Case 61/79, Amministrazione delle Finanzo Stato v. Denkavit Italiana (Denkavit), [1980] ECR 1205, 

para.. 31. 
77 Case 78/76, Steinike % Weinlig v. Germany (Steinike & Weinlig), [1977] ECR 595, paras. 16-18. 
88 Case C-379/98, PreussenElektra v. Schleswag (PreussenElektra), [2001] ECR 2099. 
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thee generators a minimum price that was higher than the economic value of 
thee electricity. As the German legislator envisaged that the purchase obligation 
togetherr with the minimum price requirement could bring certain regional 
distributionn companies into financial trouble, the so-called 'hardship clause' 
wass introduced. According to this hardship clause, the upstream network 
operatorr must compensate the extra costs resulting from the purchase obliga-
tionn and the minimum price to be paid if the total amount of green electricity 
purchasedd by the regional distributor exceeds 5 per cent of the total output of 
thiss regional distributor. A closer look at the full name of the case will immedi-
atelyy reveal to anyone who has ever been to the northern part of Germany why 
thiss case came to the Court. The regional distributor, Schleswag, operates in 
thee Bundesland of Schleswig-Holstein an area of Germany that is known for the 
factt that it is rather windy. As a result of this, Schleswag reached the 5 per cent 
thresholdd in April 1998 and requested compensation pursuant to the hardship 
clausee from its upstream network operator PreussenElektra. The compatibility 
off  the Stromeinspeisungsgesetz with Article 87 has been uncertain from its very 
inceptionn onwards.9 This was so because the obligation to purchase all renew-
ablee electricity at a fixed minimum price that is higher than the economic value 
obviouslyy confers an advantage on the producers of the renewable electricity. In 
thee national proceedings between Schleswag and PreussenElektra with regard 
too the compensation, the latter therefore called into question the compatibility of 
thee Stromeinspeisungsgesetz with Article 87. 

Thee Court, after concluding that the preliminary questions were admissible, 
immediatelyy recognised that the obligation to purchase renewable electricity at 
aa fixed minimum price flowing from the Stromeinspreisungsgesetz undeniably 
conferredd upon the producers of renewable electricity an economic advantage,10 

addressedd the alternativity issue identified above and quickly resolved it in 
accordancee with its own well-established case law.11 According to the Court the 

99 Ibid., opinion of A-G Jacobs, para. 16,17. 
100 Ibid., para. 54. 
1'' However, Baquero Cruz & Castillo de la Torre consider that the Court was concerned with denning the 

conceptt of 'State resources' rather than with the requirement of financing from public funds: Baquero 

Cruzz & Castillo de la Torre 2001, p. 492. It is submitted that this distinction between the concept of 

statee resources (as an element of Article 87(1)) and the requirement of a transfer of public funds, is 

flawed.flawed. Public funds or 'State resources' necessarily involve a transfer of private funds to the public 

authoritiess (through taxation). What distinguishes private from public funds is therefore the presence 

off  government control over these funds. In principle a state can exercise influence over all (private and 

public)) funds in a member state (and this is what the German government in PreussenElektra had done 

onn a very limited basis through the Stromeinspeisungsgesetz). The Court therefore appears to implicitly 

recognisee that government control over funds is a useless criterion that will take it down a blind alley 

(justt as accepting the reasoning that a deterioration in economic results will lead to a decrease in tax 
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alternativee nature of the two branches serves only to bring within the meaning 
off  Article 87(1) those measures whereby the state grants aid directly as well as 
thosee schemes whereby the member states grant aid through private institu-
tions.. In either case, it is required that there is a direct or indirect transfer of 
fundss from the state to the undertakings.12 Since the advantage to the renewable 
electricityy producers was paid by the electricity distribution companies and the 
networkk operators (through the compensation mechanism), no public funds 
weree transferred and, as a consequence, the measure falls outside the scope 
off  Article 87 (1).13 It is worthwhile to point at the fact that the Court explicitly 
recalledrecalled the fact that the electricity companies concerned were bothh completely 
privatelyy owned.14 

Furthermore,, the Court refused to enlarge the scope of Article 87 in light of 
thee fact that the purchase obligation in connection with the minimum price will 
mostt probably result in a deterioration of the economic results of the undertak-
ingss that are under the purchase obligation and therefore reduce government 
incomee from taxes.15 Normally, reductions or exemptions from taxation schemes 
wil ll  constitute state aid. In this case, however, the Court held that the reduc-
tionn of tax income was inherent in the Stromeinspeisungsgesetz and could not 
constitutee a means to transfer public funds to firms. Finally, the Court rejected 
aa proposal by the Commission to establish a useful effect rule (see chapter 11 
above)) for state aids. The Court's reasoning in this respect is submitted to be far 
fromm convincing but the fact remains that as the law stands a transfer of public 
fundss is necessary for a measure to come within Article 87's ambit.16 

Despitee this narrow reading of the element that aid must be granted through 
statee resources, the Court's judgment in PreussenElektra should not be taken 
too mean that Article 87(1) now has its wings clipped. Basically, the focus has 
beenn shifted away from the question whether or not a transfer of public funds 
iss necessary to the question of what constitute 'public funds'. This concept 
coincidess to a large degree with that of the 'state'. The concept of the state is 
veryy broad and encompasses lower authorities as well. Furthermore, all bodies, 

incomee and therefore a transfer of public funds, would have, para. 62 of the judgment). Instead, the 

Courtt adresses the formalistic (and therefore usable) criterion of whether or not there was a transfer of 

publicc funds. We should, however, note that the Court has accepted the control-criterion with regard to 

thee entity responsible for distributing the aid: Case C-482/99, France v. Commission {Stardust Marine), 

[2002]]  ECR I-4397. 
122 Ibid., para. 58. 
133 Ibid., paras. 59, 60. 
144 Case C-379/98, PreussenElektra, [2001] ECR 2099, para. 55. 
155 Ibid., para 62. 
166 See for a critical analysis of the Court's reasoning with regard to the usefull effect rule for state aids: 

Vedderr 2001B, p. 152-153 and Baquero Cruz & Castillo de la Torre 2001, p. 495. 
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whetherr public or private, that are under the control of the state also fall within 
thee ambit of Article 87(1).I7 In Van der Kooy, for example, the Court considered 
thatt preferential tariffs for gas charged by the private company Gasunie consti-
tutedd aid. The fact that the Netherlands authorities held 50 per cent of the shares 
(thee other halfwas held by private parties) and had a 50 per cent representation 
inn the supervisory board together with the possibility for the authorities to veto 
tarifff  decisions, was sufficient for the Court.18 Furthermore, this wide concept 
off  the state is also helpful in understanding the Court's case law with regard to 
so-calledd parafiscal charges. These are charges that are paid by private parties 
too a private institution that has been appointed by an act of a public authority.1* 
Thee fact that such funds are fed with charges levied from private parties (mostly 
thee undertakings that benefit from the fund) does not detract from these funds 
beingg considered state resources.20 What matters is the fact that such funds, 
thoughh administered by private entities, are set up by the public authorities and 
aree under control by these authorities. The interesting question is of course 
whatt amount of control is required for the funds administered by such a private 
entityy to constitute state resources? In the Italian Textiles case, the Court has 
addressedd this issue and held that21 

'The'The argument that the contested reduction is not a 'state aid', because the loss 
ofof revenue resulting from it is made good through funds accruing from contributions 
paidpaid to the unemployment insurance fund, cannot be accepted. 

'As'As the funds in question are financed through compulsory contributions imposed 
byby state legislation and as, as this case shows, they are managed and apportioned 
inin accordance with the provisions of that legislation, they must be regarded as state 
resourcesresources within the meaning of article 92 [Now Article Sy], even if they are adminis-
teredtered by institutions distinct from the public authorities.' 

Fromm this essentially two requirements may be distilled." Firstly, the entity 
mustt be funded by compulsory contributions imposed by legislation. Secondly, 
thee management by the entity of the funds must take place in accordance with 
thee provisions of the legislation. The later Commission v. France case added the 

177 See, with regard to the concept 'state resources' and the imputability to the state of grants by companies 

thatt are a subsidiary of a state controlled undertaking. Case C-482/99, Stardust Marine, [2002) ECR 

1-4397--
188 Case 67/85, Kwekerij Gebroeders Van der Kooy et al. v. Commission (Van der Kooy), (1985] ECR 1315., 

paras.. 33-37. 
199 See, e.g. Case 47/69, France v. Commission, [1970] ECR 487. 
200 Case 78/76, Steinike e[ Wcinlig, (1977] ECR 595, para. 22. 
111 Case 173/73, Italy v. Commission (Italian textiles), [1974] ECR 709, para. 16. 
222 Schina, however, identifies four requirements: Schina 1987, p. 21. 
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requirement,, that albeit implicitly could perhaps already be found in Italian 
Textiles,Textiles, the grant of the funds must be subject to approval by the public authori-
ties.233 From these cases it may be concluded that purely private funds can consti-
tutee state resources even if they are not actually collected by the state but where 
suchh funds remain in the private sphere (i.e. administered by a private entity) if 
thee three requirements mentioned above are fulfilled. This has important conse-
quencess for the Dutch practice of declaring removal fees to be generally binding. 
Suchh removal fees are paid by the producers and, ultimately, the consumers into 
aa private fund set up by the industry. The government is as such not involved in 
thee setting up of this fund. However, industry may ask the Environment Minis-
terr to declare such a removal fee generally binding.24 The question may then be 
askedd whether there is an element of state aid involved. Prior to the act declaring 
thee removal fee to be generally binding no state aid is involved simply because 
theree is no government involvement in either the collection of the removal fees 
orr the distribution of the funds. After the removal fee has been declared gener-
allyy binding, it could be said that there now is a pervasive government influence 
onn the collection of the fees. However, the fund itself still decides on the way 
inn which the funds are spent. In our opinion, the environmental regulations in 
placee do not contain the precise conditions for the management and apportion-
ingg of the funds. Furthermore, specific decisions on the grant of the funds are 
nott subject to government approval. Thus the last two requirements are not 
satisfiedd and therefore these funds do not constitute state resources the admin-
istrationn of which must take place in accordance with Article 87. This has been 
confirmedd in the Dutch Car Wrecks case.25 This case concerned the scheme that 
wass voluntarily set up by the industry in order to ensure the environmentally 
friendlyy disposal of car wrecks and afterwards declared generally binding by 
thee Environment Minister. The system is financed through a € 45 levy that has 
too be paid into a fund for every new car that is registered. The fund is managed 
byy a private entity set up as part of the voluntary agreement. From this fund, 
so-calledd recycling premiums are paid to the dismantling companies. According 
too the Commission, the fund, even after the scheme had been declared generally 
binding,, does not involve state resources.26 

Yett another element of the concept of state resources concerns taxation. 
Moneyy that is owed to the state or has come under the control of the state will 

2}}  Case 290/83, Commission v. France, [1985] ECR 439, para. 15. 
1414 See further: Vedder 2002, p. 33 et seq. 
255 This case was mentioned in a press release: IP/01/1518 and in the Commission's Competition Policy 

Newsletterr 2002, Nr. 2, p. 87 et seq. 
266 Strangely enough the Commission appears to consider that 'the levy has a voluntary or at least an 

optionall  character'. This would appear to contradict the fact that the scheme has been declared generally 

binding. . 
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constitutee state resources. As a result, not collecting certain taxes may very well 
bee state aid. Similarly, granting exemptions or rebates from taxes is also likely 
too fall within the scope of Article 87(1). This, of course, is of great importance 
withh regard to the member states' energy taxation schemes. Almost invariably 
thee putting into place of such schemes goes hand in hand with the granting 
off  exemptions for the energy intensive industries with a view to maintaining 
competitiveness.. Such reductions and exemptions are likely to constitute state 
aids.. Whether this is the case wil l depend on, inter alia, the selectivity of the 
reductionss or exemptions granted. We shall come back to this when looking 
closerr at the fourth requirement. Finally, it is submitted that state resources 
wil ll  also include Community resources if the member state can decide freely on 
thee use of such funds. If, however, the state merely passes Community funds 
throughh to the actual beneficiaries without any real discretion on the part of the 
state,, the funds wil l constitute Community funds and, as a consequence, their 
distributionn wil l not constitute the granting of aid.27 

Thiss brings us to the question of to what extent the Community is bound by 
Articlee 87? Firstly, can the funds distributed by the Commission be seen as state 
aidss within the meaning of Article 87(1)? In our opinion, Community funds do 
nott fall under Article 87(1) sec. The wording of Article 87(1) is simply too clear 
too be interpreted in such a way as to include 'Community aid'. However, it is 
submittedd that the principle of loyalty to the Community, enshrined in Article 
100 EC, may come to the rescue here. Article 10 has been applied by the Court 
withh regard to a Community institution (the Commission) in the Zwartveld 
case.288 The Court held that Community institutions must also be loyal to their 
Treatyy obligations. Through Article 2 in connection with Article 3{i)(g) of the 
Treaty,, the Community, and thus, inter alia, the Commission, is obliged not 
too distort competition. Even though there is no Court ruling that has ever 
confirmedd this reasoning, the Commission and Council do seem to consider 
themselvess under an obligation not to distort competition. Thus the Community 
fundss that can be used for environmental purposes all contain clauses designed 
too ensure that competition is not distorted as a result of the Community funds.29 

Furthermore,, in the group exemption Regulation for aid to small and medium-
sizedd enterprises, the Commission expressly recognises that Community 
fundss may also have an impact on competition and intra-Community trade so 
thatt such funds must also be taken into account when determining if an aid is 

277 Joined Cases 213/81-215/81, Norddeutsches Vieh- und Fleischkontor Herbert Will et al. v. Bundtsanstalltfür 

LandwirtschafilicheLandwirtschafiliche Marktordnung (BALM) , (1982) ECR 3582, Opinion of A-G VerLoren van Themaat, 

para.. 5 at p. 3617. 
288 Case C-2/88 Imm, J. J. Zwartveld et al. (Zwartveld) [1990] ECR I-3365, paras. 15-17. 
299 See further: Jans, Sevenster & Vedder 2000, p. 400,401 and 633 et seq. 
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compatiblee with the common market or not.3° In practice, the Commission wil l 
noww check whether European subsidies give rise to a distortion of competition.'1 

13.2.33 Distortion of competition 

Thee third element requires that such aid threatens to distort 
orr actually distorts competition. It could be said that any aid will necessarily 
distortt competition since it places one firm or a group of firms at a competitive 
advantagee compared to the other firms that do not receive such aid. Initially, the 
Commissionn appeared to take this stance.3*  The Court has, however, on later 
occasionss demanded some analysis of the market to show that competition is 
distortedd or, in the case of aid that has not yet been granted, likely to be dis-
torted.""  This market analysis does not have to be as detailed as that pursuant to 
Articlee 81, 82 and the Merger Regulation.'4 

Noww that we have set out the extent to which a distortion of competition 
needss to be investigated and demonstrated let us turn our attention to the 
substantivee test that is used to determine whether there is a distortion of compe-
tition.. The Court has set out its approach in this respect in the Italian Textiles 
case.355 In this case the Court proposed to look at the competitive situation before 
andd after the state measure and compare the two:i& 

'[...]'[...]  the point of departure must necessarily be the competitive position existing 
withinwithin the common market before the adoption of the measure in issue. This posi-
tiontion is the result of numerous factors having varying effects on production costs in the 
differentdifferent member states [...]  unilateral modification of a particular factor of the cost of 

300 Commission Regulation 70/2001 on the application of Articles 87 and 88 of the EC Treaty to State aid to 

smalll  and medium-sized enterprises (SME aid Regulation), Of 2000 L 10/33, Article 8. 
511 Cf. the answer given by Mr. Monti, Commissioner for Competition Policy, on written question E-1680/ 

999 by MEP Von Wogau, OJ 2000 C 170 E/73. 
322 Hancher, Ottervanger & Slot 1999, p. 36. 
333 Joined Cases 296/82 and 381/82, Netherlands and Leeuwarder Papierfabriek v. Commission (Leeuwarder 

Papierfabriek),, [1985] ECR 815, paras. 22-26. 
344 Cf. Commission Notice on the definition of the relevant market for the purposes of Community 

competitionn law, OJ 1997 C 372/5, footnote 1, where the Commission indicates that the approach to 

markett definition set out in the Notice is not of primary interest in state aid cases. Cf. e.g. Case T-55/99, 

ConfederaciónConfederación Espaüola de Transportede Mercanciasv. Commission (Plan Renove Industrial), [2000] ECR 

II-3207,, paras. 102-105. 
355 See further: Case C-6/97, Italy v. Commission, [1999] ECR I-2981, opinion of A-G Ruiz-Jarabo Colomer 

para.. 34. 
366 Case 173/73, Italian textiles, [1974) ECR 709, para. 17. This test resembles that with regard to Article 

81(1)) in Case 56/65, LTM v. MBU, [1966] ECR 235. 
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productionproduction in a given sector of the economy of a member state may have the effect of 
disturbingdisturbing the existing equilibrium'. 

Thee wording of the test thus proposed by the Court leaves no room for a de 
minimisminimis rule according to which the 'existing equilibrium' wil l not be appreci-
ablyy distorted by an aid that is de minimis*7 However, a number of questions are 
stilll  left unanswered by this test. For one, could it be argued that a government 
measuree that merely compensates for the deterioration of the competitive posi-
tionn of the nation industry as a result of new (environmental) standards does 
nott distort competition and therefore falls outside the scope of Article 87(1)? 
Temptingg as it may seem to argue the opposite, the answer should nevertheless 
bee in the negative. The Court has consistently held that, as far as Community 
laww is concerned, member states are, put bluntly, free to allow the competitive 
positionn of their national industry to deteriorate.'8 Furthermore, the Court has 
alsoo held that a distortion of competition in one member state does not compen-
satee a distortion in another. Member states are therefore not free to grant state 
aidd simply because another member state does the same's Similarly, the mere 
factt that a measure only serves to bring certain costs in one member state in line 
withh the (lower) costs in other member states will not keep it from constituting 
statee aid.40 On the other hand, an investment by a public authority that could 
alsoo have been done by a private investor acting according to the principles of 
aa market economy wil l not constitute a state aid.41 According to the Court, it is 
necessaryy to determine whether42 

'in'in similar circumstances, a private investor of a dimension comparable to that of 
thethe bodies managing the public sector could have been prevailed upon to make capital 
contributionscontributions of the same size [...],  having regard in particular to the information 
availableavailable and foreseeable developments at the date of those contributions.' 

Thiss test is based is based on the premise that any investment made under 
markett conditions, whether by a public authority or by a private investor, does 
nott constitute state aid. The further assumption is that any private investor wil l 

Wee shall look closer at the concept of de minimis in connection with Article 87(1) in paragraph 13.2.5 

infra. infra. 

Casee C-11/92, The Queen v. Secretary of State for Health, ex parte GaUaherLtd el al. (Gallaher), [1993] 

ECRR I-3545, paras. 18-22. 

Casee 78/76, Steinike 4 Weinlig, [1977] ECR 595, para. 24. 

Joinedd Cases 6/69 & 11/69, Commission v. France, [1969] ECR 523, paras. 20 & 21. 

Thiss is the so-called Market Economy Investor principle. See, for a case in which this principle is 

applied:: Case C-482/99, Stardust Marine, [2002] ECR 11-4397, paras. 68 et seq. 

Ibid.,Ibid., para. 70. 

37 7 
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actt economically rational in deciding whether or not to invest whereas public 
authoritiess are considered to also base their decision on non-economic (politi-
cal)) factors.43 It is submitted that in today's market, where sustainable banking 
iss becoming more important, the market economy investor principle should not 
relyy purely on the economic rationality but also take into account factors related 
too the sustainable development. In the current market where the 'three P's'44 

playy an increasingly important role in corporate governance and sustainable 
investmentss in the Netherlands have increased by € 760 million to well over € 6 
billion,, environmental protection requirements can no longer be juxtaposed to 
economicallyy rational behaviour. 

Moreover,, in the recent Adria-Wicn case, the Court has held that Austrian 
legislationn pursuant to which rebates were granted from an eco-taxation scheme 
too firms manufacturing goods, constituted a state aid precisely because it sought 
'too preserve the competitiveness of the manufacturing sector, in particular 
withinn the Community'.45 

What,, then, should we think of governments that pay damages for unlaw-
full  acts by those governments or the situation where a government pays for a 
servicee provided to it? With regard to the former, the Court has held in Asteris 
thatt damages that governments must pay to compensate for damage caused 
byy the governments to individuals do not constitute state aid.46 As regards the 
latter,, in ADBHU, the Court addressed the question of indemnities for services 
providedd by waste oil collection and disposal companies.47 In that case it was 
arguedd that the provisions of the Waste oils directive that provide for the possi-
bilityy of paying indemnities to such companies were contrary to Article 87. The 
Courtt held that:48 

'In'In that respect the Commission and the Council, in their observations, rightly 
argueargue that the indemnities do not constitute aid within the meaning of articles [&j] 
ett seq. of the [EC] Treaty, but rather consideration for the services performed by the 
collectioncollection or disposal undertakings. 

ItIt  is also important to note that according to the second paragraph of article 13 
ofof the Directive 'the amount of these indemnities must be such as not to cause any 
significantsignificant distortion of competition or to give rise to artificial patterns of trade in the 
products'.' products'.' 

433 Ibid., para. 71. 
444 This refers to 'Planet, people and profit'as the new management maxim. 
455 Case €-143/99, Adria-Wicn, [2001] ECR 1-8365, para. 54. 
466 Joined Cases 106/87-120/87, Asteris et al. v. Greece (Asteris), [1988] ECR 5515, paras.22-24. 
477 Case 240/83, Procureur de la République v. Association de Defense des Brülcurs d'Huiles Usagées (ADBHU), 

[1985]]  ECR 531, paras. 16 et seq. 
488 Ibid., paras. 18 & 19. 
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Therefore,, payment for services rendered wil l not constitute state aid as long 
ass there is no overcompensation. This reasoning seems to have been behind 
thee Commission's decision in the Danish Waste Tyres case as well.49 This case 
concernedd a levy imposed on all new or rerubbered tyres that were manufac-
turedd in or imported to Denmark. The proceeds of this tax wil l be used to 
compensatee the collection companies' extra costs incurred in collecting the 
wastee tyres and transporting them to a rubber-powder plant. The Commis-
sionn was of the opinion that the tax only constituted remuneration for a service 
deliveredd by the collection companies and therefore did not constitute state aid. 
Similarly,, the Commission concluded that compensation paid by the Danish 
governmentt to waste oils collection companies as part of the implementation of 
thee Waste oils Directive was only a remuneration for services.50 

Thee Court has addressed this issue most recently in the Ferring case.51 This 
casecase involved a preliminary reference on the compatibility of a French system 
aa taxation whereby only wholesale sales from 'laboratories' were taxed whereas 
similarr sales from wholesale pharmacists were not taxed. The idea behind the 
taxx was apparently to compensate the extra costs that such pharmacists faced 
comparedd to the laboratories because of the special obligations upon them 
too always keep a minimum stock. According to the Court such a tax did not 
constitutee a state aid simply because laboratories were treated differently from 
wholesalee pharmacists if this difference in treatment was 'objectively justified by 
reasonss related to the logic of the system'.52 The Court then repeated the objec-
tivee of the French legislation, which was to compensate the extra costs.53 After 
thatt the Court reiterated and applied its standard case law with regard to Article 
87(1)) only to come to the conclusion that the tax exemption constituted state aid 
leavingg aside the obligation to keep a minimum stock.54 Then, the Court shifted 
itss attention to the minimum stock requirement resting upon the wholesale 
pharmacists.. The Court concluded, while referring to the ADBHU case, that 
insofarr as the tax advantage only compensates the extra costs resulting from the 
servicee that they provide to the public, it did not constitute state aid. Moreover, 
thee Court reiterated that, provided that the tax exemption does not exceed the 
costss resulting from the minimum stock obligation, no real advantage would be 
conferredd upon the wholesale pharmacists because the only effect of the tax is to 
putt the laboratories and the pharmacists on an equal competitive footing.55 

499 Commission XXIVt h Competition Report (1994), para. 388 (p. 193) and Annex II  section 2.14 (p. 532 & 

533) ) 
500 Commission XXXIrd . Competition Report (1993), para. 421 {p. 262). 
511 Case C-53/00, Ferring, [2001] ECRI-9067. 
522 Ibid., para. 17. 
5}} Ibid., para. 19 
544 Ibid., para. 22. 
555 Ibid., para. 27. 
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AA related though slightly different question is whether compensation for 
lawfull  acts by the government qualifies as aid.56 In the Netherlands and in many 
otherr member states it is commonly accepted that disproportionate costs arising 
fromm government actions with regard to a company or a sector of the industry 
cann be compensated. Sections 15.20 and 15.21 of the Environmental manage-
mentt act (Wet milieubeheer) provide for the possibility of a compensation of costs 
thatt 'cannot reasonably remain the permit holder's sole responsibility'.57 The 
locall  authorities that are responsible for the permit give such compensation. 
However,, the Environment Minister can in turn compensate these local authori-
ties.. The rather general criterion of'costs that cannot reasonably be borne by the 
permitt holder' is elaborated in a circular letter by the Environment Minister.5® 
Whetherr the hands and feet sufficiently limits the amount of discretion for the 
selectivityy requirement to no longer be met, will be examined in general below 
inn paragraph 13.2.4. 

Couldd it be said that in cases where companies' extra costs resulting from 
stricterr environmental legislation are compensated, that compensation is actu-
allyy a remuneration for a service provided in the form of a higher level of envi-
ronmentall  protection? It is submitted that in such cases there is no service as 
theree was in ADBHU or Danish Waste Tyres. For this to be successfully argued, 
itt would have to be established that achieving a high level of environmental 
protectionn is solely the government's task. Only then could it possibly be said 
thatt a service is performed for the government for which remuneration should 
takee place. However, in accordance with the polluter pays principle, (financial) 
responsibilityy for the environment rests with the polluter. Therefore, as a rule, 
compensationn for costs resulting from environmental requirements imposed by 
thee member states wil l not fall outside the scope of Article 87(1) as remunera-
tion. . 

Thee only exception to this rule can also be traced back to the polluter pays 
principle.. In cases where the polluter no longer exists or cannot be held respon-
sible,, compensation of the costs by the government will not constitute state aid. 
Itt could be said that in such cases the government is indeed the only party that 
cann be considered responsible for the environment. This occurs primarily with 
regardd to soil pollution. With regard to the rehabilitation of industrial sites the 

55 See with regard to this issue: Jans 2000, p. 298. He appears to consider that the issue turns on the 

degreee of discretion that the authorities have in their decision to grant compensation. The degree of 

discretion,, however, appears rather to relate to the selectivity requirement and wil l as such be addressed 

inn paragraph 13.2.4 infra. 
577 The Dutch tetxt speaks of'[..] kosten die redelijkerwijze niet of niet geheel voor rekening van de 

vergunninghouderr behoren te blijven'. 
588 Circulaire Schadevergoeding (Circular letter) of December 1997, State Gazette 1997, nr. 246, p. 32 et seq. 

ass supplemented by the circular letter of 13 July 1998, State Gazette 1998, nr. 168, p. 9. 
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Commissionn has stated in general that compensation for such costs in cases 
wheree the polluter cannot be identified or cannot be called to account, will not 
constitutee state aid.59 In the Kiener Deponie Bachmanning case the Commission 
recognisedd that the contribution by the Austrian government to the rehabilita-
tionn of an old landfill site did not constitute state aid with regard to the firm that 
wass responsible for the pollution. The polluter, Kieba, had gone into insolvency 
andd was being liquidated. As such, it could neither be held responsible nor 
receivee an advantage.60 

13.2.44 Selectivity 

Thee fourth element demands that the measure must favour 
certainn firms or the production of certain goods. This is often referred to as the 
selectivityy requirement.61 This element is closely connected to the third element, 
thatt competition be distorted, and is helpful to distinguish general measures 
fromm state aids. If, for example, a member state decides to lower corporate tax 
ratess across the board then such a measure wil l not benefit a select group of 
undertakingss and wil l therefore fall outside the scope of Article Sy.62 Should, 
however,, the effect of such a seemingly general measure of economic policy be 
thatt there is a benefit to one group of firms, the measure wil l constitute (secto-
ral)) aid.6* 

Thee distinction between general measures and general aid schemes hinges 
onn the criteria that are used and the discretion that the authorities have in 
theirr decisions with regard to the actual grant of the aid. If such criteria are 
generall  and not related to a specific branch of industry or a specific company 
thee measure is likely to fall outside Article 87.64 Similarly, if there is no discre-
tionn in the administration of the scheme (i.e. the application of the criteria), 
thee measure wil l not constitute an aid. The Court has addressed the issue of 
selectivityy in the DMT case.65 

'It'It  follows from the wording of Article §2(1) [Now Article 87(1)] of the Treaty that 
generalgeneral measures which do not favour only certain undertakings or the production 
ofof only certain goods do not fall within that provision. By contrast, where the body 

599 Commission XXIVth . Competition Report {1994), para. 389 (p. 193). 
6 00 Commission Decision 1999/272, Kiener Deponie Bachmanning, 1999 OJ L109/51. 
611 D'Sa 1998, p. 82 et seq., Hancher, Ottervanger & Slot 1999, p. 29 et seq. 
622 Case 57/86, Greece v. Commission, [1988] ECR 2855, para.7-10. With regard to monetary decisions by a 

memberr state. 
633 Case 173/73. Italian textiles, [1974] ECR 709, para. 15. 

44 Ibid., see notably the opinion A-G Warner at p. 603. 
655 Case C-256/97, Déménagcments-Manuttntion Transport SA (DMT), [1999] ECR I-3913, para. 27. 
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grantinggranting financial assistance enjoys A DEGREE OF LATITUDE WHICH ENABLES IT TO 

CHOOSEE the beneficiaries or the conditions under which the financial assistance is 
provided,provided, that assistance cannot be considered to be general in nature', [Emphasis 
added] added] 

Therefore,, discretion on the part of the authorities that grant the aid, can be 
seenn as a major factor leading to selectivity. However, as the Adria-Wien case 
shows,, even seemingly general systems of taxation that confer no discretion 
withh regard to exemptions may be considered to fulfi l the selectivity criterion.66 

Adria-WienAdria-Wien concerned the compatibility with Article 87 of an Austrian eco-
taxationn scheme whereby electricity and natural gas consumption were taxed. 
Interestingly,, the tax law envisaged, upon application, a rebate for firms 'whose 
activityy can be shown to consist primarily in the production of goods'. The ques-
tionn of selectivity did not prove to be straightforward to answer in this case as 
iss evidenced by the fact that the opinion and judgment diverge in this regard. 
Withh regard to the national judge's second question of whether an ecology tax 
thatt allows for a rebate for all undertakings concerned constitutes state aid, the 
Advocate-Generall  and Court agree on the answer to be given. Both come to the 
conclusionn that such a measure does not fulfi l the selectivity requirement and 
thereforee does nott constitute aid within the meaning of Article &y.6? 

Thee first question asked by the national judge concerns the situation where 
thee tax rebate is granted only to undertakings that are primarily involved in 
thee manufacture of goods. Whether or not the selectivity requirement was 
mett here, was the subject of a diverging opinion by the Advocate-General and 
Court.. According to the Advocate-General the main question in this regard was 
whetherr the rebate amounted to a derogation from the standard application of 
thee system. The Commission, having set out the Court's standard case law with 
regardd to rebates from taxation and social security schemes, considered this to 
bee the case. Advocate-General Mischo, however, did not consider there to be a 
derogationn from the general rule. Citing the Danish and Austrian governments, 
hee contends that the Austrian scheme amounts to a new general ecology tax 
which,, from its outset on, followed the principle that the primary and secondary 
sectorss of the economy should not be disproportionately taxed.68 Mischo consid-
erss that the Austrian eco-tax is based on objective criteria and does not leave any 
discretionn to the administration as regards the rebate. Therefore, he concludes 
thatt the scheme in its totality, rebates and all, constitutes the normal legal situ-
ationn so that there cannot be said to be a derogation. The Commission relies 

666 Case C143/99, Adria-Wien, [2001] ECR I-8365. The UK government argued along the same lines in the 

casee concerning the UK Climate change levy, C 18/2001, 0( 2001 C 185/22, at p. 23. 
677 Ibid., para, 33-36, Opinion of A-G Mischo, paras. 27-31. 

Ibid.,Ibid., Opinion of A-G Mischo, para. 42. 
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onn the Court's judgment in Maribel bis/ter69 to come to the conclusion that the 
meree fact that a scheme applies to a large number of diverse industries does not 
makee it a general scheme.70 The Advocate-General recognises the Commission's 
pointt in this respect but goes on to hold that, in his mind, the rebates still do not 
constitutee a derogation from the normal rules. He does this by pointing to the 
proposedd directive for the taxation of energy products. According to Mischo, the 
Commission'ss involvement in this proposal shows that the Commission accepts 
thatt not all undertakings should be taxed an equal amount under an eco-taxa-
tionn scheme.71 However, he immediately recognises that the criterion adopted by 
thee Commission in its proposal does not distinguish between different sectors 
off  industry but rather turns on the energy consumption of an individual firm. 
Nevertheless,, the Advocate-General is of the opinion that the criterion for a 
rebatee adopted in the Austrian taxation scheme is valid and does not constitute 
aa derogation.72 In this respect, and not so much in connection with the selectiv-
ityy requirement, the Advocate-General goes on to consider that a distortion of 
competitionn or an effect on intra-community trade do no seem very likely in 
vieww of the fact that the tax amounts to only o.35per cent of the net production 
value.73 3 

Thee Court, however, did consider the tax rebate for firms that primarily 
producee goods as a derogation. To come to this conclusion the Court first 
repeatedd its standard case law according to which any advantage provided by 
thee state can constitute a state aid.74 After that the Court focuses the attention 
onn the issue of selectivity and repeats the arguments brought forward by the 
Danishh and Austrian authorities.75 The Court first repeats its reasoning from the 
MaribelMaribel bis/ter case. Secondly, the Court notes the fact that a justification for the 
differencee in treatment for firms that are primarily active in the production of 
goodss is nowhere to be found in the Austrian legislation. The Court concludes 
byy stating that76 

'[...]'[...]  the ecological considerations underlying the national legislation at issue 
dodo not justify treating the consumption of natural gas or electricity by undertakings 
supplyingsupplying services differently than the consumption of such energy by undertakings 
manufacturingmanufacturing goods. Energy consumption by each of those sectors is equally damag-
inging to the environment. 

6 99 Case C-75/97, Belgium v. Commission (Maribel bis/ter), [1999] ECR I-3671. 
700 Case C-143/99, Adria-Wien, [2001] ECR I-8365, Opinion of A-G Mischo, paras. 45-47. 
711 Ibid., Opinion of A-G Mischo, paras. 53-56. 
722 Ibid., Opinion of A-G Mischo, para. 61. 
7}}  Ibid., Opinion of A-G Mischo, paras. 65-80. 
744 Ibid., paras. 38-41. 
755 Ibid., paras. 43-47. 
766 Ibid., paras. 52 & 53. 
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ItIt  follows from the foregoing considerations that, although objective, the criterion 
appliedapplied by the national legislation at issue is not justified by the nature or general 
schemescheme of that legislation, so that it cannot save the measure at issue from being in 
thethe nature of State aid.' 

Thee conclusion must therefore be that objective criteria for a rebates or exemp-
tions,, even when they do not leave any discretionary room for authorities, wil l 
nott suffice to take such rebates or exemptions ousted the scope of Article 87(1). 
Forr this to occur such criteria must be justified by the nature or general scheme 
off  the legislation. 

However,, the il l fate that thus befell the Austrian eco-taxation scheme 
shouldd not have to Weaken the prospects for tax differentiation in other eco-taxa-
tionn schemes. Indeed, the Court's obiter dictum shows that it considers that the 
rebatess were actually intended to preserve the competitiveness of the Austrian 
visvis a vis its European competitors.77 If the Court has identified this as the ration-
ale,, then its reluctance to allow this measure to fall outside the scope of Article 
877 is perfectly understandable. As was mentioned above, this ruling does not 
rulee out tax differentiation in eco-taxation schemes completely. 

Consider,, for example, an eco-taxation scheme that taxes energy use but 
wheree a rebate is granted for gas appliances that emit less carbon dioxide. It is 
submittedd that such a tax would be justified, in the Courts words, 'by the nature 
off  the legislation'. Even though an advantage would be granted, it would follow 
fromm the general nature of the system, which is to encourage environmental 
protectionn and therefore not constitute state aid. The Court's case law therefore 
startss to remind one of the 'inherent restrictions-approach' that can be identified 
inn other areas of Community law as well.78 

13.2,55 Affecting intra-community trade 

Pursuantt to the fifth element, trade between member states 
mustt be affected. Above, we have seen that the court wil l demand some market 
analysiss from the Commission in order to show that competition was or is likely 
too be distorted. With regard to the connected requirement of an effect on intra-
communityy trade, the Court has adopted an approach the logic of which seems 
reminiscentt of that in the VCH case. According to the Court state aid will readily 
affectt intra-community trade because:79 

777 Ibid., para. 54. 
77 Joined Cases C-51/96 and C-191/97, Christeüe Deliige v. Ligue Francophone de Judo et Disciplines Associées 

ASBLASBL et al. (Deliège) [200] ECR1-2549, para. 69- See further, supra, paragraph 8.4.2.4. 
799 Case 730/79, Phillip Morris v. Commission, [1980] ECR 2671, para. 11. 
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'When'When state aid strengthens the position of an undertaking compared with other 
undertakingsundertakings competing in intra-community trade the latter must be regarded as 
affectedaffected by that aid,' 

Thiss type of per se reasoning by the Court seems can still be seen in the Court's 
casecase law. In the Adria-Wien case, the Advocate-General explicitly doubted 
whetherr the measure in question, given that it amounted to 0.35 per cent of 
thee net value only, could possibly distort competition or affect trade between 
memberr states. The Court did not address the issue but simply came to the 
conclusionn that the measure constituted a state aid within the meaning of Arti -
clee 87(1). This ruling shows that the Court still has not adopted a de minimis rule 
withh regard to Article 87.8o 

Whatt then, are we to think of the fact that the Commission has a long-stand-
ingg policy in this field and, moreover, the fact that the Commission has recently 
issuedd a de minimis Regulation?81 The De minimis Regulation was adopted pursu-
antt to Article 2 of the so-called Enabling Regulation82 that was itself adopted on 
thee basis of Article 89 EC. According to Article 89, the Council may lay down 
appropriatee regulations for the application of Articles 87 and 88 EC. Therefore, 
itt can now be said the De minimis Regulation now has a clear legal basis. 

Iff  all the five requirements of Article 87(1) are fulfilled, a measure wil l 
constitutee state aid and be considered 'incompatible with the common market'. 
However,, as with any prohibition in the Treaty, there are also exceptions to the 
incompatibilityy with the common market prescribed in Article 87(1). These are 
too be found in the second and third paragraph of Article 87. 

13.33 Exempted and exemptible aid - Articl e 87(2) and (3) 

Evenn if a measure constitutes an aid within the meaning of 
Articlee 87 all is not lost since Article 87(2) and {3) contain a number of types of 
aidd that are compatible or may be considered to be compatible with the common 
market.. The difference between compatibility in the second paragraph and the 
factt that the third paragraph speaks of'may be considered to be compatible' 
denotess an important difference with regard to the discretion that the Commis-
sionn has in applying the two paragraphs. With regard to the second paragraph, 
thee Commission can, basically, only decide whether or not a state measure falls 
withinn the wording of one three types of state aid mentioned there. If this is the 

Cf.Cf. Hancher, Ottervanger & Slot 1999, p. 38. 

Commissionn Regulation 69/2001, Dt Minimis, OJ 2000 L10/30. 

Regulationn 6994/98 On the Application of Articles 92 and 93 of the Treaty Establishing the European 

Communityy to Certain Categories of Horizontal State Aid, OJ 1998 L 142/1. 
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case,, the measure shall be compatible with no room for discretion on the part of 
thee Commission. With regard to the third paragraph things are different in that 
thee Commission has a wide margin of discretion in deciding whether or not one 
off  the four exemptions listed there indeed applies to a state aid scheme.8' Below, 
wee shall look closer at the exemption for aid having a social character (Article 
87(2)) (a)) and aid granted to compensate the damage caused by natural disasters 
{Articl ee 87(2)(b)) because these may be applicable in an environmental context. 
Withh regard to the second paragraph, we wil l not consider the exemption for 
aidd granted to certain areas of Germany affected by the division of the Coun-
tryy (Article 87(2)(c) for the simple reason that, following the reunification of 
Germany,, this provision has lost much of its meaning.*4 For similar reasons we 
shalll  only be addressing the 'European interest exemption' (Article 87(3)^)) and 
sectorall  aid exemption (Article 87(3) (c)) of the four types of exemption listed in 
thee third paragraph. Pursuant to Article 87(3)(e), the Council may exempt other 
formss of aid. As this provision has seen only very limited use to this day and it is 
nott foreseeable that it wil l be used in an environmental context, we will not look 
att this provision.85 

13.3.11 Aid having a social character - Article 87(2)(a) 

Withh regard to Article 87(2)(a) there is precious littl e case law.86 

Too our knowledge this provision has, to this date, been invoked only once in a 
casee before the Court. In that case, Benedetti v. Munari, the Court was unable 
too address the issue in great depth because the referring judge had neglected to 
providee the necessary details.87 Similarly, Advocate-General Reischl made only 
aa few fairly general comments on the issue in that case. It has been considered 
onn the basis of Benedetti v. Munari that Article 87(2) (a) requires that the aid 
mustt benefit the consumers and not the firms that supply the consumers.88 It 
iss submitted that this already follows from the clear wording of Article 87(2) (a) 
whereass the judgment is not particularly conducive in this respect. 

Pivotall  to this provision is the concept of 'aid having a social character'. We 
wouldd submit that the word 'social' relates only to the fact that the aid must be 
grantedd to individual consumers and does not serve to indicate or limit the scope 

833 CaseT-55/99, Plan Renove Industrial, [2000] ECR II-3207, paras. 109 & no. 
844 Cf. Hancher, Ottervanger & Slot 1999, p. 70-72. See Case C-159/98, Germany v. Commission, [2000] 

ECRR I-6857, paras. 46-57. 
55 See, with regard to Article 87(3)(e): Hancher, Ottervanger & Slot 1999, p. 80. 

866 As is evidenced by the fact that Hancher, Ottervanger & Slot devote less than a page to it, Hancher, 

Ottervangerr & Slot 1999, p. 70. In similar vain D'sa takes one page to address this provision, D'Sa 1998, 

p.. 129. 
877 Case 52/76, Luigi Benedetti v. Munari Filli  (Benedetti v. Munari), [1977] ECR 163, para. 19. 

Hancher,, Ottervanger & Slot 1999, p. 70. 
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off  the objectives of the aid measures. Thus, it relates more to the means than to 
objectivess of the national measures. Environmental goals will therefore not take 
aa state aid outside the scope of this provision as is evidenced by the Commis-
sion'ss practice with regard to this provision. 

Thee only proviso with regard to Article 87 (2) (a) is that such must be granted 
withoutt discrimination as to origin of the products concerned. The Commis-
sionn has applied this proviso in two early decisions concerning a Dutch and 
aa German scheme designed to lower the costs of flour.8' According to the 
Commission,, the schemes at hand were aimed at increasing the consumption of 
nationallyy produced flour and therefore fell foul of Article 87 (2) (a). 

However,, despite its relative obscurity in the Court's case law, the Commis-
sionn has used Article 87(2) (a) in a number of environmental cases. In the 
Germann Catalytic converter case, the scheme at hand gave a tax exemption to 
consumerss that bought cars with catalytic converters. This tax reduction was 
aimedd to make purchase of such a car more attractive and thereby encour-
agee environmental protection. The Commission was of the opinion that this 
measuree qualified under Article 87 (2) (a) provided that it did not result in 
discriminationn contrary to Article 28 EC.90 

Inn its XXIVt h Competition Report the Commission paid closer attention to 
thee concept of discrimination. The Commission comes to the conclusion that 
iss should be taken to mean that there may be no discrimination as to the origin 
off  the supplier rather than that there should not be any distinction between the 
productt for which the aid is given and competing products.91 

Inn such a case it may be wondered whether there is a state aid in the first 
place.. If the term 'individual consumers' is taken to exclude individuals that 
performm an economic activity (i.e. one-man undertakings), then it is hard to 
seee any advantage being granted to a specific firm. This would appear to be the 
stancee taken by the Commission in its 1994 Guidelines on State Aid for Envi-
ronmentall  Protection (1994 Guidelines).92 In paragraph 3.5 of these Guidelines 
thee Commission states that measures that encourage the purchase of environ-
mentallyy friendly products will not constitute aid in the first place because they 
doo not confer a 'tangible financial benefit' upon one or more undertakings. 

99 Commission Decision 67/217, OJ1967,1275 and Decision 67/218, OJ1967,1277. 
900 Hancher, Ottervanger & Slot 1999, p. 70. 
911 Commission XXI Vth. Competition Report (1994), para. 354 (p. 170). 
911 Commission Community guidelines on State aid for environmental protection (1994 Guidelines), 0| 

19944 C 72/3. 
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13.3.22 Aid to compensate damage caused by natural disasters -
Articl ee 87(2) (b) 

Itt may be doubted whether Article 87(2) (b) can in the first place 
bee used to grant environmental aid. It is submitted that as such this is not the 
case.. The wording of this provision makes it clear beyond doubt that only the 
aidd to make good the damage caused by natural disasters or exceptional circum-
stancess can fall within Article 87(2)(b).93 All aid that serves another objective, 
suchh as to further develop a region after it has been struck by a natural disaster 
wil ll  fall outside its scope. Similarly, aid to prevent the (re) occurrence of a natu-
rall  disaster wil l probably fall outside the scope of Article 87(2) (b). 

Therefore,, the importance of the exemption for natural disasters for the 
environmentall  context is limited at best. Environmental considerations may 
evenn play a negative role in this respect. Consider, for example, flooding as a 
naturall  disaster.94 It is common ground that many floods are at least partly the 
resultt of extensive alterations of the environment in the upstream regions of 
rivers.. Excessive logging and the development of entire mountain ranges into 
skii  slopes, for example, will greatly reduce the capacity of these mountainsides 
too absorb water and hence increase the risk of floods in downstream areas. A 
correctt application of the polluter pays principle would mean that the costs 
resultingg from floods should, save faultss by the downstream authorities, be 
bornee by the persons responsible for the alteration of the upstream environ-
ment.. It is recognised that this approach is not devoid of practical problems. 
However,, the Water Framework Directive with its river basin management 
approachh may be helpful in this respect.95 

13.3.33 Aid for important projects of common European interest 
-Articl ee 87(3) (b) 

Off  the two objectives for aid schemes mentioned in Article 
87(3)(b),, we wil l only be paying attention to aid that is granted 'to promote the 
executionn of an important project of common European interest'. Certainly, 
answeringg the question whether a project is important or not involves great deal 
off  discretion and therefore we wil l leave this issue as it is. 

AA second question is what constitutes a project of 'common European 
interest'.. The fact that a project needs to be of common European interest indi-

9 '' See for a list of examples of such disasters: Community Guidelines for State aid in the agriculture 

sector,, OJ 2000 C 28/2, section 11.2.2 at p. 14. 
944 See Commission decision of 7-5-1999 in case N 28/99 concerning a Belgian scheme to make good the 

damagee caused by flooding in September 1998. 
955 Directive 2000/60 Establishing a framework for Community action in the field of water policy, OJ 

20000 L327/1. 
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catess that it has to be transnational in nature. This can be so because several 
memberr states are involved in it or because the project addresses a transnational 
problem.. Of course, this is where environmental protection enters the picture 
sincee the environment and its protection are typically transboundary affairs. 

Thiss view has been confirmed in the Glaverbel case.96 This case concerned 
aa Belgian scheme according to which investment aid would be granted to a 
Belgiann glass producer, Glaverbel, for the improvement of a production line. 
Ass a result of these improvements, energy use and working condition would be 
ameliorated.. This case arose from an action for annulment of the Commission's 
decisionn prohibiting the implementation of the aid scheme. The applicants 
basedd their case in part in the fact that the aid would promote an important 
projectt of common European interest since Glaverbel participated in an ESPRIT 
projectt concerning the design of thin-layer photovoltaic cells.97 The Commission 
consideredd in its decision that?8 

'A'A project may not be described as being of common European interest for the 
purposespurposes of Article [Sy(}) (b)] unless it forms part of a transnational European 
programmeprogramme supported jointly by a number of governments of the member states, or 
arisesarises from concerted action by a number of member states to combat a common 
threatthreat such as environmental pollution'. 

Thee Court was of the opinion that the Commission had not committed a mani-
festt error of assessment in adopting this policy. How, then are we to understand 
thee Commission's refusal to allow aid to be granted to Glaverbel who partici-
patedd in a joint European project that was meant to combat a common threat? To 
answerr this question we wil l probably have to look at the facts of the case. The 
Advocate-Generall  qualifies the reasoning employed by Glaverbel to show that it 
couldd qualify for the common European interest exemption, as terse.99 Indeed, 
thee connection between the aid and the improvement of the environmental 
situationn through a transnational action does not, to say the least, immediately 
becomee clear. Moreover, as far as the Court was concerned, the only result of the 
Belgiann aid measure would be to enable the use of a new production method, 
whichh in itself was insufficient for the measure to fulfi l the criteria for an 
exemptionn pursuant to Article 87(3)^). The Court considered this to be all the 
moree so if, as was the case, the products would have to be sold on a saturated 
market.100 0 

9 66 Joined Cases 62/87 472/87, Exécutif Regional Wallon and SA Glaverbel v. Commission (Glaverbel), [1988] 

ECR1573. . 
977 Ibid., para. 20. 
99 Ibid., paia. 22. 
9 99 Ibid., Opinion of A-G Lenz, para. 34. 
1000 Ibid., para. 25. 
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13.44 The Guidelines on state aid for environmental protection 

When,, in the 1970's, the Commission was faced with the 
increasingg use of environmental subsidies, the Commission considered it neces-
saryy to provide some guidance as to its position on the role of environmental 
concernss in the rules on state aid.101 The Commission appears to have always 
donee this from the twofold perspective of the polluter pays principle and the 
needd to ensure undistorted competition.102 In Part I of this research we have 
alreadyy addressed the general issues arising from the trilateral relation between 
thee polluter pays principle, distortions of competition and environmental protec-
tion.. With regard to state aids the following can be said. As the Commission 
saww it and still sees it, the end-situation should be one where the polluter pays 
principlee is fully applied and all environmental costs are completely internal-
ised.. State aids run directly counter to this internalisation by transferring part 
off  the environmental costs. The Commission thus recognised the importance of 
regulatingg environmental aids from both an environmental and a competition 
pointt of view. 

Thiss recognition resulted in nine paragraphs in the Fourth Annual Compe-
titionn Report (1974) in which the Commission set out its stance with regard to 
environmentall  subsidies.10' Back then, the Commission optimistically consid-
eredd a transitional period of six years, i.e. until 31 December 1980, sufficient to 
ensuree the full implementation of the polluter pays principle while at the same 
timee recognising the enormous changes that would have to take place through-
outt society.104 The Commission thus distinguished between, on the one hand, 
itss stance towards environmental aid during the transitional period and, on 
thee other hand, its policy with regard to such aid granted after the transitional 
periodd or during the transitional period but not fulfillin g the requirements (the 
so-calledd general principles). According to the Commission, during the tran-
sitionall  period, state aid would qualify for an exemption under Article 87(3) )̂ 
ECC as aid necessary for the execution of'important projects of common Euro-
peann interest' provided that three requirements were fulfilled.105 Firstly, the aid 
wouldd have to be necessitated by new major obligations relating to environmen-
tall  protection. Secondly, the aid would have to be granted for the financing of 
additionall  investments in plants already in operation. Thirdly, the Commission 
specifiedd a degressive maximum aid percentage (45 per cent in the years 1975-
1976,, 30 per cent in the years 1977-1978 and 15 per cent in the years 1979-1980). 

1011 This section is based on an Article that appeared in the (2001) ECLR 365-373. 
1022 Commission, IVth. Competition Report (1974), para. 176. 
1033 Ibid., paras. 176-183. 
1044 Ibid., paras 178 & 181. 
IO '' Ibid., para. 181. 
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Interestingly,, the Commission has thus only specified a framework for the 
assessmentt of environmental investment aid. Operating aid granted because of 
environmentall  considerations is therefore outside the scope of these guidelines. 

Forr environmental aid exceeding the limits set out above, the Commission 
providedd the Member States with principles of general application.*06 Again, the 
Commissionn only addresses the issue of investment aid. The basic tenor of these 
generall  principles is one according to which environmental aid exceeding the 
limit ss of the guidelines is to be granted even more sparsely. Basically, suchh aid is 
onlyy to be granted in cases where sudden major changes in environmental obli-
gationss are of such a magnitude that going concerns are faced with difficulties 
thatt would threaten the equilibrium in a certain region or industry. Importantly, 
thesee general principles allow for an exception to this strict rule in situations 
wheree international competition was such as seriously to handicap the firms 
thatt would have to abide to the new environmental standards.107 Such aid would 
qualifyy for an exemption pursuant to Article 87(3)(a) or (c).Ic8 

Inn 1980 the Commission's assertion that a six-year transitional period should 
sufficee to implement the polluter pays principle was indeed proven to have been 
overlyy optimistic. The economic recession that had set in just after 1974 and 
thee fact that harmonisation of environmental legislation on a European level 
proceededd not as fast as had been hoped, forced the Commission into an addi-
tionall  transitional period.109 Accordingly, environmental aids would be allowed 
forr another six-year transitional period this time until 31 December 1986. Such 
aidss were exempted under Article 87(3) (b) provided that they were for invest-
mentss aimed at the implementation of new environmental standards, did not 
exceedd 15 per cent and were granted only for the adaptation of plants already 
inn operation for two years before the entry into force of the new standards."0 

Furthermore,, the Commission specified a reporting obligation. The Guidelines 
remainedd silent with regard to environmental operating aids. 

Finally,, in 1986 the Commission realised that its transitional approach was 
noo longer warranted."' The need to protect the environment as well as the need 
too avoid distortions of competition was there to stay. The criteria set out in the 
19800 Guidelines were to be applied for the period of the Fourth Environmental 
Actionn Programme until 1992. However, the Commission reserved the right to 
alterr its stance with regard to environmental aids on the basis of the outcomes of 
aa review of the application of the polluter pays principle. Following two tempo-
raryy prolongations of the 1980 Guidelines, 1994 saw the publication of a new set 
off  guidelines. 

106106 Ibid., para. 182. 
1077 Ibid, at p. 105. 

Thee Commission stated this only in the Xth . Competition Report (1980), para. 223. 
1099 Commission, Xth. Competition Report (1980), para. 224. 
1100 Ibid., para. 226. 
1111 Commission, XVIth . Competition Report (1986), para. 259. 
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AA first striking feature when comparing the 1994 Guidelines with the previ-
ouss guidelines is the much more comprehensive character of the former."2 For 
thee first time, the Commission gave its opinion not only on investment aids 
butt also on environmental operating aids and horizontal measures. All in all, 
thee rules governing environmental aids appeared to have become much more 
precisee which should not come as a surprise since the Commission has gained 
quitee a lot more experience in the mean time. Generally, the 1994 Guidelines 
allowedd for 15 per cent investment aid for adaptation to new standards for all 
existingg firms. Firms undertaking environmental protection in the absence of 
Communityy measures or going beyond what is required could be granted 30 per 
centt investment aid. With regard to operating aid, the Guidelines did not provide 
muchh guidance other than indicating the Commission's general stance that 
suchh aids wil l not easily be exempted. More specifically no rate or period over 
whichh aid could be granted, was indicated. The legal basis for the exemptions 
wass changed from Article 87(3) )̂ into 87(3) )̂ as the Commission considered 
environmentall  aid as 'aid to facilitate the development of certain activities [...] 
wheree such aid does not adversely affect trading conditions to an extent contrary 
too the common interest'."3 However, the Commission explicitly allowed for the 
possibilityy of exempting state aid schemes at higher rates that contribute to 
importantt projects of common European interest."4 

Thee 1994 Guidelines were to be reviewed in 1996. This review has not 
resultedd in any changes. According to paragraph 4.3 the Guidelines were to 
expiree on 31 December 1999. On 22 December 1999 their validity was extended 
untill  30 June 2000. This half-year, however, proved insufficient and on 28 June 
20000 a further extension was granted until 31 December 2000. 

Inn the meantime, the Environment Council provided an interesting insight 
intoo the dynamics involved in drafting such Guidelines. The conclusions of 
thee 2278th. and 2295th. meeting of the environment council both contained a 
paragraphh basically stating that the Commission had to take more account of 
(national)) environmental considerations."5 Interestingly, the Commission at one 
pointt considered 1 January 2001 a feasible date for the new Guidelines to enter 
intoo force"6 whereas later on the date of 1 July 2001 was named."7 

1111 Commission, Community guidelines on State aid for environmental protection (1994 Guidelines), OJ 

19944 C 72/1. 

"i"i  Ibid., para. 3.6. 
1144 Ibid., para. 3.7. 
1155 To be found on the internet: < http://ue.eu.int/newsroom/>. 
1,66 Conclusions of the 2278th. Environment Council meeting, to be found on the internet: < http: 

//ue.eu.int/newsroom/>. . 
1177 Answer by Monti to written question P-0441/00 by Breyer, OJ 2000 C 303E/194. 
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Moreover,, in 1998 the Council adopted Regulation 994/98 enabling the 
Commissionn to adopt group exemption regulations in the field of state aids."8 

Interestingly,, Article 1(1) sub (a) under (iii ) explicitly allowed for a Commission 
groupp exemption regulation for state aids in the field of environmental protec-
tion.. Particularly in the light of this explicit reference in the enabling Regulation 
itt could be wondered whether the delays were caused by difficulties encountered 
inn drafting such a regulation."» February 2001, however, saw the publication 
off  Guidelines instead of a group exemption regulation. Why the Commission's 
(extensive)) experience with environmental aids did not result in the adoption 
off  a group exemption regulation120 is somewhat obscure. A good guess would 
seemm to be the dynamic nature of the matter involved. The environment, and as 
aa result, environmental protection has not stopped providing us with new chal-
lenges.. The 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, for example, devote consider-
ablee attention to carbon dioxide reductions in the wake of the Kyoto Protocol.121 

Climatee change as an environmental problem was still largely unknown in 
1994.. In this respect it can be doubted whether a group exemption wil l ever be 
thee right tool. 

13.55 The 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines 

Whenn looking at the 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines 
themselves,, a first impression is that they have become even more precise and 
encompassingg than the 1994 Guidelines. In a total of 11 chapters (numbered 
A-K)) and 12 pages and one annex the Commission gives guidance with regard 
too environmental state aids. Below, we wil l analyse the 2001 Environmental aid 
Guideliness chapter by chapter. 

13.5.11 Introductory chapters 

Inn an introduction (chapter A) the two main principles vis a vis 
environmentall  aids are set out. On the one hand, the integration principle laid 
downn in Article 6 EC according to which environmental considerations must be 

Regulationn No. 994/98 on the application of Articles 92 and 93 of the Treaty establishing the European 

Communityy to certain categories of horizontal state aid, OJ1998 L142/1. 

See:: Jans, Sevenster & Vedder 2000, p. 416 tX seq. 

whenn such regulations have in the meantime been enacted for Training aid (Regulation 68/2001, OJ 

20011 L 10/20), De Minimis aid (Regulation 69/2001, OJ 2001 L10/30) and SME aid (Regulation 70/ 

2001,, OJ 2001 L10/33). 

Communicationn from the Commission on EU policies and measures to reduce greenhouse gas emis-

sions:: Towards a European Climate Change Programme (ECCP), COM (2000)88. 
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integratedd into the Commissions policy on state aids, and, on the other hand, 
thee polluter pays principle. On the basis of these two principles the Commission 
comess to the conclusion that environmental aids may only be allowed where 
theyy are necessary to bring about environmental protection and sustainable 
developmentt without having disproportionate effects on competition and eco-
nomicc growth.1*2 This last addition, that the aid should not have a disproportion-
atee effect on economic growth, is somewhat odd and appears to be new when 
comparedd with the 1994 Guidelines. 

Inn the third chapter (C), this general policy brief is further substantiated. 
Againn the integration and polluter pays principles are abundantly (and, it might 
bee added, not always that clearly) referred to. The bottom line, however, is that 
whereass the granting of state aids is at odds with the polluter pays principle, 
suchh aid may nonetheless be justified in two instances. Firstly, where not all 
costss can be internalised and the aid is therefore to be seen as a temporary 
second-bestt solution on the ground that it provides an incentive for firms to 
adaptt to standards. Secondly, aids may be used as incentive for firms to protect 
thee environment either in the absence of standards, or to go beyond what 
iss required by standards. However, since 1994 much has changed and the 
Commissionn no longer considers that the granting of aid can be justified by 
thee absence of internalisation. In practice, this comes down to a prohibition 
off  aids granted for investments that merely aim at facilitating firms to comply 
withh new or existing standards (with an exception for SMEs). Aids encouraging 
firmsfirms to go further than Community standards may of course still be granted. 
Withh regard to the energy sector the Commission sets out its approach in a 
speciall  paragraph. In this paragraph some attention is devoted to the problem of 
reductionss or exemptions in eco-taxation schemes. Such reductions constitute 
operatingg aid but may be considered necessary for the acceptability and thus 
adoptionn or continuation of eco-taxation schemes. Subject to certain conditions 
exemptionss or reductions in eco-taxation schemes may be allowed for a period 
off  10 years.123 Furthermore, the Commission reiterates its positive stance with 
regardd to measures to promote renewable energy and the combined production 
off  heat and energy.124 

Thee second chapter (B) contains the definitions and sets out the scope of 
thee Guidelines. The definitions generally sound familiar in their wide-rang-
ingg wording. An interesting example of a 'dynamic reference' may be found in 
thee definition of renewable energy sources. This definition is linked to that in a 
Commissionn proposal for a directive.125 As regards the scope, there are a number 

1122 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, OJ 2001 C 37/3, para. 5. 
1233 Ibid., para. 23. 
1244 Ibid., para. 24. 
1255 Ibid., footnote 7. 
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off  changes compared with the 1994 Guidelines. Whereas aid for environmental 
trainingg fell within the scope of the 1994 Guidelines, the 2001 Environmental 
aidd Guidelines do not apply to such aid."6 The 1994 Guidelines still apply to the 
steell  industry. This is the result of the reference in Article 3 of Decision 2496/ 
96/ECSCC (the Sixth Steel Aid Code). Paradoxically, the Sixth Steel Aid Code was 
intendedd to bring the regime for the steel sector more into line with that for the 
otherr sectors of the economy.127 For the moment, however, the result appears to 
bee exactly the opposite. It is expected that the 2001 Environmental aid Guide-
liness wil l apply from the expiry off  the ECSC Treaty (on 22 July 2002) onwards. 

Chapterr E contains the general conditions for authorising environmental aid. 
Reminiscentt of the 1994 Guidelines, the Commission has divided its policy in 
threee areas: investment aid, aid for horizontal measures and operating aid. 

13.5.22 Investment aid 

Withh regard to investment aids (paragraph E.i), the notion of 
'eligiblee costs' is particularly important as the aid intensity for investment aid is 
describedd as a percentage of these costs."8 Eligible costs, according to paragraph 
377 of the Guidelines, need to be strictly confined to the extra investment costs 
necessaryy to reach the environmental goals. This is particularly important in 
thosee cases where the investment will result not only in improved environmen-
tall  protection but also in an increase in production. In that case, the benefits 
thatt result from the increase in production capacity, cost savings during five 
yearss following the investment and additional ancillary production will have 
too be detracted from the eligible costs. With regard to the use of renewable 
energy,, eligible costs are those extra costs compared to the situation where it 
wouldd have used conventionally produced energy. Logically, eligible costs for 
investmentss going beyond Community standards wil l not include the costs 
forr complying with these standards. Moreover, such investments must lead to 
actuall  improvements in the environmental performance and not just constitute 
generall  investments that any responsible company should do. In, for example, 
thee Hoffmann-La Roche (Orlistat) case the Austrian government argued that 
aidd for pharmaceutical giant Hoffmann-La Roche was in conformity with the 
19944 Guidelines."9 This aid was granted for, firstly, measures aiming to reduce 
thee risk of accidents and the effects of such accidents and, secondly, measures 
aimingg to reduce emissions to the air and water.130 The Commission, however, 

1,66 Ibid., para. 7. 
1277 Cf. Hancher, Ottervanger & Slot 1999, p. 189. 
1288 E.g., under the 1994 Guidelines, Commission Decision 2000/17, Nercfco, OJ 2000 L 6/46, paras. 33-40. 
1299 Commission Decision 98/251, Hoffmann-La Roche (Orlistat), OJ 1998 L103/28. 

'3°° Ibid., on p. 33. 
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onlyy considered the aid for measures to combat water and air pollution to be 
justifiedd on the basis of the Guidelines. The aid that was granted with a view 
too reducing the risk of a serious accident was considered to be general invest-
ment.131 1 

Typee of aid 

Adaptationn of SMEs to new 
standards s 

-- Improve on Community stan-
dards s 
-- Investments in absence of 
Communityy standards 
-- Investments to comply with 
nationall standards going beyond 
Communityy standards 

Energyy saving measures 

Combinedd production of heat 
andd electricity 

Promotionn of renewable sources 
ofenergy y 

Landd rehabilitation 

Relocationn of firms 

Basic c 
rate e 

15% % 

3 0 % % 

4 0 % % 

4 0 % % 

4 0 % % 

i o o % , , 
pluss 15 
%% ofthe 
costt of 
thee work 

3 0 % % 

Bonus s 

+10%% for SMEs 

++ 1 0 % for SMEs 

++ 1 0 % for SMEs 

+ i o %% when they 
servee the needs of an 
entiree Community 
++ 1 0 % for SMEs 

+10%% for SMEs 

Speciall remarks 

Onlyy for three years 
followingg adoption of 
neww standards 

Upp to TOO %can 
allowedd in which case 
noo further aid may be 
granted d 

Iff identifiable and able 
too bear the costs, the 
polluterr should pay 
andd no aid may be 
granted d 

-- Only when relocating 
fromm an urban area or 
Naturaa 2000 where 
thee activity was law-
fullyy carried out, 
-- the relocation was 
orderedd by a public 
authorityy on environ-
mentall grounds, and 
thee strictest standards 
applyy in the new loca-
tion n 

1311 Ibid., pp. 34 & 35. 
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Onn top of the aid intensities shown in the table above, an extra bonus for 
assistedd regions is allowed. In these regions the maximum aid intensity is either 
thee rate (including bonuses identified above) following from the table plus an 
extraa 5 per cent for 'Article 87(3)(c)-regions' or an extra 10 per cent for 'Article 
87(3)) (a)-regions' or, if this is higher, the regional aid rate plus 10 per cent. 

AA number of interesting things may be noted with regard to the framework 
sett out above. Firstly, with regard to the possibility of granting aid to SMEs for 
thee adaptation to new Community standards it may be interesting to note that 
referencee is made to the date of adoption of new Community standards. Taking 
intoo account the fact that the overwhelming majority of European environmen-
tall  standards is laid down in the form of directives, use of the date of adoption 
ass reference date would appear problematic. The date of adoption invariably is 
earlierr than the date of publication and, a fortiori, the date of entry into force. 
Moreover,, the deadline for implementation of Directives is likely to be even later. 
Ass a result, SMEs may receive aid for the adaptation to standards that have not 
beenn transposed in national law or that may not even have entered into force.1'2 

Furthermore,, the result of this would seem to be that SMEs have to pay even 
greaterr attention to the activities of'Brussels', a task for which they would gener-
allyy seem to be ill-equipped. Secondly, the Kyoto Protocol has certainly resulted 
inn a very favourable position of the Commission with regard to energy related 
investments.. However, only renewable energy installations that serve the need of 
ann entire community qualify for an extra 10 per cent bonus. Installations for the 
combinedd production of power and heat, on the contrary, seem unable to qualify 
forr such a bonus. Irrespective of this, all the bonuses can add up quite nicely 
and,, interestingly, it may be wondered what the maximum aid intensity would 
bee for an SME running an installation for the combined production of heat and 
powerr using renewable sources of energy while serving the needs of an entire 
communityy in an assisted region (an altogether no so improbable combination). 
Thirdly,, the Guidelines provide clear and (relatively) unambiguous guidance in 
casess concerning land rehabilitation and plant relocation. This is most certainly 
aa step forward compared with the Commission's essentially case-by-case 
approachh in this respect under the 1994 Guidelines. Above, we have noted that 
inn cases where the person responsible for the pollution cannot be identified or 
heldd responsible, government funding for the rehabilitation may not constitute 
aidd in the first place. In the 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, the Commis-
sionn appears to have taken another approach and considers that such funding 
wil ll  constitute state aid. However, as the Commission allows 100 per cent of the 
eligiblee costs plus 15 per cent of the costs of the work to be funded, the diffe-

1522 See, for example, Article 6 of the proposal for a directive on waste electronical and electrical equipment, 

OJJ 2000 C 365E/184 which lists 31 December 2005 as the date by which certain recovery targets must 

havee been met by producers. 
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rencee is primarily a procedural one. The aid will be allowed just as it would be 
inn cases where the polluter could not be held responsible, but the authorities 
wil ll  have to notify the aid. Of particular practical importance is the fact that the 
Commissionn leaves the decision on whether or not persons are responsible for 
thee pollution, to the national legislature and judiciary.1" Thus, the Guidelines 
leavee ample scope for serious distortions of competition through differences in 
regimess according to which polluters can be held responsible.1'4 

Withh regard to energy related investments (energy saving, combined produc-
tionn and renewable energy) the Commission's policy has also become clearer. 
Investmentt aid in these areas is now subject to clear rules whereas under the 
19944 Guidelines such aid was treated under the category of investments exceed-
ingg standards or where no standards exist.1'5 Finally, under the 2001 Environ-
mentall  aid Guidelines only SMEs can qualify for investment aid for adapting 
too compulsory standards whereas under the 1994 Guidelines large firms could 
qualifyy as well. 

13.5.33 Aid for horizontal measures 

Thee chapter on aid for horizontal measures {paragraph E.2) has 
becomee substantially more concise compared to the 1994 Guidelines. The basic 
approachh in the 1994 Guidelines, however, was that such measures do not con-
stitutee aid in the first place. Despite this considerable narrowing of the chapter 
onn aid for horizontal measures, SMEs are still in for a treat. According to the 
Commissionn 'advisory/consultancy services play an important part in helping 
SMEss to make progress in environmental protection'.1'6 On this ground, aid may 
bee granted in accordance with Regulation 70/2001.137 All European SMEs are 
thereforee well advised to get some consultancy service in order to stay up to date 
withh the environmental developments in Europe.1'8 

' ""  2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, OJ 2001 C 37/3, para. 38, where it is stated that 'By 'person respon-

siblee for the pollution' is meant the person liable under the law applicable in each Member State [...]'. 
1344 See further: Wil t 2002, p. 31 et seq. and Commission proposal for a Directive on environmental liability 

withh regard to the prevention and remedying of environmental damage, COM (2002) 17 final. 
I} 55 See. For example, Commission Decision in case N 114/2000, France - Régime d'aides 'a la gestion des 

energiesenergies rcnouvablcs, to be found in the State Aid Register, <http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/ 

state_aid/register/> > 
1366 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, OJ 2001 C 37/3,, para. 41. 
1377 Reg. 70/2001 on the application of Articles 87 and 88 of the EC Treaty to state aid for small and 

medium-sizedd enterprises, OJ 2001 L10/33. 
1388 See above, with regard to investment aid for SMEs. 
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13.5.44 Operating aid 

Operatingg aid (paragraph E.3) represents in many respects the 
mostt interesting category of aid because of its almost per se prohibited nature.'39 

Sincee the adoption of the 1994 Guidelines, the Commission has been con-
frontedd with a number of eco-taxation schemes where operating aid was granted 
throughh reductions or exemptions from eco-taxes. Furthermore, numerous 
schemess granting operating aid for renewable energy sources have come along 
sincee then. The experience gathered with these cases is now laid down in the 
Guidelines. . 

Thee Commission deals firstly with operating aid for waste management and 
energyy saving.140 Operating aid is allowed only where it is shown to be abso-
lutelyy necessary. Moreover, it should be limited to the extra production costs 
whenn compared to market prices. Finally the aid should be temporary and, in 
principle,, degressive. Operating aid for the management of industrial waste 
mayy only be granted where the national standards abided by are more strin-
gentt than Community standards or where no Community standards exist so 
thatt the competitive position is jeopardised. Apparently, operating aid may not 
bee granted for firms voluntarily going beyond what is required by national or 
Communityy standards. The fact that the majority of the more detailed rules in 
thiss paragraph concern aid for waste management whereas aid for energy saving 
iss left in the dark, perhaps signals a conceptual difficulty encountered by this 
reader.. Energy saving would, generally, seem to involve measures targeting the 
losss of energy during a process (by adding extra insulation) or measures aimed 
att making the whole process more energy efficient (by, for example, lowering 
thee temperature at which process takes place). Such measures would seem to 
'payy themselves back' because of the lower energy consumption. In this respect, 
investmentt aid for the extra investments in the form of extra insulation seems 
perfectlyy understandable. Operating aid, however, is different story altogether. 
Iff  a new, more energy efficient, installation indeed involves higher operating 
costs,, then it may be wondered what these costs are made up of? If these involve, 
forr example, more or different raw materials or more personnel, shouldn't the 
environmentall  impact of these factors be taken into account in determining the 
nett environmental benefit? The Commission could certainly have provided a bit 
moree guidance on this point. In any case, the bottom line is that operating aid 
mayy be granted for five years only and in a 'degressive' and a 'non-degressive' 
manner.. In the case of degressive aid, the intensity should drop from 100 per 
centt to zero in a linear fashion over five years whereas the non-degressive variant 
allowss for a 50 per cent aid throughout the five-year period.'4' 

Casee 0288 /96, Germany v. Commission, 2000 [ECR] I-8237, paras. 77 &  78 

20011 Environmental aid Guidelines, OJ 2001C 37/3, para. 42. 

Ibid.,Ibid., paras. 45 and 46. 
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Withh regard to reductions or exemptions142 from eco-taxation schemes, the 
Commissionn considers it appropriate to distinguish between national taxation 
schemess and those taxation schemes that have a Community origin.14' In the 
casee of purely national taxation schemes, temporary reductions may be allowed. 
Inn cases involving taxation schemes having a Community origin, a distinction is 
madee between two cases.144 Firstly, where the national taxation scheme involves 
ratess higher than the minimum Community rates and the reduction results 
inn a rate that is at least equal to the minimum Community rate, the tempo-
raryy reduction may be allowed. Secondly, in cases where the national reduc-
tionn brings the tax rate below the minimum Community rate two things may 
happen.. Firstly, if the rate below the minimum rate prescribed by the Commu-
nityy taxation scheme, is not allowed by the Community scheme, the reduction 
wil ll  be deemed to constitute prohibited aid. Secondly, if this lower rate is allowed 
byy the Community measure, the reduction may be considered compatible with 
Articlee 87 on strict grounds. This seems to be the aftermath of the Court's judg-
mentt in the French Biofuels case.145 

Onn a general level, the Commission wants to ascertain that the reductions do 
nott undermine the scheme's objectives. To this end it has formulated a number 
off  criteria that need to be satisfied before such operating aid may be allowed. For 
neww taxation schemes, non-degressive reductions lasting for ten years may be 
allowedd in either of two cases. In the first case the tax reductions must be condi-
tionall  on the conclusion of agreements between firms and the public authorities 
orr voluntary agreements between firms laying down environmental protection 
objectives.1466 In the second case, no agreements or commitments are necessary 
providedd that (for taxes having a Community origin) the tax level after reduc-
tionn is higher than the Community minimum or (for purely national taxation 
schemes)) the tax level results in the firms still paying 'a significant proportion of 
thee national tax'.147 With regard to the voluntary agreements referred to above,, it 
mayy be noted that such agreements may fall within the scope of Article 81 EC.148 

Accordingly,, both the tax reduction and the voluntary agreement may have to 
bee notified to the Commission. The provisions for reductions from new taxes 
applyy by analogy to significant increases in existing tax schemes. For existing 
taxationn schemes, a non-degressive ten-year reduction can be allowed only when 

1411 Hereafter only the term 'reduction' wil l be used. 
1433 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, OJ 2001 C 37/3, para. 47. 
1444 Ibid., para. 49. 
1455 Case T-184/97, BP Chemicals. Commission (French Biofuels), [2000] ECR II-3145, paras. 62-80. See also 

thee recent invitation to submits comments the case underlying this dispute, OJ 2001 C 60/4. 
1466 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, OJ 2001 C 37/3, para. 51.1, (a). 
1477 Ibid., para. 51.1, (b). 
1488 Community guidelines on horizontal agreements, OJ 2001 C 3/2, paras 185 and 189. 
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thee scheme had an appreciable positive environmental impact and the reduction 
wass already decided on at the time of the adoption of the tax or has since then 
becomee necessary as a result of'a significant change in economic conditions'.'49 

Inn relation to the latter situation, the Commission stipulates that the reduction 
mayy not exceed the increase in costs resulting from the change in economic 
conditions.'500 Operating aid in the form of tax reductions may also be given to 
installationss that use conventional {i.e. non-renewable) energy sources to create 
electricc power when their efficiency is 'very much higher' than that of conven-
tionall  processes. Provided, of course, that there is an environmental benefit, a 
five-yearfive-year non-degressive reduction may be granted. A ten-year reduction needs to 
satisfyy the tests identified above in general. 

Paragraphh 53 of the English language version is somewhat mysterious. It 
concernss tax reductions in cases where the tax has not been harmonised in 
whichh case it of course makes no sense to stipulate that express authorisation 
bee obtained from the Commission. However, the Dutch, French and German 
versionss all concern the situation of a tax reduction concerning a tax that has 
indeedd been harmonised at Community level. In that case long-term reductions 
resultingg in a level that is equal to or lower than the Community minimum are 
nott justified. In any case the derogation from the Community minimum needs 
too be expressly authorised. 

Thesee fairly complex rules have in the meantime been applied by the 
Commissionn in the case concerning the UK Climate change levy.1*'  In that case 
thee Commission considered the compatibility with the 2001 Environmental aid 
Guideliness of a number of exemptions from this levy on energy carriers {Gas, 
Electricity,, Coal and Liquefied petroleum gas). With regard to the exemption 
forr dual use fuels (which covers cases where the energy carrier is not used as a 
fuel)) the Commission considered that the aid might be incompatible with the 
20011 Environmental aid Guidelines. In this respect the Commission points 
outt that the exemption benefits certain processes that give rise to considerable 
CO22 emissions whilst the exemption is not temporary nor made conditional on 
thee conclusion of an agreement. Finally, the Commission considered that the 
UKK authorities had not shown that the exempted firms must nevertheless pay a 
significantt proportion of the levy.'52 

1499 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, O J 2001 C 37/3, para. 51.2. 
1500 Furthermore, the Commission considers that 'once there is no longer  any increase in costs, the reduc-

tionn must no longer  apply'. Taken literally , this would seem to mean that the reduction is no longer 

allowedd when the costs are not increasing irrespective of the fact that they may still be higher. 
1511 Invitatio n to submit comments concerning case C 18/2001, UK Climate change levy, OJ 2001 C185/22. 

Seee also, with regard to the sectors governed by the ECSC Treaty: case C19/2001, OJ 2001 C 191/3, 

wheree the Commission applied the 1991 Guidelines which continue to apply with regard to the Steel Aid 

Code. . 
1511 Ibid., at p. 40. 
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Forr the production of renewable energy, operating aid is allowed to cover 
thee difference between the market price for energy and the costs for producing 
energyy from renewable sources.1" The Commission distinguishes four options 
orr instruments for granting operating aid for renewable energy production. 

Thee first option recognises that renewable energy generally requires large 
investments.. Under the first option aid may be granted for plant depreciation 
too compensate the difference between the production costs of renewable energy 
andd the market price of the power concerned. If this option is used, no aid may 
bee granted for further energy produced but a fair return on capital is allowed. 

Becausee of the generally smaller investments but higher running costs, 
biomasss installations may even receive operating aid exceeding the investments 
providedd that the total costs after depreciation are still above the market price. 
Noo limi t for the duration of this type of aid is given. 

Optionn two concerns the use of market mechanisms such as, for example, 
thee so-called 'green certificates'. In this case, the producers of renewable energy 
benefitt from, firstly, a guaranteed demand and, secondly, a price higher than the 
markett price.154 Such aid may only be granted for a period often years when it is 
necessaryy to ensure the viability of the production, does not result in overcom-
pensationn and does not remove the incentive for renewable energy producers to 
becomee more competitive. 

Underr the third option aid may be granted on the basis of the 'external 
costss avoided' compared to the situation where the same amount of energy 
wass produced conventionally. The external costs avoided consist of the diffe-
rencee between, on the one hand, the external costs produced but not paid by 
thee producers of renewable energy and, on the other hand, the external costs 
producedd and not paid by conventional producers. The aid calculated according 
too this method may not surpass the ceiling of 5 Eurocents per kilowatt-hour. 
Anyy aid granted according to this option and exceeding the amount that could 
bee granted following the first option must be reinvested in the production 
off  renewable energy. Furthermore, aid granted according to the third option 
mustt result in the increase of the production of renewable energy and not just 
aa transfer of the market shares between the different methods of producing 
renewablee energy. This probably reflects the increasing concern with regard to 
windd energy. This is at the moment the cheapest and therefore most profitable 
methodd of producing renewable energy.'55 The system whereby aids are granted 
shouldd therefore not result in the increased production of wind energy to the 
detrimentt of, for example, biomass installations. In this respect the scheme 

1533 See also on state aid for renewable energy: Delvaux 2003, p. 108 et seq. 
1544 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, 0 | 2001 C 37/3, para. 61. 
1555 Cf. the concerns voiced by the Commission in its invitation to submit comments concerning Case C-

63/999 Stromeinsptisungsgcsetz, Of 1999 C 306/19. 
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wherebyy the aid is granted must treat the firms producing renewable energy on 
thee same footing while there may be no discrimination between firms produc-
ingg the same form of renewable energy. Finally, the scheme must be re-exam-
inedd every five years. 

Optionn four allows Member States to grant aid in accordance with the stan-
dardd rules on operating aid (i.e. for five years and degressive from ioo per cent 
too nil or 50 per cent in a non-degressive manner). 

Followingg the judgment of the Court in the PreussenEkktra case, Member 
Statess may very well prefer the fifth option that was applied by the German 
government.1566 As may be recalled, in the German system, electricity supply 
firmsfirms were obliged to purchase all the renewable energy produced in their 
regionn and to pay a compensation fee for this. According to the Court, this 
scheme,, although it very obviously confers a benefit on the producers of renew-
ablee energy, does not constitute state aid in the meaning of Article 87. 

Installationss for the combined production of heat and energy for civil-
iann use may be granted operating aid using the four options identified above 
providedd that the installations produce an environmental benefit because of 
theirr high efficiency.157 Such operating aid may only be granted when the costs 
forr the production of electricity or heat are higher than the market price. For 
thee combined production of heat and energy destined for industrial use aid may 
bee granted only when the costs of production for one unit of energy are higher 
thann the market price for one unit of energy. A normal return on capital may 
bee included in the unit costs of production but gains resulting in the use of 
thee produced heat must be deducted from these costs. It is taken that the term 
'energy'' {in the unit costs) is used to encompass both electricity and heat. That, 
however,, would seem to be hard to reconcile with the fact that only the profit 
resultingg from the internal use of heat must be deducted from the costs as the 
electricall  energy produced may equally well be used internally. 

13.5.55 Miscellaneous aspects 

Ass has been seen, the Kyoto Protocol has played an important 
rolee throughout the Guidelines. In Chapter F, the Commission indicates that 
certainn measures adopted to reach the reductions in CO2 emissions may consti-
tutee aid. The Commission leaves it at this and provides no guidance with regard 
too the competition policy vis a vis these Kyoto-measures. 

Justt as under the 1994 Guidelines, the legal basis for the exemption is Arti-
clee 87(3) (c) whereas aid may be granted at higher rates for important projects of 
commonn European interest as foreseen in Article 87(3)^).'58 The maximum aid 

'55 Supra, paragraph 13.2.2. 
1577 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, OJ 2001C 37/3, para. 66. 
I , gg Ibid., para. 72 and 73. 
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intensitiess identified above apply for overlapping aid from different sources.159 

Chapterr I contains the 'appropriate measures' within the meaning of Article 
88(1)) EC. Accordingly, Member States are to notify state aid schemes where the 
eligiblee costs exceed 25 million Euros and where the aid exceeds 5 million Euros. 

Accordingg to chapter}  the Guidelines apply from the date of their publica-
tionn on and wil l be withdrawn on 31 December 2007. Instead of a fixed date 
forr a review, the Commission has now chosen to opt for a more flexible system 
wherebyy it can amend the Guidelines at any time following consultation of the 
Memberr States. The Commission wil l apply the new Guidelines to notified aid 
fromm the moment of the publication of the Guidelines on. With regard to non-
notifiedd aid, the Commission will apply the Guidelines in force on the moment 
thatt the aid was granted. 

Chapterr K concerns the application of the integration principle by the 
Commissionn with regard to state aids. The Commission wil l consider how it 
cann best take environmental considerations into account in other Guidelines 
orr frameworks. Moreover, the Commission considers the possibility of asking 
Memberr States to provide an environmental impact assessment with the notifi-
cationn of certain aid schemes. Below we will be looking more closely at Commis-
sionn practice in this area. 

13.66 The role of environmental considerations in other  sectors 
andd Guidelines 

Ass was mentionedd above, the Commission has stated in the 
finalfinal chapter of the 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines that it considers itself 
underr an obligation to integrate environmental considerations into the other 
Guideliness and frameworks as well.l6° Indeed, it has done this even before the 
20011 Environmental aid Guidelines were published. In the Community Guide-
liness for State aid in the agriculture sector, dating from 2000, the Commission 
hass devoted an entire chapter to environmental aid in this sector.101 However, as 
farr as we have been able to ascertain, the Agricultural aid Guidelines are, as far 
ass the detail is concerned, unique in this respect. In the Community Guide-
liness on State aid in the maritime sector, for example, the Commission has 
limitedd itself to referring to the Environmental aid Guidelines'62 and making 
onee general remark in the chapter concerning investments.'63 In the mean time, 

' »» [bid., para. 74. 
1600 See further on the integration of environmental concerns in other policy areas of the EC: Dhondt 2003. 
1611 Community Guidelines on State aid in the agriculture sector (Agricultural aid Guidelines), OJ 2000 C 

28/2. . 
1611 Community Guidelines on State aid to the maritime sector, OJ 1997 C 205/5, chapter 7. 

'6 '' Ibid., chapter 5. 
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however,, the 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines have replaced many of the old 
sectorall  frameworks.164 This is, as far as, for example, aid to the maritime sector 
iss concerned evidenced by the Italian oil tanker case.'6' This case concerned an 
Italiann aid scheme designed to speed up the replacement of old single hull tank-
erss with newer single hull or double hull tankers. The Commission considered 
thee compatibility of this scheme with its 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines 
andd expressed its doubts in this regard. Other sectoral regimes governing at 
activitiess that wil l also have a very large environmental impact, such as the 
fisheriesfisheries sector, only address the issue of environmental aids rather succinctly.166 

Indeed,, the 1997 Guidelines on aid to the fisheries sector explicitly allow for aid 
forr an activity of which the environmental impact can hardly be called positive. 
Inn section 2.1.3.1 these Guidelines state that aid for 

'advertising'advertising media to invite consumers to buy a given product, may be regarded as 
beingbeing compatible with the common market provided that it relates to one or more of 
thethe following schemes: 

(c)(c) generic advertising for fish in general or publicity: 
-for-for species which have rarely or never been used for human consumption, which 

areare not subject to quantitative catch restrictions and catches of which could be 
increased'. increased'. 

Itt may be wondered whether it is such a good idea to move on to new species 
noww that the traditional species' stocks have been depleted. Moreover, it may be 
doubtedd whether the provisos that these species should not be subject to catch 
restrictionss and that catches could be increased, would be sufficient to ensure 
thatt not yet another species offish is wiped out. Fortunately, this provision 
hass been scrapped from the 2001 version of these Guidelines.167 Furthermore, 
thesee Guidelines dedicate slightly more attention to the environmental aspects 
involvedd in fishing.168 

Ass was already mentioned, the Agricultural aid Guidelines contain by far 
thee most elaborate rules on environmental state aid in that sector. Chapter 5 of 
thee Agricultural aid Guidelines follows the same lines that the 2001 Environ-
mentall  aid Guidelines do. The Commission distinguishes between a number 
off  aid methods and objectives. With regard to investment aid, the Commission 
statess that it is unnecessary to provide further rules since the particularities 

44 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, OJ 2001 C 37/3, para. 7. 
1655 Invitation to submit comments concerning case C 97/2001, Scrapping and renewal of the Italian oil 

tankertanker fleet (Italian oil tanker), OJ 2002 C 50/7. 
11 Community Guidelines for the examination of State aid to fisheries and aquaculture, OJ 1997 C 100/12. 
1677 Community Guidelines for the examiantion of State aid to fisheries and aquaculture, OJ 2001 C19/7. 
1688 Ibid., para. 1.2 at p. 8, paras. 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.3.2 at p. 9 and para. 2.5 at p. 11. 
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off  environmental investment aids have already been taken into account in the 
generall  chapter on agricultural investment aids.169 Section 5.3 contains rules on 
statee aids for so-called agri-environmental commitments. Such commitments 
aree governed by Articles 22 - 24 of the Rural Development Regulation and aim 
too protect the environment and maintain the countryside.'70 Farmers who have 
enteredd into such commitments may receive support. According to section 5.4 
aidd may be granted to farmers in areas that are subject to environmental restric-
tionss arising from the implementation of Community environmental law. Such 
aidd may cover the costs incurred and income foregone insofar as there is no over-
compensation.. With regard to operating aids, the Commission repeats its strict 
stancee according to which such aids wil l only exceptionally be allowed.171 The 
ruless in this respect show as great resemblance to those laid down in the 2001 
Environmentall  aid Guidelines in that such operating aid must be temporary and 
degressive.171 1 

Wee have started this chapter with the observation that the Commission, in 
thee 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, considers itself under an obligation 
too integrate environmental concerns into its state aids policy in every sector. 
Indeed,, the Commission did not express this thought for the first time in the 
20011 Environmental aid Guidelines. Interestingly, the Agricultural aid Guide-
liness contain a similar 'integration-provision' to that to be found in chapter K of 
thee 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines.173 In section 3.9 the Commission cites 
articlee 6 EC to come to the conclusion that it covers both the competition as well 
ass the agricultural policy of the Community. On the basis of this the Commis-
sionn states that particular attention must be given to environmental issues even 
inn cases even in cases where the aid schemes are not specifically concerned 
withh environmental issues. In this respect the Commission states that it will be 
necessaryy to show that the effects of certain aid schemes do not run counter to 
Communityy environmental protection legislation or otherwise cause environ-
mentall  damage. Just as in the 2001 Environmental aid Guidelines, the Commis-
sionn states that notifications 'should in the future contain an assessment of the 
expectedd environmental impact of the activity aided'. This brings us to a more 
generall  question in how far environmental considerations may play a negative 
rolee in the process of the application of the state aid rules. 

1699 Agricultural aid Guidelines OJ 2000 C 28/2, para 5.2 at p. 9. 
1700 Council Regulation 1257/1999 on support for rural development from the European Agricultural Guid-

ancee and Guarantee Fund (Rural Development Regulation), OJ 1999 L160/80. 
1711 Agricultural aid Guidelines, OJ 2000 C 28/2, para 5.5.1. 
1722 Ibid., para. 5.5.2. Note, however, that the Commission does not require aids to offset the extra costs for 

certainn more environmentally friendly products to be degressive, ibid., para. 5.5.3 
1?i1?i Supra, para. 13.5.5. 
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InIn other words: to what extent can a negative environmental impact assess-
ment,, like the ones mentioned above, actually allow or even oblige the Commis-
sionn to declare the aid incompatible with the common market even though from 
aa competition perspective there are no objections? The wording of Article 87 
appearss at first sight not to allow for such a negative role. Above, we have also 
concludedd that much the same holds true with regard to nearly all the other 
Treatyy provisions in the field of competition law. However, as we have also seen, 
Articlee 6's influence is far-going in that it puts the Commission under an obliga-
tionn to at least consider the environmental impact of the decisions it takes. The 
criterionn that state aid is incompatible with the common market may function as a 
usefull  starting point for our question. The fact that aid is declared incompatible 
withh the common market already indicates the objective of Article 87, which is 
too bring about and maintain the common market. The common market, as was 
alsoo shown above, exists not only of an area where there is free movement but 
iss itself also the subject of a number of well-defined environmental objectives 
ass can be seen in Articles 2 and 3 EC. Indeed, this reasoning may have under-
linedd the Commission's potentially far-going statements in the Agricultural aid 
Guideliness where it held that:'74 

'All'All  environmental aid schemes in the agricultural sector should be compatible 
withwith the objectives of Community environmental policy. In particular, aid schemes 
whichwhich fail to give sufficient priority to the elimination of pollution at source, or to the 
correctcorrect application of the polluter pays principle cannot be considered compatible with 
thethe common interest, and therefore cannot be authorised by the Commission.' 

Immediately,, we should note that this statement is largely qualified by the fact 
thatt it applies to environmental aid schemes only. However, the closing state-
ment,, and in particular the fact that it refers to the common interest, seems 
potentiallyy powerful. This reasoning is clearly capable of being applied outside 
thee agricultural sector and with regard to all other aids. Unfortunately, a similar 
statement,, even with the limited scope (applying to environmental aid only) it 
hass in the Agricultural aid Guidelines, did not make it into the 2001 Environ-
mentall  aid Guidelines. It is submitted that the Commission has the possibility 
too refuse authorisation of aid schemes that run counter to Community envi-
ronmentall  law or environmental protection requirements in general just as 
itt considers itself under an obligation to not fund environmentally damaging 
projectss with Community funds. 

Agricultura ll  aid Guidelines, Of 2000 C 28/2, para. 5.1.3. 
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Interi mm Conclusion 

Ass we have seen environmental considerations have played a 
moree or less modest role with regard to nearly every provision of Community 
competitionn law. Even within areas of competition law where no such practical 
exampless of a role for environmental considerations could be found, we could at 
leastt consider the possibility. Thus, for example, practice pursuant to the Merger 
Regulationn was, as far as we have been able to establish, an affair aimed solely at 
competitionn objectives. Nevertheless, we were also able to identify some aspects 
off  the Merger Regulation that could possibly allow for a role for environmental 
concerns. . 

Didd this more or less modest role for environmental considerations also 
amountt to an integration of environmental concerns? In Part I of this study we 
havee concluded that an integration of environmental and competition considera-
tionss requires that they can function in a mutually reinforcing relation. This in 
turnn requires not so much that environmental considerations take precedence 
overr competition considerations but rather that they are treated on equal footing 
withh this objective of a mutually reinforcing relation in mind. If, for example, 
competitionn considerations can never be set aside for environmental reasons, 
thenn no integration can take place. The relation between competition and envi-
ronmentall  considerations can in such cases at best be qualified as an interac-
tivee one. If we look at the provisions of EC competition law and the practical 
applicationn of these provisions by the Commission and Court with this model of 
integrationn in mind the following picture emerges. 

Withh regard to the competitive appraisal on the basis of Article 81(1), envi-
ronmentall  considerations can play an interactive role at best. Article 81(1) is 
aboutt establishing whether or not there is an appreciable restriction of compe-
titionn and this, of course, does not allow for weighing of environmental with 
competitivee concerns in the first place. However, environmental concerns can 
playy a role in that agreements on certain environmental aspects may be consid-
eredd not to appreciably restrict competition. With regard to agreements that 
involvee decisions on 'the environmental price' (i.e. environmental surcharges, 
removall  fees), the Commission has taken a strict approach. Such agreements 
aree considered to amount to price fixing and therefore qualify as hard-core 
restrictionss since they restrict the freedom for the consumer to shop around for 
thee lowest environmental price.1 It is submitted that the Commission's approach 
inn this respect is not entirely consistent. As may be recalled, in the area of state 
aids,, the Commission has allowed schemes whereby environmental costs had 
too be passed on to consumers in their totality.1 Allowing the state to make such 

11 Supra, paragraph 8.4. 
22 Supra, chapter 13. 
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aa decision while completely refusing identical schemes set up by private parties 
cannott be economically explained. In such cases form (issued by the state or by 
privatee parties) would seem to go over function (both amount to price fixing). 
Moreover,, reasoning according to which environmental costs must be borne by 
thee industry because they are the polluters is also submitted not to be valid. It 
wass shown that in many cases the polluter (consumer or producer) could not 
bee appointed. The lacking environmental friendliness of production can most 
probablyy be traced back to both consumers and producers. As a result of this, 
agreementss that involve the passing through of environmental fees that arise 
fromm a producer responsibility to consumers, should not be qualified as price 
fixingfixing if this characterisation is accompanied by statements that an exemption 
wil ll  be nearly impossible. 

Inn the sphere of Article 81(3) environmental considerations could be inte-
grated.. For this to take place, it would be necessary for the Commission (and 
Court)) to recognise that environmental benefits can, of themselves, constitute 
'technicall  or economic progress' within the meaning of Article 81(3). However, 
ass we have seen, the Commission will not use that provision to directly balance a 
restrictionn of competition with an environmental benefit. At best, environmental 
considerationss play a subservient role whereby they may be taken into account as 
'a'a factor which contributes to improving production or distribution or to promot-
ingg economic and technical progress'.3 [emphasis added, HV] The more recent 
DSDDSD case shows that the weight attached to environmental concerns appears 
too be increasing. At the same time, however, the uncertainty as to exactly how 
muchh weight is attached, remains. Moreover, it is uncertain to what extent the 
rolee played by environmental protection requirements in Article 81(3) can actu-
allyy be said to comply with the model of integration. 

Itt is submitted that particularly in the light of the upcoming decentralisation 
off  the application of Article 81(3) more and clearer guidance from the Commis-
sionn is needed. Moreover, this guidance will need to be in line with the model 
off  integration. If these preconditions have not been met, the result is very likely 
too be a diverging application of Article 81(3) throughout Europe as some Courts 
chosee to interpret Article 81(3) in the light of the integration principle whereas 
otherss wil l not integrate environmental protection requirements and Article 
81(3). . 

Ass to the application of Article 82, decision-making practice is scant at 
thee moment. The DSD case, however, conveys a very powerful message: the 
Commissionn wil l not take environmental considerations into account in consid-
eringg whether or not abuse of a dominant position took place. In fact: the word 
'environmentall  protection' was barely mentioned in the decision. Even more 
disturbingg is the background to the DSD case where member states implement 

}}  Commission XXVth. Competition Report (1995), para. 85 (p. 40). 
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Communityy law in such a way as to lead to large monopolistic systems and 
-- together with the Commission - consequently insist on creating competi-
tionn where it is not a priori  clear as to how this should work. The conclusion 
withh regard to Article 82 must therefore be that integration could take place if 
environmentall  considerations could function as an objective justification. At the 
moment,, however, the role that such considerations play is uncertain to say the 
least.. Most probably, the environmental aspects have played a very limited role in 
thee DSD case if they have played a role at all. Integration has therefore not taken 
placee in practice. 

Practicee pursuant to the Merger Regulation is, as was mentioned above, 
purelyy aimed at the competition objectives. The Merger Regulation does allow 
forr a role for environmental considerations if they are taken to constitute 'techni-
call  or economic progress' within the meaning of Article 2(i)(b) of the Regula-
tion.. Even then the wording of the Merger Regulation is clear beyond doubt in 
thatt such benefits can never compensate for a creation or strengthening of a 
dominantt position. The role for environmental considerations could therefore, at 
best,, be interactive. 

Withh regard to the useful effect doctrine much is still uncertain. If the Court 
indeedd adopted the general interest exception, then there may actually be an 
integrationn of environmental concerns in this respect. However, the Court's 
casecase law is still far from well established. The parallel between the useful effect 
doctrinee and Article 86(2) would, however, seem to point in the direction of the 
existencee of this exception. Furthermore, the parallel between Article 86(2) and 
thee general interest exception within the useful effect doctrine should also have 
thee same effects in that the Treaty rules cease to applicable with regard to agree-
mentss and government actions that fall within the scope of the general interest 
exception. . 

Sincee the Sydhavnens Sten Ö£ Grus case, Article 86(2) allows for a direct 
balancingg of environmental goals with the need to apply the Treaty rules. 
Insofarr as this is necessary for the fulfilment of the special environmental task, 
thee Treaty rules are not applicable. This is nothing short of a true integration of 
environmentall  considerations within this area of competition law. Since Article 
86(2)) applies with regard to all Treaty rules, the impact of this is very signifi-
cant.. It must not, however, be forgotten that Article 86(2) is limitedd to cases 
wheree privileged undertakings have been entrusted with the performance of a 
speciall  (environmental) task. As the law stands, the 'being entrusted with' is 
interpretedd rather narrowly. The negative role for environmental requirements is 
limitedd to cases where the privileged undertaking is directly or indirectly under 
environmentall  obligations. 

Finally,, environmental protection requirements have also been fully inte-
gratedd in the rules on state aid. The Commission's long-standing policy in this 
field,field, as laid down in the Guidelines, shows that environmental objectives may 
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certainlyy justify the granting of aid if this is necessary to attain the environmen-
tall  goals and in accordance with the polluter pays principle. The negative role 
thatt environmental concerns may play is somewhat more uncertain and prob-
ablyy limited. 
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'Ess gibt nur ein perspektivisches Sehen, nur ein 

perspektivischess 'Erkennen'; undje mehr Affekte wir 

überr eine Sache zu Worte kommen lassen, je mehr Augen, 

verschiednee Augen wir uns für dieselbe Sache einzusetzen 

wissen,, um so vollstandiger wird unser 'Begriff dieser 

Sache,, unsre 'Objektivitat' sein?'1 
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Introductio n n 

Thiss part of the book contains comparative legal research 
withh regard to the integration of environmental concerns and competition law. 
Withoutt going too deeply into the merits and rationales of comparative legal 
research,, it may be stated that the purpose of comparative research can only be 
too identify and consequently analyse differences between systems of law so as to 
betterr understand the reaction of one system of law (i.e. EC competition law) to 
aa particular problem (i.e. the integration of environmental concerns). To use the 
wordss of Nietzsche: it is a recognition that there are more perspectives and an 
attemptt to view a matter from other perspectives in order to better understand 
thiss matter. These perspectives from which the reaction of that one system of 
laww are thus examined need to be sufficiently different from that one system of 
laww but must at the same time remain comparable.2 It would, for example, not 
appearr to make much sense to compare the role of environmental concerns and 
ECC competition law with the reaction of Mexican law in Zinacantan to changes 
inn political leadership.3 Therefore, the person conducting the comparative legal 
researchh must be aware of those differences and almost prejudiced with regard 
too these differences, as he must select the perspectives from which to conduct 
thee research with these differences in mind. In order to be helpful, the selected 
perspectivess must either include or exclude one of the factors that the researcher 
considerss to be relevant (sufficient difference) while remaining comparable. 

Fromm the overview in Part Two, essentially three relevant factors can be 
distilled.. The first factor relates to the integration of environmental concerns and 
competitionn law as it was developed in part one and seen put into practice to a 
certainn extent in Part Two. We have seen that the model of integration requires 
thatt the application of competition law take account of the mutually beneficial 
rolee that competition and environmental protection may ultimately play. In Part 
Twoo we have also seen this idea being put into practice to a certain extent nota-
blyy in the area of environmental state aids. 

Thee second factor is one that is typical for EC competition law. This is the 
markett integration objective. It is submitted that all systems of competition law 
inn Europe (possibly the world) share the basic objective of maintaining effective 
competition.. However, of the competition laws of Europe, only EC competition 
laww also has the objective of bringing about and furthering market integration.4 

Itt has on several occasions been observed that this market integration objective 

11 F. Nietzsche, Zur Genealogie der Moral, Third Essay (Was bedeuten asketische Ideale?), paragraph 12. 
22 See, with regard to 'functionality', Zweigert & Kötz 1998, p. 34. 
33 See, regarding political leadership and legal change in Zinacantan, Collier 1996. 
44 Joined Cases 56/64 & 58/64, Consten «£ Grundig, [1966] ECR 449. 
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mayy actually 'pollute' the cadre for the appreciation of restrictions of competi-
tion.5 5 

AA third factor emerging from the examination in Part Two is the economi-
sationn of the environmental benefits. Notably with regard to Article 81 EC, the 
Commissionn appears to first convert the environmental benefits into more or 
lesss clearly defined and quantified economic benefits and only then awards them 
aa role as part of the first requirement for an exemption. Environmental consid-
erationss are not of themselves taken into account. This is considered to be the 
resultt of the economic nature of the Community's competition rules directed at 
undertakings. . 

Afterr having examined the role of environmental concerns in EC compe-
titionn law in Part Two we will now be looking at the role of environmental 
concernss in EC competition law thus examined from what may be called an 
internal,, external and semi-internal perspective. These three perspectives refer 
too three different exercises in comparative legal research and relate to three 
factorss outlined above. 

Withh regard to the internal perspective the following can be said. Environ-
mentall  concerns, as we have seen in Part One, are not the only non-competition 
concernss that can play a role in EC competition law. Considerations of a cultural 
naturee may also play a role in the application of the Community's competition 
laws.. We wil l therefore, be looking at the role played by these cultural considera-
tionss and compare that with the role played by environmental considerations. 
Thiss is called the internal perspective since it also departs from the viewpoint 
off  EC competition law. It concerns the first relevant factor outlined above in 
thatt the mutually reinforcing role that was considered to form the basis of the 
integrationn of environmental concerns and competition law is submitted to be 
impossiblee for culture and competition. 

Ass regards the external comparative perspective, we wil l study the role that 
environmentall  protection requirements play in other systems of competition 
law.. For this, we wil l study British, German, and Netherlands competition law 
inn their relations to environmental considerations. This is referred to as the 
externall  perspective since the point of departure is formed by the different 
systemss of competition law of the member states. In certain respects, this may, 
however,, also be called a semi-external perspective as many of the systems of 
competitionn law in the member states have in fact been adapted to mirror EC 
competitionn law. Nevertheless, this perspective wil l serve to eliminate the role 
thatt the market integration objective may have played in the application of EC 
competitionn law with regard to environmental protection. It therefore addresses 
thee second (market integration) factor identified above. 

55 See, for  a discussion, Jones &  Sufrin 2001, p. 138 tt seq. See also: Monti 2002. 
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Moreover,, as part of the external perspective we wil l also examine how and 
too what extent competition considerations have been taken into account in draw-
ingg up environmental legislation. As we have seen in the introductory chapter 
off  Part One, competition is generally considered to be a very efficiënt economic 
orderingg mechanism. Furthermore, we have observed that environmental policy 
hass sought to apply competition as instrument to bring about environmental 
protectionn more effectively and efficiently. In this regard the implementation 
of,, for example, the Packaging Directive and German Packaging Ordinance 
cannott be called a complete success as they can, as we have in seen in chapter 6 
above,, be said to have resulted in the emergence of large-scale and monopolistic 
producerr responsibility organisations. The presence of such organisations can 
hardlyy be said to be conducive to the creation of a market where the competitive 
forcess assure effective and efficient environmental protection. We will , therefore, 
scrutinisee the environmental policies and legislation of a number of member 
statess in order to see whether they have resulted in the emergence of similar 
organisations,, why these monopolistic systems have come about and what can 
bee done to ascertain a greater chance of an effective competition for the environ-
mentt coming about. 

Becausee it is recognised that EC competition law as well as environmen-
tall  concerns are subject to different dynamics as regards their interrelation 
comparedd to, respectively, other systems of competition law (external perspec-
tive)) and other non-competition concerns {internal perspective), a third perspec-
tivee has been introduced. This is the semi-internal - or, for that matter, semi-
external66 - perspective. According to this perspective we will study the role that 
environmentall  considerations play in a part of EC law that is closely connected 
too the competition rules, namely the 'internal market' rules (Articles 23 to 30, 
90,, 95 and 176 of the EC Treaty). This perspective includes the market integra-
tionn objective but excludes the (economic) competition related objectives of 
systemss of competition law and replaces that with a purely legal framework for 
thee appreciation of the role of environmental concerns. It thus addresses the 
thirdd factor identified above. 

Withh the help of a comparison from these three perspectives, we should be 
ablee to better value the role that environmental concerns have played and could 
playy in EC competition law and other systems of competition law. Moreover, we 
cann determine whether the model of integration developed in Part One as it was 
seenn implemented to a certain extent in EC competition law in Part Two lends 
itselff  for application to other systems of competition law. 

Thiss part will consist of three chapters, all of which basically be structured 
alongg the same lines: firstly a section setting out the relevance of that area or 

Thee term 'semi-external' will , however, not be used so as to avoid confusion with the second perspective 

identifiedd above. 
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systemm oflaw for the research. In other words: the comparability of that area or 
systemm with the integration of environmental concerns and competition law. 
Secondly,, a section giving a basic outline of the area oflaw and, thirdly, a section 
devotedd to the study whether or not integration has taken place and how that 
outcomee relates to the relevance or comparability. 
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15.ii  Introductor y remarks 

Culturall  considerations have always been a sensitive area in the 
processs of integration. Indeed, the topicality of the cultural considerations and 
competitionn law already became clear at the very inception of EC competition. 
Thee Dutch system of fixed book prices, for example, was notified to the Commis-
sionn back in 1962 7 The Single European Act and Maastricht and Amsterdam 
TreatiesTreaties have resulted in the insertion into the EC Treaty of a number of cultural 
clausess none of which, however, have been conducive to solving the riddle of cul-
turall  considerations and competition law. Below we wil l first address the issue 
off  comparability. For that we wil l need to analyse what exactly cultural policy is 
aboutt and the relation between cultural policy and competition law. Moreover, 
wee wil l need to examine how these findings relate to the mutually reinforcing 
relationn that we have seen to exist between competition and environmental pro-
tection.. In the second part we wil l look at the European cases that concern the 
rolee of cultural considerations and competition law. For reasons of practicabil-
ity,, we will concentrate on Article 81, 86 and 87 EC. There are essentially three 
reasonss for this. Firstly, the overwhelming majority of the competition case law 
involvingg environmental concerns concerns these provisions. Secondly, other 
areass of competition law (notably Merger Control) have been shown to be of lim-
itedd interest as regards the integration of environmental and competition con-
cernss in that littl e or no case law exists.8 Below, we will therefore concentrate on 
threee areas where cultural considerations have played a role in EC competition 
law.. These are: book price fixing (Article 81 EC), state aids for cultural purposes 
(Articlee 87 EC) and exclusive rights for cultural reasons (Article 86 EC). 

15.22 Relevance 

Thee protection of culture, just as the protection of the environ-
ment,, is a diffuse interest and as a concept 'culture' is difficult if not impossible 
too define accurately. The EC Treaty, for example, does not define the concept 
off  culture or cultural policy. If cultural policy is taken to consist of the mainte-
nancee and furthering of culture, the definitional uncertainty surrounding the 
termm culture wil l immediately result in definitional uncertainties surrounding 
thee concept of cultural policy. However, this uncertainty should not stand in the 
wayy of this research as it in no way contradicts the existence of culture or cul-

77 Case C-39/96, Koninklijke Vereeniging ter Bevordering van de Belangen des Boekhandels v. Free Record 

Shop,Shop, (1997] ECR I-2303, para. 5. 
88 See, however, case IV/M.423, Newspaper Publishing, supra chapter 5.3, that lead to a so-called Article 

21(3)) case under the Merger Regulation. 
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turall  policy and the fact that cultural considerations may conflict with competi-
tionn law objectives.9 

What,, then, appears to be the basic idea underlying cultural policy? In 
generall  it can be said that is about maintaining or developing a certain culture. 
Ass culture is closely connected with identity, the culture that is the object of 
culturall  policy wil l vary with the different identities that certain groups of 
peoplee have identified for themselves. The general theme throughout all these 
differentt cultural policies, if we focus on the effects that they have or seek to 
havee on the market, is that cultural policy aims to increase the supply of cultural 
servicess or goods. Be it through ensuring sufficient income for the artists, 
ascertainingg attractive prices, direct subsidisation or facilitating cross-subsidisa-
tion,, the result of cultural policies is supply-oriented in that it aims to have, for 
example,, more books being published, more bookstores that carry a wider range 
off  books, more theatre companies or more newspapers with independent edito-
riall  boards. Cultural policy does not aim so much at an increase of supply as 
suchh but also wants to increase diversity of supply. In short, the aim of cultural 
policyy is to increase or maintain availability and pluriformity on the supply side 
off  culture.10 In terms of competition, this effectively means that competitors are 
protected,, rather than competition. Unmitigated competition on the market for 
culturall  goods or services would undoubtedly result in less operas being broad-
castedcasted whereas soap operas would probably be televised just as much for the 
simplee reason that operas are a relatively unattractive product for a large group 
off  consumers. So the aim of maintaining pluriformity can actually be said to 
bee primarily directed at what may be called 'high culture': poetry, experimen-
tall  dance, and classic music. These are the classic merit goods that the market 
wouldd not bring about by itself. 

Thee relation vis a vis competition is therefore fundamentally different for 
culturall  and environmental policy. Whereas environmental policy may in the 
short-termm conflict with competition, both are ultimately mutually reinforcing 
accordingg to the model of integration. By contrast, cultural policy will , always 
havee to keep the supply and diversity of producers of high culture at a level that 
wouldd not come about if the market forces were released." Ultimately, competi-
tionn and culture are antagonistic. How does this relate to the comparability of 
culturall  considerations and competition policy with environmental considera-
tionss and competition? A first argument in favour of comparability or relevance 
iss the fact that cultural and competition policies are ultimately irreconcilable. 

99 Cf. Albers 1999, p. 13. 
100 This is reflected in the text of the cultural integration provision Article 151(4), infra. See furthermore, 

fourthh consideration of the Council Resolution on the application of national fixed book-price systems, 

OJJ 2001 C73/J. 
111 Unless, of course, a larger group of consumers would develop a liking for high culture or the concept of 

highh culture would be abandoned. 
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Articlee 81 prohibits and wil l always stand in the way of certain agreements that 
aree considered necessary from a cultural perspective. Similarly, certain broad-
casterss may be unable to survive and are therefore aided by the state for cultural 
reasonss whereas Article 87 actually prohibits such aids. The relation between 
culturall  considerations and competition law should therefore be fundamentally 
differentt from that between competition and environmental protection. 

AA second argument in favour of the relevance of cultural policy for this 
researchh is the fact that the EC Treaty also contains an integration clause with 
regardd to cultural policy. According to Article 151(4) EC 

'The'The Community shall take cultural aspects into account in its action under other 
provisionsprovisions of this Treaty, in particular in order to respect and to promote the diversity 
ofof its cultures'. 

Doess this, however, immediately render cultural policy and its relation with 
competitionn of interest for the purpose of this research? The answer must be: to 
aa certain extent. In our opinion, the relation between environmental concerns 
andd competition law is unique because of the polluter pays principle. Through 
thiss principle, as was shown in chapter four, the competition mechanism and 
environmentall  protection requirements can stand in a mutually reinforcing rela-
tion.. Such a relation is not easily conceivable for cultural policy and competition 
ass both are, as we have seen above, ultimately contradictory with regard to their 
objectives. . 

Contraryy to this, environmental policy does in the end not have to be incom-
patiblee with competition policy, as was shown in Part One. Conflicts between 
competitionn and environmental policy are likely to arise only during the transi-
toryy phase during which the polluter pays principle is being implemented. Once 
itt is fully implemented, distortions of competition no longer necessarily follow 
fromm environmental law and offsetting restrictions may very well even be coun-
terproductivee precisely because of this polluter pays principle. No such principle 
easilyy springs to mind for cultural policy. With regard to cultural policy one 
couldd only just begin to imagine a 'culture-barbarian-pays-principle' according 
too which, for example, those who love soap operas should pay whereas the aficio-
nadosnados of operas do not have to pay. To take the example even further, imagine 
aa scheme whereby TV broadcasters have privately set up a fund in which they 
collectt 'soap opera fees' from the consumers12 which they then distribute over 
operaa houses. However far-fetched and improbable, this is at least possible. The 
trickk is of course in distinguishing high from low culture; the barbarians from 
thee aficionados. 

122 Technically, this should not be impossible with pay per view technology. 
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Withh these remarks in mind we must come to the conclusion that the role of 
culturall  policy considerations in EC competition is of relevance for the purpose 
off  this research because we can compare the way in which competition law deals 
withh conflicting objectives in cultural cases with the way in which it deals with 
conflictss between environmental and competition policy. The lack of a principle 
thatt functions analogously to the polluter-pays-principle should, however, lead to 
aa different stance on the part of the authorities in charge of competition policy. 
Preciselyy because of the absence of such a principle and the fact that in the end 
competitionn policy and cultural and industrial policy collide with one another 
theree should be no integration at all. In other words, cultural policy considera-
tionss cannot be integrated and can only either take precedence over competition 
laww or be considered of secondary importance to competition considerations. 
Lett us now turn our attention to a study of the Commission decision-making 
practicee and Court case law with regard to cultural policy considerations in EC 
competitionn law. 

15.33 The role of cultural policy considerations in EC competi-
tionn law 

Ass has been mentioned in paragraph 9.1 above, there have been 
conflictss between competition law and cultural policy primarily with regard to 
Articless 81, 86 and 87 of the EC Treaty. In particular, these cases have concerned 
fixedfixed book prices (relevant with regard to Article 81 EC) and the funding of 
publicc television and books (relevant with regard to Articles 86 and 87 EC). 

Below,, we shall be investigating the role that cultural policy considerations 
havee played in Commission practice and case law in these areas of competi-
tionn law with regard to the broad areas outlined above. As an intermezzo we 
shalll  also be looking shortly at the decisions taken pursuant to the Netherlands 
competitionn act with regard to cultural cartels and the system for book price 
fixingfixing in Germany. Because much has already been said on the general prin-
cipless underlying EC competition law in Part Two, we shall not be paying any 
attentionn to these general principles in this chapter and concentrate on the 
conflicts. . 

15.3.11 Fixed book prices 

Inn the introduction to this chapter we have seen that fixed book 
pricess have presented a problem for European competition law from its incep-
tionn onwards. Essentially two systems of book price fixing can be discerned: 
thosee set up privately and those set up by the state. With regard to the latter 
type,, the French system of regulatory prescribed fixed prices has been chal-
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lengedd several times but the Court has consistently held that as Community law 
standd now, it does not oppose such legislation.1' With regard to private systems, 
theree have been three major cases involving the Dutch,14 German'5 and Eng-
lish'66 book price fixing schemes. Despite differences in the specificities of the 
pricee fixing (individual or collective vertical price fixing) all schemes have in 
commonn that they allow a publisher to fix a price that must then be observed 
inn all sales to final consumers, this in order to prevent 'ruinous competition'.'7 

Furthermore,, the basic cultural rationale behind this appears to be twofold: to 
ensuree pluriformity and availability of books.'8 Moreover, the application of EC 
competitionn law has been limited to the cross-border effects of such systems. 
Thee Commission therefore does not deal with the purely national implications 
off  fixed book price systems. This may be deemed an application of the integra-
tionn principle in connection with the subsidiarity principle.'9 It is submitted that 
thiss territorial demarcation flows from the system of EC competition law and 
is,, if at all, the result of only the subsidiarity principle in that the Commission 
effectivelyy leaves the appraisal of such national schemes to national competition 
authorities. . 

Inn the cases where a cross-border element was present, the agreement had 
effectss in one language area that covered several member states. The agree-
mentss thus scrutinised all served to make the national systems 'watertight' in 
thatt they sought to prevent 'U-turns'30 or established collective exclusive dealing 
systems. . 

Thee first such case to be examined by the Commission was the VBBB/VBVB 
casee that concerned the agreement between the Belgian and Netherlands 
associationn of booksellers.2' This agreement set up a collective exclusive dealing 

'33 Case 229/83, Ledere v. Au Blé Vert, [1985] ECR 1 and Case C-9/99,, Echirolles v. Association du Dauphini, 

[2000]]  ECR I-8207. 
144 The VBBB/VBVB system that had lead to decision 82/123, VBBB/VBVB, OJ1982 154/36, upheld in 

joinedd cases 43/82 and 63/82, VBVB and VBBBv. Commission, [1984] ECR 19. 
155 The Sammelrevers and Einzelrevcrs-sy stem, notice pursuant to Article 19(3) of Reg. 17, OJ 2000 C 162/25 

andd Commission press releases IP/01/1035 an<^ IP/02/461. 
166 The 'Net book system'; decision 89/44, Publishers Association - Net Book Agreements, OJ 1989 L 22/12, 

upheldd by CFI in case T-55/89, Publishers Association v. Commission, [1992] ECR II-1995, appeal upheld 

inn case C-360/92 P, Publishers Association v. Commission, [1995] ECR I-23. 
177 Cf. opinion of A-G Darmon in Case 229/83, Ledere v. Au Blé Vert, (1985) ECR 1, para 2 at p. 3. 

'88 CPB/SCP 2002, p. 25 et seq. 

'99 De Vries 2001, p. 102. 
200 A U-turn situation exists where something, for example a book, is exported solely for the purpose 

off  avoiding the effects of national laws or, in the case of the fixed book prices, collective price fixing 

schemes. . 
211 Decision 82/123, VBBB/VBVB, OJ 1982 L 54/36. 
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systemm between the two associations and obliged both associations to respect 
thee prices fixed by the other. The associations had argued before the Commis-
sionn that the agreement was necessary for the working of the internal system 
off  vertically fixed prices. Furthermore, the fixed prices were considered by the 
partiess to lead to better production and distribution because they would allow 
thee publisher to cross-subsidise the less popular titles with the more popular 
ones.. The Commission refused to accept this reasoning holding that collective 
verticall  price fixing was not necessary to ensure cross-subsidisation so that the 
proportionalityy test under Article 81(3) was not satisfied. Moreover, the Commis-
sionn considered that consumers would not receive a benefit from the agreement 
inn that the fixed price in no way contributes to lower prices while consumers are 
madee to pay (in part) for unpopular books. The Commission's critical attitude 
towardss the cultural objectives of these private agreements can probably best be 
seenn where it holds that:22 

'[I]t'[I]t  is not for undertakings or associations of undertakings to conclude agree-
mentsments on cultural questions, which are principally a matter for government 
(although(although the Commission recognizes that undertakings can also play a valuable part 
inin the dissemination of culture)'. 

Thiss consideration as part of the Commissions appraisal of the indispensabil-
ityy criterion for an exemption could be taken to mean that it wil l never consider 
aa private agreement to be necessary for the attainment of cultural goals for the 
simplee reason that these matters belong to the imperium. The Court of Justice, 
afterr having indicated that it concerns the cross-border aspects only, upheld 
thiss decision by stating that the Commission had not manifestly exceeded the 
boundariess of its discretion.23 

Thee later Net Books and Sammelrevers cases confirm this approach by the 
Commission.. It must, however, be taken into account that those cases were also 
confinedd to the cross-border effects of those systems and did not address the 
validityy of the pluriformity/availability arguments directly. The Publishers Asso-
ciationn applied for annulment of the Commission's decision in the Net Books 
casee to deny an exemption. The Publishers Association argued, inter alia, that 
thee Commission had failed to take account of a ruling by the British Restric-
tivee Trade Practices Court in which thee Net Book system was considered not to 
bee contrary to the public interest and the existence of an English-Irish single 
languagee area.24 The Court of First Instance rejected the application for annul-

122 Ibid., para. 60. 
233 Joined cases 43/82 and 63/82, VBVBand VBBB v. Commission, (1984] ECR 19. 
244 Case T-55/89, Publishers Association v. Commission, [1992] ECR II-1995, respectively paras. 77 et seq. and 

paras.. 88 et seq. 
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mentt but the Court of Justice set this aside. The rejection by the Court of First 
Instancee of the arguments regarding the failure to take account of the ruling of 
thee Restrictive Trade Practices Court was set aside primarily because of proce-
durall  reasons. However, the failure to take account of the single Irish-English 
languagee area15 has been taken to be a start of an application of the cultural 
integrationn clause.26 

Thee VBBB/VBVB, Net Books and, to a lesser extent, Ledere cases have 
resultedd in a number of public political statements by the Council and European 
Parliamentt with regard to the application of Community competition law to 
nationall  systems of book price fixing. In 1997 the Council adopted a Decision 
wheree it recalled that fact that Article 151(4) (then Article 128(4) E c) n ad been 
includedd in the Treaty and asked the Commission to examine whether and to 
whatt extent that provision may alter the compatibility with competition of fixed 
bookk prices.27 In a 1999 Resolution that Council called upon the Commission 
too take account of the integration provision and the special cultural considera-
tionn surrounding books while applying EC competition law.28 Furthermore, the 
Europeann Parliament adopted a Resolution that follows much the same lines in 
1998.299 Most recently, in its 2001 Resolution on the application of national fixed 
book-pricee systems, the Council notes the existence of (now) Article 151 EC and 
callss upon the Commission to take account of the dual nature of books as both 
tradablee goods as well as carriers of cultural identities.30 

Whatt we see happening here is the Community legislator becoming active 
inn a way that falls short of actual legislative action. Now that the Commission 
hass been granted the sole power to grant exemptions pursuant to Article 81(3), 
thee Council has only two methods left if it wants to ascertain a larger role for 
culturall  considerations. First, it may issue legislation prescribing such a larger 
role.. Second, it may choose to exert political pressure on the Commission to take 
culturall  considerations into account to a larger extent. As we wil l see below, the 
Communityy legislature has used its legislative powers to increase the role of 
culturall  considerations with regard to state aid law. Differences of opinion as to 
thee usefulness and necessity of book prices fixing as a means of cultural policy 
havee probably kept it from acting in the same manner with regard to Article 81. 
Wee wil l see these differences when we examine the situation with regard to book 
pricee fixing in a number of member states. 

255 Case C-360/92 P, Publishers Association v. Commission, [1995] ECR 1-23, paras.28, 29. 
266 Cf. Everling 1997, p. 86. 
277 Council Decision of 22 September 1997 on cross-border fixed book prices in European linguistic areas, 

0(( 1997 C 305/2. 
288 Resolution of 8 February 1999 on fixed book prices in homogeneous cross-border linguistic areas, OJ 

19999 C 42/3. 
299 Resolution on common book price-fixing across borders, OJ 1998 C 379/391. 
300 Resolution of 12 February 2001 on the application of national fixed book-price systems, OJ 2001 C 73/5. 
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Sincee the Commission does not consider itself empowered to examine 
nationall  systems of book price fixing, it will be interesting to look at the prac-
ticess in a number of member states. In this respect there are some notable 
differences.. Germany, for one, explicitly allows vertical fixing of book prices 
('Verlagserzeugnise',('Verlagserzeugnise', published products) in Section 15 of its Gesetzgegen Wett-
bewerbsbeschrankungenbewerbsbeschrankungen (Act Against Restrictions of Competition, hereafter 
referredd to as GWB). Moreover, several German Courts have upheld the legality 
off  these price fixing agreements.31 The German Parliament is currently prepar-
ingg legislation that may prescribe book price fixing for Germany.32 

Ass we have seen above when we looked at the Ledere cases, the French 
governmentt actually prescribes book price fixing in its legislation.33 In the 
UK,, the Net Book System has been abolished in 1995 partly as a result of the 
adventt of large book retailing chains that breached the Net Book Agreements 
byy granting rebates. Currently, book prices are completely free. This, it has 
beenn observed, did not lead to decreased pluriformity (number of published 
titles)) or large decreases in availability (number of bookstores) but did result in 
higherr prices.34 Similarly, Sweden abolished its book price fixing system in 1970 
withh further liberalisation in 1992. The resulting free market has led to such 
aa decrease in the availability of books (number of bookstores) that the Dutch 
secretaryy of state for culture has indicated that he would like to first examine 
thee Swedish experiences before deciding on the fate of book price fixing in the 
Netherlands.35 5 

Inn the Netherlands the KVB system for Dutch language books has been 
grantedd immunity from the Mededingingswet (Netherlands Competition Act) 
throughh an exemption granted by the government.36 The reasons for this exemp-
tionn appear to have been primarily procedural and not primarily related to any 
culturall  objectives.37 An evaluation of the system concludes that the KVB system 
iss not the best instrument to achieve the cultural objectives sought. Neverthe-
less,, the conclusion is that some correction of the market mechanism (subsi-

311 The Bundcsvcrfassungsgericht (Consitutional Court) has confirmed the constitutionality of Section 15 

GWB,, BverfG, decision of 26 Novermber  1986, NJW1987, p. 1397, see further : Everling 1997, p. 77. 
322 Bundestag (Parliament), Drucksache 14/8854, Entwurf eines Gesetzes zur Regclung der Preisbindung bei 

VerlagserzeugnissenVerlagserzeugnissen (proposal for  an act regulating fixed book prices). 
333 The so-called 'Loi Lang' after  Minister  Jack Lang who introduced this law just two years after  book price 

fixin gg had been prohibited in 1979. 
344 See EIM 2001, p. 222 ei seq. Report containing an international quick scan prepared for  the CPB/ SCP 

reportt  (CBP/SCP 2002). 
355 NRC Handelsblad, Thursday 25 Apri l 2002, p. 12. 
366 Beslissing inzake verzoek KVB om ontheffing van het verbod op verticale prijsbinding , Stcrt. 1997, nr. 

52,, p- 8. 
377 Cf. CPB/SCP 2002, p. 27. 
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disation)) is needed to attain the cultural objectives. With regard to non-Dutch 
(imported)) books, the Nederlandse Mededingingsautoriteit (NMa; Netherlands 
Competitionn Authority) has held that the price fixing does violate the cartel 
prohibitionn of the Netherlands Competition Act and, moreover, has refused 
too grant an exemption.'8 The reasons for this refusal correspond largely to the 
Commission'ss findings and the conclusions of the CPB/ SCP evaluation report. 
Moree specifically, the NMa considers that book price fixing for imported books 
doess not lead to the maintenance of a fine meshed distribution systems for 
books.399 Moreover, retail price maintenance means that prices are at a level that 
iss higher than would come about under market conditions so that there is no 
fairr share for consumers.40 Similarly, retail price maintenance makes the advent 
off  more efficient forms of book distribution more difficult resulting, again, in 
thee absence of a fair share for consumers.*1 Finally, the NMa considers that the 
verticall  price fixing is not indispensable to achieve the cultural objectives of 
ensuringg availability.42 

Ass an interim conclusion with regard to book price fixing it may be said 
thatt the role that cultural considerations have played in European competition 
policyy is in conformity with the model of integration developed in Part One 
ass well as the remarks with regard to the relevance made above in paragraph 
9.2.. The mutually irreconcilable nature of cultural policy and competition law 
aree reflected in the case law of the Commission, Court and national competi-
tionn authorities in that there are no attempts to achieve integration within the 
meaningg of the model of integration. The role of cultural considerations in 
thee application of competition laws is confined to the standard application of 
exemptionn clauses or legislative action by the governments of the member states 
thatt serves to remove book price fixing from the scope of the competition laws. 
Thee competition laws cannot and are not simply applied or interpreted in such 
aa way as to allow for an integration of cultural concerns. As regards the exemp-
tionn clause the following may be said. Better availability and more pluriformity 
off  books mean better distribution and production, which means that the first 
requirementt for an exemption is fulfilled. At first sight, this would also seem to 

J88 NMa Decision in Case 227, Nilsson ei Lamm. In the decision of 16 December 1998, the NMa considered 

thatt the prohibition on cartels was applicable and that no exemption could de granted. In a decision of 

222 August 2000 the NMa rejected the administrative appeal {bezwaar) against the original decision. 

Thee Nilsson & Lamm case contains references to similar systems of price fixing for foreign books (para. 

3)--
399 NMa Decision of 16 December 1998, paras. 37-44. 
400 Ibid., paras. 46-48. 
411 Ibid., para. 49. 
422 Ibid., para. 50. Because none of the first three cumulative requirements for an exemption have been 

fulfilled,, the NMa does not address the fourth requirement (sufficient residual competition). 
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meann that there is a fair share for consumers in this benefit. On the other hand, 
thee Commission's reasoning in the VBBB/VBVB case in this respect also has 
somethingg to be said for it: essentially fixed book prices and cross-subsidisation 
meann that everyone is paying for the 'high culture' pleasures of some. It must, 
however,, also be pointed out that this does not mean that the second require-
mentt for an exemption is impossible to be met for book price fixing schemes. 
Inn Part Two it has been shown that the purpose of this requirement is only to 
excludee the exemption of those agreements that confer an advantage on the 
partiess to the agreement only.4' Even though a fixed book price does indeed 
primarilyy benefit the publishers and booksellers, it still benefits a group of 
consumerss as well. The bottleneck, however, is the indispensability of the fixed 
bookk prices to bring about the increased availability and pluriformity. Without 
wantingg to pass judgment on the necessity of fixed book prices as an instrument 
too ensure pluriformity and availability it can be said that the evidence in this 
respectt is inconclusive. The CPB/SCP, for example, have noted in their evalua-
tionn of the fixed book price in the Netherlands that this has not kept the avail-
abilityy as well as pluriformity from decreasing. 

Alll  in all, practice with regard to fixed book prices and competition law 
showss that an a priori  exception or exemption as part of the application or 
interpretationn of EC competition law by the Commission or Court is out of the 
question.. The role of cultural considerations within Article 81 is thus - and, it is 
submitted,, rightly so - left up to the legislator. As will be seen in the next para-
graph,, the legislator has indeed provided for a role for cultural considerations 
withh regard to Article 87 EC. 

15.3.22 State funding of books, films and public television 

Fundingg can be provided though a private scheme (such as the 
fixedfixed book prices) or by the government. In the latter case, the prohibition on 
statee aids, Article 87 EC, may very well apply. Prior to the amendments made to 
thee EC Treaty by the Treaty on European Union ('Maastricht'), it was uncertain 
whetherr and on what legal ground cultural subsidies could be exempted.4-» The 
Treatyy on European Union changed all this by including letter (d) in Article 
87(3)) EC according to which: 

'(3)'(3) The following may be considered compatible with the common market: 

(d)(d) aid to promote culture and heritage conservation where such aid does not 
affectaffect trading conditions and competition in the Community to an extent that is 
contrarycontrary to the common interest'. 

Supra,Supra, paragraph 3.7.3. 

Cf.Cf. Albers 1999, p. 276 et scq. 
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Thee application of this provision in practice can be seen in the CELF saga.45 This 
linee of cases can in many ways be said to have been started by the considera-
tionn that literature must not only be read to further culture in the homeland 
butt it needs also to be read abroad. For this reason, the French government has 
decidedd to fund the Cooperative d'Exportation du Livre Frangais (Centre for the 
exportationn of French books, CELF).*6 The CELF received an export subsidy 
forr small orders by foreign booksellers. This was allowed because it served a 
culturall  purpose in that it improved the availability abroad of French literature. 
Furthermore,, CELF administered three aid schemes for exports to non-member 
states.. Whilst recognising that books 'are an exceptional product in competi-
tionn terms' the Commission could not rule out the possibility of a distortion of 
competitionn and an effect on trade because of the export aid granted through 
CELF.477 In order to determine whether such effects were likely, the Commis-
sionn wanted to know whether only publishers established in France could join 
CELFF and whether the aid was granted for the export of all French language 
bookss or only for books of a certain cultural value. Apparently, the answer by 
thee French government that CELF was open to any French-language publisher 
whereverr it is established while the aid was granted irrespective of the cultural 
valuee satisfied the Commission. The Commission thus exempted the aid on the 
basiss of Article 87(3) (c) EC. Because the decision dates from 18 May 1993 and 
thee amendments to the EC Treaty by the Treaty on European Union entered into 
forcee on 1 November 1993, the Commission was unable to apply the cultural 
exemptionn to be found in Article 87(3)^). In case T-49/93, the applicant, SIDE, 
arguedd that the Commission should have opened the Article 88(2) procedure 
andd could not restrict itself to the preliminary procedure laid down in Article 
88(3).. Thus, the Court needed to examine whether the Commission could have 
comee to the conclusion that the aid was compatible with the common market 
soo that the Article 88(2) procedure needed not to be opened. In particular, the 
Courtt considered whether, firstly, the Commission could conclude that CELF's 
objectivee was cultural and, secondly, conditions of competition could indeed be 
saidd not to have been affected to an extent contrary to the public interest.48 

Ass to the cultural objective, the Court holds that49 

455 The CELF saga starts with a Commission Decision of 18 May 1993 (OJ1993 C 174/6) that was annulled 

inn case T-49/93, Société Internationale de Diffusion et d'Edition (SIDE) v. Commission, [1995] ECR II -

2501.. The new Decision 1999/133 (OJ 1999 L 44/37), was anulled in a second case brought by the same 

organisationn in case T-155/98, SIDE\. Commission, [2002] ECR II-1179. The application for annulment 

byy the French government was unsuccesfull, Case C-332/98, France v. Commission, [2000] ECR I-4833. 

466 Decision 1999/133, CELF, Of 1999 L 44/37. 
477 CaseT-49/33, SIDE v. Commission, [1995] ECR II-2501, para. 13. 
488 Ibid., para. 61. 
499 Ibid., para. 62. 
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'it'it  is common ground that the aim of the French government is the spread of the 
FrenchFrench language and French literature [...]  Accordingly, the Court must conclude that 
determiningdetermining the aim of the aids at issue did not pose any particular difficulties for the 
CommissionCommission [...].' 

Withh regard to the requirement that the effect on competition and intra-commu-
nityy trade must not be such as to be contrary to the public interest, the Court 
camee to the conclusion that the Commission could not have come to a positive 
outcome.. In particular, the weight attached by the Commission to the fact that 
alll  French language publishers could join CELF and the corresponding failure 
too take into account the effects on the market for the export of books (on which 
SIDEE is active together with CELF) showed that the Commission's decision not 
too open the Article 88(2) procedure was not warranted by the facts.50 

Thee decision thus annulled was replaced with Decision 1999/133. In this 
decisionn the Commission sets out exactly what it meant with the statement that 
bookss are 'an exceptional product in competition terms'. The Commission recog-
nisess that competition with regard to books is limited by language and culture 
butt this does not completely rule out the existence of competition.51 Whilst 
acknowledgingg that the aid may also benefit the publishers and consumers of 
books,, the Commission is of the opinion that CELF itself is the main benefici-
ary.. After having ruled out the applicability of the exemptions listed in Article 
87(2)) and those mentioned in Article 87(3)(a), (b) and (c), the Commission is 
thuss left with the cultural exemption listed in Article 87(3) )̂ EC. With regard to 
thiss exemption the Commission first sets out to analyse the market and comes 
too the conclusion that the reference market must be that for the export of French 
languagee books in general.52 Furthermore, the Commission considers the 
schemee to be proportionate in that the aid is limited to cover only the extra costs 
andd not exclusively reserved to CELF." As regards the cultural justification, the 
Commissionn refers to the Court's judgment in the first SIDE case. Moreover, the 
Commissionn gives two further reasons to show that the measure indeed serves 
aa cultural objective. Firstly, the scheme only applies to books published in the 
Frenchh language so that only that language is promoted. Secondly, CELF only 
subsidess small orders that, according to the Commission, can be for specialised 
workss of literature again exemplifying the cultural nature of the scheme. Ex 
abundantiaabundantia the Commission adds that textbooks for educational purposes are 
orderedd in large quantities and therefore fall outside the scheme. Finally, the 
Commissionn addresses the question of whether competition and intra-commu-

500 Ibid., paras. 74 & 75. 
511 Decision 1999/133, CELF, O) 1999 L 44/37, chapter IX. 
522 Ibid., chapter X. 
533 Ibid., chapter XI. 
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nityy trade are affected to such an extent as would be contrary to the common 
interest.. Because of CELF's small share on the market for the export of French 
languagee books, the Commission considers that the effects are not such as to be 
contraryy to the common interest. 

Ass was already indicated above, there was a second SIDE case in which 
thee second CELF decision was also annulled.*4 Basically, the Commission was 
consideredd by the Court to have committed a manifest error of assessment 
ass regards the market definition. SIDE had argued that the effects of the aid 
schemee needed to be investigated not on the market for the export of French 
bookss in general but on the sub market of export agencies.55 It was on this sub-
markett that CELF competed with, among others, SIDE. The Court agreed with 
SIDEE that the Commission should have examined the effects of the aid measure 
onn competition and trade between other companies that are active on the market 
forr the export of small orders of French books.56 

What,, then, is the lesson to be learned from the CELF saga? Apparently, 
establishingg the cultural objective of an aid scheme does not present any 
particularr difficulties for the Commission or Court. The bottleneck has rather 
provenn to be the final criterion pursuant to which the cultural objective is 
balancedd with the common interest in having an undistorted market. In particu-
lar,, the CELF decisions appear to be hampered by the Commission's wish to 
exemptt the French aid scheme even when this may not have been appropriate 
fromm a competition perspective. Even though a role for cultural concerns has 
beenn ascertained by the legislator through the addition of Article 87 (3) (d), the 
Commissionn wanted to further increase this role. In doing so, it stretched the 
limit ss of its discretion under Article 87 more than was allowed by that provision. 

CELFCELF involved the dissemination of literature. Even though the govern-
mentss may prefer the general public to read literature, it has also recognised 
thatt watching television and films are far more popular than reading books as 
aa means of consuming culture. As a means to ensure that television broadcasts 
aree 'sufficiently cultural', media content has been regulated to a large extent. 
Furthermore,, this state intervention in the market for the provision of television 
servicess has been cleared by the Court as a mandatory requirement with regard 
too Article 49 EC.57 Moreover, governments have subsidised the production of 
culturall  as opposed to mainstream ('Hollywood') films. With regard to state 
aidd to the film sector, the Commission has had to make a distinction between 
statee aid for cultural purposes and state aid for the furthering of the industry. 
Accordingg to the Commission state aid for film production may serve a cultural 
objectivee and can thus be exempted under Article 87(3)(c). However, such aid 

544 CaseT-155/98, SIDEv. Commission, [2002] ECR II-1179. 
555 Ibid., para. 46. 
566 Ibid., para. 71. 
577 Case C-353/89, Commission v. Netherlands (Mediawet), (1991] ECR I-40, para. 30. 
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schemess may never violate the basic prohibitions enshrined in the Treaty such 
ass the prohibition on discrimination on the basis of nationality.58 This reason-
ingg has kept the Commission from declaring compatible with the common 
markett a Greek aid scheme that subsided only films that are, inter alia, produced 
byy Greeks, with a Greek director and with three-quarters of the personnel 
havingg Greek nationality.̂  This direct discrimination on the basis of nationality 
preventedd an exemption. In other cases, the Commission similarly prevented 
otherr member states from confusing the nationality of the film crew with the 
culturall  identity.60 Currently, the Commission allows for a 50% subsidy for films 
thatt have a 'cultural impact' (i.e. excluding commercial productions) subject 
too the requirement that the producer must be free to spend at least 20% of the 
budgett in other member states. For 'esoteric low budget movies' a higher aid 
intensityy is allowed.61 

Onn average, Europeans went to the cinema 2.03 times in the year 2001.62 

Off  the same Europeans 97.6 % watch television.6*  Although, of course, it does 
nott follow from these statistics, they do indicate that there is a good chance 
that,, on average, Europeans will watch television more frequently than they 
goo to the cinema. This was and continues to be recognised by both member 
statee governments as well as the Community institutions. This has resulted in, 
amongg others, a protocol on the system of public broadcasting in the Member 
Statess annexed to the EC Treaty by the Treaty of Amsterdam. Furthermore, the 
liberalisationn of the broadcasting industry has resulted in a number of commer-
ciall  entrants on the market. These private companies have complained with the 
Commissionn about distortions of competition arising from the funding of public 
broadcasters. . 

Amongg others, this has resulted in the RTP (Radiotelevisao Portuguesa) case 
concerningg the funding of the Portuguese public broadcaster.64 In its decision, 
thee Commission concluded on the basis of the findings in the preliminary Arti-
clee 88(3) investigation that there was no state aid since the funding was provided 
inn a transparent manner and did not exceed the extra costs arising from the 
publicc service obligation. Accordingly, the Commission considered that there 
wass no advantage conferred on RTP so that it was not necessary to open the Arti-

55 XXVth . Competition Report (1995), para. 199. 
599 Decision 89/441, Greek Films, OJ1989 L 208/38. 
600 E.g. the French and German schemes mentioned in the XXJInd . Competition Report (1992), paras. 

442-444. . 
611 See answer  by Monti to writte n question £-1568/00, OJ 2001 C 113E/27. See for an application of these 

rules::  Decision 380/00/COL of the EFTA Surveillance Authorit y with regard to a fil m subsidisation 

schemee in Iceland, OJ 2001 L 89/37. 
622 Eurostat, Eurobarometer  'Europeans' participatio n in cultural activities', Apri l 2001, p. 9. 
633 AM. , p. 2. 
644 Case T.46/97, Sociedade Independente ie ComunicofSo (SIC) v. Commission, (2000] ECR n-2125. 
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clee 88(2) full investigation procedure.65 Commercial Television Company SIC 
appliedd for annulment of this decision with the Court of First Instance on the 
groundss that the Commission should have opened the Article 88 (2)-investiga-
tionn procedure. Just as in the CELF case, the Court set out to ascertain whether 
thee facts indeed warranted the decision by the Commission that there was no 
primaprima facie state aid.66 The Court considered that67 

'In'In order to determine whether a state measure constitutes aid, [...]  it is necessary 
toto establish whether the recipient undertaking receives an economic advantage which 
itit  would not have obtained under normal market conditions. 

[...][...]  the grants paid [...]  by way of compensation have the result of giving that 
undertakingundertaking a financial advantage. 

TheThe fact that [...]  the grants were merely intended to offset the additional cost of 
thethe public service tasks [...]  cannot prevent them from being classified as aid within 
thethe meaning of Article [87] of the Treaty.' 

Accordingg to the Court of First Instance such compensatory grants must, 
contraryy to the Commission's appraisal, be considered state aid. The fact that 
theyy merely compensate the extra costs arising from the public service obliga-
tionn can only be taken into account under Article 86(2).68 This leads us to the 
interestingg question to what extent a public service obligation can remove a 
certainn activity from the scope of Article 87 altogether. 

Inn his recent opinion in the GEMO case, Advocate-General Jacobs has set out 
thee discussion with regard to this question in discerning two basic approaches 
whichh he calls the state aid and the compensation approach.6^ Under the state 
aidd approach any government funding will constitute state aid and only Article 
86(2)) or one of the exemptions listed in Article 87(2) or (3) can save such grants 
fromm the prohibition of Article 87(1). However, the compensation approach 
meanss that only overcompensation of the public service costs will constitute 
statee aid. It may be recalled that the Court's case law in this respect has not been 
entirelyy consistent?0 but that in the recent Ferring case the Court clearly adopted 
thee compensation approach.71 If this case law is upheld,72 the Commission may 

655 Ibid., paras. 22-24. 
666 Ibid., paras. 70 et seq. 
677 Ibid., paras. 78, 79 and 82. 
688 Ibid., para. 84. 
699 Case C-126/01, Ministre de l'économie, des finances et de 1'industrie v. GEMO, n.y.r., paras. 93-95. 
7070 Cf. ibid. para. 96. 
711 Supra, chapter 8.2.3. 
722 Whether the Court wil l continue to apply the compensation approach can probably be seen in the GEMO 

casee referred to in footnote 68 supra and in case C-280/00, Altmark Trans v. Nahverkehrsgesellschaft 

AltmarkAltmark both of which have not been decided by the Court at the time of writing. 
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havee to change the approach it adopted in the Communication on the application 
off  State aid rules to public service broadcasting.7*  In this document the Commis-
sionn considers that government funding constitutes state aid (irrespective of 
whetherr it is compensatory or not) and can be exempted pursuant to Article 
87(3)(d)) or justified on the basis of Article 86(2) EC. As far as the adoption of 
thee state aid approach is concerned, the commission wil l then have to change 
itss approach.?*  This would in turn mean that Article 87(3) )̂ and 86(2) have lost 
muchh of their significance as well. This is so because it wil l be nigh impossible 
too argue that overcompensation is necessary to achieve a cultural objective or to 
ensuree the fulfilment of a task of general economic interest.7' 

Thiss uncertainty does not detract from the fact that it is still interesting to 
examinee the general demarcation between Article 87(3) )̂ on the one hand and 
Articlee 86(2), on the other, proposed by the Commission.76 This demarcation 
follows,, firstly, from the fact that, as an exemption from the general rule, Article 
87(3)(d)) is to be interpreted narrowly. Since that provision refers only to aid to 
promotee culture, other considerations such as to provide education to ensure 
democracyy are considered to be distinct. In this respect the Commission refers 
too the Protocol that distinguishes between the democratic, social and cultural 
needss of a society.77 On this basis the Commission comes to the conclusion that 
Articlee 87(3)(d) is applicable only when the aid is separately granted for cultural 
purposes.. Aid that is granted to public broadcasters without differentiation 
betweenn the three objectives mentioned in the Protocol can nevertheless be 
justifiedd with recourse to Article 86(2) EC. The Commission appears to have 
appliedd this reasoning avant Ie lettre in the BBC News 24 decision78 That case 
involvedd state aid for a dedicated 24-hour advertising-free news channel. Appar-
ently,, the UK authorities had not invoked Article 87(3) )̂ whilst the Commis-
sionn did not appear to consider that exemption applicable either As a result, 
thee Commission used the Article 86(2) justification for public undertakings to 
considerr the aid compatible with the common market. It is at the application of 
Articlee 86(1) and (2) in the cultural sector that we wil l be looking in the next 
paragraph. . 

733 OJ 2001 C 320/5. 

744 Indeed, in its report of 30 May 2002 to the Seville European Council the Commission addresses this 

pointt and signals the change in the Court's approach and indicates that it considers it advisable to wait 

forr the judgments in GEMO and Altmark Trans cases, referred to in footnote 71 supra, before coming to a 

finall  position. 

755 Cf. Case C-53/00, Ferringv. Agenct centrale des organismes de sécuritésociale, [2001] ECR 1-9067, paras. 

322 and 33. 

77 Commission Communication on the application of State aid rules to public service broadcasting, OJ 

20011 C 320/5, paras. 26, 27. 
777 Interpretative protocol on the system of public service broadcasting, referrred to ibid, at para. 15. 
77 Decision of 14 December 1999 in case NN 88/98, para. 36. 
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However,, before we move on to this issue, the interim conclusion with 
regardd to the application of the state aid rules in the cultural sector must be that 
theree is no integration of cultural and competition that corresponds with the 
modell  of integration. This is best shown by the cases that involve direct state 
fundingg of daily running costs. These aids must be characterised as operating 
aids,, yet the conditions for compatibility with the common market differ mark-
edlyy from those imposed on environmental operating aids. It may be recalled 
thatt the Commission requires environmental operating aids to be of a limited 
durationn and possibly degressive. The rationale behind this, as we saw above in 
paragraphh 8.5.4 is identical to the basic idea underlying the model of integration 
-- in the end subsidisation of environmentally friendly products and produc-
tionn methods should no longer be necessary. With regard to cultural operating 
aidss the implicit idea appears to be that such aids wil l always remain necessary 
preciselyy because an internalisation of cultural costs is impossible. 

15.3.33 Public broadcasters as public undertakings 

Onn the basis of what has been said above it can be concluded 
thatt Article 86(2) is available to save public broadcasters from the wrath of the 
market.. This conclusion, however, should not make us forget that in the first 
instancee Article 86(1) EC applies. An interesting case concerning the grant of 
aa culturally motivated exclusive right is the VTM case. Again, the story starts 
withh a decision by the Commission. In this decision the Commission consid-
erss the statutory monopoly for the broadcasting of television advertising given 
too VTM to infringe Community law, in particular Articles 86(1) in conjunction 
withh Article 43 EC.79 The Flemish legislation at issue in this case moreover 
demandedd that the beneficiary of this exclusive right must be a private company 
off  which at least 51% of the shares must be held by Dutch language newspapers 
andd magazines established in Flanders. This latter requirement, imposing a link 
betweenn the broadcaster and written media, was the result of cultural considera-
tions.. Apparently, the Flemish government noticed the popularity of TV and the 
accompanyingg fact that advertising revenue was transferred from the written 
mediaa to the television broadcasters. To ensure sufficient income for the written 
mediaa and thus to ensure their survival and the maintenance of pluralism in 
thee press, the exclusive right was granted in this form so as to ascertain that 
partt of the advertising income would be transferred back to the written media.80 

Thee underlying idea was therefore one of cross-subsidisation between television 
advertisingg income and written media. 

799 Decision 97/606, Exclusive right to broadcast television advertising in Flanders (VTM) , OJ1997 L 244/18. 

800 Ibid., para. 2. 
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Thee Commission qualifies VTM's monopoly over television advertising as 
applyingg without distinction but 'incontestably protectionist'.81 The Commission 
thenn states that a restriction on the freedom of establishment would have to be 
acceptedd if it was shown to be necessary in the light of an imperative require-
mentss in the public interest. Indeed, the Commission states that the Flemish 
governmentt initially invoked a cultural justification of the monopoly. However, 
inn the light of developments in the media sector, the Flemish government no 
longerr relied on this argument during the further proceedings. The monopo-
listt itself, VTM, did seek to invoke cultural objectives and the need to ensure 
pluralismm as imperative requirements. According to the Commission, cultural 
policyy and pluralism are indeed imperative requirements. However, in this case 
theyy do not justify setting Article 43 EC aside as that would deprive that provi-
sionn of any effect whatsoever. Moreover, the Commission considers that there 
iss no necessary relationship between the statutory monopoly and the cultural 
objectivess and the preservation of pluralism.81 It then sets out to substantiate 
thiss conclusion with the following reasons. Firstly, there is no guarantee that all 
memberss of the written media in Flanders can become shareholders in VTM 
andd thus receive a share in the advertising profits. Secondly, the Commission 
notess that there is no guarantee that the shareholders wil l actually use the adver-
tisingg revenue to overcome the financial difficulties and thus actually preserve 
pluralism.. Finally, the Commission points out that the 51% share may very 
welll  end up being held by one company thus having no effect on pluralism at 
all.. This reasoning is in fact quite similar to that employed with regard to book 
pricee fixing where the Commission - and, in the Dutch cases, the Netherlands 
Competitionn Authority - have held that increasing income does not necessarily 
resultt in cross-subsidisation and consequently, pluralism. 

Thee Commission considers that Article 86(2) cannot be relied upon in this 
casecase because, firstly, VTM does not appear to have been entrusted within the 
meaningg of that provision. Secondly, the Commission considers that the exclu-
sivee rights for VTM are disproportionate.81 The Court of First Instance upheld 
thee decision in the VTM case.*4 

Whilstt the Commission ruled out the application of Article 86(2) in VTM, 
thiss provision, as we have seen above, has played a major role in the Commis-
sion'ss practice with regard to the funding of public broadcasting. In the BBC 
NewsNews 24 case,8' the Commission applied the test that it would codify in the 
Communicationn on the application of State aid rules to pubic service broad-

Ibid.,Ibid., para. 12. 
822 Ibid., para. 13. 
8}}  Ibid,, para. 14. 

44 Case T-266/97, Vlaamse Televisie Maatschappij v. Commission, [1999] ECR II-2329. 
855 Decision of 14 December 1999 in case NN 88/98, para. 38. 
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casting.866 According to this test the member state must first define the public 
servicee remit. Secondly the member state must entrust the performance of the 
speciall  task to an undertaking. Finally, the application of the rules in the Treaty 
(i.e.(i.e. notably Article 87) may not obstruct the performance of the special task 
(proportionality).877 This application of Article 86(2) to cultural considerations is 
inn fact identical to the application of Article 86(2) in general. 

15.44 Interi m conclusion with regard to the internal perspective 

Thiss chapter has shown that the role of cultural considerations 
andd (EC) competition law does not amount to integration in the meaning of the 
modell  of integration developed in the first part. With regard to Article 81, the 
experiencess gathered in applying that provision to book price fixing schemes 
showw that it is impossible to integrate cultural concerns for the simple reason 
thatt the cultural objectives and the objectives of competition law are and remain 
ultimatelyy antagonistic. The role for cultural considerations is therefore lim-
itedd to legislative action. Similarly, the application of Article 87 to cultural aid 
schemess shows that the role for cultural considerations in particular only came 
aboutt after the Treaty had been amended. The mere fact that cultural considera-
tionss are explicitly mentioned as a ground for an exemption from Article 87(1) 
andd the fact that provision (Article 87(3)(d) EC) entails a similar balancing exer-
cisee as the provision used to allow environmental state aids, does not mean that 
ann integration has in fact taken place. 

Thiss is exemplified by a comparison of the regime in place with regard to 
operatingg aid. With regard to environmental operating aid, the Commission is 
rightt to state that such aid must be of limited duration and degressive precisely 
too bring about an integration of environmental concerns and competition law 
throughh an internalisation of environmental costs. This approach is completely 
inn line with the model of integration developed in Part One. To cultural operat-
ingg aid no such logic applies. The production of'high culture' books, films and 
televisionn wil l always require funding in order to compete with commercial 
productions.. The Commission, therefore, imposes no time limits or degressivity 
requirementss on the member states when they grant aids for cultural purposes. 

866 Commission Communication on the application of State aid rules to public service broadcasting. Of 

20011 C 320/5. 
877 Ibid., para. 29. 
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16.11 Introductor y remarks 

Environmentall  policy, the search for new instruments of envi-
ronmentall  policy and the lacking implementation of the polluter-pays-principle 
aree not unique to the EC. Many if not all of the member states are themselves 
inn some way also caught in the competition and environment conundrum. 
Furthermore,, much of the environmental policy of the member states actu-
allyy consists of the implementation of environmental Directives. Interestingly 
aa number of these Directives explicitly allow for their implementation through 
environmentall  agreements. We have seen in chapter 9.6 above how the Packag-
ingg Directive and the German Packaging Ordinance can in many ways be said 
too have resulted in the DSD system. Moreover, the DSD system has not only 
beenn challenged by the Commission on Community competition law grounds, 
itt has also been criticised on the basis of the German competition rules. A com-
parablee situation can be seen in many other member states where the principle 
off  producer responsibility has been put to practice as a guiding principle of envi-
ronmentall  policy with regard to waste. DSD can therefore be seen as a competi-
tionn law problem that was (partly) caused by environmental law. The question 
thuss arising is actually twofold. Firstly, how should competition law react to 
suchh environmentally induced restrictions of competition? Secondly, how can 
environmentall  policy be changed in order to prevent such competition prob-
lemss from arising in the first place? This last question is of particular interest 
becausee at the foundation of these competition problems lies not so much a legal 
issuee but rather a missed opportunity to make use of what is probably the most 
efficientt allocative mechanism that exists: competition. 

Wee wil l thus scrutinise with the help of, primarily, the Packaging Direc-
tivee and the WEEE Directive and the relevant implementing legislation of the 
memberr states, the relation between competition and environmental protection 
fromm both the environmental and the competition point of view that were identi-
fiedfied in the introductory chapter of Part One. 

Below,, we wil l study the role that environmental considerations have played 
inn British, German and Netherlands competition law. In particular we will first 
lookk at the regimes in place in those states as regards competition and envi-
ronmentall  protection. Certainly, this book does not lend itself for an extensive 
studyy of the environmental and competition laws of these member states and 
therefore,, we shall restrict ourselves to providing a succinct overview only of 
thee relevant law and concentrating on the areas of law where competition and 
environmentall  protection meet. The stage having thus been set, we shall then 
investigatee the relation between these two on the legislative level as well as the 
casee law level. 
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Thee choice for these three particular jurisdictions can be explained on 
practicall  grounds and because of the purpose of this research.1 With regard to 
thee practicalities of conducting comparative legal research, language is of course 
aa major limiting factor. Furthermore, time and the pages in this book are not 
infinitelyy available. These have been the primary negative factors, i.e. factors 
usedd to exclude certain jurisdictions. On the positive side, these jurisdictions 
havee been chosen because of their particular value for the research. In short, the 
Britishh system wil l be studied because of the close links between the producer 
responsibilityy regime and competition law and policy. Netherlands and German 
competitionn law wil l be studied because they are to a varying extent based on 
Europeann Community competition law, yet lack the market integration objec-
tivee and an integration principle. Moreover, quite a lot of experience with the 
rolee of environmental concerns and, notably, the cartel prohibition has already 
beenn gathered in the Netherlands. Germany and the Netherlands have also been 
chosenn because of the experiences gathered in those jurisdictions with regard to 
dealingg with large-scale producer responsibility organisations such as those that 
gavee rise to the DSD and Eco-Emballages cases. 

16.22 Relevance 

Again,, we must first address the issue of comparability. As was 
mentionedd in the introductory paragraph, the systems of competition law that 
wil ll  be studied in this chapter have been chosen because of their experiences 
inn dealing with environmental concerns in cases involving large scale producer 
responsibilityy organisations. This in itself already makes them a valid choice 
forr conducting comparative legal research with regard to both perspectives 
identifiedd above, for the simple reason that there is something to compare. The 
comparison,, however, is limited as regards both perspectives. The comparability 
off  the national laws as far as the environmental perspective ('to what extent have 
environmentall  legislators and decision makers taken competition into account?') 
iss concerned, is limited to producer responsibility legislation for the reason that 
thiss is an instrument of environmental law with regard to which the competi-
tivee mechanism is most explicitly considered to play its environmentally friendly 
role.22 In the EC the following examples of producer responsibility legislation 
exist:: the Packaging Directive,3 the End-of-life-vehicles Directive (ELV Direc-
tive)44 and the Waste of electrical and electronical equipment Directive {WEEE 

11 Further comparative research on this subject can be found in Vedder 2002, p. 163 et scq. 
22 Another example is emissions trading. 
33 Directive 94/62 on packaging and packaging waste, Of 1994 L 365/10. 
44 Directive 2000/53 o n end-of-life-vehicles, OJ 2000 L 269/34, hereafter the ELV Directive. 
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Directive).55 In general, these three are set up much along the same lines. They 
obligee member states to put into place a producer responsibility upon producers 
andd importers of a certain type of good. The Directives then explicitly allow the 
memberr states make it possible for the producers to accept the responsibility 
eitherr individually or collectively. With regard to this collective option member 
statess are left more or less freedom to regulate the practicalities (terms of access 
too the system, financing etc.) themselves. In the more recent Directives (notably 
thee WEEE Directive) the fact that these collective solutions may be at odds with 
thee use of the competition mechanism as a means to ensure more efficient envi-
ronmentall  protection appears to be recognised more explicitly. Indeed, as was 
shownn in the first part, competition, through the system of producer respon-
sibility,, may prove to be a very beneficial means to ensure that environmental 
protectionn is achieved at minimum costs. At first sight it would seem that co-
operationn between those made responsible renders this mechanism much less 
effective.. We will therefore closely look at the implementation of these Directives 
inn the member states mentioned above to see if and to what extent this tension 
betweenn competition and co-operation has been taken into account. 

Withh regard to the competition perspective ('are environmental considera-
tionss taken into account in competition law?'), comparability is limited. This is 
soo because not every instrument of EC competition law has a counterpart on the 
nationall  level. Provisions such as Article 87 EC and the useful effect rule lack 
nationall  equivalents simply because they are addressed to the member states. 
Onn the other hand, a provision analogous to the second paragraph of Article 
866 EC can, for example, be found in the competition law of the Netherlands. 
Apartt from these limitations account should also be taken of the different legal 
settingss and background in which the competition laws function. In chapter 
22 of Part Two we have seen that the market integration goals that underlie the 
ECC Treaty have played and continue to play a major role in the interpretation of 
Communityy competition law. This objective is irrelevant to the national systems 
off  competition law. Furthermore, the fact that EC competition law has resulted 
inn a spontaneous harmonisation of the national competition laws of the member 
statess introduces an interesting extra dynamic in these national systems. In 
thiss respect it may, for example, be wondered to what extent certain European 
competitionn law doctrines such as the Albany exception ratione materiae should 
orr even can be applied in a national context? On the one hand it could be argued 
thatt such doctrines should be applied by analogy precisely because the aim of 
thee legislator was to establish and maintain parallelism between Community 
andd national systems of competition law. On the other hand it could also be 
arguedd that since, essentially, the Albany exception is the result of and contin-

55 Directive 2002/96 on waste of electrical and electronical equipment, OJ 2002 L 37/24, hereafter the 

WEEEE Directive. 
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gentt upon the interrelated facts that Community competition law is just one of 
aa number of non-hierarchical policies in the Treaty and that there is a conflict 
betweenn the objectives of these policies, the application by analogy of that 
exceptionn in national competition laws is not called for because simply because 
nationall  competition laws do not function in this non-hierarchical system. 
Furthermore,, conflicts between the objectives of national policies and national 
competitionn laws can be resolved by other means than the praktischer konkordanz 
typee of reasoning that is considered to lie at the basis of the Albany exception. 
InIn essence, therefore, the question is in how far European doctrines are commu-
nautairenautaire and therefore unique to European law thus making them impossible 
too transpose to national laws even if these laws were intended to become and 
remainn mirror-images of Community law? This question has one quite funda-
mentall  implication for the purpose of this research that basically comes down 
too the question to what extent the presence of the integration principle in the EC 
Treatyy renders the integration of environmental concerns and competition law a 
uniquelyy communautaire thing? 

Itt is submitted that a number of doctrines, such as the Albany exception are 
indeedd unique to the setting of Community competition law in the EC Treaty. 
Insofarr it is of a communautaire character and therefore transposition of this 
doctrinee to the national context should not be impossible but still be subject to 
aa thorough motivation. The integration of environmental concerns and compe-
titionn law, on the contrary, is submitted to be all but unique to Community 
competitionn law. As was shown in chapter i of Part One, the integration prin-
ciplee in the EC Treaty is of itself of rather limited value because of the undefin-
ednesss of the concept of integration. Indeed, the concept of integration could 
onlyy be given a usable content with the help of the polluter pays principle and 
thee internalisation of environmental costs and the price mechanism. These are 
everythingg but limited to Community law and can validly be applied with regard 
too any situation where competition laws and environmental protection require-
mentss meet. 

Inn sum, the relevance of the role of environmental concerns in national 
competitionn laws is limited only to the extent that certain doctrines and certain 
areass of Community competition law do not exist in or hardly lend themselves to 
transpositionn into national competition laws. 

Withh the help of this background we will now turn our attention the experi-
encess gathered in Germany, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands with 
regardd to competition and environmental protection. 
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16.316.3 Competition and the environment in Germany 

Collectivee agreements either among entire branches of industry 
(Selbstverpflichtungen)(Selbstverpflichtungen) or between such branches and the government (Vertrage) 
havee existed for a long time in Germany.6 Moreover, several of these agreements 
havee been concluded with regard to some environmental protection objective. 
Exampless are the agreements for the taking back and recycling of car-wrecks, 
usedd batteries and accumulators, the reduction of carbon-dioxide emissions 
fromm cars and the taking back and recycling of packaging waste. The latter has 
becomee particularly well known and perhaps even notorious under the name 
DSD.. Below, we will study German practice with regard to competition and the 
environmentt from the perspective of the Packaging Ordinance and the concept 
off  product responsibility on a more abstract level. After that we will examine 
Germann competition law and its application in cases involving environmental 
protection. . 

16.3.11 The Packaging Ordinance and DSD 

DSDD can be said to be the direct result of the German Packag-
ingg Ordinance (Verpackungsverordnung). According to this Ordinance produc-
erss and importers of packaging are responsible for their packaging once this 
reachess the waste stage.7 The Ordinance allows for two options with regard to 
thee actual implementation of this responsibility: setting up a so-called self-man-
agementt solution and joining a collective exemption system. 

Thee basic obligation is laid down in Section 6(1) of the Ordinance according 
too which:8 

'Retailers'Retailers are under an obligation to take back free of charge from the consumer 
usedused and emptied sales packaging at the point of sales or in the direct vicinity. The 
salessales packaging must be forwarded for recycling. The retailer must alert the consumer 
toto this take-back possibility. The take-back obligation is limited to sales packaging 
ofof the type, form and size that the retailer has in his assortment. Retailers that have 
lessless than 200 square meters only have to take back packaging of the brand that they 
carry.' carry.' 

66 Cf. Engel 1998, p. 7. 
77 The Ordinance distinguishes between: transport, secondary and sales packaging, (section 3(1)). Because 

thee competition problems have arisen primarily with regard to the collective systems set up for the take 

backk and recovery of sales packaging, we wil l not address the issues surrounding secondary and trans-

portt packaging any further. 

Translationn by the author. 
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Thee individual systems set up pursuant to this provision are referred to as: self-
managementt systems (Selbstentsorgerlösungen). Thus, sales packaging must be 
takenn back, free of charge, in the direct vicinity of the sales point by the retailer.9 

Thee producers/importers have a similar take-back obligation vis a vis the retailer 
pursuantt to the second paragraph of section 6 of the Ordinance. This effectively 
turnss the basic obligation into one where the producer, distributor and retailer 
mustt take back and recover the waste packaging that was marketed by them or 
similarr to the packaging marketed by them from every retailer or consumer.10 

Itt wil l not take a great amount of imagination that such an obligation upon 
producerss to take back packaging waste from every household in Germany 
throughh self-management solutions involves setting up a highly developed infra-
structuree and thus prohibitively high costs. 

Inn this respect, it must be recalled that the weakest link in any take-back 
andd recovery system is the consumer who needs to do the initial separation 
andd the actual taking back to the shop. Whether the recovery-quota are actu-
allyy met, thus depends to a large extent on the consumer. The German legisla-
torr was therefore completely right in recognising the fundamental importance 
off  centring the system around the consumer. This only serves to reiterate the 
importancee of a clearly communicated and uniform take-back scheme. Needless 
too say, a multitude of self-management solutions will most probably result in a 
largee part of the packaging waste ending up with the household waste anyway. 
Additionall  problems arise on the side of the retailers/producers. For one, the 
Ordinancee has implemented the consumer-friendliness in a way that can be 
characterisedd as bottom-up. The starting point is the take back obligation at the 
outlets.. The required further infrastructure is actually the opposite (centralising 
too a limited number of recyders) of that with which producers have experience 
(decentralisingg from a distribution centre to shops), therefore only increas-
ingg costs of setting up this infrastructure. Furthermore, reasons connected to 
hygienee strongly plead against the storing of empty sales packaging in the stores 
orr at least mean investments in separate facilities to store this waste without any 
dangerr to new products. All of these factors result in considerable extra costs for 
retailerss and producers." 

Moreover,, the bottom up nature of the system presupposes a certain degree 
of'solidarity'' among retailers and producers/importers as the retailers are under 
ann obligation to take back packaging of the size, type and sort that he carries 
inn his own assortment. This may very well mean that the retailer actually takes 
backk packaging of another brand than the one he sells. This in turn means 

99 In the terminology of the Ordinance these are called distributors [Vertreiber, Section 3(8) Packaging 

Ordinance) ) 
100 Cf., with further references, Bastians 2002, p. 46. 

""  See, for further references in this respect, Velte 1999, p. 79 and 94. 
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thatt the producers/importers may similarly take back packaging waste that was 
neverr actually marketed by them. This may be particularly problematic in the 
casee of producers that have ceased to be active on the market (leading to so-
calledd orphaned waste) but a number of other situations involving extra costs 
forfor certain producers could also be envisaged. The only way to prevent an undue 
allocationn of these costs is through a mechanism ensuring that a producer 
wil ll  indeed take back and recycle the waste that was marketed by himself. Any 
producerr not taking back and recycling sufficient amounts of waste would then 
havee to purchase additional amounts from other producers. This, however, will 
requiree an exchange of information. Moreover, this works only if there is an obli-
gationn to take back all the waste that was marketed." All in all, the bottom up 
approachh and resulting high costs and solidarity requirements are all arguments 
inn favour of a collective approach to meeting the product responsibility. 

Thiss was also realised during the preparation of the Ordinance and has 
resultedd in the possibility to be exempted13 from the individual product responsi-
bilityy obligation by joining a collective 'exemption scheme' (Freistellungssystem).1* 
Accordingg to Section 6(3) 

'The'The take-back and recovery obligation does not apply to producers and retailers 
participatingparticipating in an extensive system that covers the territory of one Land and which 
guaranteesguarantees that throughout the retailers' sales area that waste sales packaging is regu-
larlylarly  collected from the consumer or in the vicinity of the final consumer.' 

Collectivee exemption schemes have to meet the same recovery quota as the self-
managementt solutions. Furthermore, collective exemption schemes must be 
recognisedd by the authorities of the lander. Finally, producers and retailers are 
underr an obligation to make known their participation in a collective scheme. 
Alll  the above factors, together with the fact that to this date only the DSD collec-
tivee exemption scheme has been approved, has led to approximately 70% of all 
saless packaging being marked with a 'green dot'.15 

Thiss explains the apparent success of the DSD scheme. What, then, explains 
thee structure of the Ordinance that can be said to have contributed to the 
successs of DSD? In this respect, models developed as part of the neo institu-

122 If, for example, 70% of the materials marketed needs to be recycled it is very well possible that a 

companyy wil l meet the 70% target while other companies are actually taking back more than they are 

actuallyy obliged to. 
133 This exemption-nature of joining a collective scheme can also be seen in the fact that self-managers who 

faill  to meet the take-back and recycling quota have to join a collective system for the part of their obliga-

tionn that they have not met, Section 6(3) Packaging Ordinance. 
144 These exemption schemes must not be confused with the possibility, ex Section n of the Ordinance, of 

contractingg out the actual take-back and recovery obligations. 
155 Decision 2001/463, DSD (Article 82), OJ 2001 L 166/1, para. 95. 
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tionall  economics and political sciences may be of assistance. With regard to 
thee interaction between two actors, essentially two behavioural options can be 
identified:: exit and voice.16 Applied to the situation at hand, the two actors are on 
thee one hand the German legislator and on the other industry. In exercising the 
exitt option, industry members simply move to another jurisdiction in order to 
avoidd the effects of the legislation imposed upon them. The voice-option entails 
ann effort to influence the action by, inter alia, submitting comments during the 
preparatoryy stages of the legislative process. For economic entities, exercising 
thiss exit option generally involves less cost than it would for natural persons. 
However,, with respect to the Packaging Ordinance, exercising the exit option is 
noo realistic option for the industry because of the market structure and the legis-
lationn itself. As we have seen, the basic obligation is imposed upon the retailers 
andd exercising the exit option in a large country such as Germany would involve 
ann increase of the distance for consumers to such an extent that consumers 
wouldd simply stop coming. The constituents are thus only left with the voice 
option.. In accordance with their own (economic) interests, the German industry 
soughtt to minimise the costs arising from the producer responsibility while at 
thee same time remaining conscious of the importance of having a 'green image'. 
Thee dynamics of the ensuing negotiations between the government and indus-
tryy reflect this point of departure for industry as well as government awareness 
off  the fact that forcing product responsibility legislation would probably mean 
greatlyy increased enforcement costs. The result of these factors was the creation, 
evenn before the entry into force of the Packaging Ordinance, of DSD.17 

16.3.22 The Act Against Restrictions of Competition and environ-
mentall  agreements 

Abovee we have seen how the DSD-system was considered by 
thee Commission to violate Article 81 EC and fell within the scope of Article 81 
EC.188 However, apart from these encounters with European competition law, 
DSDD has also been scrutinised on the basis of German competition law. This 
wass done by the German Federal Competition Authority, the Bundeskartdlamt, 
pursuantt to the Act Against Restrictions of Competition (Gesetz gegen Wettbe-
werbsbeschrankungen;werbsbeschrankungen; hereafter referred to as the Act or GWB). Section 1 of the 
Actt prohibits cartels in a way that is reminiscent of Article 81(1) EC.19 Sections 

Hirschmann 1970, introduces a third concept (loyalty). However, as the status of this third concept is 

ratherr controversial, cf. Dowding et al. 2000, p. 476, and it is of limited use for this study we shall not 

payy any further attention to it. 
177 Cf. Becker-Schwarze 1997, p. 90 et seq. 
11 Supra, chapter 3 and 4. 
199 It may be noted, however, that Section 1 applies only to horizontal restrictions of competition. 
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22 through to 7 contain exemptions from this prohibition. At the time when 
thee Federal Competition Authority examined DSD, there was no applicable 
exemptionn clause. As a result DSD could therefore only be tolerated {geduldet) 
onn the basis of the Act concerning minor administrative offences (Ordnung-
widrigkeitengesetz).widrigkeitengesetz).1010 Partly with a view to addressing this problem, the GWB 
wass amended in 1998. The changes introduced by this amendment, commonly 
referredd to as the Sechste Novelle (sixth amendment) encompassed, inter alia, the 
introductionn of a new Section 7 that was in part introduced precisely to address 
thee problem of large-scale product responsibility organisations.21 This provision 
wass very much modelled on Article 81(3) of the EC Treaty and the experiences 
gatheredd in applying this provision. The result was the introduction of a general 
exemptionn clause that was hitherto absent in enumeration-system that lies at the 
foundationss of the GWB. According to the enumeration system the grounds for 
ann exemption from Section 1 GWB are listed exhaustively in the Act itself. Thus, 
upp til l the sixth amendment, the Act contained no general exemption clause 
alongg the lines of Article 81(3) EC and only a Ministerial Exemption (Ministerer-
lauhnis)lauhnis) on the basis of Section 8 could be used to exempt an agreement that fell 
withinn the scope of Section 1 and did not qualify for an exemption pursuant to 
Sectionss 2-7 of the GWB. By introducing a general exemption clause, the sixth 
amendmentt has to some extent changed the entire system of the GWB. Section 
7(1)) GWB provides:" 

'Agreements'Agreements and decisions which contribute to improving the development, 
production,production, distribution, procurement, TAKING BACK OR DISPOSAL OF GOODS 

oror services while allowing consumers a fair share of the resulting benefit, may be 
exemptedexempted from the prohibition under Section 1 provided the improvement cannot 
bebe achieved otherwise by the participating undertakings and is of sufficient impor-
tancetance when compared with the restraint of competition connected with it and the 
restraintrestraint of competition does not result in the creation or strengthening of a dominant 
position.'[Emphasisposition.'[Emphasis added] 

200 Pursuant to Section 47 of this Act. Cf. Bundeskartellamt, Tütigkeitsbericht 1991/1992, Bundestag Druck-

sachee 13/1660, p. IV, 133. 
211 Bundestag Drucksache 13/9720, BGBl I 2 September 1998, p. 2521, 
122 Translated from the German in Heidenhain, Satzky & Stadler 1999. The German text is: 'Verein-

barungenn und Beschlüsse, die unter angemessener Beteiligung der Verbraucher an dem enstehenden 

Gewinnn zu einer Verbesserung der Entwicklung, Erzeugung, Verteilung, Beschaffung, Rücknahme 

oderr Entsorgung von Waren oder Dienstleistungen beitragen können vom Verbot des $ 1 freigestellt 

werden,, wenn die Verbesserung von den beteiligten Unternehmen auf andere Weise nicht erreicht 

werdenn kann, in einem angemessenen Verhaltnis zu den damit verbundenen Wettbewerbsbeschan-

kungg steht und die Wettbewerbsbeschankung nicht zur entstehung oder Verstarkung einer Marktbe-

herschendenn Stellung führt.' 
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Thee introduction of Section 7, being a major departure from the initial logic of 
thee GWB, received considerable attention in the statement of reasons {Gesetz-
esbegründung).esbegründung). Indeed, introducing a general exemption clause constitutes 
aa significant departure from the enumeration system that was followed up 
til ll  then and has been critically referred to as a Systembruch2) by the German 
Monopoliess Commission (Monopolkommission).14 The importance of this change 
off  the GWB can hardly be overstated as it fact constitutes a departure from an 
approachh to competition law that dates back to the nineteen twenties.25 Further-
more,, the introduction of Section 7 effectively boils down to an introduction of 
non-competitionn concerns in competition law, something that has always been 
regardedd very critical by German competition scholars and practitioners alike.26 

Thesee factors were probably at the roots of a number of important differences 
betweenn Article 81(3) EC and Section 7 of the GWB. 

Forr one, the environmental advantages are explicitly mentioned and not 
consideredd to constitute 'technical or economic progress' through an interpreta-
tionn of Article 81 (3).27 This explicitness is only one side of the coin that is the 
resultt of the enumeration system. The other side is the fact that the environ-
mentall  benefits thus referred to are construed rather narrowly and relate only 
too take-back and recycling systems. This reference to 'taking back or disposal 
off  goods' must, according to this statement, be taken to refer to exemption 
systemss set up pursuant to producer responsibility legislation.28 This brings 
withh it an extra difficulty that follows from Section 7's rather awkward place in 
thee enumeration system. According to the subsidiarity clause contained in the 
secondd paragraph of Section 7, an exemption pursuant to Section 7(1) can only 
bee granted if Sections 2 - 6 are inapplicable. Moreover, section 7 may not be 
usedd to widen the scope of Sections 2 - 6.19 Thus, Section 7 must be understood 
too allow only for an exemption of producer responsibility organisations in cases 
wheree none of the other exemption possibilities are applicable. Moreover, even 
withinn Section 7 there are potential demarcation problems. In this respect, we 
referr to what has been said in Part three with regard to environmental considera-
tionss and Article 81(3) EC according to which environmental improvements may 
alsoo be considered to constitute technical or economic progress.30 In this respect 

233 Monopolkommission, XII . Hauptgutachten (1996-1997), Bundestag Drucksache 13/11291, p. 60. 
244 The Monopolkommission is an advisory board to the government in competition matters set up on the 

basiss of Sections 44-47 of the GWB. 
255 Cf. Immenga 2001, p. 308. 
266 Monopolkommission, XII . Hauptgutachten {1996-1997), Bundestag Drucksache 13/11291, p. 60., 

Bundeskartellamt,Bundeskartellamt, T&tigkeitsbericht 1999/2000, Bundestag Drucksache 14/6300, p. 66. 
277 Commission XXVIIIth . Competition Report (1998), para. 129. 
288 Bundestag Drucksache 13/9720., Begründung, 3. Teil under ee. 
299 ibid. 
} °° Supra, chapter 3.7.2. 
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itt may further be recalled that Section 7 also refers to the improvement of the 
productionn or development of goods. Accordingly, environmental improvements 
relatedd to the production of goods wil l have to be exempted on the basis of this 
partt of Section 7 rather than under the heading of agreements contributing to 
thee improvement of the taking back or disposal of goods. However, even then 
certainn environmental agreements wil l fall outside the scope of Section 7. It is 
doubtfull  whether, for example, an agreement to reduce the energy consumption 
off  products could qualify for an exemption pursuant to this provision.'1 

Secondly,, the partial application of the enumeration principle approach in 
Sectionn 7 brings with it another interesting problem. The requirement that 
theree must be a fair share for consumers in Section 7 corresponds literally to 
thatt in Article 81(3) EC. With regard to that requirement within the scope of 
Articlee 81(3), we have seen that it is possible to distinguish between the envi-
ronmentall  and economic benefits that environmental co-operation may have 
overr individual approaches to environmental problems. Moreover, we have come 
too the conclusion that problems vis a vis the possibility of an exemption ex. 
Articlee 81(3) EC are unlikely because of the collective nature of environmental 
benefits.'22 This reasoning is unlikely to apply to the corresponding phrase of 
Sectionn 7 precisely because of the collective nature of the environmental benefits 
inn combination with the underlying enumeration principle. In this respect it 
mustt be pointed out that Section 8(1) of the GWB allows for an exemption by 
thee Minister for Economic Affairs on grounds of 'prevailing reasons concerning 
thee economy as a whole and the public interest'." The collective nature of the 
environmentall  benefits together with the fact that the enumeration principle is 
consideredd to dictate that the collective nature of environmental benefits effec-
tivelyy restricts their role to Section 8.}4 This wil l of course not hold true for the 
economicc benefits that will follow from the environmental improvement. Such 
benefitss can very well be passed on to individual consumers in the form of lower 
costss for the take back and recycling. 

AA further difference compared to Article 81(3) is the inclusion of a true 
proportionalityy test (as opposed to the necessity test enshrined in Article 81(3) 
EC)) according to which the (environmental) benefits must be directly balanced 

311 Cf. Schumacher 2002, p. 126 

'22 Supra, chapter 3.7.3. 

""  Translated from the German in Heidenhain, Satzky & Stadler 1999. The full German text of Section 8 

is:: 'If the conditions of Sections 2 to 7 are not satisfied, the Federal Minister of Economics may exempt 

agreementss and decisions from the prohibition under Section 1 if, exceptionally, the restraint of compti-

tionn is necessary for prevailing reasons of the economy as a whole and the public interest.' The relevant 

exerptt from the German text reads as follows: 'überwiegenden Grimden der Gesamtwirtschaft und des 

Gemeinwohls'. . 
344 Cf. Bender & Rinne 1998, p. 444 et stq. 
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withh the restrictions of competition." This true proportionality test is introduced 
alongsidee the necessity test that, although using differing wording, must be 
consideredd to be transposition of the necessity test included in Article 81(3) EC.36 

Finally,, the last part of Section 7(1) appears to transpose the residual compe-
titionn test in Article 81 (3).37 However, despite statements to the contrary by 
thee German government, this test is widely considered among scholars to be 
muchh more restrictive than the residual competition test contained in Article 
811 (3).38 Furthermore, although it is nowhere explicitly stated in the statement 
off  reasons, this more restrictive condition appears to be directed specifically at 
DSDD and other large-scale producer responsibility schemes. For these schemes 
ann exemption on the basis of this provision seems to be out of the question, as 
theyy wil l often entail 'the creation or strengthening of a dominant position'. 

Onee further interesting feature of Section 7 concerns the fact that the 
Germann government partially based the inclusion of a reference to 'the taking 
backk or disposal of goods' on Article 6 EC.39 This reference nicely illustrates the 
problemm of the communautaire character of certain principles that was already 
identifiedd in paragraph 10.2. The reference to Article 6 EC as part of the motiva-
tionn of the inclusion of a provision that mimics European law shows that prin-
cipless such as the integration and polluter pays principle, even though having 
aa European origin, can certainly play a role in the national context. They are, as 
wass argued above, therefore not of an exclusively communautaire nature. 

Ass far as German practice with regard to the application of the GWB to large-
scalee producer responsibility organisations is concerned, the DSD case is very 
muchh at the heart of the matter. Indeed, DSD more or less stood at the cradle of 
att least three Ph.D. theses and numerous articles.40 Alongside DSD, there exist 
large-scalee product responsibility organisations for car wrecks and for old batter-
iess while similar organisations are expected to come about for other products as 
well.41 1 

Thee mother of all product responsibility organisations, DSD, was considered 
byy the Federal Cartel Office to violate Section 1 GWB. However, as we have seen 

355 Schumacher 2002, p, 130. 
366 Cf. Bundeskartellamt, Decision B 6 - 22131 - M - 49/99, Stellenmarkt Dcutschland, p. 21. 
377 Ibid., p. 130. 
33 Ibid., p. 130. With further references. 
399 Bundestag Drucksache 13/9720, Btgründung, 3. Teil under ce. 
400 Ehle 1996, Velte 1999 and Bastians 2002 have all taken the competition problems resulting from DSD 

ass a point of departure for their studies. These three books contain extensive references to - primarily 

Germann - articles concerning the same issue. 
411 Known as, respectively, Arge Altauto and Gcmcinsames Rücknahme System (GRS). Following the entry 

intoo force of the Altelektronik Verordnung (Ordinance concerning waste electronics) implementing the 

WEEEE Directive another product responsibility organisation is expected to be erected. 
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above,, it ended up being tolerated on the basis of the Ordnungswidrigkeitengesetz. 
Thiss is far from a satisfactory solution because legal certainty and transparency 
aree the clear losers in this approach. Moreover, it seems uncertain whether DSD 
wouldd be able to profit from the inclusion of Section 7 as was shown above.42 

Scholarss have argued that a Ministerial exemption pursuant to Section 8 of the 
GWBB is probably the only possibility for a legalisation of DSD.v However, no 
suchh exemption has ever come about. Moreover, it is far from certain whether 
suchh an exemption wil l ever materialise as Section 8 involves a balancing of the 
restrictionn of competition on the one hand with the prevailing reasons concern-
ingg the economy as a whole and the public interest on the other. Velte, however, 
hass convincingly argued that there are no less restrictive alternatives to DSD so 
thatt an exemption seems apt.44 

Inn terms of political involvement in the process of applying and interpreting 
competitionn law, the amendment of Section 7 so as to allow for an exemption on 
environmentall  grounds, can in many ways be said to run parallel to a Minis-
teriall  exemption. For one, both solutions follow from the fact that a solution 
withinn the framework of the competition-related justifications (i.e. an applica-
tionn of Sections 2 -6 before the sixth amendment) proved impossible. Secondly, 
bothh solutions require to some extent the involvement of the legislature instead 
off  the specially appointed and independent institution, the Bundeskartellamt. 
Thirdly,, neither option allows for a complete and unqualified exception from the 
prohibitionn in Section 1. On the basis of Section 10, paragraph 4, of the GWB 
requiress either exemption to be limited in time and, generally, not exceeding 
fivee years. What ever may be of this parallelism, the fact remains that DSD is 
att the moment only tolerated as far as the prohibition on cartels is concerned. 
Moreover,, the Federal Cartel Office has now shifted its attention to applying the 
provisionss on abuse of a dominant position (Sections 19 and 20 of the GWB) to 
DSD.455 Even before this statement, attempts by DSD to expand into other areas 
off  the packaging recycling business, through the so-called DEGI-konzept, have 
beenn stopped because objections voiced by the Bundeskartellamt.46 This DEGI-
systemm would have entailed a collection and recycling scheme for transport and 
non-retaill  sales packaging set up along the lines of the DSD system. 

However,, is DSD actually such a disaster for competition? If we look at the 
externall  competition (i.e. third parties that would like to access the market), 

422 Moreover, in the one case in which Section 7 has been applied to this date, Stellenmarkt Deutschland, 

(Decisionn B 6 - 22131 - M - 49/99), the Bundeskartellamt has adopted a restrictive approach in applying 

aa strict necessity and proportionality test. 
455 See, with further references, Velte 1999, p. 215 et seq., Ehle 1996, p. 119 et seq. 
444 Velte 1999, p- 222-257. 
455 Bundeskartellamt, Tütigkeitsbericht igq^/2000, Bundestag Drucksache 14/6300, p. 178. 
466 Decision of 24 June 1993 incase B10-762400-A-82/93, published in WuW under WuW/E BkartA 2561. 
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thee situation created by the Packaging Ordinance and DSD is indeed less than 
totallyy satisfactory. However, competition is determined by more factors than 
thee number of parties present on a market and the possibility of potential 
competition.. Internally, are a number of factors that assure that competition is 
nott distorted by DSD in the upstream or downstream market. This is assured 
byy the fact that both these industries are represented in DSD's governing board 
soo as to prevent either of them from using DSD as vehicle for any rent-seeking 
behaviour.477 Such rent seeking could come from the upstream (collection and 
recyclingg industry) side in the form of excessive prices for or low quality of their 
services.. Rent seeking by the downstream {the producers made responsible) side 
couldd take the form of unduly low prices for collection and recovery services. In 
eitherr case, the wishes of one side would be antagonistic to those of the other 
sidee and thus could not be realised through DSD. As a result, DSD is unlikely to 
behavee in a manner that wil l be to the detriment of consumers or the recycling 
markett in general. 

Ass product responsibility has also been enacted with regard to other types of 
wastee than packaging waste, product responsibility organisations have also come 
about.. With regard to spent batteries and accumulators, the industry concerned 
hass set up the GRS, Gemeinsame Rücknahmesystem Batterien (Common Take 
backk system for batteries).48 This system functions within the framework of the 
Batteryy Ordinance49 that implements the Directive on batteries and accumula-
tors.500 Pursuant to this Ordinance, producers and importers of batteries can only 
markett their products when they provide for a possibility for the consumer to 
returnn spent batteries in accordance with the Ordinance.51 As could be expected, 
thee Ordinance provides for a collective as well as an individual solution for the 
takee back and recycling obligation. Interestingly, the basic obligation is one to 
eitherr set up or join a collective recycling and take-back scheme on the basis 
off  Section 4(2) of the Ordinance whereas Section 4(3) allows for an individual 
systemm (Selbstentsorgung, Selfdisposal) as an alternative method of meeting the 
takee back and recycling obligation.52 Manufacturers opting for the selfdisposal 
methodd may contract third parties to do the actual taking back and recycling. 

477 Cf. Lehman 2000. 
44 See website for further information: http://www.grs-batterien.de. 
499 Verordnung über die Rücknahme und Entsorgunggebrauchter Batterien und Akkumulatoren (Ordinance on 

thee take back and disposal of used batteries and accumulators), BGBl. I 2001, p. i486. 
500 Directive 91/157 on Batteries and accumulators, OJ1991 L 78/38. 
511 Section 3 of the Battery Ordinance. 
522 The wording of Section 4(3) indicates this alternative character: 'Paragraph 2 {i.e. the obligation to set 

upp or join a collectieve system, HV) does not apply insofar as the producer is able to show that he has 

sett up his own take back system for the batteries marketed by him'. Translated from 'Absatz 2 Satz 1 gilt 

nicht,, sofern ein Hersteller (...) nachweist, dass er ein eigenes Rücknahmesystem fur die von ihm in 

Verkehrr gebachten Batterien eingerichtet hat.' 
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Thiss legal framework has led to the foundation of the GRS whose members 
representt approximately 80% of the batteries imported into or manufactured 
inn Germany. The remaining 20% are taken back through an individual system. 
Concerningg the report of the Federal Cartel Office over 1999/2000, the German 
governmentt has expressed its contentment over the fact that the Battery Ordi-
nancee has resulted in a certain degree of competition on the market for the 
takee back and recycling of waste accumulators. In this respect, it considered 
thee possibility of selfdisposal (carried out by third parties) to be of consider-
ablee importance.53 However, the framework of the Battery Ordinance is also 
consideredd to distort competition in that a number of these selfdisposers are in 
actuall  fact taking back, through a third party, spent batteries that were taken 
backk by way of the municipal waste collection system. In that way they do not 
facee the extra costs of setting up and running their own collective take back 
andd recycling system and thus are able to achieve returnquota that are 2.5 times 
higherr at nearly identical costs to that of the GRS.54 Apparently, the Environment 
Ministryy has sought to amend the Battery Ordinance in order to neutralise this 
distortionn of competition. However, these attempts met with objections from the 
Bundeskartellamt.Bundeskartellamt. Moreover, the Bundeskartellamt noted in its report over 1999/ 
20000 that GRS had approached a number of private and municipal companies 
andd implicitly required them to hand over any collected batteries to it because 
handingg them over to a third party would be illegal.55 

Withh regard to electronics waste, the WEE E Directive must be implemented 
inn Germany as well. As wil l be seen below, when we examine the experiences in 
thee Netherlands with regard to product responsibility for WEEE, it is likely that 
aa collective product responsibility organisation will be the result.5$ Moreover, 
ass part of what can probably be called a pre-emptive strike, the Federal Cartel 
Officee has already prohibited DSD from becoming active on the market for the 
takee back and recycling of WEEE.57 

Finally,, the End-of-life-vehicles Directive58 has been implemented in 
Germanyy through the Altfahrzeug-Gesetz that amends the Altauto-Verordnung 
andd renames it to Altfahrzeug-Verordnung.^9 Under this Ordinance, importers 
andd producers are under an obligation to take back, free of charge, the end-of-life 
vehicless of their own brand only.60 This take-back obligation is further substanti-

533 Bundeskartellamt, Tatigkeitsbericht 1999/2000, Bundestag Drucksache 14/6300, p. V. 
544 Bundcsministeriumfiir Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit 2001, p. 2. 
555 Bundeskartellamt, Tatigkeitsbericht 1999/2000, Bundestag Drucksache 14/6300, p. 178. 
55 Infra, para. 10.5.1. 
577 Ibid.p. 178. 
588 Directive 2000/53 o n end-of lif e vehicles, OJ 2000 L 269/34. 
599 Gesetz über die Entsorgung von Altfahrzeugen, BGB1.1 2002, p. 2199. 
6 00 Altfahrzeug-Verordnung (as amended by the Altfahrzeug-Gesetz), Section 3(1). 
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atedd in Section 3(3) of the Ordinance where producers are obliged to collectively 
orr individually set up a take back infrastructure. Moreover, they may decide to 
concludee contracts with third parties to meet these obligations. Whatever solu-
tionn is adopted, the distance between the place of residence and the take back 
locationn may not be more than 50 kilometres. The result of this product respon-
sibilityy has been the creation of Arge-Altauto. This organisation was set up by 
thee industry through a so-called voluntary pledge (Freiwillige Sebstverpflichtung) 
andd represents the overwhelming majority of the industry.61 Much attention 
hass been devoted to the financing of this product responsibility. In this respect, 
itt must be pointed out that the product responsibility also covers the historical 
waste.. However, since the product responsibility and thus the financial respon-
sibilityy relates only to the producers own brand, solidarity related problems are 
nott to be expected. Indeed, collective fund solutions - which are quite common 
inn the Netherlands62 - have not been adopted in Germany.6' In the end, the 
BundeskartellamtBundeskartellamt has exempted the voluntary pledge, albeit after some amend-
mentss to the agreement, on the basis of Section 2 of the GWB.64 Section 2 
allowss for an exemption of so-called conditions-cartels that prescribe uniform 
conditionss of trade provided that they do not concern prices.65 

Alll  in all, the competition controversy surrounding the collective solutions 
sett up pursuant to the Battery and Packaging Ordinances seems to boil down to 
aa cherry-picking problem in that, with regard to spent Batteries, the co-operat-
ingg selfdisposers are skimming the cream of the cake after which GRS is left 
withh the uninteresting bits.66 DSD's competition problems can similarly be said 
too be the result of its wish to prevent cherry picking as well as free riding. These 
twoo problems, cherry picking and free riding, are symptomatic of the situation 
thatt results from the introduction of competition in sectors that were up til l then 
consideredd to be the domain of public undertakings such as waste collection and 
disposal. . 

611 Cf. website of Arge-Altauto: http://www.arge-altauto.de/. 
622 Cf. Onida 2000, p. 283 et seq., who considers the Netherlands - as he calls it - 'scrap fee'-model as a 

viablee financing method throughout Europe. 
633 Ibid., under 'forum' (30-7-2002). See, furthemore, the statement of reasons (Bcgriindung) by the 

Germann government with regard to the Altfahrzeug-Gesetz (can be downloaded from the website of the 

Germann Federal Ministry for the Environment: http://www.bmu.de), p. 14. 
644 Bundeskartellamt, T&tigkeitsbcricht 1997/1998, Bundestag Drucksache 14/1139, p. 43,116. 
655 See further: Immenga & Mestmacker 2001, p. 220 et seq. 
666 Cf BundesministeriumfiiT Umwelt, Naturschutz und Rcaktorsicherhcit 2001, p. 2 where this is referred to 

ass 'Rosinenpickerei'. 
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16.44 Competition and the environment in the United Kingdom 

InIn the UK the principle of producer responsibility has been 
implementedd or is consideredd for a number of sectors. One of the most interest-
ingg applications of the producer responsibility has taken place with regard to 
packagingg waste. In the United Kingdom, the Packaging Directive was imple-
mentedd through the Producer Responsibility Obligations (Packaging Waste) 
Regulationss 1997.67 These Regulations have been adopted by the Secretary of 
Statee for the Environment pursuant to the Environment Act 1995.68 As the name 
alreadyy indicates, these Regulations enact a producer responsibility for pack-
agingg waste. The Regulations apply only to businesses that handle more than 
50.0000 kilograms of packaging materials and have a turnover of more than GBP 
1.000.000.. These undertakings are referred to as so-called obligated companies. 
Thee actual producer responsibility takes the form of percentages of the amount 
off  packaging material handled in the preceding year that must be recovered and 
recycled.. These percentages depend on the involvement in the packaging indus-
tryy (raw material manufacturing 6%, converting raw materials into packaging 9 
%,%, filling/packing 37% and selling 48%). Because of this it is also referred to as 
aa shared responsibility. 

Thee obligated companies have two options through which they can fulfi l 
thee producer responsibility. They can chose an individual solution or they may 
choosee to join a collective compliance scheme. Just as in other cases where a 
producerr responsibility has been enacted, joining a collective scheme has proven 
too be the most popular method of meeting the producer responsibility. However, 
wheree the choice between the individual and collective solution has in other 
memberr states resulted in the creation of large-scale monopolistic systems, it 
hass resulted in the coming about of a flourishing market in the UK. Indeed, 
theree exist 19 such collective schemes at the moment. These vary from nation-
widee multi sectoral schemes69 to regional70 and single sector schemes.7' Interest-
ingly,, such collective schemes have to meet a 'competition scrutiny' on the basis 
off  the Regulations. 

Fromm a competition-and-the-environment-perspective essentially two 
interestingg points may be discerned. Firstly, there is the question why the 
markett for recovery and recycling of packaging in the UK can be described as 

677 SI 1997, 648, amended since. Hereafter referred to as 'the Regulations'. 

Sectionn 93(1) of the Environment Act 1995. 
6 99 Such as, for example, Valpak and Wastepak that operate through the UK and cover all sorts of packaging 

material. . 
700 Such as Pennine Pack that operates in areas of Calderdale and Kirklees in West Yorkshire. 
711 An example of this category is the Difpak scheme set up by the dairy industry and wil l cover only the 

packagingg used by that industry. 
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flourishingflourishing and competitive whereas other producer responsibility laws have 
resultedd in monopolistic systems. Secondly, there is the 'competition scrutiny' 
accordingg to which there is an ex ante appreciation of the competitive impact of a 
collectivee scheme. Both points wil l be further investigated below. 

16.4.. i The creation of a market for the recovery and recycling of 
packagingg waste 

Whatt exactly lies at the basis of this stunning difference 
betweenn producer responsibility regimes on the continent and the one 
implementedd with regard to packaging waste in the UK? In a nutshell it all boils 
downn to the difference between, on the one hand, a product responsibility and, 
onn the other, a true producer responsibility.72 It can be said that the German 
Packagingg Ordinance establishes something that must actually be characterised 
ass a product responsibility rather than a producer responsibility. As could be 
seenn above, the basic obligation is primarily attached to the products marketed 
andd not so much to any entity that is made responsible. This was characterised 
ass the bottom up approach as the point where the consumer feeds the waste 
intoo the system functions as point of departure. The products thus fed into the 
systemm must be taken back and be recycled. 

Thee Regulations, however, impose upon the producers an obligation to 
takee back a portion of waste expressed as a percentage of the amount of that 
substancee handled by a company during the preceding year. Furthermore, 
thee take-back obligation is not material-specific (e.g. an obligated producer 
usingg glass packaging can fulfi l the take-back obligation by taking back paper) 
whereass the recycling obligation is material specific. Proof of having met these 
obligationss can take either of two forms: firstly, by providing 'documentary 
evidence'' or, secondly, with the help of so-called Packaging Recovery Notes or -
inn short - PRNs. These PRNs are certificates that are sold by the companies that 
performm the actual recycling and represent a certain amount of packaging waste 
thatt has been recycled. Although the normal situation will be that the PRNs are 
handedd over to the company supplying the waste, there is no obligation to do so, 
leavingg the PRNs freely tradable. As the documentary evidence option involves 
considerablee costs,73 most companies have embraced the PRN option. Indeed, 
thee existence of these PRNs, can be said to have greatly aided the creation of the 
markett for take-back and recycling services by turning these services into a trad-
ablee commodity.74 The obligated companies can thus freely purchase whatever 
recyclingg services they need in order to meet the targets imposed by the Regula-

711 Cf. Bastians 2002, p. 154. 
755 Cf. Bastians 2002, p. 112,113. 
744 It may be added that there is actually an on-line exchange for  these PRNs. 
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tions.. All in all the Regulations lay down a true producer responsibility or, in 
otherr words, have taken a top down approach to producer responsibility. In this 
approachh the point of departure is the producer who has to meet certain goals as 
hee sees fit. In market terms this means that demand was created for the (new) 
collectionn and recycling services. This demand was met by a number of parties 
offeringg such services thus creating a market. This is not to say that there were 
neverr or are no longer any fears surrounding competition in the British market 
forr packaging waste recycling services.75 

16.4.22 Competition scrutiny 

Ass could already be seen in Part Two, many collective pro-
ducerr responsibility schemes actually operate as a 'spider in the web', bringing 
togetherr the producers that have been made responsible, transporters, collectors 
andd companies offering recovery and recycling services. As a result, competi-
tionn concerns relate primarily to foreclosure effects stemming from the vertical 
relationss and the need to prevent the coming about of large-scale organisations. 
Thee approach to such competition concerns is, as we have seen above, to a large 
extentt ex post in that competition problems first have to actually arise before the 
competitionn authorities enter into the picture. The Commission's Article 82 EC 
casecase against DSD is in many respects symptomatic for this ex post approach. 

Thiss situation may be contrasted with that in the UK following the Regula-
tions.. During the preparatory phase of the Regulations it was envisaged that all 
sortss of contacts concluded as part of the operation of a collective scheme could 
bee subject to the Restrictive Trade Practices Act 1976.76 The resulting essentially 
exx post control was considered inappropriate and inefficient replaced by an ex 
anteante review of the competition effects pursuant to Regulation 31. This Regula-
tion,, insofar as relevant, reads as follows: 

'[T]he'[T]he requirements of competition scrutiny in relation to a scheme are that 
(a)(a) the scheme does not have, and is not likely to have, the effect of restricting, distort-
inging or preventing competition or, where it appears to the Secretary of State that the 
schemescheme has or is likely to have any such effect, the effect is or is likely to be no greater 
thanthan is necessary for achieving the environmental or economic benefits mentioned in 
sectionsection 93 (6) of the Act; and 

(b)(b) the scheme does not lead, and is not likely to lead, to an abuse of market 
power.' power.' 

755 Moreover, and more importantly, this does not include any judgment on the environmental effectivess 

off  the British solution. 
766 Now replaced by the Competition Act 1998,1998 chapter 41. 
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Inn practice, a scheme must apply to the Director General of Fair Trading who 
givess advice to the Secretary of State for the Environment with regard to the 
competitionn scrutiny. In the end, the Secretary of State decides on the basis of 
thee Director General's advice. To this day the Director General has conducted a 
competitionn scrutiny in relation to 19 schemes. Of these 19 schemes, only one 
scheme,, Glaspak, was considered not to meet the requirements of the competi-
tionn scrutiny." Glaspak was set up by the British glass container industry and 
centress around Glasmo, a company set up to function as a 'spider in the web', 
andd five glass reprocessing companies that represent approximately 95% of the 
markett for reprocessing glass. As part of the Glaspak scheme, these five compa-
niess wil l pass on all the PRNs that they generate on to Glasmo free of charge. 
Glasmoo will , in turn, sell the PRNs, at a fixed price, to third parties. These third 
partiess wil l primarily be those parties that need glass-recycling PRNs so that 
onlyy the remaining PRNs will be sold as non-specific recovery PRNs. 

Ass could be expected, Glaspak met with concerns pursuant to Regulation 
3i(i)(b).788 Firstly, the five reprocessing companies would form a buyer's cartel on 
thee market for the purchase of glass cullet (glass that has already been recov-
eredd but still needs to recycled). The market position of this buyer's cartel will 
certainlyy enable abuse of the collective dominant position. Secondly, the obliga-
tionn on the five reprocessing companies to pass all their PRNs on to Glasmo wil l 
conferr upon the latter a dominant position on the market for the sale of glass 
PRNs.. As the wording of Regulation 31(1) (b) already shows there is no possibil-
ityy to justify an abuse of a dominant position. However, ex abundantia cautela, 
thee Director General addresses the arguments forwarded by Glaspak with 
respectt to the environmental and economic benefits of the scheme within the 
meaningg of Regulation 3i(i)(a).7^ In this respect, the Director General considers 
thatt only one of the five arguments brought forward by Glaspak cuts ice. This 
argumentt addresses the weakest link of any producer responsibility scheme, 
namelyy consumer participation. According to the parties, consumers need to be 
educatedd in order to ascertain that larger amounts of glass are returned to bottle 
banks.. In this regard, Glaspak argues that free-rider problems wil l effectively 
preventt this education from coming about.*0 Assuming that increasing the 
amountt of collected glass from the public can be done most effectively through 
publicc bottle banks, the Director General accepts that a co-ordinated effort with 
regardd to publicity and education will increase the environmental as well as 
economicc benefits of the scheme. However, as the wording of Regulation 3i(i)(a) 
shows,, it must be shown that the restrictions of competition do not go beyond 

777 Report of May 1998, OFT 223. 
788 Ibid., para. 6.5 et seq. 
799 Ibid., para. 6.26 et seq. 

Ibid.,Ibid., para. 6.49 et seq. 
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whatt is necessary to bring about these benefits. In this respect, the Director 
Generall  is of the opinion that the co-ordinated approach to publicity and educa-
tionn could just as well be achieved without the restrictions of competition that 
weree identified on the market for the purchase of cullet and that for the sale 
off  PRNs.81 Again, we see that foreclosure-type problems are at the heart of the 
matter. . 

Onn a more general level, two interesting observations may be made with 
regardd to the competition scrutiny mechanism. Firstly, the fact environmental 
legislationn encompasses such a test that can result in the non-application of 
thee competition rules. This is proof of a much more conscious attitude towards 
producerr responsibility than the one adopted on the continent that essentially 
comescomes down to a 'wait and see'-approach.82 Secondly, there is the content of the 
competitionn scrutiny. The first paragraph, under (a), of Regulation 31 explicitly 
recognisess the possibility to offset restrictions of competition with environmen-
tall  and economic benefits in the case of environmental agreements. No such 
mechanismm is present with regard to an abuse of a dominant position (Regula-
tionn 3i(i)(b)) as it is impossible to justify an abuse. 

Thee direct balancing of environmental with competition concerns as part of 
thee Regulations may be compared with the appraisal on the basis of Section 7 of 
thee German GWB.8}  A first similarity stems from the fact that both are accord-
ingg to their wording and context specifically geared to the competition problems 
arisingg in connection with producer responsibility organisations. Furthermore, 
bothh envisage an explicit balancing of environmental (and economic) benefits on 
thee one hand with the restriction of competition on the other. However, Section 
77 and Regulation 31 are different with regard to the type of balancing act that is 
too be conducted. In the case of the competition scrutiny pursuant to Regulation 
31,, the restriction of competition must be necessary for the attainment of the 
environmentall  and economic benefits. Thus competition and environmental 
protectionn are placed on the same level when they are weighed. Section 7 of the 
GWB,, on the contrary, encompasses both a necessity test where the restriction 
off  competition is balanced with the economic and environmental benefits that 
flowflow from taking back and disposing goods as well as a true proportionality test. 
Inn the latter test, the level of environmental protection sought is also subject to 
scrutinyy on the basis of its impact on competition. The inclusion of a proportion-
alityy test effectively places the maintenance of competition above the environ-
mentall  and economic benefits arising from collective take-back and recycling 
schemes. . 

Ibid.,Ibid., para. 6.55 et seq. 

Allthough,, as wil l be seen below, the Netherlands have introduced a sort of ex ante competition review 

mechanism. . 

Supra,Supra, paragraph 10.3.2. 
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16.55 Competition and the environment in the Netherlands 

Producerr responsibility has been a mainstay of Netherlands 
environmentall  law with regard to waste for a long time. On the basis of the 
Environmentall  Management Act (Wet milieubeheer), which functions as the 
frameworkk Act for environmental protection legislation, secondary legisla-
tionn may be adopted in the interest of waste reduction.84 Pursuant to this Act 
aa number of Orders in Council (Algemene maatregel van bestuur) have been 
adopted.8'' These may lay down producer responsibilities for certain categories of 
products.. Interestingly, no such legislation exists for a number of areas because 
thee relevant industry has been able to prevent the enactment of such legisla-
tionn by accepting producer responsibility 'voluntarily'. However, the degree of 
voluntarityy in such producer responsibility schemes can be doubted given that 
theyy are in many cases actually the result of the threat of legislative activity.86 

Below,, we wil l start with a short description of producer responsibility in the 
Netherlands.. After that we will look at the relation between environmental pro-
tectionn and competition law in general. Finally, we concentrate on an aspect of 
thee Dutch approach to producer responsibility that is rather controversial from a 
competitionn point of view: the removal or disposal fee (verwijderingsbijdrage) or 
-- as it is now called - waste management fee (ajvalbeheersbijdrage).*7 We wil l first 
describee this removal fee in general and after that move on to the competition 
aspectss of this fee. 

16.5.11 Producer responsibility in the Netherlands 

Interestingly,, producer responsibility, whether imposed or 
acceptedd voluntarily, has without exception resulted in large-scale producer 
responsibilityy organisations. With regard to packaging waste, the industry con-
cernedd has concluded an environmental agreement, the Environmental Agree-
mentt on Packaging II (Convenant verpakkingen J/).88 With regard to, for example, 
carr wrecks,89 batteries and accumulators,90 PVC pipes^1 and waste electrical and 

44 Section 10.4 of the Environmental Management Act, Stb. 1992,551. 
55 See, for an overview: Vedder 2002, p. 22. 

See,, with further references: Engel 1998, p. 3. 
77 Chapter 15, Title 10 of the Environmental Management Act, Stb. 1992, 551 as amendedd by the Act of 21 

Junee 2001 (structure for the management of waste) Stb. 2001, 346. 

Statee Gazette (Staatscourant) Stcrt. 1997, 247, p. 38 et seq. 
899 The industry concerned has set up the so-called ARN system (Autorecyding Nederland), hereafter 

referredd to as ARN. 
900 Following the Batteries Order, the industry has set up the Batteries Foundation (Stichting Batterijen 

abbreviatedd with Stibat), hereafter referred to as Stibat. 
911 This industry scheme is set up by the Association of manufacturers of plastic pipe systems (Federatie 

vanvan fabrikanten van Kunststofieidingsystemen), hereafter referred to as FKS. 
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electronicall  equipment,92 the industry have similarly accepted producer respon-
sibilityy collectively. 

Iff  we take the interim conclusion reached above in paragraph 10.4.1 then 
thiss should not come as a surprise since the legislation in fact establishes a prod-
uctt responsibility rather than a true producer responsibility. Pursuant to, for 
example,, the Disposal of Batteries Order (Besluit verwijdering batterijen) or the 
Whitee and Brown Goods Order (Besluit verwijdering wit- en bruingoed) produc-
erss are basically responsible for collecting and recycling the products that they 
havee brought on the market.93 The actual collection takes place as follows. If we 
takee the example of the White and Brown Goods Order, retailers are under an 
obligationn to take back at least free of charge all waste products from consumers 
thatt buy a replacement new product ('old for new') irrespective of the brand. The 
retailerss can then pass the products on upstream to the producers or importers. 
Thee economies of scale that can be achieved by co-operating again effectively 
rulee out recourse to an individual system. Moreover, the old for new-rule intro-
ducess an element of solidarity into the system that only reinforces the incentives 
too collectively accept producer responsibility. Indeed, with regard to the White 
andd Brown Goods Order, the Minister for the Environment has stated in letter to 
thee Parliament 'co-operation cannot be prescribed by law but the Order contains 
manyy incentives for a collective approach'.94 

Thus,, as could be expected, the overwhelming majority of the industry 
concernedd decided to accept the product responsibility collectively. Essentially, 
thee Orders allow for two different ways in which producer responsibility can 
bee collectively accepted. Firstly, producers may collectively notify their system 
andd secondly, they may decide to conclude an environmental covenant. Because 
thee collective notification is subject to less procedural requirements than the 
covenant,955 the White and Brown Goods Order and Batteries Order have both 
resultedd in a collective notification.96 The Minister for the Environment must 

922 Two organisations: the Stichting Witgoed (White goods foundation) and Stichting Bruingoed (Brown 

goodss foundation), hereafter the Foundations, have been set up. The scheme is managed by the Neder-

landselandse Vereniging Verwijdering Metalektro Produkten (NVMP), and wil l hereafter be referred to as Wit- en 

Bruingoed. Bruingoed. 
933 Section 5 of the Batteries Order, Stb. 1995,45, and section 5,7 of the Disposal of White and Brown 

Goodss Order, Stb. 1998, 238. 
944 Translated from '[..] samenwerking kan niet wettelijk worden voorgeschreven, maar in het besluit zijn 

veell  prikkels voor een collectieve aanpak ingebouwd.', Report of a meeting, TK 1997-1998, 25 6000 XI, 

nr.. 39, atp. 6. 
955 The collective acceptance through a covenant is explicitly made subject to extra constraints because of 

extraa competition implications, see further: Guidelines for the White and Brown Goods Order (Environ-

mentt Ministry, 14 July 1998) Chapter 2, p. 5. 
966 With regard to electronic and electrical waste the White and Brown Goods Foundations were set up 

whereass the Stibat organisation administers the collective scheme set up pursuant to the Disposal of 

Batteriess Order. 
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thenn approve such a notification before the underlying individual responsibility 
disappears. . 

Thee fact that industry has responded collectively to producer responsibility 
iss in itself not that surprising or interesting and merely confirms the interim 
conclusionn that a product rather than producer responsibility wil l result in a 
collectivee acceptance of the responsibility. What is interesting and of particular 
relevancee to this research is the fact that these collective notifications envisage 
thatt the collection and recovery costs are financed through a so-called removal 
fee.. This removal fee would thus have to compensate the so-called chain deficit. 
Thiss chain deficit consists of the income from the recycling activities with the 
costss for collection and recycling deducted. Put differently, the removal fee 
quantifiess and internalises97 the environmental costs associated with the waste 
stagee of production and consumption. In many of the cases involving collective 
productt responsibility organisations that have been scrutinised on the grounds 
off  Netherlands competition law, the removal fee has played a pivotal role. This 
iss so because the whole idea behind the removal fee, as wil l be shown below, is 
too make the environmental costs arising from the product responsibility more 
transparent.. From a competition point of view this increased transparency with 
regardd to costs, together with the horizontal character of the product responsibil 
ityy organisation, comes dangerously close to horizontal price fixing. 

16.5.22 Environmental concerns and competition law in the 
Netherlands s 

Ass may be inferred from the above outline of environmen-
tall  agreements and collective notifications, the authority responsible for the 
enforcementt of competition law in the Netherlands, The Netherlands Competi-
tionn authority (Nederlandse Mededingingsautoriteit, NMa) has been quite busy 
applyingg competition law to cases that involve environmental concerns. To this 
date,, it has ruled on seven such collective schemes.9® 

However,, before we move on to examine these decisions we shall first look 
att Netherlands competition law in general and notably the provisions that 

Theree can be said to be an internalisation because the costs are as a consequence being paid by an 

anctorr in the production and consumption process. 

NMaNMa Decision of 23 July 1999 in Case 12, FKS, Decision of 18 December 1998 and 31 May 1999 in Case 

51,, Stibat (Decision in first instance as well as Decision following administrative appeal), Decision of 

55 April 2000 in Case 115, ARN, Decision of 30 September 1998 in Case 139, SPRN (Stichting Papier 

RecyclingRecycling Nederland, Foundation Paper Recycling Netherlands), Decision of 18 April 2001 in Case 1153, 

Wit-Wit- en Bruingoed, Decision in Case 1982 VKG (Stichting Recycling VKG, Foundation Recycling Plastic 

Facadee Cladding) (has not been officially published) and Decision of 22 October 2001 in Case 2026, 

ARNARN II. 
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concernn the role of environmental protection requirements in it. Firstly, it may 
bee observed that the Competition Act (Mededingingswet) is fairly recent and very 
muchh based on European Community competition law." Perhaps as a result of 
itss predecessor, the Act on Economic Competition (Wet economische mededing-
ing),ing), which was generally considered to be much more corporatist, a number 
off  concerns were voiced during the parliamentary debates with regard to the 
Competitionn Act. Most of these concerned the fear that 'non-economic' objec-
tivess would be - to put it dramatically - completely overrun once unrestrained 
competitionn would be unleashed in the Netherlands. These concerns were 
voicedd most fervently in connection with the services of general interest and 
thee cartel prohibition. As the rule enshrined in Article 86(2) EC was trans-
posedd into the Competition Act by analogy,100 concerns centred primarily on 
thee implications of the cartel prohibition for all sorts of agreements that were 
concludedd for the furtherance of so-called non-economic objectives. Environ-
mentall  agreements featured prominently in these fears.101 Such agreements, if 
theyy restrict competition, fall within the scope of Section 6 of the Competition 
act.. This provision closely mirrors Article 81 {1) EC. Apart from the possibility of 
thee agreement being considered de minimis102 or the applicability of Sections 11 
orr 16, the only option is an exemption pursuant to Section 17 of the Competition 
Act.. Section n of the Competition Act transposes Article 86(2) EC by analogy in 
thee specific context of agreements.103 Section 16 of the Competition act provides 
forr a non-applicability of the Competition Act to agreements that are subject to 
supervisionn on the basis of other legislation. This provision thus applies only in 
casess of a conflict of supervision between the NMa on the one hand and another 
authorityy on the other hand. We will address both provisions in greater detail 
furtherr below. 

Sectionn 17 reflects Article 81(3) EC and contains broadly the same four crite-
riaa for an exemption subject to a notification requirement. With regard to the 
so-calledd non-economic considerations, the Minister of Economic Affairs stated 
thatt since such considerations played a role in the Commission's exemptions, 
suchh considerations would play a similar role in the practice pursuant to the 
neww Section 17.104 However, as parliament feared that the role of environmental 
concernss in the exemption clause in Section 17 of the Act might prove to be 

9 99 The Competition Act was published in Stb. 1997, 242, entered into force on 1 January 1998. 
1000 In the form of Sections 11 and 25 of the Competition Act. 

1011 cj jYie Advice of the Council of State {Advies van de Raad van State) and the reaction by the Minister, TK 

1995-1996,, 24 707 A, p. 8, 9. Cultural considerations (fixed book prices) were a good runner-up. 
1022 Either on the basis of Section 7 of the Competition act, that contains an explicit quantitative appreciabil-

ityy criterion, or on the basis of the interpretation of Section 6 by the NMa. 
1033 See: Stuycket al. 2000, p. 177. 
1044 Explanatory memorandum (Memorie van toelichting), TK 1995-1996, 24 707 nr. 3, p. 24. 
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insufficient,, it proposed an amendment. According to this amendment environ-
mentall  concerns would be explicitly mentioned in Section 17 as a ground that 
couldd justify an exemption instead of'just taking them into account' in grant-
ingg such an exemption.'05 This was considered to be too grave a departure from 
thee European roots of the Competition Act and therefore unacceptable for the 
government.. Instead, the government proposed to introduce the possibility for 
thee Minister of Economic Affairs to give directions (aanwijzingen) to the author-
ityy responsible for the application of the Competition act. This proved acceptable 
forr the MP's that tabled the amendment and thus the amendment was with-
drawnn and the Section 4 of the Competition Act was changed to read as follows: 

1)1) Our Minister shall lay down in policy rules general instructions issued to the 
directordirector general, regarding the performance of the tasks assigned to the director 
generalgeneral by this Act 

2)2) General instructions within the meaning of the first paragraph may relate to 
howhow the director general should take into account non-economic considerations 
inin his decisions pursuant to Section ïy of this Act. 

Sectionn 4, however, has remained unused. Indeed, already during the parlia-
mentaryy debates, the Minister indicated that Section 4 should and would be 
usedd only with the utmost reluctance.106 Effectively, therefore, the role that 
non-economicc considerations have played and continue to play in Netherlands 
competitionn law is up the Netherlands competition authority. The authority, as 
wass mentioned above, has taken a number of decisions with regard to collective 
productt responsibility organisations and thus created a consistent policy with 
regardd to the role of environmental concerns and competition law. Essentially 
twoo types of environmental agreements can be discerned: those that involve a 
co-ordinationn of the behaviour of the parties with regard to the costs of the envi-
ronmentall  protection in the form of an agreement involving removal fees and 
thosee that do not involve such co-ordination. 

Withh regard to the latter, the concerns from the competition perspective are 
identicall  to those that we have already identified with regard to EC competi-
tionn law in Part Two. For example, the ADMES case concerned an agreement 
betweenn a number of companies (members)107 that produce waste by which they 
sett up ADMES to advise them with regard to waste collection and treatment. The 
NMaNMa characterised ADMES as a joint purchasing agreement for waste collection 

Amendmentt nr. 29 (proposed by De Jong and Van der Ploeg), TK 1995-1996, 24 707 nr. 29. 

TKK 1995-1996, 24 707 nr. 6, p. 81. 

Thesee companies are active in markets such as retail (supermarkets, shoes, clothing), shopping centres 

andd wholesale trade. 
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andd treatment services.108 In accordance with the well-established practice of the 
Commissionn the NMa first investigated whether competition problems could be 
expectedd on the markets on which the members are active as sellers. This was 
consideredd unlikely because of the only minimal overlap between the members' 
markets,, the minor importance of ADMES' activities compared to the members' 
mainn activities. Secondly, the NMa checked for restrictions on the market on 
whichh ADMES itself (i.e. the market for the purchase of waste collection and 
treatmentt services) is active. Because ADMES' market share was only minute 
(0,3%)) and its members were free to buy their waste management services from 
otherr parties than ADMES, competition problems were considered improbable 
onn this market as well. 

Anotherr case concerned the requirements imposed upon packaging by the 
Associationn of Flower Auctions in the Netherlands (Vereniging van Bloemenveilin-
gengen in Nederland, VBN).109 Most of these requirements were considered not to 
restrictt competition in the first place and therefore fell outside Section 6 of the 
Act,, as they were inherent in the logistics of the auctioning process. However, 
thee requirement that the packaging be compatible with the waste policy of the 
VBNN was clearly not inherent in the logistics and therefore did restrict competi-
tionn within the meaning of Section 6. However, the NMa granted an exemption 
pursuantt to Section 17. More precisely, the NMa considered that the require-
ment110 0 

'improved'improved technical progress because it encouraged the reuse of packaging mate-
rialrial  and reduces the environmental impact'. 

Furthermore,, the authority concluded that on the longer term cost reductions 
couldd be achieved. With regard to the second requirement for an exemption, 
thee NMa considered that consumers would receive a fair share because of two 
reasons.. On the one hand because a more sustainable economic development is 
promoted;; on the other hand because consumers will profit from the long-term 
cost-reductions.1""  The Authority considered the necessity requirement fulfilled 
becausee several suppliers would otherwise need to take into account differing 
requirementss in this respect imposed by the individual auctions to which they 
deliverr their goods.112 Finally, the NMa held that competition was not eliminated 

Decisionn of 21 September 2001 in Case 197, ADMES {Coöperatieve vereniging van ontdoeners van afvalstof-

fenfen ADMES U.A.). 
1099 Decision of 9 July 1999 in Case 492, VBN. 
110110 Ibid., para. 71. 
1111 Ibid., para. 72. 
1122 Ibid., para. 73. This application of the necessity test adresses only the question of the necessity of the 

actionn at the VBN level, not the necessity, in view of the environmental objectives, of the action (impos-

ingg environmental requirements upon the packaging) itself 
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becausee 'packaging suppliers can take the requirements into account in choos-
ingg the materials'."3 

Apartt from the minor criticisms made above, the outcome of the VBN case 
iss to be applauded because it shows that an exemption on primarily environ-
mentall  grounds is possible. The wording used by the NMa - 'Certainly on the 
longerr term cost reductions are also possible because of [the increased reuse]'II 4 

-- clearly indicates that this exemption was first and foremost the result of the 
environmentall  benefits of the co-operation."5 In its decision upon administrative 
appeall  in the VBN case, the NMa appeared to be backtracking from this initial 
pro-environmentall  stance. Possibly as an obiter dictum, the NMa considered that 
VBNN had demonstrated that the backgrounds of the requirements with regard 
too the waste policy were of a primarily economic nature."6 In another case, the 
NMaNMa explicitly stated that"7 

'Environmental'Environmental improvements do not in any case constitute of themselves advan-
tagestages within the meaning of Section ïy that can warrant an exemption'. 

Itt must be pointed out that the environmental benefits that were brought to the 
foree in this case can hardly be called convincing. Nevertheless, the firmness of 
thee wording used by the NMa together with the fact that this consideration has 
beenn repeated in other cases"8 appears to indicate that environmental improve-
mentss can only justify an exemption together with economic advantages. 

AA further case that deserves mention in this paragraph is FKS."9 This case 
involvedd the notification of an agreement between the six major manufacturers 

" '' Ibid., para. 73. This rather cryptic consideration appears to ignore the fact that the requirements wil l 

havee a pervasive influence on the market for packaging for flowers destined for auctioning in the Neth-

erlandss because over 80% of the production enters the market through VBN-members. Moreover, the 

VBNN has in practice implemented this requirement with regard to one way packaging so that only one 

typee of material can be used, see Decision of 18 September 2000 upon administrative appeal in Case 

492,, VBN, paras. 22, 32. 
1144 Translated from 'Zeker op de langere termijn kunnen daardoor [de bevordering van hergebruik] ook 

kostenbesparingenn worden gerealiseerd [emphasis added]'. 
1155 See, however, Van der Meulen 2000, at p. 198, who considers that the wording of the decision does not 

alloww for this conclusion. 
1166 Decision of 18 September 2000 upon administrative appeal in Case 492, para. 54. 
1177 Translated from: 'Milieuvoordelen zijn in elk geval als zodanig geen voordelen in de zin van artikel 17 

Mw,, die een ontheffing kunnen legitimeren', Decision of 23 February 2000 upon administrative appeal 

inn Case 228, VEBIDAK, para. 47. 

" 88 Ibid., footnote 3. However, the NMa, contrary to what footnote 3 in the decision suggests, did not 

considerr this in Stibat (infra, paragraph 10.5.2). 
1199 Decision of 23 July 1999 in Case 12, FKS. 
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off  plastic pipes in the Netherlands laying down a voluntary120 product responsi-
bilityy for plastic pipes. Such pipes are primarily made of PVC and thus consti-
tutee a serious environmental hazard when incinerated. Waste of such pipes 
iss generated during the construction or demolition of buildings. Particularly 
inn the latter case it is nearly impossible to discern the producer.121 To increase 
thee collection and recycling quota, it was decided to make the system as user 
friendlyy as possible. This resulted in two collection routes. Firstly, the demo-
litionn firms or contractors may bring the waste to any of the FKS-collection 
points.. These collection points - the branch offices of the FKS-members - are 
underr an obligation to take back all plastic pipe waste free of charge. Secondly, 
thee demolition firms and contractors may rent - at their own expense - a 
dedicatedd container to put on the building or demolition site. In this case, they 
receivee an encouragement premium of € 0,0454 per kilogram as an incentive 
too encourage collection. The collected waste, though taken back irrespective of 
thee brand, is divided among the FKS members in accordance with their market 
sharess in 1989.122 The plastic pipe waste thus collected and divided must then 
bee reprocessed by the FKS members. The waste is first regranulated (ground) 
andd then made into new plastic pipes using so-called three-layer co-extrusion 
techniquee of the regranulated waste. 

Thee Competition authority thus identified three restrictions of competition. 
Firstly,, the FKS members have divided among themselves the collected plastic 
pipee waste. Secondly, the FKS members effectively fixed the price that they 
chargee for the use of their system.123 Thirdly, the FKS members have limited the 
reprocessingg methods of the waste pipes to the three-layer co-extrusion method 
too make new pipes. 

Sincee the FKS system falls within the scope of Section 6 of the Competition 
Act,, the NMa went on to consider whether an exemption could be granted on the 
basiss of Section 17. According to the NMa the first requirement was met because 
usingg the regranulated waste to make pipes means that less virgin material is 
used.. Additionally, the NMa continued, the environmental effects of the incin-
erationn of plastic pipe waste are reduced because less pipes are incinerated while 
att the same time there are cost savings because there is less dangerous waste 
thatt would otherwise result from the incineration.124 Furthermore, the Author-
ityy considered that the common collection system and ensuing division brought 

1200 In this case, the manufacturers sought to avoid legislative action, cf. ibid., para. 15. 
1211 Such pipes may have been encased in the building for over 20 years or so and wil l not be removed 

unscathed. . 
1222 These market shares have been established in a confidential manner. 
1233 In the form of a zero-price (in case of delivery of the waste to the FKS collection points) or a negative 

pricee (the premium per kilogram of collected waste in case a container is used). 
1244 Decision of 2}  July 1999 in Case 12, FKS, para. 50. 
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withh it efficiency gains because the alternative (first identifying the producer 
whoo should then take back his own waste) would be much more cumbersome 
iff  not impossible.125 In paragraph 52 the NMa considers that the take back free 
off  charge and the encouragement premium in connection with the container 
promotess the separate collection of waste. In paragraph 53 the Authority appears 
too partially repeat itself when it states that the FKS system contributes to the 
reusee of waste through the development of new technologies such as the three-
layerr co-extrusion method. This, in turn, the NMa notes, has lead to the creation 
off  a new product. Finally, the NMa considers that limiting the reprocessing 
methodss also contributes to improving production or distribution or to promot-
ingg technical or economic progress because it achieves high-grade reuse. This, 
accordingg to the NMa, is in line with the Netherlands' government's policy with 
regardd to waste. 

Withh regard to the second requirement for an exemption (fair share for 
consumers),, the NMa sees no problems because the FKS system allows the 
contractorss and demolition firms to dispose themselves of their waste on a more 
advantageouss (voordeligere) and environmentally friendly manner. It is assumed 
thatt the advantageousness relates to the lower costs of handing in waste through 
thee FKS system compared to alternative methods of disposal (incineration). 
Furthermore,, the NMa considers the 'contractors and demolition firms have, 
becausee of the FKS system, the possibility to reduce the amount of incinerated 
wastee and thus improve the quality of the environment.'126 

Neitherr does the third (proportionality) requirement prove to be an insur-
mountablee hurdle. The NMa starts out by stating that, firstly, the reuse of plastic 
pipee waste is, at the moment, unprofitable and, secondly, the efficiency gains 
thatt flow from the FKS system can only be attained through co-operation. There-
fore,, the NMa concludes, sharing the collected waste according to the market 
sharess is necessary to ensure the continuity of the system and a fair division of 
thee costs associated with the system. Moreover, sharing the amount of collected 
wastee in accordance with the market shares also fits in best with the principle 
off  product responsibility.127 Furthermore, the NMa considers that the fixing of 
thee take back prices is inherent in this system. If these prices were not fixed, the 
FKSS members could use these prices as an instrument to reduce the amount of 
wastee that is taken back by raising them and thereby reducing the incentive for 

Ii 55 Ibid., para. 51. This consideration appears to overlap partly with the test involved in the proportionality 

requirement. . 
IJJ Ibid., para. 56. Translated from: 'De aanbieder van kunststofleidingsystemen wordt door middel van 

hett inzamelsysteem op vrijwillig e basis in staat gesteld een bijdrage te leveren aan de verkleining van 

dee hoeveelheid te verbranden afval van kunststofleidingsystemen en daarmee aan verbetering van de 

kwaliteitt van het milieu' 
1277 Ibid., para. 57. 
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contractorss and demolition firms to collect and hand over the waste. In view of 
thee fact that the reuse is at the moment loss making and the free-rider problem, 
thiss reasoning appears to make sense. As regards the necessity of the limitation 
off  the number of reprocessing methods, the NMa considers that abolishing this 
limitationn would mean that no experience is gained with the high-tech co-extru-
sionn technology. Moreover, this limitation prevents the regranulate from being 
usedd in low-tech applications that the NMa considers to be 'less desirable from 
ann environmental perspective'128 

Finally,, the NMa addresses the requirement that competition may not be 
eliminated.. In this respect it considers with regard to the external residual 
competitionn that third parties may set up similar recycling systems and 
thatt incineration is still possible. As far the internal residual competition is 
concerned,, the NMa considers that the FKS members can still compete with 
regardd to the costs of the regranulation and the costs of the reuse of the regranu-
late.1^ ^ 

Thee end result for the FKS is a five-year exemption for their take back and 
recyclingg system. In general, the FKS decision brings with it quite a bit more 
interestingg consequences. Firstly, the NMa reconfirms its stance according to 
whichh environmental considerations can, together with economic or efficiency 
considerationss warrant an exemption. The fact that environmental considera-
tionss need to be accompanied by economic gains is, as we have seen above, 
unproblematicc from the perspective of an integration of environmental and 
competitionn concerns. This for the simple reason that such advantages, as the 
NMaNMa demonstrates in FKS, are simply inherent in the co-operation. What is 
slightlyy disappointing, however, is the fact that the NMa appears to be a bit 
uncertainn of its case and thus tries to 'economise' the environmental benefits. 
When,, for example, it states that there are savings with regard to virgin materi-
als,1300 it appears to have identified an economic benefit. However, in reality this 
iss a primarily ecological benefit because the use of secondary (i.e. regranulated 
waste)) raw materials is still more expensive than the use of virgin material131 

thuss effectively ruling out any short-term economic benefits. On the upside 
off  things, the consideration that there is a fair share for consumers because 
thee contractors and demolition firms can reduce the amount of incinerated 
wastee and thus improve environmental quality'32 appears to come rather close 
too the reasoning according to which environmental benefits by their very 
naturee involve a fair share for consumers.133 The considerations with regard 

1288 Ibid., para. 60. 

" 99 Ibid., para. 62. 
1300 Ibid., para. 50, first sentence. 
1311 Ibid., para. 25. 
1322 Ibid., para. 56. 
1333 Supra, paragraph 3.7.3 
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too the necessity-requirement are equally interesting because they show how 
twoo hard-core restrictions (market-sharing and price fixing) can be exempted 
withinn the context of a producer responsibility scheme. Indeed, not allocating 
markett shares would greatly reduce the efficiency of the system and similarly, 
nott fixing prices could lead to their being used as part of a free-riding strategy. 
Thee acceptance of these restrictions in FKS may however be contrasted with the 
consistentt refusal to accept certain aspects of agreements involving a removal 
fee.1344 Finally, the considerations with regard to the internal residual competi-
tionn are a bit puzzling. Apparently, the NMa considers it possible that there is 
stilll  competition possible concerning the costs of the reprocessing technology. 
Thee reader, however, could be lead to believe that the reprocessing method 
wass limited to three layer co-extrusion following regranulation. Even, if is still 
possiblee to compete with regard to the costs of the regranulation, it would then 
havee to be shown that these costs represent a significant part of the total costs of 
reprocessing.1355 A more fundamental observation with regard to the limitation of 
thee number of reprocessing methods is the fact that such a restriction effectively 
stifless innovation. While it prevents the reuse of the regranulate in low-tech 
applications,, it similarly reduces the incentive to search for new reprocessing 
methodss that are even more high-tech and possibly more profitable than the 
three-layerr co-extrusion technology. As we have seen above, innovation is of the 
utmostt importance with regard to the integration of environmental concerns 
andd competition. Moreover, the environmental less-desirability of the use of the 
regranulatee in low-tech applications is, at least to this layman author, not entirely 
clear.. Even in a low-tech application, using secondary raw materials constitutes 
recyclingg and is therefore to be preferred over the use of virgin material. 

Finally,, there is the decision in WAV that we will address here only with 
regardd to the application of Section u of the Competition Act.1'6 This case 
concernedd a crisis-cartel setup by operators of landfill installations for the 
restructuringg of the landfill industry in the Netherlands. Among others, the 
partiess to the agreement had fixed minimum tariffs that they would charge for 
certainn types of waste. These minimum tariffs were characterised as restric-
tionss of price competition and as such were considered to violate Section 6 of 
thee Competition Act. Interestingly, the WAV relied, inter alia, on Section n. 
Thee NMa interpreted Section n in a way that is arguably more restrictive than 
thee ECJ's application of Article 86(2) EC/37 For one, the NMa appeared rather 
scepticall  with regard to the question whether or not waste management could 

1344 Infra, paragraph 10.5.2. 
1355 These costs and their relative importance are, for a layman at least, not specified in the decision. 
1366 Decision of 19 December 2000 in Case 294, Vcreningvan Exploitanten van Afvalvtrwtrkingsinrichtingcn 

inin Nederland (WAV). 
1377 See further Vedder 2002, p. 108 tt seq. 
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constitutee a service of general economic interest.1'8 As we have seen above, the 
judgmentt in the Sydhavnens Sten ef Grus case (rendered before the NMa decided 
inn WAV) shows that the Court has no problems in this respect.1^ 

Concluding,, the decisions in ADMES, VBN, WAV and FKS show that the 
NMaNMa certainly does award a - varying - role to environmental improvements in 
grantingg an exemption. This praiseworthy fact is, however, slightly tarnished 
byy the methodological uncertainties that at times surface in the form of consid-
erationss that show that the NMa is still not at ease with these 'non-economic' 
considerations. . 

Afterr this overview of the case law concerning environmental agreements 
thatt do not involve a removal fee, we wil l now turn our attention to the more 
controversiall  cases that involve environmental considerations. These concern the 
productt responsibility organisations that are funded through a removal fee. 

16.5.33 The removal fee, producer responsibility and the polluter 
payss principle 

Ass something of an intermezzo, we will now have a look at 
somee of the backgrounds of the removal fee before we turn our attention to the 
NMa'sNMa's practice with regard to the removal fee.I4° The removal fee is of particular 
interestt for the purpose of this research because it very adequately highlights the 
tensionss and discrepancies between the concept of producer or product respon-
sibility,, the polluter pays principle and the free rider problem. Moreover, the 
removall  fee is of great interest from a competition point of view because of the 
wayy in which it is often regulated by the parties. Firstly, it is fixed by the parties 
(manufacturerss and importers) to the agreement (i.e. horizontally) per product 
category.. Secondly, the removal fee must be passed on to the consumers in its 
entirety.. Thirdly, the removal fee is to be mentioned separately on the invoice. 
Thiss 'externalisation' of the removal fee (i.e. passing it on through the distribu-
tionn chain and not integrating it into the price of the products) brings the whole 
systemm dangerously close to a horizontal price fixing scheme that, of course, 
ensuress the undivided attention of the competition authorities. 

Withh regard to the backgrounds of the cases involving removal fee-funded 
takee back and recycling schemes, the following remarks can be made in general. 
Thee removal fee or waste management fee has its origins in the Environmental 
Managementt Act. Basically, it was introduced to reduce free rider problems in 
collectivee product responsibility organisations.141 To further reduce free riding 

'33 Ibid., paras. 61 and 71. 
I} 99 Supra, paragraph 7.6. 
1400 New legislation has resulted in the name Environmental management fee (milieubeheersbijdrage). For 

thee purpose of this book we shall refer to the term 'removal fee'. 
1411 Explanatory memorandum (Memorie van toelichting), TK 1992-1993 23 256, nr. 3, p. 1. 
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byy ascertaining that all members of an industry contribute to the funding of 
thee implementation of the product responsibility an environmental agreement 
containingg a waste management fee can be declared generally binding upon the 
industry.14**  The Environmental Management Act requires that an 'important 
majority'' of the industry has acceded to the agreement.14' In cases where the 
feee is actually declared generally binding, the underlying agreement is replaced 
withh the Ministerial decision. In that respect, the agreement falls outside the 
scopee of Section 6 of the Competition Act. However, because competition as well 
ass macro-economic implications can be envisaged, the Environmental Manage-
mentt Act requires consultation of the Minister of Economic Affairs before the 
agreementt can be declared generally binding.'44 This consultation of the Minis-
terr of Economic Affairs has now effectively been replaced with a consultation 
off  the NMa.1**  Moreover, in cases of collective notifications of schemes funded 
byy means of a removal fee, the Environment Minister will make the approval 
subjectt to authorisation by the Competition authority. In principle, the Environ-
mentt Minister is not obliged to do this as the Environmental Management Act 
onlyy requires him to consult the Minister of Economic Affairs and thus neither 
requiress him to consult the NMa nor does it require prior authorisation by the 
NMa.NMa. Section 16 confirms this on a more general level by sidelining the Compe-
titionn Act in cases where an agreement was already subject to review or approval 
onn the basis of another act.146 The removal fee is therefore stuck between envi-
ronmentall  and competition law. However, even from an environmental perspec-
tive,, the status of the removal fee is not beyond debate.147 We will therefore 
startt out examination of the removal fee with an overview of the environmental 
backgroundss of the removal fee. 

What,, then, is the relation between producer responsibility, the removal fee 
andd the polluter pays principle? Firstly, we may ask, how this passing on of the 
removall  fee to consumers fit in with the polluter pays principle? Intuitively, one 
couldd be tempted to say that that the removal fee must be paid and borne by 
thee producers according to the polluter pays principle. Indeed, the principle of 

1422 Section 15.36 Environmental Management Act. 
1433 In the Explanatory memorandum, 75% of the turnover in the industry is given as an indication of what 

constitutess an important majority, TK 1992-1993, 23 256, nr. 3, p. 2 
1444 Section 15.36(1) Environmental Management Act. 
1455 Published in the State Gazette, Protocol VROM-NMa, Stcrt. 2000, 274, p. 95. 
1466 The NMa has used Section 16 in connection with an environmental agreement only twice to this date 

inn its Decision of 30 September 1998 in Case 139, SPRN and in its Decision of 5 April 2000 in Case 115, 

ARN.ARN. Both cases concerned agreements involving a removal fee that had been declared generally bind-

ing. . 
1477 See, for example, the discussion between Van Ophem and Dresden in Milieu en Recht, 1995 April issue 

p.. 77-80 and May issue p. 103-104. 
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producerr responsibility and the polluter pays principle are often casually associ-
atedd with each other.148 This, however, would be injudicious as wil l be shown 
below. . 

Lett us start by establishing exactly what the removal fee encompasses. Basi-
cally,, it covers the costs of the environmentally friendly collection and treatment 
off  waste products. It does not cover the costs of transport of the waste products 
fromm the consumers to the collection point.1^ Furthermore, as we have seen 
above,, the removal fee includes some costs associated with the organisation of 
thee product responsibility scheme. In short, it covers the environmental costs 
arisingg from the waste stage of production and consumption. 

Now,, let us consider the question of who is the polluter. Again, intuitively 
thee producer would appear to be the polluter. However, we must consider that 
inn a competition driven free market economy, theory at least, prescribes that 
consumerss dictate what is produced in what quantity and, more importantly 
inn this respect, what quality. Certainly, putting the blame solely on produc-
erss for having manufactured hard to recycle products that use large amounts 
off  virgin and environmentally dangerous materials fails to recognise the fact 
thatt consumers were quite happy to buy these products. The term polluter 
mustt in many cases implementing the polluter pays principle not be thought 
off  as concerning any one identifiable person but rather as a method of allocat-
ingg responsibility. With regard to the environmental impact of production and 
consumptionn after the end of life of the product, producers and consumers must 
probablyy share the responsibility. 

Whyy then, a further question asks, does producer responsibility put respon-
sibilityy solely with the producers and, furthermore, why do the producers decide 
too defer the costs flowing from the product responsibility and pass it on to the 
consumers?? As regards the first sub-question, assigning the environmental 
responsibilityy to the producers, rather than sharing it with consumers or putting 
itit  completely with the consumers is simply more efficient and effective. For one, 
thee costs flowing from this responsibility are much higher for producers than 
theyy are for the individual consumer so that they constitute a much more effec-
tivee incentive to actually change the design and production of their products. 
Furthermore,, allocating the environmental responsibility for the waste stage 
withh the consumers is likely to involve greater enforcement costs, presuming 
identicall  propensities for evasion of the law, for the simple reason that there are 

1488 See, e.g., the explanatory memorandum to the proposal for the WEEE Directive, COM (2000) 347 provi-

sionall  (13-6-2000), at p. 11. 
1499 Consumers can leave their old appliance with the retailer when they buy a replacement or they can 

requiree him to take back the old appliance when delivering the new product. Similarly, they can take it 

too the municipal waste collection centre. In all these cases, either the consumer or the retailer bears the 

costss of the transport. 
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farr more consumers than producers. Producer responsibility can therefore be 
characterisedd as a partial implementation of the polluter pays principle guided 
byy efficiency and effectiveness considerations. 

Thiss leaves us with the question why the producers have chosen to pass 
thee costs arising from this responsibility on to the consumers. In the three 
instancess mentioned above, the need to opt for financing through a uniform 
removall  fee that has to be passed on to consumers, was explained by the parties 
byy reference to the fact that initially they would be dealing with so-called 
'historicall  waste' only. Producer responsibility for durable consumption goods 
effectivelyy means that at the moment of entry into force of the responsibility, 
thee producers are actually collecting and recycling goods that they have already, 
designed,, produced and marketed some time ago. For example, the average age 
off  the cars that are treated by the ARN system is currently 14,3 years and still 
increasing.1500 If the idea behind producer responsibility is to protect the environ-
mentt by integrating environmental considerations in the design and production 
stages,, then a producer responsibility for historical waste makes littl e sense 
sincee there is nothing that can be done about the environmental impact of these 
products.. Moreover, a portion of the historical waste can be further classified as 
'orphanedd waste' because the producer or importer can no longer be identified. 
Thee fact that the producers would initially only be taking back and recycling 
historicall  waste, together with fact that a product rather than producer responsi-
bilityy has been imposed,151 has lead to a collective solution in which all competi-
tionn with regard to the removal fee was considered impossible and objectionable. 
Too explain this we need to look at the backgrounds to and the legal framework 
concerningg the product responsibility as well as the structure of the industry. 
Firstly,, retailers and ultimately the manufacturers and importers are under an 
obligationn to take back the old products irrespective of the brand (this is referred 
too as the 'old for new' rule). Secondly, the retailers must take back the products 
att least free of charge. Thirdly, the industries concerned can be characterised 
ass quite competitive and dynamic. Fourthly, taking back and recycling waste 
productss costs money. Finally, the practice of the removal fee needs to be set out 
inn a bit more detail. The fee is first fixed per product category on the basis of the 
averagee costs involved in taking back ad recycling the products. The fee thus 
includes,, inter alia, transport costs, recycling costs and costs flowing from the 
administrationn of the system. The manufacturers and importers are under an 
obligationn to pay the fee into a fund for every product that they market. Moreo-
ver,, they are obligated to pass the fee on in its entirety to the next link in the 
distributionn chain so that ultimately the consumer pays the same fee that was 
paidd by the producer. The result is that no one in the production and distribu-
tionn chain bears the costs of the removal fee. 

1500 See http://www.arn.nl/resultaten/f_resultaten_wrak.html (26 March 2002). 

' 5''  Supra, paragraph 9.6. 
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Makingg the removal fee subject to competition could have a number of 
effects.. However, it is most likely that competitive pressure from the demand 
sidee wil l cause a link in the distribution chain to no longer pass the fee on 
completely.. Such competitive pressure is most likely at the retail level where 
largee retail chains may very well be able to exercise considerable buyer power 
whilee they have at the same time the possibility to achieve significant savings.152 

Thee producer/distributor that is thus confronted with buyer power wil l have to 
bearr the costs of the removal fee himself. This wil l deteriorate his competitive 
positionn vis a vis other producers/distributors thus increasing the incentive to 
seekk for alternative, cheaper methods of meeting the product responsibility. 
AA manufacturer with a small market share who sells his products through a 
relativelyy exclusive selective distribution system1" will thus be encouraged to set 
upp his own take back and recycling system. Once this process has been set in 
motion,, the 'good risks' wil l all soon disappear, leaving the collective system to 
thee 'bad risks', i.e. those manufacturers with a large amount of historical waste 
andd a large current market share. In other words, the product responsibility for 
historicall  waste presupposes a large degree of solidarity among the members 
off  the system. Such solidarity in turn requires that the price of the take back 
andd recycling system is not subjected to competition. This is exactly what has 
beenn accepted in FKS but what the NMa has, as we will see below, consistently 
refusedd in the removal fee cases. 

16.5.44 The removal fee and competition law 

Ass was mentioned above, the agreements surrounding the 
removall  fee come dangerously close to horizontal price fixing. Indeed, the NMa 
hass qualified this approach to the removal fee as such in a number of cases 
concerningg Dutch product responsibility schemes. These are Stibat (spent 
batteries),, ARN (car wrecks) and Wit- en Bruingoed (WEEE).1'4 Because these 
threee cases are quite similar and the decisions by the Netherlands Competition 
authorityy are also comparable, we will examine these three cases together. 

AA number of interesting observations can be made concerning the competi-
tivee appraisal of the removal fee. Firstly, with regard to Section 6 of the Competi-
tionn Act, it was argued in all three cases that the removal fee did not constitute 
ann appreciable restriction of competition. The primary arguments used in 

1522 The amount of the removal fee (€ 17,- for a fridge, for example) wil l probably not be sufficiently interest-

ingg for the majority of the consumers to bargain about. 
1533 No alltogether inconcievable in the automobile or electronics market. 
1544 Respectively, Decision of 18 December 1998 and Decision of 31 May 1999 upon appeal in Case 51, Stibat, 

Decisionn of 5 April 2000 in Case 115, ARN, Decision of 18 April 2001 in Case 1153, Wit- en Bruingoed 

andd Decision upon administrative appeal of 19 June 2003 in Case 2495, Wit- en Bruingoed. 
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thiss respect related to the relative insignificance of the removal fee compared 
withh the price of the product.1» With regard to these arguments basically two 
approachess can be discerned in the decisions of the NMa. Firstly, there is the 
hard-coree approach according to which appreciability forms part of the effects-
testt to which it is unnecessary to look once it has been established that there is 
aa hard-core restriction (restriction by object).1'6 The second approach involves 
thee quantitative concept of appreciability according to which the market shares 
off  the parties are the only relevant factor in determining appreciability.157 The 
NMaNMa appears to have relinquished its initial hard-core approach, a step that is to 
bee applauded.1'8 Nevertheless, agreements concerning a removal fee are consid-
eredd to appreciably restrict competition and therefore prohibited.159 This could 
bee otherwise if the NMa were to apply a qualitative concept of appreciability. In 
thatt case the Authority would have to investigate the relative importance of the 
removall  fee in the context of all other factors with regard to which competition 
iss possible. Particularly in connection with the removal fee for cars, there is lot 
too be said for the conclusion that a decision to fix, pass through and separately 
mentionn a fee is inappreciable. For one, the fee constitutes an insignificant part 
off  the consumer price. Secondly, the price, as the Court has already stated in the 
MetroMetro I case, constitutes only one, albeit important, of many forms of competi-
tion.1600 With regard to automobiles, price is certainly not the only and maybe 
evenn not the most important form of competition as brand image, mechanics, 
colourss and after sales service play a major role in consumer decisions. 

Indeedd in the ARN II case, concerning the renewed ARN system, the NMa 
hass come to the conclusion that the agreement, even though it is funded by 
aa uniform removal fee, did not appreciably restrict competition.161 It must be 
pointedd out that this case concerned a uniform fixed removal fee without the 
obligationn to pass the fee on to the consumers or the obligation to mention 
itt separately on the invoice.162 ARN had in its notification of the agreement 
explicitlyy addressed the - in its view - inappreciability of the fee, partly on the 

1555 For example, the removal fee for a car (€ 45,-) constituted less than 0,5% of the average retail price of a 

car.. Typical removal fees for electrical and electronical equipment are € 17,- for a fridge, € 8,- for a televi-

sionn and € 5,- for a washing machine, source: www.nvmp.nl. 
1566 The NMa used this approach in Stibat, Decision of 18 December 1998 in Case 51, para. 52. 
1577 This approach can be seen in the Decision upon administrative appeal in Stibat, Decision of 31 May 

19999 in Case 51, para. 47. 
1588 Cf. De Pree 1999, p. 310. 
1599 Decision of 5 April 2000 in Case 115, ARN, para. 43 and Decision of 18 April 2001 in Case 1153, Wit- en 

Bruingoed,Bruingoed, para. 73. 
1600 Case 26/76, Metro I, [1977] ECR1875, Para- 2I-
1611 Decision of 22 October 2001 in Case 2026, ARN II. 
1622 Ibid., para. 9. 
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basiss of the ruling in Pavlov.1  ̂The NMa first reiterated that the competitive 
appraisall  in this case related solely to the fixing of a uniform removal fee. Then 
thee Authority referred to the Chapter Seven of the Horizontal Guidelines in 
whichh it is stated that co-operation that leads to the creation of a genuinely new 
markett will in general not restrict competition.104 After that, the NMa states 
thatt the uniform removal fee is used to subsidise the recycling of parts and 
materialss that could in the absence of such subsidisation not take place profit-
ably.. Such parts and materials, so continues the NMa, were in the past shredded 
alongg with other materials, which it states to be environmentally undesirable.165 

Fromm the fact that the recycling of these parts and materials is unprofitable, the 
NMaNMa concludes that it is unlikely that these recycling activities would not be 
undertakenn individually. According to the Authority, the collective collection and 
recyclingg means that economies of scale can be achieved which means a more 
efficientt solution at lower costs and thus a higher coverage.166 

Inn the next paragraph, the NMa appears to be addressing the arguments 
broughtt forward by the parties with regard to the inappreciability of the removal 
fee.. According to the NMa there would only be a competition concern if the 
uniformm removal fee would lead to a substantial standardisation of costs. Accord-
ingg to the Authority no such substantial harmonisation takes place since the 
removall  fee of € 45, - compared to the total costs of a car is so small that the risk 
off  a co-ordination of prices and market behaviour by producers and importers 
iss nil. The NMa explicitly mentions the fact that the producers and importers 
remainn free with regard to all other commercial decisions including whether or 
nott and to what extent they want to pass the removal fee on to the consumers.'67 

Thee decision in ARNII closely follows the judgment in Pavlov. On the basis 
off  a combined rule of reason- (the agreement was necessary for the creation of 
aa new market) and appreciability reasoning (only an insignificant harmonisa-
tionn of costs), the NMa reaches the conclusion that Section 6 of the Competi-
tionn Act does not apply. This is certainly a welcome development as it, on the 
onee hand, acknowledges that the removal fee is a useful instrument to make 
aa producer responsibility scheme work while it recognises that, on the other 
hand,, the impact of the removal fee on competition is unimportant. Further-
more,, ARN II is of interest because of the seeming role that the NMa awards 
too environmental protection considerations within the scope of the rule of 
reason.. After having mentioned them in paragraph 26, the Authority is apply-
ingg the Horizontal Guidelines to the facts of the case in paragraph 27. Whilst 

1633 Joined Cases C-180/98 to C-184/98, Pavlov, [2000] ECR I-6451, supra paragraph 3.4-3-3 and 3.4.2.4. 
1644 Decision of 22 October 2001 in Case 2026, ARN II, para. 26. 
1655 Ibid., para. 27. 
1666 ftid.. para. 28. 
1677 Ibid. para. 29. 
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itt could have simply stopped when it stated that the removal fee has led to the 
creationn of a new market for the recycling of car parts that could otherwise 
nott be profitably recycled, the NMa goes further. The NMa considers that the 
creationn of this particular market is environmentally beneficial. What are we 
too think of this consideration? For one, the weight attached to this considera-
tionn is unclear. Certainly, it has nothing to do with the appreciability of either 
thee co-ordination of environmental aspects of production or the removal fee 
itself.. Rather, it is simply a statement that the subsidisation created not just any 
markett but a market that is environmentally friendly. Secondly, this contempla-
tionn is superfluous from the perspective of the Horizontal Guidelines as no such 
testt is provided in those Guidelines. Again, given the uncertainty surrounding 
thee status of this consideration, it cannot be said whether the NMa has indeed 
departedd from the Horizontal Guidelines. Thirdly, it is gratuitous as there will 
hopefullyy not be many producer responsibility organisations that are involved in 
environmentallyy unfriendly activities. However, should a producer responsibility 
organisation,, for example, fail to use state of the art recycling techniques, then 
thiss consideration could possibly allow the NMa to come to a different conclu-
sionn with regard to the appreciability. Concluding, these environmental consid-
erationss have played only a very small role - if at all - in the competitive analysis 
inn ARNII. Any substantial role for environmental protection requirements, 
suchh as to, for example, influence the appreciability, is not to be welcomed as it 
wil ll  in fact introduce elements into this competitive appraisal that do not belong 
there.1688 Indeed, the NMa could have certainly also come to the conclusion that 
thee uniform removal fee did not constitute an appreciable restriction of competi-
tionn without this consideration. 

Thee Decision in ARN II leads to a number of interesting questions with 
regardd to other schemes involving a removal fee. In this respect, we need to take 
intoo account that ARN II is the most recent decision of the NMa concerning the 
legalityy of a removal fee. In all other preceding decisions, the NMa has come 
too the conclusion that the decision to fix a uniform removal fee represents an 
appreciablee restriction of competition. Does ARN II in fact mean that the NMa 
hass radically changed its approach to the removal fee? In order to answer this 
question,, we have to take into account that all the preceding cases involved a 
uniformm removal fee that had to be fully passed on to consumers and separately 
mentionedd on the invoice. The latter two requirements were absent in the ARN 
IIII  case. Could it, for example, be said that if the uniform removal fee itself is not 
ann appreciable restriction of competition, the decision to pass it on and sepa-
ratelyy invoice is also inappreciable? The answer must most probably be in the 
negative.. As the parties have argued and the NMa has decided in ARN II, fixing 
thee removal fee can be characterised as cost fixing. The decision to fully pass 

Supra,Supra, paragraph 3.4.2.4. 
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thesee costs on to consumers and the accompanying obligation to mention the fee 
ass a separate item on the invoice actually turns this cost fixing into price fixing. 
Nevertheless,, the underlying logic - the removal fee is negligible compared 
too the total costs of a car - employed by the Authority can certainly be applied 
analogouslyy to the price fixing situation. In fact it could probably be applied a 
fortiorifortiori  as the relative importance of the removal fee is even smaller in view of 
thee consumer price (rather than the producer's costs) of a car. However, as we 
havee seen above, the NMa is quite resolute in its refusal to accept such reasoning 
withh regard to price fixing. Environmental agreements that contain a removal 
feee that has to be passed on and separately mentioned on the invoice will thus 
restrictt competition within the meaning of Section 6 of the Competition Act. 
Thiss means that such producer responsibility organisations are basically only 
leftt with the possibility of an exemption pursuant to Section 17 as a means to 
legalisee such an agreement. 

Withh regard to the possibility of such an exemption, the NMa maintains the 
distinctionn between the collective agreement fixing the removal fee per prod-
uctt category on the one hand and the agreement to pass the removal fee on its 
entiretyy and separately mention it on the invoice on the other. 

Forr example, in its decision in Wit- en Bruingoed, the NMa stated that 'it is 
plausiblee that the collective co-operation (sic!) yields economic advantages'.169 

Furthermore,, it states that the prevention of environmental damage is cheaper 
thann cleaning it up once it has occurred. Finally, the NMa considers that 
environmentall  improvements, in combination with the economic advantages 
mentionedd above, constitute an element that contributes to improving produc-
tionn or distribution and to promoting technical or economic progress.170 These 
advantagess arise, so holds the NMa, from the co-operation and the collective 
fixingfixing of a uniform fee. With regard to the passing through and separate billing 
off  the removal fee, the NMa states that it has not been shown that this contrib-
utess in any way to attaining these advantages.171 The same pattern - accept-
ingg the collective fixing of the removal fee and rejecting the passing through 
andd separate billing - recurs throughout the decision and other decisions.172 

Withh regard to, for example, the requirement of a fair share for consumers, the 
Authorityy holds that passing though the removal fee cannot possibly constitute 
aa benefit for the consumer.173 In similar vein the NMa refuses to accept the 
indispensabilityy or necessity of the agreement to pass the fee on to consumers.174 

11 9 Decision of 18 April 2001 in Case 1153, Wit- en Bruingoed, para. 87. 
1700 Ibid., para. 89. 
1711 Ibid., para. 91. 
172172 Cf., more extensively: Vedder 2002, p. 118 et seq. and Vedder 2001C, p. 256 et seq. 
1733 E.g. Decision of 18 December in Case 51, Stibat, para. 66. 
1744 E.g. Decision of 18 April 2001 in Case 1153, Wit- en Bruingoed, paras. 91, 95. 
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Finally,, the NMa contends itself with a mere statement that the conclusion that 
theree is sufficient residual competition does not apply to the mandatory passing 
throughh of the removal fee without giving any reasoning.175 

Ass was shown above, there is certainly a case to be made for a removal 
feee that is fixed per product category and must be passed on and mentioned 
separately.. This case is primarily built on the fact that producer responsibil-
ityy schemes wil l be dealing with historical (and orphaned) waste initially. This 
issuee is also addressed by the NMa in the Wit- en Bruingoed case. According to 
thee NMa the historical waste problem does not actually exist because there have 
beenn more new appliances sold than old appliances have been collected.176 Apart 
fromm the fact that the observation that more new appliances are sold than old 
oness have been collected says nothing about the amount of historical waste,177 

thiss reasoning ignores the very essence of the competition problems associated 
withh historical waste. 

Inn its decision upon administrative appeal in Wit- en Bruingoed, the NMa has 
grantedd an exemption for the obligation to pass the collectively decided removal 
feee on to consumers.178 Basically, this change of heart is the result of the WEEE-
Directive,, which explicitly allows for a passing through of the removal fee for the 
periodd in which the historical waste is collected.179 More specifically, the NMa 
qualifiess the environmentally friendly removal of appliances that were marketed 
beforee 13 August 2005180 as an economic benefit. This conclusion is nowhere 
substantiated.. Furthermore, the fact that the producers in the Netherlands have 
alreadyy been taking back and recycling waste appliances for several years does 
nott result in a different cut-off date even though the volume of historical waste 
inn the Netherlands can well be said to be smaller compared to other member 
states.r8'' According to the NMa there is a fair share for consumers in the 
economicc benefit thus identified in that they can hand in all waste appliances 
regardlesss of the brand or age whereas the consumer will also know for certain 
thatt these appliances wil l be treated in an environmentally friendly manner.182 

Apparently,, the economic benefit identified as part of the first requirement for 

1755 Ibid., para. 99. 
176176 Ibid., para. 96 where the historical waste is referred to as 'Altlast'. 
1777 It is, for example, perfecty possible that the Mum and Dad's old television set has not broken down and 

iss in fact only replaced for a better one while the old one is transferred to the children's bedroom. In this 

casee the amount of historical waste remains unchanged while new appliances are indeed bought. 
1788 Decision upon administrative appeal of 19 June 2003 in Case 2495. Wit- en Bruingoed. 
1799 Ibid., paras. 97-101 where the NMa refers to Article 8 of the WEEE Directive. 
1800 This is the cut-off date provided by the Directive. All the appliances marketed after this date are consid-

eredd not to constitute historical waste. 
1811 Decision upon administrative appeal of 19 June 2003 in Case 2495, Wit- en Bruingoed, para. 104. 
1822 Ibid., para. 106. 
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ann exemption does have some ecological aspects to it. The NMa then goes on to 
addresss the issue of the removal fee and its seemingly difficult relation with the 
requirementt of a fair share for consumers. We have submitted above that this 
shouldd not be problematic at all and indeed the NMa appears to also consider 
this.. According to the NMa, the passing through of the removal fee will facilitate 
thee visibility and usefulness of the system for consumers. As a result, the collec-
tionn rates are likely to increase to that the increased environmental efficiency 
cann lead to a reduction in the removal fee. Moreover, the NMa recognises that 
thee WEEE Directive provides for this share of the burden between industry and 
consumers.1*33 However, a further consideration reveals that de NMa does not 
acceptt the fundamental reasoning with regard to a removal fee according to 
whichh the collective fixing is to qualified as necessary only during the tran-
sitionall  phase whereas the pass through obligation wil l help bring about the 
internalisationn even after the transitory phase.1®4 In considering the necessity of 
thee restrictions the reasoning of the NMa can be characterised as rather unclear 
andd implicit.185 The NMa appears to rely primarily on the arguments that have 
resultedd in the adoption of the special provision for the historical waste (Article 
8)) in the WEEE Directive. As a result, the NMa can be said to have accepted the 
solidarityy reasoning that was suggested in paragraph 16.5.3 a°ove. Logically, the 
NMaNMa reiterates that the removal fee may only cover the costs involved in taking 
caree of the historical waste.186 As regards the last condition for an exemption, 
thee NMa considers that the agreement concerning the removal fee does not 
entaill  any consequences for all the other aspects of production and products 
withh regard to which the parties still compete.187 Moreover, the NMa does not 
considerr there to be any legal barriers that stand in the way of multiple collec-
tionn systems alongside each other.188 It submitted that this fails to recognise that 
legall  barriers and the exit regulations of producer responsibility organisations 
aree not what keeps multiple systems from existing alongside each other. On 
thee contrary, the economies of scale involved make it more than likely that the 
systemm set up by the Stichting Witgoed and the Stichting Bruingoed wil l remain 
thee only system.189 

l 8 }}  Ibid., para. 107. 
1844 See further infra paragraph 16.6 and Vedder 2002, p. 126 el seq. 
1855 Decision upon administrative appeal of 19 June 2003 in Case 2495, Wit- en Bruingoed,patas. 110-112. 
1866 Ibid., paras. 113-114. 
l8?? Ibid., para. 116. 
1888 Ibid., para. 117. 
1899 See further supra paragraph 9.6. 
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16.66 Interi m conclusion with regard to the external perspective 

What,, then, may we conclude from the above overview? In this 
paragraphh we wil l come to some interim conclusions with regard to chapter 
10.. These conclusions wil l be divided according to the environmental and the 
competitionn point of view. Firstly, we wil l address the role that competition plays 
inn the member state's environmental legislation. 

Withh regard to this role a number of general remarks may be made. For one, 
thee theory behind producer responsibility as an ideal means to internalise the 
externall  costs associated with the waste stage of production and consumption 
iss widely acknowledged. Nearly all the explanatory memoranda to producer 
responsibilityy legislation boast about producer responsibility being an incentive 
forr design for recycling or eco-design. While, however, this theory is explicitly 
recognisedd and given a central role in the rationale underlying these laws, 
practicee is in many ways flawed. As we have seen, with the exception of the UK, 
thee imposition of producer responsibility has lead to large-scale monopolistic 
producerr responsibility organisations. The interim conclusion in this respect 
wass that the emergence of such monopolistic systems can for a large part be 
tracedd back to the fact that a product rather than true producer responsibility has 
beenn imposed. This conclusion was validated by the experiences in the Neth-
erlandss where product responsibility for a wide range of products (packaging, 
oldd tyres, cars, electronical and electrical equipment, batteries etc.) has resulted 
inn such monopolistic systems. Furthermore, the emergence of a market rather 
thann one monopolistic system cannot, in our opinion, be traced back to the size 
andd population of the member states concerned. If size and population were the 
majorr factors for success in Britain, then why were similarly populous and large 
statess such as France190 and Germany unable to create a market? Furthermore, 
thee fact that the different schemes in the UK are not only territorially defined 
butt also distinguished on the basis of the type df packaging covered shows that 
thee geographical area is not the only factor with regard to which competition 
iss possible. Even though the UK producer responsibility solution is from this 
perspectivee to be preferred over the product responsibility approach at least one 
remarkk must be made. A comparison of the German and UK recovery goals 
showss that Germany aims at and achieves a degree of collection and recycling 
thatt is much higher than that applying in the UK.191 It remains to be seen 
whetherr incorporation of higher collection and recovery standards and the ensu-
ingg higher costs would not increase sunk costs to such a level that the econo-
miess of scale wil l also lead to monopolistic solutions or at least a concentration 
onn the UK market for producer responsibility solutions. 

1900 Where a product responsibility resulted in the creation of Eco-Emballages that covers approximately 75% 

off  all packaging. 
1911 Cf. Bastians 2002, p. 145 et seq. 
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Nevertheless,, the conclusion that product responsibility is very likely to lead 
too monopolistic product responsibility organisations is primarily of significance 
forr the legislature for he is responsible for drafting effective legislation. Can 
it,, however, also be said that the effectiveness of the producer responsibility 
mechanismm is inherently impaired when such responsibility is accepted through 
monopolisticc systems? In Part One the mutually reinforcing relation between 
competitionn and environmental protection has already been described. Without 
doubt,, producer responsibility as a means to internalise the external costs of the 
wastee stage requires the presence of competition. Producer responsibility and 
thee resulting costs of collecting and recycling the waste will remain nothing 
moree than an incentive if there is no competitive pressure to react to this incen-
tive.. Only in the presence of the need to compete will this incentive be trans-
formedd into actual design for recycling and thus lead to less waste.192 How, then, 
doess the emergence of monopolistic producer responsibility organisations affect 
thiss effectiveness? At a glance it would seem that the fact that these systems are 
effectivelyy monopolists rules out competition. Indeed, this has been the primary 
concernn of both the Commission and the Bundeskartellamt with regard to DSD. 
Itt is, however, submitted that this view centres very much on external competi-
tivee pressure i.e. the emergence of actual competitors. It thereby fails to recog-
nisee internal competitive pressure within these monopolistic systems. 

DSD'ss institutional structure has been analysed to find that the representa-
tionn of both upstream and downstream industries provide for a good 'balance 
off  power' and the presence of some competition. The users of packaging wil l 
wantt to minimise the costs associated with the waste stage of the packaging (i.e. 
thee license fee in the DSD system) whereas the presence of the packaging and 
collectionn industry in DSD wil l ensure that this minimisation wil l take place 
throughh better design for recycling and not through other means. 

Nevertheless,, such internal checks and balances are not present in the 
productt responsibility schemes in the Netherlands. These are operated purely by 
thee producers made responsible. Indeed, DSD's institutional architecture with 
thee representation of both up- as well as downstream industries is a result of an 
unforeseenn financial crisis.193 However, in the Netherlands, the intervision by 
upstreamm and downstream industries is replaced by supervision by the Minister 
forr the Environment. As with all forms of government supervision, the effective-
nesss and efficiency of this solution compared to supervision through market 
forcess can be doubted. 

Anotherr environmental mechanism with competition implications was 
identifiedd in relation to the Dutch practice of financing product responsibility 
organisationss by means of removal fees. We have seen that the uniform, fixed 
characterr of the removal fee together with the requirement that these are to be 

1911 This is of course not to say that there are no other incentives to eco-design products. 
1933 See, for further details: Bastians 2002, p. 59, 60. 
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passedd on to consumers in their entirety effectively rules out competition pres-
suree within one such producer responsibility system. 

However,, two remarks need to be made in this respect. Firstly, it must be 
takenn into account that the goods for which producer responsibility has been 
acceptedd are primarily durable (consumption) goods. As a result it is more than 
likelyy that the goods actually being collected and recycled right now have been 
designed,, produced and marketed years ago, before the entry into force of the 
producerr responsibility in the first place. The conclusion must therefore be that 
producerr responsibility is simply impossible to function as a means to inter-
nalisee environmental costs associated with the waste stage. This for the simple 
reasonn that the producer cannot alter the product that he has already designed, 
manufacturedd and marketed. The fact, therefore, that producer responsibility 
actuallyy concerns 'historical waste' rules out the usefulness of competitive pres-
suree and producer responsibility. 

Secondly,, and this follows directly from what has been said above, once the 
historicall  waste has been dealt with and products that have been designed and 
marketedd after the entry into force are being collected, competition is possible 
andd should be allowed to play its role. How, then, is competition to play its part 
inn making producer responsibility effective? With regard to the removal fee 
essentiallyy two different restrictions of competition can be identified. On the 
onee hand the fact that a uniform removal fee has been agreed upon per product 
group.. On the other hand the agreement to pass this removal fee on to consum-
erss in its entirety together with the obligation to mention this removal fee sepa-
ratelyy on the invoice. We have seen how the Netherlands Competition authority 
iss willin g to exempt the fixing of a uniform removal fee but remains unwilling 
too legalise the agreement to pass the fee on to consumers as well as the separate 
invoicing.1944 Thus, the NMa holds that competition should play its role with 
regardd to the passing through of the removal fee. 

Itt is submitted that, contrary to the opinion of the NMa, the best point of 
attackk for competition would be the uniform character of the removal fee and 
nott the agreement that it should be fully passed on and separately invoiced to 
consumers.. There are two interrelated reasons for this. 

Firstly,, the requirement that the removal fee is to be passed on to consum-
erss completely and must be mentioned separately on the invoice improves the 
transparencyy of the market with regard to the amount the removal fee and thus 
thee environmental impact of the product once it reaches the waste stage. The 
amountt of the removal fee thus directly reflects the impact of the product once it 
becomess waste. Secondly, this, of course, works to the advantage of the producer 
responsibilityy only if the removal fees can differ between products. On other 
words:: a fridge that is easier to recycle should have a lower removal fee than one 
thatt is more difficult to recycle. These relative amounts should, however, not 

See,, however, Decision upon administrative appeal of 19 June 2003 in Case 2495, Wit- en Bruingoed. 
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differr between the shops where the fridges can be bought. Only in this scenario 
wouldd competition be able to play its beneficial role without additional distorting 
factorss being present. If, for example, certain retailers would be able to negotiate 
thee relinquishing of the obligation to fully pass on the removal fee for the diffi -
cultt to recycle fridge, the result would be that consumers might be led to think 
thatt this fridge is actually better to recycle. As a result consumer choice cannot 
bee steered with the help of the market mechanism in the direction of more envi-
ronmentallyy friendly products. 

Thiss solution has in fact been adopted in Flanders.195 The product responsi-
bilityy enacted for electronics waste there envisages a mandatory environment 
feee (milieuhijdrage).1'* 6 This environment fee must be passed on to consumers 
andd mentioned separately on the invoice in order to increase awareness among 
consumers.1977 At the same time, the agreement explicitly envisages that the fee 
mustt be adjusted on the basis of the recyclability of the products.198 

Thee practicability of this approach to producer responsibility should not 
presentt us with any insurmountable hurdles. The recyclability of products can 
probablyy be determined rather easily when testing conformity of the product 
withh (European) norms by simplyy dismantling it and checking how much this 
costs.. Standardising this should not be any more difficult than standardis-
ingg any other testing procedure. Furthermore, modern electronic accounting 
andd stock administration systems should have no problems with the passing 
throughh obligation. 

Whatt may present us with some difficulties is the fact that the amount of 
thee removal fee thus determined per product may very well not differ that much 
betweenn the products. This is caused by two factors. Firstly, a significant part 
off  the costs can be traced back to the logistics of the collection and transporta-
tion.1999 These costs (and therefore the fee) are only marginally influenced by 
thee recyclability of a product (rather, volume and weight would appear to be of 
importance).. Secondly, it may be expected that the difference in costs wil l not 
bee that large so as to effectively influence consumer behaviour. At the moment, 
thee uniform removal fee in the Netherlands for a car is € 45. If this amount is 
ann average and the most difficult to recycle car is assumed to be three times as 
expensivee to recycle as the cheapest one (€ o), the removal fee for that car would 
havee to be € 135. It may indeed be wondered whether a price differential of € 135 

1955 See, for further details: Vedder 2002, p. 169 et seq. 
1966 This product responsibility has been implemented though a co-called Environmental policy agreement 

(Milieubeleidsovereenkomst)(Milieubeleidsovereenkomst) between the Flemish government and the industry. This agreement has 

beenn published in the Belgian Statute Book {Staatsblad) of 31 May 2001. 
1977 Ibid., Section 8(1) and (4). 
199 Ibid., Section 8(1), second sentence. 
1999 According to the NVMP, logistics account for approximately 23% of the total costs. ARN devotes approxi-

matelyy 20% of its costs to logistics. 
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onn the price of a new car is going to have any effect at all on consumer choice. 
Inn this respect, we refer back to our considerations with regard to the qualita-
tivee concept of appreciability within Article 81(1). It may be recalled that we have 
arguedd above that an agreement covering only a minor part of the price cannot 
bee said to appreciably affect competition. 

Thesee - albeit important - practical considerations aside, the fact remains 
thatt the price mechanism and competitive pressure need not be completely 
ruledd out even within large scale monopolistic systems funded by removal fees 
thatt are fully borne by consumers. Once the historical waste has been dealt with, 
removall  fees should at least allow for a differentiation to reflect the actual costs 
off  the recycling of a particular product. This should be accompanied by the obli-
gationn to pass this fee on to consumers in its entirety. 

Ass far as the competition point of view is concerned, we have seen a number 
off  different solutions. In Germany, the unsatisfactory situation in which DSD 
wass tolerated has resulted in the insertion of a dedicated exemption clause in 
thee Act Against Restrictions of Competition. This clause, Section 8 of the Act, 
hass however, never been used and its use in the future is unlikely in view of 
itss restrictive wording. In the Netherlands, the NMa has gathered quite a lot 
off  experience in dealing with the competitive impact of environmental agree-
ments.. We have seen how it is beyond doubt that the Netherlands Competition 
authorityy allows environmental concerns to play a role in the application of 
thee exemption clause (Section 17 of the Competition Act). This role, however, 
appearss to be varying over time and shows signs of conceptual uncertainty from 
thee part of the NMa. Despite these drawbacks, the practical experience accumu-
latedd by the NMa over the course of its short existence is in many respects an 
examplee for the Commission. 

Despitee the totally different approaches to the integration of environmental 
andd competition concerns in the Netherlands and Germany, the fact remains 
thatt neither solution allows for a true integration of environmental concerns and 
competition.. In both jurisdictions, competition is placed at the forefront and it is 
nott recognised that an integration may very well require that competition takes a 
stepp back or at least shifts its focus from assuring short term consumer benefits 
{noo removal fee) to the longer term (bringing about a competition for the envi-
ronment).. Indeed, the case law of the NMa and the German legislation very 
muchh reflect a traditional competition law approach to environmental concerns. 
Ann integration of competition and environmental protection would require 
aa more innovative approach in which environmental improvements could of 
themselvess warrant an exemption. In determining whether such an exemption 
shouldd be granted, the competition authorities would have to try to achieve a 
competitionn for the environment. Particularly with regard to producer respon-
sibility,, the problem of the historical waste would have to lead to the conclusion 
thatt competition is simply not always possible to the extent that a traditional 
competitionn law approach may have dictated. 
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17.. i Introductor y remarks 

Environmentall  protection and competition are, as we have 
seenn in Part One, connected through the fact that the environment represents 
ann external cost from an economic perspective. This means that measures that 
aimm to protect the environment wil l also have the effect of (partly) internalising 
thesee environmental costs. Such internalisation as a result of actions on any 
otherr than a world level wil l inevitably result in a deterioration of the competitive 
positionn of the industry with regard to which that action is taken. In more practi-
call  terms: if, for example, the Netherlands government imposes extra environ-
mentall  standards upon the companies in its territory, these companies wil l face 
extraa costs and thus an immediate deterioration of their competitive position. 
AA number of reactions are possible to this change in the relative competitive 
position.. Basically, industry may itself try to defer these environmental costs 
(passingg them on to a third party) or it may try to share these costs and thereby 
minimisee the deterioration of the competitive situation. This is likely to bring 
industryy into contact with the Treaty's competition rules addressed at undertak-
ingss as we have seen in Part Two. Alternatively, the government may want to act 
inn order to protect the environment while also preventing a deterioration of the 
competitivee positions of its industry. We have seen in Part Two how and under 
whichh conditions the member states of the European Union may grant state aids 
too industry with this objective in mind. Governments may, however, also want 
too enact legislation for environmental purposes. Indeed, the Dusseldorp and 
SydhavnensSydhavnens Sten e£ Grus cases both concerned member state legislation that was 
relevantt with regard to both the free movement as well as the competition rules 
off  the Treaty. The framework by which compatibility with Community law was 
judgedd in those cases was twofold. It is thus interesting to compare these two 
frameworkss and how they relate to environmental considerations; how they take 
themm into account, if at all. 

Thee Treaty contains free movement rules for goods (Articles 28-30 EC), 
personss (Articles 39 and 43 EC), Services (Article 49 EC) and capital (Article 
566 EC). Of these four freedoms, the free movement of goods is probably the 
bestt established. Moreover, since the legal tests that are undertaken pursuant 
too these four freedoms have grown towards each other, the case law concerning 
thee free movement of goods can function as an example for the other freedoms.1 

Furthermore,, the rules on the free movement of goods have generated most case 
laww involving environmental concerns, which shows that it is simply the most 
relevantt of the four freedoms for the purpose of this study. Below, we will thus 
concentratee on the role of environmental protection requirements and the free 
movementt of goods. As part of this we will address the Treaty provisions on so-

Thi ss is referred to as the assimilation of the four  freedoms, cf. Mortelmans 2001. 
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calledd tariff as well as non-tariff restrictions on the free movement of goods and 
thee most important provisions concerning harmonisation. We will thus examine 
thee role of environmental concerns in Articles 25 and 90 EC, Articles 28-30 
and,, finally, Articles 95 and 176 EC. This body of legislation and case law will be 
referredd to as the internal market rules.2 

17.22 Relevance 

AA hint of why this may be relevant was already given in the 
introductoryy section of this chapter. Is certainly possible that one single environ-
mentall  action by a member state may be subject to both the competition as well 
ass the free trade rules in the EC Treaty.3 In these cases, we need not so much 
checkk whether the reactions of these two sets of rules are compatible with each 
otherr but rather compare these reactions themselves. Even though the outcome 
off  the compatibility test may differ between the free movement and the competi-
tionn rules, we wil l thus need to look at the tests themselves in order to establish 
thee role played by the environmental considerations.4 We have, for example, seen 
thatt environmental concerns are allowed only an indirect role in the Communi-
ty'ss competition rules addressed at enterprises. According to the Commission, 
theyy are a factor that can certainly be taken to contribute to the advantages listed 
inn Article 81(3). They can, however, justify of themselves the granting of distort-
ingg state aids. It is therefore interesting to see whether and - if so - how they 
cann also of themselves warrant an impediment of the free movement. 

Anotherr factor that makes the rules on the free movement of goods of 
interestt is the fact there is a rather well established case law concerning the role 
off  environmental protection requirements. There is, in other words, enough to 
comparee the role of environmental concerns and competition law with. 

Finally,, the internal market rules are relevant because they have the market 
integrationn objective in common with the Community's competition rules 
butt importantly lack the ubiquitous presence of economics as a framework for 
analysis.. As we have seen above, the Commission is more and more 'economis-
ing'' its analysis of situations that may be relevant for the competition rules.5 

Moreover,, the Court's jurisprudence contains similar tendencies. In taking this 
moree economic view, the Commission also views environmental concerns from 

Articlee 176 - although of course a provision from the environment title of the EC Treaty - is nonetheless 

includedd in this list because is does entail an obvious internal market aspect, CF. the application of then 

Articlee i3oTby the ECJ in Case C-206/96, Dusscldorp, [1998] ECRI-4075, paras. 38,39. 
33 See, in general with regard to this issue: Mortelmans 2001. 
44 Cf. the 'seamless web-approach' advocated by Gyselen 1994. 
55 Cf. Vogelaar 2002, p. 20 ttseq. 
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thiss economic perspective. As we have seen above, this can lead to, on the one 
hand,, an economisation of the environmental benefits that clutters the role of 
environmentall  considerations. On the other hand, the Commission appears to 
bee unwilling to adopt an economic approach in connection with, for example, 
thee appreciability of an agreement that concerns prices. Its approach in those 
casess can be characterised as a legalistic one. 

Contraryy to this, the application of the internal market rules is essentially a 
legall  operation without any apparent economic analysis. As a result no econo-
misationn of the environmental benefits is possible. It is therefore interesting to 
seee how an environmental protection is made to fit in the framework for analysis 
andd problem solving in the area of the free movement rules. By thus excluding 
thee economisation while remaining aware of the close connection between EC 
competitionn and free movement law in terms of the market integration objective, 
thiss paragraph will allow us to further identify the methodology used to take 
environmentall  considerations into account in EC internal market law. 

17.33 Environmental protection and Article s 25 and 90 EC 

So-calledd tariff and non-tariff barriers can impede the free 
movementt of goods. With regard to the former, the Treaty contains Articles 25 
andd 90 EC. Article 25 prohibits customs duties and all charges having equiva-
lentt effect. The Court has held that there is no justification possible for a cus-
tomss duty or charge having equivalent effect.6 A charge levied upon the crossing 
off  a border can only be allowed under Community law if it is not a customs duty 
orr charge having an equivalent effect. For the purpose of this research the most 
interestingg provision is Article 90 EC that deals with internal taxation.7 

Accordingg to the Court, Article 25 and 90 EC are mutually excluding provi-
sions.. If a charge is levied on both national as well as imported or exported 
products,, the measure is an internal taxation scheme and only subject to the 
non-discriminationn rule laid down in Article 90 EC. Since the non-discrimi-
nationn rule does not oppose treating different products in an unlike manner, 
thee Court has allowed tax-differentiation under Article 90 EC. In Outokumpu, 
thee Court was requested by a Finnish judge to rule on the compatibility with 
Articlee 90 of a Finnish eco-taxation scheme.8 This scheme entailed an eco-tax 
onn energy carriers according to their environmental impact. The Court came 
too the conclusion that, as Community law then stood, tax differentiation on 
thee basis of objective criteria such as the nature of the raw materials used or 

66 Case 29/72, Marimex, [1972] ECR1309. 
77 See for a general overview of these exceptions: Jans 2000, p. 224 et seq. 
88 Case C-213/96, Outokumpu, [1998] ECR I-1801. 
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thee production processes employed, was allowed if the objectives thus pursued 
weree in accordance with the Treaty and secondary legislation.̂  On the basis of 
Outokumpu,Outokumpu, tax differentiation on the basis of environmental considerations is 
certainlyy allowed provided that the tax is non-protectionist and the neutrality of 
taxx burdens is ascertained.10 

17.44 Environmental protection and Article s 28-30 EC 

Inn order to show the developments that have taken place so as 
too be able to better understand the current state of the law, the following para-
graphh is set up along historical lines. As far as non-tariff restrictions on the free 
movementt of goods are concerned, Articles 28 - 30 of the Treaty are relevant. 
InIn this triptych, Article 28 concerns restrictions on the importation of goods 
whereass Article 29 is concerned with export restrictions and Article 30 provides 
aa list of justifications for such restrictions. Article 28 of the EC Treaty prohibits 
alll  quantitative restrictions on the imports of goods and - more importantly 
-- all measures of equivalent effect. Particularly the latter concept has generated 
ann abundance of case law primarily because of its very wide scope. The Court 
has,, using wording reminiscent of Consten ej Grundig, explained this concept as 
encompassingg all government measures 'which are capable of hindering directly 
orr indirectly, actually or potentially, intra-Community trade'." Thus measures 
thatt distinguish between nationally produced and imported products and mea-
suress that apply without any distinction at all, fall within the prohibition of 
Articlee 28 as soon as they hinder free trade. As far as the Treaty is concerned, 
thee only way forr a measure that falls within the scope of Article 28 to escape 
fromm the prohibition is to qualify for one of the justifications listed in Article 30 
EC.. A reading of that provision wil l quickly reveal that environmental protec-
tionn is not listed among the grounds that may justify disapplication of Article 
288 EC. Probably 'protecting the life and health of humans animals and plants' 
comess closest to protecting the environment. However, as common sense would 
alreadyy seem dictate, the Court has held that there will first be a danger for the 
environmentt before there is a danger for the health and life of humans animals 
andd plants. The Court reached this conclusion with regard to waste in the Wal-
loonloon Waste case. This case involved a prohibition on the import of waste by the 
Walloonn government.12 According to the Court, unsustainable imports of waste 
wil ll  constitute a danger to the environment before they cause a danger to the life 

99 Ibid., para. 30. 
100 Cf. fans 2000, p. 230. 
111 Case 8/74, Dassonville, [1974] ECR 837, para. 5. 
122 Case C-2/90, Commission v. Belgium (Walloon Waste), [1992] ECR 1-4431, para. 31. 
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andd health. This reasoning can probably be applied outside the context of waste 
ass well as the underlying logic is that human health is simply a more narrowly 
definedd interest than the environment. Moreover, in interpreting Article 30 
EC,, we need to take into account the basic rule for the interpretation of Com-
munityy law according to which the exceptions from the general rule are always 
interpretedd narrowly.1' In the more recent Bluhme1*  and PreussenElektra1  ̂cases, 
however,, the Court appears to widening the scope of Article 30 EC. In Bluhme 
thee Court considered that a Danish measure that sought to protect a species of 
beee with recessive genes from extinction through crossbreeding was justified 
sincee it protected the life and health of animals. Interestingly, the bees them-
selvess were at no risk at all from the crossbreeding. Only the continued exist-
encee of the species - in other words: biodiversity - was protected by the Danish 
rule.166 Similarly, in PreussenElektra the Court considered that a German rule that 
wantedd to encourage the generation of renewable energy and thus reduce the 
greenhousee effect was partly justified because it protected the life and health of 
humans,, animals and plants.17 This despite the fact that the effects on life and 
healthh of global warming are rather indirect and would appear to be of primary 
significancee for the environment.18 Despite these possible shifts in the Court's 
casee law the point of departure is still that grounds of environmental protection 
wil ll  not allow for a justification on the basis of Article 30 EC. 

Thee effect of this narrow scope of Article 30 EC together with the sweep-
ingg Dassonville-formula has been that a large number of relatively 'innocent' 
measures,, that were not designed to hinder imports, fell within the scope of 
Articlee 28 EC. 

Ann example of such an innocent measure was the prohibition to sell prod-
uctss at a loss. This gave rise to the so-called Keck exemption for selling arrange-
ments.. According to this exception rules that govern sales modalities as opposed 
too product rules wil l not fall within the scope of Article 28 insofar as they apply 
too all market parties and do not discriminate in law or in fact between national 
andd imported products.19 This exception, though arguably of limited value in the 
environmentall  context,20 has now given rise to the Sapod Audic case.21 In this 

133 E.g. Case 29/72, Marimex, [1972] ECR 1309, para. 4. 
144 Case C-67/97, Bluhme, [1998] ECR I-8033. 
155 Case C-379/98, PreussenElektra, [2001] ECR-2099. 
166 Case C-67/97, Bluhme, [1998] ECR 1-8033, para. 33. 
177 Case C-378/98, PreussenElektra, [2001] ECR-2099, Pa r a- 72 ci se<i-
188 See for a critical note on the Court's reasoning in this case: Bronckers & Van der Vlies 2001, p. 467, 

468. . 

'99 Joined cases C-267/91 and C-268/91, Keck af Mithouard, [1993] ECR I-6097, para. 16. 
200 Cf. Temmink 2000, p. 75, who had, at the time of writing, to apply Keck to a hypothetical case. 
211 Case C-159/00, Sapod Audic, [2002] ECR I-5031 
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casee the Court held that a general obligation to identify packaging that takes 
partt in a producer responsibility scheme could constitute a sales modality.22 

Anotherr example of such a measure that had to deal with Article 28 was a 
Danishh rule concerning a deposit and return system for glass bottles that gave 
risee to the (in)famous Danish Bottles case.*3 This Danish legislation had the 
objectivee of reducing curbside waste and basically consisted of two rules. Firstly, 
anyonee wanting to market drinks in glass containers had to establish a deposit 
andd return system. Secondly, only a limited number of approved containers 
wouldd be allowed on the market.24 The latter rule was considered necessary to 
keepp the system workable, as many different types of container would mean 
thatt retailers would have to reserve more space for them and thus would be less 
willin gg to co-operate. Without explicitly addressing the question whether these 
ruless actually hindered free trade, the Court went on to the question of the 
applicabilityy of the so-called mandatory requirements. In earlier cases, the Court 
hadd held established, in the absence of Community harmonisation measures 
andd provided that they were applicable without distinction and proportionate, 
nationall  rules necessitated by mandatory requirements fell outside the scope of 
Articlee 28.25 Referring to the earlier ADBHU case,26 the Court held that environ-
mentall  protection could constitute a mandatory requirement that could limit the 
applicationn of Article 28 EC.27 The Court then addressed the proportionality of 
thee Danish measures. With regard to the requirement that a deposit and return 
systemm needed to be established before marketing was allowed the Court held 
thatt this 'is an indispensable element of a system intended to ensure the re-use 
off  containers and therefore appears necessary to achieve the aims pursued by 
thee contested rules.'28 The second requirement, limiting the number of types 
off  containers allowed on the market, befell a different fate. The Court observed 
that: : 

1111 Ibid., para. 73. 
233 Case 203/86, Commission v. Denmark (Danish Bottles), [1988] ECR 4607. 
244 An exception was made for small batches (up to 3000 hectoliters/year/producer) for market research 

purposes. . 
255 Case 120/78, Cassis de Dijon, [1979] ECR 649. It has been argued that this case law can be traced back to 

thee Dassonvüle case where the Court held that reasonable rules would constitute measures of equivalent 

effectt (para. 6). This, in turn, has led doctrine to baptise the exception for mandatory requirements as 

thee 'rule of reason'. For the purpose of this research, the term rule of reason wil l be used only to refer 

too the balancing of pro- and anticompetitive effects as part of Article 81(1) EC. The exception for rules 

necessitatedd by mandatory requirements wil l be referred to as 'Cassis exception' or 'exception for manda-

toryy or imperative requirements' in accordance with the wording used by the Court. 
22 Case 240/83, Procureur de la Républiquc v. Association de Defense des Brülcurs d'Huiles Usagies (ADBHU), 

[1985]]  ECR 531. 
277 Case 203/86, Danish Bottles, [1988] ECR 4607, para. 9. 
22 Ibid., para. 13. 
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'It'It  is undoubtedly true that the existing system for returning approved contain-
ersers ensures a maximum rate of re-use and therefore a very considerable degree of 
protectionprotection of the environment since empty containers can be returned to any retailer 
ofof beverages. Non-approved containers, on the other hand, can be returned only to the 
retailerretailer who sold the beverages, since it is impossible to set up such a comprehensive 
systemsystem for those containers as well. 

Nevertheless,Nevertheless, the system for returning non-approved containers is capable of 
protectingprotecting the environment and, as far as imports are concerned, affects only limited 
quantitiesquantities of beverages compared with the quantity of beverages consumed in 
DenmarkDenmark owing to the restrictive effect that the requirement that containers should 
bebe returnable has on imports. In those circumstances, a restriction of the quantity 
ofof products which may be marketed by importers is disproportionate to the objective 
pursued.' pursued.' 

Thee Court did not address the non-discriminatory nature of the Danish legisla-
tionn or the question whether there was a Community harmonisation measures 
inn any detail. Danish Bottles, and many other judgments, confirm that environ-
mentall  considerations can without doubt of themselves justify a limitation of 
aa basic Treaty provision, Article 28 EC. Interestingly, the Court appears to be 
applyingg two versions of the proportionality test. With regard to the obligation 
too set up a deposit and return system, the Court uses a necessity test whereby 
itt examines the indispensability of the means in the light of the objective of 
thee Danish measure. The second obligation, however, is subjected to a propor-
tionalityy test whereby the free movement objective of Article 28 EC is directly 
balancedd with the environmental objective of the Danish legislation. In practi-
call  terms, these two tests mean that with regard the first obligation, the Court 
acceptss the level of protection chosen by the Danish government. In relation to 
thee second obligation, the Court weighs the free movement and environment 
objectivess to come to the conclusion that the Danish government should accept 
aa lower level of environmental protection because the high level that it originally 
aimedd for would be unduly restrictive of the free movement of goods. 

Itt must be pointed out that the Court's approach to the proportionality of 
nationall  measures is somewhat inconsistent in that it sometimes uses the true 
proportionalityy test whereas on other occasions it opts for the necessity test.29 

Inn yet other cases, the proportionality of the measure is left completely unad-
dressed.300 However, grosso modo the underlying idea identified by doctrine 
appearss to be that the Court will first check whether there are no less restric-

299 See for an overview of the case law and doctrinal discussion: Jans 2000, p. 258 et seq. and Wiers 2002, 

p.. 72 et seq. and p. 102 et seq. 
300 E.g. Case C-2/90, Commission v. Belgium (Walloon Waste), [1992] ECR I-4431 and Case C-379/98, Preus-

senElektra,senElektra, [2001) ECR-2099. 
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tivee alternative means available and only then eventually move on to an extra 
truee proportionality test in cases where the member state applies rules that are 
stricterr than exist on the Community level.31 

Articlee 29 EC prohibits quantitative restrictions of exports and measures 
off  equivalent effect. Apart from the fact that is refers to exports rather than 
imports;'22 the wording of Article 29 is identical to that of Article 28 EC. 
However,, the Court, for reasons unknown to us, decided that the concept of a 
measuree of equivalent effect is to be interpreted more narrowly under Article 
299 than under Article 28 of the Treaty. According to the Court only measures 
that,, firstly, distinguish between products destined for the national market and 
thosee that wil l be exported and, secondly, intend to confer a special benefit on 
thee national industry wil l qualify as a measure of equivalent effect." Contrary 
too Article 28, only discriminatory measures fall within the scope of Article 29 
EC.. This has a number of important consequences. For one, non-discriminatory 
measuress simply fall outside the scope of Article 29 and are therefore perfectly 
legal.. This actually implicitly incorporates, to a large extent, the exception for 
mandatoryy requirements into Article 29. A further two effects are the inapplica-
bilit yy of the Cassis and Keck exceptions to measures that do constitute measures 
off  equivalent effect within the meaning of Article 29. A national measure that 
fallss within the scope of Article 29 EC can therefore only be justified on the 
basiss of Article 30 EC. As environmental protection is listed only among the 
CassisCassis exceptions and cannot be interpreted into Article 30, this means that an 
environmentall  export restriction will always be prohibited. 

Initially ,, this narrower scope of the concept of a measure of equivalent 
effectt in Article 29 and its consequences seemed of littl e importance. In whose 
interestt can it possibly be to restrict exports? It may be gleaned from recent case 
laww that it can be in the interest of the environment, or rather the interest of 
havingg a well-functioning waste management infrastructure in every member 
state.. Indeed, ever since waste had to be treated to a high environmental stan-
dard,, member states have sought ways to minimise the costs arising from this 
obligation.. One of the best ways to do this is to try to achieve economies of scale. 
Moreover,, despite considerable advances at bringing about the internal market, 
thee member state governments apparently still think about achieving such 
economiess of scale at the national level only. 

Off  course, the best way to bring about economies of scale is for the govern-
mentt to simply hand out statutory monopolies or special or exclusive rights. 
Thee first case involving such a situation to come before the Court of Justice was 
Inter-Huiles.™Inter-Huiles.™ This case concerned a French law according to which all waste 

311 Case C-350/97, Monsees, [1999] ECR 1-2921, paras. 28-30., Cf. Wiers 2002, p.109, no and 142. 
322 And some commas. 
333 Case 15/79, Groenveld, Groenveld, [1979] ECR 3409, paras. 6,7. 
344 Case 172/82, Inter-Huiles, [1983] ECR 555. 
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oilss had to be brought to approved waste companies. This had, impliedly, the 
effectt of restricting exports. The French government attempted to justify the 
legislationn on the basis of Article 5 of the (then) Waste Oils Directive according 
too which the member states had to set up a waste management infrastructure.35 

Accordingg to the Court, however, that provision of the Waste Oils Directive did 
nott allow for the restriction of exports that followed from the obligation to hand 
overr the waste to approved waste oil treatment undertakings only. This case law 
wass confirmed in a number of later cases but probably reached its apogee in the 
DusseldorpDusseldorp and Sydhavnens Sten ÖJ Grus cases.'6 

Ass both cases were by and large treated in parallel in Part Two we wil l look 
att them in a similar way in this paragraph. The facts and backgrounds of both 
casess were quite similar in that both concerned a situation where a member 
statee wanted to ascertain the profitable functioning of a waste treatment 
installation.. In Dusseldorp this concerned the incinerator operated by AVR for 
dangerouss wastes. Sydhavnens Sten <£ Grus concerned a recovery installation for 
non-dangerouss building and demolition wastes in Graften. In both cases the 
wishh to ascertain the profitability of the installation had resulted in legislation 
thatt sough to maximise the inflow of waste into that one installation. However, 
DusseldorpDusseldorp that took the form of an obligation to hand over the waste to AVR 
unlesss the treatment abroad was to a higher environmental standard. The 
restrictionn of exports in Dusseldorp was as clear-cut as it could be and Article 29 
ECC was held to be applicable.37 Whether or not there was restriction of exports in 
SydhavnensSydhavnens Sten <£ Grus is unclear as the referring judge and the parties in the 
nationall  proceedings were divided over the issue. The Court thus leaves this for 
thee national judge to decide. 

Upp til l then, both cases merely confirmed what we already knew from 
Inter-HuilesInter-Huiles and other cases. Interestingly, both governments sought to justify 
thee measure on the basis of Article 30 EC and, alternatively, tried to invoke the 
CassisCassis exception. As regards Article 30, the Court came to the conclusion that 
theree was no (evidence of) any danger to the health or life of humans, animals 
andd plants in the cases at hand. In Dusseldorp, the Netherlands government did 
nott demonstrate that the transport of the waste oil filters over a longer distance 
orr their processing in Germany caused any danger in this respect.38 This applied 
aa fortiori  in Sydhavnens Sten af Grus as the waste in that case was harmless to 
health.̂  ^ 

355 Ibid., para. 9 et seq. 

' 66 Respectively Case C-203/96, Dusseldorp, [1998] ECR I-4075 and Case C-209/98, Sydhavnens Sten af 

Grus,Grus, [2000] ECR I-3743. 
377 Case C-203/96, Dusseldorp, [1998] ECR I-4075, paras. 40-42. 
388 Ibid., para. 46. 
399 Case C-209/98, Sydhavnens Sten aj Grus, para. 46 
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Thee Court addressed the possibility of relying on the Cassis exception. In 
DusseldorpDusseldorp the Netherlands government had argued that mandatory processing 
byy AVR together with an export prohibition unless the treatment abroad was to 
aa higher standard was necessary to ensure AVR's profitability. AVR's environ-
mentall  activities would be hampered if it would have to buy expensive replace-
mentt fuels instead of the waste oil filters for its incinerator. The Court appears 
too reject this attempt to invoke the Cassis exception on two grounds. For one, 
itt classified the Netherlands measure as an economic one and thus incapable 
off  justifying a breach of Article 29.«° Secondly, the Court appeared to have its 
reservationss about the necessity of the measure. The result was that the Nether-
landss profitability reasoning was rejected despite the fact that it obviously sought 
too ultimately protect the environment, or rather the existence of a well function-
ingg waste management structure, in the Netherlands. 

Withh regard to the possibility to uphold an export restriction on environmen-
tall  grounds, the Danish authorities befell a similar fate in Sydhavnens Sten ef 
Grus.Grus. According to the Court: 

'[T]he'[T]he justification based on the protection of the environment, and in particular 
thethe principle referred to in Article i}oR(2) [Now Article 174(2) EC] of the Treaty that 
environmentalenvironmental damage should as a priority be rectified at source, it must be pointed 
outout that the protection of the environment cannot serve to justify any restriction on 
exports,exports, particularly in the case of waste destined for recovery (see, to that effect, Case 
C-203/96C-203/96 Dusseldorp and Others [1998] ECR I-4075, paragraph 49). That is so a 
fortiorifortiori  where, as in the case before the national court, environmentally non-hazard-
ousous building waste is involved. Nowhere in the documents before the Court is it argued 
thatthat the waste in question is harmful to the environment.' 

InIn those circumstances, restrictions on exports contrary to Article 34 [Now Article 
2929 EC] of the Treaty, such as those alleged in the main proceedings, cannot be justified 
byby the need to protect the environment, in particular by application of the principle 
referredreferred to in Article ijoR(2) of the Treaty that environmental damage should as a 
prioritypriority  be rectified at source.' 

Particularlyy the first consideration by the Court where it states that environmen-
tall  protection 'cannot serve to justify any restriction on exports', seems rather 
farr going. However, a comparison of the language versions teaches us that the 
Courtt probably meant to say that environmental protection could not justify all 
restrictionss on exports.41 Indeed, this would seem to even more true with regard 
too non-dangerous wastes destined for recovery abroad. The basic conclusion 

400 Case C-203/96, Dusseldorp, [1998] ECR I-4075, para. 44. 
411 German: 'nicht jede Ausfuhrbeschrankung:, French 'ne permet pas de justifier toute restriction aux 

exportations',, Dutch: 'niet aUe uitvoerbeperkingen'. 
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mustt in any case be that the outcome with regard to this issue in Sydhavnens 
StenSten öj Grus can be, just as in Dusseldorp, traced back to the facts of the case. 
Despitee this rejection of the Danish environmental protection arguments in 
connectionn with the free movement provisions, we may recall that the court was 
quitee willin g to allow the invocation on identical grounds of Article 86(2) by the 
Danes.42 2 

Thiss brings us to the interesting issue of the role of economic analysis 
withinn the free trade rules. Dusseldorp confirms the Court's traditional case law 
accordingg to which economic considerations can never justify a restriction of the 
freee movement of goods. However, the Court has at times been willin g to look 
beyondd the economics and identified an underlying 'non-economic' objective.43 

Whetherr or not the Court will thus identify and acknowledge the underlying 
objectivee probably depends on whether it is convinced of the causality and neces-
sityy of the economic means to the non-economic end. Sydhavnens, however, 
introducedd the additional difficulty of Article 86(2) EC. It may be noted that the 
referringg judge enquired about the compatibility of the Danish measure with 
Articlee 299 as well as 82 in connection with 86 EC. The Court decided to split up 
thee question and addressed the issue involving Article 86(2) only in connection 
withh Article 82 EC. 

Wee are thus still left with the question what happens to a measure that falls 
foull  of Article 29 (and is not justified by Article 30 or saved by the Cassis excep-
tion)) but nevertheless qualifies for a justification on the basis of Article 86(2) 
EC.. This question comes down to whether or not Article 86(2) can also provide 
forr the disapplication of Treaty provisions other than those in the Competition 
Title.. It is submitted that this question is to be answered in the affirmative. For 
onee the text of Article 86(2) refers to the 'rules contained in this Treaty' without 
anyy qualifications and explicitly mentions 'the rules on competition' as a body of 
Treatyy rules 'in particular'. Opponents of this view often refer to the Campus Oil 
casee where the Court stated that Article 86(2) was of no avail to the Irish govern-
ment.444 The Court did however in later cases explicitly investigate the applicabil-
ityy of Article 86(2) in cases that involved a restriction of the free movement of 
goodss (Article 31 EC).45 Finally, those who argue that Article 86(2) applies only 
withh regard to the competition rules will invoke the Court's case law according 
too which economic considerations will not save a restriction of the free move-
mentt of goods. This, it is submitted, fails to recognise the fact that the concept 

411 Supra, paragraph 7.6. 
4}}  E.g. Case 118/86, Nertsvoederfabriek, [1987] ECR 3883, paras. 14,15 and Case 0-324/93, Evans Medical, 

[1995]]  ECR I-563, paras. 34-39. 
444 Case 72/83, Campus Oil, para. 19, See further: Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 292 et sea. 
455 E.g. Case C-175/94, Commission v. Netherlands (Netherlands Electricity) [1997] ECR 1-5699 and Case 

C-159/94,, Commission v. France (French Gas and Electricity), [1997] ECR I-5815 and Franzen. 
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'servicess of general economic interest' in Article 86(2) refers to economic 
servicesservices as a means to ascertain the performance of a non-economic objective.46 

Thus,, the Court could have easily answered this question in Sydhavnens by 
statingg that in certain cases economic means (ascertaining sufficient inflow 
too ensure profitability) are necessary to reach a non-economic goal (recycling 
capacityy leading to environmental protection). On the basis of this reasoning the 
exclusivee right as well as an export restriction could have been held to fall within 
thee Cassis exception. The more recent DaimlerChrysler case confirms this.47 In 
thiss case the Court held that the principle of self-sufficiency may, as the Court 
putss it 'in theory' justify environmental legislation that results in a restriction of 
thee free movement if this is necessary to ascertain the profitability of the waste 
treatmentt installations in order to maintain sufficient waste treatment capac-
ity.48 8 

Whatt do the above three cases allow us to conclude with regard to the appli-
cabilityy of the Cassis exception to measures of equivalent effect within the mean-
ingg of Article 29 EC? In principle not that much. Basically, we are left with an 
aa contrario reasoning according to which the fact that the Court in Sydhavnens 
StenSten fi£ Grus or Dusseldorp did not explicitly rule out the possibility of relying on 
thee mandatory requirements in those cases constitutes an implicit recognition 
thatt it is possible to rely on Cassis in Article 29-cases. This, however, is far from 
satisfactory.. Moreover, the addition of the words 'in theory' in DaimlerChrysler 
doess not add to the clarity either. The underlying problem is submitted to be the 
utterr lack of justification for the fact that the reliance on the mandatory require-
mentss is subject to an extra requirement vis a vis a plea based on Article 30 EC. 
Att this point there is littl e more to do than join the widely voiced call for an 
explicitt and well-reasoned change in the Court's case law in this respect.49 

Inn the absence of such a change, the fact remains that the Court appears 
quitee willin g to go to considerable lengths in stretching its traditional case law 
soo as to be able to uphold national measures even when it has to adopt - in A-G 
Jacobs'' words - 'tortuous reasoning'.50 It must, therefore, not be excluded that 
thee Court wil l be able to uphold an export restriction on environmental grounds 
iff  the facts of the case allow it to do so. 

44 Cf. supra paragraph 7.5. 
477 Case C-324/99, DaimlerChrysler v. Land Baden-Wiirtttemberg (DaimlerChrysler), [2001] ECR 1-9897. 
488 Ibid., paras. 61, 62. 
499 E.g. Opinion of A-G Jacobs in Case C-378/98, PreussenElektra, [2001] ECR-2099, paras. 215 et seq. 
500 Opinion of A-G Jacobs in Case C-203/96, Dusseldorp, [1998] ECR I-4075, para. 90. 
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17.55 Environmental concerns and harmonisation 

Closelyy connected to the free movement articles are the provi-
sionss on harmonisation. In fact, the free movement articles only apply insofar as 
aa matter has not been harmonised by the Community. As soon as a given area of 
laww has been harmonised, the harmonisation measure provides the framework 
byy which the legality of a national rule is judged.51 In cases of harmonisation 
onn the basis of Article 95, hereafter referred to as 'internal market harmonisa-
tion',, this basically means that the provisions of the secondary legislation are of 
importance.. However, even if these do not allow more stringent national mea-
suress but provide for total or complete harmonisation, member states may still 
havee recourse to the fourth and fifth paragraph of Article 95 EC.52 

Onn the basis of Article 95(4) EC, member states may maintain existing 
measuress that go beyond the harmonisation measure on grounds of protection 
off  the environment, the working environment or the grounds listed in Article 
300 EC. Even more interesting is Article 95(5), which allows a member state to 
introducee new stricter legislation even after harmonisation has occurred. Such 
legislationn is allowed only to protect the environment or the working environ-
mentt and may be introduced only after new scientific evidence has been brought 
forwardd pertaining to a problem that is specific to the member state and that has 
arisenn after harmonisation has taken place. Both Article 95(4) as well as 95(5) 
measuress must be approved by the Commission who will examine whether 
orr not they constitute an arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction of 
freee trade and do not constitute an obstacle to the functioning of the common 
markett (Article 95(6) EC). The Commission has in the meantime applied 
Articlee 95(4) and 95(5) to a number of cases.53 In doing so, it has allowed such 
stricterr measures on environmental grounds through a direct balancing of envi-
ronmentall  and internal market concerns. In this respect it is interesting to see 
howw the Commission has interpreted the requirement that the stricter measure 
mayy not constitute 'an obstacle to the functioning of the internal market'. By 
definition,, any national measure that goes beyond what Community harmoni-
sationn demands constitutes such an obstacle for the simple reason that it goes 
directlyy against the very essence of harmonisation. The Commission has consid-
eredd that this literal interpretation of the said requirement would completely rob 
Articlee 95(4) and (5) of their meaning. Thus, it has interpreted this requirement 
ass entailing a direct balancing of, on the one hand, the need to protect a certain 

'**  Case C-324/99, DaimlerChryslcr, [2001] ECR I-9897, para. 32. 

'aa See, with regard to these provisions, Sevenster 2000. See for a recent case involving Article 95: Case 

C-512/99,, Germany v. Commission (Mineral Wool), judgment of 21 January 2003, n.y.r. 

'}}  The so-called October decisions that were taken on 26 October 1999 and all published in the OJ L 329 

off  22 December 1999 in order to meet the deadline, See Jans, Sevenster & Vedder 2000, p. 161 et seq. 
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interestt in a member state with, on the other, the impact of the measure on free 
trade.54 4 

Articlee 176 is much less outspoken and clear in this respect. A simple 
comparisonn of the Treaty provisions learns us that Article 176 contains no 
proceduree and does not go beyond a statement that the more stringent national 
measuress must be compatible with the EC Treaty. This lack of clarity does not 
obscuree the fact that Article 176, just as Article 95(4) and {5) allows for a direct 
balancingg of the interests involved in harmonising a certain area of law with 
thee environmental interests brought forward by the member state that wants to 
maintainn or introduce more stringent measures. 

17.66 Interi m conclusions with regard to the semi-external 
perspective e 

Throughoutt the overview of the legislation and case law in 
thiss chapter we have seen how, despite the considerable differences between 
thee provisions and their interpretations, the overarching theme is one where 
environmentall  protection requirements can justify an exception to the internal 
markett considerations. Whether it takes place within the Keck or Cassis excep-
tions,, environmental considerations have warranted an impediment of the free 
movementt of goods. This takes place within a purely legal cadre without any 
economisationn of the environmental considerations. Essentially only one aspect 
off  this area of Community law that was investigated could give rise to any asser-
tionss that the role of environmental concerns in Community internal market 
laww is less than wholly satisfactory. This is the fact that according to the Court's 
traditionall  case law concerning the mandatory requirements only non-discrimi-
natoryy measures fall within the scope of the Cassis exception. 

Thiss effectively limits the scope of the mandatory requirements as a means 
too legalise member state actions that impede the free movement of goods 
comparedd to Article 30 EC. This cannot be logically explained. There is no 
reasonn why, for example, the protection of the life and health of animals could 
justifyy a discriminatory measure whereas grounds of environmental protection 
cann only uphold measures that apply without distinction. This limitation will 
howeverr not pose an insurmountable hurdle in most cases as environmental 
protectionn wil l almost never lead to or require a discriminatory measure. Moreo-
ver,, we have seen how the Court is willin g to go great lengths to nonetheless 
upholdd such measures even if a strict application its very own traditional case 
laww would not allow it to do so. Thus, the fact that environmental protection has 

544 E.g. Dec is ion 2 0 0 2 / 3 9 8, Finish rultson cadmium in fertilisers, OJ 2 0 02 L138/15, para. 51. 
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nott been enshrined in the Treaty as a ground that can justify a restriction on 
thee free movement of goods did not keep the Court, Commission or Commu-
nityy legislature from treating it as equal to the objective of bringing about the 
internall  market. 
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188 Interi m conclusions on the comparison 

Whatt has this exercise in comparative legal research learned 
us?? Has it indeed contributed to our understanding; our objectivity of the rela-
tionn between competition and environmental protection? 

Too start with the environmental point of view on the relation between 
competitionn and environmental protection. In Part One we have concluded that 
competitionn or, in other words, the market mechanism is in many respects the 
bestt instrument to achieve an efficient and effective economic order. This holds 
truee for the particular area of environmental protection as well provided that 
thee environmental costs are internalised. The problem is that on numerous 
occasionss attempts to internalise these external costs have actually sidetracked 
competition.. An internalisation of environmental costs without the presence 
off  competition will probably lead to increased environmental protection in the 
shortt term (instant recycling). It is, however, unlikely to result in the more 
dynamicc effects associated with an integration of environmental and compe-
titionn considerations. High levels of innovation, for example, are not to be 
expected. . 

Wee have seen how many of these competition problems arising from 
environmentall  legislation and policy can be traced back to the fact that this 
legislationn provides for a product rather than true producer responsibility. In 
Germanyy and the Netherlands the relevant legislation takes the form of a prod-
uctt responsibility and has lead to large-scale monopolistic product responsibility 
organisations.. This propensity towards monopolistic structures can in turn be 
tracedd back to the large sunk costs arising from the infrastructure that a product 
responsibilityy demands. 

Thee United Kingdom government adopted an economically more efficient 
approachh when it handed down the Producer Responsibility Regulations. By 
layingg down a partially non-material specific producer responsibility it has 
succeededd in creating a market for collection and recycling services. Whether 
thee current number of competitors wil l continue to exist when the collection and 
recyclingg quota go up and the effort and thus costs will also rise remains to be 
seen.. For the moment, however, the conclusion must be that large-scale monop-
olisticc product responsibility organisations are all but the necessary consequence 
off  environmental legislation. 

Somee of the differences between the UK (true producer responsibility) 
approachh and the product responsibility approach are also reflected in the 
involvementt of the competition authorities. In the UK, the competition authority 
conductss a preventive competition scrutiny (ex ante) on the basis of the environ-
mentall  legislation. In Germany and the Netherlands, the government - to put it 
bluntlyy - basically left it to the market to sort out the problems with the competi-
tionn authorities (ex post). Germany later changed this amending the Act against 
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Restrictionss of Competition to explicitly allow for an exemption for product 
responsibilityy organisations. 

Thiss brings us to the competition point of view on the matter. How does 
competitionn law deal with environmental considerations? In Part Two we have 
seenn that the role of environmental protection requirements in the applica-
tionn of Article 81 and 82 EC is at best subservient to that of competition. Such 
environmentall  benefits are taken into account only after they have been econo-
mised.. Even after this economisation, the importance of these benefits can only 
bee characterised as secondary whereas there is still a considerable amount of 
uncertaintyy surrounding the actual role. With regard to the competition rules 
addressedd at the member states, the result looks much better. Commission and 
Courtt practice pursuant to both Article 86 and 87 EC provides for a direct and 
unambiguouss role for environmental considerations. Competition and environ-
mentall  protection are thus treated as equals with the environmental benefits 
beingg taken into account as such and not after having been economised. 

Thiss is confirmed by the research done in this Part. With regard to the 
internall  market rules we have seen how environmental protection requirements 
-- albeit through various methods - can directly and of themselves warrant an 
impedimentt of free trade or a distortion of the internal market. The relevant 
Treatyy provisions are addressed at the member states and not at private enter-
prises.. For some reason, governments are allowed more leeway by the Treaty 
ruless to attain environmental objectives than are private companies. Can we 
explainn this? Not from a strictly legal perspective. If we compare Article 81(3) on 
thee one hand with Article 87(3) and 28 on the other, the conclusion must be that 
nonee of them even mentions environmental protection. The Commission has 
beenn willin g to interpret Article 81(3) and 87(3) to also apply to environmental 
protection.. In doing this, the Commission adopted a far more environmentally 
friendlyy approach under Article 87(3) than with regard to Article 81(3) EC. The 
Courtt has of course not addressed the issue of environmental protection as 
partt of Article 81 but its case law concerning environmental considerations and 
Articlee 87(3) and 28 EC shows that it directly balances environmental protec-
tionn against, respectively, the need to have undistorted competition and free 
movementt of goods. Thus, in provisions that are quite comparable from a legal 
pointt of view, the Community institutions are more reluctant to environmental 
protectionn to play a role if private companies rely on this compared to the situ-
ationn where a member state invokes such considerations. An explanation for 
thiss tendency could be the fact that the Commission, in applying the Treaty's 
antitrustt rules is traditionally antagonistic and perhaps even cynical with regard 
too industry and the arguments forwarded in order to uphold restrictions of 
competition.. Then again, the Commission may be expected to adopt a similar 
attitudee towards member states that grant state aids. 
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Evenn though it cannot be compared with the authorities' attitudes towards 
government-inducedd distortions of competition, we have seen that the compe-
titionn authorities of the member states have adopted a similar approach to 
environmentall  considerations as part of the antitrust rules. These are at best 
awardedd a secondary role and may warrant an exemption if accompanying 
economicc benefits are demonstrated. This secondary role together with the 
economisationn of environmental benefits is likely to lead to methodological diffi -
cultiess as we have identified in the decision-making practice of the NMa. With 
regardd to Germany Section 8 of the Act against Restrictions of Competition 
showss similar conceptual weaknesses that make its practical value uncertain. 

Thesee weaknesses can to a large extent be traced back to the fact that there 
iss no integration of environmental and competition considerations within the 
meaningg of the model of integration developed in Part One. We have seen how 
suchh integration is impossible with regard to cultural considerations and compe-
titionn law. Moreover, we have observed how the reaction from the side of compe-
titionn law (notably Article 87 EC) is in line with this impossibility to integrate. If 
wee compare the reaction of EC competition law to cultural considerations with 
thee reaction of EC and national competition laws to environmental protection 
requirementss we see that the non-integration of environmental concerns and 
thee competition rules directed at private enterprises lead to comparable reac-
tions.. The role of cultural considerations in EC competition law is ascertained 
onlyy through the express introduction of a Treaty provision (Article 87(3) )̂ EC). 
Similarly,, the role of environmental concerns in German competition initially 
boiledd down to the highly unsatisfactory practice of 'Duldung'. The toleration of 
DSDD is in many ways comparable to the Commission's approach to Book price 
cartels.. We have seen how the Commission will tolerate such cartels as long as 
theyy remain national and only involve cross-border effects insofar as is necessary 
too avoid U-turns. The Bundeskartellamt ended up doing much the same vis a vis 
DSD:: allowing it to continue its current activities but consistently refusing it to 
expandd into new markets. 

Thee toleration-practice of the Bundeskartellamt has, to a certain extent, been 
replacedd with the introduction of Section 8 into the Act against Restrictions of 
Competition.. Again, we see a parallel with cultural considerations and EC state 
aidd law whereby only the introduction of an express provision could ascertain 
aa role for such considerations. Similarly, the Netherlands legislator in enacting 
thee Competition Act contemplated the introduction of a clause that expressly 
mentionss environmental considerations as a reason to justify an exemption. In 
thee end, this was not put through and the job was left to the NMa. The NMa, as 
wee have seen, has adopted a varying approach to environmental considerations 
butt has always steered clear of integrating environmental concerns and competi-
tionn law. This point is evidenced best by the decisions relating to the funding of 
productt responsibility organisations though a removal fee. 
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Inn sum, Part Three has shown us how many of the inconsistencies and 
problemss of the current case law concerning competition and the environment 
cann be traced back to the fact that there is no integration of the two. This lack 
off  integration is particularly prominent with regard to the competition provi-
sionss directed at private enterprises. For no apparent reason (legal, political or 
economic),, environmental arguments brought forward by them cut much less 
icee than do similar arguments forwarded by the member state governments. 
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Competitionn and environmental protection growing 
towardd a mutually reinforcin g relation 

Fromm a legal perspective the inclusion of Article 6 EC in the 
Treatyy begs a number of questions. The main question is of course what exactly 
thiss 'integration' required by Article 6 EC means. Strictly legal reasoning cannot 
providee an answer to this question, as it wil l only lead to tautological answers 
alongg the lines that it means that environmental considerations must be taken 
intoo account. An answer to the question of what integration means could be 
discoveredd with the help of the concepts of, firstly, external costs and, secondly, 
internalisationn of external costs. Both are essentially economic concepts that 
havee found their way into law. 

Thee external nature of environmental costs means that they are not taken 
intoo account in the decisions made by economic actors. In theory, an actor wil l 
pollutee the environment because there are no costs arising from this whereas he 
cann most probably save money. An internalisation of environmental costs will 
meann that environmental degradation wil l in fact entail direct and quantifiable 
costss for the polluter just as problems with product quality wil l also involve costs 
inn terms of consumers switching to competitors. This signifies the role of the 
perhapss most important player in the process of internalisation: the consumer. 

Itt is submitted that a successful internalisation of environmental costs 
dependss more on changing consumer preferences rather than producer prefer-
ences.. Producers wil l not mind changing their products or productionn processes 
ass long as they feel that the market can bear the extra costs that will inevitably 
arisee from this internalisation of external costs. A certain number of consumers 
mayy certainly be willin g to bear these costs and indeed pay more for a greener 
product.. This, however, does not yet mean that a full internalisation of all 
environmentall  costs on the consumption side of the economy has indeed taken 
place.. Many consumers wil l simply not 'feel' the external costs whilst actually 
makingg them feel these costs wil l involve disproportionately large costs because 
off  the sheer number of consumers involved. As consumers, we must ask our self 
whatt exactly it is that makes us pay more for ecologically sound products and 
whyy other people will , or rather will not, pay this extra amount? An internalisa-
tionn of external costs will , in our demand-led market, first and foremost involve 
changingg consumer preferences 

Preciselyy because the internalisation of environmental costs is still far from 
completee on the production as well as the consumption side of the economy, the 
processs of internalising environmental costs meets with opposition from the 
sidee of industry for the following reasons. 

Efficiencyy considerations often lead to environmental costs being assigned 
too the production side of a market, again because of the far larger number of 
actorss on the consumption side that would otherwise need to be supervised. The 
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stilll  incomplete internalisation will , however, mean that the competitive posi-
tionn of that industry wil l deteriorate vis a vis other producers that will not have 
too internalise these costs. This deterioration of the competitive position wil l in 
turnn result in reactions from the side of the industry or governments in order 
too minimise or compensate the deterioration. This, in turn, wil l bring these 
governmentss or industry members within the scope of the competition laws. 

Withh regard to these competition law cases Article 6 EC requires an inte-
grationn of environmental protection requirements in particular with a view to 
promotingg sustainable development. The integration required by Article 6 EC 
hass been given a more precise meaning with the help of the model of integra-
tion. . 

Accordingg to the model of integration competition law should allow restric-
tionss or distortions of competition insofar as they are necessary to bring about 
thee internalisation of environmental costs. The intermediate objective of the 
applicationn of the competition rules to competition cases involving environmen-
tall  protection must therefore be the improved internalisation of environmental 
costs.. This for the two interrelated reasons that as a result there will be more 
environmentall  protection whilst competition will also be intensified. The level 
off  environmental protection will be higher because a more complete internalisa-
tionn means that more consumers and producers wil l try to cut back on their use 
off  the environment. They will be able to do this because producers wil l start to 
competee on the environmental characteristics of their products or production 
processess precisely because consumers wil l ask this. The result is the intro-
ductionn of a new element with regard to which competition is possible. The 
applicationn of the model of integration, it is submitted, is the only way in which 
competitionn law can really contribute to the objective of achieving sustainable 
development. . 

Ann overview of the competition law and policy with regard to cultural consid-
erationss confirms the validity of the model of integration. Precisely because of 
thee non-existence (and even impossibility) of a principle that works analogously 
too the polluter pays principle, a role for cultural concerns similar to that awarded 
too environmental concerns on the basis of the model of integration is unattain-
able.. The result is that the relation between competition law and cultural consid-
erationss is confined to the legislative arena because it is impossible for competi-
tionn authorities to apply the competition provisions in a way that wil l allow for a 
symbiosiss between competition and culture. The model of integration - being 
limitedd to the exercise of discretionary powers by competition authorities - is 
thuss simply inoperative with regard to cultural considerations. 

Thee application of the model of integration becomes particularly important 
withh regard to cases where the producer responsibility principle is involved. 
Traditionallyy this principle is understood to referr to instances where producers 
aree made responsible for the environmental impact of their products once these 
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productss reach their end of life. It is submitted that the concept of producer 
responsibilityy can be understood in a much wider sense and lends itself for 
applicationn with regard to a wider array of environmental problems. The govern-
mentt could, for example, prescribe environmental goals to be met by industry 
withh regard to energy efficiency, certain production methods and many other 
environmentall  aspects relating to production and products. Producer respon-
sibilityy is an instrument that wil l internalise environmental costs and assign 
themm to the industry without the disadvantages that are inherent in the either 
thee pigovian- or the command-and-control approaches. 

Thee fact that producer responsibility is an instrument aimed at achieving 
betterr internalisation of external environmental costs already shows that the 
internalisationn is actually a process under way. During the transitory phase 
duringg which environmental considerations are being internalised, distortions 
off  competition wil l arise. The reactions of governments and industry to these 
distortionss should be dealt with by competition law according to the model of 
integration. . 

Thee applicability of the model of integration is not restricted to any particu-
larr system of competition law. As it only requires as replacement of the short-
termm objective of maintaining competition with a longer term objective of 
protectingg effective competition, there need not be insurmountable problems 
concerningg the objectives of competition law and policy. 

Thee model of integration may seem to be addressed only at the competition 
sidee of the integration of environmental concerns. While this view is logical 
becausee the model of integration has its most far-reaching effects with regard 
too competition law, it is not justified since the model of integration also imposes 
demandss upon the environmental side of the matter. More specifically, it 
demandss that environmental policy instruments are chosen in order to facilitate 
thee internalisation of external environmental costs. Only then can the mutually 
reinforcingg relation between competition and environmental protection that lies 
att the foundations of the model of integration come about and wil l sustainable 
developmentt become an option. As a result of this observation, it is suggested 
thatt legislators need to be more careful about choosing environmental policy 
instruments.. In this respect we may point at drive to achieve 'instant recycling'. 
Thiss has led to product responsibility schemes that, compared to true producer 
responsibilityresponsibility schemes, are more likely to lead to competition problems. 

Thee model of integrations is - as the name already shows - nothing more 
thann a model. As such it can only function as a guideline for the exercise 
off  discretionary powers in cases that involve environmental considerations. 
Whetherr and to what extent is has been applied in practice is investigated in the 
secondd part. 
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Environmentall  protection and EC competition law 

Thee role played by environmental concerns in EC competition 
laww differs widely between the various provisions. There are a number of rea-
sonss for this. The most mundane being the relative abundance or lack of cases 
concerningg environmental protection. 

Withh regard to Article 81 EC the Commission has already decided a relative 
wealthh of cases. The majority of these cases have concerned producer responsi-
bilityy schemes. These cases either not involved serious objections from the side 
off  competition law or have been dealt with in a rather standard manner. 

Thee 'green dot' cases, for example, primarily raised competition problems 
becausee of foreclosure issues. The foreclosure problems were dealt with in a way 
thatt is not different from the way in which the Commission has solved this type 
off  restriction outside the field of environmental agreements. A further group of 
casess involved agreements the restrictiveness of which could be doubted in the 
firstfirst place. A number of agreements to cut back and energy usage or emissions 
onn an industry-wide basis were - hardly surprisingly - found not to restrict or 
distortt competition in the first place. These two groups of cases did not allow 
forr an application of the model of integration for the simple reason that it was 
unnecessaryy to make a trade-off between the maintenance of competition and 
thee furthering of the internalisation. A standard application of the competition 
ruless is in these cases perfectly satisfactory. 

Onee case in which a trade-off needed to be made was VOTOB. In this case 
thee Commission opted for a standard competition law approach that has now 
beenn codified in the Guidelines on Horizontal Agreements. According to this 
approach,, agreements that involve hard-core restrictions such as price-fixing 
wil ll  always restrict competition and therefore always fall foul of Article 81(1) EC. 
Furthermore,, an exemption is highly unlikely according to the Commission. 
Despitee the fact that the absence of a formal decision in VOTOB is probably 
indicativee of the lack of serious consideration of the relation between competi-
tionn law and environmental protection, is does appear to be functioned as a 
modell  for many more recent cases notably those involving removal or environ-
mentall  fees. 

Evenn though the model of integration does not in itself require a change 
off  the Commission's policy in this respect, the general 'economic approach' 
too competition law could be taken to mean that the appreciability of an agree-
mentt involving that passing through of a minimal (environmental) fee can be 
doubted. . 

Inn general the role of the model of integration with regard to the first para-
graphh of Article 81 EC is minor. This is so because the model of integration 
dealss primarily with the exercise of discretion, i.e. the moment where a trade-off 
betweenn competition and environmental protection or the internalisation is to 
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bee made. Since Article 81(1) EC is essentially a legal clause governing the scope 
off  the competition provisions, the model of integration has no role to play. This 
iss different only where the intensification of competition that will result from 
thee application of the model of integration is to be expected on a relatively short 
term.. In such a case it could be held that the short-term restriction of competi-
tionn must, in a rule of reason, be balanced with the increase of competition on a 
longerr term. 

Thiss is different with regard to the third paragraph of Article 81. This provi-
sionn allows the Commission to exempt agreements from the prohibition and 
thereforee involves the exercise of a discretionary power to balance competition 
considerationn with other considerations. The Commission's policy in this regard 
iss far from clear. What is certain is that environmental considerations can and 
actuallyy do play a role in the Commission's exemption policy. The following 
statementt from the 1995 Competition Report is exemplary in this respect. 

'In'In particular, improving the environment is regarded as a factor which contrib-
utesutes to improving production or distribution or to promoting economic or technical 
progress.' progress.' 

Thee model of integration requires that the Commission exempts an agreement 
thatt restricts or distorts competition insofar as this is necessary in the light of 
achievingg an internalisation. This wil l as a first step require the Commission to 
acknowledgee that environmental concerns can, of themselves or in connection 
withh economic considerations, warrant an exemption. Following this first step, 
thee model of integration requires littl e more than a standard application of the 
exemptionn clause. Since environmental benefits inherently accrue to the society 
att large, the requirement that consumers receive a fair share in the benefit 
shouldd not prove problematic. Moreover, the environmental aspects of products 
orr productionn are only one of many aspects with regard to which competition 
iss possible so that the final requirement for an exemption should not lead to 
problemss either. The actual balancing of the environmental protection and 
internalisationn in the one hand and the need to ensure effective competition on 
thee other, should take place as part of the proportionality requirement. 

Currentt Commission practice, as already becomes apparent from the above 
quote,, hardly complies with the model of integration. Rather, the Commis-
sionn appears to mention environmental considerations in a haphazard manner 
withoutt according any real weight to them. A 'light at the end of the tunnel' can 
inn this respect be found in the DSD (Article 81) decision. There, the Commis-
sionn appears to be granting an exemption on what are primarily environmental 
grounds.. Nevertheless, this increased role for environmental concerns is accom-
paniedd by a remaining uncertainty as to what exactly the role for these environ-
mentall  concerns has been. This is disappointing for a number of reasons. For 
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one,, it is not in keeping with the Commission's role that follows from the fact 
thatt it is at this moment the only institution empowered to apply Article 81(3) 
EC.. Following the Commission's plans for a decentralised application of that 
provision,, guidance by the Commission will be much needed. This wil l hold all 
thee more true with regard to the complex issues involved in integrating environ-
mentall  and competition considerations with regard to producer responsibility 
schemes.. Moreover, the Commission has on multiple occasions shown itself to 
bee pleased with the spontaneous harmonisation of the competition laws of the 
memberr states after the Community model. Thus, the application and inter-
pretationn of analogous provisions of national competition law will depend on 
thee practice of the Commission. In these circumstances the non-existence of a 
sufficientlyy established and consistent practice and thereby the lack of guidance 
becomess all the more pressing. This lack of guidance is only augmented by the 
commonlyy lamented Commission practice of issuing comfort letters. 

Thiss lack of clear guidance wil l lead to risks with regard to the uniform 
interpretationn of Article 81(3) when this provision becomes directly applicable. 
Itt is submitted that national authorities that apply Article 81(3) EC, can also, on 
thee basis of Article 6 EC, integrate environmental protection requirements. The 
relativelyy unimportant role awarded to environmental concerns in the Commis-
sion'ss practice makes it quite probable that a national authority may consider 
itselff  obliged to 'go beyond' what the Commission has already done. These risks 
too the uniform interpretation, it is suggested, should not be addressed through 
aa rule according to which national authorities may not apply Article 81(3) in a 
mannerr that runs counter to Commission decisions. Rather, Commission prac-
ticee should sufficiently clear, authoritative and 'integrative' that it is no longer 
necessaryy for any national authority to depart from the Commission's practice 
orr distinguish the case before it from one in which the Commission has already 
decided. . 

Last,, but certainly not least, the Commission's practice is to be lamented for 
thee simple reason that it fails to apply the model of integration. By opting for a 
standardd competition law-approach, the Commission forgoes the possibility to 
applyy Article 81(3) with the longer-term objective of achieving sustainable devel-
opmentt in mind. It is submitted that Article 6 EC but also Articles 2 and 3 EC 
readd in conjunction require the Commission to do this. Moreover, the model of 
integrationn suggests that an application of Article 81(3) in accordance with this 
modell  may prove to be beneficial for both the intensity and undistortedness of 
competitionn as well as the protection of the environment. 

Commissionn practice with regard to Article 82 EC is similarly disappoint-
ing.. In the only case, DSD, that has involved environmental considerations to 
thiss date; the Commission has managed to completely ignore the environmen-
tall  aspects. In a rather formulaic approach, the Commission decision remains 
completelyy silent with regard to the issue of the producer responsibility induced 
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distortionss of the competitive situation. It was argued that many of the abuses 
identifiedd by the Commission could in fact be traced back to and explained by 
thee producer responsibility enacted by the German government. The model 
off  integration would require the Commission to also take these considerations 
intoo account when deciding whether or not the abusive practices were actually 
objectivelyy justified on environmental grounds. The Commission has completely 
refusedd to do so. The degree of solidarity and collectivism that is inherent in 
producerr responsibility is completely left unaddressed by the Commission. This 
iss considered to be a missed opportunity because the monopolistic nature of 
DSDD can, in the author's opinion, be traced back to the environmental policy of 
thee German government. As such, DSD could have been used not only to better 
definee competition policy in the waste sector but also to better define environ-
mentall  policy in the waste sector. 

Ass was already alluded to above, it is submitted that most examples of 
producerr responsibility legislation actually contain a product responsibility. A 
degreee of solidarity and collectivism are not just inherent in product responsibil-
ity,, they are corollary. Enacting a producer responsibility in the form of a product 
responsibilityy whereby the basic obligation is one to take back the products that 
havee been marketed will invariably lead to large-scale producer responsibility 
organisationss and thus the competition problems that come with monopolies. 
Preventingg such problems from arising in the first place is the responsibility 
off  the environmental legislator. That an environmental market may actually 
successfullyy be created is shown by the British implementation of the Packaging 
Directive. . 

Oncee a monopolistic take back and recycling system has come about, the 
competitionn problems should not be exaggerated. Again, DSD can be used as 
ann example. The representation of both up- and downstream industries in the 
governingg board of DSD as well as the specific way in which this representation 
hass been regulated will ensure a balance of power. As a result, the chances of 
DSDD being used as a vehicle for abuse by either industry are greatly reduced. 
Again,, the Commission does not address this issue. It is thus suggested that 
thee competition authorities recognise the environmental difficulties (as well as 
reducedd economic efficiency) that are likely to result when more than one take 
backk recycling system exist alongside each other. Moreover, these authorities 
shouldd take into account the institutional structure and its capability to prevent 
aa take back and recycling from being abused. However, apart from the competi-
tionn authorities, the environmental authorities should also take these effects of 
thee institutional structure into account when they decide to opt for a product-
ratherr than a true producer responsibility. 

Withh regard to the Merger Regulation the conclusion can be succinct. It 
doess not allow for an integration of environmental considerations if this would 
involvee 'an obstacle to competition.' It is submitted that the model of integra-
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tionn would not require such a merger to be given the go-ahead for the simple 
reasonn that a healthy competition is most probably the best recipe for a good 
internalisationn of environmental costs. If, however, during the transitory phase 
certainn concentrations are deemed necessary from an environmental perspec-
tive,, the environmental policy instruments wil l most likely be of the product 
responsibilityy type. The competition problems in those cases can thus be said 
too be the result of the environmental legislation. It is submitted that a different 
applicationn of concentration control is not necessary and not called for in order 
too remedy these defects in the environmental legislation. This absence of a need 
too apply the concentration control regimes in a different manner may seem to 
fitt in rather difficultl y with the changed that are demanded with regard to the 
interpretationn of Article 82 EC as concerns large scale take back and recycling 
systems.. In this respect it must be taken into account that the Merger Regu-
lationn is an ex ante instrument that is primarily concerned with the market 
structure.. Article 82, on the other hand, is an instrument that comes into play 
onlyy after the market structure is already less than satisfactory from a competi-
tionn perspective and abusive behaviour occurs. The structure-based character 
off  the Merger Regulation, as opposed to the conduct-based character of Article 
82,, makes it uncalled for to widen the scope of concentration control regimes in 
orderr to remedy failures by the environmental legislator. In such cases a second 
interventionn by the same public authorities that laid down the product responsi-
bilityy seems more apt. 

Ass far as the competition rules addressed at undertakings are concerned, 
thee result as regards the model of integration or any other approach concerning 
competitionn and environmental protection for that matter, is not too positive. A 
consistentt Commission practice can hardly be said to exist. The experience that 
hass been gathered does not comply with the model of integration or with any 
otherr well thought through vision on the relation between competition and envi-
ronmentall  protection. This is remarkably different with regard to the competi-
tionn rules addressed at the member states. 

AA first and striking difference follows from the fact that environmental 
concernss are accorded a clear and well-defined role with regard to those competi-
tionn rules. With regard to both Article 876(2) and Article 87 EC, environmental 
considerationss are explicitly recognised to warrant and exemption or justifica-
tion.. In Sydhavnens, the Court has stated that environmental considerations may 
indeedd warrant the application of Article 86(2) EC. As part of the proportionality 
testt on the basis of this provision, the Court conducts a test that comes close to 
thee test required by the model of integration. By considering that an exclusive 
rightt may be necessary for the duration of the amortisation of new installa-
tionss and investments, the Court appears to be including reasons related to the 
internalisationn of external costs in its judgment. The Commission's practice 
withh regard to environmental subsidies provides us with an even better exam-
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piee of the role of environmental concerns. Firstly, these concerns can allow for 
ann exemption on the basis of Article 87(3) )̂ EC. Secondly, notably with regard 
too operating aids, the Commission practice is clearly aimed at bringing about 
ann internalisation. This is done by firstly recognising that some compensation 
off  the deterioration of the competitive position may be necessary to make this 
internalisationn acceptable to the industry in the first place. The second step is 
thee limited duration of this compensation and the fact that is may be degressive. 

Apartt from this clarity, another major improvement from the perspective of 
thee model of integration is the fact that environmental benefits can of them-
selvess warrant an exemption. Only with regard to the useful effect rule is this 
unclear,, primarily because of the absence of a well-established case law. This 
vieww that environmental considerations are awarded a clear role in the competi-
tionn rules addressed at the member states is confirmed by an examination of 
otherr rules in the EC Treaty addressed at the member state institutions. With 
regardd to the rules on the free movement of goods and the rules concerning 
moree stringent national measures after harmonisation,1 the conclusion was that 
thesee rules certainly allow for an environmental justification. 

Thee remarkable difference between the Commission's approach to envi-
ronmentall  considerations forwarded by undertakings and the approach by the 
Courtt and Commission to environmental justifications brought forward by 
memberr states cannot be explained with the help of the model of integration 
orr any legal, economic or political argumentation. The model of integration 
requiress that all reactions - whether of private undertakings or public institu-
tionss - to the internalisation of environmental costs be judged on the basis of 
theirr contribution to the internalisation. This, ass was shown above, requires that 
environmentall  considerations be awarded a clear and unambiguous role in the 
firstt place. Secondly, this role must be such that environmental considerations 
cann of themselves warrant a justification or an exemption. Legal arguments for 
willingnesss of the Court and Commission to take environmental considerations 
intoo account in applying the competition rules addressed at member states do 
nott exist either. Suffice in this respect that fact that the absence of any reference 
too environmental considerations in Article 87(3) EC has not kept the Commis-
sionn from exempting state aids on environmental grounds alone. 

Indeed,, it seems that, contrary to what the model of integration would seem 
too require, this difference can be traced back to a perception by the Commission 
off  environmental policy. According to this perception environmental policy is 
too be conducted by the member state authorities and is not primarily the matter 
off  private companies. As a result the Commission is reluctant to take environ-
mentall  considerations seriously if they are advanced by private undertakings as 
argumentss for an exemption. This perception of environmental policy, of course, 

11 Articles 95(4) and (5) and 176 EC 
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completelyy ignores the essence of the producer responsibility principle. Moreo-
ver,, producer responsibility is endorsed by the Commission as is evidenced by 
aa number of recent legislative initiatives that have all embraced the producer 
responsibilityy principle as a mainstay.2 

Thee Court's case law contains some evidence indicating that it may be will -
ingg to extend its case law with regard to environmental considerations brought 
forwardd by the member states. Nestle/Perrier is an example of case where the 
Courtt of First Instance took a wider view of the factors that are to be included in 
thee appraisal on the basis of competition law. In this respect, thee judgment in 
DSDDSD is anxiously awaited.3 

Alll  in all, much is still uncertain with regard to the relation between 
competitionn law and environmental protection as far as the competition rules 
addressedd at the member states are concerned. This uncertainty can also be 
seenn in the member states. In Germany the toleration by the Bundeskartellamt of 
DSDDSD has in the meantime partly been addressed by the legislator in the form of 
ann amendment to the German competition law. In the Netherlands much expe-
riencee has been gathered with regard to the application of the competition rules 
too environmental agreements. Although it is slightly more consistent than the 
Commission's,, the case law of the NMa still lacks the clarity that is needed to be 
ablee to speak of a well thought through vision of the relation between compe-
titionn law and environmental protection. Moreover, the case law concerning 
removall  fees shows that the NMa is unwilling to apply the model of integration 
thatt was developed in this book. 

AA first step in the right direction would appear to be the recognition by the 
competitionn authorities that industry has a major part to play in bringing about 
ann internalisation of environmental costs and thus environmental protection. 
Theree are a number of different methods to reach this goal. As the example 
off  Germany shows, an option is to change the competition legislation so as to 
includee an environmental justification expressis verbis. It is submitted that this is 
unnecessaryy even though it may be preferable from the perspective of the demo-
craticc legitimacy of such a choice. A far less bothersome alternative would be to 
simplyy apply the model of integration in the exercise of discretionary powers by 
thee competition authorities. 

Howw this already works in practice can be seen by looking at the Commis-
sion'ss practice with regard to environmental state aids. How this could work 
inn practice can be shown with the help of the removal fee. Essentially, the 
removall  fee consists of two elements that are relevant as far as competition law 
iss concerned. Firstly, the removal fee is fixed for a certain category of products 

22 E.g. Directive 2002/96 (WEEE), OJ 2003 L 37/24. 
33 Three recent judgments in the field of competition law (Merger Regulation) have shown that the Court 

off  First Instance is more than willing to closely and critically examine the Commission's decisions. 
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onn a horizontal basis. Secondly, the removal fee most be passed on to consumers 
visiblyy and in its entirety. Current practice is to grant an exemption for fixing 
off  the removal fee but to categorically refuse such an exemption for the pass 
throughh obligation. The model of integration would require this to be exactly 
thee other way around. An exemption should certainly be possible for the pass 
throughh obligation because this aids the internalisation of external costs with 
thee consumers whereas the exemption for the collective horizontal fixing of 
thee removal fee should be temporary and limited only to the time span during 
whichh the historical waste is dealt with. As a result, consumers are made aware 
off  the environmental costs of their purchases and will thus internalise the envi-
ronmentall  costs. Only if such internalisation takes place do we stand a chance of 
bringingg about sustainable development. In the end we must ask ourselves what 
undistortedd competition is worth if there is nothing left to compete for. 
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Inleidin g g 

Ditt boek bevat een onderzoek naar de integratie van milieubelangen en het 
mededingingsrechtt van de EG. In eerste instantie was de aanleiding voor dit 
onderzoekk gelegen in het integratiebeginsel dat is te vinden in artikel 6 EG. 
Volgenss dit beginsel dienen de eisen inzake milieubescherming te worden geïn-
tegreerdd in de omschrijving en uitvoering van het beleid en het optreden van de 
Gemeenschapp [...] in het bijzonder met het oog op het bevorderen van duur-
zamee ontwikkeling. De vraag is dan wat precies "integreren" inhoudt. Een puur 
juridischee poging tot beantwoording van deze vraag leidt vaak tot tautologische 
antwoordenn in de trant van: integreren betekent rekening houden met. Aldus 
moestt het integratiebeginsel op andere wijze worden geduid. 

Deell  een: de zoektocht naar  een model voor  integratie 

HetHet vervuiler betaalt beginsel en producentenverantwoordelijkheid en de internalisa-
tietie van het milieu 

Mett behulp van een combinatie van juridisch redeneren en economische 
inzichtenn kan het integratiebeginsel wel een beter omlijnde inhoud worden 
gegevenn wat betreft de rol die milieuoverwegingen moeten spelen in het mede-
dingingsrecht.. Deze economische inzichten zijn voor een groot deel terug te 
voerenn op het vervuiler betaalt beginsel. Volgens dit beginsel zou de vervuiler 
moetenn betalen voor de schade die hij het milieu berokkent. Daarmee poogt 
hett beginsel het probleem van de externe kosten aan te pakken. Volgens de 
economischee theorie kan milieuvervuiling worden verklaard aan de hand van 
hett feit dat een aantasting van het milieu vaak geen kosten met zich meebrengt 
voorr degene die verantwoordelijk is voor de milieuaantasting. Wanneer alle 
milieukostenn maar worden geïnternaliseerd, heeft alle gebruik van het milieu 
(bijvoorbeeldd om in te lozen, te bouwen of om er grondstoffen aan te onttrekken) 
eenn prijs. Doordat een bepaalde activiteit een intensiever gebruik (misbruik) van 
hett milieu dan een hogere prijs met zich meebrengt zal dit ook resulteren in 
eenn hogere prijs op de markt voor de desbetreffende activiteit. Een hogere prijs 
resulteertt in minder gebruik van deze activiteit en daardoor minder milieube-
lasting.. Traditioneel werd voor het aanwijzen van de vervuiler meteen naar de 
aanbodzijdee van de markt gekeken. Producenten werden geacht de vervuilers te 
zijn.. In dit boek worden echter de consumenten ten minste even verantwoorde-
lij kk gehouden voor de verslechtering van het milieu. Kan immers niet worden 
gesteldd dat in een vrije markteconomie als de onze, de producenten niet meer 
doenn dan datgene produceren in een hoeveelheid en kwaliteit waar de consu-
mentt om vraagt? Schijnbaar wil een grote groep consumenten eenvoudigweg 
niett meer betalen voor scharrelvlees, schonere bezine of een treinkaartje in 
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plaatss van de auto. Nu de waarheid omtrent wie de werkelijke vervuiler is - als 
altijdd - in het midden ligt, dient te worden onderzocht waarom de kosten dan 
tochh vaak aan de aanbodzijde van de markt worden geïnternaliseerd. 

Aann de hand van het beginsel van de producentenverantwoordelijkheid is 
getrachtt een antwoord te geven op deze vraag. Daarbij werd duidelijk dat het 
gehelee "probleem" van mededinging en milieu samenkomt in dit beginsel. 
Volgenss het beginsel van de producentenverantwoordelijkheid zijn de fabri-
kantenn verantwoordelijk voor de milieuvriendelijke inname en verwerking van 
hett afval dat hun producten worden nadat de consument ze heeft afgedankt. 
Dee aanname hierachter is dat op dit moment de afvalfase van de productie en 
consumptiecycluss geen rol speelt (hiervoor is immers de gemeente feitelijk en 
financieell  verantwoordelijk). Aldus bestaat er bij de producenten weinig aanlei-
dingg om bij het ontwerpen en vervaardigen van hun producten rekening te 
houdenn met de recyclebaarheid van deze producten. Het resultaat zijn twintig 
verschillendee plastics, moeilijk los te halen klikverbindingen en moeilijk te 
verwerkenn materialen die de kosten van de recycling doen stijgen en daarmee 
zorgenn voor een nog lager recyclingpercentage. Door de producenten verant-
woordelijkk te maken voor de afvalfase, ontstaat er voor hen een directe aanlei-
dingg om de kosten die zijn gemoeid met deze afvalfase te verminderen (door 
bijvoorbeeldd het aantal verschillende plastics te reducerenn of de hoeveelheid 
verpakkingg terug te brengen). Op dit moment wordt de vraag naar de werkelijke 
verantwoordelijkee weer actueel. Er kan van worden uitgegaan dat de keuze voor 
dee meerdere soorten plastics in de eerste plaats is ingegeven uit kostenbespa-
ringsoverwegingen.. Dit betekent dat het beter te recyclen product waarschijnlijk 
duurderr zal zijn. Daarbij komt dat het ophalen en recyclen van de afgedankte 
productenn eveneens geld kost. Geld dat consumenten eerder schijnbaar niet 
bereidd waren te betalen om de eenvoudige reden dat zij evengoed de vervuilers 
zijnn in dit opzicht. Toch maakt de producentenverantwoordelijkheid alleen de 
producentenn verantwoordelijk. Dit kan worden verklaard aan de hand van de 
noodzaakk om de zaken zo efficiënt mogelijk te regelen. Ten eerste pleiten hand-
havingsredenenn voor het verantwoordelijk maken van de producenten. Als een 
bepaaldee groep geconfronteerd wordt met extra kosten dan zal een deel van die 
groepp pogen om deze kosten te ontduiken (wildstorten). In dit licht is het slim 
omm de groep die moeten worden gecontroleerd teneinde de ontduiking tegen 
tee gaan zo klein mogelijk te houden. Het is immers eenvoudiger om honderd 
producentenn en importeurs te controleren dan zestien miljoen Nederlanders. 
Tenn tweede zal de milieueffectiviteit groter zijn wanneer de producenten de 
kostenn dragen van de milieubelasting. De omvang van de kosten voor hen is vele 
malenn groter (zij dragen dan immers de kosten voor hun gehele productie) en 
duss beter voelbaar zodat het eerder tot een vermindering van de milieubelas-
tingg zal leiden. Veel belangrijker is echter de mogelijkheid die de producenten 
hebbenn om te innoveren ten aanzien van de milieubelasting van hun producten. 
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Wanneerr kosten ontstaan in de afvalfase, ontstaat niet alleen een prikkel om 
dezee kosten omlaag te brengen maar ontstaat ook een prikkel om onderzoek 
tee doen naar mogelijkheden om deze kosten verder omlaag te brengen dan op 
grondd van de huidige stand der techniek mogelijk is. Deze prikkel tot innovatie 
opp milieugebied is onmisbaar om duurzame ontwikkeling te verkrijgen. Alleen 
wanneerr de gehele economie er niet alleen op is gericht om de milieubelasting 
hierr en nu te beperken maar ook probeert om de milieubelasting structureel te 
reducerenn door onderzoek naar nieuwe technieken, is er ook maar een kans dat 
err duurzame ontwikkeling ontstaat. 

Watt betreft de milieubescherming verklaart het bovenstaande waarom het 
beginsell  van producentenverantwoordelijkheid centraal staat in de relatie tussen 
mededingingg en milieubescherming. Ook wat betreft het mededingingsrecht 
komtt het aan op dit beginsel. 

Aann de mededingingszijde van het centrale onderwerp van dit onderzoek 
speeltt allereerst het begrip concurrentieverstoring een grote rol. De licht 
euforischee toon hierboven verdekt immers niet dat volledige internalisatie van 
allee externe milieukosten en duurzame ontwikkeling op dit moment helaas 
grotendeelss theoretisch zijn. Er hoeft maar een land te zijn dat het minder nauw 
neemtt met het milieu en het invoeren van een producentenverantwoordelijkheid 
(off  welke andere milieumaatregel ook) zal onmiddellijk leiden tot een concur-
rentieverstoring.. De extra kosten hoeven immers niet te worden gedragen door 
hett land met de kortzichtige regering. Verder kan worden herinnerd aan het feit 
datt een grote groep consumenten even kortzichtig is zodat een milieuvriende-
lij kk maar duurder alternatief op dit moment altijd een niche product zal zijn. 
Wanneerr deze beperkte omzet voor dit milieuvriendelijke product onvoldoende 
blijktt te zijn verdwijnt het product weer van de markt en is er geen milieuwinst. 
Dezee verstoringen van de concurrentie kunnen worden teruggevoerd op de 
gebrekkigee internalisatie van milieukosten op dit moment. Een aantal actoren 
opp de markt heeft de milieukosten wel geïnternaliseerd maar een minstens even 
grotee groep geeft niet steeds te weinig om het milieu. In deze overgangsfase, 
waarbijj  een paar regeringen en ondernemingen hun kop boven het maaiveld 
uitstekenn en milieuvriendelijker proberen te wezen, voelt deze voorhoede een 
verslechteringg van de concurrentiepositie. 

Bijj  het compenseren van deze verslechtering van de concurrentiepositie 
speeltt het mededingingsrecht zijn rol. Een compensatie zou immers plaats 
kunnenn vinden doordat de ondernemingen die worden geconfronteerd met extra 
milieukostenn subsidies ontvangen. Ook komt het voor dat ondernemingen gaan 
samenwerkenn om het milieuprobleem beter aan te kunnen pakken. Een laatste 
voorbeeldd is een wettelijk monopolie uitgedeeld door de regering om te verze-
kerenn dat het milieuvriendelijke bedrijf verzekerd is van voldoende klandizie 
omm uit de kosten te komen. Deze drie voorbeelden bevatten optreden van de 
overheidd en ondernemingen dat in strijd is met de mededingingsbepalingen van 
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hett EG verdrag. Bij de vraag of ze zouden moeten worden toegestaan, speelt het 
modell  van integratie een rol. 

HetHet model voor integratie 
Volgenss dit model voor integratie zou de toepassing van het mededingings-

rechtt moeten zijn gericht op het vergemakkelijken en totstandbrengen van de 
internalisatiee van milieukosten. Alleen bij een volledige internalisatie, zo is hier-
bovenn aangetoond, is er een kans dat we een duurzame ontwikkeling krijgen. In 
dee praktijk betekent dit dat milieuvriendelijke initiatieven van koplopers moeten 
wordenn gestimuleerd. Waar mededingingsbeperkingen noodzakelijk zijn ter 
compensatiee van een concurrentieverstoring, dienen deze te worden toegestaan 
doorr het mededingingsrecht. Waar de noodzaak van een compensatie niet 
(langer)) aanwezig is, dient het mededingingsrecht echter onverbiddelijk iedere 
mededingingsbeperkingg tegen te gaan. De afwezigheid van een concurrentie-
verstoringg wijst er immers op dat de er een volledige internalisatie heeft plaats-
gevonden.. Op dat moment dient de onverstoorde mededinging zijn tuchtigende 
werkingg op de markt te hebben zodat een concurrentie ten aanzien van het 
milieuu ontstaat. Zijn immers alle milieukosten volledig geïnternaliseerd, dan 
zall  een consument meer moeten betalen voor een vervuilend product dan voor 
eenn milieuvriendelijk product, hetgeen hij niet zal willen zodat het vervuilende 
productt verdwijnt. Bovendien zal hij, waar de milieuvriendelijke producten 
nogg steeds duurder zijn dan de milieuonvriendelijke alternatieven bereid zijn 
omm deze hogere prijs te betalen aangezien hij weet dat het andere product hem 
minstenss evenveel zal kosten als hij de milieubelasting in aanmerking neemt. 
Dee aldus vergroende markt zal leiden tot een strijd om zo milieuvriendelijk 
mogelijkk te produceren en te consumeren. 

Ditt model voor integratie is, zoals hierboven blijkt, weliswaar ontstaan 
mett betrekking tot artikel 6 EG, maar alles behalve beperkt tot het EG mede-
dingingsrecht.. De onderliggende economische redenering is universeel en 
kann worden toegepast op ieder stelsel van mededingingsregels. Een juridisch 
bezwaarr tegen de toepassing van dit model zou kunnen zijn dat het tot gevolg 
heeftt dat milieubescherming een doel van het mededingingsrecht wordt. Voor 
watt betreft de mededingingsregels van de EG doet dit juridische bezwaar al 
geenn opgeld vanwege artikel 6 EG dat een plicht tot integratie bevat voor alle 
beleidd en optreden van de Gemeenschap, inclusief het mededingingsrecht en de 
toepassingg daarvan. Andere stelsels van mededingingsrecht kennen echter niet 
dergelijkee integratiebepalingen. Voor deze stelsels is daarmee geen onoverkome-
lijk ee barrière opgeworpen die in de weg staat aan de toepassing van het model 
vann integratie. Het model van integratie leidt er immers op de langere termijn 
toee dat de concurrentie minder wordt verstoord doordat het een vollediger inter-
nalisatiee tot gevolg heeft. Daarmee zijn milieubescherming en een bescherming 
vann de mededinging op de langere termijn wederzijds versterkende doelstel-
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lingenn die geenszins in strijd zijn met de doelstellingenn van het mededingings-
recht.. Juridisch en economisch gezien zijn er geen bezwaren tegen de toepas-
singg van het model voor integratie. Wel zullen de mededingingsautoriteiten er 
eenn langere termijn visie op na moeten gaan houden wat betreft het doel van de 
beschermingg van de onverstoorde mededinging. 

Nuu het model voor integratie is ontwikkeld kan worden gekeken of het model 
ookk wordt toegepast in de toepassing van het EG mededingingsrecht 

Deell  twee: EG mededingingsrecht en milieubescherming 

Inleiding Inleiding 
Inn dit deel wordt het volledige mededingingsrecht van de EG onderzocht op 

dee rol die milieubelangen hebben gespeeld in de toepassing van deze regels. 
Daarbijj  wordt ook bekeken of de rol die aan milieuoverwegingen is toegekend 
overeenkomtt met het model voor integratie. Allereerst komen de beginselen van 
hett EG mededingingsrecht aan de orde (hoofdstuk 7). Daarna wordt de toepas-
singg van artikel 81 EG (het kartelverbod) onderzocht in hoofdstuk 8. De toepas-
singg van het verbod op misbruik van een economische machtspositie (artikel 82 
EG)) komt daarna aan de orde in hoofdstuk 9. Als laatste van de tot ondernemin-
genn gerichte mededingingsregels wordt in hoofdstuk 10 de Concentratiecontrole 
Verordeningg onderzocht. In hoofdstuk 11 komt de nuttig effect regel (artikel 10 
junctoo 81 EG) aan de orde terwijl in hoofdstuk 12 de toepassing van artikel 86 
EGG (publieke ondernemingen) wordt besproken. De toepassing van het verbod 
vann staatssteun in artikel 87 EG is hekkensluiter. 

Inn alle gevallen vangt het hoofdstuk aan met een algemene bespreking van 
dee desbetreffende bepalingen waarna meer specifiek wordt gekeken naar de 
toepassingg met betrekking tot milieubescherming. 

BeginselenBeginselen van EG mededingingsrecht 
Onderr de beginselen worden verstaan de rol van het mededingingsrecht 

inn het Verdrag en de werkingssfeer van de mededingingsregels. Ten aanzien 
vann de rol van de mededingingsregels in het Verdrag kan worden vastgesteld 
datdat behalve de verzekering van een bepaalde mate of intensiteit van de mede-
dinging,, de marktintegratie eveneens een belangrijk doel is. Het Hof legt de 
mededingingsregelss dan ook teleologisch uit hetgeen (grote) gevolgen heeft voor 
dee toepassing van de regels. De mededingingsregels van de EG dienen, net als 
allee andere beleid en optreden van de EG te worden gezien in het licht van de 
doelstellingenn van de EG zoals die zijn neergelegd in artikel 2 EG. De mededin-
gingsregelss van de EG zijn in principe van toepassing op de gehele economie. 
Alleenn ten aanzien van de landbouw-, transport- en defensie-industrie bestaan 
bijzonderee regels. Deze regels worden, als uitzonderingen op de regel, beperkt 
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geïnterpreteerdd en laten dan ook geen ruimte voor een toepassing van het model 
voorr integratie. De personele werkingssfeer van het Europese mededingings-
rechtt valt samen met het begrip onderneming. Alleen ondernemingen, dat wil 
zeggen,, entiteiten die marktactiviteiten verrichten, vallen onder de mededin-
gingsregels.. Entiteiten die dus een niet-economische activiteit verrichten zijn 
uitgezonderdd van de toepassing van het mededingingsrecht. Uit de jurispru-
dentiee kunnen twee soorten van niet-economische activiteiten worden afgeleid 
mett de daarbij horende tests: de overheidsprerogatieven-test en de marktecono-
mie-test.. De overheidsprerogatieven-test is al eens gebruikt om een entiteit die 
milieubeschermingsactiviteitenn uitvoert, uit te sluiten van het ondernemings-
begrip.. De precieze inhoud van de markteconomietest is onduidelijk maar het is 
niett uit te sluiten dat op grond van de onderliggende solidariteitsgedachte, ook 
bepaaldee milieuactiviteiten worden buiten de werkingssfeer van het mededin-
gingsrechtt vallen. Ten aanzien van de territoriale werkingssfeer heeft het onder-
zoekk zich beperkt tot het constateren dat er snel sprake zal zijn van een invloed 
opp de intracommunautaire handel. 

ArtikelArtikel  81 EG 
Inn verband met artikel 81 EG wordt allereerst de Albany-exceptie onderzocht. 

Volgenss deze uitzondering vallen collectieve arbeidsovereenkomsten, ondanks 
hunn mededingingsbeperkende effecten, niet onder het verbod van artikel 81 
EGG aangezien het EG verdrag hun totstandkoming aanmoedigt. Een nader 
onderzoekk wijst uit dat de juridische onderbouwing van de Albany-exceptie een 
analogee toepassing op collectieve milieuovereenkomsten uit sluit. Wat betreft 
hett vereiste van artikel 81 dat de afspraak tot doel of tot gevolg moet hebben dat 
dee mededinging wordt beperkt, wordt een tendens tot een economische uitleg-
gingg van artikel 81(1) gesignaleerd. Zo speelt de vraag of een mededingingsbe-
perkingg wel merkbaar is, eens steeds grotere rol. Ook lijk t uit de rechtspraak 
eenn rule of reason, op grond waarvan de mededingingsbeperkende en mededin-
gingsversterkendee effecten tegen elkaar moeten worden afgewogen, te kunnen 
wordenn afgeleid. In het kader van deze twee aspecten kunnen milieuoverwegin-
genn een rol spelen. Vaak zal de conclusie moeten zijn dat een afspraak tussen 
fabrikantenn ten aanzien van bepaalde milieuaspecten van het productieproces 
off  de producten geen merkbare mededingingsbeperking tot gevolg hebben 
aangezienn zij op veel meer (en belangrijker) aspecten concurreren dan de 
milieuprestatiess alleen (prijs, kwaliteit etc.) Ook kan een afspraak ten aanzien 
vann de milieubescherming noodzakelijk zijn voor het creëren van een nieuwe 
markt.. Met name op het terrein van de afvalverwerking is dit mogelijk. In dit 
soortt gevallen kunnen de positieve effecten voor de mededinging de negatieve 
effectenn voor de mededinging meer dan compenseren zodat er als netto resul-
taatt niet kan worden gesproken van een beperking (veeleer een versterking) van 
dee concurrentie. In de literatuur is wel een Europese rule of reason ontwaard in 
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dee rechtspraak van het Hof. Volgens deze opvatting zou ieder dwingend vereiste 
dee toepassing van artikel 81(1) op de mededingingsbeperkingen die inherent 
zijnn aan dit dwingend vereiste, uitsluiten. Aangezien milieubescherming is 
geaccepteerdd als dwingend vereiste, kan deze uitzondering worden ingeroepen. 
Evenwell  zou een dergelijke uitlegging van artikel 81(1), in tegenstelling tot de 
(niet-Europese)) ruk of reason, wel degelijk artikel 81(3) overbodig maken. Lega-
listischee redeneringen op grond waarvan de effecten op de mededinging niet 
langerr behoeven te worden vastgesteld wanneer een mededingingsbeperkend 
doell  is vastgesteld worden (niet alleen vanuit het oogpunt van het model voor 
integratie)) afgekeurd. In het kader van het onderzoek naar artikel 81 EG wordt 
ookk vastgesteld dat in een aantal gevallen wellicht kan worden gesproken van 
eenn (economisch) dwangkartel op milieugronden. De omstandigheden die de 
overheidd dan creëert zijn zodanig dat er geen ruimte meer is voor concurrentie; 
samenwerkingg is dan de enige economisch rationele optie. Ten aanzien van het 
eerstee lid van artikel 81 EG is de conclusie dat het model voor integratie niet 
nooptt tot meer dan een economisch verantwoorde toepassing. Een grotere rol 
(bijvoorbeeldd uitsluiten van artikel 81(1) ondanks dat er wel een mededingings-
beperkingg is) voor milieuoverwegingen druist tegen het model voor integratie in 
aangezienn dit model er juist van uit gaat dat, na internalisatie, de mededinging 
zijnn nuttige werk moet doen. 

Binnenn artikel 81 EG lijk t het model voor integratie zijn rol dan ook voorna-
melijkk te moeten spelen met betrekking tot het derde lid van deze bepaling. Op 
grondd van deze bepaling kunnen mededingingsbeperkende afspraken worden 
toegestaann wanneer zij voldoen aan vier cumulatieve vereisten. Het model voor 
integratiee eist dat milieuvoordelen rechtstreeks, zonder dat deze worden omge-
zett in economische voordelen, worden geaccepteerd als voordelen die kunnen 
leidenn tot een toepassing van deze bepaling. Verder komen milieuvoordelen 
inherentt ten goede aan een open groep personen zodat aan het tweede vereiste 
voorr de toepassing van artikel 81(3) is voldaan. In het kader van de onmisbaar-
heidd van de afspraak om de voordelen te behalen kan worden afgewogen of 
dee afspraak noodzakelijk is in het licht van de stand van zaken wat betreft de 
internalisatiee en eventuele noodzaak om verstoringen van de concurrentie te 
compenseren.. Het laatste vereiste voor een toepassing van artikel 81, lid 3, zal 
geenn problemen opleveren aangezien de milieuaspecten slechts een element zijn 
tenn aanzien waarvan concurrentie plaatsvindt. Voldoende restconcurrentie zal er 
duss blijven. 

Dee huidige praktijk van de Commissie is teleurstellend in dit opzicht. 
Niett alleen is de Commissie onduidelijk waar het gaat om het gewicht dat aan 
milieuvoordelenn wordt toegekend, de rol die milieuvoordelen spelen lijk t niet 
tee voldoen aan de eisen van het model van integratie. De onduidelijkheid van 
hett beleid van de Commissie kan tot grote problemen leiden wanneer artikel 
81,, lid 3, rechtstreeks werkend wordt verklaard. Vanaf dat moment kan immers 
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iederee rechter deze bepaling toepassen. Ondanks dat dit voor de toepassing van 
hett model voor integratie niets uitmaakt, bestaan er wel degelijk gevaren voor 
dee eenvormige toepassing van artikel 81(3) door de gehele Gemeenschap. De 
oplossingg die de Commissie lijk t voor te staan (een gedeeltelijke continuering 
vann haar uitleggingsmonopolie) zal in dit verband niet helpen. Evenmin zal het 
reducerenn van de toepassing van artikel 81, lid 3, tot puur economische over-
wegingenn helpen aangezien een nationale rechter bij de toepassing van artikel 
81(3)) EG gebonden is aan het integratiebeginsel en zich dus geroepen kan 
voelenn om aan milieuvoordelen een zeker gewicht toe te kennen. Het belang van 
eenn duidelijk beleid van de Commissie ten aanzien van milieuoverwegingen in 
hett kader van artikel 81(3) kan dus niet worden onderschat. 

ArtikelArtikel 82 EG 
Mett betrekking tot artikel 82 EG, het verbod van misbruik van een economi-

schee machtspositie, wordt eerst de rol van milieuoverwegingen op de marktafba-
keningg onderzocht. Artikel 82 is totnogtoe slechts in een milieuzaak toegepast. 
Dee uitkomst van de DSD zaak is als onbevredigend gekarakteriseerd. Op grond 
vann het model voor integratie had meer rekening moeten worden gehouden met 
dee bijzondere vereisten die de Duitse milieuregelgeving oplegt. Deze hadden 
hunn rol kunnen spelen in het kader van de mogelijkheid van de zogenaamde 
objectievee rechtvaardiging. Verder werd gesteld dat deze bijzondere vereisten 
zeerr wel kunnen leiden tot de karakterisering van DSD (en zijn lotgenoten) als 
natuurlijkk monopolie of universele diensten verrichter. Dit is onbevredigend 
vanuitt het perspectief van het model voor integratie aangezien daarmee moet 
wordenn aanvaard dat de markt is beperkt tot een aanbieder. Zinvolle concur-
rentiee is dan niet mogelijk. Het ontstaan van een dergelijk natuurlijk monopolie 
valtt in eerste instantie de milieuregelgever te verwijten. Door te kiezen voor een 
voorr iets dat in werkelijkheid neerkomt op een productverantwoordelijkheid in 
plaatss van een echte producentenverantwoordelijkheid, verspeelt hij de kans op het 
creërenn van een functionerende markt. Het toepassen van het misbruikverbod 
inn deze omstandigheden is niet meer dan een lapmiddel waarmee de structurele 
foutenn niet kunnen worden rechtgezet. Veeleer zal de aandacht zich moeten 
richtenn op de institutionele structuur van de monopolist waarbij deze zodanig 
moett zijn dat deze niet kan verworden tot vehikel waarmee de oprichtende of 
deelnemendee ondernemingen hun invloed kunnen uitoefenen. In het geval van 
DSDD is de institutionele structuur zodanig dat DSD niet kan worden misbruikt 
doorr de benedenstroomse of bovenstroomse industrie om toetreders te weren 
uitt de benedenstroomse of bovenstroomse markten. Verder zal deze structuur 
eveneenss voorkomen dat DSD zich abusief gaat gedragen op de markt waarop 
hett zelf actief is. 
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Concentratiecontrole Concentratiecontrole 
Mett betrekking tot concentratiecontrole kan de samenvatting kort zijn: de 

Concentratiecontrolee Verordening staat het terzijde zetten van mededingings-
overwegingenn op grond van milieuoverwegingen niet toe. De toepassing van 
hett model voor integratie is dan ook onmogelijk. Dit is evenwel geen probleem 
aangezienn de Concentratiecontrole Verordening een structureel instrument 
is.. Het valt niet in te zien waarom een verandering in de marktstructuur die 
dee mededinging beperkt noodzakelijk zou zijn vanuit milieuperspectief. De 
internalisatiee van milieulasten is in het einde het best gediend met de aanwezig-
heidd van mededinging. Het toestaan van een mededingingsbeperkende concen-
tratiee op milieugronden zou neerkomen op het accepteren van het ontstaan van 
natuurlijkee monopolies zoals dat hierboven (in verband met artikel 82) werd 
gezienn als teleurstellend gevolg van weinigg doordachte milieuregelgeving. 

NuttigNuttig effect regel 
Terr zake van de nuttig effect regel bestaat nog veel onduidelijkheid. In ieder 

gevall  kan de nuttig effect regel als lex generalis ten opzichte van artikel 86 
wordenn gekwalificeerd. Dat brengt met zich mee dat de gevolgen van en voor-
waardenn voor een uitzondering op de nuttig effect regel gelijk moeten met die 
voorr wat betreft artikel 86 EG. Uit de rechtspraak kan worden afgeleid dat de 
nuttigg effect regel niet van toepassing is op de goedkeuring van een afspraak als 
diee "onderliggende" afspraak zelf niet in strijd is met artikel 81 EG. De mogelijk-
hedenn voor uitzonderingen op artikel 81 EG wegens milieugronden spelen daar-
meee eveneens een rol binnen de nuttig effect regel. Verder dient de nuttig effect 
regell  - teneinde de parallellie met artikel 86 te bewaren - een uitzondering naar 
analogiee van artikel 86(2) EG te bevatten. Met de uitzondering voor het alge-
meenn belang zoals het Hof die lijk t te hebben gecreëerd, is dit het geval. Deze 
uitzonderingg is weliswaar nog niet toegepast in een milieucontext, maar dit lijk t 
zonderr meer mogelijk. Het model voor integratie kan aldus worden toegepast in 
hett kader van de nuttig effect regel aangezien deze een rechtstreekse afweging 
vann milieudoelstellingen en mededingingsbescherming toestaat. 

ArtikelArtikel 86 EG 
Artikell  86 EG bestaat uit twee regels. In het eerste lid is een verbod te 

vindenn op grond waarvan lidstaten niet het nuttig effect aan de regels van het 
Verdragg mogen ontnemen wanneer zij wettelijke monopolies uitvaardigen. 
Hett tweede lid verklaart de regels van het Verdrag buiten toepassing voor zover 
ditt noodzakelijk is voor het uitvoeren van een taak van algemeen economisch 
belang.. Uit de rechtspraak in verband met artikel 86 kan worden afgeleid dat 
hett Hof de milieubeschermingsoverwegingen die door lidstaten te berde worden 
gebracht,, kritisch benadert. Vrij recent heeft het Hof een wettelijk monopolie 
toegestaann op milieugronden. Daarbij overwoog het in het kader van de even-
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redigheidstoetss dan het monopolie noodzakelijk was voor het totstandbrengen 
vann een voldoende recycling capaciteit Daarbij hield het Hof rekening met de 
noodzaakk om de desbetreffende onderneming te beschermen voor de duur van 
dee afschrijving van de investeringen. In een eerdere zaak wees het Hof een 
vergelijkbaarr beroep op het verzekeren van de rentabiliteit af. Milieuoverwegin-
genn lijken dit opmerkelijke verschil te kunnen verklaren Vanuit het perspectief 
vann het model voor integratie is deze rechtspraak zonder meer toe te juichen. 
Doorr milieubeschermingsoverwegingen rechtstreeks in aanmerking te nemen 
enn door duidelijk te erkennen dat een uitzondering op de mededingingsregels 
noodzakelijkk is in verband met de internalisatie, draagt het Hof met zijn toepas-
singg van artikel 86 EG bij tot het internaliseren van milieulasten. 

ArtikelArtikel 87 EG 
Artikell  87 EG vertoont qua structuur een grote overeenkomst met artikel 

811 EG: een ruim geformuleerd verbod gekoppeld aan de mogelijkheid van een 
uitzonderingg voor bepaalde vormen van staatssteun. De parallel met artikel 81 
bestaatt ook in de uitlegging en met name de recente ontwikkelingen daarbij. 
Waarr het eerste lid van artikel 81 recentelijk ook beperkter wordt geïnterpre-
teerd,, legt het Hof in het recente arrest PreussenElektra het eerste lid van artikel 
877 eveneens beperkt uit. Het resultaat is dat het de verplichting tot afname van 
duurzamee energie tegen een prijs boven de marktwaarde, ondanks dat dit wel 
eenn voordeel voor de duurzame stroomproducenten oplevert, niet onder het 
verbodd van artikel 87(1) valt. Vanuit milieubeschermingsoverwegingen lijk t deze 
uitspraakk zeer wenselijk. Verder laat het beleid van de Commissie met betrek-
kingg tot de toepassing van de vrijstellingen in het derde lid van artikel 87 EG 
ookk zien dat milieuoverwegingen een grote rol spelen. Zeker in verband met 
dee toepassing van het derde lid kan zonder meer worden gesproken van een 
toepassingg van het model voor integratie. De Commissie staat bijvoorbeeld zeer 
mededingingsverstorendee bedrijfssteun toe voor zover dit noodzakelijk is om de 
concurrentieverstoringenn als gevolg van onvolledige internalisatie te compen-
seren.. Milieuoverwegingen en met name de noodzaak om tot een internalisatie 
tee komen, rechtvaardigen aldus rechtstreeks een tijdelijke uitzondering op de 
mededingingsregels. . 

Tussenconclusie Tussenconclusie 
Opp grond van het bovenstaande is de tussenconclusie dat er eer niet te 

verklarenn verschil is tussen de rol die milieubelangen spelen in de mededin-
gingsregelss die zijn gericht tot ondernemingen en de rol die zij spelen in de 
tott overheden gerichte mededingingsregels. Wat betreft de mededingingsre-
gelss gericht tot ondernemingen is de rol beperkt en indirect. Bovenal kan niet 
wordenn gesproken van een toepassing van het model voor integratie. De toepas-
singg van de tot overheden gerichte regels laat echter een volledig ander beeld 
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zien.. Milieuvoordelen kunnen zonder meer een uitzondering rechtvaardigen en 
bijj  de toepassing van deze uitzondering wordt uitdrukkelijk rekening gehouden 
mett de noodzaak om internalisatie te bewerkstelligen. Het model voor integratie 
wordtt zonder meer toegepast. 

Deell  drie: een vergelijkin g 

Inleiding Inleiding 
Teneindee de bevindingen van de voorgaande twee delen te verifiëren (het 

modell  voor integratie en zijn al dan niet toepassing in het EG mededingings-
recht)) vindt in het derde deel een vergelijking plaats. Daarbij wordt vanuit drie 
perspectievenn gekeken naar de rol die milieubelangen spelen in het EG mede-
dingingsrecht.. Ten eerste het interne perspectief waarbij de rol van cultuurbe-
langenn in het EG mededingingsrecht wordt bestudeerd. Als tweede het externe 
perspectieff  waarbij vanuit de ervaringen met milieubelangen in een drietal 
anderee stelsels van mededingingsrecht wordt gekeken naar de eerdere bevindin-
gen.. Als laatste het semi-externe perspectief waarbij de rol die milieubelangen 
hebbenn gespeeld in de andere interne marktregels de maatstaf wordt. 

HetHet interne perspectief 
Maarr al te vaak worden de zogenaamde niet-economische doelen op één 

hoopp geveegd. De wederzijds versterkende relatie zoals die hierboven werd 
geschetstt voor mededinging en milieubescherming bestaat echter niet voor 
allee andere niet-economische doelstellingen. Met betrekking tot cultuur, 
bijvoorbeeld,, bestaat er geen beginsel naar analogie van het beginsel dat de 
vervuilerr betaalt. Daarbij komt dat uiteindelijk de doelstellingen van cultuur-
beleidd en mededingingsbeleid fundamenteel tegengesteld zijn. Op grond van 
dezee uitgangspunten zou het dus onmogelijk moeten zijn om een model voor 
integratiee te ontwikkelen voor cultuurbelangen. Verder zou het dus ook onmo-
gelijkk moeten zijn om de mededingingsregels van de EG te interpreteren op een 
wijzee die in deel twee is gekwalificeerd als een toepassing van het model voor 
integratie.. Een onderzoek van de toepassing van het EG mededingingsrecht met 
betrekkingg tot zaken waarin cultuurbelangen een rol spelen heeft dit bevestigd. 
Cultuurbelangenn spelen geen rol zoals milieubelangen die wel spelen bij de 
toepassingg van het EG mededingingsrecht in die zin dat cultuurbelangen niet 
hebbenn geleid tot het tijdelijk ter zijde zetten van de mededingingsregels. Waar 
cultuurbelangenn wel een rol spelen is dat het rechtstreekse gevolg van ingrijpen 
vann de wetgever. Cultuurbelangen spelen hun in het mededingingsrecht op 
eenn wijze die niet analoog is aan de manier waarop milieubelangen volgens het 
modell  voor integratie wel degelijk hun rol spelen. 
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HetHet externe perspectief 
InIn dit deel werd de relatie tussen mededinging en milieubescherming 

onderzochtt voor wat betreft Duitsland, het Verenigd Koninkrijk en Nederland 
inn een traditionele rechtsvergelijkende exercitie. Daarbij werd zowel naar de 
"mededingingskant""  (wat is de rol van milieubelangen in het mededingings-
recht?)) als naar de "milieukant" (welk belang wordt aan mededinging toegekend 
inn het milieubeleid?) van de medaille gekeken. Wat betreft de toepassing van 
hett mededingingsrecht in milieuzaken, is het beeld grotendeels gelijk aan dat 
watt al met betrekking tot de toepassing van de EG mededingingsregels voor 
ondernemingenn werd vastgesteld. De rol van milieuoverwegingen is onduidelijk 
enn als zij tot een besluit leiden dan is hun belang vaak indirect. Wat betreft de 
milieukantt van de medaille bleek uit een vergelijking van de oplossing die in het 
Verenigdd Koninkrijk is gekozen voor de implementatiee van de Verpakkingsricht-
lij nn met de Duitse aanpak ten aanzien van verpakkingsafval dat het opleggen 
vann producentenverantwoordelijkheid niet onherroepelijk tot monopolistische 
systemenn hoeft te leiden. De Britse oplossing kan worden gekarakteriseerd als 
eenn echte producentenverantwoordelijkheid waarbij de producent verantwoor-
delijkk is voor het (doen) inzamelen en recyclen van een bepaalde hoeveelheid 
materiaall  die hij als verpakkingen heeft gebruikt. De continentale aanpak 
vann het verpakkingsafval kan echter als productverantwoordelijkheid worden 
gekenmerktt waarbij de producent verantwoordelijk is voor zijn eigen verpak-
kingen.. Deze verschillende invalshoek leidt ertoe dat bij een productverantwoor-
delijkheidd de schaalvoordelen dermate groot zijn dat een natuurlijk monopolie 
wordtt gecreëerd. De onwenselijkheid van een onmogelijkheid van mededinging 
behoeftt in het licht van het model voor integratie weinig toelichting. In dit 
opzichtt bevat het model voor integratie dus niet alleen een aanwijzing voor de 
mededingingsautoriteitenn maar evengoed voor de milieuregelgevers. 

HetHet semi-externe perspectief 
Inn het semi-externe perspectief werd de rol die milieubelangen hebben 

gespeeldd in de EG mededingingsregels vergeleken met het belang dat een 
milieubelangenn is toegekend in het kader van de andere marktintegratie 
bepalingenn uit het EG Verdrag. Daaruit blijkt dat milieubelangen rechtstreeks 
kunnenn leiden tot een inperking van deze bepalingen.. Zo heeft het Hof beper-
kingenn op het vrije verkeer van goederen (art. 28 EG) toegestaan om milieu-
redenen.. Verder bevat het EG Verdrag zelf een mogelijkheid tot afwijking van 
harmoniserendee regels vanwege milieuoverwegingen (art. 95 EG). Verder is dit 
perspectieff  interessant omdat volgens de vaste rechtspraak van het Hof beper-
kingenn op het basisvrijheden niet mogelijk zijn om economische redenen. De 
duidelijkee en vergaande rol die milieubelangen spelen in de andere interne 
marktt regels bevestigen, wat ook al bleek in deel twee, dat milieubelangen een 
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groteree rol spelen in het kader van de regels die zijn gericht tot overheden dan in 
dee regels die zijn gericht tot ondernemingen. 

ConclusiesConclusies en aanbevelingen 
Naarr aanleiding van het onderzoek wordt aanbevolen om het model van 

integratiee toe te passen. De manier waarop milieubelangen worden meegewo-
genn in het kader van de tot de overheden gerichte mededingingsregels kan in dit 
opzichtt als voorbeeld functioneren. 

Mett betrekking tot artikel 81 speelt het model voor integratie zijn voornaam-
stee rol in het kader van de toepassing van het derde lid. In dit verband zouden 
milieuvoordelenn direct en als zodanig moeten kunnen leiden tot een toepas-
singg van deze bepaling zonder dat daarvoor een economisering noodzakelijk is. 
Inn verband met artikel 82 zou de mogelijkheid van objectieve rechtvaardiging 
moetenn worden toegepast in het licht van de milieuoverwegingen. Ten aanzien 
vann de toepassing van de Concentratiecontrole verordening en de mededin-
gingsregelss die zijn gericht tot overheden kan worden vastgesteld dat de huidige 
praktijkk in overeenstemming is met het model van integratie. Ten slotte bevat 
hett model voor integratie een belangrijke vingerwijzing voor de milieuregelge-
verr om bij het ontwerpen van regels inzake producentenverantwoordelijkheid 
rekeningg te houden met de mogelijkheid van mededinging. 

Alleenn dan kan het krachtige instrument van de mededinging worden 
aangewendd om de internalisatie te bevorderen en zo een concurrentie om het 
milieuu mogelijk te maken. De mededingingsautoriteiten zullen moeten inzien 
datdat de bescherming van de mededinging daarbij tijdelijk op een lager pitje moet 
wordenn geplaatst. Op de langere termijn is zowel de bescherming van het milieu 
alss de onvervalste concurrentie hiermee gediend. Tijdelijk wat minder concur-
rentiee is een aanvaardbaar offer voor een kans op duurzame ontwikkeling. 
Immers,, wat is mededinging waard als er niets is dat het waard is om voor te 
concurreren? ? 
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